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To all the characters who dress up in costume and makeup to star in my dreams; 

 to teach me lessons, entertain and inspire me, 

 or just scare me half to death. 

 

You’re all more interesting when I’m asleep. 
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 
 
 
What follows is a collection of short stories that have been building up and 

coming together over the past six years. The styles range in everything from heartfelt 
romance to surreal fantasy, lewd conduct to metaphysical exploration, but they all have 
one thing in common; every story gathered here was inspired, in part or in whole, by 
dreams. Some came to me as seeds of ideas, which grew into something wider in scope, 
some were nearly complete the moment I woke up, and some are spawned only from that 
haze you get when you aren’t even sure if you were really asleep, or if you are even 
awake, but, ultimately, they all come from the same place. In truth, my dreams have been 
among the biggest sources of inspiration and ideas for me in all the stories I’ve written. 
The nightmare James Hudson has in A Wonderful Place was directly taken from a 
reoccurring one I had off and on for a year, and the entire story grew from there. Waking 
Up is from a common dream of mine that I should wake and discover that all these things 
I’ve written were just imagined, and don’t exist on paper. Each of them has a facet or two 
from dreams, some more than others, just as every dream that my characters have within 
the story are taken directly from my own. Sometimes the dreams I understand the least 
can help out one of my characters the most and, in that way, I understand them 
completely.  

Because I’m more fascinated by the process of dreams and ideas becoming 
stories and all the aspects of creation more than any one man has a right to be, and 
because I always love reading about what authors have to say about short stories when I 
read collections like these, I’m going to share a little bit about where each one comes 
from below. This information is, by no means, important for the story, and if you don’t 
care about the journey the story took to becoming what you’re about to start reading, then 
I urge you to move along to the first one. Otherwise, enjoy my personal insights, in a 
director’s commentary world, of all the stories gathered together in this volume, and 
thank you for reading. 
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Guard DutyGuard DutyGuard DutyGuard Duty    
This was one of my favorite dreams ever. There was a sort of absolute joy as I 

was mounting the tower to the cabin on top, and I don’t know that I fully explained how 
beautiful and wonderful that place was. This was one of the times in which I was the least 
happy to wake up. I loved that cabin, and the girl wasn’t bad either. I can’t remember 
who she was for me. I don’t think she was anybody I recognized, but she was amazing, 
and there was a great feeling to being stuck on top of the world with a beautiful girl you 
have an instant connection to. It combines my jones for really great love stories and really 
fun historic nonsense. If I could live in any of my dreams, and many of my dreams are 
places I want to live, this one would be my first choice. I’m still a little bit in love with 
that girl. 

 

Sequins and SmilesSequins and SmilesSequins and SmilesSequins and Smiles    
Comes from one of the single weirdest dreams I have ever had in my entire life. 

I’ve had scarier. I’ve had funnier. I’ve had more confusing and more disturbed. But for 
flat-out, off-the-wall WEIRD, this one may just take it.  

 

LongLongLongLong----Term RelationshipsTerm RelationshipsTerm RelationshipsTerm Relationships    
I had a hard time explaining the way the machines looked in my dreams. There 

was also a really weird coldness between myself and my dream girlfriend, resulting in the 
implementation of a company-employed whore. In the dream, the whore was, as a 
prototype, for my use only, and I actually liked her quite a bit better than the girlfriend. 
The whore and I had a good thing going, really. One of the issues in the dream was trying 
to deal with telling the girlfriend that. It was done such a terrible way, it was not worth 
writing about. It was dirty by even MY standards. And mean. 

 

In a State of ChaosIn a State of ChaosIn a State of ChaosIn a State of Chaos    
This is the first story I was ever paid to write, if you consider that I wrote the 

entire thing on the job while I was SUPPOSED to be doing something else. It actually 
came together in little pieces, a few paragraphs at a time, e-mailed to my sidekick to keep 
the pair of us entertained over several days. At one point, when I had to stop writing it to 
do actual work, and she was particularly enthralled, she marched over to my desk and 
demanded to know why I hadn’t sent her the next few paragraphs. Working was, 
apparently, no excuse. Its greatest accomplishment, I think, is that for a while this girl in 
mention looked very much forward to hearing from me. I very much had a thing for her. 
Not only did she refuse to date me, I never even got a quickie in the supply closet. It still 
breaks my heart.  

 

TTTThe Tragedy of the Greenhe Tragedy of the Greenhe Tragedy of the Greenhe Tragedy of the Green    
Imagine the town you grew up in. Now imagine that town transported to 

medieval times. Horses instead of cars, buildings of plaster and wood, castles and 
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nobility. That’s what this was for me. Including bringing a lot of people I went to school 
with there, all old-tymied out. It was really great seeing some of my closest friends 
becoming bards and forest scouts, but the weirdest thing is the fact that the forest woman 
who started the whole story was, in my dream, an ex-girlfriend, with whom things did not 
end well. Can you imagine going through all of that work for a girl who broke your heart 
and continues to hate you? Surreal. It’s like running through a minefield to bring 
Mussolini flowers.   

 

Spring AirSpring AirSpring AirSpring Air    
Written one night in the time it takes a woman to shower, this dream was 

captured as a gift for someone too far to touch, but who needed to feel special. I later 
found it again, and enjoyed many of the turns-of-phrase used. Sometimes I battle 
horniness and loneliness with clever banter.  

 

ShanghaiedShanghaiedShanghaiedShanghaied    
The prospect of being buried alive by peppercorns is scary. And disturbed. And, 

ideally, would smell really nice. I remember, in the dream, I was concerned about them 
getting lodged way up in my nose. You would think I would have been more concerned 
at the time about being all sympathetic with my German kidnappers. I was when I woke 
up, mind you, but not at the time. This led me to do two things. First, I had to admit that I 
love eastern European peoples. They are strong and integritous, and sometimes their 
women make me dizzy. And not because they hit me, neither. It also led me to taking a 
test on the intronets entitled “Would You Have Been A Nazi?” The test tells me that I 
would have possibly joined an underground resistance, but would most likely have 
simply left the country for somewhere less evil and killy. It was all the comforting I 
needed.  

 

RememberRememberRememberRemember    
I think this may have been the result of the dream that became The Tragedy of 

the Green. Experiencing that manner of sympathy for an ex-girlfriend long gone made 
her show up in another dream, in a way that was even more disturbing. There were a lot 
of weird moments in that there dream, and I swear that all movie titles named in the story 
are taken right from my dreams (although I don’t admit it proudly). I later did hear about 
that girl. Not that I want to relive my past or anything, but I have to say she’s changed for 
the badass since we knew each other, and I’m a little jealous I didn’t get to know the 
newer version. Makes me think of the guy who drummed for the Beatles before Ringo, 
but I don’t know if I’m the Beatles or the drummer in that analogy. 

 

PocketedPocketedPocketedPocketed    
I didn’t always intend to be a writer. And I certainly never intended to work the 

kinds of jobs I’ve worked in between, and less frequently, during writing. Let’s just say I 
didn’t want all my career planning to go to waste.  
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Lets also just say that choosing to avoid a certain life path because you don’t 
want to have to tell someone you care about how you make your money or why you can’t 
go back to certain countries is dumb as all hell. Door number 1: Admit to your special 
lady friend that you are a thief. She gets mad, and, odds are, forgives you, thinks it’s fun 
and dangerous, and you have lots and lots of sex on top of expensive things. Door 
number 2: Write stories alone in a room with nothing to keep you company but thousands 
of dollars of media entertainment. Avoid having that conversation when you admit to 
being dashing-yet-felonious due to the fact that you have no money to explain, and 
nobody to explain it to. Sleep alone on a discount mattress before going back to a dead-
end job. 

If my highschool guidance counselor hadn’t shot himself already, he’d so have it 
coming. 

 

What the Fascists Gave MeWhat the Fascists Gave MeWhat the Fascists Gave MeWhat the Fascists Gave Me    
I have asthma. To keep this under control takes a lot of medication, which the 

greedy, hell-bound, soul-sucking, price-gouging, kitten-raping pharmaceutical companies 
make rather expensive. If I want to breathe like a normal person, I have to pay around 
$300 a month for the privilege. There have been many times when I can’t even afford to 
eat, let alone pay those insane prices. One of these times I was left without even a rescue 
inhaler (the emergency oh-shit-I-can’t-breathe medicine that runs closer to $40 a pop), 
and so had to make do with what I could get short notice. Enter the Epinephrine, mixed 
with a few poor-boy home remedies I knew to work. My stomach and throat burned like I 
was taking shots of battery acid, and I had a head full of bad chemicals, but I did not die. 
What I did instead was wander around for three days, until I could get proper medication 
from somewhat less-than-legal methods, completely delusional, paranoid, and way too 
amped. For weeks, I found notes I’d written myself during those three days, including a 
hastily typed account of a dream I can, if I try hard, scarcely remember parts of now, 
which was saved under a strange name and hidden deep in my laptop. This story is a 
combination of those notes, and that dream. 

 

ShaleShaleShaleShale    
The best part about short stories is being able to turn one of the most chaotic 

dreams you’ve ever had, about people you know but don’t know, a cat who seems to be 
stalking you, with fire, madness, and collapse all around, into a reasonably cohesive 
story. It’s like an exorcism, in that the most screwed up dreams are the ones that stay with 
me the longest, and the ones I find myself thinking about, even years later, for no reason 
at all, and by making a story out of them, I can finally be set free. Incidentally, Shale is 
the name of a cat I had once, that was a stray who just wandered into my sister’s house on 
evening after dinner. I later sold her for forty bucks. The cat, not my sister. I still have the 
sister.  
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Tuesday Not IncludedTuesday Not IncludedTuesday Not IncludedTuesday Not Included    
In a small one-room apartment in London, not far from Paddington Station, I sat 

by my one window, looking down on Gloucester Terrace, drinking absinthe and Jack 
Daniels, I wrote this story by hand in a notebook. Just before this, I had gone down to my 
favorite internet café to check my e-mail, and discovered something in the box from a girl 
I had expected and hoped never to hear from again. Drinking was the only natural 
response. The title has nothing to do with anything, aside from being a barely legible 
scribble along the margin of a page in the middle of the story, that I neither remember 
writing, nor the meaning of.  

It’s the only story here that isn’t directly inspired by a dream. I’m including it 
because it was, in some way, part of the shattering of another kind of dream, and because 
all that night, and every night for about two weeks, I dreamt this same story again and 
again. 

 

Prehistoric Work FarmPrehistoric Work FarmPrehistoric Work FarmPrehistoric Work Farm    
This one grew way out of my control. As a rule, my dreams are epic in size and 

nature, leaving me with only fragments I can remember when I wake up, or a sort of fog 
over the entire thing. Nine times out of ten, once I have it captured on page, I can 
remember the whole of it. This one, when wrote down, was only a little more than a page 
of wildly jumping notes on a dream that, in all honesty, pales in comparison to the story. 
It quickly got away from me, and grew to be something much bigger and more grand. I 
never would have guessed it would end up with characters like the ones in it. It does me 
proud. 

 

The OneThe OneThe OneThe One    
This is one of the parts of the creation process that I love. This story, like a few 

others, come from some of the oldest notes I have from when I started keeping track of 
my dreams. Three pages of a strange, surrealist story that was always incomplete, no 
matter what I wanted to do with it. I have read it hoping it would strike something in me 
dozens upon dozens of times, trying to deconstruct it to make poetry at some point, 
cleaning up the spelling a little to let the notes stand as they were in my beat phase, trying 
to combine it with separate notes on other ideas, but nothing ever worked. Then I started 
going through old notes, mining them for inspiration for stories, and read it again a few 
dozen times, but every time I looked I still didn’t see any potential. Finally, after having 
just finished a piece, I picked up a stack of notes to peruse through for the next project, 
and, right on top, the notes from this dream. Before I finished reading the first paragraph, 
new ideas were springing, notes scribbled on the page. By the time I was done, this story 
had come together in my mind, as though it had always been there, hiding out and 
pretending to be nothing just to fuck with me.  

The one thing I remember most clearly from the dream that grew into this story, 
which I left in almost exactly as I wrote it down after waking up, is the bit of freestyle 
rap. Dream people busting out wicked white-boy verse is way too good to ever think 
about toying with or cutting out of a story. 
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Hacienda Del Llorar MuerteHacienda Del Llorar MuerteHacienda Del Llorar MuerteHacienda Del Llorar Muerte    
If I could speak Spanish well enough to communicate fully in it, this entire story 

would be written in that language, and the only English would be occasional phrases 
from the mouths of Julius, Helen, and Hugh. It’s hard to communicate fully from the 
story exactly how I see the Hacienda it takes place in, because it changed a little every 
time I moved around inside it, but the place is full of stark beauty, and if I could run away 
and spend a year there, far away from everything, I would gladly do so. Barring, of 
course, certain elements of the story. 

 

The HeatThe HeatThe HeatThe Heat    
I wish to every God known to man that this were a true story. Parts of it are. A 

little bit taken from one of the most trying, and most exciting days of that job. A few 
hours, full of fantastic sights and sensations, which I repeated in my head so many times 
it was inevitable that it would imbed itself in my dreams. The dream version was even 
better than real life, because there was more nipple involved. If you can’t tell what part of 
the story happened when I was awake, and what part came along when I was asleep, I’m 
not telling you.  

 

PreparedPreparedPreparedPrepared    
This was a combination of some of the geekiest imagery from sci-fi movies and 

comic books and the most horrible photos from war zones and stories about governments 
wiping out their enemies and piling them in mass graves. When you’re holding the head 
of a neighbor in a dream, the blood and war definitely overpower the hero story aspects. 

 

Something to ConsiderSomething to ConsiderSomething to ConsiderSomething to Consider    
I always wanted to see a story that was made entirely of dialogue, and would 

spend whole workdays thinking on it. I also wanted to write a story about a guy terrified 
of growing up, because, while it may not be original, I was just getting into some 
mortgage-related desk jobs, and I was scared shitless about the prospect of staying there 
to the point of nightmares. I later met a girl I wanted to settle down with and asked the 
same job I was terrified if I could work there permanently to buy her things like a house 
and a college education. She decided she did not like me. This made my mind broken for 
a while, and you will find pieces of it littering various stories, as well as various city 
streets. However, I did not like the job, and was in no way wanting to go back there ever 
again, let alone for a permanent basis. So I guess she saved me from that at least. Of 
course, if given the choice between having the girl back or not having to have to worked 
the crap job…well…honestly…there was a lot of oral sex involved. You understand. 
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SplitSplitSplitSplit    
Another dream that struck me as being too important to forget. I cannot describe 

the disorientation of dreaming being two people at once, or the confusion of switching 
from Spanish villas to alien deserts to science fiction cities. The character called Nanzia 
was never the same twice in the dream, even though she was only technically four 
different versions of herself. It was at once one of the most fractured dreams I’ve ever 
had, and one of the most beautiful. 

 

Letter to My WifeLetter to My WifeLetter to My WifeLetter to My Wife    
Once upon a time, I worked with a girl who had a boyfriend she hadn’t seen in 

months, as he was gallivanting around the world without her. I very much had a thing for 
her, but failed to convince her that she should, if not outright dump him, at least allow me 
to keep her company while he was away. No sense in everyone missing out on some 
good sex, right? In the end, I had to settle for abusing soft drugs together, and then taking 
very long lunches to shop, slack off, and pretend I was NOT checking her out and/or 
looking down her blouse, and then going home at the end of the day to have dreams about 
what I saw when I looked down her blouse. One time, instead of nipples, I dreamt about a 
family. It was odd. But nice. And makes me miss the girl more than normal.  

 

MonsterMonsterMonsterMonster    
Of all the dreams that fill this book that I wish I never had to wake up from, this 

one is the one I DON’T want to live in. The sensation of your skin boiling up like pork 
rinds and sticking to things you touch, tearing loose? Holy lord. Do NOT eat after 
dreaming that dream. 
 

North for the WinterNorth for the WinterNorth for the WinterNorth for the Winter    
Don’t tell The Man, but I have a lot of dreams in which I am happy to see cops 

die. Part of it comes from growing up in a small town, where all the cops are the bottom 
of the barrel from the police academy, security guards and ex-military men with an axe to 
grind with the world for the fact that their lives went downhill ever since the last football 
game they ever played for their high school. They get paid less even than state troopers, 
because they aren’t worth the money, and most of the time there isn’t enough work to 
keep them busy, so they make up for this by spending all their idle time becoming bigger 
assholes, making problems where there are none on the off chance that something will 
escalate to the point where they finally get to shoot someone, and maybe, for once in their 
lives, feel like real men. I’ve met three cops in my life who were really good guys that 
honestly cared about their communities and their jobs, and one who was a dick, but a 
really professional, respectable cop. The rest are a waste of flesh, who I would doubt 
have ever protected or served a single person that they weren’t forced to in the entire span 
of their career. I used to want to be one myself, just so I could do my best to create some 
kind of standard for common sense behind the badge, but I couldn’t bring myself to pay 
over a hundred bucks just to apply for the job. Not even toilet paper spends so much time 
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working around assholes. If our cops weren’t such hateful, depraved and pathetic 
creatures, I wouldn’t daydream about them being eaten alive by bears, or dream at night 
about shooting them in the head. 

 

PushPushPushPush    
It’s hard to believe that the story I tell now is the same one that came from five 

seconds I can remember of a dream I had years ago. After reading a lot of Steinbeck, I 
went to sleep, and all I remember is being in the middle of nowhere, digging a hole in the 
ground, and making walls out of rocks so heavy I could barely lift them. It was like 5 
one-second flashes of time, the land, the dig, the walls, and the final house. It was so 
blurred and nonsensical that I didn’t know what I was doing, or why. What I DID know 
that that the feeling I got when I woke up for the dream was one of sadness that I didn’t 
have a place to go like that, where I felt as safe and peaceful as I had in the dream. I 
thought about the feeling and the house so long a story just started to grow naturally. Just 
outlines as vague as the dream itself. And then, I started telling the story to someone I 
cared about to pass the time, and it sprang out with details and characters that I could see. 
Every time I started telling, there were interruptions, and in the end the story lasted 
longer than the girl. I retold it again to myself, to other people, but until this writing, it 
never had an end. I don’t know who you can blame, but I have a lot of dreams about old 
buildings, so almost everything in the story I can see in my head with more intricate 
detail than I would ever bother to tell you. It’s like a small business seminar crossed with 
a real estate listings in there sometimes.  

  

Full Moon SamuraiFull Moon SamuraiFull Moon SamuraiFull Moon Samurai    
Hey, you got your Samurai in my Werewolf story! And YOU got YOUR 

vampires in my Samurai story! Hmm… 
 

The BossThe BossThe BossThe Boss    
The story that almost didn’t make it! Not because I don’t like it, but because I 

had finished up with all the stories I felt I needed, and all the notes I had, the night before. 
I was already starting to lay them all out and edit the book together, and then I had a 
dream. For a moment, I stood in front of the shower, deciding whether I should get it 
down, just in case, or let it go. Ultimately, between the girl I saw as being Selene, who 
has way too much power over me, regardless of how she feels, and the depth of the things 
I felt while I was having the dream, I turned off the water and went to take down the 
dream. After the shower, I wrote the story, getting it in just under the wire.  

As a side note, ANY story in which I am excited at the prospect of a girl having 
a child by me counts, at least a little, as a nightmare, due to the fact that it scares the ever-
loving shit out of me. It’s like waking up from having a dream in which all you wanted in 
the world was to be stabbed in the face by dozens of scorpions.  
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ReleaseReleaseReleaseRelease    
When I was writing Waking Up, there were moments of closeness that I didn’t 

want to end up as sex scenes, and yet every time I continued writing there, it headed that 
way. This probably says something about me as a person, and the state of my mind, that I 
should probably have looked at by professionals. But you know what? Professionals cost 
a lot of money, and my brain, in all it’s smutty goodness, can be fun. Anyway, I got 
around this issue by opening another file and writing a little bit of a sex scene there, 
hitting as much detail as I wanted, and then going back to Cameron for the afterglow 
cuddle. I ended up with a pastiche of smut, which was formed in a way that was almost a 
story already. I filled in the blanks from a dream I had one night, and VOICI! My first 
genuine piece of filth. You’ll notice I’ve since grown fond of filth. Blame this story. And 
then bow your head in shame for feeling the need to place blame for something exciting 
and fun. What are you, Amish? 

 

Gone MissingGone MissingGone MissingGone Missing    
This was a dream about a friend of mine who meant more to me than anyone I 

had known up until that time. I give her full credit for my being the way I am today. She 
was the first person who really was interested in what I did with words, and she inspired 
me to write more, paint more, to create more in a weekend than I had ever done in any 
given month before. Through her, I found a lot out about myself. She will always have a 
special place in my heart, and the way I felt after having woken up from this dream about 
her comes back to me every time I remember it, and makes me a little misty. 

 

Shades of BlueShades of BlueShades of BlueShades of Blue    
The very first time I had this dream, I woke up thinking ‘wait…wait…what the 

fuck was all that about?’ I was so confused that I remembered every bit of it, and sat 
down right away to get it all down, ending with the most detailed account of a dream I 
think I’ve ever had. Several times over the years since then, I’ve re-read it, thinking it had 
to be good for something, but every time, when I come to the end, all I know is that I 
liked it, and that I still didn’t understand it. When I started gathering up old notes to turn 
into stories, I knew I had to do something with this dream, but I never had any idea what. 
If I tried to straighten it out and make it make sense, it wouldn’t have been the same 
thing, and would have lost all the charm it once had. It’s like one of those movies you 
always feel like you’re missing something in, like you somehow got a copy that’s 
missing about thirty minutes of explanation, but you like it anyway. After a lot of 
thinking, I realized that the only way I could really put this one down on paper was to 
write it as a script, to try and capture some of the visual and cinematic feel of it, without 
losing the elements that STILL leave me wondering what just happened. 

 

Growing CalmGrowing CalmGrowing CalmGrowing Calm    
I usually try to write down dreams as soon as I wake up from them, while I can 

still remember all the details of how they felt, and all the things that happened. 



 x

Sometimes, on mornings when I’m cognitive enough to communicate well and still in 
that half-awake haze enough to keep the dream fresh in my mind, the things I write sound 
almost like journal entries from someone else’s life. The notes for this one read that way, 
and when I was going over them, there were a lot of places I liked what I wrote so much I 
didn’t change them at all, as much as build around them. When I read pieces like this, the 
dream comes back to me like I just woke up, and I actually feel as though maybe, for a 
while, I had been this other person, lived this completely different life, sometime in the 
place between what I remember and what I don’t.  

 

SurvivorsSurvivorsSurvivorsSurvivors    
I was about ready to throw out the notes. It was only a single sheet, and, if you 

compare the two, you’d see that it had really nothing to do with the story I ended up with. 
The dream was about a blond lady who worked for NASA, had a son, and drove me 
around in a convertible. But there was a single image or the neighborhood I grew up in, 
enclosed in a low-ceilinged shelter, dark and crowded with people. Those people were all 
crowded in because it was Halloween, mind you, and there was a huge party going on. 
But the imagery was there. It gave me a single idea, which I thought would be a 
paragraph to print off and return to the idea folder for later use. Then the paragraph 
became longer, and was followed by another, and another. Now it’s a story. Now if only I 
could come up with some really detailed paintings to go with them. 

 

In DeepIn DeepIn DeepIn Deep    
The dream that started this was all about the train. All of the staff spoke only 

Spanish, and what I learned about the train I got from educational plaques placed on the 
walls to familiarize people, probably investors, with the concept. There were very few 
other people in there with me, traveling in small groups and talking, most of them with 
cocktails or a snack in their hand. I believe the café had a special on flan. At one point I 
was tired, and started to arrange the chairs in the café into a makeshift cot, and, while I 
was doing this, I saw a pretty girl, the only other person on her own, looking around 
herself at the train as though she had stepped into her own favorite dream. This is Siena’s 
story, since I always felt like I wound up in her dream by accident. 

 

On the RunOn the RunOn the RunOn the Run    
The stuff of nightmares. After years and years and YEARS of bloody 

nightmares, I decided to put some of those nightmare things into a story. The sword, the 
civil war thing, and the monsters in men-suits, and, in fact, almost ALL the pieces of this 
store are all real things from various reoccurring dreams. This is a drop in the nightmare 
bucket, and if I could somehow train myself to run on my sleep whenever I ran in 
dreams, I would be in fantastic shape. I do find it weird, however, that in my dreams 
swords almost always bend, and triggers of guns almost never work all the way. Though I 
did shoot a coworker of mine with one once, in the dream. I suspected him of being a 
bastard.  
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SunflowerSunflowerSunflowerSunflower    
You know that relationship you had that ended before it should? You got 

together, and thought it might have been going somewhere, and then, very suddenly, 
before it could even take off, it ended, leaving you wondering what exactly happened? 
This stems from one of those I had years and years ago. Months after it ended, I had a 
dream. It was simple, sweet, pleasant. If you haven’t noticed by now, I like a good love 
story. I kept thinking about the story from that dream, and told it to myself on bad days. 
Eventually, one day, I decided to set it down on paper, making it one of the very first 
short stories I wrote after finishing Keeping Bliss, and a sort of precursor to the concept 
of the 40% Stories. It’s still a reasonably pleasant story, but a good deal of it reads much 
like a catalogue of romantic failure and self-doubt. Parts of it make me cringe, for all 
kinds of reasons, but parts of it also make me smile, so there is that.  
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Guard DutyGuard DutyGuard DutyGuard Duty    

 

 

 
It happened because I was a traitor. It happened because I came from the North. 

That’s the secret behind it all. Not a grand punishment for gross misdoings, not a sort of 
prestige. I just happened to cross a line that has been standing since the time before my 
great grandfather. Just that simple. Two steps across an invisible boundary, and it led to 
more steps, and before I know what was going on, I end up locked away in the tower. It 
hardly seems fair, now, to think about it.  

 
There was a time, one that nobody remembers and nobody can even imagine 

anymore, in which Apollonia to the north and Mariella to the south were close allies; 
friends, even. We know it’s true, we have evidence everywhere of this great shared 
history, and the two cultures really are alike if you step back and look at them. Trouble is, 
most people can’t do that these days. But the lands are very similar. Huge, green forests, 
rolling mountains leading into barren desert land far to the east. They’re even the same 
size. Same kinds of trade, initially, similar societies. There is virtually no cultural 
difference, if someone were to move from one place to another. Of course, we border-
jumpers are a rare thing these days. Most people never even meet one. So it’s not a huge 
surprise that nobody can believe how many or how strong the similarities are.  

While nobody remembers the day when these two great lands embraced one 
another, nobody can deny them, either. They’ve tried, mind you. Just not near the border. 
See, the boundary between the two places is the Cristobel River, which is very wide, and 
very fast. This river runs the entire length of the land, so there is no stretch of the 
Apollonia/ Mariella border that isn’t marked by about a hundred and fifty feet of water, 
which is no small task to cross by traditional river-crossing methods. And it’s really 
seldom done, because at four different points across the border there are massive steel 
and stone bridges crossing for you, without rafts or ferries, which so easily get torn to 
pieces in the rough water, costing lives of livestock and people alike. These bridges are 
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amazing things: stronger than any other bridges anyone around here has ever seen or 
heard of across the entire world. Constructed not only in frame but with grating across the 
road and every support with the strongest steel ever forged. Fire could do no damage to 
these bridges. Nor any forms of weather our history books have any record of striking. 
The mightiest of these, across the widest bit of river, was the La Paz bridge. This thing 
had stood up to fire from catapults, trebuchet, ballista, as well as several attempts to blow 
it up with a great amassing of black powder. Nothing had so much as bent a girder. I 
personally witnessed a great freeze in which several bridges in the surrounding areas, as 
well as a dike that protected about two-hundred acres of farmland from the mighty waters 
were all destroyed. There wasn’t even a creak out of the base of the bridge. And that was 
the point. The bridge was solid. It was the symbol of the peace between our two peoples. 
When it was built, the general theory was that if it could fall that easy, so could the 
friendship.  

Over a century later, of course, the friendship isn’t even a distant memory. But 
the bridge is still damn near indestructible, even up to the tower supports, leading high 
into the air over the bridge, to an ancient and long-abandoned tower.  

Our second reminder of the things that once were was the island on the other 
side of the La Paz. This was the only place along all the hundreds of miles of river shore 
where the split was not perfect. A place where, in between the two lands there was a 
chunk of earth. A place where you weren’t in either land, or were in both; depending on 
how you look at it. Technically, the split was closer to Mariella land, and when the peace 
was a memory, it was considered their property without question. But nobody ever 
renamed it. They shortened it; referred to it almost exclusively as Carn. But, officially, on 
paper, it was Carnival Island. Because that’s what it was, what it was meant to be. It used 
to be a place of celebration between two places. Merchants could bring their goods and 
set up booths and stands to sell everything they could, anything under the sun. Rides were 
set up all the year round, for the young and the old. Games and shows, tricks and song. It 
was a constant celebration of unity.  

It was with absolutely no sense of irony that the Mariellan army set up its largest 
military outpost on that very land all to guard against those it used to welcome openly.  

 
It was there that I took those steps that turned me from what I had been, to 

everything I could be after. It was in the nearby region that I had lived all my life, up in 
Apollonia. You couldn’t see the town through the trees, but it wasn’t very much further 
north than the forest line. There was a fort, a garrison for troops primarily made of logs 
and earth, just inside the woods, and the battlement towers, solid wood construction, were 
all that rose above the woods. I was a local. I was a neighbor of those across the river all 
my life. All I did was take the steps nobody else had ever bothered to. I walked across 
that bridge, walked into a military base, and said I wanted to see Mariella. It wasn’t even 
as though it was difficult. Nothing got in my way. There were no gates, no fences. No 
warnings. The closest to a sign there was the metal plaque over the opening of the bridge 
that announced where it lead to. And that was it: for my people the word Mariella meant 
every terrible thing in the language—nothing more was felt necessary. Some of the other 
three bridges had suffered all manner of attempt to make it off limits. Traditionally, all 
the bridges were lined with wood, to give it a warmer feel than the metal grating. La Paz 
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was the only one to still have this wood, at least most of it, in place. The bridge at the 
coast had been rammed by a schooner. Intentionally. They plowed the thing with only a 
skeleton crew on board, jammed it right underneath the bridge so tight that it has stayed 
there for over six decades. And then they build up on top of the boat, old timbers and 
trees and scraps from shipyards. They covered the entire bridge with junk wood. And as 
boards rot away, they add more. It looks like a beaver’s dam, but it certainly keeps people 
from using the bridge. The one furthest east has a similar theory, only with rocks instead 
of wood. A wall built of loose stone and boulders. The nearest one to the east has an 
actual wall built at each end, a fortification with battlements and gates. In order to cross 
you would need to get the soldiers on your side to open the door, and then, on the other 
side, get those soldiers to open up as well. As of yet, this has never happened. But La Paz 
was open. Not so much as a sign posted by a concerned grandmother.  

 
If you ask me, that was the only reason they didn’t kill me the second they 

noticed me heading their way. It had never happened before. There had been attacks, 
sure. Only one in my lifetime, and I was all of three years old at the time. It wasn’t even a 
very big attack, as far as these things go, but it helped remind the hands guiding the 
people that such a thing was possible. But a young man, walking on foot, with just a 
single bag slung over his shoulder; it was a first for those guards. People were curious. 
They asked why I had come, and all I could tell them was a single sentence: 

“I wanted to see what was over here.”  
 
So nobody killed me. They talked to me, they wouldn’t let me travel deeper into 

the land without a full examination, and they certainly didn’t like me. But they did 
nothing to harm me. And I eventually convinced them that I wasn’t any kind of a threat, 
thatthere was nothing to fear from me. I was allowed to go on trips across Mariella, 
although seldom on my own. I met the magistrate of the region on several occasions, and 
he had even taking a liking to me, after a fashion. I had a place to live, and was given 
enough work to keep myself in food and some entertainment. I had no real discomfort, no 
real problems. But I was not trusted. I could go back and forth across the La Paz bridge, 
and was one of the only people allowed to do so, after they decided to keep a watch for 
people like me. But I was never, ever trusted.  

 
What I mentioned before, about it not being a punishment? That was the truth. 

Technically, anyway. I had never done anything wrong, never broke the rules, and never 
gave anyone a reason to want me to suffer. That does not mean that I wasn’t a thorn in 
the sides of quite a few people. Aside from the distrust based on my status as a 
northerner, I was also one of those artist types; always walking around looking at things 
long and hard, questioning things, trying to find meanings inside of things. The kind of 
people that are generally looked at as a foolish waste of time. A farce. I worked as hard as 
I had to in order to live, but I spent the majority of my time beyond that in the company 
of useless men and women, spending all day singing songs or listening to stories or 
drawing pictures. And to a people that have been pillars of industry for so long, this is 
considered very strange behavior indeed.  
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I do admit that there was probably a little bit more to it than that. I was one of 
those freedom nuts, always wanting people to have a few more liberties and opportunities 
than they had. That was well known. And since I knew the magistrate, it was also well 
known by the council and those surrounding the office that I was often coming to him 
with complaints and grievances, trying to champion the average man. Many of the 
council did not like me for this reason. I was a wrench in the cog. When the head of the 
council died, and his successor took over, the attitude changed for the entire area. Now 
nobody was to cross La Paz. Ever. People should work harder; nose to the grindstone. 
Frivolous people such as myself were a disgrace. We did not contribute anything to 
society, no aide of any kind. It was made known that I was on very thin ice. The 
magistrate protected me. When the magistrate was accused of some very heavy crimes 
against Mariella, my welcome was officially worn out. I was to be sent further south, 
until such a time as I could prove to the council I was worthy of living where I had been 
living for years. It was a complete mess.  

The charges against the magistrate were, of course, completely false. I knew 
this. I didn’t have much evidence, of course. Not for a while. But I knew it. So I spent six 
months dodging my upcoming excommunication, gathering facts, trying to put together 
enough of a case to keep my friend in his position, and keep him from getting into 
anything deeper. Six months living under the radar, sneaking around, hiding whenever 
guards were coming. Six months, all to clear the magistrates name, to help the peace of 
the region, and, in so doing, prove my worth and right to stay.  

This was another one of those big steps.  
 
The magistrate had been a friend, an advocate, but I was never part of his circle. 

After saving his position, job, and possibly his life, he became convinced I had some kind 
of gift. I was to be his advisor, his wizard. I would somehow be able to protect him from 
more peril. I wasn’t overly loved by the council still. There were a lot of heavy debates 
behind closed doors. Dark fears and sinister deeds. When the doors opened up again, it 
had been decided for me, without so much as a word of input on my part.  

I was going to be the new sentry. 
I was going into the tower.  
 
Jantzen Tower, it was called. Named after its designer. The bridge and the tower 

were designed at the same time. When Jantzen designed the bridge, he knew it would be 
the center of peace. The bridge itself was built with all possible haste, so trading could 
commence. The tower was part of the initial design as well, but it wasn’t finished until 
three years later. It had been designed as a part of the bonding. A signal to the heights 
that the two lands could rise to together. A high parapet from which trumpets would 
sound and signal fires would blaze. In the times since, it has become somewhat less 
glorious.  

The tower rises from the top of the bridge, and reaches to a height almost as 
great as the river itself. The stairs for that lower section are removable, designed that way 
to ease the traffic across the bridge during festivals and big celebrations. Now it was 
always off to keep the tower secure. I didn’t know they even existed anymore until they 
rolled them up to the top. The lower stairs were only ever brought out when they were 
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necessary. They connected directly to the rest of the stairs. The stairs rose up, back and 
forth, for nearly a hundred feet before there is so much as a metal grate platform. The 
platform is a resting stop on the way up. Everything was sturdy, a fence around the 
perimeter of the platform, not a single stair loose. It was the first stop on the way to the 
top: a place for rest, for storage, or fortification. When it was time for me to begin the 
ascent, this was a place for the guards carrying my personal effects to stop and set a spell 
before continuing up. Nobody said anything to me while we waited. There was a feeling 
of doom over the whole event. Jantzen tower was feared among the guards. They drew 
straws to make the journey. Furthermore, nobody knew what to make of my climbing it. I 
was being positioned at the top to help protect against an eminent force of Apollonians, 
as a lookout. It was fitting, for many, since I came from there, that I be protection against 
the devilry of my own people. They had taken me in, after all. They didn’t understand 
that I didn’t really feel much loyalty or anger towards any sides. I liked people, not the 
bodies that governed them.  

When the break was over, we continued onward. The next segment of tower was 
much more intimidating. More back and forth along smaller segments of stairs. As far 
from the ground as we were the winds picked up something fierce by that point, and thin 
sheets of wood and metal had been tacked up to keep the winds from blowing people 
right off the stairs. They rattled and slammed in the wind, and spooked the men terribly. 
Almost as many steps from the last one, there was another platform. The metal grating 
moved on this one as well, and there was a collection of wood and metal sheets loose on 
the ground that gave a general feeling of unsteady footing. As heavy as the packs were 
containing my worldly possessions, they couldn’t stand to sit for too long at this place. 
More than two hundred feet above the surface of the water, higher up than the river was 
wide, it was a spooky place to be in, especially when the sun started going down. That 
realization was all it took to get the men moving again. 

The last series of steps was as bad as the two before it combined. More pieces of 
sheeting missing or loose, flapping and making a horrendous, unworldly noise. Canvas 
that had been used to replace the sheeting came loose and whipped the air violently. And 
at the top, the very top, the grating extended out. This was it: the peak. It was firm and 
strong, the grating held down tightly, with no rattle even in the wind. It was as wide 
around the base as the first one had been before, with another fence going around the 
outside, with no rust or rough metal exposed. And dead center, taking up most of the 
room, was a structure. A cabin of sorts. I couldn’t see much about it, the sun having gone 
down before we made that last plateau. The men opened the front door and dropped their 
packs, and then left before their torches were even all lit. They would rather walk down, 
all the way down, through the wind and madness of a tower that terrified them in the 
pitch black of midnight than consider the notion of staying up there all night. This was 
what they considered to be the worst task. I may have to live there, but they would never 
have to come back in their lives, as long I didn’t need an escort on the way down. All 
supplies from now on would be brought up via a pulley system that I would have to lower 
down to them. I was now cut off.  

 
I opened the door to the tower house, pushing in through the packages the 

guards had dropped in the doorway. The light inside was very dim; candles that had been 
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left burning around the place for me to find my way in. It was a pleasant glow, 
illuminating the furniture and walls. Everything was dark and rich, burgundies and 
greens, soft and plush. The couches and chairs were padded and ornate, the tables and 
shelves were all hand made, carved and polished wood. Dark, glimmering with lacquer, 
smelling of age. Pictures that I had drawn and painted over the past years were hanging 
on the walls already. It was bigger than it looked, too, or at least, more open. It felt like 
more space than I would need, for just myself. Even with the big furniture that came with 
it, it was like being given a large house all of the sudden. Along the left wall was a series 
of doors leading off, to an office, to a large closet, to a smaller bedroom. To the right was 
the kitchen area, with the woodstove and basins, food storage and a dining table. There 
was a large iron kettle on the wall, heated by a fire, so I would have hot water in ready 
supply for cooking and washing. Towards the back of the main room were two more 
doorways, one for the bathroom, accessible through the master bedroom or the main 
room, and, of course, the bedroom. The bathroom had tiled floors and a footed tub. It had 
another heater in it, for water and to warm that part of the house. Nice wood floors and 
open windows that would, I’m sure, bring a lot of light in the daytime.  

I figured that putting all my things away could wait until the morning, when I 
could see better to get completely settled in and ready for my new post as a watchman. I 
blew out candles as I made way to the bedroom in the back. Inside, the only light came 
from a glowing blue orb next to the bed. The light was dimmer than that of the other 
room, but I could clearly see that it was also far messier than the others had been. Things 
were scattered everywhere. That still didn’t bother me, though: I had lived in worse, and 
it would be something to do with all my time, the tidying up. I tripped on something, 
trying to walk in the direction of the bed, and I fell on the edge of it. The bed shook a 
little, and something on it sat up with a start.  

“What? Oh. It’s you.” A woman’s voice whispered through the dark, sleepily, as 
though she had been expecting me, but was irritated to find that I had waken her.  

My eyes adjusted to the light a little more, and I could see the figures of a few 
cats moving around the room. One of those was no doubt what I had tripped on in the 
first place. It seemed to make sense, but the more I thought about it, the more I thought it 
would have been impossible for a cat to make its way to the top without help. I sat on the 
edge of the bed, and the girl in the blankets sat up. With the light on her face more, I 
could make out features; a roundish nose, soft cheeks, round eyes, long hair. She yawned 
and looked at me, as if trying to adjust to my being there. She was beautiful, really, but I 
had no idea anybody had been living up there. Nobody warned me about another tenant. 
In fact, I was never even told that someone else had been living there, let alone that she 
wouldn’t be gone. I was under the impression that the tower had been empty, since the 
fear of attack hadn’t been that strong. But, it turned out there were a few things I wasn’t 
completely keen on, and had yet to learn.  

“I’ve seen them, you know.” 
“Seen what?” 
“The armies. Gathering across the river.”  
“So it’s true? I assumed it was more of the paranoia they’ve been so big on 

lately.” 
“Is it getting bad down there?” 
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“Worse, yeah. Do you not get word of it up here?” 
“No. Only the barest hints of what happens down there. Being here is like not 

really existing at all.” 
“Well, the council has been stirring up trouble for a while now. Almost got the 

Magistrate thrown in prison. Throwing out anyone they think is not useful or helpful to 
their cause.” 

“So just more of the same, then? Politics and nonsense and deceit?” 
“Pretty much. So they have an army getting ready for attack?” 
“I don’t know what they plan to do with it. I just know I’ve seen soldiers 

gathering.” 
“Enough to defeat our forces?” She smiled a little then, I think at the thought of 

separation between ‘our forces’ and ‘theirs.’  
“Who can say? There are legends in the old books about an army that will come, 

amassing in huge numbers, their armor and weapons gleaming like stars across the river, 
and they will come in waves, tearing the world down before them.”  

“The end times?” 
“The end of things for us here, anyway.” 
“So should I be worried about those men?” 
“The legends are of shining armor and masses. I’ve not seen that. What I’ve 

seen is a bunch of men in animal pelts and rusted armor and old leather, some of them 
carrying farming equipment for weapons.” 

“Old stories maybe had a definition of ‘shining.’ Perhaps they are just incredibly 
virtuous.” She laughed quietly.  

“They may be at that.” 
“So how long have you been up here, then? Nobody mentioned to me that this 

place was already inhabited.” 
“A few years. I don’t know how many. I don’t have a calendar up here. I 

honestly couldn’t say how long it’s been. I do know it’s three days until I go back down, 
though.” 

“And you’ve been up here keeping guard?” 
“Not exactly. I met the Magistrate a few times, you know. He took notice of 

whatever I was doing, and brought me in to talk to me. He thought I was special, thought 
I could see things. He wanted me up here. He said it was so I could help them, so I could 
see more clearly what was happening. I could be their Oracle of the Tower, you know?” 

“Reading them their future and sending them tidings to come?” 
“Right. Only that was more or less a lie. I was upsetting people, saying things 

that they didn’t want to hear about the people having more rights, more freedom, more 
ability to live for themselves. I made people uncomfortable. I didn’t fit in.”  

“Not fitting in, I imagine, is how everyone ends up here. Keep you from 
disturbing the population, maybe put your mind to use.” 

“Is that what you were doing? Making unpleasant noise?” 
“After a fashion. I was asking questions. I kept the council from doing a few 

things they really wanted to do. Plus, you know, I’m not to be trusted.” 
“And why is that? Did you steal someone’s goat? Goat theft was a rampant 

problem, when I was down there.” 
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“No. I was born in Apollonia. Lived there most of my life, until I went for a 
walk one day and ended up on the other side of the river. Been over there for years, but, 
still, who knows if I’m not really a spy or something. I think someone thought it would 
be ironic if I were to prove my usefulness and support of Mariella by coming up here and 
watching for an attack my the very people who birthed me.” 

“And here you are. Don’t worry. It’s nice up here. A traitor could do far worse.” 
“Is that so?” 
“Absolutely. I’ve loved it up here. It’s been really, really nice. Quiet. Peaceful. 

They send me up everything I need, books and food. Water is pumped up. I asked them 
once for something to keep my body from wasting away. They sent me up weights and 
some of the training tools their guards have.” 

“Training tools?” 
“Yeah. Like the wooden dummies and swords and stuff. I’m actually probably 

as handy with a sword or as good in a fight as any of them now.” 
“Are you looking forward to anything down there? Something you’ve missed 

while you’ve been here?” 
“…no. Not really. They told me, a few weeks ago that I would be leaving. That 

you’d be coming up here. I’ve been dreading it ever since then. I couldn’t think of a 
single thing worth going down for. I hated you, even though I didn’t know who you were, 
because I was being kicked out for you. I had intended to set traps or make a huge mess 
for you. But when the men started to send your things up, I looked through some of it. 
The things you had drawn, the books you had read.” 

“You were looking through my things?” She blushed and looked down, realizing 
what she had admitted to. 

“Sorry. I was curious. But I learned that you really weren’t an enemy. You 
probably didn’t want to come up here more than I wanted to go down. You weren’t trying 
to kick me out. So I tried to make it look nicer for you, more like, you know. Home.” 

“You’re the one who set up my paintings and stuff?” 
“Yeah. To make it more comforting, since you’re coming from the world you 

know, to live up here with a half dozen useless cats and an occasional bird.” 
“So you don’t hate me anymore?” 
“No. I still wish I didn’t have to go back down there. All that noise, and the 

people and the smells. Horses running around everywhere.” 
“Not a fan of horses?” 
“They’re just big. And they smell sour. And they can be noisy.” 
“All true. So tell me the good parts about living up here.” I shifted myself so I 

was sitting with my back against the wall, comfortable for listening. She started to tell her 
stories, how she spent her time up there, the things she saw, but I found it hard to keep 
my eyes open once I was comfortable, and I fell asleep.  

I woke up to a shoving on my shoulder. The girl was sitting on the edge of the 
bed, watching me. When she saw me stirring in the dim light, she smiled. The glow 
bounced off her eyes as she did.  

“Get up. You should see the best part about living up here. Come on.” The rest 
of the place was still dark, but she led me through it, around furniture and boxes as 
though it was bright as day in there. She led me to the door, and out onto the platform. 
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The sky was still dark with just the beginning hints of light signifying the coming dawn. 
“Over here.” She pulled me to the edge, facing out over the river.  

She didn’t say anything else, just stood with her arms crossed on the railing, her 
head resting on them. When I asked what we were doing up there, she turned and shushed 
me, and went back to watching, waiting. When there was the slightest hint of red to the 
world above, she stood up straight again, leaning over the rail as if trying to get closer.  

“Now. Watch. See.” 
The sun rose, in amazing colors I had never seen before; not with the clarity and 

crispness that they shone in the sky then. Suddenly the world seemed so much duller. She 
leaned out, staring right into it. Absorbing the color, letting it reflect off her face, the 
colors suddenly making her look like some kind of angel, standing there breathtaking, the 
sheer brightness making even her simple skirt and jerkin seem majestic. The wind 
grazing her made everything more surreal. I could see how she felt alive there, could 
almost feel the energy coming off her. Before the show was completely over, she turned 
to look at me, smile beaming to beat the sky, carried through her entire body.  

“This is what it is to be up here. I get to see this every day. I get to watch the sun 
come up before the world down there even knows it’s coming. Of everything I’m going 
to miss about being up here, I’ll miss this the most. I have a better view than anyone 
down there. Anyone. This is the most beautiful thing about the tower.” She shone 
brighter than anything I had ever seen before. She was stronger, more proud, or certain 
than anyone I had met below.  

“It is amazing, this view. I’ve never seen anything like it. But I can see at least 
one thing more breathtaking that the sunrise.” She watched me carefully, like she was 
trying to decipher a language she hadn’t read before, and then smiled, just a little wider. 
“Come on inside. I’ll make you breakfast.”  

I made breakfast, and we spoke, and I listened to all the things I was told the 
previous night after I fell asleep, that I didn’t hear, including that the beautiful girl’s 
name was Giselle. A little later in the day, the guards and workers down on the ground 
sent the rest of my things up via the pulley system in the tower; the same method, 
apparently, that they had been sending Giselle her supplies and food for years. With them 
was a note that we should start sending down any of her things that had been packed up. 
We discussed it for a while, and send back down a note telling them that she was staying. 
We got no response, but I could imagine the guards below a little relieved that they 
weren’t going to have to climb all the way back up to get her and bring her down. The 
food shipments and supply requests were all catering to two people after that, so I guess 
the powers that be decided it was easier to have the troublemakers all kept in the same 
place than to remove and relocate.  

 
It’s been that way for a while now. There are still no calendars up here, or clocks 

for that matter, so we really have no idea how long it’s been since I moved in. Life moves 
at it’s own pace in the tower; there really isn’t anything that we have to do at any given 
time, so everything just happens. Every few days we write up a report on the movement 
across the river, and any suggestions we may have, as well as any requests we might have 
for what we want sent up. A few days after, they send up the supplies along with any 
specific concerns or things we should watch for. And for that, we have our own private 
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cottage, in the most exclusive place that I could have ever imagined. Every morning the 
sun sets the whole world on fire, and every night we have nothing but the stars to keep us 
company. Strangest of all, Giselle and I got along better than I could have ever hoped. Of 
all places I could have met someone, in a house balancing above the world was not the 
place I’d have guessed. She’s more amazing every day; she is by far the smartest person I 
have ever met, and she is wild with passion for every subject she discusses. She’s 
teaching me to use a sword, part of our daily exercise. And every once in a while we 
discuss the future, a few years down the line, when we may want to bring another person 
into the cottage. A child; the first person born in our own private little nation, several 
hundred feet above that imaginary line I crossed that got me sent up here in the first 
place. Every day I can look down below to the two separate people, divided over the 
years. People always used to imply that my character couldn’t be trusted, because I had 
turned my back so easily on the place I was born and raised, to turn sides. Even though 
they considered themselves to be morally superior, and understood why a person would 
want to leave their heathen heritage for something better, the fact that I did never made 
me look any better in their eyes. And still, I never really felt at home in either place, 
never felt as though I owed any allegiances there, never felt like it was my place. Not 
until I was put someplace where nobody had to worry about me. And now, I can’t 
imagine being happier.  
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So how do you end up with a career as a crossdresser? Let me tell you, it’s not 

something you plan for. Career counselors won’t come in and advise you on where to buy 
the right mascara and the best kind of ball-gowns to mask manly hips, and there aren’t 
any courses in college that teach you how to talk just right, to walk with a feminine sway, 
or find the right venues to perform. At least I don’t think there are. For me, there wasn’t 
much thought that went into it at all. For me, it happened completely by accident.  

See, I was in the Walloon region of Belgium, just across the border from 
Germany, in a town called Eupen. I was there on what could loosely be called business, 
which hadn’t gone exactly to plan. Hadn’t gone at all to plan, truth be told, to such a 
horrible extent that my associates and I were literally on the run. Nelson, Aaron and I 
were keeping up well enough, but I could hear the uneven steps and wheezing breath of 
Al, somewhere behind us.  

“An…Anthony…Ey, Tony!” Al was stumbling, his face pale and shining, 
scarcely able to stand up.  

“Come on old man, we don’t have a hell of a head start going here. Can’t afford 
to take a rest.” Al’s face flushed a little, anger beyond his exhaustion. He hated being 
referred to as old. Truthfully, he was only a little more than ten years older than the rest 
of us, and had earned a lot of knowledge with that extra time, but he was a softer man, 
like a kindly old uncle. He also looked almost exactly like Norm from cheers, if Norm 
were from England and wound up in less reputable lines of work. There was no way Al 
could match Norm’s drinking, though. Fell off his barstool after his third beer, most of 
the time.  

“I’m dead either way, we don’t stop soon. I didn’t exactly train for a soddin’ 
marathon.” Out of shape or not, Al had a point. There was only so much running we 
could do. We didn’t know the area like those we had on our tail, so our options were to 
run until we got caught, or to find someplace to lie low. I fell back to help Al along. Up 
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ahead, Aaron disappeared down an alley. Moments later, the silhouette of his slightly 
large and square-shaped skull appeared back in front of me. 

“Tony, we got a big crowd up here. Might be something going on we can use.”  
The alley opened into a plaza, right before an old theatre turned modern concert 

hall. The four of us dove deep into the cluster, hoping to get inside, and lose ourselves in 
the confusion, but the closer to the door we got, the less friendly the locals got about us 
trying to cut in on their show, or their queue. Standing in line for an hour was the 
opposite of the quick hiding spot we needed, so we broke the crowd and ran around to the 
back of the building, to a stage door. As soon as the door shut behind us, a pair of large 
men appeared from nowhere.  

“Arrêt ! Vous n'appartenez pas en arrière ici.” We stared blankly at him, trying 
to remember our French enough to understand what he was saying. The other man wasn’t 
patient. 

“Slechts uitvoerders. U moet zich omdraaien.” Al cleared his throat and spoke 
up. 

“Sorry, hullo. Yes, we’re part of the show tonight, you see. We need to get 
through there.” The two men grumbled between themselves, probably deciding what we 
were saying, or if we were telling the truth, when a very tidy man holding a clipboard 
came around them to greet us. 

 “Qu'êtes-vous des filles faisant en arrière ici ? Êtes-vous le nouvel acte?” 
“Whoa, sorry guy, but our French isn’t really up to par. What was that?” 
“The new act. I had heard that you weren’t going to make it, I was going to have 

to re-sort the show.” His accent was thick, and he spoke quickly. 
“Well…lucky for you we made it in time, then.” 
“That is to be seen. You clearly aren’t ready. None of you looks the part.” Al 

was now in his groove, laying on the charm. 
“Well, keep in mind we weren’t originally going to be here tonight, were we? 

As soon as we got the call, we got together to come, but we haven’t exactly had the time 
to get ready. We were told we could do that here, actually.” The slim man appraised us, 
looking irritated at having been beaten, not realizing that we didn’t have a clue who they 
thought we were.  

“Yes, yes. Follow me.” He urged Nelson forward and then swatted him on the 
ass with his clipboard. We all followed the clipboard man through cluttered hallways, Al 
right on his heels, going on about the trials of having to be last-minute fill-ins, and how 
he WARNED them that we should have just been booked from the beginning, and Aaron 
following up our group, looking a little frightened. Our destination was a private dressing 
room, which we were all led into, before the man shut the door, his footsteps retreating 
quickly, with other matters to attend to. Nelson spoke first. 

“Great. So what the fuck are we doing here?” Al was quick to answer, that best-
buddy pitch to his voice showing he was still in game mode. 

“Hiding out and staying alive.” 
“No kidding. Meanwhile, that guy thinks we’re something we ain’t, and we’re 

supposed to be in here getting ready to do SOMETHING. Does anyone have any idea 
what?” I was examining the makeup table for clues, and Aaron was looking through a 
closet.  
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“Don’t look at me. I’m clearly just the manager.” Nelson glared at Al. 
“How can you be taking a role when we don’t even know what game we’re 

playing here?” 
“Uh, guys…this is a little weird.” Aaron stepped away from the closet, a 

glimmering dress in each hand. We shared worried glances, and then focused our 
attention to the closed-circuit television set, showing us the main stage of the auditorium. 

We turned up the volume to get the sounds of laughter and applause. The 
camera was pulled back to see both audience and stage; and on the stage, behind a 
woman who was blowing kisses to the crowd for their approval, a curtain drew closed on 
a band. In front of the curtain, on either side of the stage, a huge screen dangled high 
above the heads of where the performers would come out. Both screens were blank fields 
of light blue. From one side of the stage, a man in a tux stepped into view, turned around, 
whispered quickly to the man with the clipboard who had ushered us unto the room, and 
then turned back to meet the singing woman in the middle of the stage. Then the camera 
closed in close on the two of them, as the man thanked her for her performance. It took us 
a while to realize that they were speaking English, as distracted as we were. Our attention 
was turned instead to the revelation that, with the camera zoomed in, it was pretty clear 
that the woman who had been singing wasn’t really a woman at all. She left and the man 
started building up the next act, his words translated into French on one of the large 
screens, and into Dutch on the other. Moments later, the applause of the audience brought 
out three more glittering dresses, each one of them turning out to be men dressed as 
women. They started telling jokes, which faded to nothingness as we turned off the 
sound.  

“What the hell is this?” Aaron still had the dresses draped over his arm, staring 
at the screen. 

“Some kind of variety show?” 
“It’s like a talent show for crossdressers, transvestites and queers.”  
“Great. And they think we’re one of the acts.”  
“We could always sneak back out again.” 
“You know what’s waiting for us out there.” 
“Yeah, so, what are we going to do?” Al shrugged. 
“Don’t look at me. I’m just the manager.”  
“So what does that make us?” Nelson looked at me, and cleared his throat. 
“Publicist.” Aaron looked at the two of them and then at me. 
“Wardrobe and makeup.” 
“Oh, fuck you guys. You want ME to go out there?” 
“Last to call it.” 
“Hell no!” Nelson stepped forward. 
“Look, it’s gotta be you.” 
“Why me?” 
“Well, Al is too old and fat, and there’s no way we could make Aaron look like 

a halfway decent woman.” Neither one even made an effort to argue with him, hiding 
behind their own shortcomings. 

“So what about you?” 
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“What am I going to do out there? I ain’t funny enough, I don’t know how to 
juggle, and I can’t sing. That just leaves you.” 

“I’m starting to like the idea of us sneaking out.” 
“Look, just think of it like a job, right? You’ve taken on characters before.” 
“None of them had tits.”  
“So you’re growing as a person.” The guys were trying not to laugh.  
I wasn’t entirely sold on the idea of staying and not facing what waited for us 

out in the city, but there came a quick knock on the door, and the clipboard man stuck his 
head in, making a point to look away, in case we were ‘indecent.’ 

“Sorry, but I did not get your name, for the introduction?” We looked at each 
other with panicked eyes, and then, trying to slip into the most feminine, sultry voice I 
could muster, I answered. 

“The name is Tammi, darling. Tammi Desaverol.” The man scribbled on his 
clipboard and disappeared. I caught inquisitive looks from both Aaron and Al. “What? If 
we’re going to do this, you losers are going to have to actually help me here. We’ve got a 
long way to go before I look pretty.” 

 
Trying to change from the man I was to a passably attractive transvestite was not 

easy, and it was certainly embarrassing. Aaron rifled through the wardrobe looking for 
something for me to wear, working with Nelson to match it up to makeup and nails, while 
Al and I set about all the shaving we had to do. Every time Aaron held up something for 
me to wear, there was another part of my body that would need shaving. By the time we 
were done, I must have been ten pounds lighter for all the hair that was gone, but way 
more aerodynamic. The other guys were all ready for me, layers of clothes and a wig and 
fake boobs all laid out, makeup all ready. For a minute I forgot who these guys were, how 
long I’d been working with them, and was amazed that they could do any of the things 
they were, but the longer we got into it, the more I started to see Nelson’s point that this 
was just like another job. What other set of guys was better prepared to pass themselves 
off as a performing crossdresser and his/her entourage than us? I clung to the work aspect 
of it, as I stuffed myself in a lacy black teddy, the kind I would normally have paid good 
money just to see a girl dance around in, and now was trying desperately to hold back 
what made me a man. The makeup took a few tries, but by the time the man with the 
clipboard came around again, my wig was attached, my face and nails done, and I was 
wearing a long, slinky dress, with about a hundred buttons leading from the neckline to 
the bottom, with long gloves and a choker necklace pressing against my Adams apple, 
covering it completely. I shone in the mirror, for all the sequins, and if I had been half-
blind, or needed glasses, I may have looked like a woman. I named some songs for the 
clipboard man that I intended to sing before he complimented my look, and told me I had 
five minutes before I was on. I paced in high-heeled shoes, practicing walking like a 
runway model, and tried not to think about what I was about to do.  

On the screen in the dressing room, the last act finished up. The camera went 
from the half-dressed shemale on stage to the crowd, and then to a group of people sitting 
behind a table. I guessed that they were the judges, and that this was actually a contest as 
well as a variety show. Maybe we had stumbled into the Miss Tranny Europe 
competition, or something. So far all the acts we had seen, singing or dancing or comedy, 
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were all done by men in drag, or men in the most flamboyant costumes I had ever seen, 
and most were definitely homoerotically themed. The crowd ate it up. I comforted myself 
by thinking that at least, unless we REALLY didn’t know them, the guys after us 
wouldn’t ever recognize me there. Even if they COULD see past the makeup and fake 
hair and my new perky tits.  

The final knock came on the door.  
“I swear to Christ, if you bastards leave me here while I’m out there, I will hunt 

you down myself.” Al got immediately defensive.  
“Never do it, mate.” 
“I’m serious.” Nelson stepped forward, with the most sincere look I’ve ever seen 

on his face. 
“Look, just because it’s funny, doesn’t mean we don’t appreciate what you’re 

doing. We won’t bail on you.”  
“Good.” I made steps towards the door, where clipboard man was waiting 

nervously, and went out to face the executioner’s song.  
 
I’m not going to get into details about my past, about all the things I’ve done, 

but let me say that I’ve gotten myself into a lot of trouble, and had to face down some tall 
situations, so it takes a lot to make me nervous. Walking out onto that stage the first time, 
I was as scared as I have ever been in my entire life. The audience might as well have 
been aiming guns at me, for the fear they instilled in me. All the games I’ve played and 
the jobs I’ve done, and suddenly I felt like a kid, having to shower in gym class for the 
very first time. I heard my fake name echo across the auditorium, and stepped onto the 
stage.  

I knew from what I had seen that I hadn’t given clipboard man enough songs to 
fill my allotted time, and I knew I wanted to do as little actual stripping as possible, 
which seemed to be a common factor among all the acts, to some extent or another, in all 
the previous acts I had seen. For one long second, I held the mic in my hand, thinking 
about what to do. Without my even knowing it, my mouth opened, and I started talking. 
The audience was already chuckling by the time I knew that I was telling a joke. Not 
even a normal joke, the kind the guys tell each other after a job is done; just talking to 
them, but every time they laughed at something I said, or I got a reaction from them like I 
wanted, it got easier. After a handful of good laughs, I waved to the band, and they 
started playing. At the end of the first song, I just picked up where I had left off, and kept 
it going. I told them that I wanted the judges to know the REAL Tammi Desaverol, so 
they could judge ME, and not just my body. Anything they wanted to know about me was 
open. A shout came from the audience, asking me a question about where I was from, so 
I played along and answered. As soon as I was done, I got another one. Whether they 
were heckling me or trying to help, they gave me what I needed; an opening for more 
jokes, to keep the banter going. Seven questions later, I answered with another song. 

By that point in the show, I had gotten some degree of comfort in my role as a 
hot, rising starlet with a little extra to offer. I was already thinking of myself as something 
special, and interacting with the crowd as though I was a known personality. Walking in 
the heels, talking in the voice, strutting around on the stage telling jokes and flirting and 
smiling a lot were falling into place as second nature to the character. But every time I 
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twisted my hips or pivoted too quickly on my heels, I could feel the tight, lacy lingerie 
under my dress, and my confidence fell. As far as white men go, I was never any good at 
dancing, and the thought of dancing, sober and in public, was enough to give me pause 
by itself, even if I HADN’T been wearing women’s underwear and a lot of makeup. With 
the image of myself bulging out of something designed to be worn by Heidi Klum stuck 
in my head, I pranced and sang as much as I could without actually dancing. It was 
expected of me, I knew; the lace dainties were there so people could see me in them. I 
would have to think of a clever way out. The music stopped, and I walked back to center 
stage, mic in hand.  

“So, now what we’ve gotten to know each other, can I tell you a secret?” 
The audience cheered.  
“Are you sure now? It’s something not a lot of people know about me.” 
Another roar filled the air, with shouts of encouragement peppered in. 
“Okay. A lot of you that recognize me know me from magazine spreads and 

photo books.  So, I know it’s something you’ve all been waiting for, but, the truth of the 
matter is…I can’t dance.” I made a pout face, with puppy eyes. The crowd offered back a 
mixture of chuckles and sympathetic noises. “I know. I’m agile as a pussycat 95 percent 
of the time, but as soon as I start to dance, I’m like a baby moose, just learning how to 
walk.” 

There was more laughter.  
“But, we have something special for you. I don’t know if my manager got the 

slides to anyone…” I looked off-stage to clipboard man, who looked confusedly at his 
papers, and then at me, perplexed, “…but we were going to stage a little mock photo 
shoot for you.”  

A massive boom of approval came from the audience. At the side of the stage, 
clipboard man disappeared for a second, returning moments later with Al, flush and out 
of breath. He shot me a murderous look for dragging him into the mess. I furrowed my 
brow and set my hand on my hip.  

“Okay, so the look I’m getting right now tells me we don’t have the slides to go 
behind me. Do we have anything that will work? And can we get Al a microphone for 
this?”  

Clipboard man spoke into his headset. A tech person handed a mic to Al.” 
“Sorry, luv, we were in such a rush to get here, we lost the slides. We think we 

can get something for the monitors.” 
“Everybody, you’re hearing the voice of Aleister, my big teddybear manager. 

He’s the guy who makes everything okay when it gets messed up. But he’s a bit shy, so 
you’ll just have to imagine what he looks like.”  

“Okay, babe, it looks like we’re ready.”  
“You see? Fixes everything.” There was a smattering of applause from the 

audience as a low techno beat kicked in, and pictures of beach landscapes flashed on the 
two giant monitors. Al, in his most charming voice, oozing with extra accent, started to 
coo and lead me, like a photographer, while I stalked up and down the stage.  

“Snarl for me baby, yeah, that’s it! You’re a wild animal, you’re mad! Now pout 
a little bit. Uh-huh. Show me where it hurts, and I’ll make it better.” The part of the 
audience that understood English laughed as he spoke, and I did my best to perform, 
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pausing every few steps to strike a pose, then turn, pursing my lips and winking to the 
cheering mass of people. Between the posing, I brought to mind every striptease I had 
ever witnessed, and slowly unbuttoned my dress until it was open, flapping like a cape or 
long coat. I tossed my hair over my shoulder, dress gathered around my elbows like a fur 
wrap. I let it fall to the floor, leaving only the teddy, gloves, and stockings. Once I was 
undressed, the pictures stayed on the screens, but the techno beat blended and became the 
music for my final song. With the crowd pleased, and more of my body bare than I’d 
have thought would be comfortable, I sang my last song with as much energy and style as 
I could. At the end, with the almost deafening thunder from the audience, I curtseyed for 
the audience, and picked up my dress. From the side of the stage, the announcer came 
and thanked me, and I walked off. Clipboard man greeted me behind the curtain, smiling 
for the first time since he met us at the door. 

“That was great, really.” He led me back to the dressing room. “Okay, go ahead 
and get yourself fixed back up. The show is almost over, and then the judges announce 
the winner, so you’ll want to be ready. Once more, he gave me a smile, and opened the 
door to the room for me.  

Inside, my friends were silent and as still as statues. Aaron was biting his fist to 
keep from laughing. I knew they had been watching from the room, and could only guess 
how I looked, standing there in my women’s underwear. So I did the only thing I could 
do; I threw my dress at Aaron, stuck out my tits, and said: 

“So, who wants the first lap dance?” Everyone laughed, started talking at once 
about what they thought of the act, and how close they came to dying when I started 
stripping and made Al come out and coach me. They helped me get the dress back on, 
and fix my makeup to go back out for the ending, when it came, and while we were 
waiting we started discussing our plan.  

“Have you put any thought into how we get out of here?” 
“Yeah. I have.” Nelson was serious now.  
“What do you got?” 
“This place, a lot of the people here are English. The performers and most of the 

people putting it on. That means a lot of them are staying in hotels. So when this thing 
lets out tonight, there is going to be a big crowd leaving, and a lot of men in dresses 
going to hotels. We can blend in with them, go to one of their hotels, get a room under 
your new stage name. Should keep us secure for tonight.” 

“Not bad. What about after that? We can’t stick around this place any longer. 
And I don’t just mean Eupen. I’d be more comfortable outside of Belgium entirely.” 

“We could always cross over into Germany. Shortest distance to another 
country.” 

“That also means it’s probably the one they most expect us to take. Maybe if we 
take the more round-about way, down into France, and then fly out?” 

“Where to?” Al cleared his throat. 
“I have a place.” 
“What? Where?” 
“Back in London.” 
“You have a place in London? Since when?” 
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“Few years now. I’d saved up some money from a few jobs we did, and I knew 
a guy who knew a guy, you know? It’s not much now. Abandoned storefront, with a flat 
above. Not huge, but it’s not too bad, either.” 

“Why didn’t you ever tell us about it?” Al blushed a little. 
“It was my retirement plan. As you boys are so fond of pointing out, I’m not as 

young as I was, and I don’t want to have to be running all my life. I thought, maybe, a 
nice restaurant, or a shop of some kind. A legitimate business, and a place where I could 
have a family.” 

“You thought we’d screw it up?” 
“No, I thought you’d laugh.” 
“Well, we would have. Doesn’t mean we wouldn’t have supported the idea.” 
“Yeah. Man, you deserve to settle down more than most, if that’s what you 

want.” In the face of such support, Al blushed and looked at his feet.  
“…thanks guys. What I was saying is, right now, it’s just sitting vacant. We 

could lay low there a while.” 
Our talk had turned back to getting out of the country the next day when the 

final knock on the door came. I opened to see several people walking past, and clipboard 
man telling me that it was time for the judging.  

On the stage, we all stood together in front of the curtain before a crowd of 
hushed whispers, and several judges, discussing things amongst themselves. The speakers 
rang with the announcer’s voice, re-introducing everyone, and their act. I was working on 
our plans in my head, thinking about the best way to not get noticed crossing the border, 
and how far away would be safe. All I was waiting for was the line of the other acts 
dispersing to get back to the room and get everything together to leave. Until someone 
started shaking my shoulder, I wasn’t even listening to the words booming over the 
loudspeaker. I followed the hand on my shoulder to a made-up and surprised face, with 
one man-hand clasped over a wide mouth.  

“Tammi! That’s you!”  
“Pardon?” I looked out to see the announcer holding a hand out to me.  
“Tammi Desaverol, come on out here, honey.” I walked out, slowly, trying to 

hide my surprise, to the podium. I heard a cheer, and looked over to see my Al, Nelson 
and Aaron all standing at the side of the stage, calling my name and laughing.  

The judges approached me, smiling, hanging a sash over my shoulder and 
handing me a bouquet of flowers, and then one of those big oversized checks. It was for 
more money than I’d have guessed. A microphone ended up in my hand, so I thought of 
something to say, thanking my team for helping me get where I was, thanked the 
competition for everything, thanked my fans. People called out more questions for me.  

“What are you going to do now?” 
“Go to England, see what comes my way. Hopefully, life will bring me more 

pleasant surprises, and I’ll keep getting all your support.” 
“Do you take fan mail?” 
“I LOVE fan mail. It all goes through my manager’s office.” 
“Where is that?” I turned and raised my eyebrows to Al. He thought for a 

minute, and then nodded, cupping his hands to his mouth, and shouting the address to me, 
so I could repeat it. I finished my little speech, and curtseyed again, thanked everyone 
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one more time, and then retreated, blowing kisses to the crowd and hugging all the other 
shemales, with bright smiles and a kiss on the cheek for everyone as I passed through. 
Close behind me were my friends, and clipboard man, who gave us a normal sized check 
in Al’s name, because Tammi didn’t have a bank account. Safe inside our room, Aaron 
tossed me my pants.  

“You ready to get out of that?” I tossed them back. 
“That’s not why we’re back in here. Get something to put my clothes in. Grab 

some things from the closet, whatever you think will fit, whatever you think I’ll need. 
Makeup, dresses, more boobs, pantyhose, whatever you can. Get it all together, and lets 
see if we can’t get out here with the rest of them.” 

“You’re going to stay in that?” 
“Right now, it’s the best cover we have. Move quick.”  
Three other acts left the same time as us, all still dressed up. As conversationally 

as I could, I asked where they were staying. One was heading towards a large cab with 
only one person, so we split it with her, and discussed my makeup and the show on the 
way to the hotel, where Al got us a suite under Tammi’s name, and I waved and smiled 
politely to all the pairs of eyes I drew in my glimmering dress, oversized check tucked 
under my arm.  

In the morning, Nelson and Aaron went down the street to get some new clothes 
for themselves and Al, to help them meet the characters they were playing on our way out 
of the country. In the night, we’d talked about the plans, and decided that Tammi was our 
best cover out, since anyone who saw the show on television would recognize her, so she 
would have good reason for being in country and leaving. While there may be people 
looking for us to leave the country, nobody was keeping an eye out for Tammi Desaverol 
and her entourage. The money from the contest gave us more to work with, until we 
could use what we got from the job, so we didn’t have to worry about the extra expenses 
the disguise would take.  

 
We took the long way back to London, going across more than half of France, 

lingering a few days in a small town for some of our things to be shipped to us discretely 
before moving on to England. In London, Al led us to his building, the office empty and 
vacant, front window covered, the inside a blank slate. The only thing in there at all was 
some loose wiring and a pile of mail for Tammi waiting inside the front door. Upstairs, 
the apartment had a few chairs and a table, all covered in thick dust. Three bedrooms, 
none of them large, but all of them holding potential for niceness. There was no hint that 
anyone we didn’t want to knew we were there.  

The mail kept coming in. Every day, more arrived. Fan mail, solicitations, and 
job offers. Winning that contest made Tammi a bit of a subculture celebrity. People were 
looking for pictures from her previous work, looking to know more about her. We spent 
days talking and arguing about it, and after a lot of ass kissing and promises about cuts 
and percentages, I agreed to let Tammi’s career continue. We had enough money to set 
up a legitimate business, the right credentials for Al, a little bit of training for Aaron and 
Nelson. The jobs were offering pretty good money, and I would have never guessed how 
much call there would have been for a crossdressing model. It seems like, to that part of 
the word, Tammi was something special; bright and friendly and personable, but classy 
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and beautiful. Like Marilyn Monroe without the playboy shoot or the sex with politicians. 
We took the good jobs, ones that paid well, and that made her look good. Never anything 
smutty, and nothing that creeped me out. The deeper we got, the more it looked like there 
was a small fortune to be made Six months after the show, we were making far more 
money than we ever had on any of the jobs we did before.  

For a while, it was a little ugly, and a little embarrassing. It was better than 
being chased through small cities in Belgium by people who wanted to catch us, shoot us, 
or worse, and that was it’s biggest selling point. I don’t know if it was us that changed, or 
the job, but after a while, it stopped bothering any of us. While it wasn’t a restaurant or a 
shop, Al did get his legitimate business. Invented overnight, Havershaw Management 
went from being the venue to get me jobs, to handling some real models and actresses 
who get plenty of advertising jobs. Being as friendly as he is, Al even managed to 
convince one of the girls to fall in love with him, and she’s living up above the office 
with him now, in the flat that the four of us once shared. Nelson turned his love of 
bullshitting and grabbing attention into a marketable, legal skill, working closely with Al 
to get publicity for the company and the clients alike. He did wonders for my career 
alone. Half of his success I think comes from the way he looks when he gets into one of 
what he calls his ‘power-sale suits’ and starts grinning that shark-smile of his. Aaron was 
the biggest surprise of all, since he actually turned out to have some real talent when it 
came to makeup. All three of us watched in awe as the goofy guy we sometimes regretted 
having around started grabbing attention himself for his skills, eventually taking on 
apprentices and starting a little company of his own. We still get first use of his talents, 
but I think he probably brings in more work than the rest of us combined.  

As for me, I got the weirdest career possible. I get paid to dress up in women’s 
underwear and clothing. I model, I sing, I do stand up. I’ve even gotten a few acting jobs, 
thanks to Al and Nelson. I get bigger cuts of my pay than anyone in my business, and, 
thanks to all the promises and argument we went through when we first showed up in 
London, I get a percentage of all the money the others make, too. After all, none of them 
would be able to make the money they have if I hadn’t agreed to put on a dress that night 
and dance around in front of a room full of strangers in lace underwear and fake breasts. 
I’m a minor celebrity, making more money than I thought possible, and I do it all with 
complete anonymity, since nobody knows what I look like under the wig, lipstick, and 
shining clothes. For all the complaining I did in those early days, and for all the awkward 
mornings when a girl decides to look in that spare room and finds it full of women’s 
clothes and prosthetics, I have to admit that ducking down that one alley in a moment of 
blind panic was the best thing that could have happened to any of us. It’s not the kind of 
life we would have planned, or the way we would have chosen to make our fortunes, but 
for a couple of grifters and thieves, it was a pretty good deal.  
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LongLongLongLong----term Relationshipsterm Relationshipsterm Relationshipsterm Relationships    

 
 
 
They say it’s all my fault, and that could be true, but you have to understand I didn’t 
mean for it to be such a bad thing. When I started out, I had the best intentions. But, then, 
you know what they say about good intentions and the road to hell.  
 
The idea was to help couples that had some hard time managing. Like a marriage 
counselor and a resource guide and a good friend rolled together into a small, compact 
box you could store easily with your stereo or entertainment center. Something to give 
advice and help you remember dates, to guide you through problems and help make 
everything all work, without having to pay for expensive therapy or air dirty laundry in 
public. To create something helpful.  
 
Just like Microsoft, or that first guy who thought of putting a cup-holder in a car, it was 
the one step that set everything off in the wrong direction.  
  
See, when you make something, and introduce it to the public, you’re opening up for 
input. You know those little comment card things, or the place on the company website 
where you can leave a question or opinion? Those are where we do market research for 
new models or adaptations. Because that’s where the people who want the things you 
make tell you exactly what they want. They can do the work of a whole team of 
development people, and for nowhere near the cost.  
 
From all the input we got back, gathered together and filtered through the finest and most 
expensive minds that could weasel their way into my employ, what people wanted the 
most was more range to the questions our machine could answer; a wider scope of 
counsel. It seems that they had all kinds of questions that their electronic counselor didn’t 
have the answer to, and came up with thousands of  scenarios we hadn’t planned for, 
asking for advice we either didn’t think to give, or didn’t think we should give. But the 
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people knew what they wanted, so we got to work immediately. Several new models 
came out, expanding the range of assistance, the amount of detail that could be processed 
and managed. Upgrades were issued. A few revisions later, a new model would sit and 
ask questions of the couple for hours, just to get a starting point, knowing their habits and 
tastes and psychological profiles. Our updated models could do anything from setting a 
schedule of household chores and marital duties, to finding the quickest solution to a 
problem before a fight even got started, or at least too far along. It seemed that the more 
we added, the more complex the machines, the better they sold, and the happier our 
consumers were.  
 
Now, all of this was put together by top of the field experts. People who have gone to 
school for decades just to learn how to structure a relationship in a way that will 
guarantee it to be long and healthy. With the combined educations of dozens of experts, 
and at the request of a good many customers, our machine can manage a relationship 
better than any person has ever been able to, on their own before, down to how to 
respond to a bad day, when to have sex and how much foreplay should be involved, and 
how best to break bad news. Some of the newer, more advanced models can even take 
care of any “overlap” in the sexual requirements of one member of the couple (much to 
the dismay of many an extremist group who think a machine that can give blowjobs is a 
sure sign of the devil’s work). Ultimately, this means that almost every time a couple 
with one of these machines gets together, it is a matter of schedule, not their own desires. 
This was the first problem I started to notice, before my highly-paid marketing 
department ever came up with a formula to question research it with. People have sex 
because an alarm goes off, not because they want to, because they’re driven to. The 
statistics largely accredited to these machines is that, on a worldwide average, the quality 
of everyone’s sex life is greatly diminished, the excitement of dating in general is down, 
and that if any bad news is on the way, it will always hit you right before you’re about to 
come.  
 
Seriously. Somewhere a wife was worrying about how to tell her husband that she just 
got laid off work that very day, and had no idea how they would stretch already thin 
finances. It was the night that the Counselor had scheduled her to give him a handjob. 
She knew she was supposed to tell him when he was feeling the most affectionate, 
however as he started to hint to her, as he almost always did, that it would feel twice as 
good if she went down on him, instead, she considered, for the first time, breaking 
schedule and giving in. At least she’d have a good excuse for not telling him, for a little 
while. Thousands of miles away, at the very same time, a man was taking advantage of 
his model’s extra libido exercising functions, which he had done with alarming 
frequency, to the extent where he was neglecting his wife. A few feet away, she stood 
outside the bedroom door, working up the courage to knock, and confront him with the 
conversation that the same device had suggested to deal with the problem. These are just 
a small sampling of what happened every minute of every day as our machine, my 
attempt to provide a solution to age-old problems, started a whole new series of problems 
of its own.  
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While this was all going on I was at home, spending some quality time with a special 
guest. Hypocritical as it may sound, while the sexual-release features quadrupled the 
sales of my machines (and not just for men, let me tell you), I had never been 
comfortable with it. That was the brainchild of my engineers and designers, and I 
couldn’t stand using it, myself. I had a different arrangement with my machine. Any time 
the situation would have arisen to use it, my model, an advanced prototype at the front 
edge of development, put out a call to what you’d call a paid professional to come over 
and see to me. This was actually something we had planned for the future, as soon as we 
could find the right legal loophole to fit in. An accompanying service, optional of course, 
to those couples that wanted it, of a fleet or trained and authorized girls (and boys) to fill 
in where needed. Like a servicing team, only there to service the owner, not the machine 
itself. My girlfriend had expressed having no problem with that, since it wasn’t that much 
different than putting it in a hole in the computer anyway, and the sophisticated mind of 
the computer concluded that it, in fact, didn’t bother her. Of course, I was where I was 
because she hadn’t been around in a while to spend any time with me at all, and I had the 
distinct feeling that she didn’t care I was tangled and sweaty with a near-stranger because 
she didn’t care about the rest of it, either. The rest of me. Our relationship. According to 
the box, there was a 67.4% chance that she was already engaged in an illicit affair of 
some kind, or at least actively looking for one. 
 
Like I said, the bad news always hits right before you’re about to come. So as I was 
burying my face in the sweaty shoulder of my spirited therapy assistant, about to 
experience a little release, the phone system kicks in, and Jackie’s voice chimes over the 
intercom. Apparently my sperm weren’t the only things that were leaving me.  
 
For the first time I wondered if you could become psychologically trained to fear 
orgasms, for the bad things that may accompany them, much the same way animals can 
be trained through negative conditioning to fear a bell tone, or Baby Albert was trained to 
fear white bunnies. A new form of pavlovian response, never able to fully let go and 
enjoy those sweet moments; just waiting for the other shoe to drop. 
 
My companion hadn’t even said goodbye when my counseling unit kicked in with advice 
to offer. I switched it off and went to bed.  
 
It’s not that the advice was bad. People pay hundreds of dollars an hour to get the same 
advice from couples therapy or private counsel. And it did make sense, the things it says. 
But here’s the thing: a lot of stuff was making sense that it wasn’t saying, too. You read 
the research, the statistics, and it will show that divorce is down 60 percent, that the 
average relationship is three times longer than it used to be. People are getting together 
and staying together. You can get this very information in the pamphlets we give away on 
our displays, on our website, and inside the box when you open it. Nobody wants the 
divorce rate to be high, so the numbers are good. But at the same time…maybe there are 
times when it SHOULD be over. 
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See, people believe the machines. You tell it you want to save a relationship, and it tells 
you how, and you stay together. Where once a breakup would occur, there is now just a 
speed bump on a much longer relationship. The thing is, who’s to say that you shouldn’t 
have really broken up? I mean, if a relationship is already falling apart after 6 months, 
why push it to three years through emotional life support? If you aren’t meant to be with 
someone, if you two don’t just work well together, why pretend you do? Nobody wants 
to be alone, I know that, but wouldn’t it be better to find someone you really connect with 
than someone you have to be trained to tolerate on a daily basis? Time was, bad 
relationships where how you learned what you really wanted. Failing to connect with 
someone taught you how to be a better girlfriend or boyfriend in the future. What to do, 
and what not to do, and, most importantly, what you wanted and didn’t want. A six-
month relationship with someone who really doesn’t respect what you consider to be a 
really valuable hobby teaches you to find someone with the same interests. Six months 
with the teetotaling child of alcoholics teaches you that you’d really like someone who 
enjoys drinking socially. So maybe, instead of having a therapist that basically lives in 
your house and helps you cope with these differences, we should be spending this time 
finding someone who doesn’t have these issues to have to cope with. Instead of working 
out complex schedules for sexual interaction just to keep up with an average, maybe you 
should find someone who you still want to fuck senseless after eight months, and who is 
into doing the things you want done.  
 
When I first came up with the idea for these machines, I wanted to keep relationships 
alive that should be. I wanted to help a marriage make it through a rough patch so that 
both parties could be truly happy later on. Or to help people who had a true chance at a 
healthy relationship make it there, even if they had a few issues individually. They say 
you can never be too successful, but what if that’s wrong? What I created was a machine 
that was so good at keeping people together, they forgot how to end a pointless, or even 
bad, relationship and find someone truly worth being with. Now there is an all-time low 
of singles out there, and everybody has a chance to be in a serious relationship. However 
the overall chance of being happy in this relationship has gone down significantly. So, 
congratulations, you won’t wake up alone tomorrow morning. But there’s a good chance 
you’ll wish you did. And then you’ll spend all afternoon talking to a computer about how 
to overcome those feelings.  
 
When they say the state of things is my fault, for once, the mob may be right.  
 
The question then becomes, what do I do about it? When they discovered that alcohol 
damages a great number of bodily organs, and causes people to die, distilleries never shut 
down. We found out smoking was a death sentence decades ago, and the tobacco 
companies are still going strong. I’ve seen some pretty strong evidence suggesting that 
too much television makes you brain-dead, but they don’t even hint at shame. Why 
should I be any different? I certainly never told anyone to let my machine plan out every 
minute of their relationship. Nor did I suggest that this was a complete alternative to 
thinking or using instincts and emotions. If people abuse the helpful tools I make, I 
cannot he held responsible. In fact, I have clever lawyers, so even if someone gets beaten 
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to death with one of these things, or the sexual-release units go absolutely haywire and 
permanent damage results, I can’t be touched.  
 
I was having sex with a company-paid and therapist-recommended prostitute while my 
girlfriend of over a year broke up with me for the simple reason that she never really 
liked me in the first place. And the more I thought about it, the more I realize I preferred 
the company of the prostitute anyway. She was friendlier, and knew better jokes, we got 
along better, and I was closer to being truly in love with her than I had ever been with 
Jackie. The trouble with these machines affects me as much as anyone else. How many 
people went through the same thing that I have? How many people have been relieved to 
be dumped, and bitter only about how much time they wasted anyway. You want the part 
that bugs me the most? 
 
What if the girl of my dreams is going down on her lukewarm boyfriend of three years 
for no other reason than because it’s Thursday at 7:30, and it fit into their busy schedule? 
What if someone who I could be really, really happy with for the rest of my life is about 
to get married to some jackass who isn’t me simply because it makes sense on a 
flowchart, and they don’t actually hate each other, even if they aren’t in love? 
 
If I recall the machines, I have to give money back, and end up without a company at all, 
and not much money. If I decide to look more into these thoughts, and official reports are 
ever made, or even if the idea becomes too popular in the media, then I may become open 
to charges to the inherent destruction to the quality of life of all my users. A big enough 
class-action lawsuit that my lawyers can’t save me from, and I lose the company and 
ALL my money. Maybe end up in jail, if the clever lawyers are pissed enough. If I sell 
the company, someone else keeps pushing these things out, and my dream girl stays 
locked in a bad relationship until some kind of fight breaks out during a power outage. 
Unless I manage to sell to someone so incompetent the company gets run into the ground, 
I’m screwed no matter what. And how can you really be sure someone is incompetent to 
the degree of destruction, and not just a stupid figurehead for a group of brilliant army of  
investors. 
 
The saying goes ‘Let no good deed go unpunished.’ I came up with something new, 
something I was convinced would be able to help the entire world. I devoted years, spent 
so much of myself working on something that I was sure would be good for everyone. I 
didn’t realize how much damage a single good deed can do. So the question is, if no good 
deed goes unpunished, how many of those good deeds actually deserve to go unpunished 
at all? How much damage has been done to our world through good deeds, undertaken by 
people with the best intentions? How much is this damn machine, my good deed gone 
bad, going to cost me?  
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In A State of ChaosIn A State of ChaosIn A State of ChaosIn A State of Chaos    
 
 
 
It started out as a joke...Something people shouted out at one another when they 

were drunk or angry or sitting in traffic. Just one step above funny; that place where 
words can skid so easily into violence. Where all it takes is one ugly face, or one too 
many drinks to push civil people into a lynch-mob.  
     "You savages aren't worth the time it would take to kill you all. We should set the 
river on fire to keep you people from leaving and contaminating the rest of the country!" 
     How could we have known? 
 

Looking back on it all, one could say that the true beginning was when the 
department of environmental health started cracking down on the quality of our nation’s 
rivers. The concern for the state of our oceans finally rose enough for someone to take 
notice, and when they did, frankly, neither the Columbia or the Multnomah stood a 
chance. They were just too filthy to continue their flow. There were initiatives and 
attempts of all kinds to clean the water, to bring it up to acceptable levels before doing 
anything too serious, but it was no good. We just couldn’t clean up the water enough to 
save the rivers. The waterway was blocked off before the mouth of the ocean, and a loch 
was built to catch and filter our water before it went out with the ships. It was an extreme 
sort of last resort for those rivers across the country that, like ours, that just couldn’t be 
allowed to contaminate the rest of the world any longer. The ocean improved, and life 
started coming back, but our rivers just got worse. They were too far gone for the simple 
plans Washington state officials came up with, and far too doomed for Oregon’s people 
to even consider fixing. The toxins and oils had nowhere to go, so the waters grew thicker 
with them. Groundwater became contaminated. We had to ration our own water to share 
across state lines. That was the first step.  It got worse when the fish all died. It was like a 
plague from the bible. They started showing up on the surface by the hundreds, entire 
schools gone belly up, bleeding the water red. The salmon that used to be one of our main 
sources of food and export became all but extinct in the area. Wildlife reserves started 
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relocating and spawning them in the cleaner waters of Idaho and Colorado and Wyoming. 
They knew our own rivers wouldn’t be able to support life before long. Now the 
fishermen had nothing to do. Their boats sat at the docks, rotting away in the poisoned 
rivers that surrounded the state line. We wanted to make a change. We wanted to try and 
save what we could. 
 

Bad things only got worse when the electricity stopped flowing. Hydro-electric 
dams need flowing water to run, and while they redirected the Columbia to flow back 
south again along the massive ocean wall they built to keep the water out, but the river 
had lost the fury of its flow, and the water became thicker with oils and filth. When the 
fish died, nobody new what to do with them, so they just stayed in the water. One or two 
fish get ground up in the turbines easily enough. One or two thousand clog it up entirely. 
If the turbines can't spin, we can't generate power, which meant we had to start bringing it 
in, just like the water supply. And importing enough electricity for two states to fill in the 
void--it wasn’t cheap. Not for the people in charge to set up the new lines required to 
support that extent of transfer, and not for the citizens to pay the regular bills. Of course, 
everyone blamed the Oregon government. Their river did this; their companies, their 
city’s sewage problem. They refused to spend money on clearing the fish out of the water 
while their new community center was only half-completed. The two states struggled to 
work together to find an alternative to the energy problems, but with the Oregon State 
government unable to come to a conclusion one way or another, nothing could be done. 
All ideas that were brought to the table were turned down for one reason or another, from 
wind power to prison generators, to one of the dirtiest words one can utter in the 
Northwest; Nuclear Power.   

But the river didn’t stop causing problems with the electricity. Without the 
ocean to lead into, and with the dams not clear enough for water to flow through, the 
levels started to rise. The barricades they built along the shoreline had to be expanded, 
made higher. Our own state government raised the money to build a massive dike to keep 
the poison water from spilling over onto our land. One look at the water that was coming 
our way, and we knew the extra tax to pay for it was worth the cost. We hated having to 
pay it, but it was necessary. It was all they left us to do. So we built a wall, literally, along 
the river line. It grew to be as long as the state over the next few years, rising high 
enough that the water wouldn’t catch up, gaps built here and there for the bridges. The 
federal boys kept up their side, too, and the ocean wall grew. In a decade, the state was 
boxed in on two sides.  

 
A lot of people claim credit for the step that escalated it all. The general 

consensus is that the Sierra Club was to blame. The new, redirected river was creeping 
south along the coast faster than anyone expected. The sunny beaches of California 
would be next, unless something happened. And when you take in too much sun and to 
many special effects movies, your ability to solve environmental problems is somewhat 
altered. When a river of toxins and oil is coming towards you, how do you stop it? The 
most obvious answer, of course, is to blow something up.  

Fifty miles north of the Californian border, the blasting started. Down in the 
foothills between mountains, explosions could be heard for miles and miles. They told 
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everyone it was special effects for a movie; just a massive action sequence, nothing to be 
worried about. Oregon’s officials offered to help with publicity when it was to be 
released. They even calmed some of the local towns. But there were no cameras, and the 
blasting continued. The trench they cut was massive, and the news coverage was intense. 
By the time Oregon realized it wasn’t a movie, the rest of the country caught on. So the 
blasting spread, cutting a jagged line between the mountains, and a deep trench into the 
flatlands. The national guard set up patrols to monitor this, but it went on anyway. People 
traveled all across the country to take a chunk out of the ground. The roads stayed pretty 
clear, only because of the constant military presence. But when the next winter rolled 
around, and the river swelled again, that came to an end. The foul water rushed through 
the new chasm with a powerful force. In a month, the ground underneath the road had 
eroded completely, and the highways were officially washed out. This should have been 
the point where it stopped. Where everybody else pitched in and tried to help out. But 
things only got worse.  
  

The vandalism started as soon as the relief efforts did. The National guard set up 
a floating bridge to replace the ones that were washed out, and they were bashed and 
broken and sent to the bottom. Ferry services started to help those who needed to leave 
the state, but their motors were constantly being torn apart, or their hulls found in the 
morning with huge holes. No matter how many sentries they had watching over it, 
someone found a way to stop people from getting out. After all the years of complaining 
about Californians coming north for cheap homes and better jobs, they weren’t prepared 
to take a role reversal. The coverage of the struggle to keep pathways closed inspired 
someone on the northern border, and one of the interstate bridges was blown up, and 
guards has to stand by the remaining ones there, as well.  

 
And then came the fire. Some say it was deliberate. Some say it was caused by 

one of their own callously tossing a cigarette butt out the window. It turned out that the 
river had built up so much oil and waste that it had become very unstable. The fire started 
at the northwest corner. News helicopters watched the fire spread out in both directions 
along the water. It was a snake of fire, as wide as the river, reaching up high, billowing 
black smoke. Boats on both sides raced to reach the shore before they were caught up in 
the firestorm. The ones that didn’t make it were completely engulfed—hidden from all 
view. Some of the older bridges caught fire. People sitting along the shorelines, ignorant 
of the coming fire, or curious about all the noise bounding up the river were burned alive. 
Rescue teams were deployed immediately, but the wall of fire was so massive they didn’t 
even know where to start. Nothing they did made a dent, and the fire kept growing. For 
eight terrifying hours the country watched in horror as the entire state was surrounded on 
three sides by fire. And that was all it took. In less time than it takes to drive the distance, 
they were blocked in completely on all but the east border.  

Fire patrols were brought in from the rest of the country. We had the largest 
deployment of national guard and reservists in recent memory. They fought to put out the 
river with a panicked fervor—anything to stop the fire that prevented us from even seeing 
the other shore. It was like a nightmare in which the entire state suddenly dropped into a 
circle of hell. The first week alone cost the lives of thirty-eight of the volunteers who 
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came to fight it. The number rose every week, until over a hundred people had given their 
lives. And still, the fires burned. All attention was turned to the cities themselves. Just 
across the river from us was Portland; the mecca of commerce and culture for the entire 
region. But it was too close to the water, and the Willamette that ran down the center 
burned just as hot as the Columbia river on the outside.  

 
The older bridges collapsed first. The prolonged exposure to the heat, and the 

updrafts created by the fire took their toll. The crashing noises were the only things we 
could hear above the fire. A lot of the soldiers and men working to save the city got out 
while the could. The rest tried to keep the fires from spreading further than they already 
had, always thinking they would be able to make it back before the last bridge to safety 
collapsed. Many didn’t make it. With an awful screaming of twisting of metal, it cracked 
and collapsed. Seventy-eight brave souls were trapped over on the other side of a hellish 
river of fire that even a demon would think twice before crossing. It was getting harder to 
communicate with the other side. People started to panic. And it became clear to most of 
them that it was getting to be time to leave.  

 
Idaho had been quiet up until then. The long expanses of desert were now the 

only way out. News helicopters watched the first caravan as it neared the border to safety. 
People who had packed up everything they could carry to start over somewhere, hoping 
that someday the fires would burn themselves out, and leave enough of their homes to 
come back to. There was a sort of stilled excitement watching the trucks and cars and 
campers rolling closer and closer to the border. And then there was an explosion. The 
anchors in the helicopters started screaming, trying to figure out what was happening. 
Why the quiet nothingness of eastern Oregon turned so suddenly into a war zone. Gunfire 
broke out from hidden nests, grenades overturned the vehicles. Some tried to leave the 
road and get past, but they ran right into a minefield. Some of the copters took fire and hit 
the ground. The two that made it out alive could only take long-range pictures, 
smoldering wreckage that had once been a group of people hoping to get out, and was 
now just a mangled mess. People wept and prayed over the tragedy. Some were too 
stunned to say anything. But nobody could see a soul on the screen. There was nobody 
there to blame, and, for all the speculation about terrorists and hidden warriors, nothing 
was really known.  

 
Over the next few months, thousands tried to escape across the eastern borders. 

The militant Idahoans stopped nearly every attempt. While the entire country watched the 
efforts in the rest of the state, the entire eastern border had been fortified. Someone 
decided it would be best to lock the Oregonians in to keep them from spreading. And 
somebody worked hard to do it. The minefields went on for miles. The border militia 
were supplied by warfare as heavy as what the army had, and they hid to a point where 
nobody could find them. The president sent the army out to try and clear the roadways. 
The battles lasted for days. It was the largest battle on US soil since the civil war. Only 
this time, the president’s men took a beating. When the losses reached high enough, the 
people started asking him to stop. The entire state line, the last clear border left, was now 
a veritable wall of wreckage. There weren’t even any gaps for a car to drive through if 
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they could get past the mines. Finally word caught around, and people gave up trying. 
Oregon was now completely cut off.  

 
We lost the ability to keep track of what was going on inside after that. They had 

no outside power sources, and the hydropower didn’t work, so a lot of the larger 
communications centers didn’t work anymore. At least half the aircraft that tried to fly 
over them were shot down before they could ever make it out. The few reports we did get 
were full of panic. People were robbing and looting and hoarding. Fights were breaking 
out over supplies, ending in murder, and there was nobody to try and stop it. A lot of the 
local military had been used to try and get across the river or the Idaho border, and the 
police forces dissolved in all the chaos and violence.  Entire towns were killed by roving 
bandits who used the lack of law to give them free reign to take what they wanted. Fuel 
ran out for the personal generators giving us our updates, or the people who operated 
them died, and eventually communication with the inside was cut down to near silence.  

 
The rest of the world went on. We got used to the perpetually flaming river that 

surrounded the place. It created a constant glow of light to the people on the other side. 
Cliffs and viewpoints overlooking the fire river where the new ‘lookout points’ for the 
local kids—eerily romantic and strangely beautiful. Environmental scientists stopped 
looking for ways to put the fire out, and turned instead to developing a system that would 
help keep he constant smoke from giving us all lung cancer and tearing up the air. 
Necessity being the mother of invention, it wasn’t long until they had some kind of 
sprinkler system that cut the smoke down by half along the state borders, and an additive 
we dumped into the river by the barrel to make the fire less pollutant. We couldn’t stop 
the fire, but we could make it burn cleaner, use it to cut down on landfills, and even 
generate power all at the same time.  

And then it all became commonplace. Being a barrel-tosser on the fire-river 
became another low-end job, and the places where you could see the river stretching on 
for miles were now empty of all the cars and tourists that used to collect there. Activists 
still gathered near the shores and in city centers for a while, trying to get us to put the 
fires out, try and renew our efforts to save the people inside. And everyone agreed that it 
would be a good thing to do. But attentions were always turned to all the people who had 
died trying to keep it from happening in the first place, and the many more that had come 
afterwards, in relief efforts. ‘Save the Oregonians” was just another rally cry from a 
group who cried entirely too much to be listened to. Nothing except a shot of the inside 
could make anybody think any more of it, and it was fifty years before anyone gave us a 
good one of those.  

 
A group of college kids decided to do a project to help them with their degrees 

in sociology and local history and vandalism. They presented a plan to find a way into the 
state, to take pictures and video some things, and then get back, to show the world what 
was happening inside. The tricky part was getting six people past the fire and the militia 
to begin with. They couldn’t go under—a few people had tried. Even if you can make a 
working submarine of some kind, you eventually have to come through the fire, and the 
Washington side of the river met with a tall wall designed to keep the river out. The few 
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people who tried to escape Oregon to the other side burned before they could make it out 
of the water. None survived for very long, if at all, and they weren’t very coherent.  

Being college kids, their plan finally came from movies. They bought hang-
gliders, and went up to the cliffs overlooking the fire, where so many kids used to come 
to lose their virginity those years before. Loaded with as many supplies and batteries as 
their gliders could hold, they leapt off in the middle of the night, and flew over into lands 
nobody had seen in a very long time.  

 
The cameras they had mounted were unclear for the flight, and when they 

landed all we could see were outlines and shadows. But when the sun came up, they were 
sitting in the middle of a forest straight out of a Tim Burton movie. The river had caught 
fire to the shore, and everything burned. The only things standing were the black remains 
of trees, and the piles of burnt brush on the ground. Nothing was green, and nothing was 
growing. There was only the dead forest, the fire behind them, and eerie shadows being 
cast by the sun coming through the smoke, and the fire coming through the trees. They 
hiked through what had once been a suburban area, through the broken skeletons of 
houses. There were the remains of bodies in the ash from all the people who didn’t make 
it out in time. Their course mostly took them along the burnt shorelines, not too deeply 
into the state. They wanted to see what had happened to Portland.  

The pictures they got as they approached it were amazing. The skyline was 
jagged and broken, like a hobo’s smile, but full of gloom even at places where the sun 
shined through. When the fires spread, they took over a lot of the city. The structures 
buckled under the heat, and entire buildings fell over. Many that weren’t directly hit by 
the fire were damaged when a skyscraper came down on top of them, or a gas main 
exploded. It was beyond what anyone could have expected to see-like ruins of an ancient 
civilization, only it was a place we knew. It was our civilization in ruins. The skeletons of 
our own people laying under the rubble, our own ghosts haunting it. When you saw the 
city, remembering what it was, you were overwhelmed with the devastation of it. Nobody 
could have expected that anything would be alive inside. 

 
In the footage brought back by the adventuring college kids, we were able to see 

what they saw. The closer they got to what had once been the state’s biggest city, there 
was an oppressing silence over everything. Their footsteps crunched along like thunder, 
with no other sound to balance it. And then they heard a loud sound of metal hitting 
metal, and stopped. There was silence. And then the faintest racket, like a raccoon 
rummaging through the garbage. They started walking closer to the sound to try and find 
the source.  

It started out like a scene from a Christian Relief Fund commercial. Skinny, 
dirty children with sunken eyes and wearing tattered clothing rummaged through remains 
of buildings, pulling out anything that looked like it could be either useful or edible. They 
worked diligently, talking to one another in a muttered dialect that was hard even for 
scholars to decipher. When they spotted the kids approaching them, they became 
defensive. Some grabbed lengths of pipe or wood, some ran off. They yelled at the 
camera's in gibberish, their mouths almost as jagged and full of holes as the skyline 
behind them. They threw rocks and debris at the intruders until they finally backed off. 
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The cameras caught their discussions, trying to figure out what the dirty little kids had 
been saying, what they might be doing over there, and what could have caused them to 
regress so quickly to such a sorry state. How many generations had it been, since they got 
cut off? What could have changed so much in three or four or even five generations of 
isolation? Their conversation came to an abrupt end when a short-handled ax caught one 
of the young men in the side of the face. 

 
The footage of the incident is shattered and lost at that point. The young woman 

in the group, girlfriend to the one who had been killed, clung to his body as it fell to the 
ground, shrieking and calling his name through her sobbing. Some of the cameras fell in 
the confusion, while two of the men clung to theirs, too afraid even to realize what was 
going on. Ragged men, so dirty and battered it was almost impossible to tell how old they 
may be, came running from the collapsed buildings and cinders. They had jagged metal 
turned into spears, along with old machetes and axes that had taken so much wear and 
damage over the passing years they were hardly recognizable anymore. They grabbed at 
the supplies carried by the young explorers, tearing at their clothing and the straps of their 
packs. Two of the men picked up whatever they could and fought back against the men. 
The other two ran, one of them still carrying the camera he had. They ran as fast as they 
could along the edge of the dead forest, into the trees, where the vegetation was still 
thick. They ran until it was night, and kept making their way to where they had left the 
gliders behind, and then they hiked for high ground, so they could fly back across the 
river of flame to safety. They made the jump a little too low, and one of their gliders was 
ignited by a lick of flame. But they still made the other side before the flames consumed 
it too much to fly, and while they were injured, they were alive, and had a good deal of 
their footage with them in their packs.  

 
The world watched in horror at the film clips of the adventure; at how savage 

the people had become in the fifty-six years since they were separated from the rest of the 
country. The staggering detail of the ruined city and the suburban sprawl that had once 
thrived around it, and the brutality of the attack burned itself into our minds. There was 
scarcely a soul who didn’t reel with shock at those last images when they were fleeing the 
camp, and the camera turned around to see the savages piling on the three men, tearing 
the clothes off, tearing their bodies apart, while three of them carried the young woman 
off, kicking and screaming as they groped her. But just as disgusted and horrified as we 
all were by the news of what was happening on the far shore of the fires, we were drawn 
in by it. We needed to know more. 

Plans were launched immediately by all media outlets, with support from 
military groups. We had let something grow right inside our own borders, never 
bothering to take the time or effort to explore. And now it was a foreign thing, dark and 
brutal. It had taken on a whole new entity, like a mole turning into a cancer, and now it 
was on everybody’s mind. What was going on there? What else was hidden behind the 
fire barriers?  

 
The new expeditions were given the full support of the armed forces. 

Helicopters with escorts brought the exploring teams across the borders, and trained 
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soldiers accompanied them as they journeyed, armed in the latest in both lethal and sub-
lethal armament. The idea was to learn more about these people, to study them, see what 
they had become, and how they had survived, not to take them over, or change them, or 
even to search for the bodies of the four college students who were lost to them on their 
own study. It was as if a foreign country had sprung up inside of our own; the entire state 
seceding through neglect. The idea was to watch as closely as they could, without being 
noticed. It was to be done both for study, for education, and of course, for entertainment.  

The studies were done with the most precision, with secret camera’s mounted 
whenever possible, to keep the subjects from knowing they were being studied. There 
were some interactions, and a lot of mishaps, but it was all a part of great television in the 
making.  

 
The people around the area that had once been Portland, it turns out, were 

among the most savage. It had been such an area of commerce that when the trouble 
came, they were the least prepared for any kind of struggle. When the fires started in the 
river, looting began almost instantly. People started hoarding food and supplies, stealing 
and suspecting one another of treachery. So by the time the last bridge fell, and there was 
no way to get help from the outside, the scene was already set for disaster. The city folk 
weren’t prepared for the survival. They had no land to farm and no skills to farm it. They 
bought food. So now, with no stores selling food and no money to buy it, they were 
scavengers. Life was harder in the remnants of the city; life spans were short. The elderly 
didn’t last very long, and a lot of the children didn’t make it. They regressed quickly to 
tribal lifestyles, where children were ready for family by the time they were fifteen, and 
were considered elders if they reached thirty. There were very few among them who 
remembered a time before the fires. To some, the fires symbolized Hell, on the other side 
of which, they were told, was a grand world, so vast and full of people and food and fun 
that they wouldn’t be able to see it all in a dozen lifetimes. That was Heaven, as far as 
they understood it; a Heaven they would never see through the fires of the Hell that 
burned next to them, giving their ruined city light even in the night. As their life-spans 
grew shorter, their time to learn and pass on language faded. The English they once spoke 
became more minimal, more muttered. It was still English, but altered through each 
passing generation, with new words and phrases, and such a strong dialect it could hardly 
be recognized. It had to be studied by experts before it was shown to the public, and then 
run with captions underneath. Even then, it was hard to tell. There were several smaller 
tribe families in the old city, with loose association to one another. Once the Willamette 
burnt away all the bridges crossing it, the only way to get from one side of the city to the 
other was the twisted husk of a building that collapsed when it’s lower floors got caught 
in an exploding gas main, and toppled across the river. It held up enough that, even after 
all the years, it still crossed the gap. It was a dangerous journey, crawling through a 
building smashed and laying on its side, but it was truly the only way to get from one side 
to another for the people who lived there. On the occasion that these people were met by 
outsiders, they almost always attacked. They hadn’t ventured south far enough to find 
new cultures or civilizations, and anything new was bad. If they caught somebody 
coming into their little world, everything they had with them was taken, and they were 
kept as slaves. The men were sometimes used for labor, sometimes killed for sport. The 
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women were typically raped repeatedly throughout their imprisonment, and kept alive 
long enough to bear a child, sometimes surviving enough for two, but rarely. If they 
fought or became too weak or sick under the poor conditions they were kept in to give 
birth another time, they, too, were killed. Any outsider killed by the tribe was then eaten. 
Meat was scarce to the Portland Scavengers.  

 
  
Further out to the east, in what was once Hood River, the explorers found a 

blockaded society of religious fanatics. They had built tall, makeshift walls around the 
entire village, and some of the surrounding farmland. Inside, things were strict and 
puritanical. There was no electricity, but they had water from wells, and they had 
managed to keep some livestock and gardens running. The city was somewhat like a 
colony or village from the early days of the country. However, while it appeared more 
civilized than the people of Portland, it was still a harder life. There were no real doctors, 
nobody with any training. Most cures for infection or illness were medieval at best—
praying and sweating and an occasional bleeding. As a result, there was a fairly high 
death toll for the citizens. People lived somewhat longer than they did in other areas, 
sometimes until their 40’s or even 50’s, but only two or three people had any actual 
memories of a time before the fire started. All marriages were arranged, and took place 
when the girls were between thirteen and fifteen, to men who were between sixteen and 
eighteen, give or take. Women’s place in society had been digressed greatly. They did not 
attend town meetings, and seldom got to leave the house. They cooked, cleaned, mended 
clothes, and took care of the children. This town’s government was run almost entirely by 
the local church, including the taxes and the sentencing of criminals. Almost all town 
decisions were originated from religious doctrine. Acts of theft were punished by public 
humiliation and pain. Second offenses cost the person who commit the crime a limb or 
two. A woman who had sex before she was married or cheated on her husband was 
treated to a brutal sort of mutilation, similar to the ancient Cutting of the Rose, wherein 
her genitals were scarred and her clitoris removed. A second such infraction often 
resulted in a public execution, or a similar public exhibition of torture, depending on the 
verdict of the church and the feelings of the wronged party—the girl’s father or husband.  

These colonies only let people in who could identify with their own religious 
beliefs, or who would offer themselves up for a sort of servitude, in which they would 
convert completely and totally to the religion and ways of the town. It generally took 
years of study and being closely watched before these people were considered full 
members of town. Any mistakes made by someone on such a parole was taken with 
utmost seriousness, and would eventually lead to their own public execution as a heathen 
or demon sent to destroy their town. Nobody was ever exiled, or even allowed to leave. 
The fact that the fires were still occasionally visible from above the town walls only 
made for a more convincing argument that Hell was the only thing waiting outside the 
town, and that there was no reason to go. Several men were caught in the act of setting up 
the hidden cameras one night. The camera’s weren’t found, but since the men were 
clearly outsiders with no purpose for being in town, they were killed for trespassing. It 
was caught on camera, of course, by the two men who were sent to try and join the town. 
There had originally been four men who came to the gate of the city to try and come in, 
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but two of them arrived together. And as a pair of men traveling a long distance by 
themselves, they were suspected of being gay. Homosexuality was a sin, a weakness of 
the devil, and they were brought inside the gates for the sole purpose of being made a 
lesson to the rest of the town.  

 
Further to the south, there were a few scattered communes. None of them truly 

connected to one another, they were all independent, but people ventured from one to the 
next freely. They were self-sufficient, with large fields of crops and large farms of 
livestock. By the time they were being watched, only two of the seven complete 
communes still refused to kill their livestock for food, and only one refused to drink the 
milk or eat the eggs their farm produced. It had apparently been the desire of all of them 
to avoid this initially, but even if they could grow the soy beans required to give them 
their traditional tofu dinners, they had no way of getting the beans imported to them. The 
communes all ran more smoothly than the savages or the fanatics since they were more 
open to rolling with the punches of change. They were more relaxed, even through the 
tragedies that befell them, perhaps attributed to the fact that a large portion of their fields 
were devoted solely to the growth of marijuana. The people were healthier than the rest. 
They had people on site who had studied holistic medicine, and wellness lifestyles, and 
their eating habits were far better than some. There were few laws, but the actual way the 
community was run varied from camp to camp. One was run by a community of elders, 
while one put even the smallest decisions to a vote among the entire community. Some 
had single leaders who were either voted in regularly, or who had simply proven 
themselves to be the stuff of leaders through the hardships they had gone through. The 
least successful of them had no formal order to them; however they were also the most 
prone to food shortages from over-slaughter or neglecting the crops.  

There was little crime. Even though there were more open communes in the area 
that one could go to after committing a crime, since there was communication between 
them, reputations followed people wherever they went. A thief was well known as such, 
and often watched closely. Someone who skipped out on his child and a woman he had 
been with in one commune found it harder to find a sympathetic ear in the next. 
However, the crimes were seldom actually punished, and while each commune tried to 
exile someone, their nature made it hard to keep someone gone. Very few people were 
forced to leave all the communes. The few that were had committed either murder or 
rape, and in one case burned down a barn with a lot of the supplies inside. Aside from 
those instances, the communes actually ran better than many of the more civilized 
structures. And we got to see more of the communes as well, since they allowed anyone 
in, and had such open trust for everyone. Some of the members became well known to 
those who watched, like characters on their favorite shows. It was a huge inspiration to 
some of the hippies to see the communes working so well; a justification that people 
didn’t need governments to make things work. It was a sign that we could get along, and 
that, when left to their own devices, people could be really good to one another. New 
versions of these places sprouted all over the country, but none managed to develop as 
well as those trapped inside the flaming walls did.  
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Only one group of people managed to get power up; to reach into the past and 
try and recreate some semblance of what they once had. It was a small town named Days 
Creek, near the bottom of the state. There had been a huge push before the collapse to 
transition a good deal of the town to solar power, due to the growing problems with the 
river. The engineers and experts hired for the job managed to scrounge and scavenge the 
technology to put together a solar power plant, with the grids built into the roofs of 
everyone’s houses, all connected to batteries. There were generators powered by burning 
wood or coal or garbage or whatever else they had to burn, if they needed them, but the 
power they got from the panels worked most of the time. They were the only town who 
had managed to find a way to keep power going all the time. They had town council 
meetings and an elected mayor and a police force. Since they had power, they also had 
running water, and a sewage system. Things ran a little bit slower in pace than they had 
before. It was little stepping back in time to the fifties. There was some paranoia about 
people coming in from outside, but it was generally accepted if there was some proof that 
the person seemed decent. The skilled craftsmen and doctors passed their knowledge 
down to their students and successors. People lived to be sixty or seventy, and while there 
was no treatment for cancer or serious illness, there was also no reason for a minor illness 
to result in death.  

They had crime and they had issues, but with their own jail and police force, 
they kept things pretty well under control. It seemed that one of their biggest concerns 
was keeping their youth from going up to the communes, or from someone bringing them 
down some of the weed they grew. Had they managed to find some of the old public 
service videos about the dangers of drug abuse, they would have no doubt shown them 
monthly at the local schools. That notwithstanding, they were the only town that grew on 
a steady basis. People came to their town from other areas when word spread of a 
working city. And since the life expectancy of the people in the city was almost what it 
had been, it meant the population swelled naturally, and eventually new houses were 
needed. The city grew until it absorbed the cities around it, and it became a much larger 
thing. 

 
One thing that surprised some people was how well the native American 

populations thrived when the trouble hit. On the reservations there was a swell of activity. 
As if suddenly being forced to return to the ways of their ancestors brought out a new fire 
in them, brought out the pride and strength that their people had once had. Hunting traits 
that used to be taught as a matter of tradition were now completely intertwined with 
society. Some of the tribes in the eastern part of the state had even abandoned their lands 
and homes to build more traditional housing and to follow their nomadic inclinations. 
Some were so intent on keeping to their own ways that it was next to impossible to get 
footage of their homes or lifestyles. They blamed the white man for turning them into the 
sad, decadent jokes they felt they had become, and now that they regained their former 
glory, they wanted absolutely nothing to do with the white man in general. Without some 
proof of native heritage, or some strong convincing on the part of the tribe, nobody was 
allowed into the village areas, and nobody was allowed to watch the ceremonies. But the 
footage we could see was amazing and inspiring. The more desolate places of the state, 
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where towns couldn’t make it, were now home to wild animals and a happy, thriving 
people. 

 
As exploration expanded, more and more townships and collectives of people 

were discovered. There were small groups, where a single family, or a handful of 
families, would live together on a single bit of farmland. There were large clusters of 
people, all scavenging and roaming, like nomads. The bigger cities all had tribes of the 
savages, as well as a few of the other regions. A few groups of thieves and raiders 
roamed around the countryside on foot or horseback, stealing and killing when they 
could. But the towns were too strong for any small band to take—many of them had to 
turn to the smaller groups clinging together for survival. Several more religious centers 
were discovered, each one very much like the last. While the exact practices, or the 
religion itself, was not always the same, the setup always was. Women were always 
treated badly, and justice was always a little warped. Some towns required a period of 
servitude once any child turned a certain age, which often involved a systematic rape and 
molestation by the clergy members. One re-instituted slavery among all the minority 
races. One Mormon town had entire regions of the city where women were not allowed, 
and if they were caught wandering about, they would be literally chained to their houses 
for a period of some months.  

There was a lot of fascination for all discoveries made on the other side of the 
borders. It became some kind of phenomenon for everybody, our country and those of the 
world. Being able to watch how humanity altered itself and adapted to the changes was 
an anthropological boon, and a fantastic window to humanity that we could only have 
guessed before. A lot of it was frightening; seeing all the violence and rape and death. 
The madness and the entire towns that died out because they were unable to cope. 
Because they panicked just a little too much and lost the ability to take care of 
themselves. But some parts were quite beautiful. The will to survive, and nature to just 
keep on going, whatever that meant. It was an inspiration to many. Indian reservations 
across the country were suddenly changing their policies, and spending more time living 
like their ancestors had. A whole new movement started, reminiscent to the hippies and 
communists of earlier times, convinced they could find a way to live without 
governments or money. Some religions tried to distance themselves from the fanatics we 
saw who followed the same guidelines they did, while others embraced the willingness of 
the blockaded towns to throw themselves so completely and shamelessly into their faith. 
The Christian and Muslim faiths actually suffered quite a bit of controversy over the 
scenes from the towns built on their faiths, with the after-shocks and long-term effects 
still being felt today. It was the basis of story; it was an opportunity to watch people live, 
and struggle, who didn’t know they were being watched, who didn’t sign up, and weren’t 
doing anything for fame or money, but because it was what they had to do to survive. It 
was a voyeuristic urge that became a whole new form of media. It wasn’t educational in a 
traditional sense, because nobody knew what was going to come of fit, or what might be 
learned. Yet it wasn’t reality television as it ever had existed before, because it was real. 
And while it did inspire movies and shows and stories based on people inside the fire 
river, those stories weren’t anywhere near as fascinating as the real thing.  
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There had been a time when people stood outside the walls chanting for more 
efforts to put the wall out, and bring the people back. But suddenly the concern was on 
keeping the wall up. Perhaps because they feared what had been growing on the other 
shore, in the disaster that had been the biggest commerce center in the Northwest. 
Perhaps because letting civilization back into Oregon would spoil the purity of what was 
happening among the towns. Perhaps because it would have set nature back a step, while 
the animal populations were ever growing, and the trees and plants were finally starting 
to take back the streets and houses in some areas. Motions were made to turn the entire 
state into a sort of wildlife reserve. Only they weren’t trying to preserve a certain species 
of owl or a tree. They were trying to keep alive pieces of ourselves that we hadn’t a 
chance to see up until this happened. So what was the end result of bad environmental 
care, of quick assumptions and poor judgment and small-minded violence, became an 
opportunity for us to see ourselves in a different light. To learn new lessons about what 
makes us what we are. Maybe in time the lessons will lose their poignancy for us; maybe 
the novelty of watching these cities and tribes and families will wear off, just as the 
initial, awe-inspiring beauty of the great flaming river once did. Maybe it’s only a matter 
of time until a themed hotel is set up on the other side for visitors, or the entire thing is 
forgotten about completely. But we will eventually have to take notice again. Eventually, 
we may be unable to keep the fire burning, and the savages will come across the river to 
find new homes, and food. In time, the strict religious villages may wage a holy war on 
the peaceful communes, or against each other. An ill-fated venture will fall prey to the 
violent bandits, or the one center of technology will develop a way to fly over the fire and 
meet the rest of the world. Whatever may come of this, we certainly haven’t been given 
our last lesson, or our last show. Whatever we let grow and build up inside the tragedy 
we let happen, it’s too big to just disappear. Too strong to vanish without a sound. It is a 
little bit of history, just outside of our reach, and history will not be ignored.  
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The Tragedy of The GreenThe Tragedy of The GreenThe Tragedy of The GreenThe Tragedy of The Green    

 
 

 
This is a story of wonder and magic, of personal trials and wild adventure. It is a 

story of warrior-mages and wandering woodsmen and singing minstrels; of timelessness 
and fleeting days. A tale like many before, told around the hearth, and to children as they 
go to sleep at night, so that they may experience it anew in their sleep. It is a story of 
dreams. Where characters come to life simply to entertain, but every action, every stone, 
could hold with it the deepest of symbolism. Mostly, though, it is just a story told for the 
sake of telling, for smiles and pleasant thoughts among those who read it, or hear it told. 
Join us for the tale, that you might also enjoy it, and perhaps, when you return to your 
bed, you can become the story, and watch it grow. 

It takes place in a land caught between yesterday and tomorrow, with a present 
that just lingers. Somewhere in that land, in a corner all it’s own, is a small town, by the 
name of Little River. Most of the town is below the foothills beneath Bear Mountain, 
which rises above everything, a small mountain to the world, but standing majestic above 
the rooftops and trees of the surrounding area. The town is bordered on it’s other side by 
the Little River, from which the town gets it’s name. The river makes an arc, curving 
along in the same circle as the base of the mountain, causing the town to look from up 
high as a rainbow might, full of living, working people. On the side of the mountain 
opposite the town, and reaching around to box it in on one side, is a deep, rich forest, 
simple called The Green. It is such a thick, wild place it is regarded as being dangerous 
by all but the very best woodsmen, and while it would be full of enough life and lumber 
to build three towns the size of Little River, it is said to be protected by wood spirits, 
savage beasts, and the terrible Tree Guardians, occasionally known as Amazons, from 
children’s stories, even though the tribes consist of both men and women. There are those 
that doubt the factuality of any of these things, but the truth remains that nobody wants to 
go into the lush jungle to disprove them.  

Across the river is primarily farm land also considered to be a part of the town, 
where are grown most of the fruits, vegetables and grain that feed the town, as well as 
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most of the livestock for butcher and work. The farm land extends for a very long way, 
across a vast flat expanse, until it finally meets another forest, as wide as the flat lands, 
and with stories and legends of its own, although none of them quite so intimidating as 
those to their northern neighbor. Finally, leading away from the town and the forest, 
between the mountain and the river, is the main road in and out of the town. After several 
miles it meets up with a larger road that takes travelers to other towns and cities, and to 
the farthest away reaches of the continent. It follows the river for much of the way, until 
the Little River finally meets up with the Serpent River, fat and deep from all the streams 
and tributaries leading into it, which cuts a path through the earth to the ocean, to the 
west.  

The town itself is a humble affair. One and two story buildings made primarily 
of wood and stone stand on either side of narrow cobblestone streets, wide enough in 
most places for a cart and some people, but little else. The main thoroughfares are much 
wider, and places of commerce and gathering for the entire town, every day of the year. It 
is not the richest of towns, and certainly not the prettiest of towns, but the folk who 
inhabit it are proud, and hard working, and do their best to see to it that they live in a 
modicum of peace and happiness. And for it’s size it offers a wide variety of services and 
goods for sale, as well as forms of entertainment. Indeed, for a town of such stature, one 
would be surprised to learn all that they could find to eat, or buy, or watch for their 
pleasure. It is this fact that has helped it to live comfortable, as it has stood, for centuries, 
with little to disturb or change it.  

 
One of the inhabitants of Little River, and one of the key members of this tale, is 

a young man in his twenties named Craig. He is a dour-looking young man, whose gray 
eyes carry with them a great weight. If one were to meet him for the first time, wearing a 
simple three-button shirt and worn trousers, they would likely wonder why such a young 
man would have cause to look so burdened and weary, in a place where there is plenty for 
a young man to do both for work and for pleasure. In truth, even those who were lifelong 
residents of the town were beginning to forget the importance this man once held in their 
society, and the respect he once commanded. Anymore, he wandered among them in the 
most casual of dress, old and worn but always clean, spending time with his friends and 
associates, sitting long hours in the doorways and porches of inns and shops, and 
occasionally cavorting with some of the rowdier of the town’s younger generation. Or 
else he was up on the giant stone keep build atop the Bear Mountain, over-looking the 
town and surrounding land, which was known as the Kane House, after those who had 
supposedly built it a very long time ago. The Kane House was the seat of power for the 
entire area when it had been erected, and had served in that capacity several times since. 
It grew as a cultural part of the city even when it was vacant of any kind of leader, where 
people could meet and enjoy one another’s company, and salespeople could set up stalls 
to ply their trade. It had been a few years since the least time anyone with authority had 
been at home there, and gradually, in the time since, an unfavorable element began to 
build up there. Drunks and addicts of opiates and other toxic substances, thieves and 
harlots and immoral creatures that defy description could be found, first on the lower 
floors, and then in other places. There were those who refused to give up their social 
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square to a band of ruffians, but the traffic of the good and decent had waned greatly, and 
was now a place to be cautious, even if you did insist on staying.  

The caretaker of the Kane House was another young man by the name of 
Damien. Damien was known throughout the town as the best Fixer in recent memory. To 
those less familiar with the trade, and it is indeed a rare trade in this day and age, a Fixer 
is a person who can put things together. Not in the physical sense, although Damien was 
not without carpentry skills, but in that he could lead you to solutions. If one had a 
problem, one could take it to a Fixer, and the fixer would, by powers even they most 
often did not understand, lead to a solution. These solutions came through the providence 
of a sort of instinct or intuition, leading the Fixer in the direction the situation suggested, 
without knowing the result themselves. A woman who’s husband had gone missing might 
be led to his location, to a brothel he had been frequenting instead of going home, or even 
to a new suitor, who would invariably become a future husband, who did not stray or 
wander. A struggling businessmen could find advice, or a new product, and there is even 
one record of a man who was led to an unoccupied land, which was rich with gold ore, 
and he soon became wealthy as a miner. A Fixer’s talent was mysterious, but useful, and 
Damien had been one of the most highly regarded that the town or those nearby had ever 
seen. But his abilities began to fade, and so he took up the care and control of the Kane 
House. It was he who had, innocently at first, opened it up to the unpleasant element. But 
as time marched on, Damien became ensconced by the darkness himself, mixing in with 
the thieves and abusers of substance, until he was one of them, and a mere shadow of his 
former self.  

Craig and Damien had known one another for a long time, and it was for this 
reason, as well as the seclusion to be found there, that Craig could be found up at the 
keep, free of the same sins and debauchery that plagued so many there, but lingering in 
his own bleakness in the rooms that sat empty most of the time, open to brave travelers or 
friends of the custodian.  

One of the things that Craig enjoyed the most about the keep on the mountain 
was the quiet of it. The only way up was a very long trail leading up the side of the 
mountain, upon which there was seldom anything to distract him from his own thoughts. 
It was even more peaceful now that the traders were beginning to give up on doing any 
real business up there. The rattle of the wagons and the clattering of people no longer 
carried down the path all that often, meaning the two hour long walk was guaranteed its 
virtual silence. At the top the crowds kept to the open, well lit areas. Even if the element 
up there threw a party, there would be a corner of the keep that was quiet and still, with 
thick walls and windows looking out at the night sky and the world below. The fact that 
so many people were afraid of being there at night only helped the quiet. He had nothing 
to fear from the riff-raff that lingered around; even they, in their haze and confusion, 
remembered enough to know to leave him alone. If one of his friends really wanted to 
find him, they knew where he was, and were able to come into the house without much 
trouble to do so. The keep brought him peace, and while Craig didn’t know that it 
couldn’t last for long, it was what he wanted the most at the moment.  

The two friends who spent the most time in his company, and who most 
frequently made the two-hour walk just to fetch him back to town were Byrd and Martin. 
Both were Bards from the town below, musicians primarily, whom Craig had known for 
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some time. Byrd and Craig had known each other since before either of them knew what 
they would end up being, what kinds of things would manifest in them, and Martin had 
been around for nearly half that time. It used to be that they felt that being a Bard was too 
common a calling, and envied Craig for the adventure they saw in his life. Being gifted 
with the ability to give people song and story that connected with them was like being 
able to heal; it was a dull and useless sort of thing to do. Every town had a few Healers, 
and a handful of Bards. Either was something that someone could learn how to do even 
without a gift, although there were precious few who would ever be able to extend to the 
levels of those so enchanted. Byrd had, over time, spent countless weeks traveling with 
Craig on some adventure or another, enjoying all of it for the sheer closeness to danger 
and excitement, for being a part of something so closely resembling the old stories. But 
anymore it seemed to be Craig who wished his life was more like theirs. He had always 
taken interest in their music. Part of his very foundation and existence was a strong 
empathy and connection to others, and it made him a natural at a great many things. 
Whenever he had the opportunity, Craig would sit with them as they composed their 
ballads, and play along, soaking it all up. Ever since the change in him, he had been 
spending much more of his time with them, joining them in shows and visits the 
neighboring cities. He had also taken to the written word, chronicling things he had seen, 
things he had imagined, things he felt in others. His work was inspired, and not without 
charm, and his friends truly enjoyed his being around more, but there was a part of them 
that felt he was wasting his time and all his potential with what was, no matter what he 
said, the pursuit of a common gift.  

 
These two close friends were walking up to find Craig and see to his return to 

the town below on the day of the Tragedy. Martin complained to Byrd about the long, 
dull walk to the top of Bear Mountain. Martin always complained about the walk, 
although he couldn’t have minded terribly, considering how often he walked it. With a 
great deal of bitterness he mentioned how much he longed for the old trail up the 
mountain, the one through The Green, that used to be safe enough to walk.  

Yes, it wasn’t entirely true that there was only the one path up to the keep. 
Everybody remembered, as did Martin, the old path through the rich forests. It had been a 
wide path, cool and pleasant, both less steep and shorter than the one that was now used. 
And while the forest was always full of dark things, it was safe enough along this trail 
that the entire town used it openly. Long ago, there had even been a road that branched 
off it, through the wood and on to other towns. But that became grown over and 
considered too dangerous to use ages ago, while the path was still very safe. When the 
Amazon Tribes came, they brought the end to that. Slowly, at first, attacking or robbing 
those who strayed from the path on occasion, and issuing warnings to any who would 
damage the forests. Then they announced that the constant traffic was too much, that the 
townspeople clearly didn’t understand how to live in harmony with the woods. They 
banned anyone from using it. The powers in control at the time kept them from causing 
any real harm, but then the Amazons got a new leader and the power disappeared. With 
nothing to hold them back, the dark things and the savage tribes took the path back as 
part of their territory.   
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It had been Craig’s most dearly loved part of the whole area, walking the path 
along the ferns and moss and brush, smelling dirt and crushed leaves. It had relaxed him 
more than anything he had ever known. One of the things he did often when he was up in 
the Kane House was remember the calm and the feeling of it all. But he could also 
remember what happened the last time he walked the now overgrown trail, after it had 
been recaptured by the woods. He remembered running down what was left of the path, 
as fast as he could, body aching but driven by the wild woman behind him, and her 
warriors, chasing after him, springing through the woods and off the trees like wild 
animals, shooting arrows with amazing speed. He made it out of the woods at the bottom 
of the hill just barely escaping serious injury or worse. It was a lesson he well learned, 
that while being remembered kept people at arms length everywhere in the town and 
surrounding regions, being recognized in the woods would only bring trouble faster. The 
only person outside the tribes who was able to walk through those woods now was Til, 
the legendary Guide. The woods, all woods, and, in fact, all nature whispered to him, told 
him everything, and led him through to food, shelter, and safety. He could go places 
where even well-trained and strongly gifted Guides couldn’t, which spread his name far 
and wide. People traveled leagues just to find him to hire him, to use his talents to lead 
some expedition or journey, only to find that he refused anything that did not interest him 
personally. He couldn’t be bribed, and seldom accepted money for pay. The land gave 
him everything he needed, and his friends supplied him with everything else. Til had 
gone into the woods some time back now, after the people started trying to fend for 
themselves, to issue their own justice and control, and he hadn’t been seen since. All 
Craig had left of the forest were his memories, and he liked to delve deep into them 
whenever he was near. It was what he did most of the time when he sat and looked out 
the windows, and what he was doing when tragedy struck.  

 
The news was brought by a merchant who sold smoked meats and cheeses. He 

had gone, as he often did, to the edge of The Green to collect any fallen wood he could 
find laying around, to use in his smoke-house. It was said that meat smoked on this wood 
would make you stronger and healthier. He never ventured into the woods, nor cut down 
so much as a single leaf, but if there was a fallen branch, he would take it and bring it 
home. He was doing that, when he heard a terrible scream, a woman’s scream of fury and 
anguish. Letting his emotions get the better of him, he entered the forest, wandering 
through the thick. He heard movement, but by the time he got to where the scream had 
been, all he found was the body of Tiana, Queen of the Amazon Tribes. She was by 
herself, her simple clothing made up of scraps and fur stripped from her, lying bloody, 
dying. The merchant looked around, but saw nobody else, none of her tribe, or anybody 
who would have been callous and foolish enough to do such a thing. For the second time 
that day, he let emotion overpower his better sense, and he collected her clothes, and 
carried Tiana out of the woods in his arms.  

She did not even make it to the inside of the keep. She died just outside the 
woods, having bled to death from her wounds. Someone saw the Merchant kneeling by a 
body, and ran to get someone to help. Craig heard the commotion of Damien yelling in 
the halls, and came to see what was going on. He froze when he saw her lying there, 
naked and still, her body tan and strong from her life in the forests, beautiful and ethereal 
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to spite the cuts and blood, and then covered her up with what was left of her clothing, to 
try and salvage her honor and dignity in front of so many strangers. He said nothing, just 
knelt by her body, holding her hand in both of his. He watched her face, strong and still, 
noble features never to move again. Nobody spoke around him, just watched the horrible, 
heartbreaking scene. More people showed up, wondering why there was a crowd. Even as 
they approached, not a word was spoken. No explanation was necessary; it was all fairly 
simple to see. The ruler of The Green had been attacked, raped, and killed. It was 
overwhelming for anyone to witness.  

When he finally rose, his face was cold and still, as though it had been carved in 
stone. He turned to Damien, who was standing nearby.  

“Clear the crypts. Bring me a clean blanket, heavy wool. I’ll take her inside. 
Nobody goes near her. See to it.” His voice was flat and low, with an underlying anger. 
Damien nodded, and left to do as he was told. Craig returned to the side of the body. 
When Damien returned with the blanket, Craig wrapped it around her like a shroud, 
picked her up, and carried her through the opening crowd, not looking at anyone, not 
saying a word.  

Byrd and Martin got to the keep to see as solemn a crowd as they had ever seen, 
more still and uncertain than a funeral. Even a good deal of the drunks were without their 
usual irreverence, sitting politely, quietly, not too far away from the rest of the crowd. 
The clutches of chemical users were huddled more closely together, and all looked 
smaller. Gates were closed and locked to the lower levels of the keep. Damien noticed 
them come in, and it was plain to see by looking at him that he had been seriously shaken 
up; he was nowhere near the gathering groups that had become common to the Kane 
House, and he was pale and straight-faced. Craig went immediately to the room upstairs 
he sometimes used to keep things in, his unofficial apartment, opposite the forbidden 
wing that had been closed to everyone since the power left and Damien took over as 
caretaker. Damien filled the two Bards in on what had happened, and on the uneasy 
feeling hanging over the entire place. Nobody had left, since they discovered the body. 
People were afraid to move. They knew these actions meant something, but didn’t know 
what.  

The three of them were still waiting when Craig came down the stairs. He had 
changed his clothes; from the simple, well-worn clothes he had taken to wearing, to new, 
crisp black trousers, and a long-sleeved blouse of midnight blue. His cheeks were clean-
shaven, and his beard well trimmed. Over the faintly glimmering fabric of the shirt on his 
right sleeve was an armband of leather, stone, bone, and wood, ornate and beautiful. It 
was a piece of Queen Tiana’s jewelry that marked her tribe and station. He had a pouch 
attached firmly to his belt. The crowd watched in silence as he walked down the stairs, 
moving slowly and stiffly, arms at his sides. When he reached the bottom, all three of his 
old friends were looking at him, the same question reflecting in each of their eyes.  

“Respect for the lost.” Craig answered, voice still calm, more controlled than 
before, but the quiet rage still underlying every word that left his mouth. He turned to 
address Damien. “Make preparations here, decent places for these people to stay tonight, 
food, clean bedclothes if possible. They shouldn’t leave here right now.” 

“It’ll be taken care of. There won’t be any more trouble here tonight.”  
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“Good. Also…we’ll need to summon him. If he doesn’t already know, he 
should.” 

“Yes.” Damien took another look at Craig, speculating to himself, and then left 
to seek out some help to prepare the Kane House for visitors. To Byrd and Martin, he 
nodded.  

“We have to go back down. The town should know what has happened here.” 
Even Martin, who normally complained any time he climbed up and down the mountain 
in the same day, did nothing save nod. Craig started walking to the open doors of the 
keep, Byrd and Martin on either side of him, people closing in behind them as they 
walked, first in the keep itself, then in the courtyard, as they began their descent down off 
the mountain, the sky above them turning darker with dusk, and the coming night.  

 
The sky was completely dark before they reached the foothills, where the houses 

grew closer together. The only light was from the moon above, and what little escaped 
out the windows from oil lamps and candles. A few faces came to see what was 
happening as the figures emerged from the shadows, walking silently, steadily, as they 
had since they left the mountain hours ago. There was nothing to be said among them. 
Craig, Byrd, and Martin cut their way through the streets to the center of town, eyes 
following them every step of the way. Children watched in curiosity at what was going 
on, while the older citizens sparked memories, wondering what this turn of events could 
mean. Lights were glowing from the council building when the trio approached it, and 
they walked in without knocking. Inside, council members who moments before had been 
playing cards, sipping wine, and talking amiably grew still and watched Craig stand 
before them, silently waiting for him to speak. Some of the more observant among them 
noticed the peculiar design of the arm-band, so unlike anything that the citizens of Little 
River made or wore, and even the half awake and half-drunk noticed the sudden change 
from the clothing they had come to expect from Craig, and the way the two Bards stood 
at his side like guards, uncharacteristically stoic.  

“There has been trouble.” The words and tone with which he spoke brought 
everyone to alertness; instantly sobering and becoming alert, leaning on their tables and 
chairs. Craig continued.  

“The Forest Queen was found in the woods, just hours ago. She had been 
attacked most severely. She did not live.” Eyes grew wide around the council members. 
Mouths slowly dropped open, and hands instinctively reached up to cover them. Two of 
the women placed a hand to their chests, trying to force their hearts to slow down. There 
was a quick gasp breaking the silence, which came back twice as strong, waiting for 
Craig’s voice to fill it again, spoken softly, but with all the presence of thunder.  

“It is not known, now, who did this awful thing. I don’t think the tribes know yet 
what has happened, but they’ll find out. They will notice she is missing. I have no doubt 
that they will respond strongly if they find out, or if they even suspect half of what has 
transpired. What has been done…” He stopped, closed his eyes, and fought down his own 
temper. “What has been done is terrible and cruel. Action will have to be taken. For now, 
you will need to let the people know to avoid The Green. Don’t go in there, don’t even go 
near it. If a search party should find someone lingering too close, the result could be 
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disastrous. Riders need to spread word to the farms. Have the press post notices. Send 
someone door-to-door. Get the word out.”  

Several people opened their mouths, a question on the tip of their tongues, but 
none could find the voice to vocalize it.  

“Keep your eyes open. Listen to the inns. This cannot go unpunished.”  
He turned to leave, Byrd stepping ahead of him to open the door. Before he left, 

he turned to face the room once more.  
“There will be a wake. It’ll be held at the keep, in highest honor, in three days 

time.” He walked out into the night, Martin following behind, closing the door. They 
walked directly back to the house where Byrd and Martin lived, where Craig had taken to 
staying when he wasn’t at the keep, past windows where people pretended not to be 
watching when they walked by. Craig scarcely noticed them.  

Back at the house, he didn’t go to sleep. He sat in front of the fire, next to a table 
where his quills and book of blank paper was. He held a lute on his lap, but did not play. 
Instead he drew his fingers idly across the strings, staring into the fire, occasionally 
lifting his hand up to touch the stone necklace he always wore underneath his shirt, a girft 
from Tiana from a long time ago. His compatriots sat nearby, watching him. Byrd finally 
spoke.  

“What happens now?” Craig just stared into the fire for a long time, as though 
he didn’t hear, but Byrd didn’t repeat the question. When Craig finally spoke, it was 
barely audible.  

“I don’t know.” He touched the necklace again. “I don’t know.”  
 
Byrd and Martin slept in the chairs they were sitting in. Craig didn’t sleep at all. 

When they woke up, they noticed that the papers and books and quills were missing from 
the table, for the first time in years. A heavy-looking bag was sitting on the table instead. 
Nearby were two more bags, only half-packed, eggs and sausage on a pair of plates with 
some bread. Craig was standing, in the same clothes, at the window.  

“Grab whatever you need. We’re going to the mountain for a few days.”   
They ate, and packed clothes and their belongings, notes and instruments. When 

Craig went to grab his bag, Byrd stepped in front of him, taking hold of the straps.  
“No. I’ve got it.” Before Craig could say anything, he hefted it on his shoulder 

opposite his own bag. It was a heavy bag, Craig had known that when he packed it, but 
Byrd showed no sign of it. He and Martin carried everything between the two of them, 
insisting Craig carry nothing. His eyes reflected all the burden they felt he need to carry. 
The three of them walked back through the town, noticing fliers already hanging on the 
walls, young men and children passing them out to anyone who was up and about, 
explaining what had happened, and giving the warnings. A few people questioned the 
extremity of the caution, but froze silent when the small company came into view, 
heading to the Mountain Road.  

All the way up the mountain, neither Byrd nor Martin voiced discomfort over 
their loads, and when they reached the top, they noted that while the front gate of the 
keep had been opened already, two men with pike-staves were standing guard. They 
nodded when they saw the approaching party. Stalls were open in the courtyard, but there 
was a somber air to the place. Food was given away for free to those who were hungry, 
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and the merchants preparing it were given more supplies from the stores of the Kane 
House itself. Damien was at the main door to the inside of the keep, looking more 
respectable and lucid than he had in years. Just by the look of him, you could see he had 
already distanced himself, physically and mentally, from the group he had been folded 
into. He was in complete charge of himself and his duties once more. 

“The east wing has been opened up for housing. We’re working on more, should 
it be needed. Your room was in the middle of the area we cleared out, so I took the liberty 
of moving your things to the room at the bottom of the southwest tower. Nobody has 
gone near the closed parts of the west wing, and the crypts have remained sealed as well.” 

“Very good. Thank you. There are enough supplies?” 
“The Kane House is always supplied for months at a time. We have more than 

enough.” 
“Well done. The wake will be in two days. The council has been informed.” 
“We’ll be ready. Is there anything else?” 
“I noticed the guards on the way in. Let’s have a watcher on each wall, as well. 

We should be fine, but I want to be sure.” 
“Absolutely.” Craig set his hand on Damien’s shoulder, and nodded in a way 

that was so simple it was barely a movement, and yet communicated perfectly 
appreciation and pride. He removed the hand, and stepped towards the stairs. Damien fell 
in between Byrd and Martin, taking Byrd’s additional load, and walked with them to the 
tower room where Craig’s things had been placed.  

The Kane House had three towers, one on each of the front corners, one facing 
southeast, towards the town and the road to lands beyond, one to the southwest, facing 
both Little River, and The Green, and one in the back, which looked out over the back of 
the mountain, and almost endless expanses of forest and land. The towers were wide, and 
well-lit with windows and sconces. At the base was a large room, from which the stairs 
went up, with two platforms midway to the top, which at present had beds in them, and 
then a slightly wider opening up there. The southwest tower had been Craig’s favorite, 
facing the village and the forest he loved, and it was the quietest, being right next to the 
part of the keep that had been blocked off limits. Once the bags were in the room, 
Damien left to take care of business, and the others climbed to the top, sitting in chairs, 
opening wide windows to let in the cool fresh air.  

Craig sat and stared out the window, deep in thought, while Byrd and Martin 
played soft, mournful songs. Hours passed, and Damien brought up food and sat with 
them a while, not saying a word, and then left with the empty plates. Craig had eaten next 
to nothing, and scarcely moved. And then, in the afternoon, he finally stood.  

“We should go down. He’s here.” 
 
When they reached the main hall of the keep, Til was standing in the open 

doorway, looking around with blank curiosity. Like Craig, he almost always seemed a 
step out of time with the rest of the world. He carried with him a small pack that 
consisted of all he lived out of while in the woods. From the look of him, The thin beard, 
oddly cropped hair, and thick, worn clothes with green stains on fading green and brown 
fabric, he had been out there for some time. Craig said nothing until they were facing one 
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another, and he extended his arm. After Til did the same, and they grasped one another’s 
wrists, a warrior’s handshake, Craig finally spoke.  

“You got here quickly.” 
“I was already on my way when I got the call. The wind told me about it.”  
“I’m glad you came.” 
“Of course I came.” 
“Come. You should see the body.” 
The five of them walked together to the crypts, locking the gates behind them, 

and carried torches down the long corridors. Til and Craig continued to speak as they 
walked. 

“Did you get news of the Tribes on your way in?” 
“Some. There’s confusion. They know something has happened, but they don’t 

know what. There’s a lot of turmoil, a lot of anxiety.” 
“Will there be trouble?” 
“Hard to tell. I wouldn’t recommend anyone go into the forest, or nearby if not 

in groups.” 
“They were informed this morning.” 
“Good. This long tunnel is leading away from the keep?”  
“Burial chamber is just underneath the tree-line.”  
“Perfect.”  
At the end of the corridor was a single chamber, made of stone carved smooth, 

simple patterns and images of leaves. There were two niches in each of the side walls, 
three of which were completely grown over with old roots and branches and moss. In the 
center was a stone dais, raised up, Tiana’s body resting on it, blanket still draped over 
her. New roots were coming through cracks in the walls, vines trailing down inside the 
chambers, creeping around the base of the stone. Craig pulled the blanket to the side, 
letting it fall, hanging on the half that she was still laying on. Her body had paled, 
slightly, but showed no sign of decay or rot, and the only scent in the room came from the 
cracks of dirt, and the growing plants. It smelled like the forest. Til approached the body 
opposite Craig. Byrd, Damien, and Martin stood around the bottom.  

Til examined her closely. Craig had repaired her clothes and dressed her, and 
cleaned the dirt and blood. The wounds were a ghostly pale green, shining like scar tissue 
where she had been injured and the forces that tied her to the earth were making her 
whole. There were dozens of the marks. Til shook his head, his face the perfect picture of 
disgust.  

“There are so many. This wasn’t just a kill.” 
“No. She was raped and beaten. Tortured. She died slow, bleeding to death.” 
“Why?” 
“I don’t know. Look at her hand, by you. They took a finger, too. And cut a 

piece of flesh from her side there.” 
“They weren’t dropped nearby?” 
“No. It’s a disguise, I think, to confuse the forest things.” 
“It would work. The Green knows her like it knows sunshine and the first day of 

spring.” 
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“She was a part of all of it. She was the spirit of the forest. She was born for 
that. The forest will not forgive this.” 

Til said nothing, just shook his head. He reached into his pack, and removed a 
smaller bundle wrapped in thin cloth, handing it to Craig. He unwrapped it carefully. 
Inside was an ornamental necklace and a thin crown, both made from delicately carved 
pieces of ash wood, and shining opal stone, wrapped with lavender and wild daisies. 
Gently, he placed the wide necklace around Tiana’s neck, and placed the crown on her 
head. It was the ceremonial jewelry of the Forest-Queen burial. The powers that grew 
inside her, that were healing her wounds even after her passing, would keep her body 
looking perfect, just as it was, for all eternity, until the earth itself died. The tomb would 
grow around her, until it was as rich a jungle as the forest above her. Til bowed to her, 
and the others followed suit.  

“I’m sorry. It shouldn’t have happened. May you always be a part of the 
growing things, and be forever remembered in the leaves and grass and flowers of the 
bloom, and be reborn every spring, for all eternity.” 

They all rose to their feet. Craig looked at her again, tears in his eyes. He put his 
hand on her cheek, and whispered in a wavering voice.  

“You were a part of everything. Even me. And you deserved better. You always 
deserved better.” A teardrop landed on the skin of her arm. He looked across at Til, and 
they nodded, and without saying another word they turned and led the way out of the 
deep chamber.  

Nobody said anything more until they were almost out of the crypt. Then Til 
finally spoke again, and when he did, his voice was as flat as controlled as Craig’s had 
become, that same line of rage hiding beneath every word. 

“Have you decided yet?” 
“No. Not yet.” There was another long silence until they reached the stairs 

leading back up to the hall, and then Til leaned in close and said quietly.  
“You should know…there was an heir.”  
 
Craig, Byrd, Til and Martin all returned to the southwest tower together, and 

stayed there for the remainder of the day, and all of the next one. Damien spent a good 
deal of time there, when he wasn’t out actively running the keep. He had his own quarters 
in the keep, but he still slept in the tower with the others. There was a tension in the air, 
from something on the horizon, and nobody was entirely sure what.  

Before the sun had even completely risen on the morning of the wake, there was 
a steady stream of people making their way between Little River and the keep. The entire 
town was coming up for this, and from the tower it was almost indecipherable where one 
person separated from another. Til woke early and walked to the woods, and returned just 
after breakfast, with the news that the forest had told him: a handful of Amazons were 
coming. The courtyard filled with people, spilling into the entry halls and main halls. 
Food was prepared in excess, enough to feed an entire town. Til greeted the forest people 
when they arrived, and accompanied them until they became more comfortable, and the 
townsfolk grew less afraid of an eminent attack. Craig watched the crowd from a 
distance, listening to them, getting a feel for them. Many people saw him on the balcony, 
dressed in dark green trousers and a blouse of the purest white, black gloves made 
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specifically to fit his hands, and his black leather boots shining. Standing above them all, 
he looked like nobility. His companions were nearby, playing music that echoed through 
the hall. At Craig’s suggestion, they began circling through the crowd, playing songs of 
life and loss, spinning beautiful rhymes about the lost Forest Queen. Craig continued 
scanning the room, letting himself feel the waves of emotion coming from everyone, 
until, finally, he found what he was looking for. Before he even knew what he was doing, 
he descended the stairs into the crowd, and headed for the door to the crypt.  

 
The gates had been forced open, and then swung back closed. Nobody noticed, 

because nobody was looking for it. Craig let himself see without eyes now. Fists 
clenched, he moved into the crypt, muscles tensing, leaning into his steps, seething anger 
rising in him like a volcano building pressure. He turned down passage after passage, not 
even paying attention to his direction, simply following the trail; following his instincts. 
The distance closed, and he moved faster, like an arch of lightning caught between metal 
forks. He could feel his breaths getting deep and heavy, feel his heart beating faster. The 
rage was taking him, it was covering him, charging through him, in a way he hadn’t let it 
in so long he had forgotten the power of it. The senses of it. He could smell the sweat of 
his quarry, closer with every step, until he turned a corner and saw him, standing at a 
meeting of hallways, confused about his direction, meaty hand clutching a small leather 
pouch on his belt. The man was tall, with broad shoulders and rippling muscles. Craig 
had expected no less; the Forest Queen was too strong for an average man to ever 
overpower her. His hair was cut short, bald in some patches, torn out in the struggle. He 
wore a red and white striped shirt that was filthy and stained and far too small. From 
inside the bag on the belt, Craig could feel a vague presence of Tiana.  

The man finally realized there was someone behind him, and looked startled for 
a second, and then angry. Craig did not slow.  

“You made a mistake, following me in here. I don’t know who you are, but 
you’ll never leave here alive.” The man pulled a knife from his belt. Still, Craig moved in 
closer.  

“I’m serious man, you’re dead already.”  
Craig let a little piece of himself go, a little sliver of the anger, the hatred, and 

drove it into the man’s hand. The man shrieked and dropped the knife, clutching his 
clawed hand with the other, doubling over in agony.  

This was Craig’s gift. He was anger and pain, he was resolve and righteous fury.  
He was The Vengeance. The Justice. He could feel people, their emotions and sensations, 
and he could make them feel. There had not been someone born with his gift in decades, 
and so far as anyone could tell, there had never been anyone stronger. Craig was limited 
only by his own emotion, his own will, and his will was almost endless.  

He reached out to the man with his spirit, drew out little pieces.  
“You killed her for fun. Sport. A game. Because she was beautiful and terrible 

and powerful, and you were not. So you tricked her, you caught animals and hurt them to 
assure she’d come. You trapped her. You held her down.” 

The man started crying and screaming, trying to cover Craig’s voice. He could 
feel this powerful man reaching into his soul and pulling things out, taking all these 
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experiences and shoving them in his face. He could see that day all over again, ten times 
more real than it had been in actual life.  

“You did the unthinkable. You hunted the protector of the land, you tortured and 
raped a power that is a part of everything in those woods. You cut off a piece of her flesh 
while she was still alive and kept it for a souvenir.”  

The man could hear the hatred and abhorrent rage in Craig’s voice, could feel it 
between them. He knew that he wasn’t being accused, he was being sentenced, and he 
wept and struggled against his own paralyzing fear. A glowing fire danced in Craig’s eye 
like the fires at the doors of Hell, and the man could feel his pant leg warm and heavy 
with his own urine. 

“You caused suffering and incredible pain to something that is a part of my 
world. You destroyed someone I cared about for your own sick enjoyment, and for stolen 
glory. For reputation.” 

The man trembled uncontrollably, muscles seizing throughout his entire body. 
His bowels released and clenched again, and his stomach expelled everything it had, his 
throat aching, unable to force itself to open enough to clear itself out. 

“You will know immeasurable pain. You will die. And pray that your spirit is 
released somewhere far away, because if I catch a glimmer of your shade in the afterlife, 
you will pray for Hell to take you.” 

The air crackled with energy and heat, and stone reverberated with the deafening 
screams of the man, screams of ultimate horror and unbearable agony. His mind broke, 
completely unable to deal with the surges being sent through it. His body was rising in 
temperature to searing levels as Craig channeled his hate into the man. His skin grew 
tight and split open, fat melting off muscle, eyeball shriveling to nothing inside his skull, 
skin blackening and curling, flesh cooking on the bone. The scream went on, until the 
pain became too much, and his heart literally burst inside his chest. His body slumped on 
the floor, smoldering, smoking, and charred.  

Craig let his mind relax, and let the anger slip back down, until it was beneath 
the surface again. He walked to the pile of flesh that used to be a living man, and knelt 
down. The leather pouch had become unattached from the belt at the first strike. He 
picked it up, and pocketed it, then turned and walked back through the corridors, leaving 
the body for the rats.  

 
After some time, Byrd realized he hadn’t seen Craig in a while, and grew 

concerned, and so went to search for him, leaving the sole responsibility of the music to 
Martin. Byrd found him in the tower room, in the west wing. His pack was nearly empty, 
and he was facing the window, his back to the door in which Byrd stood. He was 
adjusting a formal, shimmering black cloak around his neck, pulling slightly at the 
shoulders. Without turning around he spoke to Byrd. 

“Its been some time, you know. I’ll have to get used to wearing this stuff again.” 
He turned around to face him, the cloak flowing fluidly as he did. When he was 

facing Craig, Byrd noticed that he had metal bands around his neck, with the stone 
necklace he always wore, and his sword hanging from the belt at his hip. He stepped back 
from the doorway, and said nothing, but he couldn’t suppress his grin.  
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Craig walked into the main hall, his footfalls firm and his head high, with Byrd 
walking to his side, proudly and strongly, with the utmost dignity. Til and Damien 
noticed almost immediately from across the room, nodding their approval but saying 
nothing. Tiana’s parents, who had remained behind in Little River even after their 
daughter had joined the Guardian Tribes, approached pensively, looking Craig up and 
down.  

“Does this mean you’re going to do something about what happened?” 
“Yes.”  
Craig placed a hand on each of their shoulders, and let them feel his sympathy 

and sorrow. He walked through the room, to the raise at the far end, where once had been 
a throne, centuries ago. As he walked past people, they stared after him, suspense 
building, curiosity mounting. He took a stance on the raised part of the room, facing the 
crowd. His cloak was over his left shoulder to display his sword, and a wave of silence 
and reverence spread out from where he stood, until the entire room was silent in 
anticipation. They saw the sword, and knew what it means; the cloak and neck bands 
were part of the uniform, they made him look official, gave him dignity and stature, but it 
was the sword that was the symbol of his station. When he took it off all those years ago, 
that was what let people know he was serious. Seeing him wearing thin, worn clothes was 
not half so shocking as seeing him without the sword that announced so clearly that he 
was the Power, the Justice, and the Protection. Seeing the sword for the first time since 
the day he took it off was too much for some people. They needed to hear him say it. The 
room was so quiet that even though he spoke at a normal volume, his voice carried 
through the main hall, into the entry hall next to it.  

“When I was just coming into my own, and first becoming a man, I began to 
realize that I had a gift. A power was growing in me that was stronger than anything that 
had developed in anyone in recorded history. It was a way to give balance, and a way to 
protect those around me. I chose to use it as such, and I became the protector of this 
region. I worked hard in my post to see justice served and peace maintained, to let the 
people live good, happy lives. Lives that were free of terror and misery. Along the way, I 
met a girl. She had a power in her, too, a connection to living things. And she had a mind, 
a will, that was even more powerful than her gifts. We spent a lot of time together, and 
we grew close. I fell in love with that girl. She loved me. Together we worked to make 
this place great, to make our lives a paradise. But over time, she grew concerned over 
how I used my gift. I had become too indifferent; I handled things quickly and efficiently, 
with little hesitation. I punished acts of violence or malice swiftly, and, I thought, fairly. 
This girl, this amazing young woman, who was beautiful and strong and wise, felt I was 
acting too quickly. There was a line, she said, between helping keep things civil, and 
being a tyrant. A line I was approaching too fast. By punishing crimes, by creating 
standards and enforcing them all on my own, I was taking away people’s ability to rule 
themselves, to create their own justice. I was hurting more than I was helping.”  

“Maybe this was what eventually drove us apart, caused us to grow distant, but, 
in all honesty, I doubt it. Some things don’t go the way we would like. We had a falling 
out, things got messy, and we went our own ways. This powerful woman, Tiana, the 
woman I loved, left the civilization I had spoiled and went to live in the woods. It was her 
destiny, I think, to go there. She united all the Amazon Tribes together, she ruled them all 
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fairly, and protected nature. Her rules were few but stern, and nothing that destroyed the 
natural growth inside her land would be tolerated. She was mighty, and at times she 
scared us all, but she was a part of this land. She was a part of us all. We could not have 
had this land without her, could not have thrived and grown such crops without her gifts, 
her people, and her peace with the earth beneath us. When she left, I thought about the 
world I was a part of, what I was doing for it. I gave serious consideration to her doubts 
and grievances, second-guessed both my actions and motives. I believed her enough to 
leave, to hang up my office and leave the control of crime and punishment to everyone 
else. I chose to become just another person, and turn my back on my gifts.”  

“I watched the world get darker. This very keep grew trouble and vice and sin in 
record numbers, robberies increased, murder and rape and random violence. As soon as 
people realized they could do so without me finding out, without me coming after them, 
people responded to the slightest notion to do something terrible to another human being. 
And I watched it all, and I did nothing, because I was afraid, and because I was proud. 
Nobody had come to ask me to come back. People avoided me like I was a leper. I 
assumed that I had been as terrible as Tiana had told me, and just as unwanted. So I 
stayed down, and out of the way. I watched the council flounder, trying to control it all, 
and did nothing. I watched crime build up like a plague, and did nothing. And it finally 
all built up to this.” 

“Because I did nothing, somebody very important to me, very important to all of 
us, was the victim of the most vile and disgusting and pointless atrocity I have ever seen. 
The people who did this thing will not get away with it. They can not run far or fast 
enough to escape from me. And after I have dealt with them, I will come back here. I 
intend to return to the keep, and to see to it that nobody gets away with turning their 
neighbors into a victim, in Little River, or anywhere nearby. I will be fair, and I will go to 
the council for input, and aide them in any way I can. But I will not sit by and do nothing. 
Never again. Because what we lost is too great a price to pay. She was beauty and life, 
and she will not be forgotten.”  

Just as he finished speaking, Craig opened himself up to the room. He didn’t 
want to hear the applause, applause was polite and ill-fitting for a wake. He wanted to 
feel reactions. But when he connected to the crowd, there was relief. Happiness. Every 
once in a while, a little spot of fear, someone who had done something they didn’t want 
anyone to know. But nobody cursed him inside, nobody resented him for the decision. He 
turned even to Tiana’s parents, who smiled inside and out, feeling a strong, glowing 
pride.  

 
His friends were clustered together to one side of the room, the dozen Tribes-

people sticking close to Til, still uncertain in this environment, surrounded by people they 
had for so long learned to distrust. The four of them smiled proudly as he approached, 
and as soon as he was close enough Damien slapped his shoulder and held tight.  

“The second that speech was done, dozens of people who had been living in the 
Kane House for a year or more grabbed their things and got out of here. It’s good to have 
you back. It’ll be nice to have something to do again.” 

“You’ll be busy. I’m going to need a good Fixer.” He turned towards Til. “I’ll 
be needing a Guide, too. Especially right now. I got one of them earlier, below, but the 
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other two have long since left. Could use help finding him. From all of you.” Til smiled 
quietly and nodded, and Byrd beamed.  

 
Craig stepped through to the crowd of forest folk, so they could all hear him.  
“I hope we can come to a peace here. We’ve all lost something, and it will take 

some time for you to adjust. I hope you can stay as tightly formed as you were.” 
“It is our goal.” 
“Good. We will be opening up the forest path to the keep, again. And you are 

certainly welcome to sell goods here, as you please. But I will tolerate no attacks to those 
using the trail.” He reached into his pocket and removed the small leather pouch. All eyes 
fell on it; they could sense what it held inside. “Take this with you, and bury it deep 
inside the heart of The Green, where it belongs.”  

The eldest among them reached out and took the bag reverently, and nodded his 
thanks to Craig. In unison, they bowed their heads, and then left. Craig stepped back to 
Til.  

“I have the crown. When we are done with the two escapees, you must take me 
to the heir. It must be presented properly.”  

“Yes. It should be you to anoint her. It can only help the peace, and she should 
have met you long before now.” 

 
So it was that the greatest tragedy this land had ever seen brought about the 

return of their protective strength. The west wing of the keep was opened, and the path 
through The Green was cleared so that the Kane House was once again a gathering place 
for the city to come, buy and sell, meet and laugh, and celebrate their thriving 
community.  Out of heartbreak and sadness came a new hope for peace, and from 
confusion came a new resolution, and a small, humble village, nestled between a tall 
mountain and a flowing stream, bordered by a lush labyrinth of a forest was able to once 
again find itself, through greater freedom, and the strength of it’s leaders.  
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You walk towards the door, feeling a pressure inside; a sort of tingle that starts 

in your stomach, and runs down through to your knees. It could be nerves, maybe, 
butterflies like the first day on a job, or a blind date. But it’s warmer than that, more like 
electricity and promise; like that time you had a lottery ticket with the first three numbers 
matching, and were dangling over your own future. You scan the parking lot on the way, 
not even sure what exactly you’re searching for, just wanting to see something that tells 
you it isn’t a trick. Music bleeds through the wall, so at least the room isn’t empty. That 
has to count for something. With one hand trying to push down the growing cloud of 
hope, like lightning, inside yourself, you knock on the door, wincing at the sudden surge 
of possibilities of who could answer.  

When it opens, it opens slowly. Maybe it’s just you moving slow, maybe time is 
still working fine, only leaving you behind. And then there he is, his crooked smile just 
lingering in that place between seconds, watching you, waiting for you. Your heart leaps, 
and time comes back to you in a rush, careful plans to play coy thrown aside as you leap 
into his open arms, burying your face in his chest before looking up, trapped in headlight 
eyes, unable to blink until his lips meet yours. And in that moment, with that first kiss, 
lips cool and dry and soft, drawing you in, the world around you changes a little.  

It could be hours or minutes, standing in his arms, kissing him as passionately as 
he kisses you, breathing in the air from his lungs, feeling every strand of hair that slides 
through his fingers. That part of your body you use to judge time has shut down, leaving 
room for the burning, the heat, inside of you that pushes you on. That moves the two of 
you, without your even knowing, from that open spot of carpet over to the bed, until 
you’re sitting on the corner, leaning back, supported only by his strong arms. Even when 
you know where you are, you don’t acknowledge it, don’t even bother to look at anything 
beyond his eyes, and the way they hold you perfectly still, aside from your pounding 
heart and heavy lungs. Absorbing the way even the heat burning inside you seems to cool 
under embers in his eyes for you, letting you know that, right here, right now, you are the 
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entire world. When you push yourself up, his hands stay on you, linger gently from your 
waist and your cheek, even as he pulls your lip between his teeth, catching you in 
between passion and affection, drawing your fire to the surface like an animal.  

You spin him around, pushing him back on the bed and pinning him beneath 
you, biting his neck and purring like a panther. He tries to catch a breath, his fingers 
slowly sliding up your back, pressed hard into coiled muscle. Every movement of your 
arms, every twist of your body, sends your muscles pressing against his hand, kneading 
soft skin and strong tissue, pulling you closer to him. You only push away from him to 
raise your arms, helping him pull your shirt over your head, before falling back down on 
top of him, mouths drawn together after only those few seconds apart, still too long. Your 
hands pull blindly at his shirt, tugging without direction, confused at why it’s not coming 
off, until you feel the tug that unbuttons your jeans, and realize where his hands are. In a 
playful struggle, the two of your try and pull each other’s clothes off, neither getting 
anywhere, until he roars like a bear and rolls over, sending your back to the soft 
comforter. He kisses you while you laugh so he can taste your smile, and then raises his 
eyebrows triumphantly to tug off your jeans. Without saying anything, you run your hand 
up his shirt, watching with a muted grin while he does as you bade him. You wait, hands 
on your stomach, for him to lean closer to kiss you, before grabbing a handful of hair 
from his chest, which you weren’t able to find on his scalp, and tug. He opens his mouth 
in surprise, but no sound comes out, instead watching you with his eyes for a second that 
stretched to more, and kissing you gently. His mouth strays from yours, tracing a line 
with the gentle touch of his lips across your jaw, to your ear, and then down your neck. 
While he runs his teeth over your neck, you arch your back and reach beneath yourself, 
unclasping your bra to pull it off.  

His trail continues down your chest, kissing circles around the line of your 
breast, working inwards like a spiral, until he reaches the center. A kiss lingers, and lets 
go as his tongue circles your nipple, before his lips ensnare it again, and he takes it gently 
in his teeth, pulling only hard enough to send a shiver up your spine, and then sucking 
gently. By the time he moves on, kissing his was down your stomach, you’d forgotten 
how much it was moving, churning with the storms inside you, as you pull in deep, heavy 
breaths, until his face is pressed to tender skin. At first you try and hold your breath, 
watching him through the landscape of your own chest, but every inch further south he 
gets is another wave of anticipation that hits you, making your heart echo like a drum in 
your ear, until you have to give in, sucking in air just to let out a contented sigh.  

He kisses the top line of your panties, and crosses over them, across your pelvis, 
down your leg, to your knee. You close your eyes for a second, realizing the room is 
spinning just a little, cursing and thanking him in the same breath while he lingers on 
your knee, his hands slowly sliding down your body to catch the sides of your panties, 
pulling them off. Your eyes don’t open again until you feel him shifting his weight, 
turning his head to kiss the inside of your leg, back up, up, slowly, until his uneven breath 
sends a hint of chill across sensitive, wet skin. He pauses only for a moment, taking a 
deep breath with his eyes half closed, like he was taking in the first breath of spring, or 
the first wave of sea air, soaking in your beauty, your intensity, and the heat he could 
practically taste on you the second you walked in the door, and then presses his face 
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down, planting a kiss right where all your nerves come together. A sound a little like a 
squeak escapes the back of your throat.  

With the flats of your feet pressed to his back, and your hands clasped to his 
head, fingernails digging into scalp, he laps and nibbles, teases and massages, sending 
lightning bolts of pleasure rippling through your entire body. The more you press 
yourself against his face, the more he works, writing secrets and stories with his tongue 
that you will only ever be able to understand through feel, and only recognize by the 
ending. And even as you come, your back lifted from the mattress and your legs holding 
his head like a vice-grip, he doesn’t stop, instead keeping time by your heartbeat, 
throbbing through legs pressed against his ears, composing complex beats with his 
tongue and lips, with fingers on your body. Shaking and sweaty, you fight your own 
lungs to try and get enough of a breath to tell him to stop. He works, sending aftershock 
tremors through your body, tiny moans through your throat, until he stops, without 
warning, and looks up at you, like the sun rising, smiling down at the beautiful landscape 
beneath it. He slides off his own pants as he crawls up towards you, until he’s close 
enough that you can hold him in your arms. His fingers tangled in your wet hair, he lies 
there, whispering softly to you, while your shaking hands explore his body. Across 
smooth skin and muscle, sliding underneath until you feel first hair, and then hard flesh. 
Already excited by you, you hold his erection in your hands, running your fingers across 
it, massaging it, becoming familiar with it like a blind woman meeting an old friend. 
With a passionate kiss, looking deep in his eyes, you guide him towards you, and catch 
your breath while he slides inside for the first time.  

When you open your eyes, he’s watching you, gazing into them, telling you 
things he doesn’t have words to say, things he can only feel. Every time he drives himself 
unto you, another sentence. Every touch of his hands to your skin, another expression. 
Even as you both breathe heavier, your bodies slick with sweat, he tells you these things 
with his body. Everything else seems muted, because your dance is louder than words. 
There’s a twitch beside his eyes, meaning a thousand words for affection. A slight pull at 
the side of his mouth, saying in all the languages of the world how happy he is to be there 
with you. When the leg he was holding up with his hand slips from the sweat and 
exertion, you share a smile that is at the same time a long, warm laughter. His passion 
speaks to you through his movements. When a drop of sweat runs down the side of his 
face and lands on your breast, it tingles as though carrying a charge, and when he kisses 
you, you can swear you feel what he feels. You don’t want it to stop, until your own body 
jerks your head away with a jolt, voice acting on its own. Fingernails dig into his back to 
keep from sliding off, and you pull your face up to his shoulder, leaning into his body, 
biting his shoulder, sweet and salty and passionate, and then turn your head to try and 
whisper something to him. All that makes it out are panting breaths but he understands, 
and holds you tighter. With your legs wrapped around him, pulling him closer, you turn 
back to his shoulder, closing your eyes, letting yourself be swallowed whole in the 
ecstasy, bodies twitching, colliding, striving to get ever closer together, and then seizing 
up, sudden statues frozen in that orgasmic instant, before going slack again, collapsing 
together, shaking, out of breath, and unable to move. 

When you look at him, his lips are moving as though trying to speak, but he 
can’t seem to remember any words. You nod and smile, and kiss him softly, and then 
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hold him tighter, letting time wash back over you, letting the world come into focus 
again, with the cool air on your wet skin, the soft bed of the hotel beneath you, soaked 
through with sweat, the sound of music playing from somewhere in the room. Everything 
comes back sharper, as though refreshed, like waking up from a dream, only he’s still 
there, beside you, and won’t disappear like those vague memories. After a while, your 
legs will stop shaking, and your skin will dry, and you’ll both remember how to speak. 
You’ll see him smiling at you, and remember the heat, your body taking control before 
you can even think, and you’ll start over again. Already you can feel yourself starting to 
warm to the idea. And laying, pressed between your bodies, you can feel blood pumping 
back through him, as he has the same idea. But between now and then, you have this 
perfect, peaceful moment, and sometimes a moment can stretch itself to be as long as you 
want.  
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ShanghaiedShanghaiedShanghaiedShanghaied    
    
    

 
There are some things everyone knows. You just learn them as you grow up. 

Like it’s a bad idea to pick fights with large men in bars, and you shouldn’t walk in front 
of a semi that doesn’t have time or room to stop. And everybody knows that being a part 
of the Allussian army at the time of the Big War is not a good choice to make. I knew 
that for a long time. But sometimes knowing something is a bad idea isn’t enough to 
avoid the thing. Sometimes the thing will come and hit you no matter what you do. This 
was one of those things.  

In hindsight, maybe if we paid more attention to the news media, nothing would 
have happened. They had been issuing warnings against visiting Allussia for some time. 
Every night was another story about how sinister the people were, or how corrupt the 
government was. But that’s what the news does. Before Allussia, there was the serious 
threat of Castillian invasion, or terrorists coming up from Mejique to the south of us, or 
down from Acadia. For as far back as I can remember every news station and paper and 
magazine has been extolling the lack of virtue in every country that wasn’t ours or a 
current ally. They had never been right before, so I didn’t really see much point in 
listening to them. The odds were running a hundred to one against, you know? So I 
ignored all the overblown warning signs about international unrest. I made arrangements 
for me and my friend Brody to fly to Allussia, stay there a while, and then travel around 
Etropa for a couple of months. It was one of those things we had always planned to do 
ever since we were in middle school, and now that we were graduating college, the time 
was right. We had an opportunity while we were still young, between all that education 
and finally settling down. There wasn’t any trouble at all getting the tickets, the travel 
agent didn’t mention any dangers of traveling there. Nothing, all the way up to the day 
we left, told us it would be a bad idea to cross over the oceans to get there. The news said 
a lot of negative things about the place, but never once noted seriously that we should 
avoid it, and negativity from the news was like wet from a river. When you have the time 
to have stories about a local, retired figure skater going on a drunken rampage for the 
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fifteenth time this year alone as though it was a breaking story, or an hour on a murder 
that happened fifty years ago, then I should think there would be time to slip in a sentence 
or two about avoiding travel to dangerous places. But they didn’t, so we assumed it was 
safe. We got on the plane, enjoyed our free orange juice and smoked almonds for the 
many hours it took to get there, and then arrived at the Allussian airport without a hitch. 
No guards greeted us, no dirty looks were cast our way. We were just visitors, as 
welcome as a hundred thousand just like us before.  

The plan was to fly in to Fruchen, Allussia, near the border, and spend a few 
days there, and then cross over to Gallia, and make a big circle. So visit as many 
countries as we could in the few months we had, and then sweep back around, come back 
up through Allussia, and leave again from the airport we came in through five months 
later. We spent a week there, hanging out and seeing some local sights, before moving 
on, and in all that time we didn’t have a single problem. When we left, we crossed the 
Allusian/Gallian border effortlessly. And from then on out we were sort of out of the 
loop. We didn’t know it, but the week since we had arrived the Allussian and 
Appelachian governments were having some pretty heated discussions. Our government 
was saying that Allussia was breaking international treaties and making veiled threats 
with powerful weapons. They were working hard, our guys said, to push us to the point 
where we had to take a forceful action. The day after we crossed out of Allussia, a 
squadron of air force planes showed up on the other side of the country, and dropped a 
few bombs on some buildings reported to have been housing state officials. Allussia was 
quick to counter by shooting down the planes, and issuing a warning against any more 
strikes. When a navy ship continued to launch missiles, Allussia made good on their 
threats and started destroying A.U. satellites, to cripple some spying and 
communications. Widespread satellite destruction caused a fog to fall over a lot of the 
new technology designed to have pinpoint accuracy, cost billions of dollars in damage, 
and made the hostilities on both sides escalate to dangerous levels. We didn’t know it, but 
while we were starting the first leg of our travels, these two countries declared war.  

When you’re backpacking across countries on a budget and you don’t speak the 
languages of the places you visit, you’re pretty much cut off from everything. You don’t 
listen to a lot of radio, you don’t watch a lot of television, and the bits you come across 
are in a foreign tongue. It’s pretty much impossible to keep track of things in the world 
this way. The entire thing grew around us, while we walked around inside of it, 
completely unaware that something was happening. The world chose sides in the debate 
as it watched the drama unfold. All of Etropa sided with Allussia, while Jamov and many 
of the New Castilan countries sided with the A.U. Shock turned to outrage, and the verbal 
supporters gradually transformed into fighting allies. The war reached across the Oceans 
and dug into everybody.  

We, of course, didn’t notice it.  
Since all of Etropa was united in the war efforts, the borders between them were 

guarded but open. No planes left or arrived that weren’t sanctioned. The same rule 
applied to the A.U. borders. No new people were arriving into these countries, and many 
foreigners who didn’t want to be trapped in enemy territory went to embassies and were 
sent home as soon as trouble broke out. Since we showed up around the same time as all 
the ruckus, and had been stamped into all these countries, even after the war started we 
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were allowed to pass through. Looking back, we did notice the greater security, and the 
fact that they looked more closely at our passports. They started to ask more questions 
about our trip. But nobody ever made noise about throwing us out. And at the time it was 
natural to assume that the differences in the border patrols were due to the different 
governments of all the countries. It certainly wasn’t our first impulse to assume war has 
broken out.  

For four months we traveled that way. We went through cities and countries. 
The people grew increasingly dour and worried, shops closed earlier, fewer people 
partied late, and there were more posters up covered with flags and slogans. Everywhere 
we went were signs that would have been proof of a war if you knew even half of what 
was going on. But, chalk it up to being young and full of excitement about being in new 
places, nothing got through to us until it hit us all at once. Not until we were heading 
back through Allussia.  

We had a train to take us in from Polony straight through to the capitol city of 
Haupthaus. Our first hint that something was up came when the train stopped on the 
border. The patrol came through and checked passports like always, but after they had 
gone through, there was a wait. We sat for almost an hour, just waiting and watching the 
evening turn to dusk. The train finally got going again, and took us through falling-down 
slums in twilight, and open fields. Then it was night and we couldn’t see anything too 
clearly. When the train stopped again, we were in a small town somewhere; nowhere near 
Haupthaus. Passports were checked again, and Brody and I were watched very closely as 
we waited for the computers to tell them we were okay. Finding a place to stay was hard, 
since a lot of people ended up here without planning on it. We found a room, and were 
told that someone could show us around tomorrow, and help us find where we were 
going.  

It was about twenty people, all told, waiting to be shown around. All of them 
spoke English well enough to be placed in the English-speaking guide group. Our guide 
was a slight man with thinning hair and a narrow face but he was friendly and calm. He 
showed us around the town. Every fifteen minutes or so I would look around the group, 
which seemed to be thinning out. We would start moving again, and I would forget all 
about them. The whole time the guide was asking bizarre questions about what we would 
do in hypothetical situations. He asked trivia questions. The group kept thinning but 
nobody mentioned anything about it. People who consistently got wrong answers 
disappeared. When we were down to four people, he told us to race to his car for the final 
bit of the tour. We were having a good time, even if it was a little weird, so we raced. 
Three of us got there in a cluster. The guy who got there last was left behind when the 
guide drove us out of there in his little wagon car, built just after the last time Allussia 
had a war, seventy years ago. He took us through parts of town that were gray and black. 
They looked like footage from war films. Buildings were half-fallen down and debris was 
scattered everywhere. The guide took us to a large warehouse, which he pulled his car 
into, and parked near a bunch of similar cars. One entire side of the huge open space was 
full of cars parked, their drivers sleeping or eating or taking them out again. The other 
half was long tables and benches, crowded with people, some of them in military 
uniform. I looked at the driver as we all got out.  
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“What’s going on? What is this place?” He didn’t say anything in return. Brody 
tried a question. 

“Why did you bring us here?” The driver still said nothing. He opened up the 
back of his car and started fiddling with things. I looked around the room, and realized 
that the walls had armed guards in full army attire leaning against them.  

“What, are we supposed to check in with the Allussian or something?” Brody 
looked around the room while I was questioning the driver. The men in plainclothes 
hunched low over their food at the benches, eating as silently as they could. The 
uniformed men sat tall, looking over the length of the table, one hand close to their own 
rifles. Brody tapped his hand against my arm.  

“I think we’ve just been drafted.  
 
As soon as he said the words, a gray feeling came over me. I looked hard at the 

driver, and he ducked his head away from me. He was avoiding the question he knew we 
all had. The truth of it was overwhelming; the actual feeling of realizing I’d just been 
kidnapped, not by a madman who wants easy money or weird sex, but by a government. 
Actually realizing that you have just been made a tiny little cog lost in a huge, sinister 
machine. It was a feeling of doom. Trying to cope with the fact that everything I ever 
knew was lost. Not just the end of vacation; the end of everything. A huge soldier walked 
over to us and led us toward the benches. He pointed to an open place, smiling, and 
slapped me on the back.  

“Welcome to the Allussian army, boys. Eat something before we send you out to 
your new posts.” His welcome and the laughter that followed were at once both sinister 
and genuine.  

The whole thing was explained to us over the next few days. The war had come 
on fast and strong. Since the early strategy had been to get rid of the heavy advanced 
weapons that involved shooting things with the help of satellite triangulation, the 
technology of war was tossed back a few decades. Modern soldiers never really expected 
to fight in the same way that their predecessors did back in the wars fought in the dense 
jungles of Cietrall, or in the Global Wars before. They didn’t have the training or the will. 
The troops they had were sent in to battle, and they were killed in record numbers. New 
recruits were drummed up or drafted, trained by older recruits with little combat 
experience themselves. Just a few months of fighting had cut down the populations of the 
cities and used up a whole lot of resources. They couldn’t afford to pay for outside help, 
and needed to find recruits somewhere. The citizenry of other countries was a good as 
place to get free labor as any.  

We weren’t intended for the front-line infantry though. They knew right off that 
a bunch of kidnapped civilians would never make a worthwhile army. No, what they 
needed were people to work in the cities. With such a large chunk of the population 
suddenly gone, a lot of industries were hurting for people. And that was the gap we filled 
in. We were the new firefighters, the shopkeepers and nurses, bank-tellers and factory 
workers, the linemen and police force. We were the cement to fill the gaps left by the 
robbing of people for a war nobody wanted and few could explain.  

The city where we ended up, Steinstadt, was gray and beaten. There was no 
doubt that it was a city in the middle of a costly war. People didn’t smile too often, and 
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nobody wasted time talking or having fun. Everywhere were dour expressions and worry. 
The city leaders tried to pick things up, get the people laughing again, but they didn’t 
know how. They encouraged arts and music to flourish. Every weekend people went to 
see plays and concerts. Movie houses were given subsidy to stay open. They even built 
an ongoing carnival in the middle of town. They did everything to make the people 
forget, even for a second, that times were hard, when all around was the heavy, dark 
reminder that the country was everything but alright. In the end, the entertainment didn’t 
really make anyone feel more comfortable. The plays were specifically chosen by the 
state officials to make sure they didn’t remind the common folk of their problems, which 
resolved in nobody really caring much at all. The carnival, the last-ditch effort of the city 
fathers, was too cheap, too dull, and too quickly thrown together to hide the fact that it 
was an act of desperation by a people who had good cause to be desperate. Even when it 
was full of people, it was quiet, almost completely absent of the sounds of laughter and 
merriment. It was all a great effort, all distracting for a while, but the problems were too 
massive, too prevalent, to be forgotten so easily. I suppose it’s a poor people that are 
willing to ignore terrible atrocity for flashy movies and entertainment.   

The weird thing was this: there were hundreds of us, civilians from other places 
who didn’t belong. People who had been taken from their lives and inserted into the 
machine of daily life in some random Allussian city. And while it was truly kidnapping, 
an act of violence against us, nobody ever made it out to be. What at first sounded like 
snide contempt in their thanks and well-wishing was more heartfelt than we could have 
known. In truth, nobody looked down on us as a lesser people. We weren’t the victims of 
name calling and scorn, and we weren’t beaten. We were given jobs, and it was known 
that we would be punished if we failed to do them, or tried to escape, but aside from that, 
there was little to tell we weren’t ordinary citizens. Brody and myself were both assigned 
to the police force. Prisoners were enforcing laws and offering help to the rest of the city. 
We were given pay and a place to live, and treated with all possible kindness by the other 
people of the town. Its hard to describe how a people can do that; can separate actions 
and emotions. They knew they needed us too much to let us go back home; there were no 
bones about whether or not we were captives. But at the same time, they were so glad to 
see new faces, see youth again in their town, and so happy to have someone helping the 
city to run as though it was complete again, that they loved us for it. It was an absolute 
contrast of experiences, and it was confusing as all hell to be in that kind of a situation.  

I remember early on Brody and I had a lot of discussions about it. There was one 
instance in specific, less than a month after we got through with our police officer 
training. We had been on the street by ourselves for a week or two, and went down to the 
Carnival after work. It was an interesting place to watch people; occasionally crowded 
but still private in that nobody spoke or listened to anyone else. We played this game, it 
was sort of a gambling type thing. Sit on a bench over a booth, and spin the wheel. 
Sometimes you get a prize, sometimes you get dumped into a box rapidly filling with 
peppercorns. Technically, the peppercorns were supposed to wash you off the bench in a 
huge wave. And, I believe, the peppercorns were supposed to be water, or at the very 
least, those hollow plastic balls you find in a childs’ ball pit in one of those overpriced 
themed pizza places. But the wartime construction wasn’t the greatest in the world, and 
peppercorns were in freak abundance, much more so than novelty toys or fresh water, so 
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we spun the wheel and found ourselves laying on our backs in a shallow pool of round 
pods while more slowly dumped over us from the funnel above us. And we lay there, 
thinking about what brought us to this point in life. 

“How did you do on guard so far?” 
“Okay, I guess. Didn’t do a lot. Some of the people I saw didn’t speak English, 

and I was stuck a little.” 
“Yeah. Yeah. I’ve had that, too. Weird, having us do this. Us guard them.” 
“I know. It’s so bizarre. I remember what the news used to say about these 

people, and I remember the threats the soldiers gave us back when we were first taken 
in.” 

“But they haven’t done anything to us yet.” 
“Do you really doubt that you would be beaten or tortured or worse if you just 

refused to do what they told you to do?” 
“I don’t know. Do you deny that you haven’t been hurt once since we were 

brought in?” 
“Doesn’t mean they won’t.” 
“I know. I’m just saying…its weird. We have an apartment that’s nicer than the 

place we used to live in our first year of college. We make money enough to buy food 
and have a reasonably good time afterward. We’re not exactly slaves.” 

“But they’re enemies. They are killing other Appelachians all over the place. 
How can we just work for them as though they weren’t that bad?” 

“It’s a fucked up situation. I mean, are we betraying our country just because 
we’re doing what we have to not to be beaten or killed?” 

“I don’t know. You could argue that people in the south were fighting for 
slavery in the civil war because they would be beaten if they didn’t, but that doesn’t make 
it right.” 

“So you’re saying we should just lie here and let these peppercorns wash over 
us, until we choke or are smothered with them and die, for the good of our country?” 

“No. I don’t know. I’m just saying…is it okay? Should we play along so 
easily?” 

“My thought is this; there are no good guys in a war. Every side is killing 
civilians, every side is doing terrible, horrible things to humanity for greedy, stupid 
reasons. Right now, we have no choice. Its do what we’re told or die. But so long as what 
we’re doing doesn’t involve turning anyone into soap or running crematoriums, we go 
along with it.” 

“So you’re saying we don’t kill ourselves for the sake of freedom and 
democracy and the glory of Appelacia?” 

“Yeah, something like that.” 
“Well, then I guess we best get our imprisoned, law enforcing asses out of this 

here tub of peppercorns and get to it then.” 
“I guess so.”  
And that was it. Sitting there in a medley of colors of food, smelling like the 

inside of a peppermill, we decided our fates and places in the war. We crawled out of the 
port-holes, brushed ourselves off, and made our way out of the dull, color-drained world 
of the carnival.  
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It doesn’t sound like a world-changing exchange, but it was a turning-point for 
us. It set our course from that time on. Whatever we did or didn’t say worked to cement 
our resolve to stay alive, to take care of our lives, first, until that meant doing something 
terrible. It is what brought us to the point we are today.  

So we went to work, and we did our jobs. We worked hard and we got better. 
The Allussians, the people of Steinstadt, started to recognize us, even started to think of 
us as one of their own. We weren’t allowed to leave, of course, but aside from the one 
constant snag, we were a part of the community. We even rose in the ranks as we got our 
bearings around the city and the way things worked. They moved us on to more 
administrative positions inside the police department, and some months after that we 
made our way in different directions. Brody took the civil service route, working on 
cleaning up some parks, bringing good plays by Allussian playwrights, concerts by 
Allussian musicians; stories that meant something to them, that had to do with their 
struggle, their feelings. He even did something to brighten up that damn carnival, make it 
something that could truly bring some joy to people’s lives. A few of his projects we 
worked together on; getting the garbage services to run more efficiently with the people 
we had, getting training and housing for everyone, getting help for soldiers returning 
wounded from the war. Places where community projects met security and social 
organization.  

That was my job. Community Resource and Security Management. A loose title 
that included everything from helping to train the new police coming in, relocating the 
wounded soldiers who’s jobs were gone or were partially crippled. Arranging special 
protection for visiting ambassadors or delegates. Putting together a system to help the 
draft get those who would best be able to serve, without taking those best left behind. 
Spreading the money we had around better, trying to see where it could stand to be 
thinner, and where it was too thin. By this time I stopped even feeling like a prisoner. I 
can’t speak for Brody, I don’t know how he felt about it all deep down. I knew I couldn’t 
leave, but the reasoning for it stopped being because big men with guns wouldn’t let me, 
and more because they needed me there. I was paramount to a deputy mayor to this place; 
I was actually doing good things for them. And I was grateful for the way that doing that 
job made me feel. Even with the hint of bitterness at being a forced volunteer, I had never 
felt that way before.  

One of the better benefits of my job was some of the people I met. I came into 
contact with an interesting array of people. Some foreigners who weren’t quite citizens, 
but almost. Rich men who lived there on special visa’s. Retired politicians from other 
countries, coming to live out their days. Some delegates and ambassadors who wouldn’t 
want to live anywhere else. Men who had vast fortunes, but were always open to giving 
to our funds, to help support us in the changes we were making. Some of them even 
became friends. There was one man who had been a high-ranking member of the Muscov 
government. When he retired from that life he was given an ambassadorship there in 
Allussia. He said he was doing it because it was like paid vacation every day, but he was 
still invited to trade meetings and special functions between the two countries. He was 
key to the relationship, not only between Muscovy and Allussia, but between those 
countries and their neighbors. He was well-known and respected among the cabinetry of 
most of Etropa, and widely regarded as one of the most genuinely intelligent politicians 
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of our age. He had a son who was a few years younger than Brody and myself, and 
another son who was around the age of twelve. We spoke often enough that he came to 
regard me as a friend of the family, and we dined on several occasions. It was on one of 
those dinner events that our second turning-point came.  

The Ambassador’s house was out towards the edges of the city. I invited Brody 
to come along, to meet these people. Aside from being a great guy, and someone 
everyone should know, he was also big into giving to the community, and Brody needed 
more money for his projects. We had to walk a few blocks between the tram station and 
the estate; it was a nice night, so we talked.  

“We haven’t had much time to hang out lately.” 
“Things are getting busy. War is going on too long, we’re getting broke and 

tired.” A force of habit; the voice of the city coming from our mouths as our own. 
“I know. There’s never enough money or time. Still, we should make time. 

Catch a drink every once in a while.” 
“Yeah.” 
“Things been going well with your work?” 
“Yeah. We’re getting good response. People are volunteering a lot. We become 

more of a community every day.”  
“It gets easier the more used to the people you get. It definitely feels great to 

have the support of everyone. How are you doing with your Allussian?” It had just 
occurred to me, out of the blue, that he once said he’d never pick up the language. 

“Good, good. It’s natural now.” 
“Yeah. It’s weird. Who’d have thought?” 
“Who’d have guessed any of this? It’s…wild.” 
In front of the Ambassador’s place his youngest son was playing in the front 

yard with a giraffe brought in for the local zoo. It was another one of the projects that 
Brody and I worked together on. There had been a zoo in the park, but it was suffering, 
and some of the animals had actually been killed in errant bombing. The repairs had since 
been made, and we were working on restocking it with animals. The ambassador had 
used some connections to get us this one from some zoo in Muscovy, which was why it 
came through his family. Little Atoi playing with it beforehand was just one of the perks 
of having such a father. 

The ambassador’s house was huge by Allussian standards, but wouldn’t be 
considered much of a mansion back home. But it was decorated throughout with the most 
amazing, beautiful things from all across the world. Ancient weaponry and armor from 
all different cultures, genuine stone swords from pre-bronze age warriors, painted pots 
made to hold the internal organs of gods, golden jewelry and stone artwork. It was like a 
museum in a private home, only without the rules and paranoia. He actually insisted you 
touch everything you were interested it; feel the weight of the ancient weaponry, the 
smoothness of the ancient carvings. The man was almost obsessed with the idea that we 
should try and understand history through contact with it.  

We were gathered in the warm, den-like room in the back of the place; what he 
referred to as the ‘conversation room’, everybody sitting on chairs or sofa’s or hearths or 
counters. There was a relaxed atmosphere to the room, and even though there were 
foreign dignitaries and government officials present, it felt more like an evening with the 
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family, or a casual dinner with friends. We were talking idly about the zoo, and animals. 
Things we remembered from our own zoo memories that it might be fun to add to the one 
in Steinstadt to make it grander and more impressive. We all spoke about pleasant things 
and growth, while underneath the conversation, cutting hairline fissures into the warm 
atmosphere, were the bits of news that everybody heard, the simple facts that everybody 
knew about. The war was getting worse. Countries were getting desperate. Everyone was 
talking about huge, devastating displays that would stop the enemy in their tracks, and 
freeze the war in one terrible second. The A.U. was supposedly developing bombs bigger 
than anything the world had seen before, and Jamov was leading the way in black ops 
missions, sending assassins at even minor figures, taking out entire government offices 
one man at a time, in their homes and private lives as well as in public offices. Whole 
families and large groups were killed in the attacks, as a show that the government 
officials were so bad that even tolerating standing near one was a crime worthy of death. 
They sunk an entire ferry in one case, just to drown the assistant secretary of agriculture 
to one region. Their black ninjas were a threat to everybody.  

And just like that, as though they could sense the cue hidden in the undertones 
of our conversation, somebody crashed through the front door of the Ambassador’s 
home. People held their breath and gasped in terror. Brody and I rushed down the 
hallways to see who it was. We got to the opening to the foyer in time to see six of the 
black hooded assassins regrouping on the inside of the shattered door. They saw us the 
second we saw them, and we started running back before we had even skidded to a stop.  

“Go! Get them safe!” Brody took off running down the hall before I finished the 
words.  

The hallway was decorated with Cerenian carving and ancient ink drawings, 
with a few antique weapons hanging along it. Nearest me was a long spear with a knife-
like head, longer and sharper than your average pointed stick. I had held it once before, 
the first time I visited. I was told about how the Samurai warriors used them from atop 
their horses as well as on foot, and it was one of their most deadly weapons. This one had 
survived the years to be sturdy still, just as deadly then as it was the day it was first 
forged. If, of course, you knew how to use it.  

I didn’t. 
I gripped as close down to the end of the pole as I could, the blade extending 

yards in front if me, what seemed like forever away. I stabbed at the first ninja to come 
around the corner, cutting deep into his chest. It missed his heart, but he charged full onto 
it, and the second he realized it was happening he tried to turn away from it, and ended up 
digging the blade in deeper before he finally tore himself loose from it. The next one to 
come around was watching his fellow fall for a split second, which I used to try and stab 
him in the heart. The blade shook at the end of the long pole, and it was impossible to 
make it stop, to strike with the kind of precision I desperately needed. I stabbed the knife 
into him somewhere in the chest, but it was impossible to tell if I hit my target or not. The 
next one around the corner didn’t hesitate, and I made a few quick stabs at his neck 
before turning and running back down the hall ahead of them. The footsteps behind me 
were stumbling and rough, but there were more behind them. In the middle of the hall I 
paused long enough to look behind me, to see the mass of black cloth and arms and 
weapons bearing down on me. I stabbed a few more times randomly into the mass, and 
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the entire cluster slammed into a wall and stumbled. I was running again before I could 
even tell if they had stopped or fallen, straight into the conversation room, where 
everyone was still sitting in panicked silence. The Ambassador and his closest friends 
were across the room, turning cranks hidden under the bar and next to the fireplace, 
slowly wheeling open hidden passageways I had no idea even existed. Brody was 
standing close by the Ambassador, lending a hand in the frantic wheeling of the old metal 
crank that was slowly moving the brick wall of the hearth.  

The door shuddered as something heavy slammed into it. Someone made a 
startled, cut-off scream, and the rest were quickly ushered into the hidden passages. 
Brody and the Ambassador were the last two into the brick tunnel that had been the 
fireplace. Another crack shook the walls around the door.  

“I’ll do what I can!” 
I thrust the spear forward the second I heard the first splintering of the wood, 

and caught someone in the neck, in what I knew was a fatal strike. I thrust again, trying to 
get the one behind him, but he dodged back and I just caught him under the arm. Just past 
the mouth of the secret opening, The Ambassador was watching, and Brody just behind 
him. There was the sound of movement out in the hall, but not much. Then, in a rush of 
footsteps, the ninja I had stabbed under the arm came running back in, heading straight at 
me, a yellowed piece of paper in his hands, stained with blood and covered with 
Jamovese symbols. I jabbed at him frantically. He was already bleeding from more than 
one wound, so I must have hit him earlier, when they were in the cluster or something, 
but he was still barreling towards me. When he was just feet away, and I had to hold the 
spear up closer, I finally stuck it in his stomach deep enough and hard enough to stop him 
from moving forward anymore. A spray of blood landed on me, too warm and too wet. 
The paper fell to the floor.  

The Ambassador and Brody had stepped back into the room. Behind them were 
Fletcher, the Nova Albionian who had been the third man captured the way we were, and 
another man I knew only vaguely, a tall, Nordic man. I picked up the paper.  

“That’s a death contract.” The Ambassador spoke with the same authority he 
would over one of his artifacts.  

“The contract on your life?” 
“No. A contract between you and he. A contract carried out by his own death. 

It’s an ancient tradition. All warriors heading on dangerous missions used to carry them. 
It basically says that by killing him in battle, you have guaranteed him a warrior’s 
heaven. In doing this for him the contract, sealed with his dying blood, means that 
everything that is left of him is now yours. His armor, his gold, his weaponry. In ancient 
times, it was often even seen to mean that the dead man’s family and home were now 
your responsibility. They, in essence, become your family.”  

I gripped the spear still in my hand, dripping blood, and cautiously approached 
the open door. Slumped in the doorway was the man I had stabbed in the neck, and 
beside him was another blood-splattered paper. Down the hall, leaning against walls and 
laying on the floor were the other four men. Each of them had one of these contracts. 
Some looked as though they were just set beside the body. It must have been the duty of 
the last soldier standing to see that they others had their contracts realized with their 
dying blood. The Ambassador’s voice was back over my shoulder. 
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“They are notorious thieves. Anything they have on them is yours now. You 
should check. See what you want.” 

“What about you? They’re dead. You don’t have to escape anything.” 
“There’ll be more. We’re going.” 
“Where?” 
“Somewhere safe.” 
“Can I catch up later?” 
“Once we leave, you won’t be able to find us again.” 
“Can I come?” 
“If you want. But we’re going now. And you still have to do something with 

those bodies.” He was talking to me in calm tones that sounded like he was trying to tell 
me goodbye the way you would a child who didn’t understand what it meant to be gone a 
long time. I felt, suddenly, as though I owed the man something. Not just a favor, or 
thanks, but as though it was somehow my duty to serve him. I was beholden to him. As 
thought I was his own private security.  

“Your things here?” 
“I’ll send for most of them. When I do, I’ll get in touch with you. I’ll still be 

able to find you.” 
“Go, then. I’ll clean up here.” 
He nodded and went back into the brick doorway and disappeared. The other 

three stayed. I turned to Brody. 
“So, want to help me rummage around these bodies, see if they have anything 

good?” He didn’t say anything, but nodded, and we started to the hallways, to collect the 
papers and whatever we could find.  

“Hey, mate, is this a private party, or are you trying to insult us?” Fletcher and 
the tall man had followed us. 

“I guess I didn’t think we knew each other well enough for me to invite you to 
steal from the dead. You’re more than welcome to come along.  

We found a lot of interesting things on the bodies; abnormally large amounts of 
money, jewelry, electronics. It looked as though they had been stealing from people all 
the way here from wherever they came from. I collected most of their weapons and any 
ID I could find. Some things I divvied up to the other three, souvenirs of this strange day. 
And then we all just stood there a while, trying to make sense of something. Putting 
together and dissecting again the events that brought us to where we stood. A strange 
day, in which we were attacked in the home of our friend by allies to our own country. In 
which one of our own killed random assassins as a matter of self defense only to become 
their benefactor, and beholden to their families.   

 
The war did end not long after that. And in the final analysis, it came not from 

the increased efforts, from the terror killings on political members or threats of incredible 
bombs. It came from a negotiation committee that had been in fruitless discussion and 
debate for the entirety of the war. They finally struck upon their agreements, accepted 
faults and passed on others. And all the lives lost and all the destruction caused had little 
bearing, if any, on the outcome. It was as though they had been fighting the real battle, 
behind closed doors, away from the eyes and ears of the entire world, and the war was 
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something we had done to kill time while they worked things out. And as glad as 
everyone was that the death and madness had come to an end, there seemed in everybody 
a sort of defeat, a hollow appreciation at best, in that this terrible effort we were all in for 
so long was, ultimately, useless.  

The Allussian government thanked us for all we had done. They apologized for 
having to force us to help them, but it was part of war, and they offered endless gratitude 
that we stayed despite and worked as hard as we did, caused as much good as we did. 
They gave us medals and honors and rewards, and an open invitation, and then got us on 
a flight back home. Our things were packed up so we could send for them later, and we 
left with just some nice clothes and some money.  

The plane back was a very odd mix of people. It was a commercial flight; 
reopened on a very limited basis back across the ocean. But it wasn’t filled with tourists 
and excited people; there was still too much tension and resentment for people to pick 
travel right back up. There were some businessmen who had been unable to secure their 
own dealings during the war, some journalists interested in seeing firsthand how the war 
affected us, and some prisoners, both the kind that had been in genuine prisons, a little 
haggard and dirty, and the ones like us who had become, in some way, a part of 
something else. But everyone was weary. The men on business had lost money during the 
whole affair, and now had to see if there was anything they could salvage. The men who 
had been behind bars were too beaten to be excited about going home, completely 
uncertain what life would bring. But nobody had the sort of sadness, the pensiveness that 
they were leaving behind something. Just us; Brody, myself, and the other two who had 
decided to stay with us for a while. Fletcher wasn’t able to go back to Nova Albion from 
Allussia due to lingering tensions, but thought he could get a flight from A.U. The other 
man, whose name was Gerhard, just didn’t want to go back home yet. He didn’t have a 
family waiting for him, and he doubted his landlord would have nicely boxed up his 
things when he didn’t return for years. And they all looked to me, as if asking me to 
explain why it was that they felt like they were saying goodbye to something. Had we 
come to identify with our prisoners so much that we would rather be prisoners than free 
men at home? Had we come down with Stockholm Syndrome so severely? Were we just 
scared, as Gerhard was, that everything would be so changed back home we wouldn’t 
recognize it? I didn’t know.  

We were right about things changing though.  
We didn’t phone home ahead of ourselves. The telephone system was knocked 

out in Steinstadt before we had even arrived. For three years we lived there without 
telephones. Everything was done by messenger or mail or personal visits. We had just 
gotten used to it, to the formality and friendliness of saying everything we had to say to 
people directly. But it had cut us off, a little. Since no mail was going overseas, we 
couldn’t get letters home to our families, and once we arrived back on home soil, we 
didn’t see the point in sending a letter when it would arrive after we did. The guards eyed 
us suspiciously as we walked through the airport. In the passport control lines, a guard 
barked at us in very bad Allussian that we were in the wrong line. We responded that we 
were Appelachians, having to stop and start the sentence over in English after first 
replying in Allussian. The man who looked at the passports ran the check several times, 
looking so closely between our faces and our pictures for the slightest hint of difference. 
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When we looked around us in the lines, we realized that we were the only people in the 
entire line who looked good. We were healthy, color in our cheeks, hair neatly cut, calm 
faces, and tailor made suits. In truth, we did look closer to the Allusians, who had made 
an effort to look respectable while they checked on their holdings. Hell, we looked better 
even than a lot of them. We looked like we were coming back from a short trip, not like 
someone who had been barely surviving for a year. Even the others who hadn’t been 
locked away still looked pale, frightened. Their hair was a mess, and they were wearing 
old clothes that looked like they were probably the things they left the country in, all that 
time ago. We knew that captives who volunteered were given clothes and food, and that 
even the official prisoners weren’t made to live in the same thing every day. There were 
those who made trouble and ended up in the dark cells, that were always a little damp and 
never given quite enough food. But I don’t think the beaten expressions they wore came 
from the treatment. There was something else, beyond just their clothes. Something that 
made then different from us. But we were finally let in, of not with the same friendly 
manner, and made our way to another plane that would take us home.  

The Gray’s Port airport was full of people. Soldiers returning home were greeted 
by families smiling and laughing. Prisoners returning home were greeted by ecstatic, 
cautious families, some of whom had only just recently learned that their sons and 
daughters and friends were alive after all. There were services bringing those that came in 
without being greeted a meal and a free ride back to whatever friends or home they had 
when they left, and charity people getting the names and numbers of those who were 
afraid that they may be coming home to less of a world than they left. Men handed out 
cards to companies that were leaving jobs open just for these lost children, and religious 
figures offered blessings, thanks, and sympathy. These people looked at us with as much 
speculation as the guards at the other airport had. We somehow didn’t fit. We clearly 
didn’t warrant free meals or car rides; we weren’t in need of pity or charity, even those 
there on behalf of God were a little uneasy at the sight of us. We walked through the 
airport in a shroud of silence, talking amongst ourselves quietly, occasionally noticing 
that we were still talking to one another in Allussian out of habit. We paid for a cab to 
take us back to the apartment Brody and I shared during school, where we were informed 
that our families had come for our things as soon as they heard news that war had broken 
out, and no planes would be coming to bring us back. We got back in the cab, and rode to 
my family’s home, which was the nearest of us.  

It was an odd sort of homecoming; my parents greeting us with surprise and joy, 
having heard nothing from us in so long, and not even knowing if or when we would 
return. Our guests stayed back, offering friendly and uncomfortable smiles. A thousand 
questions were offered at once, about where we had been, what we had been through, 
how we got back, where we got our clothes, if we were hungry. We could only answer 
one in every three, but nobody seemed to notice. We were fed, and Brody called his own 
parents, who rushed over so we could have a huge dinner in celebration. Gerhard and 
Fletcher were brought back to Brody’s parents house, where they had a guest room for 
them. For the next few days, there was a constant bustle as people we had known came 
and went, inviting us out and asking for stories, and telling us theirs. Gray’s Port had 
been completely undamaged, but the draft had taken a lot of people. A few friends of ours 
had died in the early attacks against the Gallian armies. Everybody had been returned to 
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their lives once the fighting was over, though, the only forces remaining being those who 
chose to stay on in the service. Halsea, to the north, had suffered from an attack, and 
there had been a few landing points in smaller towns that took some damage. But things 
were returning to normal quickly enough.  

Among our visitors in those first few days were a group of men, accompanied 
by reporters, whose job it was to find all those who had been kept in the enemy’s care, 
find out where they stayed, how they were treated what they did for all that time, and if 
any serious damage was done. There were soldiers with maps who had studied the areas 
enough to be familiar with any towns we mentioned, psychologists brought in to study 
the way we moved and spoke, and the workers with clipboards of lists and forms to be 
filled out. The reporters were just there to get part of the story on what happened to some 
of the people who were captured. They questioned us all together, giving separate forms 
to Fletcher and Gerhard to fill out about where they had been and why they chose to 
come to our country instead of go directly home. Then the men turned their attention on 
Brody and myself, starting out with why we were in Allussia in the first place, and when 
we were captured, moving on to details.  

“Where was it that you were imprisoned?” 
“Steinstadt. It was sort of a small big city, or a large town, in the lower half of 

the country.” The man with the clipboard looked at the solider with maps and notepads, 
who nodded as he wrote down where it was. 

“Was it a standing prison that you were housed in, or were facilities converted 
from homes or schools to house prisoners.” 

“Um...neither. We lived in the town.”  
“Oh?” 
“Yeah. It was a program they had for their prisoners, a sort of…I guess 

indentured servitude? We were put to work and given quarters within the town.” 
“You were captured and put to work in factories? How many people were 

crammed into your quarters?”  
“No. Some were assigned to factories, I know, but not all. We were actually put 

in the security services initially.” Brody quickly spoke to answer the second half of the 
question.  

“And we lived in a building of apartments, assigned two to an apartment, so we 
weren’t really ‘crammed’. Keith and I lived together, initially, but later moved into 
private apartments.”  

“You were made to guard the other prisoners?”  
“No. Well, I guess them, too, but it was the police force. We were integrated 

into the city police, so we kindof guarded all of them. Offered services and helped out 
here and there.”  

“Okay. And you did this for your entire imprisonment?” 
“No. We were moved to other areas that needed us more, as we got a few more 

people coming in.” 
“What other areas?” 
“Civil service, planning, directors. We assisted those running the city.”  
“You were personal servants, secretaries?” Brody shook his head.  
“For a while. But we were given responsibilities of our own, after a while.” 
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“You aided the running of the government there?” 
“Yeah.” 
“Were there a lot of prisoners doing that?” 
“Some. Not too many.”  
“Did you volunteer for that? Did you ask for it?” 
“They referred to us all as volunteers, even if we were forced, but we just took 

what came our way. We were asked to do it, so we did.” 
“While you were working in the government for the Allussians, did you attempt 

to contact the Appelachian Union military?” Brody and I looked at each other in 
confusion for a moment. The man cleared his throat and started to repeat the question, so 
I tried to answer. 

“We…how…um, we didn’t know how to do that. How would we have 
contacted them?” 

“Sent them a signal, a message of some kind, to let them know where you were 
and what was going on.” 

“We were just a town. We didn’t know where Appelachian forces were and 
weren’t. We had no phones, and I think the mailman might have noticed if we started 
mailing letters just addressed ‘Dear Appelachian soldiers’.” 

“Wasn’t there an embassy you could have tried to contact?” 
“Not that we knew of. There was a travel center, and there were Appelachians 

there…but we had no way of contacting anyone else. We were cut off there…” 
“You’re saying that in three years time you couldn’t have come up with some 

way to alert your government to your presence?” 
“It didn’t…no. We never came across your people to talk to in the first place. 

We weren’t in a military target area. Our city didn’t have supplies or ordinance or bases 
or anything. It was just a city. People, industry, stores, a few farms a bit farther out.” 

“How do you know they weren’t secretly planning something?” 
“Because we worked there. We…we knew them. The city government was just 

concerned about keeping the city from suffering.” 
“And you had nothing that could have been a target?” 
“Not really. It was hit in a bombing raid early on. A very few shells or bombs 

would hit every once in a long while, I think in error. No real targets, no munitions, 
nothing at all that was a danger to anyone. Some assassins tried to kill an ambassador 
there.” 

“Tried? Where? What kind of assassins? And how do you know?” 
“In his home. We were there at the time.”  
“Jamovese. The assassins.”  Brody hastened to cut in. 
“Jamov was our ally in the war. Why didn’t you tell them to tell us where you 

were?” 
“They didn’t ask. They didn’t say anything. I don’t think they even spoke our 

language. They just yelled at us in Jamovese and attacked.” 
“What happened to stop them from their mission…” 
“I did…” The journalist held his breath, and the cameraman with him took a 

step back. There was no sound, except for the pen hitting the floor when the solider 
holding maps dropped it, almost completely unaware he had done so. 
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“How did you stop them?” 
“I…they were going to kill me. We had heard about them killing whole groups 

of people, just to get one. They were coming at me with weapons. So I fought back.” 
“You fought off the Jamovese soliders?” 
“I…I killed them.” There was a long silence. Nobody moved or said anything, 

just stared, either as us or the floor.  
“How far before the peace agreements was this?” 
“Two, three months, maybe.” 
“How long did it take for them to send you home, after the peace?” 
“Two more months for arrangements to be made for everybody to go. As soon 

as we heard that it was over and prisoners were to be sent back home, we started 
planning, sending them out by the busload. It was one of the things that Brody and I 
worked on, integrating the returning soldiers into the jobs as the prisoners left. We were 
in the last group out.” 

“Did you have jobs to come back to?” 
“We just graduated right before we left, and quit the jobs we had been working 

while we were in college. We still have our bank accounts, and we’re going to start 
looking for work.” The man in charge finished writing on his clipboard. He gestured for 
the other man to collect the forms from the others.  

“Okay. Thank you, that’s what we needed. We’ll be in touch.” 
 
The next night, we saw the news report. It mentioned how prisoners were forced 

to work, or suffer, for foreign governments. And then it went on to the meat of the story; 
two Appelachians who had been taken in, who worked inside the enemy government, 
helping them planning for them, ruling over their fellow prisoners, and even eventually 
killing allied forces and aiding the escape of their target. Brody and Keith: Traitors of  
Appelachia. Phrases like ‘war criminals’ and ‘spies’ were bandied about liberally. 

 
After that there were more soldiers, more reporters, and so many more 

questions. People found out where our houses were and threw things at them, breaking 
windows and writing messages of hate on the walls. People asked how we could do this, 
why we turned our back on our home. We tried to explain that we were just doing what 
we were told, asked how was it different for us than it was for the people who’s jobs it 
was to work the grocery store or rebuild damaged houses? But the number of people 
willing to listen was less than the number wanting to accuse. People discussed us on talk 
shows and argued over what we did. Reports and inquests were carried out to find out 
exactly what we did while working for the Allussians. This went on for months, until it 
was finally brushed over. Officials said that they weren’t going to press charges at this 
time, that it had not yet been proven we did anything to be locked up for, and that we 
were to be treated as innocent. The news people moved on to other atrocities and our 
neighbors got tired of throwing things as us. Fletcher and Gerhard had gone home to their 
own countries, hoping to be able to leave the notoriety behind them. We had been fined, 
and had to pay for lawyers, so our accounts had been tapped, and we found it impossible 
to find work. Even officially cleared, we had been labeled as shameful, as dishonest, as 
unAppelachian. They couldn’t do anything to us officially, but they could find reasons to 
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refuse our applications, for stores to refuse us service. The people who had defended us 
also lost interest, finding new causes to champion. And to make matters worse, we got 
private calls now and again letting us know that while we were innocent, we were still 
being watched, and our cases still investigated, so we shouldn’t go anywhere without 
letting the proper authorities know. We were left suspect, shunned, and broke.  

 
Despite our degrees, the best we could get was menial work. I worked at a bank, 

Brody at the local department store. We could barely afford our tiny apartment. We 
existed like that for a long time before we got a call from an old friend. The Ambassador 
had heard what was happening, and spoke to some people. He was appalled at the way 
we were living now. Steinstadt was coming back together just fine, but could use a few 
people experienced at civil management to come help it along. Most of our things were 
still there, and we would be well paid, of course, and they could certainly find someplace 
decent for us to live. We were, after all, well remembered. We had done great things for 
the city during hard times. We made the place safer, cleaner. We made life easier for 
those coming back from a terrible war, and assured that fewer new people would be given 
up to fight it, even into the future. And I was personally regarded as something of a 
warrior spirit, willing to defend the people, my friends, and my beliefs to the death, if I 
had to. It was a tempting offer, aside from the fact that we still weren’t allowed to leave 
the state without someone knowing exactly where we were going and why. We were told, 
of course, that this wouldn’t be a problem, and that we should think about it.  

Anybody could tell you that helping the Allussian army fight Appelachia would 
have been a bad idea. We would have told you the same before the war, if we’d been 
asked. When it struck, we wanted nothing to do with a war, all we had ever wanted was 
to go for vacation before we got real jobs. Instead, we ended up in the middle of a mess 
we couldn’t do anything about. We were captured and given jobs, if we didn’t do them 
we would end up in jail. So we worked. We did our jobs well, and took on more 
responsibility. We tried to make sure as few people suffered from the war as possible, 
and never acted once against our home government, and as a result we were almost killed 
at the hands of allies. For defending ourselves and the people who had treated us well and 
done no damage, we were marked as traitors.  Had we been asked beforehand, we would 
have told you that killing Jamovese assassins was the furthest thing from a goal, and a 
terrible idea. But we weren’t given that choice, either. We were taken from our lives and 
put in a bad situation, and all we did was make the best of it. The only decision we made 
was to keep living, to keep doing what we had to just to get back home in one piece. And 
when we come back, we find nothing. For managing to thrive in captivity, we were 
suspect, and for helping the enemy rebuild houses and clean their city, we had betrayed 
our government. We lost our money, our friends, and our lives. The only people who 
wanted anything to do with us was the country that abducted us in the first place, and the 
families of the men I killed. It wasn’t a situation that anyone would want to be put in. But 
we were there now. And if the Appelachian government wanted to lock us away, take 
away our freedom and lives, then we would do the only thing we had done for years now. 
We would keep living. We would find a way to make everything work.  

We heard from the Ambassador again.  
Seine zeit, nach hause zu gehen.  
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RememberRememberRememberRemember    
 
 

 
Everybody has a past, one that we don’t really spend a lot of time thinking 

about, one that even we forget the details of. It doesn’t matter who you are, or what you 
do, how boring or thrilling your life may be, but there is a time behind you that, while 
you may not be absolutely ashamed of it, you aren’t proud of it, either, and as such it sort 
of drifts away, until it becomes tiny and indistinct. You tend to think of it as an abstract; 
it could be anyone’s past, really. Clearly it has nothing to do with you, with what you do 
now, with who you really are. And while that’s not entirely true, because it is who you 
are, or were anyway, it’s true enough for most of us. Because for most of the people 
you’ll see walking around day to day, we have changed so much since then, in the years 
or decades gone by, that anyone who didn’t know you personally, even most of the 
people who do, they wouldn’t guess that was you. Its that buffer that protects us, and that 
very thing that makes it so absolutely shocking when the past comes in through the front 
door, sits down, and asks to have a chat. Who among us, really, ever expect to have to 
have a discussion with our own forgotten past? 

 
Mine came to me when I was having a nice rest between projects, really 

enjoying the music I was listening to. I had been taking an active effort to go through my 
entire CD collection and play all those old CDs I apparently liked enough to buy and 
keep, but not enough to listen to within the past three years or so. There are certainly 
worse times for the past to come back to haunt you than when engaged in commercial 
nostalgia. You could even say I was asking for it.  

When there was a knock at the door, I thought nothing of it. I didn’t expect 
anyone, true, but since when do my friends make a point to call before stopping by? John, 
in particular, had always been prone to coming over for no reason other than sheer 
boredom or sudden fancy. So when I opened the door and he was standing on the other 
side, there wasn’t anything unusual. He had an awkward expression on his face, but that 
could just mean he had something on his mind he wanted to discuss. Hell it could have 
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meant he was nearby and just really, really needed to find a toilet fast. But when he 
stepped to one side, and let Paula take his place in the doorway, the strangeness of it all 
hit me like an angry bouncer in a rowdy club. Too confused to say anything, I stepped 
aside, and they both walked in. John didn’t come in far enough for me to close the door. 
It was pretty clear he didn’t intend to stay. He hadn’t even said anything, no greeting, no 
explanation. He just stood there, looking around, glancing between her and me.  

“Whelp, I’d better be going…” he slapped his hand on his legs, and the first 
words out of his mouth became the last as he turned and shut the door behind himself, 
and left me alone with someone I hadn’t seen in years, and hadn’t truly expected to ever 
see again.  

 
Once upon a time, Paula and I had dated. It lasted for less than a year, and it 

wasn’t incredibly serious. I mean, we never got engaged or anything, but it wasn’t the 
simplest of flings, either. She had meant a lot at the time, but when it ended, it ended 
poorly, with months of mudslinging and hateful letters and rumors being spread around 
about who did what with whom behind who else’s back, and so-and-so did such-and-such 
that made someone feel lower than nothing. It was a disproportionate mass of ugly fallout 
that tainted memories and friendships for some time afterwards. What else can I say aside 
from the fact that were young, a little messed up, and the bullshit factor was pretty high? 
When the dust finally settled there was some distance between us, geographically 
speaking, and we never had anything to do with one another. I never spoke of it, unless 
some friend who had been around at the time brought it up, and after a while, I never 
even thought of it. It was part of that hidden past. Melodramatic nonsense happening to 
someone who only kindof looked like me, but with none of my sensibilities or better 
qualities, certainly none of the things that truly made me who I am now. Had one of those 
veteran friends brought up a scenario like this, I would have shrugged and said I wouldn’t 
have minded; I was certainly beyond anything that could have happened between us. 
Bygones, old news, and no time for grudges. Having it suddenly happen, though, 
standing face to face with her, well…awkward and uncomfortable may not have been 
strong enough words. But it was hard to tell, with all the static I was picking up from the 
twilight zone.  

 
Paula was trying to examine everything about her surroundings. She took tiny 

steps, neck craning around in all directions while she inspected CDs, papers, and 
anything else she saw lying around. She shuffled around for an amazing amount of time, 
considering the size of the room she was standing in. Frankly, the room was tiny and 
packed full. My rented room was eight by nine feet, and stuffed with whatever clothes, 
furniture, books, CDs, and other electronics I felt I would need, couldn’t bear to be away 
from, or just wouldn’t fit in storage with the rest of my belongings. Between the bed 
fitting on one side, the head of which went into the closet, and the reading chair on the 
other, there was almost a three by six foot space to walk in, at least half of which had 
been filled with clean clothes yet to be stored away and filing boxes which were doubling 
as work surfaces. So you can imagine how her taking twenty minutes to walk from the 
door to the clear patch of floor opposite it felt like life in slow motion. Even after she sat 
down, tucking her legs up to her body, she was looking around herself, trying to take 
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everything in. In all fairness, I suppose, it was a bit of a sensory overload. Every clear 
surface or nook had been crammed with something of interest, some sort of media 
entertainment, or some notes on whatever I was working on at the moment. Not a soul 
alive besides myself could make heads or tails of what was inside. It would be imposing 
for a newcomer. But at the time, that fact didn’t make it any less surreal watching Paula 
pick her way through the things to find a seat, studying her surroundings just as I was 
studying her; looking much like she had when I had known her, still pretty, with shorter 
hair, but really not looking aged anywhere but her eyes, which had the kind of tiredness 
you see in people whose lives aren’t turning out quite like they had hoped.  

When she had read enough of the spines of the books and CDs she could see, 
and taken a quick look down the stacks of DVDs piling up, she finally turned her eyes to 
where I was sitting, on the corner of the mattress on the floor that served as my bed. She 
gave me the kind of smile you give to someone you bump into in a bar, or offer a stranger 
at a party; the smile that says you want to be polite, but have absolutely nothing to say 
whatsoever. I tried to come up with the appropriate response, but all I could manage to do 
was return the same smile back to her, accompanied by the weak little half-nod. Which I 
felt was the best way to say “Yep…THIS is certainly weird.” 

Being a decent host went out the window in the first thirty seconds, and I sat like 
a fleshy piece of furniture for another five minutes, shifting my gaze from her to the room 
and back, waiting for someone to say something. Not surprisingly, it was Paula who 
started us off. Not to a lurching start with in-depth conversations on international politics 
and commerce or anything. Little questions. Small talk.  

“How’re you?” 
“Well, you know. Pretty good. Getting by.” 
“That’s good. What are you doing these days?”  
“Few different things. All this stuff on the floor here is related to some project or 

another I’m halfway in the middle of.” 
“Yeah. I had heard you were doing a lot of good stuff these days, the writing and 

stuff. Is that what all of this is?” She nodded at the ground. I looked at her skeptically. 
Henry Rollins used to refer to himself as the musical ninja, because he wrote songs that 
nobody heard, played shows that nobody saw, and made albums nobody knew about. So 
few people even knew I was working on anything that I would have killed to get 
promoted to the level of ‘musical ninja’. So how did she know about any of it? Then I 
remembered she came with John, who had probably mentioned it.  

“A lot of it. A few other things mixed in.”  
This went on for a while, her asking questions you might get from someone you 

meet for the first time who isn’t truly all that interested, me giving answers in the same 
manner, a sort of general verbal fumbling from the both of us. It must have gone on for a 
half hour or so, until we found our way into another lull in conversation, such as it was, 
when we both found ourselves looking around at the room and one another. She let out a 
nervous chuckle and an accompanying half-smile. 

“I’m glad there’s not, like, pictures on the desk and everywhere of whatever girl 
you’re with now. I had been nervous about that.” Certainly not my favorite topic of 
conversation with anyone.  
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“No, well, I’m not really ‘with’ anyone now.” She looked defensive before I 
even finished speaking, and started again, faster now, cutting me off. 

“That’s okay. I wasn’t, you know, asking about them. I’d just as soon not hear 
about the relationships you’ve had, or how they were better than me.” Her tone and her 
eyes told me she thought I was about to serve some kind of backhanded information 
about the life I’ve had since.  

“No, look, that’s not what I was trying to say. I am not with anyone now, nor 
have I been since I was with you. I have not fucked, I have not dated, I have not so much 
as kissed a girl since you. You were pretty much the end of it for me. That’s all I was 
saying.” The defensive look drained out of her eyes, replaced by something else, 
something harder to identify, quieter, something that looked more like concern across her 
brow. 

“Really?” 
“Yeah. Really.”  
“Why?” 
“Not entirely sure why. We have our top men working on it around the clock.”  
“Oh…”  
We fell into another silence, but this one was a little different. Instead of looking 

around the room like she was searching for something, she was looking down at her 
hands, like she was thinking about something. The silence of contemplation, deeper and 
more thoughtful than the previous silence of discomfort.  

 
It was right around then that I noticed there was a baby in the room with us. I 

had been so stunned by everything happening out of the blue, I must have somehow 
missed that she came in with a kid. The baby was crawling across the mattress behind 
me, over to the back corner that was in the closet, under the clothes, where the old VHS 
movies were stacked. The bouncing little baby whatsit was laughing and playing with 
movie boxes, seemingly entertained by all the colors on them. I watched it for a while, 
and when I looked back at Paula, she was looking between me and the baby.  

“Do you want to know mine?” 
“…” 
“My…situation, I guess? Who I’ve been with?” She looked more like she was 

heading to confession than telling exciting stories of romance.  
“Oh. Sure. Sure, what have you been up to?” I tried to put some excitement into 

my voice, to make her feel less like she was taking the blame for something she shouldn’t 
have done, and more like she was just catching up with someone she used to know. She 
nodded very slightly at the child. 

“For the past year and a half I’ve been with, and will probably end up marrying, 
Richie.”  

“Richie? The same one I used to know?” Another person I hadn’t thought of in 
years; a trouble maker from the first year of high-school, who was eventually sent to 
some kind of military academy when his mother’s house was completely torn to shreds 
by some drug dealers who he pissed off in a bad deal. 

“Yeah…” 
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“Really? He’s not in jail now? I had heard he was in jail.” He was, in fact, just 
one of a few of those old friends who I had been told, at some point, landed themselves in 
jail. Never paid any attention before, because it made sense. 

“No, he’s not in jail now. He did six months, for breaking parole, but he got out 
four months ago, and now he’s working again.” Hearing it come out of her mouth made it 
suddenly so much less funny. It wasn’t just this fuck-up I saw around messing up his life 
as bad as he used to; it was someone causing damage to a real life. Two of them, even. 

“So how are things, then, with you and Richie?” 
I had intended it to be another of those conversation questions, but the second I 

got it out, the face that looked back at me was not one of someone talking happily about 
life. She stammered and stumbled over her own sentences while she told me things were 
doing well, and that they were happy. Everything about her voice and the way she held 
herself while she was speaking told me the exact opposite of what she was saying. 
Without realizing it, while she was talking, I stretched out a little closer to the kid, and 
was playing with it, passing movies back and forth while it laughed hysterically at the 
game. Every once in a while I would pull it back before the kid could grab the box, and 
that was the gold of the game, apparently. Kid caught on, and did the same to me when it 
was my turn to take it. But every sentence that came out of Paula’s mouth was like 
another brick on her shoulders, and the words she was so carefully trying to put together 
to paint everything with a happy overcoat were coming apart. I started to feel really bad. I 
suddenly wished I hadn’t asked the question, just so she didn’t feel she had to keep going.  

I was running through my mental dictionary, trying to think of some inoffensive, 
unobtrusive, not-a-part-of-your-life-so-why-the-hell-should-you-listen-to-me way to 
point out that Richie was a useless bastard and not worth her or anyone else’s time. It 
seemed easy at first, since Richie always was a useless bastard, and I had at least two 
years of precedent I could cite to explain why this was. The difficulty came in finding a 
way to point this out without making things worse, without sounding like I was saying ‘I 
told you so’, or ‘you shouldn’t have been so stupid’. Especially after she had invested so 
much time there. I found myself having as hard a time thinking of a way to either comfort 
her or tell her to kick him to the curb as she was having telling me their relationship was 
good. It struck me as fitting that the little shit was making it so impossible for anyone to 
say anything about him in a positive way, and it frustrated me so much I almost wished 
he was there at the time so I could bust him in the mouth just one more time.  

A change of conversation was in order. 
 
“How are things going in the better parts of your life?” 
“I graduated a while back with a –” I missed the name of the degree, as that the 

corner of a rather sharp cassette tape was jabbed into the soft part of my elbow right then 
with alarming velocity. The kid laughed the most jovial laugh ever uttered by a human 
not in a Santa costume. Charming. All I knew is it was somehow related to the link 
between entertainment and business. Entertainment law or communications or 
management or maybe something technical.  

“Congratulations.” 
“I have a tiny part in the Clone Wars movie, too. I’m a General. Have you seen 

it?” 
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“I haven’t.” 
“Well, it sucked. But it was still fun to be a part of it, you know?” 
“Absolutely. I wish I had a part in a shitty movie. You have no idea how much I 

would make my friends watch my five minutes again and again. I would have posters 
made. Big posters.”  

She jumped right into asking me if I had seen the movie Kate & Leopold, and 
what I thought about it. She grilled me all kinds of questions about the plot and feeling of 
it, the dialogue and if I felt it had any kind of cultural significance. When I could take no 
more bizarre questions, I asked why she was so interested in it. She dodged the question 
well, and I got very little information on it, but I could get that this was a topic she had 
gone through before, and had some kind of long-standing as a debate somewhere. She did 
admit that the company she worked for had made the movie, and while she didn’t say 
specifically that she had anything to do with it, she certainly had a possessive kind of 
obsession about it that I figured someone might get if it was their first project that hit any 
kind of success.  

We had passed a lot of the immediate awkwardness, the feeling that neither of 
us should be in this situation at all, and were finally talking like you might to anyone you 
used to be close with and then hadn’t seen for six years. But the more we talked, the 
worse I felt for her. When she was out doing her thing, her stories were funny and 
fascinating. But she had less and less time to do what she was so good at doing, and even 
less time to enjoy it with all these problems. It wasn’t like someone you knew growing up 
and getting a repetitive job and having a terribly annoying family. She had worked hard 
in school and did amazing things with her education, she had the potential to have a great 
life, and yet she had all these troubles weighing down on her. She had moved from the 
corner of the floor, where she had been sitting defensively, to sitting next to me on the 
bed, comfortable, talking with her hands. I could see how it affected her, as she would be 
talking at length about something, full of excitement, and then this wave of change would 
come over her face, when something set in that reminded her the distance she had now 
between what she had so loved doing and the life she had now.  

The waves came closer together, until she let go of the excitement altogether, 
and started telling me about how scared she was for the future now, and how much she 
really didn’t want to marry that little creep. She didn’t see any way that her life could be 
good with him constantly tied to her, but she also didn’t see how she could not. The only 
sympathetic instinct I had was to put my hand on her shoulder and rub her back while she 
went on, ranging from anger at the situations he keeps getting her in to being near tears at 
wanting out of it all. I was certain there was something supportive I should have been 
saying, but the harder I tried to think of it, the further away it seemed.  

‘I wish I had advice. I really do. I’ve been sitting here thinking of some kind of 
advice, beyond just to leave the stupid son of a bitch as fast as possible. Something 
supportive. But, really…look around you. We’re sitting in this amazingly crowded, 
cluttered room with a filthy floor that I rent in a shitty boarding house because I spent my 
entire savings traveling in Europe, and I haven’t managed to find a decent job since I got 
back. So its not like my life is any great shakes, right?” She smiled at me. “So I’m trying 
to find something to say that will have all the answers in it, mixed in with some humor 
and maybe even some nostalgia, but, really…” I gestured with my hand in front of me to 
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try and point to that great advice that was out there, somewhere, out of my reach. She 
smiled again and took the hand. 

“It’s not the kind of problem with answers. The fact that you’re listening, and 
you’re wanting to say the right thing so badly, that means something.”  

I could also see how my life was less small and meaningless, in that with it came 
a lot of freedom. I was surrounded at all times by projects that I was legitimately excited 
about, with an uncompromising passion to get them all done my own way. There weren’t 
all these other responsibilities to distract me, or burdens to slow me down, or constant 
nagging problems that numbed me even to the best parts that I really enjoyed. Spending a 
little time in my life would seem like a vacation to her.  

Having finally grown tired of making a mess in the corner, the kid crawled over 
to me and was climbing my knee, making small noises of curiosity and exertion as it 
worked. The child was quiet and well-mannered, it didn’t yell or make high-pitched 
screeches, and it had a sinister propensity towards random violence. I genuinely liked it. 
It deserved to have a good life.  

“Is Richie a good dad, at least? To the little one here?” It was another of those 
questions I wished I could take back instantly. She gave me a look so sad and pleading I 
actually got the sudden sting in my eyes thinking about it. I felt so much for the both of 
them, but I still couldn’t think of anything to say. I was practically pleading with my own 
brain to come up with some solution, I had to have an idea about how these two could get 
beyond all the mess that was in front of them and make everything right.  

 
The phone rang, and interrupted it all. I answered it with my free hand, keeping 

one on Paula’s arm. 
 
“Hey, I have a question for you.” Carl didn’t wait for a greeting, or to see if it 

was a fine time to call. 
“What?” 
“You know Lourdes, we used to go to school with? What’s the name of his 

band?” 
“Come again?” I hadn’t seen or heard from Lourdes in as long as I hadn’t heard 

from Richie, and I have never thought he had any real talent for music. 
“They’re doing pretty good now, they have that song on the radio? You 

remember Lourdes, right? Used to drum for John’s band?” 
“Right. They’re called Hair Dryer Suicide.”  
“Right, right. They aren’t playing up here, so I thought I would fly down to 

Arizona to see them.” 
“Why?” 
“I thought it would be fun. Some of the guys were talking about how much they 

like that radio song, and I mentioned I know one of the guys from the band. So we 
thought it would be a fun trip.” Which mostly meant that he thought it would be fun to 
show off in front of a bunch of people who don’t know him that well, and see if he can 
get the guy’s attention enough to make himself look cool by comparison.  

“Good luck.” 
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“Hey, guess who I ran into at the store. I know you’ll remember this 
name…Darren.” 

“Mmm.” 
“Yeah, he’s still in construction. He thought it sounded like fun when I told him 

about Arizona, so he’s going to come, too.”  
“Great. Hey, this isn’t the best time. I’m pretty busy right now. I’ll talk to you 

later.” 
“What, sorry, you have a call-girl over or something?” 
“No. Good luck on the trip.” 
“Can’t you have her stop the clock?” 
“Bye.”  
Paula, Richie, Lourdes and Darren. Was it an unofficial holiday to bring up 

every retard and loser I used to know? Did anyone have any special information on 
Wayne? Roy maybe? Anyone? Nothing? 

 
I was going to share this ridiculousness with Paula, but she still had the 

wounded look on her face, eyes hiding behind wetness, and I was afraid she would 
consider herself among the worst of the list, even if she really wasn’t. Even if she didn’t, 
I knew she would know Richie definitely was, and she was hurt and sad enough already 
without me reminding her how useless he was. But I was no closer to helping her find a 
way out. I just sat there, my hand on her forearm, her kid sitting on my knee, content at 
having climbed up it, like a picture for a Christmas card with someone else’s family. I 
was frozen, and the only thing I could do was let the kid play with my fingers.  

At last, she came free from the spell we were all under, her head fell forward, 
resting against my shoulder. I could feel a teardrop, and then another, landing on my arm, 
warm and wet. Her shoulders shook a little but she didn’t make any sound.  

“Hey now. Nothing’s over yet. Nothing’s final. No need for that. There are all 
kinds of options left open. We’ll think of something. You and I can sit here until we think 
of something.” It was a clumsy thing to say, but I meant it with all the heart I had. 
Somehow I had seen too much of this family to not care about what happened. Thinking 
about them ending up with the burden of Richie in and out of jail, always in trouble, 
always owing someone something, it was enough to make me want to cry myself. They 
had to leave him for good, far behind them. Move on to the future. And if I could help, 
then I would. Anything in my power. 

 
Everyone has a past that they don’t think about. It’s behind them, and, more 

importantly, they’re above it. They have become different people since then, and all the 
memories and nostalgia are wasted on a time when nothing happened that was important 
to today. Why bother with the memories of someone else? But the thing is, we can never 
completely forget the past. Not really. Because it’s a piece of us, and those people who 
look a little bit like us, without the experience, they need to be remembered. Otherwise 
we’ll end up beside them. The experience is what they give to us, their sacrifice. They 
suffer for our future; they have none so that we can gain by their loss. Like a thousand 
tiny Christs all dressed up to look like our old pictures. And all those things, the people, 
we always just thought of as background to the memories we never wanted in the first 
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damn place, they grow, too. Sometimes it happens behind our backs, and we will never 
see it, sometimes we find out way, way too late. And sometimes the past will just show 
up and kick you in the ass to let you know it’s there. And it should. Because sometimes it 
turns out we had it all figured wrong: sometimes the parts we thought were important 
were really common, and petty, and useless. And sometimes the things we thought were 
trivial and absolutely without point, well, sometimes those are the bits that matter most. 
And sometimes all those little details and footnotes from the past grow beyond you. The 
past isn’t always just the past. Sometimes the past can be the future, too.  
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PocketedPocketedPocketedPocketed    
 
 
 
Being a professional thief ain’t exactly what it looks like in the imagination or in 

fiction. It doesn’t have the glamour and flashy excitement of the movies, and almost 
nobody wears skintight leather. But it ain’t all car stereos and stick-ups, either. The guys 
who do that…well, most of ‘em aren’t professional anythings, unless fucking up can be a 
career. They steal to buy drugs, support their families, or to look like gangstas in front of 
their friends. I’d bet you that half of ‘em make more on welfare than they do on the stuff 
they steal. But they’re plenty stupid, so they’re the ones that get caught. They are the 
reality of theft in the public mind. And god bless ‘em for it. Don’t get me wrong; they’re 
ten pounds of retarded in a three pound sack, and pointing a gun at someone, breaking 
their windows, those are shit things to do to a person. But so long as they keep running 
around getting their asses busted and struggling from the cops without a shirt on for the 
cameras, then nobody even sees me coming. And I have to say; people not noticing you 
do what you do is a pretty sweet thing to the real thieves. 

That’s why I’m so good at it, I think. Nobody sees me coming, and nobody cares 
when I leave. I don’t stake out a building, looking like a secret agent, and trying to fuck 
the boss’s daughter for the safe combination, and I don’t skulk around outdoors peeking 
in windows. I just walk around, another everyday guy. Day jobs, movie rentals, and a car 
that was probably pretty decent, a decade ago when it was new. Nothing that makes 
anybody look twice. Sometimes even after they lost everything.  

Don’t let the day job aspect fool you about being a pro, either. Never think 
you’re too good for a really honest cover. In a lineup, the least guilty guy is the one with 
the decent job that takes too much time and energy, and doesn’t pay poorly enough for 
desperation. The guy who doesn’t work, or works sixty hours a week at a wal-mart, he 
has the motive of need and contempt. The guy who doesn’t have to work because he’s 
upper management at a firm, or simply born with money-he’s greedy and needs 
adventure. The guy in the middle? Bottle of decent alcohol and a blowjob once a month 
are all he needs to be happy. So why would he steal? 
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Because it’s a fucking blast, that’s why. And because nobody wants to work 
forever.  
 

Now, for every stick-up artist and crackhead taking people’s wallets at knife-
point, for every drunken hillbilly shooting up the corner store for thirty-two dollars and 
some beer, there are a dozen families who get almost all of their groceries and new 
clothes by stealing, week after week. Which doesn’t sound impressive; it certainly isn’t 
the kind of thief story your going to get ex-bond stars playing in opposite gorgeous 
women when they make the movie. There really ain’t nothing gorgeous about that story. 
But if you do the math, your mugger makes a few thousand dollars, and then gets caught. 
Even if he makes five grand in a few months, which is pretty unheard of for a guy 
grabbing someone’s wallet, he’s going to spend some time in jail shortly thereafter. Your 
average serial shoplifter who gets her groceries this way gets about a few hundred a week 
in groceries, maybe five-hundred or so a month in clothes, and she usually doesn’t get 
caught. If she does, she just gets banished from the store for a while, and is forced to set 
up shop elsewhere, or let people forget her face. After a year of this, she’s getting away 
with close to twenty thousand dollars. And this goes on, year after year, no jail time, no 
lulls. Take it up a step, start stealing the clothes and school supplies for the kids, or 
whatever, and the totals get higher. So, who’s the more successful thief, then; the dude 
taking money, or the woman taking groceries?  

That’s one of the first rules for beginning thievery; don’t take money. 
Everybody wants money. People love their money. Even people who claim to hate 
money, who say they have little use for money, call it the root of all evil, still make damn 
sure they know what their money is doing at all times. You can’t just move it around and 
tell him that maybe he was wrong. You can make a guy believe he has a chance to make 
a career out of playing music, no matter how obscure the odds actually are, or how good 
he’s not. You can convince a guy his girl really loves him, is faithful to him, even after 
he’s been given some evidence of her fucking around. But you cannot convince a guy he 
just counted his money wrong. As long as the money is, in fact, his, he always did it 
right, and he always knows where it should be. You can get the money from his wallet 
while he’s drunk, when he leaves it in a locker to go to the pool or work out, while his 
pants are laying on the floor after a good romp in the bed, but he’ll always know its gone. 
Even when he’s been passed out drunk in someone else’s front yard from an entire night 
of drinking, and he only had three bucks in there in the first place, you will never fully 
convince him that he didn’t spend or lose it without foul play being involved.  

It’s somehow easier when stuff goes missing. As long as it isn’t the most 
noticeable thing in the house, or something cherished, if it suddenly disappears, it can be 
justified. It’s easier still to justify someone else’s stuff going missing. Or, for that matter, 
someone else’s money. No matter how good someone may be at keeping their books, the 
other guy is always a jackass. It’s one’a them rules. So if you get someone’s money, 
they’ll remember you forever. However, if the local grocer can’t keep track of their 
inventory, then they simply weren’t trying hard enough. That same rule extends out to 
stores and warehouses. Not banks; people keep their money in banks. Even though you 
aren’t getting their actual money, it’s a little close to home for them. So they frown on 
that. But if you know where to go, if you know how to stay unnoticed, then you can fly 
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under the radar for some time, making good money, nobody having a fucking clue how 
much you’re getting away with. That’s my game; staying under the radar.  

 
I came across one of my first tricks way back when I was just a kid, barely able 

to drive. Back then a good haul was to grab a few cds without getting caught by mall 
security. One night some friends were out for a walk. We passed a convenience store on a 
corner, which was getting a late-night delivery of some beer. The driver was careless 
enough to have left the back of the truck open while he ran inside to drop off the first 
load, or whatever load he was on. Apparently, he didn’t think there’d be a hell of a lot of 
people out and about at one in the morning. It took less time for me to make the decision 
to take some than it took me to jump into the back of the truck. I pulled from the front of 
the truck, so he wouldn’t notice until the end of the run. My friends followed suit. We did 
our best to look inconspicuous as we walked a mile back across town each carrying a few 
cases of beer. But when we made it back, we sat next to a massive wall of stolen brew. It 
was a proud moment. What more could a group of young troublemakers want, right? But 
it was more than that for me. Looking at it all; there was so damn much of it. There were 
gallons and gallons of beer that hadn’t cost us anything more than the sweat it took to 
carry. It was impressive, astounding, for little more than its sheer size, like the grand 
canyon or Dirk Diggler. I knew then that it was only the start for me. That I had to get 
more stuff. More of everything, and I wanted it in huge fucking piles.  

So I started to pay attention to things, started to think it all out a bit more. 
Learned that black electrical tape can counteract the sensors they put in movies and cds 
and stuff. Learned how to make effective and compact versions of the keys stores use to 
take those big ugly plastic things off their cds, and the ink cartridges off clothes. I 
expanded on these things. If putting a piece of tape over the sensor on a cd makes it 
invisible to the electronic eyes, then lining a large postage envelope, or, better yet, an 
entire backpack ought to do the same thing. Walk in with an empty bag, walk out with a 
full one. You don’t set off the alarms, so as long as nobody catches you putting 
something in the bag, then you just got yourself a bag of new stuff. Of course, there are 
other tricks, if you don’t have a special bag. Getting it into the bag is the same as it would 
be. When you’re ready to go, you either have someone else cause a commotion of cause 
one yourself, which is easy enough to do if you know how. Simply stack a display 
precariously so that a simple touch will send it crashing down in a huge racket guaranteed 
to get the attention of all staff working. While they look on and curse the bastards who 
just made more work for them, you slip the bag through the outside of the sensors, walk 
through empty handed, and get the bag on the outside. If the workers happen to be 
slovenly and lazy, which is none too rare, you can often get by without actually causing 
the mess. But the mess is so much more fun.  

After a year, I had stolen everything I wanted to own. I had to get a job so I 
could explain to my folks where I got the money to buy all the stuff I was coming home 
with, but it was worth it. I actually managed to save a lot, since I wasn’t really buying 
anything besides food in restaurants and concert tickets. But I wasn’t very likely going to 
stop stealing altogether. So I continued, and sold whatever I did not want to kids at 
school. Cds, movies, whatever. It was little more than a way to get rid of stuff I didn’t 
need hanging around, but it became quite profitable. It only made about as much money 
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as the job did, and it was risky whenever I wanted a backpack full of goods. The very real 
possibility of getting caught made me wonder if it was worth the time, sweat, and effort. 

Around then, I got transferred to the stockroom of the department store I worked 
in. This job meant receiving all the shipments, making sure we kept track of inventory, 
and getting it all to the sales floor. It was long and boring, and the place was filthy. There 
was no music, aside from the muffled remains of whatever floor music snuck past the 
swinging doors, and there was a constant stream of loud noises; hand carts rolling around 
and smacking into things, people dropping pallets, the cardboard crusher working, people 
shouting. Absolutely no kind of temperate balance whatsoever, so the damn place was 
freezing in the winter, and hot as hell in the summer. Every day I left work tired and dirty 
and sweaty. One of the things we had to do back there was unload all the shipments, and 
make sure everything we were supposed to have received on the bill of lading matched 
everything we actually received. From what I gathered listening to the older workers 
bitch and moan, there was never a perfect match in a load. For almost two months I 
worked back there, and the only upside to the job was the fact that whenever I wanted to 
lift something, to take something I found interesting, there were fewer people to see, or to 
care. And around that two month mark, I finally found the real perk or working in that 
awful hole.  

 
We got in a shipment one night for the electronics department. We were 

shorthanded, so as soon as it was unloaded, I was left to check the bill myself, to see what 
had been delivered correctly, and what hadn’t. It was one our more severely screwed up 
shipments, and many things weren’t on the list. One of their mistakes was sending us an 
extra crate of the brand new dvd players we had on ad instead of some televisions. There 
were a few other mistakes, wrong cds being sent, more double-orders. But the thing that I 
kept turning back to was the dvd players. They weren’t a common thing yet, then, 
because it was still new technology. They were expensive. The ones they sent me too 
much of usually sold for over five hundred dollars. And here I had a dozen of them that 
weren’t supposed to have been sent anyway, and nobody but me knew about. It was too 
good an opportunity to pass up. I lugged the heavy things out behind the dumpster. A few 
of the excess dvd’s, too, and a few cds, since I was stealing things anyway. It was all 
hidden behind the bale of old cardboard still waiting to be picked up. I never marked 
them on the bill of lading as coming in, so nobody would have ever thought to look for 
them. They were free. A bonus. I sold them all for a little cheaper than the sale price, and 
made over three thousand dollars, even keeping two of them for myself. It was a better 
take than I could get with two months of regular work, with less risk than a single day. It 
was a revelation.  

After that, I had a new inspiration to work in the back, to do the best job I could. 
If they thought I was a good employee, they might not even notice me fucking them. So I 
was the model worker. I did everything right, did it in good time. And it worked. They 
trusted me. We got to the point where I was doing the tally most days myself just to save 
time. Even when there were people around, I could do a good enough job of shifting 
things around that they couldn’t keep track of what we had extra. I never took all of it; if 
suddenly everything was showing up right, people might get suspicious. I also took a few 
things that were on the list, marking that they had been left off the shipment. Just to mix 
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it up. So the job itself, which paid something between six and nine hundred a month, 
depending on how many hours I worked, ended up netting me between one and four 
thousand dollars extra a week. For my seventeenth birthday I bought myself a BMW. Not 
on loan, not used, no help from my parents. I bought it. And had money to spare. I knew I 
was hooked. Of course with that came having to explain how I got it. I hadn’t planned on 
that. So I told my parents that there was a problem with the way it ran, the engine and the 
transmission. It looked nice, sure, but it had some serious internal damage. I had been 
saving up for a long time, and thought I would get the inside fixed gradually. They 
bought it, I think. They never asked about it anyway, and always seemed to think it was a 
miracle that the car didn’t break down on me. I thought I may have been one of the most 
clever people in the world. 

Of course, with losses like they were taking, the company eventually developed 
a new inventory system. It had been a long time in the works, apparently. Damn thing 
computerized everything. Our store inventory was all logged completely, we placed our 
orders electronically, and everything put on the truck for us was scanned in before it was 
shipped out. There were no more errors, no more missing items. There was a bit of a 
transition, of course, in which I could manage to convince everyone that something 
slipped past us, was scanned and maybe delivered to the wrong place or something. Or 
that there had been an error in our original inventory. But it was clear that my gravy train 
was at an end there. So I started looking for something new. Applying at electronics 
stores and music stores and such. Find myself a new source. I couldn’t rightly make 
money without something to steal.  

What I got was exactly what I had wanted. A reasonably high-end electronics 
store, everything from media entertainment to home stereo to computers. Electronics are 
easy to sell hot. Clothes are a little harder, since you have to find people who not only 
want to buy stolen clothes, but who like the style you have, and who fit the clothes. Tools 
aren’t bad. If you can find a tool guy looking for a deal, they go fast. But otherwise, 
you’ll be sitting on them for a long time. But everybody loves electronics. I could sell a 
hot dvd player to a little old lady who goes to church twice a week. So the new job was 
perfect. Their inventory system wasn’t terrific. It tried to be electronically registered, too, 
but theirs didn’t work nearly as well. It was based on two separate computer systems 
which weren’t entirely compatible. So while we supposedly knew what was on each and 
every shelf of the back room, and every truckload that came in, in all reality, we had as 
many discrepancies as the department store had when I first started there.  

I took it slow for a while, just working to prove myself to the other workers, and 
trying to get a good feeling for just how screwed up our inventory was. Whenever there 
was a bit of machinery I could toss a wrench into so’s nobody would notice, I did. A few 
things I forgot to mark on the shipping lists as being sent extra, or not at all. I actually 
made off with very little those first few weeks. But by the end of the first month, I had a 
pretty good grasp of everything that was going on back there. They had the trust to leave 
me alone often enough to do what I had to do, and the system was enough of a 
clusterfuck to cover my tracks for me. I got away with plenty of merchandise behind 
everyone’s backs, and got their trust and friendship all the while. On my breaks I 
wandered around the shopping area. It was one of those large shopping centers, 
consisting of a massive parking lot, surrounded on all sides by stores, smaller shops, and 
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restaurants, while the middle was spotted with some of the classier stores and eateries, all 
standing alone. Mine was one of the stores to the back, no roads behind but the access 
road for the delivery trucks. This made it easier to hide goods back there for me to pick 
up later, and left fewer people to chance seeing me when I did make the pickup. But the 
shopping center alone gave me so many targets to see, to watch. Ideas started to fill my 
head.  

One of the island stores, the ones sitting out by their lonesome in the middle of 
the parking lot, was a high-end furniture importer. They sold these expensive things 
hand-made by under-privileged people in third world countries who were paid just 
enough to live on. Their stockroom wasn’t big enough or something, because they 
seemed to keep a lot of their stock in this portable storage unit out the back of their store. 
In fact, it seemed to be the common practice among a whole lot of these stores that were 
built into the shopping centers or strip malls, without enough room to keep what was now 
standard supply of whatever it is they carry. Stores can have all manner of security in 
them, but about the best you can do with a metal container is buy a whole bunch of 
padlocks. And it really doesn’t matter how many you have, it’s still just a padlock. A big 
hammer or a pair of bolt cutters is all you really need to get past any number of them.  

The plan was simple; just something for myself and an old friend I figured I 
could trust. I lifted some guy’s wallet, and put my buddy’s picture on his license to make 
a match. We used the ID and borrowed credit to rent a large u-haul truck for a weekend, 
and then used black plastic sheeting and tape to cover a lot of the sides of the truck, the 
colors and pictures which made it obviously a U-haul, and splattered dirt over the license 
plates. I drove into the shopping center at night, backed up to the unit. I used bolt cutters 
to get past the padlocks, then me and Danny loaded everything into the truck. When the 
container was empty, after maybe twenty minutes to a half hour of work, we closed up 
the truck, and drove off. Took the back way out, the way the delivery trucks normally 
come, because I figured there’d be less chance of any cameras or anything picking us up. 
As soon as we were out of range of the place, we pulled over to the side of the road, tore 
off the sheeting and cleaned the plates, so we didn’t draw any unnecessary attention from 
the cops.  We went back to Danny’s and unloaded the goods before taking the truck back 
to the rental place.  

The problem came after that. We had a huge amount of very, very high-end 
furniture sitting around, and yet we had no real idea how to get rid of it. I thought maybe 
a garage sale, but I didn’t feel like letting everything go for as little money as people 
would expect at a garage sale. Danny had no ideas. He was, in fact, so desperate to turn 
the furniture into money that he lowered his percentage for helping me to thirty-five. 
What I finally came up with was newspaper ads. I could put an ad in the paper that I was 
moving, and had to sell off some extra furniture. We put a lot of Danny’s stuff away, to 
make it look like whoever was living there was half in the middle of moving, and then we 
set around one of each of all the stolen furniture. When people came by, they made offers 
on the things. If we liked it, if it seemed right, we would sell it, and then bring in 
something else for the next people to come see. It worked well. Everybody kept thinking 
they were lucky that the furniture hadn’t been sold yet; thinking they were getting good 
deals for such nice furniture at such low prices. And getting a few hundred each for the 
pieces was not bad. It took a few weeks for it to be completely sold off, but when it was, 
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we managed to take about thirty grand in for me, and ten for Danny. Which is good 
money. So I learned pretty quickly the profitability of stealing big.  

 
After that my mind was constantly working. Everywhere I went, I was looking 

at the angles, looking for a way to turn whatever I saw into a profit. Nothing was just 
there anymore. If I was with a girl and she wanted to go to the store, I always found 
myself getting distracted by watching the store layout, if there were cameras, what items 
people were looking at the most, what items were just a little bit too expensive for most 
of the people who looked at them to buy. I admit that I was hooked. It was a thrill, the 
bigger jobs, and sometimes even the thrill of the girl I was with couldn’t overcome me.  

By the time six months rolled around, Danny and I had pulled three more jobs. 
Each one was further from where we lived, in different directions. We sold the goods in 
different towns as well, from the houses of friends, or Danny’s aunt and uncle’s house 
while they were on vacation. I bought my own truck, and made interchangeable panels to 
make it look like a shipping truck or delivery truck or moving truck, depending on what I 
wanted. The money wasn’t a problem. By the time I graduated I actually had enough 
money to buy myself a house. The problem, of course, was that it was all stolen money. 
There was no way for me to go around buying things without someone wondering how 
an eighteen year old got that kind of money. I had seen movies, of course, where people 
launder their dirty money. But it was always a simple matter of giving the dirty money to 
some big time mob boss, he makes some threats about how you shouldn’t fuck with him, 
and then gives you the clean money you can show off proudly, minus his percentage. Of 
course, where does one find a mob boss or drug kingpin? They don’t list in the yellow 
pages. All I knew was a guy who sold pot, and he had yet to rise above living in a shitty 
apartment complex.  

Of course, since he was the only link in the chain I knew, I went there as soon as 
I realized how much I needed help. It took a lot of talking, and a few hundred dollars 
worth of pot and mushrooms before he would give me the name and number of the guy 
he got his stuff from, some guy named Dennis. Dennis simply wanted cash before he 
would think about giving me the name of his own supplier. Dennis’s guy was even more 
reticent to help; he took my money, and then told me his guy would give me a call. I 
thought that was pretty much a dead end. I did eventually get a call from a guy named 
Max though. And Max, surely enough, was the guy behind the guy behind the guy. 
Behind a lot of guys, actually, which meant he made a lot of money, and also meant he 
was the first to bother doing anything at all with his money. I talked him into meeting 
with me, and we discussed at length the options available to me. He sent his through a 
few places; investment companies, a shady indian casino, and a string of U-Wash car 
washes. The washes were his own businesses, so that was out. What he offered me was a 
lottery of sorts, through the casino. I would give him what I had saved, however much I 
wanted to cleanse, and then the casino would have me win it back, minus a quarter of it 
for them, and ten more percent for Max, for setting the whole thing up. I was pissed, at 
first, because it left me with only 65 percent of what I had worked so hard to steal. But 
the money did me no good, sitting around in stacks in my duplex. So I went along. I gave 
the man $309,000, and a week later, after a complimentary stay at the casino hotel, I was 
the lucky and very surprised winner of their special lottery, and the recipient of  
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$250,000. Course I had to pay tax on it now, but I still had enough left over, combined 
with a little extra added in under the table, to buy my house, out a little ways from the 
city, complete with a barn where I could keep my truck hidden, and keep whatever 
merchandise I got safely tucked away.  

But I now had little money left, aside from the fifty thousand I kept as a nest 
egg, in case Max was planning on screwing me, and the money in my checking account 
that I actually earned. So it was back to the planning for me. Danny and I immediately hit 
a new store, which also had a convenient storage container in the back. This one, 
unfortunately, used the container to house excess supplies and some of the older 
merchandise. It was something we were running into more and more often. Word was 
spreading around about us, I guess, the shops were all using the outdoor storage to put 
their shit in, and keeping anything worth taking inside. The only things I could count on 
anymore were the things I got from work, and they were starting to make me uneasy. I 
felt like the gazelle who spends just a little too much time drinking at the old watering 
hole. Inventory questions made me a little nervous, and personnel reviews made me itch. 

Oddly enough, they eventually promoted me to be one of the lesser managers 
there. I still laugh when I think about the speech the manager gave me when he offered 
me the job, completely unaware how much money I took right out from under him, how 
much damage I caused to their books. But, who am I to look a gift horse in a mouth? I 
took the job, and started looking for opportunities to turn it my way. They gave me the 
safe combination, and I knew that had to be good for something, but it was hard to place 
just how I could empty it without people noticing it was me. Everything regarding the 
safe was watched too closely, and ordered too sternly. People and their money, 
remember. Anyone who made deposits had to sign for it, anyone who counted the safe 
contents at the end of the day, and had to initial the log, to sign off that they swore the 
truth of their numbers. If the guy before me said there was a lot more money than the guy 
after me, then it came to me to tell everyone where the money had gone. I could forge the 
signatures, but it would be hard even to get to the safe when one of the others was 
working, besides. If I was working, it would be on record that I was working, and if I just 
stopped in, someone would see me. So the safe, as juicy as it was for taking, was out. 
Other than that, there was disturbingly little I could use to my benefit. There was a small 
petty cash amount for use in rewards with food and parties and such. I drained that pretty 
well in no time flat. For a while I had a fake employee named Jiminez, who had actually 
only worked there a week, but who I kept checking in and out with his timecard for a few 
weeks, and then took his paychecks for myself. Inventory time came around again. In the 
new position, I could see exactly how much I was doing compared to the store's profit 
margin. I had single-handedly reduced our profit by 12%. It was a royal fucking. But I 
was getting paranoid that they might notice; especially with a drop like that. Profits rose 
and fell all the time, but someone was going to want to know the reasons behind such a 
large drop. Action would be taken. So I started planning my leave. I didn’t have long to 
plan before I was given my opportunity. And it was a pretty exciting exit.   

Weekends always bring in more money than weekdays, and holiday weekends 
bring in even more still. When we get a lot of money in, it means we have more in the 
safe. Memorial Day weekend, I begrudgingly accepted the duty to be in charge. Closing 
on those nights is especially tedious, counting tills and doing end of day reports. So I 
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made sure to sigh real heavy and look downtrodden while I worked my ass off all day, 
and was genuinely tired when the end of the day came, and I had to try and usher out the 
final cluster of customers. I was met with the usual odd bastard who was pissed off that, 
being there at ten at night, he was unable to find the television set that was on special add 
that day, no matter how many times I told him we sold out before noon. And then there 
was the real problem. The last group of guys, quietly looking over the computer games, 
and the final bunch of people I had to encourage to leave. When they realized they were 
the only ones left, they just smiled at one another. One brought out a gun from under his 
sweater. The others followed suit. And then they pointed them at me. 

The girls counting their tills started to scream when they came to see what all 
the yelling was about, and saw the guns. Can't really blame ‘em. I wasn't terribly far from 
standing in a puddle of piss, myself. I tried to keep the situation as calm as I could, giving 
the robbers everything they wanted short of head. They had me open the safe, and give 
them all the money there and in the tills yet to be added. They took all the books of gift 
certificates, and as many games and systems as they could carry out. As soon as they 
were gone I called the police, and we tried to sort everything out. The store cameras 
caught a few images of the guys before they pulled there masks on, but not much. We 
didn't have anything in the parking lot to catch them getting into their car, but the bank 
down the street saw them going past. Police found the car, but nobody inside, and it was 
stolen, so the owners had no idea what was going on. Never found the thieves, never 
found the systems, and never found the money. I did, though. It was right inside Danny’s 
spare room, waiting for me.   

Of course, after being held up at gunpoint, I was a little jumpy at work. Angry 
customers always gave me the willies, and I hated closing the store by myself. I was 
almost too distracted to work sometimes, but nobody could blame me. It was only natural 
I wanted to hang around all the girls closing with me at night, to help me feel safe (or the 
cute ones anyway). Some of them didn’t mind the extra attention, or the overtime from 
having to help me out while I finished up my stuff, or just to hang around and comfort me 
while I worked (Blowjobs and good sex on the boss’s desk, I find, are very comforting). 
But, even with all their efforts, it was too hard for me to keep working there. I tried to 
avoid it, but there was no way around it. I had to quit.  

The store manager's brother-in-law worked with a financial institution, and they 
were looking for a new supervisor.  Since I had the management experience, they figured 
it would be too hard to train me the financial part, and the building was secure—there 
was security and no on-hand money to steal. I didn’t argue. I couldn’t. I had an erection 
from the first time someone said the words "Financial Institution." Finance companies 
deal with money. And, god damn it, they NEEDED someone like me to supervise them. 
The wonders I could do for them... 

I started right away, learning the tricks of the money-lending trade. I got filled in 
on all the ins and outs of credit reports and gift funds and business plans and management 
support requirements and business interest and capital gains. I learned the requirements 
for lenders to secure a safe investment, and how all the loans are eventually bundled and 
sold off to even larger lenders for even more money. It was a complicated business, but I 
learned everything I could about it, and put in all kinds of extra hours. After all, the base 
pay was far and above what I ever made in the stores, and the credibility was greater. 
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Girls were more impressed when I told them I was a manager at some financial company 
than being the night supervisor at some chain electronics store. Especially since, from 
what they could tell, being a manager at the new place meant I had unlimited supply of 
money. And while it was more than they were used to, while it was more than their other 
boyfriends had ever had, it was finite. I could see the end of it clearly enough, see the 
amounts of it stacked up in my nicely hidden places, waiting until I had enough to need to 
cleanse it again, make it mine, make it useable. It made me a little bitter to think about 
the costs of it; of having so much money, and how little of it would be useable after it 
became legit. I wanted the money, and I wanted all of it.  

Working with the lenders didn’t leave me with much of a side income. We took 
a few storage bins, just to keep things going, but they truly were getting too scarce to 
bother with anymore. I knew the general rules of store security well enough, so we took a 
few of those. The easiest places were the ones that don’t leave half their lights on at 
night. While many have security systems, most don’t wire them into any kind of 
emergency electrical system, so turning off the power to the store turns off any counter 
measures they may have had for people such as myself. If the store is enough off the 
main roads, they don’t get too many cops or security guards stopping by to see why 
there’s a large truck out front getting loaded full of valuables, we could get away with the 
full truckload. Of course, loading a truck at top speed is still tiring work, and there were 
few nights when I didn’t wish I could steal famous paintings or jewelry or something 
light. Something where the entire store’s stock could fit into one bag, negating the need 
for any partners to take part of my money, or the need to make my getaway in a huge 
fucking diesel truck. That’s the dream, right? I mean, I may not look like Pierce Brosnan 
or anything, but hell if taking priceless artifacts and sneaking out only to seduce and 
distract the hot FBI agent on your trail doesn’t sound a whole lot more like I want to do 
than loading upper-middle class goods into a fake U-haul with stolen license plates at 3 
am with some out of shape guy who looks like he hasn’t taken off that Soundgarden shirt 
in a year, and hasn’t been laid in three. Granted, like I said, it was because what we did 
didn’t look like people’s image of “professional thief” that we got away with it so well. 
Still. I wanted my leading lady and an easy job with clever tricks and a bag full of shiny 
worth a king’s ransom.  

The thought of it pecked away at me for a long time, and before I fully 
understood, I was planning something closer to the lines of fiction. Of course, what I 
finally came up with wasn’t really any more clever tricks than most things I did, but to 
hell with it. There was a jewelry store that had just moved to a brand-new yuppie strip 
mall in a part of town that was so nice it hadn’t even been fully developed yet. Doctors 
who were married to other doctors or lawyers or sexy FBI agents with perfect-looking 
little children were having these palatial houses built, which managed to have more 
rooms than any two houses my family lived in growing up combined. But their new 
neighborhood meant opportunity for me. The shopping center hadn’t been completed, 
and half of the stores hadn’t even moved into the new storefronts yet. The jeweler got a 
jump-start on the whole show. Near as I could tell, when I went in, their full security 
system hadn’t been installed yet. They had no fancy locks on the door, and at night they 
had a security guard outside in a car, waiting and watching. Usually these places don’t 
hire the guard when they have a fully-functioning and well-wired system up and running. 
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Infra-red eyes and loud sirens that can sense it if you fart on them don’t take doughnut 
breaks, get sleepy, or jerk off to cheap porn in the middle of the night.  

So, on a night I felt particularly dashing and in the mood for a new kind of 
game, I decided to hit the jewelry store. I crawled under Barney Fife’s car while he was 
napping or choking or whatever was making his eyes drop and his neck twist around like 
that, and cut the cables from his battery with bolt cutters. It wasn’t very glamorous, but it 
killed his radio, should he see me. I didn’t need the kind of high-profile attention a 
jewelry store might bring. All I could picture was and entire lot full of waiting police cars 
looking for anything to do to relieve them of the ‘slow night’ they were cursed with. 
Bored cops I do not need. The next step was the sewer system, where a very small more-
made explosive firmly lashed to the underground power coupling where it came through 
the already existing sewer line knocked out the power to at least four city blocks, 
including the one with the store in it. Running through sewers is most definitely not 
glamorous. While the cop was looking around, trying to figure out if there was a 
connection to his car’s radio not working and the power cutting out to the shopping 
center after the muffled shaking of the earth below both, I picked the lock to the back 
door and snuck in. I was going to just bash it, but I figured that it would make a lot more 
noise, and I really needed the style points by then. I used chains and wedges to make sure 
the guards wouldn’t be coming in the front doors, and then started to go to work cutting 
or picking the locks to the display cases. It really didn’t take much time at all to empty 
everything out. I was used to taking a store in one to three hours, with all the lifting and 
moving. I could literally sweep everything into my bags, and even with the plastic display 
fingers and boxes, it all still fit easy. I got all the cases, and even managed to sneak a few 
of the things from the front display case until I realized that Fife was off at a payphone 
calling for help, to make sure nothing went missing in the dark, and I wanted to be gone. 
In the bosses office, on the way back out, I found one of those fireproof office safes. The 
kind that fit under desks, and, while heavy as fuck, can be moved by one man with a 
handcart and the appropriate amount of swearing. With two bags over my shoulders, and 
a handcart in front of me, I snuck out the back, and around the buildings just as I heard 
the police coming up on foot. I took some of the newer back roads just built to be used by 
the work trucks, and got far enough away that I could be a little safe from the passing 
cops. I ditched the safe and the cart in some bushes on a lot that wasn’t a new house yet, 
and ran back to my car, and then approached as slowly and nonchalantly as I could to the 
place where the safe was, to heft that bastard thing into my car and drive off. A getaway 
in a hatchback is not, really, all that smooth in itself. Especially when it now needed a 
good cleaning from the state of my clothes after the sewer romp.  But a  small, non-
descript Japanese car draws a lot less attention and holds a lot more loot than a sports car, 
and is well worth the money, as long as you hang on to the other car for day-to-day use. 
The whole thing was sure as shit not all fancy suits and Aston Martins, and there weren’t 
any leading ladies involved, but I did have a whole ton of expensive jewelry, so I figured 
I could get a little bit of attention with that. 

Here’s what I found out about jewelry heists; even if you get away clean, and 
there were moments when I was convinced someone had found a lead to get me, it really 
isn’t worth it. I don’t know the value of jewelry, and I if I walk up to a jeweler and give 
him a box of the stuff, he’s going to suspect me. So, for the first part, I didn’t even know 
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the true total of what I took. Secondly, the safe, when I finally got into the bastard, didn’t 
have much money, and just more of what I assumed was the most valuable jewelry in the 
store, which, again, I didn’t know the price tag on. I should have taken the damn price 
book. Some of the clearly more expensive pieces I took out of town for appraisal. I had to 
pay for it, of course, but I could use the pieces I had done to guess the others. Which at 
first had me thrilled, because it was worth a lot, and I mean  a fucking LOT of money. 
But then I hit the other shit part of the jewelry heist; getting rid of it. See, if I steal a 
couch worth six hundred and sell it for three, that’s all profit. I’m still getting fifty 
percent value, which is good. If I sell a television worth five hundred for four, that’s 
eighty percent, which is phenomenal. Just try to find another job where you get that kind 
of profit margin. But with this stuff, if a diamond necklace was worth five thousand, I 
couldn’t even unload it for one. It took a lot of work and a lot of talking and a lot more 
showing my face to new people than I like on stolen goods just to get twenty percent. 
And that is not good business. It may have been more cash, up front, than I could get for 
the single piece of furniture or home entertainment, but letting something go for what I 
knew to be less than a quarter of the value stung. I ended up selling less than a third of 
what I got, none of it the top-shelf stuff. Every once in a while I sell one as an antique or 
an heirloom to someone who knows the value enough to recognize paying eighty percent 
as a deal. But for the most part, I keep them, in a great big safe of my own. If a girl sticks 
around with me a while, forgives me if I do something wrong, or does to me something 
dirtier than my wildest fantasies, she may get herself a new pair of earrings, or new 
necklace worth more than she ever expects to get. And, someday, if I can find myself a 
girl to settle down with, she will find herself with the jewelry of a queen. Until then, its 
all mine. A big box of stuff too good to give away at stolen-good prices, worth too much 
risk to toss off. And that was, really, the last time I fantasized about being Pierce Brosnan 
while loading a truck. Not the last time I fantasized about the sexy FBI agent, but her 
motives were all different now. Usually something having to do with me saving the world 
from aliens, or it being up to me to maintain National Security by some means involving 
laying her down naked and caressing all her best parts. 

It was still time for a new game, though. Robbing stores in general is too much 
risk, even if you do know better than to hold it up in daylight, and too much work. The 
guard is doubled, police keep their eyes open, and eventually you get pinched. I needed a 
new gig. I told Danny and he didn’t want to hear it. He sure as all hell wasn’t ready to 
give up what had been such a good earner for us. He didn’t want a break in the income, 
since he had long since stopped working a day job for cover, and he didn’t save or filter 
any of his money, so he was living directly on what he got stealing. He told me he 
intended to keep at it, to get his own truck and replace me, and keep going. Some of the 
people we used to sell our goods to weren’t comfortable buying from him alone, but 
enough would do business that he felt secure. He assured me he wouldn’t mention me to 
anyone, should he get taken in, and I laid down enough threats to let him know he made 
the right choice in that. Of course, he wasn’t all that patient. He didn’t always like 
following the power lines to throw the right switches, he couldn’t tell which stores had 
separate power for their alarms, he didn’t like driving too far from home to find new 
stores in neighborhoods still untouched by our villainy, and he most certainly didn’t see 
the point in making changing panels for the truck to make it look different. Seven months 
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later, Danny was arrested with less than half a truckload of stolen merchandise five miles 
away from a Circuit City store, and was hauled off to jail with his new partner. That’s 
when I got to thinking about trucks themselves… 

See, I still had all the same connections. There were second-hand stores and 
used electronic stores and so on in some of these college towns that had come to expect 
things from me. They paid me a good price, and they covered me if anyone came asking 
around, even making up fake bills and orders for the company that sent them the stuff, 
should anyone ask. But I wasn’t giving them anything, which was hurting them a little 
bit. Granted, I had planned to get away from all of it; the whole scene, before I ended up 
with Danny waiting around in the showers to get my ass pounded. But business had been 
good for everybody, and money was still waiting with my name on it. I was too damn 
young for retirement, and living on paychecks alone was for losers. Of course, since 
taking stores or storage was out, I needed a new way to get things. It was too simple a 
solution for me to think of it right away, but the trucks are how everything gets to the 
stores anyway. Most of the shipping in the country is done by truck. So I got a new 
partner by the name of Robbie who had been curious about what I did for a while. 
Always asking questions, always wanting to know just a little bit more about how this 
kind of thing was done. He was practically begging for an opportunity. We drove out to a 
truck stop about two hours outside of town, with my truck and the hatchback. I parked the 
truck a ways away from the stop, in what looked like an abandoned driveway. Then we 
took the car into the stop, and waited and looked around. We talked a little with the 
drivers who were stretching their legs; it apparently ain’t uncommon for them to discuss 
what they haul, so we got a good grasp of what was available. When one man, driving a 
load of computers and software, went in to take a shit, I snuck into the cab of his rig. 
Hotwiring it was the easy part. There was a lot of room to move around in there. Driving 
was much less so. There were so many more gears than I was used to. I had seen the 
delivery drivers do it before, when I worked with them, I had asked about it. But it was 
still complicated. Suddenly I felt like I was 14 and trying to steal a car for the first time or 
something.  

With some grinding and some jerky movement, I got the truck out of there 
before the guy came back. Robbie followed in the car after a spell. I drove that hulking 
heap of metal, with a definite lack of skill, back to where my own truck had been parked, 
where we bashed the lock open on the back and started moving the goods from one truck 
to the other, and then took off. It was great. It was easy. It was the new thing.  

Robbie and I both learned how to drive the damn things. Eventually we could do 
it without looking like trucker-virgins. We got used to the kinds of clothes and speech 
that help us blend in with them, learned how best to nonchalantly take the trucks without 
getting shot. It was best to grab one while the driver was eating, or in the washroom. 
Sometimes we would sneak into the sleeper cabin when they were napping and pull them 
out, but we actually learned it was easier and quicker to just search the cabin for any 
computers or phones, or any way they might communicate outside the box, and then lock 
them in there. You couldn’t hear them screaming of kickin’ up a fuss back there over the 
engine, and sometimes they didn’t even wake up. We saw a few stories in the paper about 
truckers who came to with their truck in a field somewhere, empty, and nowhere near the 
place they pulled in for the night. It took us a while to figure out easily what the trucks 
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were carrying. Once we ended up with hundreds of gallons of ice cream. But we soon 
stumbled across the shipping manifests that most truckers had to carry, that listed what 
was being delivered to where, so we could tell what it was, exactly, that we were stealing. 
Eventually, we even got to the point where we could go through weight stations or get 
pulled over and successfully bluff our way through being real truck drivers. It made it 
easier, if we didn’t have to transfer the goods from one truck to another. Putting new 
license plates on a truck and covering the body of it with plastic or tarps or rigid panels is 
far easier than taking everything out and moving it around.  

The best part about Robbie was that he never questioned his cut and he was 
willing to spend all his time working for me on the illegal jobs. Working the day job kept 
me from being able to go too far from our area to pick the trucks, but we didn’t want 
people getting too suspicious. So Robbie would go out with a motorcycle and as much 
white sheeting as he could carry, and would come back with a truck full of goods, 
sometimes driving as far as five states to get it. We were getting enough goods in to cover 
all the places we sold to normally, and some days Robbie had to personally run some ads 
in some of the smaller college towns or suburbs to get rid of what we had. The money 
was practically flying at me. Six months after we started with the trucks, I was to the 
point where I had a whole lot of money and it was looking like time to give Max another 
call. He was glad to hear from me, and we set up a time to discuss what options I had 
available to me this time.  

I was looking at between five and seven hundred thousand, depending on how 
good of a deal I was getting in the conversion. He threw all kinds of options at me, but 
the one that ended up sticking was a guy he knew who could set me up with an 
inheritance. He would give me an elderly friend who I visited regularly and happened to 
have more money squirreled away than anyone knew, who then died, leaving me 
everything. We had a funeral service, and notices were in the paper. I dressed in black 
clothes and looked sad and told people a few stories about the guy. Nobody could believe 
he didn’t exist, since I did spend a lot of time away from family and friends. I could very 
well have been visiting a poor old man, instead of stealing. And then, the paperwork went 
through, and I inherited $375,000. Five minus fifteen percent for the guy who set it up, 
and ten for Max. It hurt, but it was better than the casino.  

Afterwards Max helped me set up a few places of my own so I wouldn’t have to 
keep paying people to wash my money. He sold me two of his U-Wash places as they 
were at a good deal, much of it paid under the table, and he used some connections to 
help me build my own closer to home. He gave me some tips on how to make everything 
look legitimate, including tips on over-ordering a lot of the soaps and waxes, and letting 
one of the faucets run, to justify the amount of heavy traffic I was having on paper. As 
soon as I had all three up and running, everything went smoothly. I kept the job, telling 
people that the carwashes didn’t bring in THAT much money, and I wanted to keep busy 
anyway. In reality, I just liked the cover, having something to tell people I did to keep me 
innocent in their eyes. On top of which; it was a financial institution. There was money to 
be had in there, somewhere, even if I hadn’t found it yet.  

Another six months passed, and I had enough to open up a doughnut shop and a 
discount goods/pawn shop of my own. Max and some of his people helped me set up a 
fake company, overseas, that we used to import to us, via fake companies and nonexistent 
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ships, some of the things we sold. I bought a warehouse by the docks, so a lot of the extra 
stuff we stole had a place to go, so we didn’t take a huge hit in the prices because we 
were desperate to get rid of the stuff. The more money I made, the more I was able to get. 
The U-wash places paid for themselves and then some, and the doughnuts and pawn shop 
both made me decent money even without the cover and stolen goods. I opened more 
pawn shops, and brought in a few more people to help Robbie with the stealing and 
selling. Any time one of the guys I used to sell things off in my college towns started to 
flounder in his business, or got scared, I bought him out, made his store one of mine, and 
left the guy there to run it. When your costs of business are so overwhelmed by profits, 
you can afford to buy loyalty pretty easily. So the more guys I had stealing, the more 
guys I had selling, and the more money I had coming in. Which meant I could turn that 
around, too.  

By summer of the next year, I had moved to a new job in a bigger company, 
giving loans to small businesses primarily, with a few home loans on the side during 
boom periods. I had warehouses in three more states, and over two dozen pawn shops, 
three dozen U-wash places, and had just broken ground on a new bar/dance club. Max 
was showing me the benefits to overseas banking, now that I had more money coming in 
than I knew what to do with. I could barely even remember the names of all the people I 
had working for me now, either legitimately running my businesses, or stealing for me 
and making sure my fake exporter in Turkey was delivering on time. Every other week or 
so I went along on a job, to make sure things ran smoothly, and to remind myself of the 
thrill of it all. When you get as many businesses all going at the same time, sometimes 
you forget that the things you do may not be legal, it gets to be so much like standard 
management.  

Two more years, and it was all I could do to remember how many places I had. 
Robbie had moved beyond stealing trucks, and was helping me oversee everything, along 
with Danny, when he got out of jail. I had a lawyer who did little else but make sure 
everything looked as legal and jumped through as any loopholes as was possible, and I 
had two accountants constantly running numbers all day long to keep track of where my 
money was. Their loyalty was secured when I paid to put them through the very best 
schools. My company, the one I worked for, had absorbed Wellington Financial, which 
did a lot of home loans across the nation, and I got promoted to head over our entire 
twelve-state region. I bought a new house and a new car to celebrate, but nobody knew it 
was smaller than the vacation homes I had in Mexico and South America. Three years 
and I had a small army working for me. I was independently wealthy, owner of my own 
small casino, dozens of nightclubs, restaurants, and couldn’t keep track of the number of 
pawn shops and other small businesses. I donated annually to the police to try and fight 
the raise in crime rates. Truck theft and robbery had gone up by three hundred percent in 
the past ten years. I opened a publishing company on a lark because a girl I was seeing 
wrote stories she couldn’t get anybody to read, and I had a notion that I should invest in 
property and start buying some condos and apartment buildings. Some of my people were 
actually looking into the pros and cons of actually producing my own clothes, furniture 
and electronics instead of stealing. We had begun stamping our stolen goods with our 
own brand to explain the low prices, and it was becoming known as a affordable and 
worth its price. The businesses that were traceable had me marked as one of the most 
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successful men in investing and growing money. Rumor had me as being one of the most 
wealthy and extensively incorporated criminals never to have dealt in drugs. My network 
of thieves was the stuff of legends and movies. It had been over a month since I had 
stolen anything myself. For a charge I would go to the store and pocket something, a 
movie or cd or a game, or even a watermelon, just for the thrill of it. I laughed at the 
thought of people saying that turning something you love into your career took the zest 
out of it. I was too busy to worry most of the time, between running my organization 
outside most of the time, and working hard for a promotion the rest of the time.  

But then things started to slip. I was working so hard that I was getting stressed 
out and pissed off. I had a sour reputation from some of the girls at work who thought I 
was shit for sleeping with them and eventually breaking it off. Some of them started to 
cry foul play, saying I tricked them into fucking me for promotions or job favors or 
something. Which happened a lot in our office, but almost always by Mike, the guy who 
was me for the east coast divisions. I had actually only done that once, with this girl 
named Yvette, who was so gorgeous I found myself doing and saying anything just to get 
her to come into my office. She had the most perfect hair and eyes and ass that I had ever 
seen, and her breasts were so sculpted and shaped, with nipples that were just the right 
color and size, that playboy bunnies and supermodels were suddenly disfigured in my 
eyes. She laughed and joked like one of my old friends, and shied away from nothing. 
But she had no problem with shady deals, she took the promotion and the sex and never 
mentioned either to anybody. But these lying bitches were getting me into trouble, so I 
stopped seeing anyone from the company besides Yvette, and didn’t have the time or 
energy for anyone else, even outside the office. So many days I walked into the office 
planning on telling them all to fuck off, and quit, and just live with my other businesses. 
Surely, by this point, nobody would expect me to still work. But I’ve never been much 
for giving up. Yvette was the only one who knew the half of how much I had going on 
besides work, and she had a mischievous, knowing spark in her eye when she asked 
about them, like she could see through me to the fact that everything I had was built on 
an empire of stolen goods. She thought I should quit, and take her to live in Portugal or 
somewhere, and live on the money that came in. And I almost agreed, until I came up 
with an even better idea. 

  
A company of Wellington’s size finances hundreds of loans a day. My 

department alone is responsible for the dispensing and releasing of between one and two 
hundred million a day. As loans are closed the amounts are wired into the accounts of 
whatever office is closing, where they can disburse and send out the money however they 
see fit. There are all kinds of checks and balances to keep it secure. I had been working 
for the financial companies for seven years without managing to get more than petty 
cash, never tapping into that huge well of money just behind the glass. And then my 
formula started coming together.  

I put in overtime hours beyond anything I had ever even conceived. I monitored 
all the loans we had in the works, and kept track of amounts and closing dates. All the 
big-ticket loans, things in the neighborhood of a million apiece; all the large homes or 
apartment buildings or rich men’s vacation homes or good sized businesses, all of these I 
knew by heart. Some I stalled intentionally, to get them to close together. Some I rushed 
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ahead. I arranged as many as I could so that on the last two days of the month, they 
would all be closing together. And funding. Inside every file is a piece of paper, giving 
the names and numbers of the bank accounts that the money is going to be wired to for 
that particular agency. They are many, and every sheet looks different. I started pulling 
these files, making changes to the account numbers, until the sheets looked exactly like 
they had before, like they normally did, only the account numbers were all new accounts 
set up by me, with false information and new fake ids. During the last days of any month, 
the people who fund the loans are overwhelmed and overworked. Interest and monthly 
quotas mean everybody wants to get as many files done then as possible, and that means 
twelve or fourteen hour days, cramming in extra work, and bending rules. It means 
funding without balancing or checking to make sure everybody got what they needed to 
get. Normally, it’s a huge pain in the ass. But this time, it was exciting.  

I walked the floor, helping and working, trying to cover the excitement and 
nervousness, wishing I could see what these people were doing. I wanted to be standing 
over their shoulders, watching them hit the final keys on every transaction. For two days I 
worked, oblivious to the final stages of my plan, of how well things were going. 
Whenever I overheard someone yelling about a problem, my asshole clenched shut so 
tight my legs went numb, and I could hear the police coming out of the lobby to take me 
away. By the time the month actually ended, I was a nervous wreck, to scared even to 
look at the accounts and see where the money was. But I knew there was work to do, and 
I if didn’t do it, people would find out, even if they hadn’t already.  

So people started closing out my accounts. Cashiers checks were drawn, 
transfers were made. The money was busted up into little pieces, and spread around, 
bouncing from one account to the next. The money eventually landed in places where 
nobody could possibly track it. Rolling investments and property and cash took up most 
of it. All of the initial transfer accounts were closed by noon the next working day, when 
people started to notice that things were wrong. Companies hadn’t received funds, 
nobody balanced, customers were threatening to walk. It was chaos. People were in tears 
at their desks. People dug through files and computers looking for the right account 
numbers, trying to see where things went wrong. By the next day, people were arguing 
about whether it was a joke or a lot of random typos or some kind of massive fraud. 
Mike, the east coast head, the guy who did my job for the other half the country, was the 
most panicked, since most of the missing money was from his department. I was working 
so much with my team and his team that I couldn’t even get out for lunch. Yvette brought 
me food, and we ate in my office, discussing the problem. The gleam came into her eye 
when she mentioned the fraud angle, suddenly looking excited. She talked about how 
cool it would be if it was all stolen by someone. She suspected Mike, but didn’t think he 
had the balls. I tried to get her to admit she didn’t really think it was something great to 
have happened, but she stood firm. Her enjoyment in the concept of the theft turned me 
on so much that we fucked right there on my desk, crushing the last half of lunch, with 
chaos all around outside the doors.  

I stayed there for the impending investigation. Bank workers said that the man 
who set up the account asked if his business associate, Mike, could be signed up for the 
account, as well. It happened rare enough for the police to think it might have been a slip 
up. All the ID’s acquired to open the accounts were clearly fake, and poorly forged. The 
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guys making the fake personas were caught, for the most part, and it turned out this kid 
who lived down the street from Mike was the one who bought them all. The kid refused 
to say who he got them for. Most suspicious of all was the fact that some money had been 
transferred into Mike’s personal bank accounts, with little explanation. He said he had no 
idea how it happened. Some girls said that he used to brag about his big plans for the 
company while he was screwing them, and that he was always a little shady. There was 
some suspicion as to why I worked there, considering how much money and success I 
had, but all I had to do was point out Yvette, and they could understand why I had stayed. 
There was a lot of money missing, but I had enough for them to decide I wouldn’t really 
need more enough to steal. Mike had car payments and high rent and credit card bills. He 
was clearly the more likely suspect. 

Two months into it, the investigation ended with the arrest and trial of Mike. He 
refused to say where the money was, but was found guilty by a jury of his peers, and 
sentenced to thirty years in jail. I was already filtering the money through my channels, 
and tucking it away in my foreign accounts. It was going to take some time. Less what I 
left in Mike’s account, and what I left lingering in some of the other’s, to lead a trail to 
him, I still had over 112 million dollars from the job.  

The investigation did bring to light all my other money and businesses. I got a 
lot of bitterness from my team members who hated me for having so much money, and 
working because I thought it was fun. So I bought a massive house on the coast in 
Portugal, and asked Yvette if she wanted to help me break it in. She said yes before I 
could mention the house in France, or the building in Germany, or the old Irish castle that 
needed some fixing up.  

Every few years or so, the guys and I go on vacation, pretending to be going on 
some kind of big, fancy heist of an art gallery of jewelry story or something. Sometimes 
we really do take something big, but usually we just sit around somewhere sunny and 
spend money on all of life’s pleasures, and then I go home to Yvette with a necklace 
worth three quarters of a million dollars, either freshly stolen, or from my old stash. I’ve 
never yet been caught or suspected of any wrongdoing. At present, only half of my 
income is from anything illegal. The rest of my businesses are doing well enough to earn 
on their own, and the percentage to which they overwhelm the dirty money increases 
each year. Eventually, I’ll be a perfectly legitimate businessman. Yvette says she’ll still 
want to fuck me anyway, though.  

I am finally thinking of getting into drugs. Just not the illegal kind. The 
pharmaceutical companies are raking in the money now, and I’m getting jealous. I figure 
as long as this country is going to defend the pill-makers’ rights to price-gouge, while 
keeping its people from getting cheap pills elsewhere, its got to be a good investment. 
Max and I are discussing going in on something. We’ll see. From what the accountants 
are showing me now, as much as I made on that bank gig, this could be the best take I’ve 
ever pocketed.  
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What thWhat thWhat thWhat the Fascists Gave Mee Fascists Gave Mee Fascists Gave Mee Fascists Gave Me    
 
 
 
When those fascist bastards took control of everything, we never knew what was 

happening. They did it with smiles and empowering speeches, trying hard to look like our 
best friends and next-door neighbors and dads, and we all fell for it. Like that joke, about 
how the Nazi’s invaded Poland so quickly by walking backwards and telling everyone 
that they were leaving. Evil bastard after evil bastard showed up, offering praise and 
promise, telling us all how we were all getting even better lives, how the world was 
improving, and did it so convincingly that we believed them, even as everything started 
to fall apart all around us. If they’d told us their plans, we would have torn them to pieces 
and sold the bits as jewelry, but they were clever, and they were slow. That’s how you 
boil a frog, you know. Turn the heat on slowly, so the frog doesn’t even know it’s being 
killed until it’s too late. By the time we all looked around and saw what was happening, 
we already had curfews and soldiers on ever streetcorner, armored vehicles with mounted 
guns looking for anyone who could fit the vague description of a political dissident or 
malcontent, thereby being a threat to all of our happiness. We didn’t have the freedom or 
power to do anything about it, so we accepted it. The fascists won.  

I’d been spending a lot of time with Jas and Marty, hanging around their place, 
because there isn’t a lot to do in a police state. In all this time Jas keeps talking about this 
new girlfriend of his, pretty little thing who comes around and cleans his place. But in all 
the time I’ve been there, in varying shades of inebriation, occupying some random 
volume of the apartment, I have never seen any evidence of her hide, and the place has 
very clearly not been cleaned in a month. The poor guy. He’s obviously in shock, the girl 
having been abducted by ethnic Albanians with an ax to grind and a powerful lust for 
idealistic white girls, or worse still, captured by the fascist powers in brutal command and 
locked away in a dank gulag. Either way, she can expect a narrow range of bestially 
terrible meals, and some really wild sex. I hear the prisons now are like sex clubs with no 
lights or music, just the steady, slapping rhythm of sweaty bodies pounding into one 
another and the constant din of heavy breathing and gasping and moaning. Put anyone in 
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a cell for long enough with nothing to do but each other, and they’re going to get frisky. 
This is a universal truth that separates us from the animals; we’ve built entire cities out of 
sheer need for someplace new to bring a freshly seduced or kidnapped mate back to. 
We’ll see Karyn in six months, completely redefined by a sexual genesis of cold bars and 
wet stone; a new form of predator capable of causing delusional fantasy and absolute 
incapacitation with the subtlest twists of her body. At this time someone will find Jas, 
broken and bleeding on the floor, three inches from death, weeping with absolute delight, 
while behind him Karyn sleeps peacefully, Jas’s blood still drying at the corners of her 
mouth, strips of his flesh caught in her wicked fingernails.  

Sometimes the fascists bring us sheer joy.  
Their generosity is hidden behind all the layers of filth and evil and violence, 

like the golden heart at the center of some kind of awful machine. The fascists look a lot 
like machines, really, with their love of industry and seeming lack of need for clean air. 
The second it became legal for them to shoot hippies for protesting, all the green laws 
went down, and the factory owners gave a whoop of delight, stripping all the filters and 
cleaners from their processes. Within the first year, the air turned a sickly yellow, burning 
your throat and lungs like acid with every gasp. We know that this won’t hurt us in the 
long run, because they told us so themselves, with the new, hard-nosed grimaces that 
replaced the kindly-uncle smiles we used to see when we were being told the ways of the 
world. All of these factories are good things, because they give us jobs and something to 
do with our lives. Mostly they make more factories, more armored cars, more soldiers. 
There’s an image that springs to my mind, of old, looped animation, a factory where 
robotic, sinister snowmen build more robotic, sinister snowmen in a never-ending cycle; 
terrible, mighty armies of coal-black frowns, teeth sharp as razors, and twigs with the 
strength of a dozen men that never, ever melted, through some kind of pact with the 
devil. This is the perfect image of our leaders; some unholy monstrosity, the kind of beast 
that should not be, constantly giving birth to itself, growing exponentially, becoming 
more wicked and powerful every day to an end that nobody can see, fueled by it’s own 
hidden agendas. These are our fascist leaders. 

The fascists gave me everything I ever wanted.  
Our town had turned into a city-wide ghetto overnight, covered in it’s own dirt 

and filth, so dark and vile I couldn’t even believe my own memories of it ever being 
anything different. Blue skies and streets that glimmered after a fresh rain at night, slick 
and reflecting a hundred colors shining from lights and bar windows, these were things of 
my imagination, and not a part of the actual world. The reality was gray and yellow and 
smelled like it had been dead two weeks gone. In the sick reality, Jas, Beetle and I were 
in a band together, but not the music kind. If I was to pin down the day my life changed, 
aside from the day we let our first crooked politician into the doors of office instead of 
lynching him while rabid animals chewed on his genitals, then it would be the night we 
were supposed to play at the Hut. There weren’t many places to go anymore, the clubs 
and bars had mostly been destroyed in raids or riots, leaving burnt-out shells of buildings 
and rubble behind. To go to a show, you had to go into one of the handful of converted 
buildings, masquerading as civilian places, where slapstick stages were thrown together, 
and you could watch a show with friends while drinking liquor that was reasonably 
priced, until you found out what it was made from, or the imported stuff for more money 
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than anyone should be able to afford. The Hut was one of these; a gray, tattered Victorian 
house in the middle of a civilian area, turned into a club with sledgehammers and 
chainsaws.  

A few minutes before showtime, we were still several blocks away. Just Jas, still 
broken and delusional and talking about how much his ‘girlfriend’ was looking forward 
to watching us, and myself. Beetle was supposed to be there already, getting everything 
set up. It was a good thing, too, because I couldn’t remember what we were supposed to 
be doing. Ever since the fascists came and turned the country into a pestilent, foggy heap, 
my memory had been lapsing out on me. Maybe it was the deadly fog from the factories 
or the third-rate bootleg booze or something the bastards put in the water to keep us all 
docile, but I was only ever a spitting distance away from forgetting what I was doing or 
why. So Beetle was setting us up for god-knows-what, and Jas and I needed to stop by an 
aging punk named Robin’s house to get something before the show. A canvas bag, full of 
something we apparently needed, but I don’t have time to look at. We ran the rest of the 
way to the Hut, so at seven, when we’re supposed to start performing, we’re still standing 
outside in the crowds of people. With some light pushing and shoving, we make our way 
around to the back, but Beetle isn’t there among the crowd. I can hear the DJ inside 
announcing my name, so I know we’re out of time, shoving through the crowd as quickly 
as possible, up the stairs to the back of the stage, where a flimsy wall made of plywood 
separates the crowd from myself. When I try to open the massive double doors, even less 
sturdy than the wall itself, they shake and wobble, but are locked. Through the cracks at 
the side, I can see the crowd, looking, waiting, growing less and less patient, so I kick the 
doors, sending the lock flying in a spray of splintered wood, and run out on the stage, 
followed by Jas. On a stand in front of me is the cue sheet for the performance, but after 
seeing it I’m even more confused about what I’m supposed to do with it; a blurred list of 
words, random and barely readable.  

We perform from this? 
I look over at Jas, who shrugs, and looks around himself like he’s never been on 

stage before, and it was right then, turning back to the crowd, clearing my throat to start 
reading words at random, that I noticed the crowd. Among the silent, blank faces, were 
dozens of armed guards, aiming weapons at me. Suddenly, the stage felt like it was 
floating; Beetle set us up alright! He turned the whole club over to the police state, and 
pinned something on us that had a summary shooting squad aiming at me like I just 
kicked their grandmother’s corpse. With the dazed Jas in tow, I run back through the 
door, bullets tearing up the imitation all, drowning out the shrieks of the terrified crowd 
and the feedback from the stereo as the DJ tries to get the hell out of dodge. Back through 
the crowds, confused and frightened, and leaping out the back door, never slowing down, 
running through backyards and alleys as quickly as is humanly possible. If I’d have 
turned around, I know I would have seen the flocks of mindless brutes storming out the 
doors, shattering jaws with rifle butts and stomping anyone who got in the way of the 
pursuit. Every kid and innocent civilian that got beat was giving us a few more seconds to 
escape, since a cop can never resist squeezing someone, even if they’re in a hurry. They 
didn’t have to worry, since they had the vehicles, and we were on foot. If we could just 
get to Puck’s house, we’d be safe. Nobody knew anything about Puck’s house; a sort of 
underground railroad-styled commune for anyone who needed a place to stay, was too 
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drunk to move, or didn’t want to deal with the bastards, where you could lie low, and buy 
completely natural, homegrown drugs or alcohol from the private distillery. More than 
that, Puck was a friend, and willing to shoulder the burden of a friend in need with a 
target on his back.  

The kids getting stomped bought us the time we needed, scrambling down the 
back stairs to the basement and collapsing on cold concrete and worn cardboard at the 
bottom. Puck’s mom stood over us, welcoming us in while we explain about the show 
and the raid and the set-up. She disappeared, leaving us to the dark and our own paranoia, 
listening carefully for any sound that could be the distant stomping of stormtroopers, like 
thunder, trampling everything in their path that may get between their boots and our 
skulls. When she got back, she was carrying food, leading us up the stairs to the main 
house, where anyone who couldn’t be trusted were turned out, and those who could were 
sitting next to windows, peering from behind curtains while holding tight to the guns they 
polished and oiled every day until they gleamed and shone, reflecting the dream images 
of tearing into the fascists with a hail of bullets, cutting them in half, leaving little more 
than pulped meat and stains. It was a fantasy we all shared, but would cost us more than 
we could take, bringing the fight to the bastards with their body armor and tanks and 
explosions and bad mojo. There was a block down by the river that though they could 
fight back when some of the local boys were being ground into the sidewalk for refusing 
to share their money and their girlfriends with the soldiers in charge. Strung the bastards 
up good, from streetlights and tall fences, made themselves look tough, like badasses, to 
keep the other soldiers out of their part of town. Poor jackasses never heard that if you’re 
gonna poke a bear with a stick, you’re gonna get mauled. As soon as word reached 
command about what happened, they showed up in force, not to arrest, but to teach a 
lesson to the entire city about what happens when you fight back. Fires burned for days, 
the bodies of everyone who got in the way still laying where they fell in the street, rotting 
and festering with nobody left to come collect them, and when all was said and done 
there wasn’t a building left standing. Anyone who gets too upset can still walk down 
there, to the charred ashes and blackened skulls of children who wound up on the wrong 
side of the barrel. At Puck’s place they knew better than to start something unnecessary, 
but they also had a line in the sand that nobody wanted to cross; Puck’s considered itself 
its own country, and was full of the only people crazy enough to be willing to kill the 
bastards and then disappear for as long as they had to. Most of them were on the run or 
hiding out anyway.  

An airhorn blows and the guys at the windows shoulder their guns and rush 
outside, surrounding me. Puck is jumping down from the cab of a semi truck, smiling at 
me, and claps me on the shoulder, commending me for the way I pissed off the fascist 
bastards this time. There’s a station wagon parked behind the truck, and I recognize 
almost everyone in it. People who I knew well, caught in the same mess because they 
were also people that Beetle knew well enough to have something to give over on them. 
All of my stuff that they could grab had been loaded into the truck, along with everyone 
else’s; the remainder of our lives, all we’ll be able to salvage. We’d never be able to go 
back home again, our houses now the property of the government, to be cleaned out and 
given away to whatever pig of the week managed to exceed the skull-cracking quota, or 
managed to bring in the best piece of ass for their commanding offer to rape. At least I 
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had the knowledge that Puck shot two soldiers who caught them by surprise, storming in 
before my friends managed to slide out the back door with the last of my stuff. A pair of 
bloody corpses in my place would have marked me for death, if they weren’t already 
looking to kill me anyway. As it is, we’re all officially on the lam, and we had to get out, 
fast, before someone bothered to set up a perimeter to catch us. A few stragglers who 
weren’t at home when they were rounding up possessions would follow soon, but they’d 
be searching trucks soon, and it’d be best if we were already gone by then.  

There were three places we could go, safehouses set up that would be our new 
homes, and we had to make a choice, fast. Like choosing a prize blindfolded, nobody 
knew what exactly it was that they were signing up for. One couple chose door number 
three, everyone else took door number one. I chose number two, myself, but when they 
asked me to pick they referred to me as ‘you guys’, leaving me wondering who else I was 
choosing for. There was no time for questions, and I was put into a pair of coveralls to 
match Puck’s, and climbed into the truck cab.  

Door number one turned out to be a campground, out in the woods, with cabins 
and outhouses and a communal mess hall and great room. It looked like the kind of place 
a company would have gone to for a spirited retreat, if it was still 1952, full of stories and 
inspirational speeches and games. The entire area was covered overhead by a series of 
camouflage nets and branches, to make it look like nothing more than shrubs and 
underbrush. Puck pointed out the shed full of supplies to keep the place up, and explained 
the routine through which they would be able to get more supplies delivered twice a 
month, and how to ask for special things. They would, on occasion, be asked to shelter 
more enemies of the state, and would help set up other campgrounds on the other 
mountains, so the chain could continue. Someday, when there was a revolution, it would 
come from groups of people spirited away in hidden mountain compounds, sneaking out 
to strike and then disappear again, like Castro and Che and their freedom fighters. While 
we unloaded their belongings, the couple who chose the third door asked questions about 
their own fate, which was living in a place called Rat City. Named because it existed 
between the walls of the world, it was a connected network of hidden rooms, secret 
passages, hollowed out and fixed up abandoned buildings, and secret underground 
structures. An entire town built into the places that the world didn’t know existed, which 
kept hidden hundreds of people, with their own homes, their own stores. With the 
concern on their face over being in a place called Rat City, however nice it may end up 
being, Puck slapped me on the shoulder and laughed, telling me I was the only one living 
somewhere actually built by a madman; theirs only sounded like it was, on paper.  

Puck is great at comforting people. 
With the truck empty, we drove on, until the sun came up, and stopped in a pull-

off. Through the woods we walked, up to a wall of solid stone, leading thirty feet up to 
where a mountain had been cut in half by time and nature. We walked along the wall, 
until we were beside a part that was completely overgrown by vines of ivy and heather 
and more kinds of green thing than I could identify. He pushed aside a curtain of it, and 
pressed on a niche in the stone, opening a door that swung inward, leaving an open cave 
mouth. Down the dark stone corridor we went, until it suddenly became bright and open.  

The cave was open on top, the stone walls driving straight up for thirty feet, and 
then opening up to a canopy of trees another twenty or thirty feet above that. The air was 
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cool and crisp and smelled like fresh moss and clean water. The floor was covered with a 
layer of moss, like carpet, clean and soft and cool to the touch, patterns set into it with 
smooth stepping stones, leading from the areas and up cut-stone steps. Everything inside 
was carved into the stone; the bed cut in a deep niche in the wall, the round table with a 
circular bench around it, the counters and sink. A soothing sound of water filled the 
place, as it was full of streams. Some of them running through the middle of the floor, 
with little bridges over them, for pure decoration, one running through the back of the 
counter, which was my never-ending faucet. To fill the sink, I set a wooden dam in, 
letting the water swell until I pulled it out again. A small pool bubbled out of a nook in 
the side of the wall, with hot water steaming out, overflowing, and running into a tiny 
hole in the floor; evidence of isolated hotsprings. Puck pointed over to the side of the 
room, where a series of pools set on different levels sat. A much larger hotspring, a long, 
cool pool, another, lower pool, in constant whirlpool motion. Trees grew inside, with 
branches bent and twisting, branches like shelves.  

Puck set down a box against the wall, laughing at my awe, waving his arm 
around to display my cave home. Built by a madman, he repeated to me, and beckoned 
me to the center of the room. He pointed above me, to what I couldn’t see, which was 
clear pastic roofing, which would keep out the rain and the weather. It would stay dry in 
the rainy season, and, thanks to the hotsprings, it should stay warm in the winter, while 
not being too hot during the summer. The secret of the place was that, even though it 
looked like a cave, even a fancy one, with everything I needed from cupboards to a 
dresser cut out of the walls, it was more civilized than that. In the corner of the cave, 
beneath the moss and protective tubing, were cables that led to hidden plug-ins. A gift 
from the pirated power lines that passed through the area not far away. Untraceable, but 
completely usable. He motioned to another curtain of vines and plantlife, pushing it aside 
to show a stone toilet, with a back filling up with springwater, leading down, he said, to 
an underground stream that would take everything away, like Bambi’s sewer system. 
There was a rig on another  hotspring near the pools which, if you pulled on a rope, 
would pour water down like a shower, and in the middle of the stone floor by the 
counters were a series of metal circles, what looked like manhole covers. When you 
opened the latch, they rose out of the ground four feet, to reveal a series of shelves, kept 
cool, cold, or frozen, depending on the cylinder. Cooking was done over fire, or in a 
stone oven. The couple headed to the secret city set down the last boxes of my salvaged 
belongings, while the driver of the station wagon pushed my mattress on the bed nook. 
They stopped and looked around, smiling, and told me that ‘she will love it.’ At this, 
Puck snapped his fingers and jumped off the upper part of the room to face me, telling me 
that he got a call while I was staring like a mental patient at my new home, and ‘she’ was 
already on her way, past the guards, and would be here that afternoon.  

After explaining how it’d work when we got our deliveries of supplies, and 
wishing me good luck, they all left to drop off the final refugees in their new home, and 
then return to the city. While the couple in Rat City would be getting a job to help the 
community, and Jas and his fellows in the woods were building more cabins to help hide 
even more people, the place I was living seemed of no use. My cave wasn’t big enough 
for more than myself and this mystery girl, and while I was close enough for the 
occasional visit to the campsites, I wouldn’t be much help to them. Puck had mentioned 
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something about me being a guide, when I knew the woods around me better, but who 
knows what I would be guiding, or why. The cave itself was a remnant from a crazy old 
man in the woods, and it’s gift to me was, I guess, a gift to an old friend, since it wouldn’t 
be much good to the revolution anyway. Already comfortable in the new place, I started 
to unpack the boxes that had been saved from my home, before it was annexed by the 
bastards, to get ready. The first thing I grabbed out of a box was a picture of Alysse, and 
it hit me suddenly; some of this stuff was hers. One of the girls we grew up with, every 
bit as good a friend as addled Jas or the fighting Puck, who I’d just started seeing 
romantically a few months ago. She must be the one coming, the ‘she’ who would love 
the cave.  

There was nobody I would have rather shared a cave with in the middle of 
nowhere. 

That, then, is how it was to end up. A perfect little paradise, beautiful and alive 
and secluded, where only friends knew where I was, where I share my days with the girl 
of my dreams, who had actually been my ideal girl before I even knew what I thought an 
ideal girl was. I was given this beautiful home and all my supplies delivered to my cave 
door, all in exchange for leading revolutionaries and enemies of the fascist bastards in 
charge around the wilderness. I left a house with cracked plaster walls and stained 
ceilings because I couldn’t get the hot tar I needed to patch my roof anymore, where I 
killed time, waiting for nothing to happen, and tried to stay out of the factory work that 
was a certain death sentence. Chased out of the gray and ugly life, forced to leave it all 
behind, for a perfect paradise and happiness with the girl I loved. Betrayed by a fat 
bastard I thought was my friend, and shot at by my leaders and self-proclaimed 
protectors, forced into a place where the only people who had any chance of finding me 
were the ones I wanted to know where I was. It was like a dream. Like Heaven. If I ever 
returned to the city, I’d kiss that ugly Judas right on the mouth for setting me up, and 
shake the hand of the grimacing, sinister, soulless masters of tin soldiers for sending 
goons after me. They didn’t know it, but they did me the biggest favor anyone ever could. 

Those evil fascist bastards gave me everything I had ever wanted.  
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ShaleShaleShaleShale    
 
 
 
This one time my friend Cliff lost his kitty-cat.  
It just vanished without a trace, amidst one of the most chaotic nights Seven 

Rivers has ever seen; one minute in his arms, and the next, nowhere to be seen. I don’t 
actually know if you’d call it HIS cat, since he found it only a while before, but, really, it 
doesn’t change the story. Listen.  

He was sitting in his car on Pastoral Greens Road, down by Jackson. He says 
that with everything that happened, he doesn’t even remember why he was there, if he 
had been running errands or what. He could be telling the truth, or he could be 
embarrassed to admit it, like if he was just visiting the adult bookstore down there, or off 
renting those chick-flicks he watches. Either way, what he remembers is sitting there in 
his car, listening to the radio, waiting for a song to end before he started his car. That’s 
when I called.  

Things hadn’t been going really well for me, and I was looking for someone to 
commiserate. I wanted him to meet me at a bar called McGillavry’s to shoot the breeze; 
talk about life, and the things that were bothering me. Cliff is the kind of guy who’ll sit 
and have a quiet drink and shoot the shit all night, when a lot of people would rather find 
the loudest place they can so nobody can talk about anything. He was also one of the few 
friends who’ll be willing to meet you at 2 in the morning, which is as soon as I could get 
off work.  

With not a lot to do that day, Cliff didn’t bother going home, but decided to go 
for a walk instead, and to find out the exact time, since the clock in his car had broken 
some months before, when a passenger that may or may not have been me spilled what 
may or may not have been a Dr. Pepper on it. Just a few blocks down the road he saw a 
petite girl with eyes he knew he’d seen before, deep, brown, and soulful. Everything 
about the girl seemed familiar; her hair, brown, with little hints of red brought out by long 
days in the sun, the lingering scent of spring flowers that he knew by heart, yet he 
couldn’t place who she was or where he knew her from. He pushed those blocks in his 
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memory aside, smiling and greeting the girl. Recognition instantly flashed on her face, 
and the two of them stood on the walkway and made small talk, catching up, even though 
Cliff couldn’t remember the point he was being caught up from. However little he may 
have remembered, though, he was enjoying her company well enough, and the two of 
them decided to kill some time together until it was time for Cliff to meet me. They 
walked together down the street, past stores and alleys, talking. Shortly after they started, 
the pair of them passed an access street behind a strip mall, and a black cat with white 
feet and a white diamond on it’s forehead leapt into Cliff’s arms from the top of a 
dumpster. There were no tags on the cat, and it started purring as soon as he scratched its 
ear, so Cliff decided to take it with them. 

Neither was paying attention to where they were going as they walked, or how 
long they had been walking, so when the mystery girl stopped suddenly and looked 
around, as though she had just remembered that she left the stove on, Cliff didn’t know 
what to expect. Turning back to him with a mischievous glint to her eyes, she grabbed 
him by the arm, while he was still cradling his new kitty, and pulled him down a side-
street, behind neglected buildings, to a rusted metal access door set into the ground. Only 
vaguely familiar with where they were, completely uncertain about why she had taken 
them there, he asked her what she was doing. With a broad smile on her face, she stooped 
down and pried up the rusted metal hatch. She told him to go in, and followed behind, 
closing the hatch after herself. Inside there was a faint flow from the dim emergency 
lights still functioning inside. Cat secured in one arm, Cliff made his way down the 
ladder to the bottom, and as his eyes adjusted to the light, and he heard the sound of his 
companion’s feet hitting the solid ground, he realized he was in a service tunnel just off 
the old Fastrack line.  

Between two and three decades earlier, Seven Rivers was a growing town, with 
new communities being built, promising new career fields taking root, and at least one 
half-insane multi-millionaire eccentric. Arden Titus had been a resident of Seven Rivers 
for a while, and saw it as a city of opportunity; a place that could only grow. Somewhere 
in his mind, I think, it was the roots for a perfect future utopia. Nobody ever claimed 
Arden was in possession of all his wits. What he had instead was a dream for the city, and 
enough money to help back it up. He purchased a lot of waterfront property, right where 
the Crystal Creek and the Beaver Trail flow together to form the Wendell River, and 
started drawing up big plans for his town. He imagined a huge cultural area, inspired by 
the World’s Fairs, which left behind lingering memories for host cities, and to go along 
with that vision he wanted to build a giant tower, a slightly smaller Eiffel tower with 
more gothic design. When he showed his plans to the city council, promising to gift the 
land over to them if they would support his idea, it was a big hit. With Arden Titus 
offering up so much money to help the project, it seemed like a winning idea, and 
construction began immediately. Arden saw to the tower himself, and top architects were 
brought in to build a giant convention center on the opposite shore, with an incredibly 
modern  shopping center going in on the wedge of land between the two rivers. In 
anticipation of the flocks of people who would be coming to the games and events, an 
underground train system was set up. Only nine stops in total, the Fastrack, as it was 
called, was still incredibly progressive for a town that size.  
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In it’s first year, the Seven Rivers Exposition was a huge hit. Music, theatre, 
dancing, games, contests and art; it was a gathering of people from all over the 
neighboring communities. Like a cross between a state fair and the larger worlds fairs it 
was designed to emulate, the exposition was an amazing event, and the draw to the town 
was even better than expected. For one month, Seven Rivers was packed beyond capacity 
with visitors wanting to join in. After the official exposition ended, the convention center 
was available to be rented out, as were the open squares. People on vacation would stop 
to see the sites, to shop in the gleaming, modern stores and play in the arcades. 
Businesses from all over the state would rent the convention center hall for their meetings 
and retreats. For the rest of the year, Arden started working on arrangements for the next 
coming year’s exposition, so that by the time ten months had passed since the last one, he 
already had a small army of men in there repainting buildings and getting everything 
ready for a new influx of people.  

This went on every year for five years; Arden working with city officials to put 
together a festival that would make Seven Rivers feel like the center of the world for a 
month out of ever year. And then, after the fifth annual Seven Rivers Exposition, Arden 
was unreachable for several weeks. When he finally returned, he came with moving 
trucks and bad news, leaving behind our city for somewhere new. He left behind all his 
ownership in the property, and all his plans and contacts from the previous expositions, 
but he took his money with him. In the newspapers and on streets, everyone said that this 
next Exposition was going to be just as good as any of the others had been, but in the 
evenings, at home or the bars, everyone wondered if the city could pull it off. When the 
time finally came around, the town got its answer. None of the a-list musical acts they 
had before would return without Arden’s influence and finances, and the best they could 
find were some local bands and a few old groups that had broken up and come back 
together so many times that they were touring under a classic band name with only one 
original band member. Hearing that Titus was out of the picture, some of the other 
supporters balked as well, leaving the entire project under funded. The town borrowed 
money and cut corners, but the cuts were poorly hidden; buildings dirty and old, 
patchwork paint barely covering bits of graffiti or cracks in the walls, shining and 
obvious over the faded paint of the previous year. The arcades had no new games, the 
contests were poorly run, and the prizes were minimal compared to previous years. It was 
a disaster; people demanding money back for weeklong tickets bought beforehand, hotels 
losing reservations left and right as word got out. Businesses who had come to count on 
that month for a third of their income were left wondering what they were going to do. 
When the exposition was over, the entire town felt the weight of the disappointment.  

The following year, it was announced that the exposition would be postponed 
for a year, to try and fix the mistakes of the previous debacle. But when another year had 
gone, the city coffers were no fuller. The shops that had been counted on for support had 
little to give, their own wallets already hurting from their big failure one year, followed 
by no business boom at all the next one. Half of them were shutting down and moving 
their business elsewhere, and the half that remained had nothing to spare. An entire year’s 
neglect put even more wear on the buildings and structures, and the expense for upkeep 
was just too great. The exposition was put on hold indefinitely. A year later, the Fastrack 
stations were gated up and the trains shut down. Two more years passed, and the 
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convention center was sold as warehouse space to a shipping business who wanted the 
waterfront property. The rest of the land was divvied up, fences put up around most of the 
attractions, with the buildings converted or torn down. Only the shopping center on the 
little island between the two rivers remained in any form, and even that had completely 
changed from its former shining glory. All the rest of the history, the expositions and the 
hope of the city, was quickly forgotten under the dirt and disappointment, like a disaster 
that nobody cared to remember.  

Cliff had barely even known about the Fastrack line at all, and had no idea that it 
still existed. He had assumed it would have been filled in or closed off or bought and 
turned into a restaurant that he couldn’t afford to eat in. It had never been something he 
invested a lot of thought in. Standing in that tunnel, next to a girl he did not know how he 
knew, he felt excited, like he was exploring a haunted house. The smile remained on her 
face, and she led him to the back of the short service tunnel, where a small, flat cart was 
placed on the tracks, like the handle carts Cliff had seen in Looney Tunes cartoons, only 
without the handle. He asked how she intended to use the cart, since the power had 
probably been cut off from the rails. She just smiled and looked around for a switch. 
There was a slight hum when she flipped it, and she gestured for him to join her on the 
cart. These carts, she explained, were for use by the repair crews, so they had to work 
even when the power was out, and so ran on their own batteries. On some previous 
exploring expedition to the tunnels, she had discovered that the carts powered off the 
same system that powered the emergency lights, so were still charged. Nobody expected 
the carts to work, so they hadn’t been vandalized, and they were too heavy to be worth 
stealing.  

Slowly but steadily, the two of them went through the dark tunnels, talking 
quietly with their voices echoing along ahead of them. They passed through a vacant 
station, with tiles crumbling and the platform stained with dripping water, well over a 
decade since human feet stood there. Through more dark tunnels, taking them underneath 
the busy streets and commerce of the city, into the industrial district near the river, long 
gone to factories and warehouses and shipping yards. Ahead of them, golden light of a 
sunset cut through the thick, dusty air of the tunnel. Beside the track, huge chunks of 
concrete and asphalt, little mounds of crumbling dirt, all the remains of what used to 
separate the tunnel from the world above were scattered around. The track was mostly 
clear, but as they passed slowly, Cliff and the girl looked up through the holes to the sky, 
catching glimpses of the dark metal tower, blocked off for so long. They stopped the cart 
just past the tower station, two of the support legs for the tower piercing the ceiling and 
diving through the floor, in what had been considered at the time of building to be a bold 
interaction for passengers entering the station, being in the foundation of something so 
grand. All around the legs, cracks were growing in both ceiling and floor, making the pair 
of them uncomfortable. They walked past the worn steps leading to gated doorways, and 
found a service hatch to climb to the surface. The hatch opened up inside the tall fence 
that had been around the tower for as long as either of them could remember, and they 
walked on the littered ground that had once been the focal point of the whole area. The 
carefully designed pattern of the open square was now worn away by sunlight and dirt, 
splatters of paint and mud, interwoven with intricate cracks from the unique pattern of 
decay that took the area, betraying the neglect and, perhaps, the quality of the original 
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workmanship. From above, the holes down to the tunnels seemed even larger, making all 
of the ground seem more dangerous than it should be. Still, alone in someplace where 
people seldom got to see, they had to explore, and so they walked closely beneath the tall 
metal structure, paying close attention to where their feet landed, listening for the 
cracking sounds of danger behind their conversation. As they grew more comfortable, 
they started running around, playing games with the cracks and swinging on the pillars.  

With a crack and a rumble that they could feel throughout their entire bodies, 
which shook them so hard they couldn’t even say for certain they heard it at all, the 
ground shuddered and fell several inches. Grabbing his unnamed friend by the wrist, Cliff 
ran away from the leg they had been swinging on, towards the fence and more stable 
ground. Their backs to the fence, they watched the leg sink even more into the ground, 
the eroding, damaged, and poor quality metal of the leg twisting and bending with a loud, 
creaking yell. Dust in the air, their hearts pounding, they watched and waited, praying not 
to be crushed under the tower, but it seemed to be settled. Quickly, they found a small 
gap in the fence, and Cliff pulled it open wider so they could slip through, and then they 
made haste, as nonchalantly as possible, across the bridge and into a crowd of people.  

What had once been the most modern of shopping areas, all shining glass and 
polished metal, had not made it through the storm of time unscathed. Now renamed the 
Crystal Beaver Carnival, it was a mixture of commerce and counterculture. Tattoo 
parlors, used music stores and consignment clothing shops filled the buildings that used 
to sell high fashion and souvenirs. Instead of summer dresses and imported shoes, the 
windows were full of leather and lace, spiked choker necklaces and adult toys. The 
arcade had expanded and cheapened, the same games that were once brand new now 
costed only a nickel per play. In the heart of the Industrial part of town, the Crystal 
Beaver hosted open-air concerts and festivities in the summer, a nod back to the days 
when the whole place was filled with games and fun for the entire region, a spark of the 
utopian future dreamed up in one man’s mind. The new events were less a wish for the 
future, though, and more a pastiche of the past; patrons dressed in gothic clothing, and 
updated versions of Victorian dress walked between stores and tents, while carnival 
barkers with tattered leather jackets called attention to freak shows and games based 
more on horror than skill; the innocence pie eating contests replaced by worms and 
beetles. At the end of the square, a semi-permanent stage was set up, where a band made 
some last-minute adjustments before playing. Cliff and his friend joined the crowds, 
sitting outside and eating a pizza. He wasn’t even concerned anymore at how little he 
remembered, because every time she spoke he felt as though he had known her forever. 
She was simply a close friend who, as far as he knew, had no name. When their lunch 
was finished, they walked down a few stores to the poolhall, and played a few games of 
billiards, and after that moved on to the long arcade, spending time and money, and 
laughing loud and hard. Music filled the street, flowed through the wide open doors into 
the center, and begged people out in the open air, where games were in full swing, and 
the band was playing. Above them, fireworks exploded in huge flashes of color.  

Whether due to the rhythmic explosions of the fireworks, reminding him of a 
bell toll, or from something the band said, Cliff suddenly realized the time. He was 
shocked that they had spend so much time already, and he and she ran from the carnival, 
back across the bridge, and back through the hole in the gate of the tower. Neither even 
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noticed that they were running with their hands held tightly, until they slipped through 
the gate, and were standing together, watching fireworks light up the twisted black metal 
frame of the tower. The bursts of light reflected off the girl’s eyes, like lightning trapped 
in amber, and Cliff couldn’t take his eyes away. He realized, holding her close, her face 
inches from his, that this had been the best day he had ever remembered having. Her 
sweet lips pressed to his, and he felt the soft skin of her neck with his fingers. He was 
falling in love with the girl, and he didn’t need names or words to do it. Their arms 
locked around one another, deeply immersed in their kiss and their embrace, the 
fireworks went on overhead, the loud booms shaking the ground beneath them. It wasn’t 
until the screech of bending metal filled the air that they broke apart, looking at the tower, 
twisting and lowering, as if in slow motion. It looked like it was melting. They laughed 
and ran, holding their arms tightly around one another’s waist, to find the hatch that 
would lead them below. The tunnel in front of their cart was full of dust from the 
crumbling earth, so they turned around and went, as fast as the cart would go, down a 
split path, to a tunnel leading to where the bar I was on my way to stood. Clouds of dust 
followed them, along with the echoing thunder of falling stone, as the tower continued to 
fall.  

The fog of debris cleared by the time they passed the next abandoned station, 
but they came to an abrupt halt in the middle of the tunnel before getting to another one. 
The track was blocked by a large fire, burning bright throughout the entire tunnel. Cliff 
couldn’t think where they were, if the fire could have something to do with the tower 
falling, or maybe some misplaced fireworks. It suddenly hit him that the collapse of the 
tower could have somehow turned the electricity back on, which could have started a fire. 
His theory was confirmed by the locked control of the cart, surges in power freezing the 
motor. He helped the girl off the cart, careful to avoid the standing water between the 
tracks, and looked around. With all that had been going on, it dawned on Cliff that he 
hadn’t seen the kitty since the tower had started to collapse. Calling for it did no good, 
even if he had known it’s name, as his voice disappeared into the roar of the fire and the 
wind that rushed past, anxious to feed it more oxygen. Too bright to see through clearly, 
he couldn’t tell if there was a hole going up to the street or not; he could swear he heard 
voices somewhere. In a rush, a group of people came up from behind them, old fire 
extinguishers and fire blankets in hand. Some of these, called to alarm by the fire, he 
recognized as being people I worked with, and tried to warn them against what they were 
trying to use for that kind of fire. Nobody listened, though, and soon the tunnel was full 
of a thick, stinging smoke. 

Almost blind, Cliff called out for the girl, and heard her voice, barely a whisper 
under all the commotion. They fumbled blindly in the dark, until he felt her fingers 
pawing the air near him, and took her hand tightly. She was too afraid to move, so he 
picked her up, squinting his eyes to see through the smoke, and ran away from the fire, 
back to the station they had passed. As they ran away, firemen charged past them, toward 
the fire, long hoses trailing behind them. The gates broken open by panicked passersby 
and firemen, Cliff took the girl he was suddenly so afraid of losing out of the tunnels, and 
up to the street, where the air was clean and cool and clear. Two blocks down the street in 
front of them, I was walking up to the bar. I stopped to watch the excitement, and was 
shocked to see them standing there, amidst it all, frozen in time, as though none of it were 
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happening. Cliff was staring in the girl’s eyes, peaceful smile on his face, coming to a 
realization that this girl he had spent the whole day with, who was staring lovingly into 
his eyes, was someone he HAD known a long time, although they hadn’t seen each other 
recently. She was, in fact, his friend Rachel, who he had secretly had a crush on for years. 
Memories rushed back to him, and he couldn’t believe that he hadn’t recognized her 
instantly, could not even conceive of how he could have missed this. Slowly, he lowered 
her feet to he ground, without letting go of her, and, without moving from their place in 
the middle of the chaos, he pressed his lips to her ears, and whispered that he loved her, 
and kissed her softly. As soon as she smiled, a glint of light from the street caught his 
eyes, and he knelt to find a scattering of metal rings on the street. He picked up a matched 
pair, lying on top of one another, bright silver and covered with carved symbols both 
ancient and familiar, and slipped one on her finger. Rachel put the other on his, and with 
her voice steady and full of affection, softly told Cliff that it must be a sign that they were 
right to find each other. Only after they kissed again did they seem to notice anything of 
the world around them.  

Realizing where they were, they walked down the street toward me, slowly, 
smiling, taking in the sights, as though in an art gallery, until they were standing beside 
me. Rachel let out a yell of surprise, and ran down the block, bending down to pick up a 
cat, and returned, handing it to Cliff, asking how such a small kitty could have gotten so 
far with all the trouble going on. The cat answered with a contended purr. The four of us 
stood in front of McGillavry’s, looking down the street. To the left, lit by the lingering 
end of the fireworks from a concert we could no longer hear, there was the remaining 
wreckage of the toppled tower. To the right, just down the street, was a building burning 
to the ground, controlled from spreading, but too far gone to put out. Taking in the 
beauty, we turned, and went into the bar, where we sat and talked about everything that 
had been bothering me, and everything that had happened. I heard the whole story, from 
the scene that I saw before Cliff and Rachel even knew where they were, to the incredible 
path that brought them there; killing time, exploring the old tunnels, finding and losing a 
kitty in the same day, only to find it once again. The night felt like it was full of 
something bigger than me, bigger even than the problems that had been bringing me 
down. With so much magic and fate and wonder still existing, making days like theirs 
possible, it’s easy to let the bad things wash over you and have hope. By the time we left 
that night I actually felt better, and, to this day, any time I need a little cheering up, I’ll go 
over to Cliff and Rachel’s place, play with the cat, and listen to the story about the time 
Cliff lost his kitty, and found his wife.  
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Prepare yourself for a story. 
This one starts the way all stories worth a damn start: once upon a time, there 

was a girl and a guy. And it is told the way these stories should be told: with the author 
well into his cups and getting deeper.  

This girl and this guy once got along. When they were together, whole worlds of 
nastiness went away. They forgot about problems they’d been having since long before 
they had each other, and in little doses, made the world stay a better place. For a while it 
sounded like things between the pair of them would only get better, that the bonds would 
only grow stronger. 

Time proved that this was not to be. That wretched bitch of passing days and 
lost opportunity revealed that the girl wanted something else; something other than the 
un-ending devotion and affection, the un-yielding passion of the guy. And it proved that 
the guy was somewhat mistaken in the girl’s character, her virtue, and in the faith he put 
both in her, and in the force that brought them together. Just as she passed on to old 
memories and new lies, so did he pass on to fear, loneliness, and disgust—not only for 
the feelings that had wounded him so, but for himself, for falling prey so easily. Alcohol 
washed away some months, while growth, new problems, and hope struggled to chip 
away at others, until such a day arose that he didn’t think about the girl any longer. He 
took what remained of his memories, both good and bad, and turned them into something 
else. With his memories defused, he could let them go, slipping slowly to haze, and then 
to vague recollections, that may have happened to him, or that he may just have heard 
about.  

Free of the girl, months passed more quickly. His days and nights were full of 
things to do, and brought him as far from her as he could be, both in context of mind and 
body. However, it was while in this distant place that she took it upon herself to re-insert 
herself into his life, with a letter unwarranted, unasked for, and inappropriate. Her words 
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offered apology free of forgiveness, but her intentions begged for it, without a word of 
explanation. 

Staring at the letter, the guy’s head spun as the world struggled to pull him 
across continents and oceans, to where he had been the last time her voice reached his 
ears. Surely he had thought it safe to assume he was done with her forever, enough to 
where he had little idea how even to go about responding to her. In the language center of 
his mind, her file had been closed and shipped, taking with it all of the many things he’d 
once used to relate to her, and the most of their shared language.  

As the letter stared him in the face for minute after exhausting minute, he grew 
no nearer to finding his footing, or even to understanding the core of his own feeling. 
When the girl had left him, the guy spent a lot of time writing, praying, and planning for 
her to come back. Any word from her would have been welcome then, if only because 
communication implied contact, and at least some measure of closeness; it meant 
admitting what they had shared. But by then, after all that time, and having undergone 
such effort to burn everything that she had come in contact with, or at least everything he 
didn’t need, this word from her did not carry with it the effect it once would have. 
Instead, he seemed to feel a sort of polite animosity, a cordial dislike, respectful of the 
deep and intense passion, romance and affection he once held for her, now coupled with 
something bordering on violence.  

His own words escaped his memory seconds after being written, and took with 
them both his memory of the day and his plans for the evening. Cold air felt distant and 
foreign when he climbed the spiral stairs and stepped onto the street. No notice of the 
people he passed, or the cars rumbling by. All he noticed was the small shop with a 
display of spirits, which seemed to glow in the dwindling presence of his own. Not 
another thought crept into his head until the latch clicked home to his small rented room, 
like a shock victim who’d been stricken by a freak storm, leaving him only able to try and 
figure out what exactly he had left, where he should go, and pour another glass.  
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All we wanted, Wes, Patrick, his friend Willard, and myself, was to take a train 
across the mountains and visit our friends in college for a week of drinking and partying, 
and then go home. Up until the last part, we were even pretty successful. Then it was time 
to load ourselves back on the train home, exhausted and hung over. We had no way of 
knowing that some crackpot scientist fringes were using the same train to transport their 
secret experimental machine just a few cars down the train. Part of their plan, which we 
couldn’t have known then, was to keep the thing moving in order to keep folk from 
finding it. As far as they knew, it was a one-of-a-kind machine, which would be too 
dangerous in the wrong hands. Like so many other scientists before them, when faced 
with a discovery they were afraid of, their love of the discovery was stronger than their 
sense, so the machine that shouldn’t be taken lightly was kept around instead of being 
destroyed, just waiting for the wrong person to find out about it.  

The wrong people just happened to be on the train with us that day, following up 
on rumors of the machine’s location, some of them riding in the very same car that we 
were. Rick and Willard were asleep the first time they caught my attention, Wes sitting 
across from me playing absently with a deck of cards; not laying them out for solitaire, 
just shuffling them and cutting the deck and shuffling again. We had the aisle seats in the 
coach section, leaving us no room to recline, and nowhere to lean in order to facilitate the 
sleep we craved so much. I didn’t even have a deck of cards to play with, leaving me with 
not much else to do but daydream and watch other passengers. If I had the money for an 
iPod or the sense to bring a book, I’d be sleeping on a bed right now. As it is, when I saw 
a man walking up the train, looking a little like a stunt double for Indiana Jones, it was 
the most entertaining thing going on. Something about the kind of man who actually 
walks around in public wearing a large, worn brown leather coat with matching hat and a 
satchel intrigued me. As he passed through, I caught glimpse of someone who was just as 
interested as I was, whispering and pointing the man out to his atrocities.  

At first, I thought that they were like I was; amused by this strange man, who 
was wearing a ridiculous action-movie outfit, yet looked so dead serious he almost made 
it look genuinely intimidating. The other guys were talking about it even after he had 
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long passed through, on his way to the bar car. They checked their bags carefully and 
whispered and looked over their shoulders to see his return. It was mostly more 
entertainment until I caught one of them pulling something that looked like a gun, and 
then I had to wonder what was going on. I kicked Wes across from me, and nodded at 
them, hoping he would see a lighter or something where I had seen a gun. We were still 
trying to figure it out when the man came back through from the bar car, and the men 
stood up, blocking the aisle to confront him. 

The first man to approach him stuck the thing I’d hoped was a lighter into the 
man’s ribs, producing a look in the man’s face that was a lot harsher, more filled with 
anger and surprise than I think it would have been if it was, in fact, a lighter. A smarter 
man, or one with more sleep, would have looked away and pretended not to see the bad 
men with guns. He would have closed his eyes and pretended to be asleep, and he most 
certainly would NOT have nudged his friends to point out the violence about to ensue, so 
that the entire group could watch as though it was a movie, making themselves witnesses 
to something people get killed to keep quiet about. As it was, I couldn’t stop watching, 
waiting to see what would happen, curious as to why four sinister, sneaky looking men 
would have a problem with some creepy looking dude who wanted badly to be an 
adventurer. Unless he stole their golden idle and ruined their carefully-crafted hidden 
tunnels with giant rolling boulders, it was a mystery to me. Having only ever watched 
fights at concerts and outside bars late at night, all of which usually involve a lot of 
yelling and a little shoving, and end with the two parting ways before any punches are 
thrown, I was expecting much the same, and stared openly as though I had paid five 
dollars and bought a popcorn beforehand. Imagine my surprise when the man in the 
grubby coat set his jaw, and, like lightning, punched the man with the not-a-lighter in the 
face. Not a little kid, schoolyard punch, either, but the kind that made his face distort and 
shake with a terrible sound beyond special effects.  

With one punch, the situation exploded into mayhem and chaotic violence. The 
car become a roar of shouting from the bystanders, women screeching for help and the 
men shouting orders to one another, while the fighting men fit insults and threats in 
between grunts of exertion and pain. Minutes later, the screams made it to the next car, 
and any chance the action star had went out the window when another four men came 
running up the aisle at him. They fought throughout the car, spilling over the seats and 
laps of terrified passengers. Of all the stupid things sleep deprivation and my own lacking 
intellect have ever brought me to do, the worst of them happened when the fight made it 
as far down the train as my seat. Up until then, it was surreal; a movie with the best 3-D 
graphics ever. But when my weird, heroic underdog slammed one of the attacking goons, 
sending him sprawling my way, so that he literally landed on my lap, his elbow bashing 
me in the head, it became performance theatre. I stood up instinctively to get him off me, 
and stomped on his ribs for punching me in the face, unintentional though it may have 
been. And in that one instant, I became a part of the fight. Wes and Rick stood, shocked 
that the violence was on their doorstep, wanting to pull be back from doing anything even 
dumber to the men with guns and grudges, but they weren’t fast enough. Right then, the 
fight was my fight, too. So when my surprise ally was being approached on two sides, I 
shouted a warning for him to look out behind him, while grabbing someone’s metal 
briefcase from the overhead baggage rack, and swung it like a cinderblock at the head of 
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the nearest villain, knocking him delirious with the first blow, and unconscious with the 
second. Enthralled as I was, I barely saw the glint of metal from the strange man’s coat, 
or the powerful swinging arc that resulted in a bone-splitting crunch and blood on the 
wall, and ended with an overhand throw, a short-handled hatched suddenly lodged in the 
man behind him’s chest. All the blood on the wall was no more real to me than colored 
karo syrup, and when the ax-throwing maniac I had decided to throw in with waved his 
arm in a follow-me gesture and ran down the car, I grabbed my friends’ shoulders 
instinctively and took off after him.  

The man charged down the aisle of the next car like a rhino, sending passers by 
scattering before him, and leaving the pair of goon-guards by the door at the other end 
too shocked to pull their weapons in time to avoid being hammered with the back side of 
another hatched pulled like a magician’s rabbit from the guy’s coat.  

“What are you, a lumberjack with all those axes?” 
“I’m called Hatchet. You can see why.” He grinned over his shoulder while still 

running down the train.  
The last car of the train was nothing like the others. Inside what looked like a 

normal door was an astounding array of shining golden metal and polished glass; like a 
second car inside the regular one, with a hundred beams and arms reaching out to the 
walls of the train car. Two slender men with equally thin hair, blond to the point of being 
almost white, were standing beside it, their mouths O’s of surprise at our sudden 
entrance.  

“What’s happening, what are you doing?” The taller of the two men’s eyebrows 
drew down into a scowl. 

“Those ugly sons of bitches recognized me, figgered you was on this train with 
the machine. Tried to jump me and make me give it up. They got the drop on me, but 
these boys here helped me out and we got away. Ain’t gonna last though. They got a lot 
of guys on this train still that ain’t dead yet.” The man who called himself Hatchet shoved 
past the two scientists to a large, worn trunk, kicking it open before reaching in to retrieve 
something I couldn’t quite see.  

“Well, isn’t there anything you can do to stop them?” Hatchet turned back 
around, grinning like a bulldog with a dead cat in his jaws. His hands were working the 
clasps on a strap connecting his belt to a band around his leg, holding at least a dozen of 
the flat, sharp throwing hatchets used in lumberjack competitions everywhere. With his 
coat pulled back, we could see just how many weapons he carried, more than half of 
which were a variety of small axes.  

“Hell, Gilbert, it’s what I do, right? They ain’t got the fucking thing yet, have 
they?” He stooped back into the trunk and pulled out another belt, already heavily laden 
with weapons, which he lobbed at me. Being as brave and quick as I am, I shouted in 
surprise, and got out of the way, letting it hit the ground with a loud clatter. He looked at 
me like a disappointed father, ignoring the men standing next to him for a moment.  

“This isn’t a joke! Do you know what will happen if they get this thing?” 
“They use it to fuck up the world, which we’ll all be too dead to see. You boys 

planning on using those things to help me out?” I picked up the belt, pulling a large gun 
from the leather holster, surprised at how heavy it was. In the other hand, I pulled out one 
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of the handles, trying to get the rubber grip comfortable in my hand. With the two fingers 
I had free, I passed the belt to Rick, who looked as uncomfortable as I was.  

“Are these, uh…loaded?” Hatchet’s face dropped further. 
“Ain’t ANY of you ever used one before?” 
“Not really.” He shook his head, unsnapping his shoulder holsters, pulling free 

his own guns, identical to the one in my hand.  
“Well, stay the fuck in front of me then, and only aim at the bad guys.”  
“Hatchet, no! You intend to fight them HERE?” The taller one, the one who 

wasn’t named Gilbert, was now angry. 
“Well I ain’t gonna get very far rushing back out there. Relax. If you’re all that 

worried, there’s more guns in my trunk. I taught you how to shoot.” 
“We’re men of SCIENCE, we aren’t trained for shootouts and train heists.” Our 

version of a hero shook his head, smiling as though he really thought we were in a movie. 
“You think too small, Link. Play like it’s a scientastic experiment or something. 

Like that Nubile guy’s law, whatsit…actions and reactions and whatnot.” 
“Newton’s law third law of motion?” 
“Sure. For ever sneaky dipshit what wants this machine, there’s a reactionary 

hatchet to split his skull.” 
“You may have missed the point of physical science.” Hatchet shook is head, 

hooking his thumbs under his collar on both sides to straighten his coat.  
“Naw, baby, physical science I got down pat. Just you see.” 
Nobody else in that weird car, glowing and humming like the backlot of a 

science fiction movie, was looking forward to the inevitable sliding of the doors that 
would lead to another explosion of violence. With a gun in one hand and a shining new 
hatchet in the other, I was suddenly much less involved in the battle than I had been when 
I was using a metal box to brain strangers. Guns were far too real, and running had done 
enough to wake me up that I was very much aware of the fact that I very well could die, 
with all of the men on their way to me with many things that were definitely NOT 
lighters. I wanted to run and hide with the science guys, but when I looked back at 
Hatchet, standing there with the largest handguns I had ever seen, practically licking his 
lips with excitement for the moment to come, I had a feeling that he would shoot me just 
as soon as let me hide. Instead, I tried to hide the fact that my hands were shaking, and 
prayed I didn’t piss myself when the door opened.  

I never knew a carriage door could open so fast as when that thing slid open, 
like the shutter of a camera, with so many angry looking guys with guns in the other side 
that I couldn’t see past them. I nearly cut my fingers up, brining up my right hand, 
holding the ax, to support my left with the gun, and I thought both my arms broke when I 
fired at the door, that gigantic gun deafening me and sending shockwaves though my 
body, like the aftermath of a bomb. It took me a moment, frozen dead still with aching 
arms, until I realized that all the dark, moving things in front of me were still trying to kill 
me, which was enough to get me moving again, adding my gun back to the chorus of 
shots. If I hit anything with a single shot, I still don’t know. The gun was empty long 
before I stopped squeezing the trigger, realizing the pointlessness of it, and dropping the 
gun for dead. As some of the guys fell, probably all from the bullets whizzing past us 
from Hatchet, yelling gleefully behind us, fresh goons walked over them. I clutched my 
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little ax in both hands, like a baseball bat, trying to will myself further from everyone 
dangerous. One got too close, and I swung at him, feeling the crunch of the blade hitting 
skull. There wasn’t even any effort for me to keep hold of the handle lodged into the 
guy’s skull.  

I clutched my stomach and ducked behind the other guys, puking all over the 
floor and machinery.  

From behind the action, I could see even Hatchet giving up, holstering empty 
guns and whipping out two of his throwing axes in each hand, hurling them through the 
doorway, hitting four different men. 

“This shit ain’t working guys! We got a plan B going?” he gripped two more 
axes, waiting for someone to peek around the corner. Link was already inside the inner 
cabin of the car, with Gilbert leaning his head out.  

“We can’t protect it here! Everyone get in, quick, it’s almost ready to go!” 
“You heard him, boys! Move your asses to that shiny phone booth, now!” 
We all did as we were told without question. Hatchet was the last one in, sliding 

the doors shut and latching them behind himself. The thing wasn’t even all closed up 
before those bastards started pouring into the car. Our two science guys set about pulling 
levers and hitting buttons, starting the entire thing shaking, humming and glowing in 
random colors, until I thought I had actually crawled inside of some kind of bomb. In that 
instant, I wondered why in the hell I had ever stood up in the first place to help out a 
crazy stranger, or why I had ever believed in said crazy strangers enough to climb into 
some wacky experiment of theirs.  

Then there was a light so bright that it hurt even with my eyes closed, after 
which the machine started calming down, without any of the sounds of the train or the 
shouting jerks who wanted to kill us. I opened my eyes, and saw only green.  

 
“Everyone alive?” Hatchet lifted his nose to the air and sniffed deeply before 

looking around the box at the rest of us.  
“One of you, get the medical kit from over there.” My friends and I looked 

around the gleaming box, still dazed, until we finally saw Gilbert kneeling on the floor, 
cradling Link in his arms, who gasped for air, shaking, his shirt stained a wet, shining red 
across the chest. Hatchet shoved us out of the way, and opened the lid of a bench in the 
metal wall, pulling out a large medical kit which he dropped next to the two scientists 
before kneeling beside them both.  

“What the hell happened to him?” 
“A ricochet, I’m sure, while we were escaping.” 
“Shit. That’s not a good wound. He going to make it?” 
“I don’t know. Lincoln is barely conscious. I’ll do what I can, but some 

additional dressing would help. Take them with you, go see if you can’t find out where 
we are, if there’s anything helpful nearby.” Hatchet nodded and stood.  

“Boys, we’re gonna go take a walk. Get the gear I gave you. You—what do they 
call you?” he looked at me as he walked past to another bench.  

“Isaac.” He opened the bench and pulled out another belt, like the previous one, 
carrying two guns, a knife, and an array of small axes, as well as some extra ammunition, 
which he passed to Willard and Rick, who carried the guns they had been given earlier. 
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Wes held tightly to the two hatchets he had taken from the belt that Rick kept around his 
waist.  

“Isaac, don’t fucking drop these this time. They don’t grow on trees. Especially 
not here.” I took the belt and followed his lead, buckling the large, steel buckle; the 
image of two axes crossed behind a large capital H. He unlatched the door and stepped 
outside, followed by the rest of us.  

We were standing near the edge of a field of tall grass, where the flat land 
became uneven, rocky ground, leading to tall, wild trees, like something I had seen in 
pictures of thick rainforests, and then to water I could only hear, beyond them. The train 
car that had once been attached to the machine was gone, leaving only the metal, covered 
with dirt and what looked like ash. There was no trace of the rest of the train, or the 
tracks it rode on; no trace of anything familiar anywhere around us. We’d been just about 
to cut through the mountains when all the trouble started, just outside a small town. Now 
the closest mountain was a series of grassy hills, far on the other side of the field, and, 
aside from the box, in which Gilbert was patching up his wounded friend, there was no 
sign of civilization at all.  

“Hatchet. Where are we?” He stopped walking and turned, smiling and shaking 
his head. 

“You ain’t really going to believe me.” 
“Tell us anyway.” 
“Whelp, that thing we was just in? It’s a time travel machine that the guys 

built.” 
“Time travel?” 
“Tol’ ya. Really, though, it is. You notice that we’re not on a train anymore, or 

on tracks?” 
“I did, but that doesn’t mean we went back in time.” 
“It does if we ain’t ‘cause they ain’t been built yet.” 
“So what time are we in then?” 
“I don’t know. A long time ago. Before people.” 
“Before people?” 
“I mean, like, dinosaurs.” 
“How do you know that if you don’t know what year it is?” 
“The dinosaurs? Because I’ve fuckin’ SEEN ‘em.” 
“How does it work if they don’t know where it goes?” 
“Well, they has their theories and whatnot. They both got them genius brains. I 

mean they made the damn thing just from drawings and things they learned. They didn’t 
even know it would work when they did it first, thought it would just vibrate some and 
maybe set fire.” 

“Instead it brought you back in time?” 
“Yeah. They spent days walking, looking, talking. Nearly shat when they saw 

the first ones, and then it was more talking, about if it was a time machine, or a…what 
did they call it? Dimensional vector, or wormhole or other planet or whatnot.” 

“And you don’t believe any of that other stuff?” 
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“Hell no. I see dinosaurs, I remember enough school to know when dinosaurs 
lived. Gilbert was saying something about thinking days lasted almost 27 hours here, but 
I says…who’s to say they didn’t always? We weren’t here, we don’t know.” 

“Simple as that?” 
“As far as figuring. After that it was just worrying about not getting’ et.” 
“Big worry, there?” 
“Just something new. Everything can be killed.” 
“That’s why they keep you around? Killing things?” Hatchet looked irritated 

and vaguely hurt. 
“Grew up together, them and me, around the same neighborhood. They always 

been this smart, but not me. They hung around with me anyways, helping me. I weren’t 
really any good in school, but I could help them out in their labs and stuff. They could 
design things, but they had a hard time moving the things around, and didn’t know 
welding. I learned how from my dad.” 

“You’re pretty well armed for a welder.” 
“Welder, heavy lifting, security, dinosaur hunter. I do what they need.”  
Hatchet seemed pleased with himself, thinking about his part of the team, and 

then let his face drop to seriousness. If I had to guess, I’d say he was thinking about Link, 
back in the ‘time machine.’ But he didn’t say anything else, just hacked away at 
underbrush, scanning the horizon, looking at plants. Every once in a while he would see 
something he liked the look of and stuff it in his satchel. Sometimes he’d explain why it 
was good; this plant was a painkiller, this one would help the wound stay clean. One of 
the plants looked like some kind of gigantic cotton plant, and he took a lot of that, to 
absorb the blood. Nothing looked really familiar, but I didn’t see any dinosaurs, either. 
On the way back, he pointed out some tracks left by something huge; I kept my eyes on 
the ground on the way back, surprised at actual evidence. The smallest footprints I saw 
were twice the size of mine, with sharp claws. I was glad to be walking with Hatchet.  

There was still some field left between us and the machine when Hatchet 
stopped and made the rest of us stand silently. He was convinced he heard something, 
and while Rick and I were exchanging glances, trying to figure out what he was doing, he 
pulled out a gun and fired into the brush. There was a burst of movement from the 
grassline, and a shriek like nails on a chalkboard, and a gigantic lizard reared up off the 
ground, like one of those things you see on the discovery channel running across the 
desert on it’s hind feet. Only this one was taller than I was, standing up, and I could smell 
the death from its open jaws.  

“Move yer asses, boys! These things don’t play nice!” 
There was a second between hearing Hatchet talk and actually deciding to run, 

in which I thought about the weapons on the belt he gave me, and about whether or not I 
should help out. But watching an actual dinosaur slash out at Hatchet, even while being 
shot repeatedly, not showing any signs of slowing apart from lifting his head to let out 
another shrill cry before resuming the attack, feeling the weight of it when it hit the 
ground shake my knees, I decided it was better to listen to him, and moved as fast as I 
could to rejoin Link and Gilbert in safety. By the time I got to the machine, I turned to 
see Hatchet and the beast finishing up the struggle, the angry lizard full of an entire clip 
of bullets and still fighting, until one of Hatchet’s signature axes swung widely and tore 
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out most of his throat. It wasn’t hard to see why a couple of genius scientists would want 
to have him around in the age of dinosaurs.  

Hatchet walked up to the rest of us, wiping his blade clean on his pants. When 
he got near enough, he handed his satchel full of plants to Gilbert. 

“Did you see any others out there?” 
“Nah, just the one. Scout.” 
“What is that going to mean?” 
“Means if Link ain’t gonna be able to work the machine with you, get it out of 

here, we gonna need to get ready for a fight. Odds are more’ll be here afore long.” Gilbert 
nodded, pressing the wadded cotton fibers to his friend’s wound. 

“You know better than I about that. Do what you have to. We can’t operate it 
with him like this.” 

Hatchet walked around the perimeter of the machine, examining the ground, and 
the area. He seemed to be planning something in his head, but he didn’t say anything. At 
last he game around to the door, his face grim. 

“We’re too open here. A hundred ways someone could get us, if they wanted to. 
Only thing we got going for us is the field, since it’s hard to sneak up through flat land.” 

“Dinosaur snuck up on us pretty well.” Willard was holding tight to his gun, 
nervous.  

“Snuck up on you guys. I heard him.” 
“Well, then hopefully you’ll be able to listen for all of us.” 
“Sooner or later you’re gonna need to learn to fight for yourself, you know. I did 

give you guns.” 
“Yeah. Thanks. Couple of bullets and a cute little ax; bring on the t-rex.” 

Hatchet shook his head and laughed.  
“Ain’t been lucky enough to see one of them yet. Looking forward to it, 

though.” 
“You WANT to get attacked by a t-rex?” 
“How many guys get a chance to kill the biggest and meanest of all the 

dinosaurs? I kill one of those with my bare hands, what the hell else could ever be 
tougher?” 

“All about being a badass, eh?” 
“No, that ain’t it. It’s about strength, about being the most you can be. Not 

letting anything tell you you ain’t tough enough, ain’t big enough, ain’t got what it takes. 
T-rex is the biggest swinging dick of pre-history because nobody had what it took to take 
it down. Little dinosaurs see him, they go runnin’. Get scared. When you let fear take 
you, you lose before you even start the fight.” 

“You sound like you’re ready to do your own self-help seminars. Life according 
to Hatchet.” He shook his head again. 

“Shit. Maybe I just like killing things. Either way, you and your friends? Y’all 
need to get your shit together and get used to the idea that if something comes at us here, 
you’re gonna have to fight, or we lose everything. We lose this machine, or Link there 
dies, how the fuck you s’pose we get home?” 

For a guy I who I would have judged to be only half bright if I met him on the 
street, he made sense. While Gilbert did his best to take care of his wounded friend, who 
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faded in and out of consciousness, Hatchet started explaining all the ways that we had to 
defend the place, and how best to go about killing the dinosaurs. Headshots weren’t 
worth much; dinosaurs had incredibly thick skulls and legendarily small brains. It was 
like shooting an apple through a brick wall, he said. Hearts and lungs made better targets, 
or the neck. Any main arteries, to make it bleed out. Their legs were incredibly strong, 
but not well protected if you could cut a tendon and cripple it. But you have to beware the 
tail, which hits like a wrecking ball. I couldn’t help but wonder how many times he had 
been here, fighting the things.  

My friends and I patrolled the area around the time machine like real soldiers, 
guns in hand, waiting for the attack that our warrior friend seemed to think was 
inevitable. And, as far as the attack went, he was right. It did come. But when it did, it 
was unlike anything I could have expected. The one dinosaur I had seen was nothing to 
what came at us, so suddenly and quickly I was caught completely dumbfounded; the 
biggest, most lumbering, hulking monsters I had ever seen walk the earth, and yet they 
took me by surprise, running at me faster than a moving car, shaking the earth so bad I 
nearly lost my footing more than once. From the exposed openness of the wide field, two 
groups of what seemed to be triceratops rushed us, carrying soldiers, their armor shining 
in the sun even at a distance. And as we rallied together to face them, there was a ghastly 
shriek from the skies behind us; pterodactyls with bold riders coming over the trees that 
lined the rushing river. Coordinated, swift, and deadly, the dino-soldiers were as tamed 
and fierce as an officer’s mount in the civil war; charging us, carrying our inevitable 
defeat on their shoulders, along with their riders. We did what we could, firing carefully, 
using the weapons we had. Every bullet aimed with a target in mind. But Hatchet didn’t 
believe in small arms. Every gun he owned, and every piece of ordinance he put in our 
hands, was a cannon. Guns that kicked like Bruce Lee, knives that marines carried behind 
enemy lines, hatchets that he had trained himself for years to throw as easily as we would 
a dirty look. None of us was ready to use them seriously. We hadn’t been prepared for 
them. Closest any one of us came to fighting was in video games. We shot guns in first 
person shooters; Half-life and Wolfenstein 3-D and the 007 games. We saw dinosaurs in 
the Turok series, and killed them with magical crossbows, but when it came to genuine 
triceratops charging us down, carrying yelling warriors armed in a strange, futuristic mix 
of plate armor and high electronics we were hopeless. They had guns that shouldn’t have 
even been invented yet, we had desert eagles that used the same bullets we’d been 
pumping into opponents and deceptive allies for decades. They had dinosaurs that 
stomped the ground flat a million years before my ancestors swung down from the trees, 
and I had a pair of Sketchers I got on sale a year before that couldn’t carry me away fast 
enough. We were caught before we even thought to fight back.  

This time, I know I hit the enemy a few times but it didn’t so me any good. The 
long-extinct animals had skin like Kevlar armor, and while I saw my shots hit their mark, 
sending blood and dust into the air, my targets barely even stumbled. Mosquito bites and 
needles to the arm; I may as well have been using a damned blowgun to defend the 
machine and the geniuses. I put little tiny dents into the flesh of the cold-blooded steeds, 
chips in the armor that shone line glass at sunrise, and they blew holes in the ground that 
would hide a fleet of shriners, and sent a cloud of dust in the air that made me all but 
blind. By the end, I was firing blindly, trying to hone in on the hoofbeats reverberating 
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like thunder. When I ran out of bullets, I holstered the gun, remembering Hatchet’s 
scolding about waste, and pulled out the throwing axes. Waste or not, they disappeared 
into the crowd with no sound of strike. I clutched the rubber handles of the small 
hatchets, which once almost glowed with the reflection of the bright sunlight, and now 
seemed bleak, covered with dust and the darkness of my own future; waiting for even a 
shadow to emerge from the cloud I was lost in. As soon as I saw movement I struck. I 
couldn’t see my friends anymore, couldn’t see Hatchet, and couldn’t see that machine. I 
was my own universe, under attack by aliens who wanted to dissect and probe me like 
fresh cattle. The head of the beast appeared in the cloud, almost like a rhino, and I swung. 
My ax bit through steel scales and into concrete bones. I didn’t throw up this time, but it 
didn’t do me any good. The beast reared its head, and I lost my grip, one ax lodged in the 
upper jaw, the other lost through an eye hole. Even being half-blind didn’t slow the 
monster down, and one of its horns ripped my arm wide open. I hit the ground, trying to 
hold my wound shut, feeling every grain of sand and grit that found it’s way inside, 
praying that I wouldn’t be crushed beneath it’s elephantine feet. Slowly, the thunder 
calmed, and the dust settled, and I was still alive, being prodded to my feet with the 
ground end of staves, sharp and mean.  

I heard a scream though the dusty air that could have come from any one of my 
friends. It didn’t even occur to me that the sticks being used to keep us in line were the 
same ones used to anchor their users into the ground, as they walked through dirty 
ground, infected with pre-historic microbes, through the stables that housed animals dead 
a million years before my parents were born, digging into the dirty and filth and various 
bacteria that our bodies didn’t even know to be aware of, would break skin and bite into 
the bloodlines that fed our bodies. They were sharp, to be avoided. They were tools to 
keep us, the new prisoners, in line and moving. I didn’t think they were weapons, and I 
didn’t think they were deadly.  

The next time I was aware of anything, my legs were already sore. I was 
walking, and had been walking for lord knows how long. I saw my friends around me, 
mixed in with the infantry, with the tricero-cavalry. The machine, the big-brains and 
Hatchet were nowhere to be seen. Would they have killed them? Destroyed the machine? 
Could a handful of punters riding gigantic lizards have truly killed the toughest man I 
ever saw? I watched him kill a hungry, violent lizard twice my size with a hatchet that 
some men would have a hard time splitting wood with. Surely it would take more than a 
bit character in a science-fiction movie to bring him down. With that in mind, I watched 
the horizon, waiting so see the maniac, axes and guns in hand, taking out our guard. 
When they chained us to stakes at night and went to sleep, I stayed awake and waited for 
the man to come and slaughter the whole patrol, setting us free. He never came. We 
remained prisoners.  

The march took us along the scenic route. Across the fields, and over the grassy 
hills that we had once seen in the distance. My legs burned from all the walking. The 
biggest shock came as we crested the hills, and were given a king’s view of the landscape 
of what I remember in history books was called Pangea. Millions of years before the 
monkeys lost most of their fur and invented the fuel combustion engine, when the largest 
non-naturally-built structure should have been an early beehive, or maybe a dam from the 
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enormous, half-lizard beaver-saurus, as soon as we rose above the hills my eyes met with 
a surprising sight.   

The new horizon was not unspoiled nature and grassy hills; it wasn’t rocky 
mountains or ever-changing seas. In place of the world, growing before we were there to 
take pictures and paint landscapes, was a massive structure of concrete and gold-toned 
metal. In front of the single largest complex I had ever seen, bigger and brighter than 
even the legend of Camelot, was a town of people, striving to exist along side the massive 
insects and thunderous lizards of prehistory. Part factory, part castle, the structure 
dominated the landscape, making everything, even the thought of gigantic dinosaurs 
larger than houses, seem tiny by comparison. The village surrounding the structure was 
like an ant colony to the masters safe behind their tall walls. But, small village or massive 
tower, the most confusing part was seeing such a large number of people living so long 
before people were supposed to be at all. The guards who made us march had weapons 
more sophisticated than anything I had ever seen, and it looked for all the world like 
someone had traveled back in time to colonize the world before the ice age.  

As we walked through the town, I saw a series of strange images. Smaller 
dinosaurs being used to pull carts and wagons like draft animals, chunks of meat hanging 
off large bones, hanging in the window of what looked like a butcher shop. The waste 
and the poverty was obvious, rendering the technology of tomorrow to look like the 
feudal peasants of yesterday, trapped in a place so many yesterdays away that instead of 
rough burlap or canvas cloth, the ragged, dirty clothes were made from the skin of 
dinosaurs. Throughout the town, there were more soldiers than citizens, and hardly 
anyone spoke above hushed tones.  

We were marched straight through the center of town, muck and mire splashing 
on our legs, dozens of pairs of eyes watching us get led through the town, and up to the 
behemoth building, where we were led through a gap in the wall which was ten times as 
high as a man, yet a mousehole in the whole of the wall. The well-tread ground, scraped 
up walls, and huge cavernous hallway told me that it was a cargo door, used to carrying 
huge animals and shipments, not tiny people. After the third open warehouse, the 
mounted guards turned away, and more men on foot joined in herding the four of us 
through corridor after corridor, every one stark metal, stained with layers of settled dust 
and dirt. Finally, it came to another huge, open warehouse room, open on one side to a 
field that had once been grass, beaten down to dirt, surrounded by fences topped with 
razorwire. The other side of the room was a series of gates, flanked my heavily armed 
guards. It was a filthy pen for unwanted people, a gulag, and we were being marched 
right into it.  

Every sign we passed, and every door, was named with a sign written in a rough, 
angular language I didn’t understand. None of the doors to the dorms were closed. After a 
while the guards stopped, announced we had reached our room, and they threw us in. Our 
guards had to go out of their way to hit us in order to get us to stumble into the room, and 
then left, laughing.  

 
The dormitory cell was exactly the same as the others we had passed on our way 

through the gulag hallways. Inside, there was no pattern, no ordered grid of bunkbeds like 
an army barracks. Instead, the beds were all solid metal, spaced seemingly randomly, 
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built right into the walls, or coming out of the ground as though they had been grown. 
With more people than beds, the floor was scattered with extra mattresses, which were 
nothing more than thinly stuffed dinosaur skins, rough and scaled. There were almost no 
blankets, just scraps and rags. All of the other prisoners, about thirty of them in all, 
looked different; no uniforms were issued, none of their own clothes or belongings were 
taken away. It simply didn’t matter to the people in charge. We were small, weak, and 
stuck in a time where there was nowhere to go, and even if we tried to leave, we knew 
we’d just get eaten. Three times a day, we were shuffled to a cafeteria that was no more 
organized than the dorms, and every meal was the same very bright, white, chewy goo, 
which tasted like a bland sort of fruit mix, made from whatever was cheap and handy. It 
didn’t taste bad, but had the most hideous texture in your mouth.  

The two guy who had the most esteem in our dorm were named Hagan and 
Tacito; the prisoners who had been there the longest and got the best beds, had the most 
connections, and enjoyed a certain amount of power. However, there was little to do with 
the power, as they showed us in 24 hours the repetition that was life in the gulag. The 
prisoners were little more than a free labor supply, and every day ten hours were spent 
out in fields. None of us were farmers by trade, and everything we did took longer than 
we should have. But there was no shortage of land, or time, no other companies to 
contend with, nobody to put boundaries on the land, so if we killed half the things we 
tried to grow, there was no real loss. In all the prison, the cruelest factor was the endless 
dirt and the constant apathy. Every guard, every prisoner, everybody I could see in the 
prison, had given up all hope of their world ever changing.  

In the evenings, after we’d finished working, we were to return to our dorms, 
where there wasn’t a lot to do besides sit around and amuse ourselves. One evening, Wes, 
Willard, Rick and I were sitting on our mats on the floor, in our corner of the dorms, with 
Hagan and Tacito sitting on their beds next to us. We hadn’t discussed the fight since we 
got in, aside from checking in with Wes on how his arm was doing. The gash that ran up 
the length of his upper arm was the worst injury any of us got, deeper and wider than the 
damage done to my forearm by the charging dino’s horn.  

“Why do you suppose they didn’t just kill us?” 
“Well, it’s clearly not because they wanted to interrogate us. I mean, they tossed 

us in here without saying a single thing.” 
“Maybe they didn’t want to injure their new workforce.” 
“Right, because they REALLY needed four more guys to add to the hundreds 

they already have…” 
“Well, then why do you think we’re alive? They had some guns that made ours 

look like BB-guns, and they didn’t use them for much of anything. They could have 
picked us off from way back.” 

“Could be we didn’t look like much of a threat to them. If you rode a 
stegosaurus to work every morning, would a few guys with pistols really scare you 
much?” 

“I don’t know, I read somewhere that those guns were supposed to be able to 
take a car engine off its blocks at a hundred feet.” 
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“Yeah, but they weren’t attacking us on cars. Shoot a rampaging, pre-historic 
animal with one at a hundred feet, at twenty feet even, you’re just going to make it limp a 
little.” 

“I don’t know, I think I killed one.” Rick was trying to look tough. 
“Yeah, well, I think I shot one of the riders, too, but between the four of us, we 

clearly didn’t kill enough of them to ruffle any feathers.” Wes cleared his throat, and 
looked at the mat beneath him, picking at a scale. 

“I didn’t get any. Hatchet saw I didn’t even have a gun, so he gave me a 
revolver. Big Dirty Harry thing. I couldn’t fire it for shit, and I only had the six shots 
before it was empty, and I was back to just the two ax things. I tried to get the throat, like 
he told us, but I don’t know if it worked. Got my arm as soon as I swung.” 

“Yeah, I hit one in the eye as hard as I could, and it couldn’t have cared less, just 
got my arm, too. Fucking horns on those things…but that was when I was empty. I had 
more bullets than you, though. I know I had to have gotten a few of them, just by sheer 
numbers.” 

“And here you are with the rest of us, so they apparently don’t care about each 
other more than us. They’d have beat us or something, at least.” 

“Yeah. Did anyone see Hatchet during the fight? Or what happened to him 
after?” Everyone shook their heads except Willard.  

“I saw. I was closest to him during the fight, and when I looked over there, he 
was a maniac. Those two guns of his; I don’t think he wasted a single bullet. Every time 
he fired one of the soldiers fell off their mount, or one of the dinosaurs’ knees blew up, 
and they stumbled sideways into someone else. Shot the wings off one of the flying 
things, and it landed right on top of the cavalry. He ran out of ammo, too, though. Last I 
saw him, he was screaming like a madman, waxing his axes around and running into the 
dustcloud.” 

“And you didn’t see him after that?” 
“Got hit in the head. Woke up later, same as the rest of you, with the machine 

and the Lincoln and Gilbert and Hatchet all gone.” Up until this point, our two veteran 
inmates had been sitting quietly and listening. At that last line, they looked at each other, 
and then at us.  

“You had a machine?” We looked at other, and then I answered.  
“Well, they did, the others.” 
“But, it was yours. You came here in your own machine, not brought.” 
“Yeah.” 
“Why would you CHOOSE to come here?” 
“We didn’t have much choice at the time. Right before we came here, we were 

on a train, where the machine was. There was a group of guys shooting at us. We got in 
and used the machine to get away, and keep it safe.” 

“Why would anyone think this place was safe..?” 
“We didn’t know. The four of us never even heard of this place before then. We 

just happened to be on the train, and then trouble started brewing up—” 
“And YOU got us involved.” Rick and Willard had similar expressions aimed at 

me.  
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“I didn’t know how serious it was. I didn’t know what I was doing. None of us 
knew when we got in the machine that it would take us here.” 

“Maybe you guys are alive because they found you here already, and they 
wanted to see how you got here, but after they won the little fight, they saw you didn’t 
know anything, so brought you here.” 

“That would mean they took Hatchet at the others off somewhere else.” 
“Probably alive, for a while anyway. To interrogate or something.” Tacito 

nodded in agreement with his friend.  
“Hey, if they didn’t find you here, how DID you get here?” 
“They brought us here. Kidnapped us.” 
“They kidnapped you?” 
“All of us here, yeah. People aren’t even supposed to be alive yet, how else do 

you think we all got here?” 
“But there are so MANY people here!” 
“Yeah. I know. They wanted to colonize the place, initially. A workforce. So 

they started to approach the homeless first. Offer them a new life, a job; whatever it takes 
to get them curious, and then ship them out here. Once you’re here, there’s no going 
back, so they had to accept it.” Tacito looked around the room full of people, and then 
back at us. 

“Only some didn’t.” 
“That’s right. Crazy Mick, down the hall, he says he was one of the first people 

brought here. They were given supplies and told to make a town, to set it up. Most of 
them didn’t want to. They saw the citadel here, and asked why they had to build homes, 
instead of being given them. Asked why they had to make their own food, when the 
soldiers clearly had enough to eat. Refused to work, so they got locked up, and more 
people came in. Didn’t take long for them to give up on the homeless, and move on to 
better tricks.” 

“Younger people.” 
“They started putting ads in papers, posting jobs at the local colleges. Things 

that sounded like hard work. Jobs like, say, construction work up in the north of Alaska, 
or a butcher out in some tiny town in dustbowl, middle of nowhere. Most always jobs that 
were some kind of labor, and involved moving. See, they wanted people who would be 
willing to start a life somewhere new, someone who had few friends. Someone who was 
looking for hard work anyway. The kind of guy willing to go build houses in a town you 
could only fly in or our of, far away from home, he’s the kind of guy who can probably 
vanish without breaking down, be willing to build homes here. You call the number, you 
show up for what you think is going to be an interview, and you disappear. End up here.” 

“Then why aren’t you all out in the town? We passed through it on the way in, 
and it wasn’t exactly bustling with people.” 

“We were, once. Those people I was talking about were us. I helped build some 
of those places. Tacito was the first butcher they had. Had to try and figure out how you 
slaughter a fuckin’ raptor and turn it into steak. Thing is, conditions aren’t good in the 
town. It’s not just a matter of the fact that it’s dirty, and they don’t give you much, or 
even that they abducted us all. The guys in charge, they’re so paranoid about folk leaving, 
they won’t give you any peace.” 
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“Peace like how?” 
“Peace like, guards on every corner, every day, all day, watching everything you 

do. Or like how you can’t leave the town, ever. Some of the guys wanted to farm, so we 
could have wheat and stuff. And they have all that land all around the town. But they 
figured it would be harder to keep an eye on people if they were living on their own acres 
of land, so they started the work farm with the prisoners they had, and said they’d give us 
what we needed. We wanted some kind of entertainment, and they didn’t like the idea of 
us meeting all privately. No churches out there, and they will go out of their way to keep 
people from dating. It’s hard to be there for long without finding something to complain 
about, and if you complain too many times, you wind up in here. I think after a while, 
they just started sending most of the new people to the work farm. Saved time.” 

“Do you miss it? I mean, can you ask them to let you go back to the town?” 
“I could ask, but I don’t want to. The town is a prison too, they just pretend it’s 

not, and have guns to keep you where they want instead of walls. May as well give up on 
pretending and stay here.” 

“But isn’t it nicer out there?” 
“Nah. Used to be nicer in here, actually. When I was first brought in, I laughed 

at how nice it was. Out there, in the winter it’s freezing, and when it rains, the houses get 
wet. We have no tar or anything like that to seal the roofs well. I worked fourteen hours a 
day, and sometimes lived on nothing but dino-steak, because they never gave enough of 
the fruit or grain they grew. Coming here meant bread, fruit, sometimes meat. This goo 
was something they only gave us for breakfast, sometimes more if we acted up. Before 
they put the wall up, we shared the cafeteria with the girls’ wing, too, which means I saw 
more women in the prison than I did in town. They’d give us blankets, and there were 
enough beds. But, slowly, things got worse around here. Too many bodies, not enough 
beds, so someone had to sleep on the floor. Too much talk and too much grabass at 
mealtime, so we can’t have unisex meals anymore. Not enough food for everyone, so 
we’re on an all-goo diet. I don’t know if they want to make us wish we were outside, or if 
they’re just punishing us because they can, but it really doesn’t matter.” 

“Why not?” 
“Where are we going to go? Not like I can see my family again. I’m not going to 

get out on good behavior so I can go back to hanging out with my friends. They all think 
I ran off, I’m sure, and disappeared because I wanted to. I can’t hitchhike home. Only 
way they’ll ever see me again is if someone digs up my bones and puts them in a museum 
back home.” The look in Hagan’s eyes when he said that mirrored the look I saw in the 
eyes of everyone around me, every day. The source of the hopelessness, the apathy that 
chilled everyone to the soul, was the knowledge that they couldn’t escape. They could 
escape prison and the soldiers, but they’d never find a way home without the machines 
that brought them.  

After only six days there, the daily routine was so fixed I felt as though I had 
been there for months; work, eat, talk, sleep. There was seldom anything new, or any 
excitement. The only change came on the seventh day, when an announcement was made 
over the loudspeaker, and Hagan told us that meant it was time for weekly exercise. The 
entire room shuffled out in to the corridors, heading to the gymnasium before the guards 
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could even arrive to start prodding and shoving. We met with another dorm of guys on 
the way there, equally unexcited about what lay ahead of us.  

 
Weekly exercise took place in what looked like a huge highschool gymnasium; 

the floor painted with various lines marking out different sections of the floor. Like the 
school gyms, each long end of the building had basketball hoops, as well as three more 
lining each side. The games were the only co-ed activity left, a girls-versus-boys 
competition once a week, as much for the guards’ entertainment as exercise. Each cluster 
of people stood around their end. There were no rules about how many could be on or off 
the court at any time. Half of the boys stood against the walls, off to the sides, and the 
other half milled about down behind a line that sectioned off a quarter of the court. Most 
of the girls entered the court, many carrying folding wooden chairs in hand which they 
set up and sat down in. They clearly had the preference of the guards on their side, and 
down at the far end of the court, three tables set up covered with water and juices, as well 
as fruit and bread and other foods to snack on. The guys had only a single table that lay 
completely bare, as if to point out that there COULD have been food, and their own 
bitterness. The rules were stacked against them, and in any of the games, the guys never 
won. Aside from being discouraged to leave the area beneath their basket, they could 
only score points in the far basket, by the girls, whereas the other team could shoot into 
any one of the other seven that were available. From behind their line, the guys couldn’t 
really defend more than the one hoop, providing a half-effort to the two closest side-
baskets. All through our side, half the guys stood there, listlessly, blank, defeated 
expressions on their faces.  

Across the line, the girls were smug and malicious. More than half of them had 
grown fat and burly; the ones that were sitting and glaring at the guys with a hate undue 
for someone who never did anything they could avoid. The thinner ones, still standing 
and pacing around the floor in between the big girls, like speedboats slaloming between 
buoys, looked mostly bored and irritated. The guards threw one of them the ball, and she 
walked to the center of the court, calling to our side to send someone forward for the toss-
up. The guys murmured and shuffled their feet, but did not cross their line. With no other 
volunteers, I nodded to Wes, and we walked forward. As soon as I stepped over the line, 
fat girls on either side of me stood, scowling. One tried to elbow me in the ribs, while 
another tripped Wes. The girl facing me, as athletic and strong-looking as the sitting girls 
were not, was smiling a little when I got there; she had ginger hair that shone a little, and 
I could smell flowers off her. Apparently the girls were also given a few more amenities 
than we were, and were more concerned about hygiene than the majority of the guys. A 
few of them anyway. Some of the ones still sitting were as unclean as the worst among 
us.  

“They actually sent someone? They must not like you.” 
“I sent myself.” 
“Ah, so you think you have a chance. You going to teach us ickle widdle girls a 

lesson?” 
“I’m just not going to stand over there with my thumb up my ass, waiting for the 

game to be over. Sounds boring.” 
“Is it going to be less boring being beaten by a bunch of girls?” 
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“It’ll be less boring to play a game. And if we end up kicking your dainty ass in 
the process, then, I suppose that’ll be entertaining as well.” One of the seated girls 
guffawed, and shouted to the others.  

“Limpdick actually thinks he has a chance…” 
“As good a chance as any, Bessie.” The girl standing opposite me grinned.  
“That might not be as good a chance as you think. The boys haven’t won once.” 
“So what do I get if we win, then?” 
“Pride?” 
“Nah, how about something that’s worth something.” 
“Like?” 
“Wouldn’t mind getting to know you a bit.” 
“Ha! Gee, Skip, I’d love to go with you for a chocolate malted, but I think all the 

walls and guards might have an issue with that.” 
“Name’s Isaac, not Skip, and if you’re too afraid to wager, just say so.” She 

smiled again.  
“You manage to win this, you may actually be worth bribing a guard to spend a 

half an hour in a closet with.” 
“Wasn’t what I meant, but if that’s your offer, I’ll take it.” 
“Why don’t you work on winning, first.” Her eyes were goading me, egging me 

on. Like she wanted me to win. 
“I’m ready when you are.” She nodded to the girl holding the ball, who threw it 

up in the air, and we both jumped.  
An elbow slammed into my face from the side before I was more than three 

inches off the ground, and as I landed a beefy leg knocked my feet out from under me, 
sending me to the ground. I heard the fleshly slap that told me Wes was down, too, before 
the girls erupted into laughter around me. I slowly stood back up. One of the girls nearby 
leaned forward in her seat, laughing, dribbling the ball slowly without standing up. The 
girl with Ginger hair chuckled, eyes laughing. 

“Still think you’re going to beat the girls?” 
“So far I haven’t seen very many girls, mostly just a lot of mean, ugly buffalo. 

But now that I know you like it rough, I think I have a whole new incentive for earning 
that ‘reward time’ you mentioned. Plus, I have a better understanding of how the game is 
played.” 

“Do you now?” 
“Hell yes.” I stepped quickly to the girl who had the ball, kicking the back leg of 

the chair as hard as I could, disrupting the weight distribution. The wooden legs couldn’t 
handle all the weight with only three left, and the chair collapsed, sending the heifer to 
the ground. The ball rolled, and I slapped it with my hand in Wes’ direction.  

We passed the ball back and forth, dodging fat girls left and right, moving closer 
to the basket. Behind me, I could hear footsteps as Rick, Willard and Hagan, a few brave 
souls in their wake, ventured forward to join us. Before they could get close, one girl 
picked up her chair and swung it at one of the guys who followed, knocking him out cold. 
Fair is fair, so I hooked my heel around her ankle, and gave her a good shove, sending 
her stumbling forward into another girl before taking them both to the ground. All around 
me, the game erupted to violence, shoving and tripping and elbows thrown. They still 
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outnumbered us, and they had the advantage of extra hoops, but we had a narrow lead, 
which was more than our guys had ever had before. A few more joined the fray from 
their separated quarter of the court. Wes took another elbow when he tried to shoot, and 
the ball went into enemy hands.  

“Get it back!” More of the guys started running in, tackling fat girls in chairs left 
and right. Behind Wes, still coming to his feet, I saw how we could level the playing 
field. I walked off-court, to one of the tables covered in food, and swept everything onto 
the floor. With the screech of rubber on wooden floors, I kicked and shoved the thing 
until it was right underneath the hoop. When I pointed at the table, Wes and Tacito 
climbed up on top, standing patiently until one of our guys got back the ball, and threw it 
their way. From the top of the table, there was no way to miss. One of them tried to kick 
it out from under the guys, and more fell in to keep it steady. Some of the girls got mad at 
the struggle, and left the court. All in all, the guards’ rules said the first team to make 50 
shots won, and we reached the mark. There was a loud cheer from the guys, even those 
still leaning against the wall. With all the injuries and broken chairs the court looked like 
a battlefield, but for all the battered bodies, most of the faces that looked around were 
smiling, just a little. The girls lost, but for once, it had actually been a game.  

A whistle blew, and one of the guards walked out, throwing more balls into the 
crowd. We still had more workout time left, and had to keep going. Down at our end, the 
guys who hadn’t done anything were playing amongst themselves. My friends, and some 
of the guys from the game, joined together and played a fair-rules game down where we 
had been. Hagan helped me clear the table from the court, and push it back against the 
wall, when the girl with ginger hair walked through the crowd, smiling at me.  

“I guess you did it.” 
“I guess we did. I did give you fair warning.” She nodded, and jumped up to sit 

on the table.  
“You did. Next time we’ll know that Isaac doesn’t lie.” 
“Not if he can help it.” 
“Good. I’m Autumn.” I took her hand, and then sat next to her on the table. 
“Nice to meet you.” 
We sat there for the rest of our exercise time, talking. I met most of the new 

people there one by one, most of whom either Autumn or Hagan already knew, some 
who were new. The biggest surprise, outside of Autumn’s charm and the way she made 
me feel excited and charged, even in prison, was when the girl arrived whose chair I first 
kicked apart walked over, smiling, to shake my hand.  

“That’s Diana. She’s been here the longest for us, and a lot of the girls respect 
her.”  

“Really? So you’re the tribal leader for the other side, huh?” Diana smirked a 
little at Autumn, and then at me.  

“I guess. Call me the Queen of the Buffalo.” Sometime before I could finish 
singing Buffalo Soldier, the guards started blowing their whistles that exercise was over, 
and we were all to return to our dorms immediately. Before she left, Autumn leaned close 
to me, and gave me a kiss. She giggled nervously afterwards, and called it a 
downpayment on my reward, but when she walked away with her friends, she did so 
suggestively, with none of the fragility suggested by the innocence of her laughter.  
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On the hottest day I had seen in the short time I’d spent in Pangea, just a few 

days after the game against the girls, I managed to pull equipment check duty on the 
farm. Of the hundreds of jobs out under the burning sun, this was the only one in the 
shade; positioned right in the equipment shed, handing out all the supplies and tools for 
the day. With only one job involving sitting or shade, it’s coveted by almost everybody, 
and usually goes to someone who’s been there long enough to have strings to pull, not to 
new residents. I expected a mistake, with worker after worker looking at me, glaring, 
thinking I was out of line, but all I ever saw were nods and smiles. Most of the job is 
done in the morning and evening, the rest of time being devoted to basic maintenance, 
issuing replacements for broken tools, and waiting. The wink from Hagan’s eye made me 
think he had something to do with it, but I couldn’t figure out why. Not until the middle 
of the day, when I got a surprise visit to my tool shack.  

“Yeah, my shovel broke. I need one with a bigger, stronger shaft. Someone said 
I should see you about that.” 

“What?” I was in the shed taking inventory. For a second the stories flashed in 
my imagination that you always hear about prisons; bulldikes raping you while you work, 
guards with extra uses for their batons. But when I stuck my head out the door, I saw 
Autumn standing there, wearing baggy overalls and holding a shovel. “Autumn, what are 
you doing here?” 

“You’re surprised? Were you expecting someone from the boy’s camp to come 
around asking about your shaft?” 

“Uhhhm…no. Not expecting, but you never know, this being jail and all.” 
“Good. I wouldn’t want to disappoint you.” 
“There aren’t too many ways you could. Hell, I’m impressed you’re even here. I 

thought you weren’t supposed to visit our part of the farm anymore.” 
“Yeah, well, if you don’t do anything you’re not supposed to, you’ll never have 

any fun. And I think you want to help me have fun, right?” 
“I think I just might.” 
“Good. That’s why I came. I didn’t have the money to bribe a guard, like I said, 

so I thought you’d like to spend lunch with me instead.” 
“I don’t think I’m supposed to leave the shed.” Autumn laughed. 
“Again with what you’re supposed to do.” 
“What I mean is, what if they come and check?” 
“Then you had to go to the bathroom. What if they don’t? What would you be 

missing? I mean, you did want to spend more time with me, right?” 
“Tell me you have a plan at least.” 
“Sure. We’re going to walk away from here as though we were just stopping by 

to get new tools. We’re going to go up a little higher, where they can’t watch as closely, 
and we can get to know each other a little better.” 

“Well, since I don’t have a better a plan, I guess we’ll go with yours.” Her plan 
felt like the kind of farce you would see in cartoons, the two of us walking stealthily in 
the open, visible to anyone who cared to look closely enough to see that the person I was 
walking with had far too feminine a stride to be one of the guys from the men’s prison, or 
that, even through the baggy clothes, every step she took showed he kind of curves men 
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shouldn’t have. But nobody said anything, and we walked through the fields, to a place 
among the tall stalks of something similar to corn where, thanks to a dip in the ground, 
we couldn’t be seen. She sat down on the ground beside me, pulling lunch from the 
expanses of her clothes. In the field, even where we could hear the voices and sounds of 
people all around us, we were completely hidden. We ate slowly, Autumn sharing with 
me all the various foods that they were given. Bread that hadn’t even gone stale, actual 
fruit, and cheese. Eating the same thing every day will even make you appreciate lizard 
cheese, even if you wouldn’t have touched it before. When the food was gone, we talked 
a while, and then her words grew quiet, and she moved closer, looking at me carefully, 
kissed me once, and then started to undress. I told her she didn’t have to, but I didn’t try 
very hard to change her mind. Not that I could have. Trying hard to be careful, not to let 
our noises echo back like all those we heard, we had sex out in the fields, before 
somberly getting dressed again, and slinking back to the work shed the same way we 
came. Once there, I exchanged her shovel for a new one, giving her a chance to sneak a 
quick kiss inside the shed, and then she left, and I resumed work with a few fresh 
memories to help time pass more quickly.  

 
It happened again, after that. Once more at the end of the week, and then again 

the week after, and again and again, more and more frequently. After a while, it was 
nearly every single day that Autumn and I would meet to talk, share lunch, and find some 
secluded spot to make love. When I was working in the fields, I had to have other people 
cover for me while I was gone. And until I came back again, they would gossip about it, 
try and figure out what we were doing, and how they could sneak across to the other part 
of the work farm to find a girl to make time with. Upon my return, they would ask me if 
my girl had any friends she could bring the next time. Each time, I told them that they 
knew where the girls were, they could go and find their own. They laughed and said that 
maybe they would. 

Weekly exercise became something looked forward to. My dorm had learned 
teamwork, and how to play in the game with new rules. Every week, there was less and 
less resistance amongst the dorms we were paired with to join in, and less anger in the 
girls’ dorms to see the guys playing a fair game. They started seeing the games much the 
same as the guys; a chance to play and to meet people and have a good time, instead of 
just another prison activity. With all of the many dorms rotating through play, there was 
spreading word about the fun that the weekly games COULD bring, the spirit spread. I 
heard stories and rumors that almost all of the games being played were done so out of 
the spirit of entertainment and mingling now, the girls sharing their food, the boys 
playing the game. In the newfound socialization, more of the guys were meeting girls that 
they wanted to see more often than once a month, give or take depending on the dorm 
selection.  

All of these things were probably building in the camp for a long time. I wasn’t 
really all that aware of it, spending most of my time talking to my friends, and thinking of 
Autumn. In fact, Autumn was the one who brought the entire camp’s situation to me. 
She’d come early to sneak away for lunch, telling me how a flu outbreak among their 
side of the prison led to a huge work shortage, and how much she wished she could have 
some of us come help her.  
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“You have more people working than you need here now.” 
“We have more than we need every day. Having so many people really makes 

us kill half of what we’re supposed to be growing.” 
“So why not have some come over and help?” 
“The men with guns, for one.” 
“It’s their stuff we’re growing, why wouldn’t they want us to make it work 

better?” 
“Because they clearly don’t like us all that much.” 
“True, but if you don’t like your boss at work, you don’t quit. If what we’re 

doing is benefiting them, why would they stop us? They don’t mind when we play the 
games at exercise anymore. Why this?” 

“I don’t know. I just…being with you is what makes all of this okay, you know? 
Being here, stuck so far away from all my family and most of my friends, it would have 
been too much if I hadn’t met you. I probably would have ended up like everyone else 
here was before.” 

“I know. I can hardly remember what it was like before you came, when I was at 
home before. But the thing is, maybe we don’t have to settle. They originally wanted to 
have a town here for their staff, not a prison. They made the prison because they couldn’t 
control the town. What if we could get more than just being locked up and sneaking 
away? What if we can prove to them that we have their concern in mind with the garden, 
that we work better together than separate? Maybe we can get the two sides brought 
together. Maybe we can get a little freedom. Maybe someday we can even leave, be 
somewhere where we don’t have to worry about men with guns, don’t have to sneak 
around to be together.” 

“You want to settle down with me in one of the little huts?” She blushed and 
smiled at me. 

“I’d like the option.” 
“Okay. So, if this works, what do I get?” She shook her head. 
“Besides living with me in a little hut? We won’t have to sneak around at lunch, 

maybe we can fit in a second go some other time.” 
“Good answer. If they start executing people, promise me you’ll hide. 
“I promise.” 
It took less time than I’d have thought to bring together sixty guys to go work on 

the other half of the work farm. All the weeks of rumor that I had been off with Autumn, 
all the games the guys had been playing with the other half, making friends and being 
around the female gender again, made most of the guys at least consider the possibility, 
and more volunteered than I needed. Walking together, tools in hand and in a large 
cluster, the men and I walked with Autumn back to her side of the farm, holding our 
heads high and trying hard not to look scared as we crossed the boundaries marked only 
with a few posts in the ground.  

We were only yards past the posts when a few of the guards called out for us to 
stop and walked up to us. I pushed Autumn deeper into the cluster before anyone could 
get a good look at her, hoping she would be somewhat safe back there if anyone started 
shooting.  

“Just where do you people think you’re going?” 
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“Well, we heard word that this side had a lot of workers out sick. Heard that 
they were drowning in work, and some of it wasn’t getting done because of it. We 
figured, since we’re all here together, we may as well help them out. If stuff doesn’t get 
done, if part of the crop gets lost or whatever, then it’s bad for all of us, right?” I nodded 
without waiting for an answer, and started to walk again. One of the guards hit my 
shoulder with the butt of his gun.  

“How do I know you aren’t just going over there to start trouble, or fool 
around?” 

“Well, if the work doesn’t get done, then I guess you can punish us, or shoot us 
or whatever.” 

The guards mumbled at each other and let us through to work. Once we were on 
the girls’ side Autumn, Diana and some others helped direct us where we were needed 
most. We brought over more than enough to cover for the girls out for illness, and, like 
promised, Autumn managed to sneak me away twice. The next day, we returned at the 
beginning of work to their side, without a single word of protest from the guards. For that 
week, and for the next, our guys filled in for their missing team members, showing up, 
heading in, getting started. There was a mingling that started happening; a specialization 
among the jobs. Things were working so well that, even when some of the girls were 
getting better and coming back out of their lizard beds to toil in the farm, they found the 
new conditions working too well to interrupt, and so they sauntered back over the lines, 
pitching in among the guys. As long as productivity was up, the guards kept their 
opinions and their guns to themselves. A month after we walked over the borders for the 
first time, the work farm was running more smoothly and putting out more produce than 
it ever had before, so even though the flu epidemic was passed, and the work force was 
back in full strength, we still crossed borders every day; one large, co-mingled group, 
working together.  

 
Autumn and I had all kinds of time to talk after that. We didn’t have to sneak 

away just to talk to each other. We spent every day working side-by-side, talking. The 
only time we had to get away from anyone was when we wanted to have sex, and if we 
offered to take some of the field work, we were half hidden for the whole day anyway. 
And after a while, we started talking about seeing each other more. What should be the 
next step, if we wanted that future when we could see each other whenever we wanted? 
The answer, we thought, would be putting the two sides together again during morning 
and evening meals.  

“How do we get them to go along with that? It’s not like we have a suggestion 
box sitting around, or a warden who makes regular rounds that we can just talk to.” 

“Who needs them? You’ve done a lot so far and you’ve never had a suggestion 
box or a sit-down with the manager.” 

“So are you suggesting we just tear down the wall?” 
“Why not?” 
“It’s huge and made of metal.” 
“Yeah.” Autumn nodded, her eyes still shining at the potential of the idea, 

forcing me to consider it in her light. 
“…you were here when it was built?” 
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“I was.” 
“How was it made? Did they do it overnight?” 
“No, they made part of each side’s work crew stay after breakfast, and we bolted 

up all the sheet metal to the supports beams that were already there.” 
“Rivets or screws?” 
“Screws.” 
“Okay. Okay…I’m guessing you put them in with drills or powertools or 

something. Are you going to have enough girls to take the screws out? We need to get the 
wall off on both sides before the guards have time to stop it fully.” 

“There’re a lot of screws in the wall.” 
“How many panels?” 
“Three rows in all. We had to have ladders and stuff for the top ones. Each one 

is about six feet tall. Seven screws on each side.” 
“Right, so we’re going to need four people for each panel, there’s, what, sixteen, 

twenty panels?” 
“Somewhere there.” 
“Shit, Autumn, where do we get a hundred and sixty screwdrivers?” 
“Can we make them?” 
“Anything flat and narrow can be used, I guess. Still a lot. How well do you 

know the girls over at your equipment shed?” 
“Diana usually knows who gets in there.” 
“We need whoever is there to save every scrap of metal and every split tool that 

comes in. Anything that can be held and turned will need to have a tip on it. Any tools 
that can disappear while something is being repaired, we need. What about meals. You 
guys get food, still, right? Do you get silverware, too?” 

“Yeah.” 
“Good. At mealtime, see if you can’t get some of Diana’s buffalo soldiers to 

block the guards view of you, and see if you can unscrew one of the bolts with the 
butterknife, with the back side of a spoon or something. If they’re just going to bend or 
break they won’t be any good.” For a moment Autumn looked in my eyes, trying to see 
how serious I was about taking down the wall, and then smiled with a sort of pride.  

Hagan was the first person I spoke to about it. He’d admitted to me one night 
that he really enjoyed being able to talk to the other side again, and that, in some way, I 
had proven him wrong that it wasn’t worth the effort to think about how life could be 
better. Right away, he was a supporter of taking down the wall, and agreed that taking it 
down and proving it wasn’t a disruptive influence on the prison would be the best way. 
What I needed from him was to get the guys talking, quietly, about the possibility, so that 
when the time came, I could get the people I needed right there, pulling out screws and 
moving the metal sheets.  

Getting two hundred screwdrivers was easier than I would have ever thought. 
With the number of people we had working, tools broke frequently, and at the end of 
every day, when they were coming back from working on the girls’ side, some of the 
guys would drop off the bits of metal, hammered to makeshift screwdrivers. We only 
needed about a hundred, because it turned out that silverware would work for the other 
side. Eight days was all it took for what we needed, and then the word got out that we 
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were ready. The stronger of the guys, the ones who wanted to help things along, traded 
our illicit tools for their official ones at the end of the work. When we had all filed into 
the cafeteria, the ones with tools sat closest to the walls, and, when the timing was right, I 
stood up, just one step ahead of the others, and walked to the wall. With one pound on the 
metal sheets, I started working on my screws. Through the wall, I could hear the rustling 
noise of them working on the other side. Two screws down, the guards caught wind of it 
and started shouting. Handing off my tool, I broke through the group to stall them. 

“Well, you know, we’ve been working together for a while now outside. Our 
teamwork has been more productive than anything else in this place. We thought it would 
be nice to share meals with them, since we only really see them when we work. It could 
only help us out, since any chatting we wanted to do in the morning would be done 
before we got out to work, which means less chance of anyone slowing down to talk.” 

“You slow down to talk, you won’t be able to work together.” 
“But we both know you can’t watch every second. We’re trying to govern 

ourselves here, to make sure we don’t lose something we like having. Since we know 
what we could lose, we’re willing to go one step more, take over more of your 
responsibility, to keep that from happening. If this doesn’t work, you can always put the 
wall back up. Trap some of us between the sheets of metal, just to teach us a lesson.” 

There was a loud clang behind me as the first metal sheet came down, and 
hushed congratulations among the guys, organizing to pick up the sheet and carry it to the 
back wall. They were followed a minute later by another sheet coming off, and a cheer 
from the other side of the wall said they got their first panel off, too. In less than five 
minutes, the wall that had been keeping us apart was cut off six feet above the ground, 
and we could see through to the other side of the cafeteria.  

It was all a part of the snowball we had started. Almost as though Autumn had 
been seeing into the future; they never put the sides of the wall back up. After a while, 
they gave us the equipment to take down the rest of the steel and move it to a storage 
room. We didn’t lose the privilege to work together or eat together. In fact, now that our 
meals were together, the guards couldn’t pretend we were on different menus anymore. 
With a little cajoling to the cooks, we got them to admit that with all of our productivity 
on the farm, we had more than enough for both sides to eat full meals. All it took was 
offering a few people for every meal to help out in the kitchen, and we were finally eating 
something besides white goo, and whatever the girls shared with us after games, or some 
sweet-talking on the fields.  

For a while it seemed like everyone had some new kind of hope. As small a 
thing as it was, and even though none of us were getting out or going anywhere, it was 
the first time that some tiny aspect of daily life that had been taken away from everyone 
was given back. It was the first step forward after miles of stepping back. I guess if you 
get pushed back far enough, a single step can seem like a milestone.  

When I say that everyone was happier, that isn’t entirely true. There were a few 
of the girls who felt that they had been given special treatment before, and that the 
additional perk of getting to chose what they spent their days doing wasn’t worth having 
company for dinner and having to volunteer once every few months to help in the kitchen 
to make food for someone else. And then there was Rick and Willard, who had less and 
less to do with me every day that passed. I didn’t notice it much at first, at least not like 
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Wes says that he did. I didn’t see any reluctance to play the game, didn’t see him lagging 
behind when we marched across the field, didn’t see any disappointment in his face when 
I ran off with Autumn. I really didn’t even watch to see if he was one of the ones taking 
down the big metal plates cutting the cafeteria in two. To be perfectly honest, I never 
knew Willard before the trip we took, so I didn’t know what he should have been like, 
but I’d known Patrick all my life. So when I walked into our dorm room one day, after 
having lingered behind in the cafeteria with Autumn, sneaking where the guards weren’t 
looking for a goodbye kiss, it was surprising to find the two of them laying out on two of 
the beds set into the walls. Some of the other guys were giving them looks like they had 
done something wrong, and when I commented on them, Rick just rolled his head to look 
at me.  

“Couple of beds opened up here. If you’re patient and keep sleeping on the floor 
a few more months, I’m sure a few more will open up. Sooner or later, the guards will get 
pissed off at someone.” Hagan walked around the bed structure in the middle shaking his 
heads, and a few guys followed, directing us back to a couple more beds. 

“Naw, man, after all you’ve done, you really shouldn’t be sleeping down there. 
Take our beds.” They wouldn’t listen to any argument, so Wes and I graduated from our 
thin dino-pads on the floor to beds with tiny pillows made from old mats. Sleeping in a 
bed that night, I started to think about something I hadn’t really asked Autumn about too 
much yet.  

“What do you mean, do we have blankets?” 
“Do you have blankets on your beds?” 
“What else are we going to have?” 
“We don’t. We have rags, and we sleep in our clothes.” 
“Oh. I thought you used to have them.” 
“Before my time. What about soaps and hot water?” 
“Not a lot, but we have them.” 
“Damn. Been scrubbing myself daily in cold water for so long now.” 
“So are you going to do something about that?” 
“I don’t know how I would. It’s not like we’re going to get the black plague 

from it. I guess we could say that we’re going to get colds in the winter, but I haven’t 
been here long enough to know anything about winters. How are the Pangean winters?” 

“Mild.” 
“So I don’t know. Be nice to have though. I honestly don’t know what comes 

next. What’s going to get us outside in a little hut?”  
“I don’t know. I’m working on something, but it’s not ready yet.” 
“Maybe I can break something and make it really cold here.” 
“Yeah, give half your side hypothermia, that’ll make everyone love you.” 
“I don’t suppose the guards love me enough to give me one for free, do you 

think?” 
“Probably not. Don’t worry, Ché, something will come your way.” 
Waiting for a good plan brought me only a kind of half-step that involved 

nothing more complicated than organized stealing. I thought it would get me through 
until I came up with something. Since there wasn’t anyone metering out the supplies the 
girls got, I asked real nice for them to steal us some. We started small; one or two 
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blankets and a few bars of soap a week. And then we built up, gradually increasing the 
number of pilfered items. Nobody noticed that the girls were going through soap and 
toothpaste twice as fast as they used to, or that blankets that used to last them for years 
were suddenly all disappearing at once. Once again, there had been more than enough 
supply, so even once blankets turned up on many of our beds, and we could be seen using 
soap in our cold showers, the guards didn’t particularly care. I never got a positive 
response from just asking them for more soap or hot water, but at the same time they 
never bashed me in the face with a baton and locked me in a tiny room, either, so it 
wasn’t a loss.  

What stopped my planning on the water was the final reveal of what Autumn 
had been working on in secret. She pulled me aside at dinner, several of the buffalo 
soldiers keeping anyone else from coming over to say something. Whatever I said, 
Autumn still looked serious. 

“What is it? Has something happened?” 
“No. I’ve been working on getting some information.” 
“About us getting out?” 
“About your friends.” She waited for it to sink in, just watching me until 

something happened.  
“You mean the ones who were taken?” 
“Yeah.” 
“What did you find out?” 
“There was one that was shot when you got here?” 
“Yeah, Lincoln.” 
“He didn’t make it.” 
“Shit. They couldn’t bother to do anything?” 
“Not by the time they got him here.” 
“What about Hatchet and Gilbert?” 
“They’re alive, being kept two floors up.” 
“How are they?” 
“Well, they haven’t been outside since you got here. No working in fields or 

stealing blankets or tearing down walls so they can have dinner with their prison 
girlfriends.”  

“I know this part is going to sound dumb but…” 
“Can you get them out?” She was always at least two steps ahead of me.  
“Yeah.” 
“Should be able to. That’s what I wanted to work on. I knew you’d want to run 

off and help them as soon as I told you, and it wouldn’t do to have you killed.” 
“No?” 
“Nope. Wouldn’t save your friends, and I’ve still got plans for you.” She smiled 

shyly at me, a sweet moment in a serious conversation. 
“I’m glad to hear it. Now, what’s this plan you’ve been working on?” 
“It’s big. It’s going to get everyone out of here.” 
“Everyone?” 
“Yeah. Right now, the guards are pretty lax with us. All the things we’ve done, 

instead of screwing with us they just give us more room. So I think we’ll have one chance 
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to catch them unawares. I know where they’re keeping your friends, and I know how to 
get there from here. If we rush the guards at once, altogether, get everyone in here that 
wants to leave to go all together, then we can take out the guards, free your friends, and 
make it outside the walls before they can get their shit together to come after us.” 

“They’re not going to be so forgiving if we kill a bunch of guards on the way 
out.” 

“We don’t have to kill all of them. We can tie some up, lock them up, knock 
them out. The important thing is that we have to move quickly.” 

“Do you think we can spread the word about this quietly enough that the guards 
won’t know?” 

“They didn’t catch on to the tools until it was too late, didn’t figure out where 
the soap and blankets were going for the longest time. We can keep this quiet, too.” 

“We’re going to need to arm everyone.” 
“Can we do it like we did the screwdrivers?” 
“Probably. Make sure we have people we can trust in the tool sheds, and they 

can spend their time sharpening up the tools. Make sure everything that’s supposed to be 
sharp stays that way, and put a blade edge on the shovels, carve some extra handles into 
spears. Maybe even smuggle some knives from the cafeteria out there, get those fixed 
up.” Autumn nodded. 

“Good. That’s good. As long as we keep reporting the right inventories, nobody 
will check. Then we can plan on going from then. The fewest guards are on duty when 
we’re out here working. Just a few in the towers. As soon as we get all the stuff ready, I 
think we should go when they bring us food for lunch.” 

“But the towers can call for help, lock us in there.” 
“Hey, don’t worry. Didn’t I say I had a plan?” We stayed there until it was time 

to go, going over he plan. She had really done a lot of sneaky planning, putting together 
the whole thing. It sounded really good.  

 
It took longer to get all the weapons that we needed than it had to get what we 

needed to take down the wall. Not only did we want to arm a hopefully larger number of 
people, but spears and clubs are a lot harder to keep hidden than the small bits of metal 
we used to turns screws. For weeks we worked, always manipulating who would get the 
tool shed, and making sure they knew exactly what needed to be done. What had once 
been the easiest job on the work farm was now the hardest and most dangerous. Every 
second not spent on the actual tasks at hand, there was something important to do. Holes 
dug beneath the floorboards to hide everything, forging reports for replacements for 
things already sharp, like the small axes, hay forks, and harvesting scythes, turning 
shovels and hoes into polearms, and scavenging for anything broken that could be 
modified and made deadly. At every meal, someone collected a few bits of silverware 
that wouldn’t be missed, which then had to be sharpened on the grinder in the tool shed 
and hidden away. And while this was going on, the word spread like a secret plague 
throughout the work farm. Hushed whispers passed between prisoners once hopeless, 
walking about the possibility of escape, about finally being outside the walls that kept us 
all.  
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Of course, not everyone took to the idea like we had hoped. Among the whispers 
and rumors, there were many who questioned whether it was possible at all. Getting the 
guards to let us move around more freely was one thing; we were still in a cage, still 
doing their work. It didn’t mean we’d be able to get past them and to the outside. Even 
more wondered what good it would do us to escape. Breaking out wouldn’t gain us any 
friends, so even if we made it, we wouldn’t be allowed to just set up a town right outside 
the gates and live. Instead, we’d be forced to run into the woods, where we would have to 
live among dinosaurs, with no modern conveniences, and no way to get back home. Most 
comforting was the simple knowledge that the word was spreading, and spreading 
quietly, so our surprise wouldn’t be lost. New volunteers came to find me every day, or 
my friends who were known to be involved. Sometimes a guy would have heard word 
and started saving seedlings, to create a new garden on the outside, wherever we ended 
up. Or a girl would start stealing cooking equipment. One of them had started an affair 
with a cook, just to get their help in getting supplies set outside. For me, it was like 
having a secret I wanted badly to tell; every morning I woke up and went over the plans, 
worked out details all day with Autumn, excited with every bit of news, impatient for the 
escape. Autumn’s eyes reflected the same feeling back at me, encouraging me every bit 
of the way, leading me just as they had on the day of our first game. Finally, the news 
that came to me was that we had almost as many weapons as we had people willing to 
hold them, which meant it was time.  

Word spread. Knives were passed out at the end of the work shift, small and 
concealable. That night we went to dinner like normal, and then to our dorms. I didn’t 
sleep the entire night.  

In the morning, there were reports of illness all across the prison. Some bad food 
was served at dinner, and the food poisoning was extensive. Every dorm had several 
people who couldn’t even get out of bed in the morning, let alone go out and work. A few 
extra volunteers went to the kitchen to help clean out all the old pans and cookware 
before lunch had to be prepared, since it was suspected that the illness came from mold in 
the kitchen equipment. The head cook’s girlfriend was among them. Those who were 
able to work went out to the tool sheds to get their equipment before heading to their 
post. With the workforce so diminished, some of the more remote parts of the farm were 
neglected. With fewer tools to check in and out, and repair, the shed workers decided to 
clean out the sheds; a lizard infestation had been reported for a while now, and they were 
notorious for chewing on everything. Piles of tools were left beside the building, with 
even more of the damaged ware being stacked behind, to be taken away at the end of the 
day. To look out on the work farm, the truly astute would only have noticed two 
differences from a normal workday: everyone was working even harder than normal, 
which could be attributed to making up for all the sick coworkers, and all of the talking 
and shouting that was normal had turned into a still silence.  

At lunch time, the main doors to the farm opened, and food was brought out. 
The clank of tables being set up reverberated across the quiet fields, and all of the tired 
workers gathered themselves together, and walked in to eat, spades and hatchets tossed 
casually over their shoulders. The lunch guard stood idly around the door, waiting for 
their time to pass so they could resume their card games inside. At that moment, there 
could have been nothing less unusual about the day. They didn’t know what was going on 
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inside, until static burst over the loudspeaker system, followed immediately by the sparks 
and smoke of the wiring being overwhelmed by a surge and failing all over. 
Communications systems, alarms, and the consoles in the towers were all completely 
dead, and the guards were alarmed.  

The morning had been as productive to the prisoners inside the building as it had 
been to those in the fields. Though silent, every single prisoner who had reported being ill 
was hard at work all morning. All the food that had been saved up over the passing 
weeks, all of the plants and seeds smuggled inside, every spare supply they had was 
being gathered together, being tightly rolled up into blankets and mattresses, tied into 
bundles and ready to carry. And then they were ready to go, and fished out the knives 
they had been given the night before. Every guard on duty knew about the food 
poisoning, and they expected no more trouble than having to help fetch some buckets to 
clean up the floors now and again. It had been a long time since the guards had trouble 
with the prisoners walking too near to them. So when a few prisoners left their rooms, 
walking groggily down the halls, using the metal walls for support, they had no problem 
with it. Right up to the guards, the sick prisoners got, before there was even a thought of 
trouble. By the time concern had entered their minds, there was already a knife stuck in 
their throat, or their chest, or their stomach. They were being dragged off before they had 
a chance to fall to the ground fully, and once tucked away, their guns and belts were 
removed. Less than ten minutes was all it took for every guard left in the hallways to be 
rendered helpless and bleeding, or dead. Wes, suddenly feeling better from his alleged 
food poisoning, walked the halls, collecting the prisoners, laden with supply packs, and 
led them to the cafeteria to meet up with the girls’ group, let by Diana.  

Even with the extra work crew assigned to it, the kitchen was a complete mess. 
Pots and pans were scattered everywhere, along with foodstuffs and shattered glass. Even 
a few cooks were laying about, unmoving. As soon as the workers reported in that 
morning, they worked together with the cooks they could trust to knock out the ones they 
couldn’t, before gathering up some extra packaged food. With the head cook in the lead, 
inmates dressed as guards walked into the service corridors to take care of the electrical 
system. All of the staff knew where the circuit breakers were, which could be destroyed 
easily enough with a few swings from a large pan, or a meat mallet, but what the head 
cook could give up was an entrance point to the emergency power system that ran 
between the floors. Normally, these circuits were switched off and unused, just backup 
for the main power and communications. They only came to life is something happened 
to everything else. Of course, if the wires leading out to the towers and guard houses in 
the farm area were damaged, say by the serrated teeth of the small lizards that ran though 
the corridors like rats, or just the serrated teeth of the kitchen knives and shears, then 
when those circuits were activated, they would short out and blow the whole thing, 
leaving all the guards out there stranded, with no way to call for help.  

What they didn’t know was that the short would cause small electrical fires in all 
of the equipment along those emergency lines. They originally thought they were going 
to have to go to the gates to signal the job was done while lunch was being served. To 
their surprise, they turned the corner to the gate to see a frenzy having erupted. At the 
very second the wiring started popping and burning inside the walls, the guards snapped 
into panic mode, remembering the early days when they were taught to act like soldiers, 
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back when they considered the prisoners to be the enemy. White-knuckled fists grabbed 
at guns, but we still had the advantage. We knew what was coming, and every man and 
woman there was tense and coiled, just waiting for the green light to attack. Before the 
lunch guard could aim a single gun, we were on them. Shovel handles and the back sides 
of axes swung at heads, blades cutting at arms before they could rise, snatching away any 
weapons that could be used against us. Pandemonium erupted, like the mind of a 
madman, all across the flat yard in front of the garden. Any guard still on the ground 
found themselves under attack by the sudden insurgence against them, and the guards in 
the towers were under fire from the guns stolen from the ones on the ground, and the ones 
in the halls.  

All the guards were dead or out of commission, and Autumn’s plan, that she and 
I worked so hard on, was going very well. We even noticed that some of our fellow 
captives, who had not intended to go along with our plan, were taking up discarded tools, 
weapons, and the packs from others. Word that passed along the whispering of the rumor 
mill suggested that only a third of the population intended to leave with us. As we walked 
through the dim corridors, lit only by the emergency backup lights that hadn’t been 
destroyed, half the prison went with us, armed with all the gear of the guards, in addition 
to whatever supplies we’d been able to put together to live on the outside, which wasn’t 
all that far away. Only two more lengths of corridor left until we reached the nave, from 
there, only a short distance to free Hatchet and Gilbert, and then back out through a 
service hatch to the outside. It would have been the perfect escape plan, except for one 
thing. Before we could even see it, we could smell sweat and tension and anger coming 
from the nave. 

We were crushed in there, in that large opening, when we suddenly saw, all 
along the walls of the place, two ranks of armed guards, rifles aimed, waiting for us. Just 
waiting for the moment we burst through the doorway.  

Waiting.  
 
“Is this some kind of field trip?” The man in charge stepped forward into the 

dim light.  
“What’s happening here?” 
“Oh, not much. Just you getting’ caught. All of you put down your weapons.” 

Nobody moved. 
“I thought power was cut. Did you hear any alarms?” No answers from behind 

me, only the chief guard. 
“We didn’t need an alarm, we knew you were coming. Isn’t that right, Patrick?” 

Rick stepped forward, and set his stolen gun down on the ground.  
“Rick?” 
“Look, this is for the best. I talked to the guards, I made us all a deal.” 
“All of us?” 
“Yeah. You, me, Willard, Wes. We’ll get a chance to get out, live in the village, 

have jobs. Life will be alright for us here.” 
“What about everyone else? What about Autumn?” 
“You said yourself, she came to you with the idea. I’m sure the guards will have 

something planned for her.” Rick looked at the guard, and he took a few steps forward. 
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“That’s right. We can’t let a troublemaker stay in the population like that.” 
“And what about everyone else?” 
“They’ll go back, and things will be like they were before you showed up. The 

wall will go back up in the mess, the work farm will separate. Rations will be cut on both 
sides, as a punitive measure.”  

“All they want is their lives back.” 
“The lives they have left will be theirs if they work hard enough.” 
“Right. All of us are going to be free as birds. Just like we were before you 

kidnapped us.” I felt a hand on my arm, and turned to see Rick looked at me with 
pleading eyes. 

“C’mon, Isaac, don’t make trouble. I did this for us. I made the deal for us. I 
took care of us like I always do.” For a second, he looked at me like he was proud, and 
accomplished.  

“God damn it, Rick! This isn’t you sweet-talking a bartender into giving us free 
drinks, or asking some girl to introduce us to her friends! This is peoples’ lives, you 
arrogant prick! You’re going to take away everything they’ve worked to get just to make 
you feel like a big-shot? So you feel better than them?” 

“It’s not like that, Isaac!” 
“No?! You tell me what it’s like then, you son of a bitch! Tell me why you think 

selling out a good plan to earn freedom for hundreds of people so you can buy something 
just a little bit better than prison for four of us is worth bragging about! Tell me why I 
should thank you for bartering away the best thing to happen to me since we were 
brought here, probably the best thing to happen to me since a long while before that!” 

“Do you think she really cares about you? All this bullshit she tells you about 
wanting to get out of here, live in a little cottage with you, you think she means that? 
She’s been playing you since the first time she ever saw you, man! Everything she’s ever 
done with you is either a trick or a test, making you do what she wants you to, getting her 
what she wants but is to afraid to get herself! She has you doing this so she’s not the one 
who gets shot if it gets fucked up! Once she’s out there, she’ll drop you for whoever can 
get her an easier life, plain and simple!” 

“You’re full of shit, Rick! You haven’t paid attention to anything that’s 
happened in here besides what happens to you.” 

“Am I? So, then how did this plan here come together then? How’d she get the 
information about those two losers who dragged us here, how to get out in the first place? 
We’re not back home! She could be the president’s daughter, and it wouldn’t get her 
anything here! If she got a guard to tell her something, you ask yourself what she must 
have given him in return! She’s a prisoner with nothing but the clothes on her back, in a 
place where any favors or money or connections she might have had mean nothing! You 
do the math on what your precious, faithful little girlfriend was using to get what she 
wanted from the guards, and you see if it’s any different than what she gave you!” 

“Rick, shut your fucking mouth! When have you ever been worth listening to, 
huh? When have you ever had my back? Only time I ever fucking hear from you is when 
you want something, when you need me to loan you money, to help you out! She’s done 
more for me, gotten to know me better, in the months we’ve been here than you have in 
the entire time I’ve known you! She’s helped me be a better person! We wouldn’t have 
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come this far without her, we wouldn’t have gotten anything without her, and I would be 
as hopeless and pathetic as most of the guys we met when we first showed up! Almost as 
pathetic as you are now!” 

“If you’re going to throw your life away for that scheming whore, fine! These 
guys will take you down and lock you back up, and you’ll never see her again anyway! 
Just you remember I tried to help!”  

“Oh, don’t you ever worry about me forgetting what you did. But I’m not going 
back. I told these people we were getting out, and you forget one of the first things 
Autumn ever told them about me; Isaac doesn’t lie.”  

The chief guard, and most of the men around him, had been mesmerized by Rick 
and I as we yelled at each other, inching closer until our faces were nearly touching. Like 
a rabbit watching the mad, dervish dance of a weasel, hypnotized by the chaos so that 
they didn’t even notice the weasel moving in for the kill. In one swing I brought the butt 
of the rifle in my hands to Rick’s chin, ending a friendship that had spanned nearly two 
decades with a jaw-shattering crack, and then pointed the barrel at the chief guard, 
squeezing the trigger tight. The muzzle-flash lit the room like a strobe light, and lit the 
fuse on the powderkeg of people crammed into the large room. It was all we needed.  

With only the dim emergency lights from the backup system to guide us, we 
struck out against the guards. For those of us with guns it was easier, needing only to fire 
at the moving shadows against the side walls. But more men poured in from behind, and 
the quarters were too tight to fire without risking hitting one of our own. I was trying to 
navigate to find a guard to beat with the heavy stock, when a tug on my arm led me away, 
down the hall I recognized must lead to the private cells for prisoners kept for 
interrogation. When we were out of the mess, I saw Autumn looking back at me, pale 
yellow light reflecting off the blood and sweat on her face, still pulling me along. Wes 
and Tacito followed me still, somehow managing to keep track of everything through the 
dark and the violence. Being little more than dark figures in a dark hallway, we had an 
advantage over the guards still on edge from the sounds that echoed up and down the 
corridors. Our shadows had guns, though, so the frightened guards fell before they could 
move against us, and we got through the secure door.  

Inside, only two more guards stood between us and the cell doors. They were on 
opposite sides of the room, both standing by their cell doors, trying to crane their necks to 
see what was happening. When they saw me with Wes, they looked cheerier.  

“Shit, we thought you boys prob’ly got kilt back when them sumbitches first 
attacked. We was worried.” 

“We were worried about you, too. We’re going to get you out of here so you can 
get back to saving our asses from stuff and looking for a t-rex to kill.”  

“Sounds good. Let’s go.” 
We got the doors open, and Hatchet seemed immediately alive. In the cell, he 

looked trapped and smaller; naked to the waist and covered with cuts and bruises that 
were most likely the reward for mouthing off to prison guards. Once free, he was a burst 
of energy, stripping the belts and ammo from the guards, picking up the dropped guns 
like they were old friends.  

In the halls, he was at a full sprint, trying to catch up to the fight before it was 
gone, wanting more than a pound of flesh for the captivity and beatings. He was like a 
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kid in an arcade when he got to the nave, and you could almost pick out his gunshots 
from the rest, so deliberate and timed. I just knew that every single squeeze of the trigger 
was one bullet taking away one guard. By the time we caught up, it was over. The light, 
even with some of the bulbs shot out, wasn’t dim enough to hide the scene. Dead bodies 
filled all the gaps between where the living ones stood. Only after Autumn had pointed 
down the right hallway could we see just how bad it was. Every guard was dead, and 
more of the escapees than I wanted to see. We joined the others in the corridor, with two 
figures still standing. One was Hatchet, who had found among the dropped tools one of 
his namesakes, and was looking for another. The other was Willard, standing in the 
middle of the room, looking back and forth between us in our corridor, and Rick, who 
had crawled until his back was against the wall, and could be seen quivering with fright. 
Hatchet joined us.  

“Go to the front of the group, find Wes or Autumn, the girl who helped get you 
out. Go with them and lead the rest of them out of here. I’ll follow up the rear.” 

“You got it, boss. See you in the sunlight.” He ran off through the crowd, eager 
to be in front of the action.  

“Willard, get it together! Come on!” He remained standing, looking between me 
and Rick. 

“But he’s my friend. I mean, I barely knew you…” 
“Then you’d better get over by him and get down. Can’t you hear them coming? 

There’s a lot of them, and they’re looking to shoot someone.” 
“How can I stay? He turned you in…turned everyone in…” He looked like a 

shock victim.  
“Make up your mind, Will, you don’t have all day!” 
“I just don’t know…” 
“I have to go. If you’re coming, come now, but for God’s sake, move!” I turned 

and started moving again, behind the herd of fleeing inmates. The footsteps from the 
guards were echoing, louder and louder. I turned back, just trying to see how far they 
were behind me, and instead saw three flashes of light, and Willard fall to the ground. I 
fired back into the darkness, listening to footfalls stop as the guards sought cover, and 
then ran to catch up to the others.  

 
We poured out of the small door and into the sunlight, gathering together in a 

cloud like a swarm of bees, surveying a landscape we couldn’t recognize well enough to 
move in yet. Hatchet had killed all the remaining guards in front of them on the escape, 
and when I came out the door last, he swung it shut and jammed it closed with a pickaxe. 
He looked more confused than the rest of us, looking around as much for someone to kill 
as somewhere to guard. Up on top of a hill, on the other side of the small, sad village that 
Rick was so eager to sell us into, we saw some guards walking next to two loaded 
wagons being drawn by two of the draft-dinosaurs. In this group, he thought he saw what 
he had been looking for, but before he could act on it, we saw that they were for the rest 
of us instead. One of them pointed at us and shouted, and the man on top the rear wagon 
turned, showing the head cook’s familiar face. As a group, we rushed to join them. 
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On the way out of town, with no sign of pursuit behind us, Gilbert explained 
what they had been up to for the months we hadn’t seen them. It turns out that the people 
who were interrogating them gave more information than they got, especially about the 
area. While the machine we all came in was long gone, torn apart in the name of trying to 
find answers, there were others. Several others, all over the place. The place we were 
escaping was only one compound, one of several scattered all over the place they called 
Pangea. This was, in fact, only one group of people, not well loved among the others, and 
far from the only place to go. However, what we knew about the others was limited, least 
of all involving where they were located. The world was a big place, and not all that easy 
to find things on, with no maps or highways. What we had, all that we had, was a few 
hundred people who wanted to finally live their lives, one genius scientist, one born 
hunter, and one girl mastermind who held my hand and walked with me through the tall 
grass. Every step took us further away from the danger of ending up back on the work 
farm, so every step brought a smile to the face of one more of our number. Conversation 
rebounded through the crowd as we walked. Would we find someplace of our own, start a 
village and live? We had the crops already, after all, and between us had the skills we 
needed to start a place. Maybe we could walk and find another of the compounds, maybe 
one friendlier, willing to bring us into the community, or even send us back home. If we 
built a home of our own here, would we be able to survive against the dinosaurs? Could 
we set up patrols or rangers to go in search of these other places, to get some information 
before we showed up, in case they had more of the same in store for us.  

It was an entire world full of possibilities. Possibilities, dinosaurs, and at least 
one prehistoric work farm.  
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The OneThe OneThe OneThe One    
 
 
 

Summers as a child are always the source of the brightest memories from 
childhood. In my memories, it seems like somehow the world was always more vivid 
then; colors brighter, days more exciting, food tasted better. There are a lot of years 
through school that blend together; I don’t know if it was in the third or fourth grade that 
I kissed Irene Hatcher in the equipment room of the gym after a game of knuckles, and I 
can’t remember whether Eddie beat me up and stole the game I just got for Christmas 
when school got back in during the sixth or seventh. The game was either Schattenjäger 
or Sundown Express, although I can’t remember what year I got what game, either. But 
summers were always clear as a bell, down to the small details, like discovering a swamp 
full of hundreds of frogs with Brandon three weeks before he turned eleven and trying to 
catch them all, or the time the next year when I decided to ride my bike to the music store 
and nearly got hit by a car going over the Bear Creek Bridge, ending up crashing and 
bending the handlebars, which concerned me far more than any cuts I got. And of all 
those summers, the thing that stands out more than any others, is the summer before I 
turned sixteen, when I met the first girl I ever fell in love with, who changed my life, and 
who, even to this day, I have never forgotten.  

We were still living in the big house on the mountain that dad bought when he 
got the new job as VP of research and development at work. It was a private community 
for successful people who had enough money to buy big, state of the art houses on 
woodsy hills with views of the city and enough land to feel exclusive. Small, winding 
roads cut paths through the trees, forking off to little secluded cul-de-sacs with four 
houses on them like points on a compass. Each house had a wide, grassy backyard, which 
then grew into the thick woods that separated each cluster of homes. A housing 
community for wealthy people who hated housing communities, but didn’t mind huge 
HOA dues to pay for the army of landscapers to keep the forest and backyards separate, 
and to keep clear a patch of forest between the houses opposite the road in, so you could 
see the view as you drove up, and your guests could start seething with jealousy before 
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they even got to the house. It was a great place to be a kid in, since the forest and the 
huge community park in the center of it all made me feel like a real woodsman, but it was 
also expensive, so when Dad retired they sold it for something smaller in warmer climes. 
That same summer, even though I didn’t have my learner’s permit yet, Dad had been 
giving me early driving lessons along all the quiet, isolated roads that wound around the 
central park and circled the community.  

I remember waking up thinking something special was going to happen, 
although I have no idea what, and don’t know if I knew even then. I think now that 
maybe some kind of cosmic force or fate was telling me that something was coming, but 
that could be the years changing my perspective on the matter. Regardless, I had been in 
the living room, weighing whether I should stay in and play video games or go out, when 
I saw the moving van pull up across the way, followed by a new Lexus. I went to get 
Dad, and by the time I dragged him from his office, the neighbors had given the movers 
their marching orders, and were standing back. The man saw us through the window, and 
gathered his family to come say hi, so we went out to meet them on our front lawn.  

The man introduced himself first, with a thick accent. Mr. Sokołowicz was not 
as tall as my dad, and his dark hair seemed permanently wavy. Mrs. Sokołowicz had just 
as thick an accent, and was taller than her husband, with long, shimmering blond hair. I 
remember looking over at my father after she had introduced herself, because from the 
way she held her hand out I didn’t know if she expected me to kiss it or not, and seeing 
his forehead covered with wrinkles and confusion as he struggled over their last name. 
Dad, being as bad as he was with accents, could never place their origins, even with as 
decidedly polish a last name as they had, and to this day, if you bring them up, he’ll 
shake his head and say that he never knew where they were from. He had the same 
problem with all accents; I remember I had this friend once who was an exchange student 
named Salvadore, and every single time he came over, Dad would ask where he was from 
at least twice. He was a genius with so many things, but nationalities were not one of 
them. Both the Sokołowicz kids very much resembled their mom. The boy, Pawel, who 
went by Pav, was five years younger than me, and only inherited the wave in his father’s 
hair. Pav was exuberant and outgoing, as well as incredibly inquisitive. At first it was 
flattering; him following me around as though I was the greatest thing he had ever seen, 
wanting to know everything I did, but by the end of summer I would be sick to death of 
him. Last, they introduced Alexia, who resembled her mother very closely, and was my 
age. She had the most unique features I had ever seen, a narrow chin and high 
cheekbones, and her nose was slightly stubbed and turned up at the end, but at the same 
time, I thought she was pretty cute. When she spoke, she had a little of her parent’s polish 
accent, blended in with a British accent from whomever had taught her English. Her 
voice was high and sweet, and for some reason she made these odd squeaking noises 
when she spoke. Later on I learned that whenever she was nervous or excited she got the 
hiccups, which made her squeak when she spoke.  

Right away, Alexia took an interest in me. Like anyone who can’t drive and has 
a lot of free time, we ended up hanging around together a lot, and even while I was still 
getting to know her, growing used to all of her little quirks, she made it clear that she 
liked me. I’d never known a girl before her to come on so fast with her intentions, but 
even when I tried to play it distant, unsure of what she was wanting me to get into, she 
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wouldn’t let that stop her. Alexia was both clever and determined; she knew what she 
wanted and she was too strong to let any mere boy slow her down. Like any boy that age, 
I was hesitant to be led into things, trying to maintain what I was still young enough to 
think was my male right to be in charge of the relationship. I’d sit at home when she 
wasn’t around and try to come up with all manner of reasons why it would never work 
out, but she was too quick for me to trap her with them. Come the end of summer, that 
girl, almost always dressed in white or pastels, with her funny accent and way of talking, 
her sharp wit and little squeaks, went almost everywhere with me. Running through the 
woods or walking through town, she maintained the right to take my hand or put her arm 
around me, or just jump on my back for a piggyback ride, and there was nothing I could 
do about it. It had been a while since I had learned better than to thwart her will, even in 
innocent ways.  

“What do you say, Alex, do you want to go down to town today?” It was early, 
and we had just met up to plan for the day.” 

“Alex-EE-AH. Alexia. I don’t call you ‘Hart’ do I?”  
“No, but everyone else does.”  
“Well, I don’t. I like the name Hartley. And I like Alexia.” 
“I’m pretty fond of her myself.” 
“You should be. She’s fond of you, too, as long as you say her name right.” Her 

face was still sweet, but her eyes watched me, unblinking, like a teacher waiting for an 
answer. 

“Yes, Alexia.” Once I said it, her eyes went back to their normal, playful selves, 
and she smiled again. 

“Good boy. Let’s go into town.” 
It was almost as though she knew something I didn’t (and I eventually came to 

accept that she knew many things I didn’t), or was following some clues to destiny that I 
couldn’t see yet. Every now and again I would put up a protest about it, just for show, but 
all told she was a kind, sweet, innocent girl, and I was always happy to have her around.  

Summer came to an end, as summers always did far too quickly back then, and 
to was time to go back to school. In our neighborhood, a lot of the kids around my age 
were the sons and daughters of parents who were successful professionals, our parents all 
leaders in fields of technology or science or, in some cases, literature. This meant that a 
lot of us went to the same school, even though the school in question was actually an 
exclusive boarding school a state away. The Skogsburgh Educational Complex was 
actually almost brand new, and every inch of it state of the art, supplied with generous 
gifts from many of the companies our parents worked for, and was probably every bit 
worth the money it took to get us in. The entire complex was one big building, set into a 
hill overlooking a small, quiet town that was known for it’s beauty, as well as being the 
hometown of several businessmen and women who later went on to found successful 
companies. Unlike many expensive private schools, it took a lot more than large piles of 
money to get in, the application process involving a battery of tests and a thorough 
background check. As part of it’s reputation as home to the crème of the crop, a third of 
the students were the genius children of poor families, who were given free tuition and 
expenses, as well as a small spending allowance. Where many boarding schools had old 
roots in religious teachings, ours was only in its second year when I started as a freshman, 
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and was based entirely on innovation and intellect. This meant we had top teachers with 
progressive lesson plans, and were able to select a large number of our classes based on 
our skills and interests, much like in a college, only without the lax attitudes towards 
attendance. Probably through conversations with my own dad, Mr. Sokołowicz was well 
aware of the school, so at the end of summer Alexia and I packed up, said misty-eyed 
goodbyes to our parents, cheerful goodbyes to Pav, and flew together out to school.  

Being young and away from home is always exciting, and goes a long way in 
making it easy to adjust to the school year. It doesn’t hurt when your school is as nice as 
ours, giving us all the comforts of home, and adding in a few new ones. In no time Alexia 
and I had blended into the community of Skogsburgh, with new people and patterns. As 
busy as we were, Alexia and I still saw each other almost as much as we had when she 
was living across the street. Since we chose classes for the first term in the middle of 
summer, we had all the same free periods, and two classes together. Being the kind of 
place it was, there were several groups of kids like the ones from my neighborhood who 
had all known each other at home before showing up, but even so, there was a time when 
our obvious togetherness was quite the topic of conversation. Since only the scenery had 
changed, I still hadn’t thought much more about it yet than I had at home. To me, Alexia 
was just being Alexia, and how we were together hadn’t registered to me in the context of 
the overall social fabric yet. Like toddler siblings bathing together or football players 
patting each other on the butt after a game, kissing Alexia or watching a movie curled up 
together was just a natural part of how we interacted. In all honesty, when classes started 
in the spring it still hadn’t occurred to me that she was really my girlfriend; Alexia simply 
was. Our status together didn’t occur to me until somewhere in the first month of school. 

What started it was her friend, Jewel. I’d been sitting in class, either English 
literature or world literature, although I can’t remember which because Professor Esteban 
taught them both, when Jewel burst into the room, tears running down her face. She was 
starting to hyperventilate, and wanted someone to help her. Alexia and Jewel were 
roommates, so she and I had spent quite a bit of time hanging out already, so I went to 
comfort her and try to figure out what was wrong. I was able to piece together, from the 
fragments of sentences she blurted out between sobbing breaths, that she had dropped the 
new camera her parents bought her, breaking it, and while she was looking for all the 
pieces that came off, one of her contacts came out, so she couldn’t find it. She was 
panicked because once the class chimed, the halls would be full of people and the pieces 
would get scattered, and she could barely see to find them. In the little time I’d gotten to 
know her, Jewel already stood out as being very emotional, and a little tightly wound, due 
to over-strict parenting. Professor Esteban was a kindly man, though, and volunteered me 
to help her look.  

When I saw what had broken, it looked like only three parts were missing, one 
of which she already found before losing her contact and her control. Once I got Jewel 
quieted down a little, we looked together and found the pieces, but not the contact. While 
she went to find a mirror to clean up and remove the remaining one in order to put her 
glasses back on, I examined the damage done. I didn’t know much about the way the 
camera itself worked, to know if it functioned fine, but nothing had come of that couldn’t 
be back; just plastic pieces of the covering and the little grommets that the optional 
handle snapped into. Jewel returned to find them all back in place, and immediately 
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started fiddling with the buttons to test it out. The smile on her face told me nothing 
permanent had been done to it, and she could rest easy with the knowledge that neither 
her parents nor the video photography class would have to know about the incident. By 
then, there wasn’t much time left before class ended for lunch, so we decided to go hunt 
down Alexia and get her to sneak out early, too.  

On our way to the technology floor, where Alexia was studying computer 
science, fully prepared to follow in her father’s footsteps, Jewel and I were coming up 
with elaborate plans for how we would spring her from class. Making fake notes about 
phonecalls, trying to gesture and catch her attention through the glass of the door, sending 
her messages on her computer and hoping she was logged in. Before we even made it to 
the lab door, we ran into her in the hall, coming back from the restroom. That moment, 
walking around the corner and seeing her there, is when something inside of me finally 
snapped into place. Before she even saw me, just walking towards us, wearing her white 
shorts and white t-shirt with sky-blue sleeves to match her shoes, her eyes turned to the 
painting on the wall, I just froze. And as she turned her head and noticed the two of us 
standing there, her lips pulling back into a smile, it occurred to me just how beautiful she 
really was. Emotions welled up inside me, and I found myself almost surprised at how 
excited I was to see her there, and then the sudden realization swept over me of 
everything that had been growing between us since the morning when we met each other, 
and her eyes claimed me as hers.  

My heart leapt, and I couldn’t get to her fast enough. I kissed her, thinking how 
I’d never noticed how pillow-soft her lips were, and hugged her tightly, wanting to hold 
every slender curve. When she turned to greet Jewel, I couldn’t take my hand from her, 
letting it rest on her stomach, marveling at the warmth and soft firmness of her body. Her 
hair smelled slightly of lavender when I pressed my nose to it, and her face flushed to a 
perfect rose color when I kissed the velvet lobe of her ear. Alexia turned back to me, a 
peaceful smile on her face, and I could see the look in her eyes that told me it was about 
time I realized what I had. For that instant, it was almost as though I could see back 
through time, through all the moments we spent together, and see the bond forming 
between us; to literally watch us fall in love. After Jewel explained that we were looking 
for her, I whispered in her ear how beautiful she was, and she just smiled at me and 
kissed my cheek before taking my hand and walking with me down the hall after her 
friend.  

Most often after that, if we weren’t studying or in the library, we were 
inseparable. Every evening was spent either alone with Alexia, or together with her and 
her friends. Jewel asked once if I spent so much time with them because I didn’t have any 
friends of my own. In a moment’s silence, I retraced my time outside of class that week, 
trying to place where I had been. I knew I had a circle of my own friends, but I always 
saw them in the library, or working on the school’s weekly newspaper, or sometime late 
at night after Alexia had gone to bed. My closest friend outside the circle I actually met 
shortly into our second term, in a chance encounter outside the library that was my 
second home. Alexia had come to the library to fetch me for lunch, since my free period 
was just before and I seldom heard the chime without it being pointed out. As she was 
pulling me along by the hand, playfully teasing me about forgetting her for a bunch of 
books, I nearly ran into a girl coming the opposite direction with an armful of books. I 
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stopped to apologize, and noticed that the book on top was one of my favorites; a volume 
of collected mythology that I referenced and read through so many times that I gave up 
on borrowing it and just bought a copy. I asked her if she liked it, and was using it for a 
project, before apologizing again and running off to catch up to Alexia. Later that week, I 
ran into her in the library, still with the book, and we finished our conversation. I learned 
that, like me, her area of focus was English and literature, branching away from her 
parents’ fields of engineering for something more colorful, and that her name was 
Shannon. 

A life of constantly moving from place to place left Alexia a little fragile. Her 
dad worked mainly as a consultant on contract with various companies, and as such had 
to follow the work. Left with the option of taking the family with him, or seldom seeing 
them because he was working halfway across the country, there was little for him to do 
but pack them all up and bring them along whenever he had to take up with a new 
company. Unfortunately, this also meant that Alexia had grown up without anything 
constant in her life. Kids aren’t great at keeping in touch over distances, and making new 
friends can be hard, so she did far too much of her growing up alone. Insecure and 
uncertain, she would get jealous of Shannon on occasion. She knew there was no real 
competition, that nothing went on between Shannon and I, but emotions don’t really 
depend on reasons, so there was nothing I could do to prevent it entirely. There was never 
a time then that I wasn’t completely devoted to Alexia, or that I ever had a desire for 
Shannon, and even if she was sending me signals then that I was missing, I was too lost 
on Alexia to have cared about them. There was nobody for me but her.  

Alexia and I made time every day to get together for a while, even if it was just 
to talk, or sit close to one another and share a quiet moment, or read. But as much time as 
we spent together, as deeply as we cared about each other, and as quickly as she had 
decided, after meeting me, that she thought we should be together, our relationship 
remained chaste. My angel remained as pure and innocent as all the whites she clothed 
herself in, never letting herself slip. If we were laying close together and she thought my 
hands were sitting a little too low on her stomach, too deep into her lap, or I had my arm 
wrapped around her and my thumb settled on a breast, she never hesitated to reposition 
my hands for me, scolding me playfully, gently, and smiling, but also sincerely. An 
additional gift of the insecurity she got from moving, Alexia was afraid of moving too far 
too soon, always scared that something would happen between us and then she would 
have to move again, and she’d never be able to recover from it. Whenever we were 
kissing, or coming as close to making out as we could get while still obeying the hands 
rules, she would whisper to me that she wasn’t going to make me wait until we were 
married, just until she knew she’d still be with me more than six months from then. She 
needed the comfort of security, of having a good foundation, and she hadn’t had enough 
experience with them to know what one felt like.  

One term passed into another, and we stayed together, growing closer and more 
in love every day. By the third term, we had been together longer than any couple at 
Skogsburgh, and someone I worked with interviewed us about it for an article in the 
Veckobladet, the unfortunate name given to our school paper, taken from the name of the 
weekly publication printed by our school’s namesake. We never had any serious fights, 
and we never got tired of each other, but halfway through the third term, as we grew 
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closer to the end of the school year, Alexia started to grow visibly upset by something, 
getting quiet and emotional, and refused to tell me what it was about. The oddest things 
would set it off, sometimes taking nothing at all. We could be sitting quietly together 
outside, enjoying the autumn air, or in the middle of a conversation, and she would just 
freeze up, her eyes wet with the promise of tears to come, and would run off. With 
increasing frequency I had to run after her, Alexia in full sprint, and then hold her, crying, 
trying to comfort her without ever knowing what had happened in the first place. I could 
always get the tears to stop, and bring a smile to her face, and bring her back to her 
almost ethereal self, but only for so long before another episode. After it had been going 
on a while I crew very concerned, plagued by all the worst-case scenarios, and all my 
hours in the library turned away from stories and the written language to be devoted to 
looking for answers. In all the books I read, I never found an explanation that fit, leaving 
me guessing and walking a fine line, always half-ready for her to burst unto tears at a 
moment’s notice. As long as I could stay close to her, where I knew I could keep her safe, 
I could keep the worry at bay.  

In the last week of class, Skogsburgh has a festival to celebrate our 
achievements, and the closing of another year. The covered amphitheatre behind the 
school, the Sadler Oratorium, became a literal circus of games, activities, and 
entertainment. Music bounced off the ceiling and the cement seating, echoing and 
repeating until it was one continuous celebratory roar. Alexia and I were lingering in one 
of the huge openings, discussing whether we wanted to go in and explore, maybe see the 
show that looked to be gathering together around the stage, or go get some lunch first 
from the barbecue over beside the school building. Suddenly, something came over her 
again, and she became as upset as I had ever seen her. Moments before, I’d been leaning 
against the roof support, and she was then leaning against me with my arms around her, 
and then she broke away from me, giving me a powerful shove, and then ran into the 
Oratorium structure as though all the demons of hell were chasing her. The place was 
packed with people, but she didn’t slow down for a step, eyes wide, charging through 
anyone in between her and the door leading to the preparation and support area beneath 
the stage. I followed as best I could, leaping over seats and around people, but the chaos 
she left in her wake slowed me down, and by the time I got to the stage, the door was 
already shut, and a large group of people were in my way. 

Nine guys, all dressed in the Skogsburgh version of ‘street’ gathered together to 
block my access to the door. As half of the rich, higher-studies freestyle rap and dance 
team, they had been preparing for their show for long enough that they seemed to think of 
themselves as a real gang, ready to protect my crying, terrified girlfriend from me, but 
had no idea if her running was part of the festivities or real fear. Their solution was to 
taunt me in verse, and challenged me to some kind of dance-battle against them to earn 
my way past. Well aware that it wasn’t a joke, I tried to explain to them that if I didn’t get 
through them to her, she’d think I didn’t care that she was upset. Nothing I said got them 
to budge, regardless of how obviously desperate I was to get to her, or how hard I tried to 
explain that I was terrified that something I didn’t understand was driving her insane. The 
only thing to work on my side was the arrival of the other half of the freestyle club, who 
had been rehearsing separately, but had seen us together, saw her take off, and could tell 
how frantic I was to find her.  
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Unfortunately, the new group spoke the same language as the ones I had been 
wasting precious minutes on, and even though they were on my side, they wasted even 
more time on rhyming and posing. It was like watching the Vanilla Ice fan-club getting 
together for a formal debate in the style of a rap battle, and if I had the time to care, and 
the girl I loved hadn’t needed me so much, it would have been hilarious. If Alexia 
wouldn’t have broken down and run off, we’d have been able sit and watch one of the 
funniest shows of our lives on stage. Instead, the show was as far from funny as possible, 
off-stage and keeping me from where I was needed. My salvation came from the closing 
argument of a tall, heavy kid I recognized from an inorganic chemistry class, in the group 
who were for letting me through.  

“So what if he digs the freaky British chick? He found something innocent that 
makes her tick. He’s into her completely, and I think it’s cool; I think we can make an 
exception to this rule. He really can’t dance, that’s for sure, but he’s not trying to join 
with us, just get his girl. I say we let him by, and a little bit more; I say we help him find 
her under that crowded floor.” I watched the gears turning slowly behind the pseudo-
rappers’ eyes, wanting them to move more than I wanted to take the time to point out that 
she was neither freaky nor British. When they finally parted, charged through them like 
an angry bull.  

The staging area, under the performing platform, was a chaotic mess of tunnels, 
pipes, and wires, prepared to rig everything from trapdoors and secret exits to lights and 
stage effects. Tunnels led off in a half-dozen direction, in order to prepare for every 
theatrical possibility, and too much of my time had been wasted for me to know which 
direction she’d gone in. True to their words, the confused crew followed behind me, and 
split up to look. I picked a tunnel at random, running full tilt down it, only to wind up in 
the backup generator room in the basement level of the school. All out of ideas, I went up 
to her room, hoping and praying she’d have gone there to be alone. The door was 
unlocked, but it was empty, Jewel probably celebrating, and Alexia missing completely. I 
went to her desk, startlingly clean, to find a pen and paper to leave a note, so I could go 
on searching, but when I opened the drawer, it was empty. When I took the time to look 
more clearly, I noticed that everything of hers was gone, leaving behind only the parts of 
the room that the school provided; the bed and linens, the desk and computer. Jewel’s 
side was as it had always been, but there was no sign of Alexia anywhere. Stomach 
roiling, brain spinning, and hands completely numb, I ran out of the room, down to the 
main entrance, hoping to catch her somewhere, to find her at all.  

I looked for the rest of the day, finding nothing. At night, I finally found Jewel, 
who said Alexia had been packed up for a while, ready to leave early. She never 
mentioned it once, and for that past week we had been hanging out in my room or 
somewhere else on campus. I couldn’t believe she had just disappeared like that. I called 
home, but Mom and Dad said they hadn’t noticed any changes at the Sokołowicz house. 
The rest of the week was a haze, packing, saying goodbyes, mom driving out to get me so 
I didn’t have to worry about fitting all my junk into luggage.  

When I got home, the first thing I did was run across the street to see if she was 
there, but the entire house was empty. My parents, astute as they were, completely missed 
the moving van that came and picked everything up, or the fact that no cars had been 
coming or going from the garage in a week. In hindsight, mom said it did seem quieter, 
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because Pav hadn’t come around asking questions. I was heartbroken. I sent an e-mail, 
left her a phone message, called Jewel and any other friends I could contact, to see if they 
knew anything about it, but nobody could tell me where she was.  

That was the first summer I can remember that didn’t seem so much brighter and 
more vivid than the rest of the year. The days were still long and bright, with fresh air, 
and loads of free time. I saw all the same kids from the neighborhood, the ones who’d 
gone to Skogsburgh and the ones who stayed behind. I learned to drive and got my 
license. On my birthday, Dad had promised to buy me a used car, and we went shopping 
the day I got my license. Some guys and I took a road trip to see the Rolling Rock music 
festival. But through all of it, always constant in the back of my mind, I was counting the 
days, waiting to hear from Alexia. When summer came to an end, I found myself excited 
to get back to school, telling myself that her dad would never give up a chance for her to 
get an education like that, so of course she’d be back. For a week after I arrived, I kept an 
eye out for her, but when they posted the student register, her name wasn’t on it.  

My friend from the library, Shannon, had returned for another year, though. She 
was sympathetic to my broken heart, and sweet, and I wasn’t at all surprised when I 
discovered we were dating. Shannon wore a full array of rich, dark colors in her clothes, 
and when my hands touched her chest or slipped too deep in her lap she purred or sighed 
and pressed herself closer to me. She was ferocious where Alexia had been timid, always 
excited at the idea of sneaking out somewhere or smuggling in some liquor or bribing her 
roommate to leave so we could be alone. I lost my virginity that year, and instead of 
spending time with her friends, most of our time was spent alone, all activities either 
leading to or following up something sexual. We had a lot in common, between books 
and hobbies and tastes, but we also argued a lot. While she had never been insecure about 
how long our relationship would last, she started accusing me of wanting to see other 
girls, and every time she said it, I wondered if she brought it up because she had been 
seeing other guys. When second term was coming to a close, Shannon and I were seeing 
each other less, and whenever we were together, our time was spent either fighting or 
having sex, sometimes both at once. Right before going home for break before third term, 
we broke up; loud, messy, and public. All the third quarter was spent with constant 
animosity between us, sides drawn among mutual acquaintances, with a constant barrage 
of slander and bile going both ways. I got together with a girl named Christina after that, 
who I had barely known at all, but shared a class with and thought looked beautiful. 
Looking back, I can’t remember a single long or involving conversation we ever had, but 
I was less nervous about sex, which I think made it better, so we spent all of our time 
doing that. It ended with her sometime in the middle of summer, through e-mail, but I 
had already moved on by then, my sights set on a girl in the neighborhood, on the other 
side of the park.  

With all the time that’s passed between that one year and this, all the summers 
grew gradually less bright, until they finally blended into the rest of the year, having lost 
all the special qualities that made them so magical. All the benefits; going outside, tank 
tops and short shorts, beaches and bikinis, barbecues, are all balanced out by the cons, 
like paying for air conditioning, worse gas mileage, and discomfort from heat. I finished 
school, went to college, moved to a city my parents had never been to, just to prove I 
didn’t need them, even if they DID pay for my entire education, and then regretted it 
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when they sold that great old house. Now I spend my days editing articles for a magazine 
publisher, and even write a few when they let me. There were new girls highschool, lots 
of new girls in college, and new girls all over this city; in my old apartment building, in 
the new condo, at all the jobs and the place I get my coffee. One of them I’ve been seeing 
for almost a year and a half. She was the first to beat Alexia’s record, and she doesn’t 
even know it. In all that time, with all this life happening, changing me, changing the 
world in my eyes, I’ve forgotten more things than I would have guessed I knew to forget 
in the first place, but I still remember most of that year, the year I turned sixteen, and all 
the time with Alexia, like it was all last Tuesday. Whenever a relationship falls apart, 
when I get turned down or my girlfriend and I argue, I think back. Try to turn time 
forward, see who she would be today, if I still knew her. I must have thought up a 
hundred different stories to explain why she disappeared like that, just moved away with 
her family and never spoke to me again. Anymore, I’m running out of new ideas, and 
sick of trying to come up with them, but I still haven’t stopped wondering. I still try and 
imagine what she would look like now, where she is, what she’s doing. I compare her 
against every other girl I’ve ever known, try to guess if she would have fought with me as 
much, if she would have taken issue with all the little faults some of these girls have, 
wonder if she would cook better than this one, or be better in bed than that one. I try and 
judge whether or not I got along better, quicker, easier with these other girls than I did 
with her. So far Alexia, the Alexia grown to an adult from my memories and my teenage 
love, has been nearly undefeated. I wonder, if the world had turned differently that day, if 
she would still be with me today, and I wonder if she could have been the one. There’s so 
much to do these days, though, that before long I have to put her away, back with all 
those other long-ago moments. Alexia, the most alive, clearest, and brightest of all the 
summer memories.  
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When you wake up somewhere you don’t recognize, with no idea why you’re 

there, there’s usually one of three explanations. Either you drank too much and passed 
out somewhere new, you have a medical history of narcolepsy and memory loss, or 
someone kidnapped you and brought you somewhere secret. The day I woke up under a 
hot sun on dusty ground, I had no idea which explanation was mine.  

I was lying in what looked like a courtyard in a grand, well-aged Mexican 
hacienda, a two-story building with stucco walls curving around three sides of me, a tall 
wall with an iron gate closing off the square. There were no people, and the harder I tried 
to remember why I was there, the more answerless questions I got. Was I on vacation in 
Mexico, having partied too hard and been left behind by my friends when they went to 
their rooms? Had I been kidnapped by some kind of latin revolutionaries hoping to 
ransom me for money to buy RPGs and bigger guns? Or was this just he kind of thing 
that happened to me, tempered with therapy and drugs that I had been forgetting to take, 
my own brain abducting me and leaving me helpless? Under the sun, I felt ten degrees 
hotter every minute, and I had no idea where I should be. With no knowledge of the 
people who could be in the building, friends or violent criminals, and no idea what I 
should be doing, I sat and soaked in my own sweat and confusion.  

I knew I couldn’t stay there in the heat forever, and there was no sign of anyone 
watching or guarding me, so I crawled to my feet and walked towards the only open door, 
leading into a room too dark compared to the burned-out brightness under the sun to see 
anything. Inside, the walls were the same color as the ground outside, a combination of 
paint, earthen materials, and the fact that nobody had cleaned in years. There was next to 
no noise in the hallways, aside from the occasional whirr of a fan and the sound of flies 
bouncing off the walls and ceiling. Everything, from the scraps of paper stuck to the wall 
with age, headlines faded to dark blurs, to the furniture that had been old and worn 
decades ago, was somehow familiar. A sense of Déjà vu in all of the surroundings, even 
though I couldn’t remember ever having been there before.  
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Most of the rooms were empty and silent, showing no signs of life at all. The 
bare floors and uncovered walls seemed to devour all sound, and even my own footfalls 
left not even a shuffle. After exploring one hallway after another, I heard a faint trace of 
music coming from a doorway ahead of me, and then the gentle rustle of a page turning. I 
followed the sound to a lounge, dimly lit with the shards of bright sunlight that pierced 
the window slats and cut in through an open doorway. Nobody in the lounge looked like 
kidnappers or violent revolutionaries trying to keep me captive. In fact, looking at them, 
they all had that familiar strangeness that the rest of the place had; like I had known them 
for years, yet had no idea who they really were.  

Over in the furthest corner, a man named Hammond with a scarred face sat 
leaning far over a table, pouring over blueprints for dams and canals. His entire life was 
in designing them for cities in need, and said he was at the hacienda on his way to a job, 
but the second he saw me walk in the room, he glared at me and pulled all his papers 
closer to himself protectively. Hugh was the American sitting on the small sofa in the 
middle of the room, reading a travel guidebook with maps spread open on the seat beside 
him and the coffee table in front of him. As usual, he was wearing a brightly colored shirt 
and shorts that didn’t quite fit him, the model tourist, and was obsessing about his plans, 
plotting course after course, determined to see everything there was to see in one trip. On 
a chair pushed against the half-closed windows was a pretty girl, well tanned but with 
dyed-red hair and wearing goth clothes, reading a paperback novel called Solstice 
Surrender. She never said more about her travels than that she was looking for adventure, 
but while I didn’t know much about her than the fact that her name was Helen, she 
always smiled at me when she saw me. I walked into the room, still feeling groggy and 
disconnected, not entirely sure how well I knew anyone, or why I remembered only parts 
of who they were, but no real details about them, or how long ago I had met them. Helen 
looked up from her book to give me a sexy smile, her skin glowing a little from the heat. 
Suddenly tired, I sat down again in a soft chair, in between the open door and Helen’s 
reading chair.  

From where I sat, I could see the rest of the guests at the hacienda. The shadow 
in the doorway, leaning back in a simple wooden chair halfway between inside and 
outside, where he could watch everyone, was Rainier, the old man, skin dark from years 
of working under the sun, who seldom spoke at all, and never about himself. Beyond 
him, sitting on the wooden rail of the porch, was Forrest, a musician who traveled from 
bar to bar, playing for money and drinking more than he was worth before the night was 
over. I couldn’t remember ever seeing him without a drink in his hands, or nearby to 
them. At the moment, his beer was nestled between his knees while he played. And, 
dancing across the porch to the music, in and out of view, was Simone, the little twelve 
year old girl who was supposed to be visiting her dad’s family, but hadn’t yet been 
picked up from the halfway point where she was waiting.  

As long as I sat there, I couldn’t shake the feeling that everything was like a 
dream that I could only half remember upon waking. Ghosts of familiar faces, distant in 
the same room, haunting me with everything I didn’t know about them, but felt I should. 
There was always something more, something lurking, like when you know you know 
your girlfriend’s birthday is coming soon, but you can’t remember the date, what she 
wanted, or if you have plans. All I knew was that I was missing something big, with no 
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hints or clues as to what, and it bugged me so much I just sat, trying to figure it out and 
staring into space, for what must have been hours, until someone new came into the 
room. 

The woman who ran the place appraised the room quietly, ageless and strong, 
carrying two trays covered with plates. Her face was as calm and unchanging as stone, 
never showing strain, worry, or stress; neither great joy or excitement. Eyes turned to her 
from all corners of the room as the smell of food filled the hot air. Hugh cleared a place 
off the coffee table for a plate, and slapped the top of a book to, indicate where his food 
should be placed. Helen put a stopper in her book and got up, moving closer to me to 
share the small table beside my chair. She took two plates off the tray and sat them on the 
table, where the smell drifting off the enchiladas was strong, almost overpowering.  

“Gracias, Señora Luce.”  
“No, niña, I tell you, you call me Dia.” Diavola was at once kindly like a loving 

mother or aunt, and somewhat intimidating. Being near to her was a little like hugging a 
favorite relative that you just learned was responsible for a spade of killings two summers 
ago. She was kind and fair, offering good advice and good food, open to conversation 
whenever it was offered her, but there was a constant shadow behind her, making you 
doubt whether you should ever really trust her fully or turn your back to her for too long.  

“Did you see me, mama Dia? Did you see me dance?” Simone ran into the room 
at the smell of food, and sat down on the couch opposite Hugh to eat.  

“Sí, you were lovely.” Even when Dia spoke kindness, her face was blank. 
Forrest strolled in, setting his guitar in an empty chair, and then taking a plate to Rainier 
before sitting down next to Simone.  

“Julius, I didn’t see you come in. You were asleep out there for a while, I 
thought you would burn.” 

“Was I?  
“Sí. Rainier thought you were having a good nap, but I thought we should drag 

you out of the sun.” 
“I survived.” Helen poked my arm playfully with her fork. 
“You seem lively enough for me.” She winked and smiled, hungry in a way the 

food wouldn’t sate. 
Diavola took the empty tray to the kitchen and returned with another tray loaded 

with glasses, bottles of beer and tequila, and a few sodas. At the sight of the liquor 
Forrest grew visibly happier, taking a bottle of tequila with one hand, and a beer with the 
other. Our host set a shotglass in front of him, to capitalize on the brief period of time 
during dinner when he would actually use it. It would only be a matter of time before he 
was taking it straight from the bottle, until the bottle was drained sometime in the 
evening, and he went looking for another.  

“You can never have to much to drink.” He grinned happily, and then got up to 
take the enchilada that I didn’t have the stomach to finish. At the sight of his scavenging, 
Hammond growled and pulled his hardly-touched plate closer to himself to keep it safe. 
The meal was mostly pleasant, like a family dinner with relatives you’re meeting for the 
first time in a decade or two. After we ate, everyone just sat quietly for a while. Simone 
brought Forrest his guitar, which he played slowly and softly while drinking. She took 
pride in refreshing his drinks, as long as he made sure to give her occasional praise for it. 
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I think she had a bit of a crush on him, with his smooth, mariachi style and friendly 
demeanor. Helen started reading again where she was, and only got up once, to get me a 
pillow when she thought my eyes were looking a little droopy. I hadn’t noticed myself, 
but as soon as she had given it to me, I realized that I could use a nap. Listening to the 
sweet melodies, watching Helen read, and everyone else in the room continue about their 
business, I started to feel the familiarity wrap around me like a blanket, and drifted to 
sleep.  

 
I woke up disoriented, but after a few confused moments of looking around and 

panicking a little, I realized I was in the lounge still, dirty yellow light barely filling the 
room from three little table lamps set around the room. The windows were open all the 
way now, and the sky was a dark blue, letting almost no light through. Faint guitar music 
and singing came in through the window, with the occasional sound of voices. A sudden 
feeling of chilled warmth washed over me, and I realized that I wasn’t alone. 

“Recepción de nuevo a la población de la pérdida.” 
“Dia, you startled me. How long have you been there?” 
“A while. I was watching you sleep.” 
“Everyone is outside?” 
“Sí, except for Hammond, who goes to bed as usual.” 
“It’s so weird. Having habits, without even remembering how long I’ve been 

here.” 
“Do you know where you are?” 
“I think so. I was looking for a shortcut and wound up here for the night, right? 

But I don’t know how long I’ve been here.” 
“This place does that to people sometimes.” 
“It’s been lived in for so long it has that home feeling all through it.” 
“Maybe that’s it.” 
“What was it before it was a hotel?” 
“It is what it has always been.” 
“Is it old?” 
“Oh, sí, very old. Antes de que nada fuera creado que no era eterno, y él aguanta 

eternamente.”  
“What does that mean?” 
“This place is very old.” The déjà vu feeling built up in my spine, making my 

whole body shake. 
“Oh. I think I’ll go join them out there. Do you want me to bring them out 

anything?” 
“I am sure they want more cerveza by now, maybe a fresh bottle. Apenas un 

momento.” Diavola disappeared back into the kitchen down the hall, and returned with a 
tray, which I took and walked out the door to the courtyard.  

When the sun went down there, the heat started to dissipate, and the courtyard 
became pleasant. It was better lit than any room indoors, and the night air was the only 
slightly fresh air we would get in a day. Forrest paused his singing to cheer when he saw 
me coming with the tray, and traded his just emptied bottle for a fresh one. Hugh 
stumbled over, refilling his glass with tequila, convinced as always that he would show 
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everyone he was more than just the middle-aged guy traveling in a winnebago. I opened a 
piña flavored soda for Simone and beers for Rainier, Helen and myself. I pretended to 
mix up the soda and beer when I brought them over to Simone and she laughed. Rainier 
forced a smile, but kept his eyes on her soda for a long time. Helen set down her book 
and cozied closer, whispering innuendo into my ear and coming up with dirty stories to 
go along with Forest’s lyrics. Into the night, Hugh got too drunk and had to go to bed. 
Simone, no longer having to worry about being the first one to get tired, went to her room 
soon after. Several hours later Forrest passed out, so Rainier and I had to drag him off to 
his room. While we were lifting him on his bed, Rainier commented that this room was 
so much nicer than his, and then looked around it again, slowly. In the hallway his eyes 
darted up and down the hall quickly, until I patted his shoulder and told him to go to bed, 
because the music was gone so we’d all be retiring for the night. He nodded, and 
grumbled again about the state of his room, before shuffling off. Helen met me in the 
hallway, swaying her hips pointedly and grinning like a wolf.  

“Just you and me now, hombre.” 
“Seems that way.” 
“What do you say? Want to go upstairs and play, or are you getting too tired?” 

Her wrists rested on my shoulders. 
“I feel pretty exhausted, to tell you the truth.” She nodded, sympathy in her eyes 

with her fire. 
“Yeah, it’s kind of late for you. One of these days, I’m going to get you.” 
“I’m sorry for making you wait.” 
“Well, normally I wouldn’t bother, but my options here are kindof limited. The 

only other guy here who isn’t a creepy old man or violently disturbed drinks way too 
much to be any good. So I’ll just have to keep myself occupied.” She kissed me on the 
cheek, and then on the lips, before continuing to sway down the hall, drunk and sexy all 
at once.  

Instead of going to bed, I went back to the courtyard, hoping that the fresh, cool 
air would clear my head of the fog that had filled it for all of the day and seemed to keep 
me from my memories. Lying out on top of a wall, staring at the dark, starless sky, I tried 
to fight through the fog, to find the source of the familiarity of the place and all the 
people there. They couldn’t be old friends I was traveling with, because I’d have 
remembered them better, and I couldn’t have been staying there that long, because I 
wouldn’t have been able to afford it. Surely a place like that, with free meals and alcohol, 
would be expensive. Finally, when I was starting to slip into that vague area, where the 
world melts away to nothing but you aren’t quite asleep yet, something came to me. It 
must have been a dream about the place, but I could remember seeing everyone panicked, 
everyone yelling at one another, and terrified, too. Of something else, of someone in the 
group. I seemed to remember fearing everyone. And then someone was found dead, and 
it was a ghastly scene. Snapshots flashed like lightning, a single frame of gore spliced 
into the movie of my memory. One by one, I saw them all dead, and each death was 
horrific and bloody. But there were more snapshots than there were people, the same 
kinds of things happening again and again, everything the same but the deaths. I even 
saw myself die, so it had to be a dream. But then, why didn’t it feel like one? I didn’t 
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want to sleep until I had an answer, until I knew what was going on, but I could see the 
blue returning to the sky, and I couldn’t hold on any longer.  

The sun was hot on my face. I shifted my position a little, and my leg fell out 
from beneath me, almost pulling me down with it. I woke up a little more, realizing I had 
fallen asleep on the short wall inside the courtyard. Somewhere from a balcony, I heard 
Simone singing what she could remember of Forrest’s songs. The door to the lounge was 
open already, so I stumbled over towards it. Rainier was standing in the middle of the 
room, looking uncertain and uneasy, trying to crane his neck through the windows to see 
if anyone else was outside, wondering where the others were in the hacienda. Hugh was 
just settling down on his favorite sofa, his array of maps and guidebook still in a neat 
pile, not yet opened. Helen was sitting in a small loveseat near to the door, looking up 
from her book to smile at me. 

“Buenos dias, Julian.” I walked over and sat next to her. 
“Morning, Helen. You get to bed okay?” 
“I got there okay, but I could have done with company. If you were too tired to 

make it to your bed, you could have borrowed mine.” 
“No, I was trying to figure something out that’s been bugging me.” 
“Did you?” 
“I don’t know if what I’m remembering are dreams or memories.” 
“Is there a difference?” 
“I think there used to be. The things I think I’m remembering aren’t good 

though, so if they aren’t just nightmares, I’m a little concerned.” She smiled and kissed 
my temple. 

“Well, if you’re having nightmares, you come see me and I’ll make them go 
away.” 

Our host walked into the room carrying her trays with six plates of migas on 
them, since Forrest was never awake by breakfast. She handed out plates to those nearby, 
which Hugh took gladly, and Rainier reluctantly, looking over the other plates on the 
tray. Simone came skipping into the room behind her, taking her plate off the tray and 
sitting down.  

“Buenos dias, Dia.” Helen stood to go get her plate, and I followed. She looked 
at me over her shoulder, with just the tiniest bit of surprise in her eyes.  

“I’d have brought you a plate, you know.” 
“As would have I for you. Buenos Dias.” I took two plates from the tray, smiling 

at Dia and handing one to Helen.  
“Sí, buenos Diavola. Parece delicioso, Dia, usted es un angel.” Helen took a 

deep whiff of her plate and smiled, as if to prove her point, and Dia nodded back at both 
of us with her unchanging face, and then turned, setting the last plate down on the table 
Hammond was usually sitting at, before turning to go get the coffee and juice.  

“Where do you think Hammond is?” Helen pointed with her fork as we sat back 
down on the loveseat. I could remember the dream I had just the night before, the first 
step to the gallery of horrors that followed.  

“Maybe his precious blueprints went missing and he’s tearing apart his room for 
them.” She laughed and almost lost her bite of tortilla and egg. 
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“Some pioneering beavers looking to make a better dam, maybe.” Dia eyed me 
sideways when she brought us our coffee.  

We weren’t quite finished with breakfast yet when Hammond walked slowly 
into the room, head sunk low and his shoulders high, like a junkyard dog with his hackles 
up. The scars and wrinkles in his face cut deep canyons around his narrow, furious eyes, 
and his thin, frowning lips. Hammond was always at least a little bit angry, but seeing 
him then was a little alarming, so far beyond his normal levels was he. Slowly, he passed 
his eyes over each of us.  

“I’m going to ask once. Who has them?” 
“Has what?” Not even a raging architect could slow Hugh’s eating.  
“What do you think? My fucking blueprints!” Helen paled instantly, and stared 

at me. I could feel my own face draining completely of blood, too. Hugh didn’t think 
anything of it. 

“I haven’t seen them since you went to your room yesterday. Maybe they rolled 
behind your bed.” 

“I searched every inch of that room. They’re not in there. Someone stole them.” 
“Who wants blueprints?” 
“Someone! You never say anything, Rainier, do you have them?” Rainier shook 

his head, his body trembling a little from the confrontation.  
“Ease up, Hammond. Nobody stole them.” I was suddenly afraid of the situation 

getting worse, knowing only where I had seen it lead.  
“Quiet, pendejo! Was it you?” 
“What use do I have for them?” 
“You probably thought it was funny, a little joke between you and that puta 

sucia you’re always with.”  
“Relax, both of us have better things to do than rip you off for fun. Nobody here 

has it.” 
“What about that fucking drunk then? I’ll go kick him out of bed and take it out 

of his ass!” 
“Leave his ass alone. We were with Forrest until he passed out last night.” He 

glared at me as though he was going to come over and punch me. 
“Well someone fucking stole them, and I guarantee you, when I find out who 

did, and I AM going to, I will fucking kill them!” 
Later on, a little after breakfast, but before Forrest had shown his face, Hugh 

was talking about getting back on the road so he could see the whole of the country. Dia 
was walking through the hall, and stuck her head in when she heard this.  

“Have you been listening to the radio in here?” 
“No. Why?” My stomach sank. 
“Nobody is going to be able to leave for a while. Apparently we had an 

earthquake last night that undermined a lot of the roadways, and kicked up a lot of dust. 
The roads are all closed until they can find out if they’re safe or not.” Hammond’s ire was 
up again. 

“I have places I need to be. I’m supposed to be meeting with important people!” 
“Unless those people are the ones who stole your blueprints, you’ll probably 

want to postpone those meetings anyway.” Helen laughed at her own joke and slapped 
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my arm, until she saw my face, and froze. As soon as Dia moved on, leaving the others to 
complain by themselves, Helen and I went outside to the porch.  

“Did you know that was going to happen?” Helen was clearly concerned. 
“Yeah. I think I did.” 
“From your dream memory things?” 
“Yeah.” 
“What…what happens if it wasn’t just a dream?” 
“Then things are going to get really bad around here.”  
“What do you mean bad?” 
“I mean horror-movie bad. People dying, accusing each other of everything. 

Bloodshed and terror.” She swallowed hard, and put a hand on my arm. 
“Jules…please tell me this is some kind of a joke.” 
“I hope it is. I don’t want to run for my life in this place, I don’t want to see 

anyone die, especially you.” 
“What happens next if it isn’t a dream?” 
“Forrest’s guitar. Something happens between he and Rainier and it breaks.” 

She nodded, and we sat out there quietly for a while, not talking, and she didn’t open her 
book. After we didn’t come back in, Rainier started pacing, his compulsion to keep an 
eye on everyone too great, wanting to be where he could see the lounge and where we 
were on the porch at the same time. He kept glancing at the guitar sitting in the chair, 
wondering when Forrest would show up so everyone could be together. We had all seen 
Rainier watch Forrest playing with a razor eye, and wondered if he didn’t have more of a 
crush on him than Simone did, but what Rainier really loved was the way he could make 
the guitar sing. It was something he had always wished he could do, and so he sat, 
watching, listening, imagining it was him. The stress from the morning was pushing him 
a little too far, and he thought maybe it could really be him. Poor Rainier wanted to play 
so badly he thought that will alone might be enough. He found his favorite wooden chair 
and moved it to his place in the door where he could see everyone, and then grabbed the 
guitar. I had been watching him pace ever since we went to the porch, and my heart 
stopped when he picked it up. Fingers from Helen’s hand gripped tight to my wrist when 
she saw it.  

Slowly, nervously, Rainier plucked at the strings, trying to move his hands on 
the fretboard the way he had seen Forrest do. He strummed, but only an uneasy 
dissonance came out of the guitar. He tried again, but had no better luck, so he turned his 
attention instead to picking, plucking single notes one by one. There was a small, sickly 
smile on his face with every note he made, trying to string them together in a way that 
made sense only to him. And then we heard the low groan of Forrest lumbering into the 
room, somewhere between hung over and still drunk. The shuffle of his feet stopped 
when he heard the notes, and then resumed as he made his way to the door.  

“Easy with that thing, padre. It is valuable to me.” Rainier had been focusing so 
much on the guitar that he hadn’t even seen Forrest come into the room and, unused to 
anyone sneaking up on him, he jumped. Surprised, he almost let go of the guitar.  

“Whoa! I told you, be careful!” Forrest made a drunken stumble to catch the 
guitar by the neck. The two men, both shaking and unsteady, made a play to keep the 
guitar, and both were confused as to how hard the other was holding it. It tugged one way 
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and then another, and, as though in slow motion, the guitar fell to the wooden patio floor, 
landing first on the neck, snapping off a tuning head, and then landing on the hollow 
body, cracking open, one corner of it splintering. Helen’s fingernails were digging into 
my arm so deeply they were drawing blood, but I didn’t even notice.  

“Fuck!” I punched the wall and left the porch, walking to the far corner of the 
courtyard. Helen pulled her hand to cover her mouth, and the others stared. Eyes peered 
through the window slats. The memories, which now felt more like memories than pieces 
of a bad dream, had been like a roadmap. With everything that had come true, they 
became clearer. I could remember big segments now, events happening over and over 
again, the thousands of ways that these people had come to die. The things I learned 
about them in the horror of our final moments. The things I learned about myself.  

I tried to remember back further, but that was vague, like trying to remember 
your first birthday. There was one memory I wanted more than anything else. One 
instance I wanted to remember, to clear everything up. Because if what I saw in my head 
were memories, not dreams, then that meant I had been there for a very long time, caught 
in the same loop, watching people die again and again. It meant I had been there for 
years, for hundreds of years, and if that was possible, if I had been stuck like a broken 
record of horrific acts for centuries, then the rest of the memories were true, too. The 
realization that always hit me too late, when I know, as clear as day, that I was in Hell. 
While it was a dream, it could have been anything, but if it wasn’t, then that’s all that was 
left. I was dead and in Hell, and so was everyone else. Hammond and his eternal 
blueprints of dams were dead and damned, Simone and her grandparents that never 
showed up, Forrest with the shows he never went on to play. All of us.  

I didn’t hear Dia approach.  
“Are you okay?” 
“No. I’m in Hell.” Dia nodded. 
“You remember?” 
“A lot of it, yeah.” 
“You’ve been here for a very long time.” 
“Can I stop it?” 
“All you can do is what you can do. You’ve already done more than you ever 

have before.” 
“Will you help me?” 
“That’s not what I do.” 
“I…think I understand.”  
“Abandone solamente bastante esperanza de la manera detrás.” Her face hadn’t 

changed at all, but there was something new in her eyes. The shadow had diminished 
from her eyes, even while it had grown around the rest of her. The violence that was 
about to start in the place was reflected in her very essence, but when she looked at me I 
didn’t feel afraid. I nodded to her, and she walked away. I stood there for a while 
thinking, until Helen finally came forward. The others were crowded in the doorway 
behind her, watching. I turned to face them. 

“It’s okay. Come out here. I need to tell you something.” 
“What? What’s going to happen?” Helen was afraid, the fires in her eyes 

burning brighter, somehow differently than usual.  
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“Listen, this is going to sound weird, but you need to believe me. Something bad 
is about to happen, and we need to stick together.” 

“Something bad is already happening. One of you is a thief.” 
“No, Hammond, we aren’t. That’s just a part of it. This place, it isn’t what we 

think it is. We’re not stuck here because of an earthquake or a dust storm or anything. 
This place is…it’s Hell.” 

“It’s not that bad a place.” 
“No, listen. It’s Hell, with a capital H. You, me, all of us, we’re dead, in a sense. 

And soon, really, really soon, something bad is going to start happening. We’re all going 
to disappear one by one, and end up dead somewhere.” 

“If we’re dead already, how can we die?” 
“That’s just it. It’s part of this place. The punishment or whatever. We’re going 

to get the fear of dying, spend days cowering, fighting, suspecting one another, and then 
we’re going to die painful deaths, and when it’s over, we’ll go back to the beginning, and 
do it again.” 

“You’re full of shit, pendejo! I’m not listening to this.” Hammond spat in my 
direction, and then turned to go back inside.  

“No, really, you need to listen. I know you don’t remember it, but we’ve all 
done this so many times before. Every one of us here. But this place, it always takes us 
one at a time. If we stick together, if we try to remember and watch out for each other, 
then maybe this time we can beat it. We can keep it like it’s been, without the death. But 
if we don’t, then it’ll happen again.” 

“I think that asshole was right, this can’t be. I think you’ve lost it, Julius.” 
“No! I know you don’t want to trust me. I know you don’t want to believe that 

you did something to be here. But we can get past that, we can learn, can’t we?” The eyes 
that had been looking at me all turned to the ground, and heads shook. Everyone slowly 
turned away from me, and went back inside. I could hear quiet mumbles to one another 
that I had lost it, and it was probably me that stole the blueprints after all. Only Helen 
remained in the courtyard, but she looked at the walls and the gate, not at me. I was lost, 
so I started walking back to the door. Diavola was sitting just inside the front entrance.  

“That was it?”  
“That was all I could think of to do. I can’t make them listen. When it starts, 

they’ll think it’s me.” 
“For a while. Does that bother you?” 
“No. They’ve thought it before. It bothers me more that they wouldn’t listen to 

me at all. I thought maybe some of them would, and if some believed then the others 
might go along with it just because. I don’t really like all of them, but I thought they 
could avoid what was going to happen.” 

“Do they deserve saving?” 
“I’m in Hell, so I must have done something, right? But, the thing is, I don’t 

really remember my life. I don’t even remember how I died. All I know is that I didn’t 
want to see it happen again, didn’t want them all to suffer.” Dia nodded. 

“It’s hard to change someone’s mind that easily, but I think you did more than 
you thought.” I furrowed my brow at her, wondering how she could think that what I said 
was at all successful, when she nodded towards the door. Helen was walking slowly 
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towards me. When I turned back, Dia was gone. A cold chill ran up my spine, and I 
feared what was about to start happening.  

“Julius?” Helen’s hand was on my back.  
“Yeah?” 
“I think…I think I remember something. Like what you were talking about. I got 

this creepy feeling when you were talking this morning, and then, just now…it made 
something come loose.” 

“Do you remember?” 
“Not everything. I remember like you were saying, pieces of dreams. But, I also 

remember that you were always so tired before, so seeing you today, after having stayed 
up late, and going all day without napping, moving around, standing. Something is 
making you change.” 

“So you believe me?” 
“I think so. I don’t know what to do though. I mean, do we just stay together?” 
“Yeah, I guess.” 
“Can we…can we go to your room?” 
We walked together in silence down the hall to my room. Halfway there, 

Hammond rushed passed us, slamming into my shoulder and swearing at me under his 
breath, but didn’t stop. I opened the door to the room, but the lights were all broken, the 
only light at all coming in around window slats. In the half-light, the room looked 
terrible, everything having been torn apart and overturned from what I assume must have 
been Hammond’s ransacking. He must have been furious at not finding anything. Helen 
stepped into the room, and started to stutter at all the chaos. She picked up pieces of 
furniture and shreds that had been clothing, starting to panic, eyes wide and wet with 
impending tears. 

“Shhh. It’s okay. None of this stuff was real, remember. Whatever it was, it 
won’t matter in the long run. He didn’t find anything, and now he’s gone and it doesn’t 
matter.” I closed the door. The bed was torn up, so I opened up the sleeper couch, and 
held Helen’s hand while she crawled on it before sitting down next to her. We sat holding 
each other for a while, in silence, before she looked up to me and kissed me. It was just 
the two of us, under siege in Hell, so with nothing else to do, we kissed, and then we 
fooled around.  

At first, she tasted acrid, like a battery split open and leaking, but, just before I 
finished, she grew sweeter. Her naked body held tightly to me, and she looked into my 
eyes, the fire I had grown so used to mixed in with something else, a confusion and an 
affection that was new to us both.  

“A través de mí la salida de la ciudad de la aflicción.” Looking into my eyes, she 
stroked my cheek and whispered. We started to have sex slowly, unsteady and somewhat 
awkward, the decades and centuries of repeated horror melting away, and were soon both 
overcome by passion and powerful emotion, losing ourselves in each other’s eyes, and 
bodies, and the moment. We came together, which feels like shockwaves shaking the 
Hell we had come to know so well, like air-conditioning in the heat of summer, or a week 
of heavy rain to the desert. When I looked down her smooth, sweaty body, I saw blood 
oozing from cuts around her nipple. Surprised, I bent down to lick up the blood, and kiss 
the wounds to stop her hurting. I didn’t stop until I felt a drip of something against my 
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back, followed by another and another, running streams through the sweat. I looked up, 
into her eyes.  

“I’m sorry.” The shadows that moved in her eyes were suddenly drowned out by 
sorrow and sincerity. It was as though she had just woken up to something she had never 
seen before. I was so wrapped up in her eyes, I barely noticed the cold of the razor 
against my back, in the middle of the warm puddles. I couldn’t say anything. 

“I think I know how I died, now. How I ended up here.” I realized that the 
dripping was the blood draining from her wrists, dancing around where the blade was 
burying deep into my skin, piercing things I needed to live, or would have, if I had been 
alive in the first place.  

“I didn’t know I was…I didn’t realize how it felt…” Tears welled up in her 
eyes, and I could see the last of the haze that this place brought on us fading away. She 
had found what I had, felt the same connection to me, the same desire to help, that I had 
when I was trying to talk the whole group into waking up. After all the centuries of 
playing, of teasing and trying to act on her hunger and desires, she suddenly felt emotion 
stronger than all of it. Words still wouldn’t come out, and blood filled my lungs. I pressed 
a finger to her mouth, comforting her with my eyes, and then kissed her. We held each 
other tightly, kissing until we couldn’t anymore, and Helen’s last breath came out, 
something between a cough and a laugh. Lips brushed against my cheeks, and everything 
went dark.  

In that last second, I was aware of so much. Of a thousand deaths before, none 
of which felt like this one, and of my real life, and the death that brought me here. I could 
see into Helen’s soul, see who she had been, all the life and passion that I had come to 
know through her shade, and, in these final moments, to love. Even though we were 
dying there in my room in Hell, where each of us had bled to death before, this one was 
the last one. This time we wouldn’t be coming back ever again, and would be able to see 
something else, somewhere where we could know each other’s real selves, where we 
could know ourselves. I knew that the others would be dead soon as well, torn apart by 
the horrors I tried to show them, and that they would be back to go through it all again 
and again so many hundreds of more times before they could remember, too. Finally, I 
saw a flashing image of the people I was leaving behind, and then, as though flying above 
it, the hacienda that kept me in my death for all those centuries without my ever having 
seen the outside of it, seen the eternal desert of nothingness beyond, felt the other Hells 
through it, beyond it, all existing in the same place at once, but nowhere near each other. 
The last thing I thought, seeing the earthen walls so far away, was how peculiar it was 
that there was anything on the outside walls at all, considering that we couldn’t leave. 
The gates themselves were decorated with delicate, detailed carving, and the walls 
reaching out from the sides were painted. On either side of the door were two plaques 
with identical writing. I read the words, and then was gone, never to see them again.  

 
A través de mí la manera en la ciudad sufridora. 
A través de mí la manera en el dolor eterno. 
A través de mí la manera a través de la población de la pérdida. 
La justicia movió a mi artífice alto. 
Mi fabricante era autoridad divina, 
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La sabiduría más alta, y el amor principal. 
Antes de mí no se creó nada, 
Eso no era eterno, y aguanto eternamente. 
Abandone toda la esperanza, usted que inscribe. 
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The HeatThe HeatThe HeatThe Heat    
 
 

 
He sits at his desk with his head in his hands and eyes shut, trying to block out 

the world, to close off all his senses. Someone peeks over the wall of his cube to ask 
about one of his coworkers, but the team is short today, most everybody either not 
coming in or taking a long lunch. Gary distantly hears some half-murmured comment 
about how he must be having a bad day, but it doesn’t sink in. Just keeps sitting there, 
face pinched shut as tight as he can manage, reminding himself to breath through his 
mouth. But it’s no good. His mouth gets dry that way, and he has to swallow. As soon as 
he does, he takes in a deep breath through his nose, and it all comes back. One slip, and 
the extreme meditation is shot. It’s hard to break the nasty habit of breathing, when 
you’ve been doing it since the first time that doctor slapped your ass.  

The coworker over the wall was wrong, though. Gary wasn’t having a bad day. 
If anything it was a better day than normal. The office manager was off on a personal 
day, by rumor because he had a parade to march in, and Gary’s bosses, the twin heads of 
the team (or twin asses of the team, depending on one’s personal view), were both on 
vacation all week. All that was left was Gary and his fellow lackeys, and they were all 
good people. Tern, who he had worked with before, who got him the job, and who was 
taking advantage of a leader-free workplace by running errands and taking a nap on 
lunch, instead of working straight through as she normally would. Camilla only worked 
part time for a little extra spending money and something to do with her time whenever 
someone didn’t have to be at home to watch the kids, which wasn’t this day, and was 
warm and motherly to everyone, from her immediate coworkers to the guy who comes to 
fix the printer. And Michelle, the newest addition. The trainee. She was intending to 
follow in the footsteps of the idiots-in-charge, as opposed to the rest of them who just 
wanted a job and ended up with that one. He liked Michelle straight away, from the first 
time Boss McFly made one of his lame jokes and she made no effort to make him think 
he was anything but dull. She’d already made an impression on him, and he hadn’t even 
seen her then, or spoken to her, or… 
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Anyway, she had only been there two weeks, and was still learning the ropes. 
She had the desk next to Gary, so she was always asking him questions, as she was 
catching on. So far, Michelle learned faster than he would have guessed, and she was fun 
to get to know, which caused him to linger after answering any questions she may have. 
She considered going to the gym a requisite for working in an office, she considered 
weed to be the only natural herbal supplement to balance out a corporate-heavy daily 
diet, she refused to go anywhere without an I-pod plugged into one ear, had a college 
degree in a field she would never use, and by all accounts could match him drink for 
drink at the bar. All of which make her a good teammate, and, if not for the fact that she 
had a boyfriend some three thousand miles away, would have made her a good candidate 
for dating.  

Aside, of course, from the fact that she was a knockout.  
So spending a day mostly alone with Michelle was far from Gary’s idea of a bad 

day. It’s a little like spending a day running errands with a good friend; with a lot of chat 
and jokes to keep you from realizing you were getting a lot done. And it worked well, 
until the first time she asked him to come over to her desk to look at her computer. As 
soon as he swung around the pseudo-wall, into her cube, he was struck dumb, mid-
sentence.  

She looked amazing, but it had nothing to do with that. 
He could hear the music coming through her headphones, which was both good 

and new to him, but it wasn’t that. 
She had a little collection of snacks on the counter, which implied a little of 

something else in a bag to go with them, that didn’t even occur to him.  
What stopped him dead in his tracks, and froze every synapse of his mind, was 

his nose. The smell collecting in the cube like a hotbox, mysterious and alluring. Was it 
some kind of new perfume, or shampoo? No. Surely he was imagining it; he had to be. 
He tried to ignore it, and stepped closer, so he could see her screen. Standing over her 
shoulder, he realized that the smell was stronger when he stood nearer. While he was 
studying her screen, trying to see what the problem was that was plaguing her, she rose 
from her seat a little to adjust her clothes, and then sat back down again, crossing her 
legs. The movement created a small flow of air in the ecology of the cube, and when a 
hint of breeze hit his face, realization hit his brain.  

He wasn’t smelling her shampoo, that was in the background somewhere. 
Neither was he smelling something she was wearing or was eating. This enticing, 
distracting scent in the air was HER. Michelle’s own biology, her personal odor. Every 
breath he took confirmed it, filled his mind with the call of her pheromones, the 
temptation and promise, and his body responded the only way it could to something that 
powerful. It was all he could do to stammer out the answer she was looking before 
turning to go back to his own desk. That was when he entered the self-imposed sensory 
deprivation. But a single errant breath broke all that. Now that he knew the scent, he 
could still smell traces of it, across the wall. He could still feel its call. As long as he 
could keep some distance, he thought, he would be fine. 

“Gary? Come look at this, will you?” It became clear to Gary that he was going 
to need a new plan. He braced himself, and walked over to her. As soon as he got near 
her, his skin tingled a little, his heart sped up a notch.  
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“What’s up?” 
“This thing is messed. It won’t let me make my selection here, it just clears out 

whatever I enter. And if I try to leave, it tells me I haven’t completed the form. I’m 
trying—” Gary couldn’t focus on her words, couldn’t get beyond the sound of her voice. 
She had a unique voice, a deeper pitch but a playful way of dancing over syllables. When 
she spoke, he could hear that southwestern way of talking, words coming out so clearly 
she was almost over-enunciating everything. Suddenly, everything about her became 
more defined, and he noticed the way her hair danced when she moved her head just a 
little, the ponytail bobbing and swaying behind. The smooth skin of her neck, tensing and 
relaxing, her shoulders and arms were slender and strong. Over her shoulder, Gary 
realized that the top few buttons of her blouse were open. He swore he could see the 
movement of her heartbeat behind the faintly freckled skin showing at the top of her 
breasts, shaped as if sculpted personally by the hand of god, prominent bumps showing 
on the outside of her blouse from what had to be phenomenal nipples.  

“Right. Looks confusing. You mind if I sit down to take a look at it?” Her 
shimmering blue eyes turned to look up at him.  

“No, not at all. I wanted to get some water anyway.” She stood up, smiling her 
friendly smile at him, playful as her voice, and stepped past him, close enough that he 
could feel the warmth of her skin, could smell her hair mixing in with her body. He 
watched her walk out, tight slacks clinging to the slopes of her toned ass, and the curve of 
her hips to her thighs. Once she was around the corner he sat and finally turned his 
attention to her computer. Had he been able to find focus to listen to the problem, or the 
words to answer, he would have been able to tell her that it was a simple problem. It was 
fixed before she came back with a cup of water in her hand, leaning a little on the 
doorway of her cube. She turned her head when the phone rang, and he took the moment 
to examine her body standing there in front of him. Gary closed his eyes and bit his lip 
when he realized she would be turning back, and he couldn’t stop.  

“It’s all fixed. It was just set to the wrong mode. It thought you were trying to 
make a new template.”  

“Cool. You’re the best.” She approached her seat as he stood, brushing against 
him when she went past. He wondered if she brushed against him enough to betray what 
was going on in his head at the time.  

“Is there anything else I can do?” 
“No, not right now, but in a few minutes do you think we could take a room and 

make some calls? I want to hear how you do it, and then we can talk as loudly as we want 
without disturbing everyone else.” 

“Yeah, sure. Let me know whenever you want to go back.” 
Gary hated making salescalls, and hated people listening in. He wasn’t wild 

about the small conference rooms either, designed for giving a little privacy while 
meeting with clients, and thought it was dumb that the McFly’s in charge always took 
Michelle back there to show her what a call should sound like. Especially considering 
what their calls sounded like. Sitting back down at his cube, Gary couldn’t wait.  

It was less than a half hour before Michelle stepped into his cube with her laptop 
under her arm and a notebook in hand, ready to go back. Gary followed her across the 
floor, completely entranced by the way her ass danced and pivoted when she walked. She 
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led him to the corner room, which was usually preferred for the two walls that were made 
completely of glass leading to the outside work, which gave a nice light and sense of 
openness, while at the same time cutting out the rest of the office behind two solid walls. 
The other rooms had one wall of window open to the full view of the whole center, and 
felt like being in an aquarium for people. As soon as Gary closed the door behind 
himself, he realized that already the room was filling with Michelle’s scent. He 
swallowed hard, his mouth watering. Not since he was ten, and would stay up all night 
howling with the wolves that roamed in the woods behind his childhood home had he felt 
so in touch with his basic instincts. Everything simple and natural in his body was 
pleading with him to touch her, was filling him with the need of her. Silently, urgently, he 
told them to shut up, and sat down in the open seat beside her.  

 
“Do you ever get sick of sitting all day?” Gary stood and paced in the open 

space behind Michelle’s chair. They had been working for forty-five minutes, and he 
needed to move. His feet were numb, and his clothes were feeling a few sizes too small. 
He adjusted himself, hoping to gain some ground, but found little to spare. Michelle was 
still looking at the screen in front of her. 

“Yeah. After we finish this one, we should take a break. I can’t seem to find 
anything we have that will work for them.” Gary stepped back to her chair, and set a hand 
on her shoulder while he read the screen in front of her.  

“I can see what you mean. They owe God money…” 
“If you’re trying to scratch my back, you should go a little lower.” She looked 

sideways at him, coyly. Still reading, he did as he was told, scratching her back gently, 
slowly, working hard to keep his mind on what he was doing, instead of the way her 
muscles rolled under her skin.  

 “So what do you think we’d offer them, in this case?” 
“Well, you’re looking at my first idea, but clearly it won’t work…Scratch 

harder, and to the right. What else is there?” 
“Well, we could fudge the truth to make them qualify, or we could go for special 

products.” Gary completely spaced on what any of the special products were. The second 
he started scratching harder she arched her back, thrusting her beautiful chest forward. It 
was all he could do to remember there WAS such a thing as ‘special products.’ He didn’t 
care. Instead, he put his left hand on her shoulder, and massaged it a little, while pressing 
his fingernails deeper into Michelle’s back. Her back twisted further, her head rolling to 
one side, so her cheek brushed against Gary’s left hand.  

“God, that feels nice.” When she opened her eyes to smile at him, Gary saw it; 
the heat that was in her, causing the cloud of lust and musk that surrounded her, was 
running through her body, too.  

“Downside to long-distance relationships, huh? Nobody to scratch your back?” 
“No. Don’t get me wrong, he’s nice and all, but he gives shit massages even 

when he’s here.” 
“You should tell him to take classes for that, while he’s away from you.” He 

moved his other hand to her shoulder, changing from scratch to massage.  
“Who knows, he’d probably just use it on other girls there.” 
“He’s not exclusive?”  
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“We decided that we should keep ourselves open, with the distance and all. 
We’re both still allowed to date. He just takes more advantage of it.” She turned her head 
side to side, so the back of his hand was stroking her cheek as it rubbed her shoulder. 
Gary moved his hands closer to her neck, his fingertips touching her collarbone, just 
under the opening of her blouse. Her skin was soft, and flushed at his touch. 

“You don’t?” He spoke more quietly, moving himself closer to her back, 
bringing his nose closer to her hair.  

“I don’t think it means I should go around having as much sex as I possibly can. 
But, if I really wanted to, you know…it’s a possibility.” Her eyes turned to lock on 
Gary’s when she finished the sentence. He kept working his hands, pressing her flesh 
down, running his thumbs over the muscles lining her spine. Michelle’s hand rose to rest 
on his forearm, her own thumb caressing his skin.   

“Does it bother you?” She answered with her eyes still closed, almost like she 
was answering for someone else.  

“Some. It’s not the part of it that bothers me the most, really, but, yeah, I think it 
does. Mmm, Gary, you are so good at this.” Michelle slid her hand slowly down his arm 
to his own, and held it up off her shoulder so she could kiss it. ‘Good hands.” Gary 
wrapped his hand around hers, extending a single finger to gently touch her lip. His right 
hand slid to her neck, running from the bottom of her hairline, to the base of her neck, 
under her collar. She looked in his eyes, and kissed the hand again, and a third time. He 
turned her in her chair a little, and she pulled his hand from her lips, lifting her head up a 
little. Slowly, feeling like he was moving through water instead of air, he leaned down 
and kissed her. Soft, tender kisses that were enveloped all at once by the passion and the 
heat.  

As hard as he kissed her, she kissed him right back, the taste of her mouth 
mingling in the back of his nose with her scent. Without breaking away from him, she 
stood from the chair, and turned to sit on the edge of the table, so she could reach him 
better. Still holding onto his hand, she pulled it to her side, her other arm wrapping 
around his back. With his free hand, Gary rubbed the back of his finger on her neck, 
down the top of her chest, until it met the top of the blue shirt she wore under her white 
blouse. The hand slid over the shirt, slowly unbuttoning the blouse, until it was open. His 
hand slid under the blouse, on top of the tight blue shirt, around her side. Fingers 
crawling under the shirt, he traced them up her spine, pressing firmly. She broke from his 
lips to breathe heavily, and Gary turned his head and kissed her cheek, and her neck. His 
hand continued up her back, and then slid back around, clinging to her arm, and then 
slipping underneath, his thumb wrapping around the bottom of her breast, fingers 
caressing the side gently. Michelle looked at him, eyes gleaming.  

“You want me to stop?” 
“Hell nomMm.” Words were smothered half-complete as she pulled him closer 

and pressed her mouth to his. She finally let go of Gary’s hand to pull her blouse back 
over her shoulders, letting it land on the table. Now free, his hand pressed against her 
stomach, in between the two of them, and down to where her shirt met her slacks. He 
raised her arms, but only pulled from his lips when she had to in order to let Gary pull the 
shirt over her head, and was immediately back, running her tongue along the side of his 
own. She didn’t break again until she grabbed hold of Gary’s shirt, and pulled it off, 
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while they both gasped to catch their breath. Her warm hands running across the skin of 
his sides and his back, she pressed her lips to his chest, running her tongue across his 
skin, back up his neck, until her lips were once again firmly pressed to his. Grabbing him 
by the belt, Michelle pulled him closer to her, their bodies clutched so close together she 
didn’t even have enough room to unbuckle his belt.  

Gary had an easier time of it, unbuttoning her slacks with a single tug. She 
sighed into his mouth as he ran his thigh in between her legs, and struggled to stay 
against him as he pulled away just enough to get the leverage to start pulling on her pants. 
The first time they got caught, he slid both hands around her, inside, fingers tracing the 
lines of her panties, and pulled them from inside. Her head tipped back to the escape of a 
small gasp. Kneeling slightly, Gary guided the pants off, down the perfectly smooth skin 
of slender, strong legs.  Without her pants, the smell was even stronger. He paused to kiss 
the front of her legs before she reached a hand under his chin to pull him up, and turned 
her attention back to his belt, this time successfully, letting the weight of the belt bring 
Gary’s jeans down on their own. Michelle smiled at him, teeth sharp and shining, like a 
predator confident of a kill soon to be made, her eyes locked on his as she unfastened her 
bra at the front, and let it fall open.  

His speculation before had fallen short of the truth of Michelle’s breasts. She 
arched her back a little to help the straps slide off her shoulders, and Gary was in awe, 
touching with only his fingertips, as though afraid they were an illusion. So round and 
firm, but still so soft, they were a spectacular feat even for God to accomplish. Her 
nipples were pale pink and perfectly round, standing out hard at the tips. Gary ran his 
cheek against one, until the nipple was pressing against the side of his lips, almost eager 
to enter. When he ran his tongue over the areola, somewhere in the back of his head he 
remembered a joke about the message God was spelling out in Braille, and smiled to 
himself before closing his lips over the tip of her breast, sucking the nipple in, and 
holding it gently between his teeth. He nibbled, and she took in a sharp breath through 
slightly parted lips, her hand holding tight to the nipple that wasn’t in Gary’s mouth. It 
slipped free, and he ran his tongue to the outside, and around that picturesque line where 
the breast meets the rest of the chest, to the place where they meet. Lips met warm skin as 
he kissed her there, and made a trail of gentle affection down her stomach, which 
tightened to his touch. Gently, he ran his hands up the back of her thighs, cupping a cheek 
firmly in each hand, and pressed his face deep in to her stomach, pushing pressing his 
tongue around inside her naval. Michelle released her own nipple to reach and run her 
fingers through his hair instead. Never leaving her body, his lips slid down further, until 
they rested on the top line of her panties. He kissed her through the fabric, until he could 
hear her breathing again. Pulling his hands from her butt to her sides, he wrapped the 
bands of her panties through his fingers. Moving his mouth to meet his hands, he bit the 
cloth wrapped around his fingers, and tugged violently, tearing them along the side seam. 
The quick movement startled a breathless, lusty gasp of surprise from Michelle, followed 
by a satisfied moan as he tore the other side, and pulled the fabric free from between her 
legs. 

Michelle’s fingertips were moving across his face, tracing his ears and cheek, 
playing with his hair. He looked up to see her eyes closed and mouth open as he kissed 
the front of her legs; first the right leg, then the left. She pushed herself back on the table 
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with her toes, and pulled her legs further apart. Gary continued to gently kiss the insides 
of her thighs, working his way back and forth, one leg to the next, until his nose was 
brushing through the short, trimmed hairs. Pausing for a moment, he took a deep breath 
and hold it, glad to be so close to the source of the scent that had been torturing and 
teasing him all morning, and then let his breath out slowly, the air tickling Michelle as it 
rushed over her gleaming, hot center. Leaning in, he kissed it tenderly, and then harder, 
and then pressed his lips into her, his tongue circling her clitoris, pushing it around. 
Dipping down, his tongue buried as deep inside her as he could push it, and then ran it 
back up, letting her lust collect in pools in the middle, savoring the taste of it; even better, 
more beautiful, thicker than her scent had been. With waves of satisfaction surging 
through him, Gary tilted his head back, looking up at her, letting the juices of her flow 
down his throat, until she looked down at him over her breasts, face pink and flushed, 
chest heaving, before returning his tongue to her body. Pouring himself into her, he 
spelled out truths and secrets in the soft flesh of her, until Michelle’s legs couldn’t stop 
twitching. Her fingers were gripped tightly to his hair. When he pulled his head back 
from her for a minute, she gasped, trying to pull him to his feet. Before he could stand 
very far, she stooped, and pulled on his boxers, until they sprang loose, and they landed 
on the ground. She wrapped her fingers carefully, with slightly shaky hands, around his 
erection, touching gingerly, exploring new ground, running the length of it, from the tip 
down to his body, and back again. Gary stepped out of his pants, and lifted one leg 
behind him with his jeans caught on them, to get his wallet from the back pocket. How 
many times had he taken two condoms out of their place in his wallet, unused and aged 
prematurely from heat and stress, to replace them with new ones, all for those few magic 
moments like this. He pulled one free, dropping the wallet on the table, un-necessary, and 
tore it open. Michelle was hesitant to let go, and helped him unroll it, before resuming her 
hold, and, with her other hand firmly gripped at his side, pulled Gary closer to her, until 
he pressed against slick flesh, and slid inside of her.  

With fingers digging deep into Gary’s side and shoulder, Michelle took in 
another excited gasp for air. Hands on her hips to steady her, he pushed himself deep 
inside of her, and then pulled back out. Finally, Michelle steadied herself, and pulled 
herself closer to him, luscious breasts pressed against his chest, face buried in his neck, 
her legs wrapped around his waist. He could feel her breath, hot and heavy, against his 
skin, closer and closer together. Her whole body twitched, and she threw her head back, 
the tan skin of her face, her neck and shoulders, her perfect breasts all shining and slick 
with sweat. A breathy moan escaped her lips, followed by another, and another, each one 
louder. Gary looked at the door briefly, wondering if anyone could hear. The rooms were 
pretty well soundproofed, but if someone were standing right outside, they would know. 
It didn’t matter. The door was probably locked anyway. Michelle bit her lip, cutting off 
another moan. She was leaning back, supported only by arms gripped with deep nails to 
Gary’s shoulders. He wrapped his arms around her back, and lowered her to the table. 
With Michelle’s back arched, shoulders pressed hard to the surface of the desk, he pulled 
his hands from behind her and cupped them over her breasts, massaging them, still awed 
at their perfection. His right hand lifted up to her cheek, and her own hand replaced his, 
working together with Gary’s; caressing, pressing, pinching and pulling her nipples. With 
her hips twisting in a spiral pattern, Michelle was grinding herself against him with every 
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thrust Gary made. Lazily, his fingers ran through her hair, and down the side of her jaw. 
She turned her head slightly, wrapping her pale lips around his thumb, sliding it out of 
her mouth slowly, and taking it back in again. Through her mouth, he could feel the 
vibrations of every whisper and moan and cry before he could hear it. She slid her hands 
down to press against her stomach, the other grabbing hold of Gary’s own hand, leaving 
her breasts swaying rhythmically; a waving, seductive dance.  

Michelle jerked her head away from Gary’s thumb with a sudden, sharp cry. She 
bit her lip again, this time less successful at quieting herself. Her breathing was quick and 
labored, and her body writhed against the top of the table. Gary’s arm was tight in her 
grasp, to pull herself back upright, clinging to his arms and shoulders, rubbing herself 
against him faster, causing him to push himself faster as well. Michelle pressed her face 
into his chest to muffle her cries, biting and kissing, and then broke away to gasp for air 
between breathless moans. So tightly were her fingers digging into his back that he 
thought he could feel blood, and her legs twitched violently, tightening so that every 
movement Gary made was suddenly more pronounced. Every inch Gary moved, pulling 
himself from inside her, pushing back against the full strength of her legs, and every 
thrust, back into the darkness, to the unbelievable heat of her. Determined hands moved 
down to his ass, holding tight and pulling, until he was as far into her as he could 
humanly be, and then pressing until he somehow managed to get deeper. She was 
breathing in short, high pitched bursts, like she was hyperventilating, her whole body 
shaking, fighting him and pulling him closer all at once. The muscles inside of her pulsed 
with the rest of her, the passion inside her beckoning him on. Breathing becoming rapid, 
her mouth frozen half-open, lips cool and quivering, she gripped her hands behind his 
back, pulling her body against his so tightly that Gary could scarcely breathe. So deep 
inside her, with every movement so tight and close, his heart raced with pleasure of it, 
with the building release. Holding onto him for dear life, Michelle let out a long moan 
with more air than Gary would have guessed she had in her lungs. He couldn’t even 
move anymore, pushing both of their bodies and the table with every attempt, until he 
finally felt himself let go. Exhausted, he dropped his head to her shoulder, slick and cool 
with sweat.  

They stayed, unable to move aside from the muscle spasms, and their bodies 
struggling for more air. Gary’s knees threatened to give way if he even try putting his 
weight on them again, and Michelle couldn’t even unclench hers. Holding one another, 
breathing in the others’ sweat and feeling their hearts beating through each others’ chest, 
they waiting for the world to calm down before they finally let go. When they did, Gary 
noticed that Michelle was more beautiful than he could have imagined. Glistening, like a 
statue, not just of Michelle, the great, fun girl he knew from work, but of the 
personification of sexy and beautiful. Drips of sweat moved slowly across smooth skin, 
outlining the perfect curves of breasts and stomach and legs and neck. She smiled at him, 
peaceful and contended and happy, and lifted a still-shaking hand to his face, holding it, 
looking at his eyes. As though suddenly waking up from a spell that the forces of nature 
had cast on them both, they were looking around, seeing for the first time what they had 
accomplished, and finding themselves pleased and proud with the results. Finally, Gary 
stepped back, and Michelle stretched her legs down, standing slowly, as if unsure of her 
own stability. She rested her hands on Gary’s shoulders, and stood close, kissing him 
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softly, smiling affectionately. Gary opened his mouth to say something, but he couldn’t 
think of any words that seemed worthy, so shut it again. Michelle smiled, and rested he 
head on his shoulder.  

“Yeah, me too.”  
“Open for possibility, huh?” Gary could feel her smiling against his chest. 
“When I really want, yeah.” She sighed and kissed him again, and then sorted 

her clothes, handing Gary his own. He pulled on the boxers and jeans, watching her while 
she carefully fastened and straightened her bra, and pressed the wrinkles from her slacks 
before pulling them back on again. She picked up what was left of her panties.  

“Mm. Guess I won’t be wearing these again.” She shot Gary a playful scowl, 
which melted quickly to a pleased smile.” 

“They were in my way…” 
“Ah. Well, you sure showed them. You want a souvenir?” She dangled them 

from a fingertip. 
 “No. Souvenirs are for places you probably won’t be visiting again anytime 

soon.” She smiled again. 
“Ah. We’ll there no good to me now. Tell you what. Don’t think of them as a 

souvenir, but as a flag to a new place you discovered.” 
“And intend to spend a lot of time.” She smiled and stepped slowly over to him, 

tucking the cloth into his pocket, giving him a kiss.  
“I certainly hope so. You’re not so bad at that, either.” She traced a finger down 

his chest before turning on her heel and returning to where her shirt had landed. Gary 
pulled on his own, and stepped over to Michelle, resting a hand on her shoulder as she 
straightened her shirt, and gave it a squeeze. She turned and flashed her eyes at him over 
her shoulder. 

“Oh no you don’t. Look what happened the last time you did that. I’m not 
denying that it was…amazing. But we have to work again sometime.”  

Gary pulled his hand back, smiling.  
“Right. Back to the files, then.” Michelle buttoned up her blouse again. 
“After lunch.” 
“Lunch doesn’t sound like working. Where’s your dedication? I really think we 

should get back to what we were doing…” She flashed him a sexy grin. 
“Easy for you to say. You just ate. Now, come keep me company.”  
Color finally fading from their cheeks, both of their hair still damp with sweat, 

Gary followed Michelle out of the room, and the office. As the elevator doors closed on 
them, Gary smiled. When he breathed, he could still smell her. He ran his fingers up the 
middle of her back to the nape of her neck. Her head tilted slightly, and she missed a 
breath. The heat wasn’t gone just yet… 
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PreparedPreparedPreparedPrepared    
 
 
 
When you’re the underdog in a war, sometimes you have to play things smart. 

As much as you may want to have heart and help out anyone who shares your struggle, 
you have to stop and think about how you’re going to go about it, and you have to make 
sure you take every step as planned, with your contingencies covered, or you’ll never see 
the end of the struggle. It takes preparation and discipline to beat an enemy so vast that 
their army comes in waves that can’t be contained by a single city, and is so self-
righteous as to try and pull off the systematic and very orchestrated hunting and 
elimination of a whole race of people. An enemy with the sheer force of strength it takes 
to cut up the world, the countries, the counties and cities into little areas that you can’t get 
to, or can’t go through, or even get news from. If visiting someone you grew up near to, 
who lives only ten miles away from you, involves days of planning and the help of 
trained warriors and at least one person who has devoted their life to tricking the enemy, 
then nothing can be left to chance or whim anymore.  

A network of spies and informants all said that the old factory was being used as 
a holding tank for prisoners waiting for transfer or execution. Prisoners weren’t just 
criminals anymore; the word itself brought to mind my third-grade teacher being dragged 
through the streets and my favorite uncle being shot on his front lawn while half my 
cousins were crammed into one truck and taken away forever. It used to be that being 
behind bars meant you did something to deserve it. Now, all you had to do is be born. 
Knowing about the prison meant we had to do something about it, and since the building 
was in my part of own, the task was mine. Planning was cut down because my team was 
so small. The more years you fight, the fewer old, familiar faces you’ll see outside of 
photo albums. A four-person attack works the same no matter how it’s planned, and 
usually relies a lot on the fact that the four people in question are tough enough to have 
survived to be the last four people to survive from a fifty person squad. When you’re 
being hunted and executed, you survive by killing people before they kill you.  
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Even if four people can kill two hundred, it takes time and energy. This time, it 
wasn’t as quiet as we had hoped, and by the time we fought through the guards, through 
the soldiers stationed to protect their right to kill our friends just because they wanted to, 
we weren’t a secret anymore. We got there in time to see a severed head, the last 
surviving prisoner, thrown out the window to our feet, and all the important personnel 
flying away to safety. Half the team wanted to charge into the building and tear it to the 
ground, but the place was fortified and protected, and all of us were exhausted from the 
fight to get there. It would have felt good, leaving nothing behind but rubble and the 
bodies of our enemies, but that’s where playing smart comes in. You have to realize 
when it’s time to turn in, no matter how much it hurts. Getting killed solves nothing, and 
revenge isn’t worth dying for until you have no hope left of winning.  

We retreated and went back to where we live, nobody saying anything. All 
around us were the sounds of fighting, dying, and the transport jets flying overhead that 
had become the soundtrack to our lives. It was still quiet when we got back, exhausted 
and beaten by the numbers. I went outside to think, to keep from breaking down. 
Overhead, a jet passed, followed by another. Watching them pass by, so low to the 
ground, I suddenly felt sick. All the people they had killed, all the destruction they had 
caused, and every night of sleep I had lost to nightmares and gunfire came to me at once. 
Sometimes, when you’re the underdog of a war, rage is all you have left. I didn’t hit the 
jet enough to bring it down, just enough to get it to turn around to investigate.  

In three minutes it will land, and we will kill them. Already, there is an energy 
between us, knowing what will come. We will kill them, and we will kill everyone who 
comes to help them. And then we will find more and kill them, too. Three minutes. Just 
enough time to go to the bathroom and say a prayer. 
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Something to ConsiderSomething to ConsiderSomething to ConsiderSomething to Consider    
 
 
 
“It’s just a new job. It’s not the end of the world, you know.” 
“Maybe not, but it feels like the end of my life. At least this part of it.” 
“Jesus. Since when are you this afraid of change? You’re not going all 

Republican on me, are you?” 
“No. I’m just…do you think I made a mistake?” 
“It’s your life, Brian. Do you think you made a mistake?” 
“Maybe? It’s just…five years, you know? That’s a long time. I’m worried I may 

regret it.” 
“So why did you do it?” 
“Why did I sign the contract? It seemed like the right thing to do, at the time. 

It’s a good job, it pays really well, it has good benefits. They seemed to really want me.” 
“Right. So, then, what’s the problem?” 
“The problem is that it’s five years. I’ve never worked a day in my life for this 

company, how do I know I’ll like it? How do I know this is really what I want to be 
doing with my life? Resource management…I don’t even know all of what that entails!” 

“Well, you did spend the last four years getting a degree in it…” 
“And the entire time I was going to school I was working jobs in everything but 

that field. Paper delivery, waiting, working at coffee shops and bookstores. How does 
that lead me to believe I can do this job?” 

“Look, it’s a big company right? Do you think they would have hired you if they 
didn’t think you knew what you’re doing? If they didn’t think you had what it took to 
learn?” 

“Maybe I did too good a job of fluffing my resume?” 
“Bullshit. You got the job because you’re the best man for it. I don’t think the 

job itself is what worries you.” 
“…five years, Tiff. Five. It’s like a jail sentence. You remember when 

counselors in high school and college used to ask where you thought you’d be in five 
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years, and it was always like this grand guessing game, trying to see into your own 
future? I know exactly where I’m going to be in five years. Right here. Working for 
GDM, Inc. Same as every year before it.” 

“You’re settling down. You also know that you’re not going to go into work 
next month, or next year, and have somebody tell you they’re going to have to let you go. 
You have a good job for a good period of time. You can go get a house, get rid of that 
wretched P.O.S. car you drive.” 

“Right. Get myself a new Volkswagen, or maybe a Porsche, right?” 
“Why one of those? You hate that kind of car. Is that what you want?” 
“No. GDM has a deal with them where employees get some kind of discount.” 
“That’s pretty cool.” 
“I guess. Parking lot there looks like a storage facility for the dealership.” 
“What does GDM stand for?” 
“Global Distribution Merchants, Incorporated.” 
“Merchants? They travel around selling goods?” 
“The name is more of a generic title for the umbrella company that manages all 

the smaller bits. I think they’re trying to pay homage to their roots as actual merchants 
and distributors of goods. Now they own half of everything up to God’s back porch. 
Several department stores all over the country, specialty stores in other places, some fast 
food joints, plus they’re still huge in shipping and distributing to stores outside of their 
ownership.” 

“So they supply stores and sell greasy burgers?” 
“Yeah. Kindof like how Pepsi owned Taco Bell and Pizza Hut and some movie 

company, and Sara Lee makes lingerie.” 
“So it’s even bigger than I thought. What was the problem again? Make a lot of 

money, buy a big house, get a fine German automobile. Enjoy life.” 
“Jesus, Tiffany. The problem is that this is it. I am locked in. I am going to be an 

office-monkey now. I signed a five-year contract that I would work with them and they 
would train me, and anything I create or do relating to the industry while under their 
employ is their property.” 

“Right. So you feel trapped, then?” 
“Yes. Wouldn’t you?” 
“I don’t know. It’s not something I’ve thought a lot about. Hell, I’m still just 

trying to get my degree, nobody has offered me anything. I’m lucky to work as often as I 
do. Did you get to tour the building at all?” 

“Some, yeah. Just a little before-the-interview orientation.” 
“Did all the workers look distraught? I imagine this contract thing is something 

they do a lot. If the company was so terrible that nobody could stand to be there for five 
years, I’m sure you would have been able to see it on somebody’s face, right?” 

“Maybe they drug the water…” 
“Even better! You know how expensive a daily dosage of mind altering 

chemicals can be…that was the whole point of working at coffee shops and book stores 
in college, right?” 

“Funny…” 
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“Relax! You’re just scared, all right? It’s a big change. It’s something new. If 
it’s good or bad, nothing will ever really be the same after this. Like losing your virginity 
to the workforce. You do remember losing your virginity, right?” 

“As often as I can, yes.” 
“And I’m sure you were terrified the whole time, too? Wondering what you 

were doing and what happened next?” 
“I had porn to guide my way. The Great Teacher.” 
“So you were a natural, then?” 
“Lord no. I am lucky we both survived and she ever let me touch her again.” 
“Right. And, exciting as it was, it was still pretty bad sex compared to what 

came after?” 
“Well, I’ve had some worse nights. But for the most part, yes.”  
 “Okay, so this will be like that. It’ll be awkward and uncomfortable and scary, 

and you may ruin your good sheets. But when it’s all over, it’ll be something you did, 
something that lead the way to better things.” 

“There’s one big difference, though.” 
“No foreplay?” 
“Of course there’s foreplay. How do you think they assign cubicles and offices? 

You have to earn a window seat. No, when I lost my virginity, it was something I 
wanted. It was something I had been looking forward to and dreaming about for years. I 
don’t know that this is what I’ve ever wanted.” 

“You never wanted to have a good job?” 
“I never thought that this kind of thing would be a good job. It was more like a 

dead-end job. There is nowhere really it can take me.” 
“Company that big, there are always higher positions, always more money to 

make, always other offices to transfer to. You said they have international stores, so you 
can always try and work overseas…” 

“But I’d be doing the same thing. Wherever I am, I’ll be doing the same thing 
for the same company with the same kind of people. I’ll be trading in everything for a 
chance to make money doing the same thing over and over and over again.” 

“There’s no law that says you stop being who you are just because you have a 
job. You’ve worked before.” 

“Yeah. But not real jobs. Not jobs where they expected me to do anything real 
and work late hours. And I was constantly surrounded by people reminding me to be 
myself and have fun. The worst I had was that job in the collection company where I was 
a glorified copy boy, making runs to Starbucks and fetching things for people all day.” 

“You don’t think the people at the new job will encourage you to be yourself 
and have a good time?” 

“How many people do you know who work that kind of jobs spend a lot of their 
free time partying and hitting clubs and going to concerts and having fun? It’s always 
mortgage payments and kids and lawn maintenance, with an occasional Hollywood hit or 
rental thrown in.” 

“Maybe before long you’ll have a wife and kids and a lawn you want to look 
nice.” 

“Listen to what you just said and tell me how stupid it sounds.” 
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“Having families and pride in where you live is a natural part of life for many 
hundreds of thousands of people in this state alone, you know.” 

“It’s not for me. You know that.” 
“You’re saying you have no interest in having some pretty young thing so in 

love with you that she wants to marry you and copulate repeatedly?” 
“No. Not what I’m saying. There’s a world of difference between the two things 

though.” 
“Is there?” 
“You know it.” 
“No, tell me.” 
“You know what? I’m done with this.” 
“Don’t change the subject.” 
“No, seriously, I’m done with that one. Fuck it. Moving on. How’re you, 

Tiffany?” 
“Brian…” 
“Everything good in your life?” 
“Brian, are you going to explain it to me?” 
“No.” 
“…fine. Whatever. I’m doing alright.” 
“Just alright?" 
"Yes. Is that a problem? Am I failing to live up to your expectations of my well-

being?" 
"Well, I would certainly like to see you ecstatic or delirious or something, but I 

wouldn’t say disappointed." 
"Good. Wouldn’t want disappoint you or anything." 
"And how are things with your young man? Jesse?" 
"Jesse is not mine." 
"Oh? What about all this time you've been spending together?" 
"Yeah, he's my friend. Not my anything else." 
"I thought you were fixing to change that." 
"I don't know...it’s complicated." 
"Oh?" 
"I'm...fraught. Overwhelmed with The Wanting, as you would say." 
"Ah, yes, The Wanting. Should that not be firing you up to do something about 

it, to seize the object of your desire?" 
"It's too strong, I'm afraid of it. It's like...you know when you've been drinking 

with friends, and you still feel pretty good, not too drunk, and then you stand up to get 
another drink, and there’s this kind of gap, in which everything blacks out and you don't 
know where you are or which end is up?' 

"I know it well." 
"It’s like that, only that fraction of a tick of the clock is stretched out every time 

I see him. He is made entirely of those little gaps." 
"So he fills you with a drunken longing and passion. Can't you compose yourself 

enough to ask him out? Hell, you already spend enough time together, just, you know, 
tear his clothes off. Let the feeling guide you." 
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"I'm supposed to just trust in a feeling? Since when has anything that makes me 
act drunkenly been the basis for any solid decision making?" 

"It takes away your self consciousness and inhibitions, both of which you could 
stand to have removed before making some decisions. Perhaps they shouldn’t be stripped 
completely, but if it's either too much or not enough, I think you should at least err on the 
side of adventure." 

"We're not all as eager for adventure as you are, Brian." 
"You are, you just don't think of it as being adventure. You don't use the same 

word. But, clearly, he thrills you, and, clearly, you have The Wanting for the thrills that 
only he can provide." 

"I don't need it to be an adventure." 
"You do though. Adventure is to explore new things, do things you've only 

imagined and make them real, to try and shape the world to your ideals, and explore the 
hidden truths within. That’s what you want with Jesse. Maybe you don’t think of it as 
being an adventure because you're not wearing a pith helmet and trekking boots while 
men with bad generic eastern European accents shout ‘Curses, Tiffany, you’ve thwarted 
me again’, but those are the things you want from him. In this case, if you wanted the 
opposite of adventure, you would be fine hanging out with him whenever, just being 
friends, seeing movies, talking about travel and the gods. You wouldn’t be filled with 
Wanting every time you look at him, or think about him, or catch a whiff of him on the 
summer breeze. That happens because you want the adventure part, you want the 
exploring. You want everything involved with him, lock, stock, and anatomy rhyming 
thereto." 

"You're such an ass." 
"And how. Still right though." 
"Then what do you propose?" 
"Short of the throwing him on the ground and stripping him thing?" 
"Yeah. Than one ain't happening." 
"Take him somewhere you guys have a good time. Tell him you're having a 

good time. Give him a little kiss. Tell him how you feel." 
"Just point blank, to his face?" 
"Only way to appease the Wanting, aside from Getting." 
"What if the honesty makes the Getting impossible?" 
"Why would it? Or why should it? There's nothing creepy or weird about telling 

him how much you dig him. You're not collecting fallen hairs or going through his 
garbage, so he doesn’t need to be afraid or anything. You're cool, you're sexy, if he's 
game, being honest will just make things happen. If he's not into it, then saying how you 
feel isn’t going to have changed that. He may come around or he may laugh it off, but he 
won't do anything he wasn’t going to do anyway, and you can at least soothe the Wanting 
with the knowledge that you did everything you could, he was going to say the same 
thing regardless." 

"Is that how you go about getting whatever it is you want?" 
"It's how I go about it. I am in a constant state of The Wanting, a permanent 

manifestation, but that doesn't have much to do with the getting of a thing." 
"And what has possessed you lately?' 
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"Besides Aileen?" 
"Aileen still?" 
"Of course. It doesn't just go away." 
"But she did." 
"Not really. I get messages from her every now and then. She's just not around 

as much as she was." 
"Same thing, really. She isn't there with any regularity or interest. She doesn’t 

really keep up with you, and she probably isn't available if you wanted her, or needed a 
friend. She sends you news flashes when it's convenient, so she can say she keeps in 
touch, at least enough to ask you for things should she need. But she's not actually there." 

"That was harsh. Necessary?" 
"Basic reaction to watching the way you let girls treat you all these years. Now. 

The Wanting. What else has taken you?" 
“Oh, a few things, I guess. Writing a lot, a little every day. I’ve been trying to 

design a sort of camper-tent for the truck, something that would fold down so I could see 
out the back window, and I wouldn’t have to tow. And I’ve been wanting to learn some 
kind of language.” 

“How’s the writing going then?” 
“Pretty good, I guess. I mean, things keep coming to me, stories to tell and 

everything. I have pages and pages of notes, and I just keep working. But, I don’t know.” 
“You don’t know?” 
“I do a lot of writing. But nobody really cares. It doesn’t get me anywhere.” 
“What do you mean it doesn’t get you anywhere?” 
“Well, what I mean is, I send out letters by the hundreds, and I can’t get even a 

single person to read just a few pages. I mean, this is what I always wanted, this was my 
passion all through college, before that, after that. It was everything for me. Its always 
been my goal. This is what I do better than anything else. And I do it really, really well. If 
someone would just see what I do…but it just keeps on not working out, and I’m always 
broke. I spend so much time just barely getting by, having to ask for help, going to job 
interview after job interview getting lousy jobs because the fact that I write books doesn’t 
mean anything to anybody.” 

“It takes time. You know that.” 
“Yeah, but meanwhile I’m getting deeper in debt, I’m so broke I can’t even 

afford to take a drive to relax, and I’m becoming this colossal burden on everybody.” 
“Burden how?” 
“Are you kidding? I can’t go drinking with my friends, unless they buy rounds, I 

can’t go to the movies unless someone pays, I can’t go out to eat. I am stone cold broke. I 
can’t even keep my own places to live for very long before I have to come back and 
move in with family.” 

“How do they feel about it?” 
“They don’t say anything about it, like they don’t actually tell me that they hang 

their heads in shame at the sight of me. They like the things I’ve written, I guess, and 
they understand why I want to do what I want to do. But how do you really take pride in 
someone who can’t even stand on their own two feet?” 

“Did you tell them the news yet? The contract thing?” 
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“Not yet. I’m afraid that when I tell them it will sound to them like I’m growing 
up, you know? They’ll think I’ve decided to give up on all this creation foolishness and 
get a ‘real’ job. I keep thinking about what happens if they end up being really happy for 
me? What if they admit that they always hoped I would go this route, and it ends up 
being the thing I hate the most? It would be pretty hard for things to be the same knowing 
the proudest they’ve ever been for me is when I gave up on everything that ever mattered 
to me.” 

“Well that’s not entirely fair. You can’t ask them to tell you what they think and 
then assume they’re lying to you. How do you know they aren’t genuinely proud?” 

“Would you be?” 
“Of course. You’re smart, you’re strong, you’re independent, you do what you 

want to do no matter how many people tell you its stupid because you believe in it.” 
“If I’m independent why do I depend on other people to get by in the world?” 
“You know what I mean. You should be glad they believe in you. My mom tells 

me all the time that I’m disappointing her, with all the little details of how, why, and 
when.”  

“Yeah, but then your mom has always been something of a bitch.” 
“That’s not very nice. She’s still my mom.” 
“I didn’t say she wasn’t, but if she warranted niceness I probably wouldn’t have 

said it.” 
“She gave me a roof and food.” 
“And years of complexes and misery, a constant nagging, and more 

unpleasantness than one person could ever really earn without first having done 
something incredibly terrible, like robbing someone’s house, or stabbing their dog in the 
spleen.” 

“I wouldn’t go that far.” 
“Maybe not, but you have to admit it’s a pretty fair assessment of the situation. I 

mean, when has she ever given you constructive criticism? When has she ever pointed 
out what you did well, the ways in which she’s proud? When had she given you anything 
but grief?” 

“She took care of me for years.” 
“Yeah, but that’s her job. I mean, it was her choice. If she hadn’t wanted to be a 

good mother, she could have made a whole lot of different choices, you know? It’s not 
enough to squat a kid into the world and then do nothing more than make sure it doesn’t 
die. It’s the job of a parent to help the kid grow, to nurture it, to give it the care and 
support it needs to be full and healthy and happy.” 

“So you’re saying my mom should have aborted me? Bastard.” 
“No, I’m saying she should get off her selfish ass and show you a little more 

compassion than just telling you that she made you, so now you need to do whatever she 
says. You do not live to support her life, or to make her happy. It’s the other way 
around.”  

“Yeah, well, then maybe you should talk to her.” 
“Do you think she’d listen to me?” 
“No.” 
“Well, then, I’ll save my breath for something worthwhile.” 
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“Such as?” 
“Doling out blow-jobs in the effort of getting gainful employment, the good 

cubicle, or the best promotion? Screaming at the top of my lungs in anger and desperation 
after the first plan actually works and everything ends up worse than before?” 

“Still dwelling on that, huh?” 
“Of course. I tend to get fixated on things that terrify me greatly.” 
“I still don’t get how a job can be that scary a commitment.” 
“It’s…it’s not like it’s just the job. It’s what it stands for, you know? It’s the 

path it leads on, you know?” 
“The path? Is the sinister job trying to mislead you?” 
“Yeah, but it’s not it’s fault, it comes from upbringing. No, it’s…it’s like there’s 

this image, of how good people are supposed to live. You go to school, you get a job, you 
get married, you buy a house, you have kids. I don’t really want to get the ball rolling that 
ends me on that path.” 

“Why not? It is the standard. Plenty of people have done it.” 
“Do you know any?” 
“People who’ve gotten married and had kids? Yeah.” 
“Are they happy?” 
“What do you mean?” 
“I mean are they leading good lives? Are they happy? Do they wake up excited? 

Are they looking forward to next month? Or are they stressed out because they have 
house payments and have to buy something for the kid and sex isn’t the same?” 

“Of course. But those things don’t mean they aren’t happy, too.” 
“No, it might not. But I can tell you I don’t think I would be happy there at all.” 
“Why?” 
“Okay, you get a job. And for a while, it’s a good job. But after two years, four 

years, ten years, you have been doing the same thing so many times over and over that no 
matter how well they pay you, and it won’t be fantastic, it won’t be quite enough to make 
you not hate it. The marriage thing. You know I’m not a huge fan of it, just because I 
think people leap into it entirely too quickly and without any serious thought about it. No 
responsibility for their actions, you know? But, even if it works, I meet a girl who I really 
like, I talk her into marrying me, I genuinely want to spend my life with her, why would I 
want to fuck that up? I want to see the world with her so I’m going to find a place to live 
and assure I won’t be able to leave it by agreeing to pay for it over the next 30 years? 
Which, by the way, will cost about triple the price of the house in the end. That’s one of 
the selling points, because I love spending a small fortune overpaying for things. I want 
to spend my time with her, for her personality and her beauty and her laugh, so I have a 
kid with her that ends up messing up her body, altering her personality, and now spends 
most of her time either being drowned out by screaming or coochie-cooing some pre-
human thing?” 

“I thought you were all for parents being, you know, supportive.”  
“I am. Who says I want to be a parent in the first place?” 
“Don’t you want to pass on your legacy to someone?” 
“Not if I can’t come up with a better legacy than the exact same thing that 

several million Americans also have. If I have any legacy, it should be the things I write 
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or do or say. Not a lump of flesh that wont stop growing. Because, really, if I can’t come 
up with something better than all those people living on state welfare or the baby’s-daddy 
episodes of Maury, then it ain’t a legacy worth leaving.” 

“Now that’s harsh, Bri.” 
“Fuck it. I spent my life with goals and dreams. If you grew up wanting to have 

kids and a wife and a house and a job, that’s great. God bless, I’m sure you’ll do well, 
and I couldn’t be happier for you. There are people in other countries who would, I’m 
sure, kill for that life. But I’m not one of them, and I don’t want to become something 
else, something I never wanted to be in the first place, just because it’s the standard, or its 
easier.”  

“So don’t. Doesn’t mean you can’t take the job and be happy.”  
“No, I’m just afraid that I’ll be tempted to stay just a little bit longer, you know? 

If you stay poor, you have something driving you. You have to get your goals going, or 
you have nothing. If I make decent money, it won’t hurt as bad if things keep slipping, 
until it is entirely too late.” 

“So what? You’re going to turn down the really good job now so you don’t end 
up stuck somewhere in the middle? What do you do instead?” 

“I don’t know. Get a job that pays just enough to go back to college, maybe. 
Like I said, I’ve been wanting to learn another language. Maybe I can get some money 
and go to Europe for a while, or India. Work over there, live a while, see some things. 
Get some life experience, as they say.” 

“You need money for those things, though.” 
“Yeah. But it’s not like I can just do this job for a while and take off. Even if it 

takes two years to save enough to go Italy at a shit job, I’ll still be over there sooner than 
I would if I took the job.” 

“I suppose that’s true. But think about how much more money you’d have if you 
took the job and went after five years. You’d be able to live there for a  long time, not just 
a few months.” 

“If I could save it all for that long. If I end up with a car, a bunch of stuff 
because I can’t stand to go home after that day’s work to nothing. I end up with less 
money. Less time to go, less that I can do.”  

“And you still may end up with more money, even doing that.” 
“Maybe.” 
“So, here’s what you should do. Sit down, and run the numbers. How much are 

they offering you? They may well give you raises, so just calculate, with taxes being 
what they are, and as much as the pay is now, how much would you make over that 
period of time? Take away how much you would spend on rent, and be reasonable. Don’t 
pretend you’re going to live for five years in a $350 dollar studio apartment. Plan on 
renting a duplex or a condo or a nice apartment. It has to be nice enough to live in for five 
years, with all your stuff and decent enough to not be ashamed to bring a girl home to. 
Plan for insurance and bills and enough money to go out and have fun and buy some 
games and movies and whatever else. And then see how much you have left over. If that 
amount is more than you could earn doing little jobs, living somewhere terrible and 
staying in all the time for longer than you want to handle, you’ll be able to see.” 
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“Not a bad plan. Not bad at all. Thanks, Tiffany. You see why I bring my 
problems to drop at your doorstep?” 

“Hey, if you weren’t able to solve difficult problems on your own they wouldn’t 
want you for that job in the first place.” 

“Yeah, well, don’t be too offended if I keep running things by you anyway. Who 
knows, maybe they’ll let me have an assistant and you can help get things straight for me 
on a regular basis.” 

“I don’t know about that. You’d have to pay me pretty well, and, you 
know…being your assistant for five years…I think it might be a mistake…” 
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SplitSplitSplitSplit    
 
 
 
Kaz was 27 before he ever realized there was more to the world, to his simple 

life, than he had known. All his life he lived in the same town, dry and hot and poor, but 
full of all the memories and friends he could ever need. The township was all he knew, 
his neighbors and his family the foundation for his imagination and games. Growing 
there had taught him to be clever, and honest, taught him to be strong, and all about 
danger. Not just the danger of man, from theft and fighting; his community was actually 
pretty low on crime amongst one another. There were other predators, though, that had 
haunted and chased him for as long as he could remember, from early childhood, to the 
very day his world changed forever.  

His feet pounded the dusty road, echoing through the hot, narrow streets just as 
his heartbeat echoed inside his own ears. Sweat ran off his face, stinging his eyes, making 
him want to close them, just for a moment, the sharp pain reminding him that he couldn’t. 
The savage beasts that chased him wouldn’t be forgiving if he missed his escape trying to 
clear his vision. He’d been running from the damn things all his life, but they always 
seemed to be getting tougher, and faster; if he improved his running speed by ten 
seconds, then they improved by fifteen. It was important to remember the streets, to know 
his surroundings; which alleys were blocked by rusted grating to create a makeshift 
fence, which balconies were barely clinging to the stucco walls of the buildings, which 
doors could he trust to be unlocked and waiting to provide some kind of refuge. These 
things all had to be instinct, there was no time for forgetting. Ahead of him, he saw a 
stack of boxes that lead to a wrought iron balcony, sturdy and high. He leapt to the 
wooden boxes, knees already bent for the next leap to safety.  

Whoever stacked those boxes should be fucking shot. 
Kaz’s fingers slammed into the side of the iron rail, far too low for a handhold, 

getting further away as he plummeted to the dirty ground, boxes scattering. He didn’t 
even have time to get to his feet before the beasts were on him. Ugly, terrible nightmare 
things made of broken scissors and dead animals; jagged sheet metal, knives, and the 
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hatred of angry women. Uneven claws dug into his shoulders, bringing the earth to his 
back with a shudder that knocked the wind clean out of him. Heavy bodies of rusted steel, 
rotting flesh, exposed muscle and sinew keep him from moving. Gaping jaws of sharp 
bone and discarded tools open for an otherworldly howl, and sink into his flesh. There are 
too many of them to get away; he knows they’re going to tear him to pieces, and there is 
nothing he can do about it but keep himself from screaming, refusing to give them the 
gratification that feeds their base and carnal lust.  

When they finally get bored and leave, Kaz is a shattered, bloody mess. He 
pants for air, gritting his teeth, knowing what’s coming. Ever since the first time he took 
a right when he should have gone straight, Kaz has known that the worst part about the 
attacks is the healing. Mending his body from the attacks hurts as much as being torn 
apart did in the first place, but it takes a lot more time than being ripped apart does, and 
there is none of the same fear present to distract you. Once you’re already putting 
yourself back together, there’s nothing to do but lie there and wait for everything to start 
working again, praying you didn’t get too much dust or metal shard inside you this time. 
Faalica, the old healing woman, is almost as bad as the beasts.  

 
It was hours before he could finally walk again, hoisting himself on unsteady 

legs, walking along using the wall for support, to fill in for knees that weren’t attached 
just right yet. By the time he finally got to his home, only the bright marks in his skin 
marked where he had been injured. His mother clicked her tongue when she saw him 
walk through the door, examining clothes that she had repaired so many times she 
wondered how many more lives they could possibly have in them. If he didn’t tease the 
beasts, she said, they wouldn’t chase him so. But, then, he also wouldn’t be who he was, 
and he had been attacking and running from the monsters for as long as he was able to 
walk. It was both his blood, and his destiny.  

At the word destiny, his brothers’ faces grew heavier. There was a stillness in 
the air that Kaz had never known for his home. Usually bustling and full of people and 
sounds and smells, the place had been home to at least three generations of his family 
since before his grandfather was a baby, and as soon as his oldest brother Dahn’s wife 
had their first baby, they would start on the fourth. The sudden silence was surely an 
indication of something serious. He joined his two older brothers at the table, hoping they 
would open up without his asking. They looked at him calmly, reverentially, and the first 
thought that went through Kaz’s head was: Oh shit, I’m sick and dying. 

When Kaz’s father walked into the room, he looked as solemn as he had ever 
seen the man. And when he sat down with his boys, setting the old leather-bound book on 
the table before him, there was a sense of ceremony in the air. The sense of disturbance 
lingered as the patriarch told Kaz, as he had begun to tell his brothers, about their 
family’s role in the ancient traditions of the Order. Their line had been carefully bred 
over centuries to create the end result that was Kaz and his brothers. Each of them was 
given a gift by God, divine influence running through their veins, spelled out in their very 
names, which they had never been truly given before then; the symbol of their authority. 
Dahn, who was Adahnzal, was the Order’s born treasurer, hardwired for keeping track of 
everything. Menhalder, Hald for his life until then, was a businessman of highest order. 
Ancolmer, known as Colm, and able to fight the Beasts as well as Kaz at several years 
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younger, was a holy warrior. And Kaz, who had never known himself to be anything but 
himself; a scavenger, a scrapper, a townsperson, was truly Erkaziel, destined to be the 
Order’s finest leader, who would take the people to greater things. He could hardly 
believe it himself.  

 
After finding out the truth of their birth, the boys kept busy. The center of town, 

long dilapidated and nearly abandoned, had been resurrected; Hald and Dahn working 
together with their wives, Adjunette and Mobyll to turn the ancient wreck of apartments 
and plazas into a resort of shining stone and marble, a gleaming center to a town that had 
been abandoned to all but those considered cursed to live there by the outside world. As 
droves of outsiders flocked to see the resurrection of the town, the influx of money and 
success radiated out of the town, ramshackle buildings being rebuilt, the collected forces 
of Colm’s brigade lending in the manual labor after patrolling for any remnants of the 
mysterious horrors that had haunted the town for centuries. Kaz was least direct in 
assuming his duties, both uncertain in how to lead a town that had been leading itself just 
fine since long before he came along, and unwilling to impose himself over peers and 
fellow citizens he had known all his life. Mostly, he found himself walking the streets of 
his city, watching it change and grow, become a brighter, happier version of itself. As he 
walked, people would approach him and ask him for help, for answers, or for advice. 
That had to be part of the importance of leadership, he thought. To repair a broken step to 
someone’s home, to join a hunting party if there was trouble, to ease someone’s burden if 
he could.  

More and more, he was growing comfortable with his role, not because he 
thought he should lead as much as he just started becoming used to people expecting him 
to. The resort staff, the security brigade, his own friends and family all listened to his 
every word. Kaz wasn’t sure if he felt like an arrogant bastard telling everyone what to 
do, or like some kind of mob boss. But under his advice the town grew bigger, faster, and 
stronger than he had ever imagined, and he couldn’t stop his own pride in whatever part 
he had in it. The largest joy in his life, however, was Nanzia, who he had cared deeply 
about every since he was old enough to know the fear of the Beast attacks and saw her, 
brave and vulnerable to them, and whose guidance had helped him through the confusion 
of his assuming the reins over the city, the Order, and one day, something greater. 
Wherever he went, so did she, and she became crucial to his every move. She was as well 
versed in the plans of he and his brothers as anyone, and it was widely known that she 
was growing as capable in leading as her companion. However fond the city or the Order 
was of her, the promise she had for their greater future, when Kaz looked at her, he saw 
love.  

 
In the center plaza of the resort, with its open courtyard and massive fountain, 

Kaz was giving out instructions to the others among the Order. Rumors had been coming 
in from outside that something was happening, and Kaz wanted to know what it was. He 
had a good deal of cooperation from the outlying areas already, and word trickled 
through the Order that the inheritors of the blood were announced. The success his town 
had seen was to be spread, and his two eldest brothers were going to have to work 
together to see how best to do that. Plans were being laid out, when a scream rang out 
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through the courtyard. Kaz turned to see Nanzia running towards him across the stone 
ground, a look of abject terror on her face. Before Kaz could take a single step to help 
her, she lunged forward, and a jagged strip of metal tore through the front of her chest. 
Dripping blood. As she fell to the ground, a crazed bastard stood behind her looking 
triumphant.  

He was instantly restrained by Colm’s men, Kaz stumbling to the ground, trying 
to shake life back into Nanzia’s still-warm body. It was too late. Rage was the only thing 
keeping back the tears when he confronted the evil son of a bitch who just killed the 
woman he loved. The man was indignant, furious at the way he was being treated. He had 
killed dozens of those girls; it was his hobby. There was no greater hunter of false women 
than he in the world. Kaz beat him twice for the comment about falsehood, until the man 
sputtered through blood-stained teeth that he simply meant she wasn’t real. She was 
artificial.  

People stepped forward, those who confirmed the man’s story that she had been 
created instead of born. Women like her had once been a huge industry, but they had 
become largely a thing of the past, newer models sold only to rich men. This news didn’t 
change the pain and loss for Kaz. He wanted the man to be executed, and he wanted 
every single person he had at his availability to search everywhere for another version of 
her, if she were indeed one of those women, somewhere in existence. Before the search 
teams had even all left, he decided to help look himself, accompanied by his youngest 
brother, just in case he needed protecting. 

Months passed, traveling, searching, digging up the remaining leads of those 
who once dealt in such arcane biological wizardry as homegrown artificial women. When 
they were invented, these women weren’t created with the most wholesome if intentions. 
In order to get around rules about rings of sex slaves, creative pioneers simply engineered 
their own women. But the women, while grown through artificial means, had the same 
minds as real ones; had their own ideas for their lives that seldom involved being on their 
hands and knees in front of the kind of depraved bastard who would buy them. Since the 
new women were no more keen on being used and abused and worn out than the ones 
they had before, their usefulness passed, and nobody could find any interest in them 
anymore. Why spend thousands on a girl you’re still going to have to work just as hard to 
get to like you as the ones you’ve been meeting and failing to impress so far? Losses 
were cut, most of the unsold girls were thrown out into the world, orphaned, and you 
couldn’t find one to buy or sell if your life depended on it.  

But Kaz was beginning to feel like his life DID depend on it. The one thing that 
got him used to the idea of being Erkaziel the Leader was Nanzia being by his side.  

When word came in that someone had found one of the models that they were 
seeking, Kaz and Colm were there the next day. It was startling for him to see a wooden 
box that could barely fit a child, serial numbers the only way to identify it as being 
anything like the woman he’d loved. Box and men went to the local Temple of the Order, 
and Kaz worried. Would he look anything like Nanzia had? He knew she would be a 
different person, would she even want to spend time with him, with the Order? Neglected 
and unopened for so many years, would it even work? Several men sent to work, pouring 
in the chemicals that would activate her, complete the process of her making, and bring 
her into their world.  
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Kaz sat in the main temple hall, worrying, trying to pray only until he finally 
realized he had never paid enough attention to the services to know how to pray to God, 
so he prayed to Nanzia instead. An odd chemical smell filled the room, only making his 
stomach turn with confusion, and fearful hope. He closed his eyes and tried to remember 
everything he could about Nanzia, all the things he liked the best. Soft shuffling footfalls 
echoed off the cold stone walls, and he turned to see a woman, naked aside from the 
small blanket that couldn’t quite cover her, wrapped around her shoulders. She was 
shorter than Nanzia, her hair darker, almost black, but her eyes were the same. She 
watched him silently, until he spoke. He took off his own long coat, wrapping it around 
her shoulders. The woman who was almost Nanzia smiled at him.  

 
Everyone referred to it as a miracle, having the true leader in one of his temples, 

praying so hard, but the woman who was not Nanzia, who should have remembered 
nothing, being just born to the world, was very aware of her surroundings. She knew who 
she was, who Kaz and his brothers were, what they were doing. She recalled vaguely 
what happened to her, to cause her own death, or the death of someone who was so much 
like her she had a hard time keeping them apart. She was pleased to see Kaz again, has 
missed him though she hadn’t been around before to do so. But the new Nanzia was 
slightly colder than the last, somewhat more distant. Her devotion to the Order, and to 
Kaz, were overwhelming, but when the two of them were alone together, she pulled away 
from him. He was simply overjoyed for her to be back. If she did not love him, as she 
said she did, he was willing to give her time to remember how much she used to, or, if 
that weren’t possible, he would make sure to spend as little time alone as possible.  

In the time of the search, changes were happening in the world. The order had 
done as Kaz instructed, through messengers and communication with his family. The 
planet itself was changing, quickly, and not for the better in the eyes of humanity. 
Scientists had been predicting this, so it was tragedy without surprise, and plans had long 
been in place. Already there was a new planet set up, colonized decades before, with 
three large population centers waiting for the new arrivals. This place would grow, as did 
the one before it, to be a great home. It was time for all of the people to engage their 
evacuation plans, carrying what they had to, and go to this new home. As the Leader, Kaz 
was to go first, accompanied by Colm’s finest warrior, a dark-skinned woman quite taller 
than Kaz, and far stronger. 

The steel sphere shone on the platform, burning sun casting echoes of light 
cascading along the platform. Kaz wanted to get off-planet as soon as possible, to arrive 
early at the Teqipea population center before the bulk of his people started showing up. 
There was no quicker way than the slingshot launch, a two-person craft that was literally 
shot, via a magnetic pulley, into orbit, through the gateway, landing in what amounted to 
little more than a magnetic net on the other side. This way, Kaz would be there to 
welcome everyone to their new home; to lead instead of follow. His brothers, along with 
the new Nanzia, promised to be among the first large deportment of citizens. As he 
stepped into the small opening, having no more choice than one chair, or the other, no 
different, surrounded by only the basest life support, Kaz knew he was doing the right 
thing, even if it meant leaving the reincarnation of his love. His guard, Utaja, had no 
hesitation about anything. She did not particularly want to go on the mission, a little 
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afraid of space travel as it was, worried more by the lack of barrier between herself and 
the cold nothingness less than a foot away, but she was a strong soldier, and agreed to the 
appointment with no more than a wry joke. A crowd gathered to see them off, and the 
capsule lifted from the ground, spinning once before being propelled with sound-
shattering speed through the air, beyond the atmosphere, and to the future of everyone 
still left behind.  

 
Erkaziel cursed the technician who plotted his course, cursed the engineer who 

designed his pod, and cursed himself for thinking he had such a damned good idea. 
Something had gone horribly wrong in the planning, and they didn’t land, as they were 
supposed to, in the middle of the population center. Instead, they crashed out in the 
middle of nowhere, scarcely habitable to anything at all, certainly not ideal for people. 
Utaja helped Kaz out of the pod, checking each other over for major damage. They were 
cut up a little from the landing, and Kaz had bashed his head pretty good on impact, 
blood caking his hair down and staining his oversized coat, one sleeve barely hanging on. 
Utaja was much better off, with only a slight limp from a slammed knee. The pair of 
them gathered what little supplies were in the pod, survival kits that didn’t even include 
more than 2 days of food, some water, and a few basic tools, and started walking in the 
direction of the place they should have landed in the first place.  

After days of walking and trying to survive in the wasteland, digging and 
scrambling for water, trying to ignore their hunger, Kaz and his guardian finally came to 
a structure. A small clutch of buildings out in the middle of nowhere, like a combination 
between a market and a farm, abandoned and used for storage. Simple wooden buildings, 
worn and disheveled from years of neglect and leaning with the weight of their own age, 
rising out of the swirling dust. As the pair approached, Kaz grew worried, and the more 
worried he got, the more he was aware of a strange sensation. He felt as though he were 
sinking into himself, falling inward, the view from his own eyes becoming further away, 
his control on his limbs, his words, getting vague, sloppy, and then disappearing 
altogether. The body he had been wearing all his life still moved, but he wasn’t at the 
controls. Worse, he became aware of a fog building over his own thoughts, and, 
somewhere on the other side, another voice. Something familiar, something he felt he 
should know from somewhere. Thoughts, equally confused, taking charge of the body, 
using Kaz’s mouth to form its words.  

It his him: that’s what he sounded like when he was a kid. Little Jazzy Kazzy. 
Utaja was disturbed to find Kaz holding onto the back of her shirt. When she 

turned to him, he looked somehow diminished, frightened and cowering as they walked 
closer to the city. Every attempt she made to ask him what he was doing only got the 
answers of a scared child coming from her leader’s mouth. The more she pressed him to 
stop and act normal, the worse he got, afraid of the big mean lady yelling at him, afraid of 
the ramshackle houses, afraid of dying in a desert.  

The hot wind brought the sound of engines revving and rocks being spit up. 
From around the corner of the furthest building tore a group of bandits on oversized bikes 
and vehicles they built and customized themselves, machines more savage and brutal 
than the riders, jagged bits of metal guarding massive tires. Kazzy screamed with fright 
as rocks assaulted his face, bikes screeching to a halt in front of him. The ground met his 
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face, the coordination lost when he tried to back away. Hollers and threats from dirty 
strangers filled the air, along with the dull impact of flying fists. Somewhere, deep inside 
of his own mind, Kaz watched someone roll his body over, until he was looking up at a 
woman; tall and cruel and beautiful with bright red hair and cold grey eyes. The woman 
lifted Kaz by his collar, dragging him to the hulking metal beast she arrived on. Kazzy 
tried to call for Utaja, but when he turned around, he saw her being overwhelmed by 
savages, covered with her own blood, falling to her knees.  

Through the weeping eyes of a child, Kaz watched two of the men fall, 
mysteriously, the rest angry and confused, scattering and brandishing weapons. He saw a 
cloud of dust he hadn’t noticed before, and at he base of the column was a small army of 
people, charging, shining, and more orderly than the ones who were there. The woman 
who was holding so tightly to him swore, trying to contain him. Her hand wrapped 
around his chin, holding his face to hers while she threatened him. In mid-sentence, she 
stopped, appraising his eyes, searching for something. Kaz could see the confusion in her 
face, could hear the thoughts of the other him, wondering what the pretty, mean woman 
wanted and how to make her let him go. His chin was released from her grip as she 
turned and left, escaping with what was left of her bandit crew, the pursuers breaking off, 
either to chase for a while and give up, or to protect Kaz, lying on the ground. Warm 
arms wrapped around him, comforting him, examining his wounds. Once he realized who 
it was that had him, Kaz smiled, hugging tightly the waist of the new Nanzia, before she 
finally coaxed him up, leading him back to the transport, and to the safety of the 
colonized areas.  

 
After Kaz failed to turn up as scheduled at the center, everyone in the Order 

began to panic. Plans were set off immediately for his siblings and advisors to travel at 
once to see where he had gone. The evacuation was already well under way, but nobody 
could know that their Leader has gone missing before arriving at their new home. For 
days they’d performed searches, looking for sings of what might have gone wrong. 
Reports of the mysterious sphere found in the nothingness came from rumors of a falling 
meteorite. When motion detectors still functioning on the abandoned buildings went off, 
the search party examined it immediately. Kaz sat in new clothes, listening to everything; 
it concerned him that his plans had gone so wrong, the rumors of the red-haired woman 
who looked so familiar causing terror through theft and violence distressed him, but the 
knowledge of what had happened, the detached feeling that lingered even after he 
returned to full consciousness, no longer the silent captive of a child’s mind, that worried 
him greatly.  

After they returned from the desert, Nanzia took him to her quarters to clean him 
up and tend to his wounds. At the time, she didn’t understand what was happening with 
him; she assumed he was being playful, that his desire for her to not let him go was a sort 
of flirtation. Only when she was laying in bed with him after following through with what 
she thought was his goal, when she saw the greater confusion in his eyes, did she realize 
that something was wrong. So she held him as he fell asleep, and stayed with him until he 
woke up, his old self, and explained what was going on. At this point, she was as 
concerned as he was; the Order’s leader and her savior, her lover, suffering some kind of 
injury. She wanted to have him examined, but he refused, unwilling to let the worry 
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spread until everything had stabilized. Instead, she stayed by his side, day and night, 
waiting for the changes to come over him, and then protecting him, keeping everyone 
from growing suspicious.  

Over the passing weeks, the evacuation was completed, and new projects were 
started to turn their new home into a thriving planet. Already, the three centers were 
growing even more quickly and more brightly than Kaz’s home has before their world 
grew too sick to harbor life any longer, and groups were begin put together to go out and 
pioneer new regions. Erkaziel was an inspiration to the people, always right there to help, 
to advise, to see how things were going. It was Nanzia’s job to make sure that he was 
never locked into doing anything that lasted too long, never too many things scheduled 
too close together that, should Kazzy surface, she could get him out of the public view 
and into safety before anyone noticed the force, all emotion and no reason, taking over 
their leader. She loved the opportunity it brought her to spend time around Kaz in his 
lucid, controlled times, as she started to feel more and more for him like she did, or like 
she remembered her other self feeling before she was killed. That other self had never 
had to deal with a young mind in the body of her love, though, and she wondered what 
she should do; having to maintain constant vigil, watching his every move for that 
moment when his eyes became wide and glassy, when his lip trembled slightly at the 
sight of ten thousand people staring at him. It was a colossal strain, lying in bed reading 
stories to the man who was supposed to be helping build a better world, helping to stop 
the rebellious bandits doing everything they could to turn away the new evacuees. 
Whenever she was exasperated, thinking she should give in, and tell someone what was 
happening, Kaz would come back, the sharpness to his eyes, and hold her face, thanking 
her for her patience, blessing her for everything she did for him when he could only 
watch and not respond.  

 
Upon his return to the control center one day, Nanzia at his side, still flushed 

from him showing his appreciation after one of the episodes, the staff had good news. 
One of the traps set up to catch rebellious citizens went off, and they’d finally captured 
the red-haired leader. Kaz rushed to meet her in the secluded questioning room they had 
for her as she was brought in. The second he saw her, he was stricken once again by how 
familiar she seemed, framed by the bright scarlet hair she wore long around her beautiful, 
slightly menacing face. The thought passed from his head when she elbowed a guard in 
the nose, sending him sprawling, clutching his broken nose. It took four men to keep her 
restrained and steady. She was all passion and energy; hate and sex and freedom and 
excitement for everything she saw. When they finally got her into her cell, the door 
locked behind her, she slammed herself against the bars, cursing Erkaziel and his Order. 
Gradually, his staff left the room, until only Kaz and Nanzia remained on the outside of 
the cage. Nanzia watched her the hardest, before finally announcing that she had to go get 
something ready for the prisoner, and suggesting Kaz go lie down if he felt himself 
changing.  

Alone with the strange woman, he did feel his thoughts starting to sink inside 
himself, but didn’t react fast enough to get to bed, left watching his other self, full of 
overwhelming emotion watch the woman. Suddenly, the woman smiled, recognizing the 
change. She spoke softly, happily to the new Kaz, beckoning him closer. This version 
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was so much closer to who she was; slave to waves of ruling emotions, unable to sort 
through passion and impulse to find organization and order. Kaz could feel himself 
growing full of desire for her as well, an affection and kinship. The buried part watched 
hopelessly as Kaz opened the cell to join her in the cage, wanting to touch her face, and 
was shocked to discover the soft, smooth skin of a woman he had grown used to thinking 
as being violent and sinister. He was even more surprised when she started kissing him, 
and unzipped her outfit, pushing him gently and carefully down on the ground. Watching 
even as he was participating, it suddenly struck Kaz that the look in her eyes when she 
had picked him up that day was the seed of love being planted, only for this other half of 
himself. So close to the end, she was embracing what she had; and while the secreted, 
thinking part of Kaz felt guilty at enjoying sharing in the woman’s body, the part that was 
in control was overwhelmed with happiness and pride and hope, finding someone who 
cared about that aspect more than feeling obligated to it.  

As they finished, the control side trembled at the realization that the woman 
was, in fact, capturing something with the time she had left. He gripped her tightly in his 
arms, unable to hide the tears that were providence of the rushing emotions, telling her 
not to go away. She helped him pull his pants back on, and cradled his head, telling him 
that she wouldn’t be going away very much, only part-way. The Kaz of emotions didn’t 
understand, only holding on, until Nanzia finally returned to the room.  

She didn’t say anything about Kaz lying naked with the rebel leader; didn’t even 
frown. The formal long-coat of the Order slipped gracefully off her arms, and she draped 
it around Kaz’s shoulders, before grabbing the naked woman by the arm. Scarlet hair 
brushed Kaz’s cheek as the prisoner kissed him one more time, and then was led naked 
out of the cell. Before they left the room completely, both halves of Kaz realized with 
some surprise how amazingly similar the two women looked; as though they were sisters, 
or twins. When the door was closed again, he tried to suppress more tears, holding 
together the pile of the prisoner’s clothes to a pillow, and fell asleep.  

 
People came in and out of the room, looking in wonder at their leader, curled on 

the floor of an empty cell, wearing only half-fastened pants and Nanzia’s coat, sleeping 
on a pile of clothes, the stain of dried tears still on his face. Word spread, and more staff 
came to see; even Dahn and Colm arrived, but nobody was brave enough to wake him. 
When the door opened and Kaz’s chief aid entered, everyone thought of something else 
they had to be doing, somewhere else far away. The room emptied out, save for one 
woman, who walked into the cell, and knelt beside Kaz’s sleeping body. 

When he awoke, in full control, he saw Nanzia’s beautiful face shining down on 
him. She smiled a smile more full of joy and peace than he had seen her with since the 
day before she died. As she helped him to his feel, it occurred to him that she was 
suddenly taller than she was after he brought her back, and her hair was streaked with 
wide bands of red. Soft, familiar lips kissed his, and then stretched back into a smile that 
seemed to make her eyes twinkle. Eyes that were as beautiful as ever, with flecks of grey 
that he didn’t remember seeing there before. Nanzia wrapped an arm around his waist, 
under her own coat, and led him off, talking about all the work they had to do, after they 
go back to their quarters and get some rest. Creeping slowly, the realization entered his 
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mind that it was the first time he could recall her not looking hesitant or uneasy about the 
thought of putting him in charge of anything, for fear of his changes.  

Somehow Nanzia was more than just Nanzia now, closer in spirit to his fallen 
love, and closer to Kaz. This new Nanzia loved both halves of Kaz, both the strident 
Erkaziel and the impulsive Kazzy. She no longer worried about his second half, because 
she enjoyed it as much as any, and somehow knew the right way to direct it, saw it’s 
value in leading people in a new world. Even though Kaz remained split, his lives were 
bound together by the love of one woman, who was more whole than he could describe, 
and that was as much completion as he needed.  
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LetLetLetLetter to My Wifeter to My Wifeter to My Wifeter to My Wife    
 
 
 
Zora- 

 
Do you remember when we first met? God, I was so into you back then. But you 

had a boyfriend at the time, and you seemed to involved, so devoted to each other. And as 
much as I liked hanging out with the two of you...damn. Some nights it was all I could do 
not to grab my head in my hands, start yelling and run off. I have never been so jealous of 
another human being as I was of him. Never thought I could be. But when I watched the 
two of you sitting side-by side, your arms around each other, those little glances, or a 
quick kiss when nobody was looking...I would have given anything to be him right then. I 
thought I would always be the friend guy, you know? That you two would get married 
and I’d just be the bitter bastard who came around and drank a little too much because 
watching you in the bliss of your family and knowing it wouldn’t be mine was just a little 
too much to take sober. And yet I couldn’t even conceive of letting you go, of not having 
you in my life.  
       When the two of you broke up, I still didn't see myself in the picture. Not really. I 
had taken to saying, for a long time, that you were going to fall in love and marry me, but 
it had become a mantra more than a plan. I was just happy to spend the extra time with 
you, when you were wanting to forget him. Going to the zoo or on hikes, just laughing 
and having fun. I was so lost in the moment that I never saw the bigger picture; never 
even realized how close we were getting. It didn't hit me until about five minutes after 
you kissed me that first time. You remember? We drove for two hours to get to this place, 
and then hiked down around the lake...I forget what the lake was called, but we spent 
most of the day walking around it. And in the afternoon, we stopped to sit by the side of 
it, and were just talking like we always did. We were sitting close, so our shoulders and 
arms were touching, and I remember thinking that I couldn’t be happier than I was right 
then. I looked over at you, and your eyes hit mine. They were so full of color and energy, 
your mouth pulled back into a new sort of smile I had never seen. I completely forgot 
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what I was saying, and looked out to the lake to try and recapture it. But you turned my 
head back to face you, and kissed me. My heart almost stopped completely. God, Zora, I 
couldn’t have explained how it felt then. I can't now. The most breathtakingly gorgeous 
girl ever, the only person who meant that much to me...kissing you was heaven itself.  
       I don't think it ever got stale, how lucky I was to have you. We started dating, and 
every day was the happiest day of my life. We still did so many of the things we had 
before, but just walking down the street holding your hand was a phenomenon all its 
own. It was an experience. It made my heart race. Sometimes I had to reach out and touch 
your hair or your face, just because I could, just to prove to myself that you really were 
there with me, and I wasn't dreaming. That first night you stayed over, I don't think I slept 
a wink. I just lay there, watching you. The light from the window making only your 
outline visible, along the curves of your side and back. Every time you shifted or rolled 
over, and the outline changed, I had to start watching all over, tracing my finger along the 
lit curves, to try and feel what made them so stunning and so perfect; to try and 
understand this phenomenon that was so unlike anything I had ever felt before. I had 
never imagined someone could be so pure and yet so intense. That anything could feel as 
good to me as you did. I had to fight back tears of joy a time or two, just listening to you 
breath so peacefully beside me there in my bed.  
       We were younger then, and we were all about adventure. We could afford to work 
for a while at whatever jobs we could get, just to save up enough money to take off for a 
month, or two, or three, and travel around. If we were too poor to fly, then we just loaded 
up your old car and started driving, up through Canada, back down through America and 
into Mexico. We slept wherever we could, and we ate whatever sounded new or exotic. 
Some things, even, I think, that should never have been consumed by humans. But it was 
exciting. And we would talk about everything, old discussions as though they were new, 
discuss the news and politics. We could never debate though. You got so passionate 
about whatever you were talking about that I would loose everything, watching the fire in 
your eyes, the little lines by your mouth pulling back. I couldn’t even remember what 
side of the argument I had been taking. All I could think to do was grab you in my arms 
and spin you around and hold you as tightly as I could. Just because you were you, and 
because I loved you so completely.  
       We got married on a whim just outside of Austin. We had been talking about it a 
while, and of course we could always have a full ceremony later. It was an adventure I 
wanted to go on, one that I could only ever imagine going on with you. But marriage 
didn't mean settling down-at least not for a few more years. The only change it made at 
all was a matching set of tattoos on our ring fingers, and making some of the things we 
did together less sinful in the eyes of some of the places we visited. But the traveling and 
the adventures didn’t stop.  
       And then, it was time for something new again. You started putting your degree to 
use, and I started getting regular work. We had the money, and had been nomads for long 
enough, so, hey, why not buy a home? Even after we had been there for a year, it felt 
more like playing house than actually being one of those other couples. Cooking for you 
when you got home from work, tending to the plants and gardens, carrying you upstairs 
to our bedroom. It was surreal; because it was still you, and I still felt the way about you I 
had since I met you. The truth is my heart never stopped racing since that first kiss. Ever 
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since then, I was yours, and every day was amazing. Every time I saw you I felt the same 
charge of energy in the pit of my guts. And even though we were playing at being 
normal, with you going off to work in the morning and coming home in the evening to 
have a meal at a table, or to go out to a nice restaurant, I was still just as ass-over-ears in 
love with you as I always was. Every day was still the best day of my life. 
 The decision to have kids was something we both knew was coming. We had 
been discussing kids even before we were discussing marriage. You always knew you 
wanted to be a mom, and I had been pretty sure I wanted to be a father. And even more 
certain that if I was, I wanted to raise kids with you; to watch you become the incredible 
mother you were meant to be. The plan had always been to have some kids, and then 
adopt some. Three or four was the goal, I guess. What we said when we were doing that 
half-daydreaming discussion. It was a good number. And I always pictured us as having a 
few, and then adopting, later, or in-between having natural kids. To take a break, since 
pregnancy and childbirth was bound to take so much out of you. I guess nobody really 
gets to have complete control over when or how they are going to have their first kid, 
even if you do adopt.  
 I don’t even remember why I decided to go to work with you. I think I was just 
bored, between projects. I always loved seeing you work. You were so passionate about 
what you did, so caring with all the children you came across. I never got sick of seeing 
it; the way you become so soft and tender and caring when you got near them. It was one 
of those things that really told me how much I wanted to have a family with you. So I 
came along on a trip to take a look at an orphanage, or school. It was called a school, I 
know, but it was the same thing. You were being amazing, and I was bumbling around, 
getting in the way while you pretended not to care. We were just there so you could do 
what you had to. I, for one, never expected to find anything so important. But there they 
were; sitting together at a small table. Never would have expected them together, to be 
family with one another, they all looked so different. But they were their own little unit, 
if a little incomplete. They needed someone to take care of them. They needed us, and it 
turned out, I think we needed them, too. So we filled out the forms, did what we had to, 
and adopted our first children.  
 A few people thought it was a mistake. Adopting a fifteen year old with severe 
obsessive compulsive disorder, and some very neurotic tendencies, along with a nine year 
old black boy, and an eighteen month old latin girl. They joked about how we ended up 
with such diverse-looking children while keeping faithful. But they were our kids, and we 
loved them. It was a lot different than we had thought, or planned, though. We always 
thought it would be good to get our kids used to us taking vacations, and used to travel. 
We didn’t want them to have that separation anxiety so many kids get when they end up 
being seven and a sleepover is the longest they’ve been away from their parents since 
they were born. We had a family because you and I loved each other so much we wanted 
to spend our lives together. So having kids shouldn’t mean we didn’t have any time to 
ourselves aside from a few hours here or there. A few weeks at a time, taking vacations. 
Maybe a month out of every year, when the kids were older, and in school or with our 
folks, we could go on a longer trip. But these kids changed that. They weren’t used to 
being gone from us for as long as they could remember. They were orphans from 
shattered families. It was well over a year before they stopped panicking a little when we 
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went away just for a weekend that we were going to come back for them. So our plans 
changed. Where once we thought we’d still have two to three months of a year to 
ourselves, all told, now we were always home. We were domesticated. We weren’t just 
playing house anymore, cooking for each other and having hot sex before the meal was 
even on the table. Now we were parents.  
 I think I fell into the pattern easier than you did. I was always the one who could 
easily get into routines and sentimentality. It was a rich time, full of new experiences, 
firsts and little every-day adventures for me. As long as we had those weekend trips and 
some nights alone to remind me that we still had our passion, and that your body in the 
moonlight was still the most amazing sigh on earth, I was contended. More than just 
contented. I had the most amazing girl I had ever met as my wife, and three great kids. I 
was happy. But you started to feel the weight of it. Couldn’t have helped any that your 
job meant suits and going in to work. Even when you moved into your own practice, a 
regular job is still a shift with hassles and boredom. I didn’t have that side. Some nights 
you would come home looking so exhausted, more than just tired from a bad nights sleep 
or a long day. You looked weary. Like something inside of you had been fighting for 
weeks, years, and was finally wearing out. I always did what I could; rushing the kids up 
to bed early, giving you a massage, telling you stories and talking about the good times. 
But there was still that little place in your eyes where red cinders used to burn, that were 
looking a little dark. I thought maybe you’d adjust like I was. I couldn’t imagine that the 
life we had been given could be taking you apart. Even knowing you as well as I did, I 
don’t know…I guess I was blind to it.  
 But the years passed, and the kids got older. After a lot of discussion we decided 
it would be best for us to try and have natural kids of our own before we were too old to 
have the energy to chase after them. Not that I thought we were going to have any issues. 
I felt as full of life as ever, and at thirty two you were still as lithe and gorgeous as you 
had been at 23. Even when you were pregnant, you were still breathtaking, still perfectly 
formed, with a little belly. So small I wouldn’t have believed it could have twins inside. 
But there they were. Two little girls, every bit as adorable as you, with your cute little 
nose and deep, colorful eyes. Arianna and Gwen. By the time they were sitting up, you 
had already gotten back in shape-nobody would ever have guessed you had ever given 
birth to look at you. The girls started crawling, Terry started kindergarden, and Richard 
was getting ready to get his permit soon. Martin graduated from school and got a job in 
an accounting company. Turns out that his compulsion towards order and perfection 
made him the perfect person for numbers. I don’t think he’d ever tire of getting all the 
figures and finances in order. You remember the time he was late to work because he saw 
Mr. Anderson across the street tending to his lawn, and even though he knew he didn’t 
have time, Martin had to run across and explain yet again how it was healthiest for the 
lawn to vary the direction of mowing, and that rose bushes should be cut at an angle, not 
straight across? He is so good with the kids, too. Rich and Terry both think he is the 
greatest, even if he is always after them to be a little cleaner or a little quieter. All those 
nights we spent worrying about him being able to fit in…and all of it for nothing. He’s 
always been fine. We have great kids.  
 But there was still something missing. I saw it in you more and more, and I 
couldn’t put my finger on it. I worried about what you might be longing for, what you 
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might need. I worried that you may be finally getting bored of me and my endless 
enthusiasm, my constant presence, and doting affection. I tried to analyze our lives. We 
had more of a house than either of us had ever wanted, we were both making more than 
enough money to be able to live well, and we still had each other, I still loved you more 
than anything, and wanted you every bit as much as I ever did, still daydreamed endlessly 
of you, and couldn’t keep my eyes off you whenever you wore a pair of jeans cut just low 
enough that I could see the lace of your panties, or walking around in a t-shirt tight 
enough that I could make out every detail of your body underneath, or when we were 
talking casually and you shifted just enough for me to catch a glimpse down your shirt. I 
never outgrew that part of me from when I was young, chasing this amazing, breathtaking 
girl, and I’d do anything just to have you touch me, just to hear you say you cared about 
me, just to see and feel your body near mine. And then I started to remember some of our 
plans, some of our trips. Suddenly, it made sense to me; what we were missing. What had 
been such a part of us when we were younger. Traveling. Exploring. Adventuring. Not 
just the little adventures, having to explain to the principle where Richard learned such 
terrible profanity, or teaching Terry to ride a bike. The adventure of being in a place we 
had never been, eating what may well be a dog, seeing beautiful things from a culture so 
far from our own.  

So I started planning. I spoke with the people you work with, to see if they 
would cover, and I spoke with my keepers, to see if they could get us deals. I even spoke 
with the kids a little, to see if they could handle things without us. Martin is old enough to 
watch the others, and Rich is old enough to help. Our parents will stop by to check in on 
them. In two weeks, a boat will leave the west coast, and head over along the coast of 
China to Thailand. We’re going to be on it. Then were going to head out from there. I’m 
not sure where yet-it won’t matter. We’ll figure it out as we go. Pack what you need, and 
not a lot more. You remember how big a pain in the ass the packs can get when you’re 
hiking a ways. And don’t think this is a one-time thing, either. It’ll be just like we always 
said. Three months a year, its just you, me, and the world. You’re everything to me, Zora. 
We wouldn’t have the family we do without you. I wouldn’t be half of what I am without 
you. I know you’ve been longing to leave, feeling trapped by the lives we made for 
ourselves, as amazing though they might be. But this can help that. You can have both. 
We can still find new places. We can still see the world through each other’s eyes. Get in 
political debates with complete strangers in strange lands, do unspeakable things to each 
other on ancient holy sites. Eat things we don’t even have words for back home. And then 
we can go home to our own piece of the world, and watch our kids grow until it’s time to 
take off again.  

You’ve given me everything I could ever ask for. You made my life the most 
incredible thing a man could ever wish for. My heart stops and I start to tear up when I 
look at how much you have meant to me over the years. Now it’s time for me to do 
something for you. To show you that you are still everything to me. You are still my 
princess, my goddess, and my truest friend. And there isn’t anything I wouldn’t do to see 
that spark in your eyes, to see your mouth pull back with a smile, intense with passion 
and happiness, to see you literally shake with excitement. There isn’t anything in the 
world I wouldn’t give you, no place I wouldn’t take you, and we won’t stop until you get 
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back all the fire you think you lost, with interest. You are everything to me, Zora. I love 
you.  
  
~Hayden 
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MonsterMonsterMonsterMonster    
 
 
 
I wasn't pretty before. Never have been. I mean, I was never offered any national 
modeling campaigns or center spots in music videos or anything like that. But I wasn’t 
ugly, either. From the neck up, I looked good enough. I had great hair. It was thick and 
fell just right. I had a strong jaw line. I had nice eyes. They were blue. Or gray. 
Somewhere in between? I don't remember. But they were nice. The rest of me wasn’t 
hideous. It just wasn’t as nice. You know? I wasn’t in great shape. I didn’t fill out a tight 
t-shirt in a way that filled young women with anticipation. I wasn’t hot. I didn’t take off 
my shirt in summer and walk around. Wouldn’t have been polite. Nobody stared at my 
ass when they thought I wasn’t looking. But I could stand in public, and people would 
look at me and it was okay. It was normal. I dated. I had sex sometimes. I wasn’t ever 
pretty. But I was good enough. 
 
That was a while ago now. There are pictures. Not enough of them. Always hated 
pictures being taken back then. Didn’t see the point. But I do have some. And then I got 
sick. Just a little at first. I had a hard time breathing sometimes. If I was running or at the 
gym or around dogs, sometimes I had to take medicine. Doctors said I developed asthma. 
Gave me stuff to take. It got worse slowly. Less running or less moving would set it off. 
Once I was with a girl. Pretty girl. Hadn’t been seeing her long. I had to stop in the 
middle of sex one night and go find my medicine. She sat naked with her legs tucked up 
to her chest and blanket around her. Watched me. She thought it was funny. She had 
never seen someone stop because they couldn’t breathe before. It was embarrassing. She 
didn’t think so. Coddled me some afterwards. Paid a lot of attention to my heart and 
lungs. She was listening any time her head was on my chest. Thought I didn’t know. I 
could tell. Always thought of me as a little fragile after that. Tell me to be careful or go 
easy or look at me like I was a helpless kitten. It was awkward, but I couldn’t be mad. It 
was sweet to see she cared so much. I liked when she held me so tight to listen to me 
breath. I liked that she cared. 
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Then the rashes started. They came when the breathing happened. Allergic reactions 
maybe. Or my body responding to excess stress. Nobody was certain. Just little red spots 
on my chest. Then my shoulders and cheeks. Then my arms. Then everywhere. The more 
of them there were the less they needed to show up. Cold weather. Hot weather. Animals. 
Plants. Getting excited. Getting scared. Getting sad. The pretty girl left me. She didn’t 
know what the rashes were. Didn’t want to get them too. Couldn’t blame her though. I 
didn’t want to get them either. But I had them. They made me scared and they made me 
sad which means I got them more. 
 
I lost a lot of weight then. People thought I wasn’t eating. Maybe I was sad because of the 
girl. Or trying to starve myself to balance the effects of the asthma drugs. Asthma drugs 
make you gain weight. I didn’t know why it was happening. I knew I threw up 
sometimes. Knew I didn’t have an appetite. I forced myself to eat anyway. But not 
enough. Lost five pounds every week. They gave me protein shakes to help me. It didn’t 
work. It wasn’t just fat. My muscles were all wasting away. I went to the gym more often 
and worked harder to keep strong. I ate a lot. By that time I had to wear warm-ups over 
most of my body. The rashes would get so bad sometimes that I would scratch them until 
they bled. The skin got dry enough in some places that it just split. It was terrible. 
Someone saw me changing in the shower room once after a workout. They told the staff 
there was a leper. I always changed at home after that. Or in the stall like a shy high 
school kid in gym class. People stared at me and how hard I worked for my size. Tell me 
not to push it so much. Don’t take so much weight on until I train more. They didn’t 
believe that I had been lifting since I was in school. Used to lift more than them. Used to 
be strong. I had to go at night when fewer people would notice me. Underneath my 
clothes I was wasting away. I could count my ribs. The only places I wasn’t thin was 
where the rashes were inflamed. I had to get off the treadmill and gasp for air and 
medicine every fifteen minutes.  
 
Once I was running and ignoring the burning in my lungs for air. I thought I could beat it 
if I ignored the pain. If I didn’t let the weakness win then I could beat it all. Was hard to 
run that way but couldn’t stop. Wouldn’t give up yet. The skin on my legs split. I could 
feel the blood and the burning pain. My face swelled like it was boiling wherever there 
was sweat. I kept going. Then I blacked out. My feet went back with the treadmill and my 
head hit the metal support handles on the side. The dry skin split open like too ripe fruit. I 
bled from everywhere and nobody could wake me up. They had to send me to the 
hospital. The doctors didn’t know what it was that was happening to me. Nobody knew. 
But I had worked myself too hard. I wasn’t supposed to go to the gym anymore. I needed 
to rest and to conserve my strength. Another stunt like that and I would be dead. 
  
They did a lot of tests and stuff. X-rays and blood draws and urine analysis and tissue 
samples and cat scans and MRIs. Nobody knew what they were looking for, so they 
didn’t know exactly what they were looking at. They knew nothing was really working 
and all the tests were telling them my body was going wrong. Nothing was helping me. I 
was still wasting away. My skin was still getting worse. My bones were getting soft and 
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brittle. Falling off the treadmill again would crack my skull. It was a miracle it hadn’t 
been hurt worse the first time. Just a gash where my head hit the bar, and torn up knees. 
The doctor said they would heal if I rested. So I didn’t go to the gym. But I didn’t heal. 
Not really. The wounds stayed open. They scabbed over some but new skin didn’t grow 
over. Just a fleshy, infested-looking scar tissue. It looked like pork rinds. The girl called 
to see how I was doing. She said I sounded like I had a cold. Was something wrong? Yes. 
Almost everything. There was little right. She didn’t know what to say, so she told me to 
think positive and she would call again.  
 
I wasn’t going to the gym anymore. I didn’t go for walks, either. I went to work, and I 
went home and sometimes I visited people. Not that often. Sometimes if I drove I would 
get dizzy and my eyes couldn’t focus. Busdrivers didn’t really want me on their busses, 
so I has to squint through it. People didn’t like it when I came over anymore. Some 
thought I might infect their kids. Some thought I would infect them. Some just didn’t like 
to look at me. But I still had some friends. One day I came home from work. I had been 
feeling dizzy a lot, and slipped on the stairs to my apartment. I fell halfway down, and 
landed in front of the front door. I couldn’t get up again. I lay there for an hour before 
someone else came home and called for help. Ambulances came. Paramedics didn’t know 
what was just me and what was the injury, so they rushed my failing body in and gave me 
drugs. The drugs burned. 
 
At the hospital, doctors asked where it hurt. I laughed. I always hurt. But my leg didn’t 
work. They took x-rays of me everywhere. I had broken my leg in three places. And a toe 
on the other foot. And two fingers. And cracked a rib. They tried to put the leg bones 
together with a plate and screws. The screws splintered the leg like china. They had to 
use something else. It was called something fancy, but it was like medical superglue. 
They superglued my leg together, and superglued a plate to it to keep it straight. I 
couldn’t live on the second floor anymore, because I had to be in a wheelchair. People 
came to move my things to a downstairs apartment. I was in the way so one person had to 
take me for a walk while everyone worked. I couldn’t drive anymore. My boss arranged 
it so I would work at home. Until I was back to normal. Not back on my feet. Back to 
normal. I was a distraction.  
 
My leg never healed right. The bone did go back together. But it got bent. My puffy flesh 
was growing inside too. Swelling. Caused the bone to arch. To twist. The plate came 
unglued partway. They wanted to move it, but some bone had grown around one end. 
They didn’t know what to do. They thought they should let it heal, and then change it. If 
they tried to fix it without understanding what went wrong, it would happen again. So my 
leg grew together all twisted. And my toe. And two of my fingers. Even my rib bent 
some. They left the plate, too. They could always get it later. That’s what they thought. 
That’s what they said. The plate is still in my leg now. If you look below my knee, there 
is a point coming from my leg. That’s the corner of the plate. Still they didn’t know what 
to do. What had happened. They took pictures and x-rays and took more samples. If they 
tried to fix my leg it would probably just get worse. Twist and shrivel more. So they gave 
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me a cane instead. The nurse smiled and said girls like men with a cane. Her smile was 
fake. Girls don’t like guys with skin like a dry riverbed that bleeds.  
 
I was spending a lot of time alone. I got lonesome, so I called the girl. She agreed to 
come by. I put on good clothes, but nothing fit anymore. There was a stain here or there 
from my skin cracking and bleeding. I changed twice, but all my clothes were like that. I 
couldn’t stop it. I settled on something dark, so she wouldn’t notice. Tried to hide the 
wheelchair. Wanted to look like I walked around like a normal person. She looked so 
pretty. Her hair was shorter and gleaming. My hair was combed to cover where it was 
falling out in clumps. She wore tight clothes that showed off her body. Such sexy curves. 
I looked like a dead body picked half clean and wearing someone else’s clothes. It was 
hard for her to look at me. When she did, she had to look away quickly. She excused 
herself to the bathroom several times. I think she was crying. She did find the wheelchair. 
She made me get in it, since it was hard to walk with a shriveled leg. She wanted to help. 
She made dinner, and pushed me to the table. She ran me into the corner of the 
doorframe. I felt things break, but I didn’t want to alarm her. After dinner she said I 
looked weak and pale. She noticed my leg was bleeding. She called the doctor. I had 
broken my other leg. And ankle. And foot. She rode in the ambulance with me, and held 
my hand some, but did not say anything. She cried the whole way.  
 
By the time my bones were healing, my skin was changing again. The cracks and sores 
were scarring. Like my knees and head. Like boiled muscle. Like bleeding pork rinds. 
Like living sponge. The doctors were scared but intrigued. They paid for a nurse to take 
care of me at home. The scar tissue bled and wept and got infected easily. I looked like a 
mummy from bandages. The girl visited some. She felt bad. Every time she came there 
was a new nurse. They never lasted long. The girl didn’t look at me much anymore. Only 
when she thought I didn’t see. She cried in front of me too. She felt obligated, I think. But 
she also felt scared. She hugged me once and broke my collar bone. Once she cried and I 
gave her my hand. She squeezed it too hard, and broke three fingers. I told her it was 
okay, they would all break eventually. It was worth it to have her touch me again. She 
cried harder. It always hurt to see her so sad. Sometimes I looked at her, and remembered 
that I used to see her naked. She would never let me see her now. Nobody would. Then I 
cried, too. Some days that’s all I wanted; to hold her and go to bed with her like I used to, 
and be normal again. Even if she didn’t stay. But it would break me. Sometimes I 
couldn’t even feel with my fingertips. How could I feel that? 
 
I got hurt a lot. I never healed right. By the time a year had passed since I fell the first 
time, I looked like a shriveled chimp. I had almost no hair left. The last pieces came off 
with bits of scalp. Scientists and doctors flew in from the world to see me. I didn’t work 
anymore, because I was bleeding on my files. The doctors paid for everything. They 
wanted to take me to a medical facility but I wouldn’t let them. I didn’t want to be a test 
animal. I just wanted to be me. Some days I couldn’t remember who I was. They said my 
brain was getting hurt like my body. It didn’t heal right. If I got hit on the head, I could 
forget being ten. Or forget blue. Or what cheese was. It must have been catching. My 
friends forgot me. I scared them now. Sometimes I would be angry. Sometimes I could 
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barely think. Some days it was hard to talk. Once I rolled over and broke my arm in my 
sleep. I screamed but did not wake up. It made my throat raw. It didn’t heal right either, 
and my voice was different.  
 
The girl still visited. She was my last visitor. Even after my family. It was really hard for 
my family. They had seen me grow up. Now they were seeing me grow down. To shrivel. 
Like an action figure caught in the fire. I imagined a voodoo doll of me somewhere, 
charred and mangled. But she still came. She talked me into moving. The hospital had 
some old apartments that they made once for house staff. When residents still resided 
there. It was my own place, but close enough that they could help. It was easier to find 
nurses to come then, too. One of them taught me to bandage myself, so she didn’t have 
to. I wasn’t very good. Some were too tight and some too loose. But they covered me up, 
which was important to me. I didn’t like the way I looked. I don’t like the way I look. 
Especially when I think about how I used to be.  
 
One time when she visited, we looked at old pictures. There was one I liked. She was 
laughing and leaning against me. I had my arms around her stomach. Her hands were on 
mine. Her head was leaning back, like she was trying to kiss me behind her. We were 
both very happy. I wanted to have it framed. I pointed out that I used to be taller than her. 
Even if I could stand up straight now, she would be at least a foot taller than me. I told 
her that it was a good picture, because we fit. We looked good together. We matched 
each other. Complimented each other. We had been really good for each other. And I 
missed her a lot. Sometimes I missed being her boyfriend and sometimes I missed sex. 
But most of the time I missed her. She cried, and she couldn’t stop. She went in the other 
room. I followed, because I didn’t want her to be alone. I had given up on the wheelchair. 
My hands couldn’t grab the wheel to make it go. And the crutches didn’t work very well. 
At home I moved on all fours. I walked with my hands and knuckles. Like a monkey. It 
was the easiest way. My legs were different lengths. All twisted up. My arms, too. I’m 
like a wobbly table now. I need four legs to not tip over. When I got to the other room, 
she was on the bed, crying. I put my hand on her leg to comfort her, and she stood up and 
ran out.  
 
She never did come back. I miss her.  
 
There are no pictures of me now. Not ones that count. The doctors have some. I’m in 
medical journals. They used to offer to show them to me. Like it would make me proud. I 
was doing something new and original. I found a new way to die slowly. Two years after 
the rash started, I was used to it. I ate and crawled like an animal. My body was so broken 
that my brain didn’t recognize pain. Once they found a bone that had broken and started 
to fix itself. I never even knew something was wrong. Eventually, most of them had 
broken at least once. As they broke, they got thicker. When they were ticker, they didn’t 
break as easily, so I didn’t have to be as careful. It was good news, because I wasn’t 
careful anyway. But it meant that I could go for walks. Short ones. Only at the hospital. 
At first they wanted me to use the chair. And then the crutches. They had special ones 
made, just for me. I threw them in some bushes. Now they just bandage my hands and 
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feet so I don’t get dirt in my wounds. They have a nurse go with me. They have another 
one go ahead of me. Mostly to warn the kids. I scare kids.  
 
I am pretty used to what I am. There are patterns. My body has seasons. The skin dries 
and cracks and falls off and bleeds and swells and then grows back thicker. Autumn. My 
bones break and twist and fix themselves and get weirder. Spring. My organs twist 
around my skeleton in whatever way fits. Summer. I have one lung that has a rib going 
partway in it. It still works mostly. Every day doctors come and give me medicine. I take 
a lot of medicine. It takes hundreds of dollars a day to keep me alive. I don’t see the 
point. They say they have a lot to learn from me. I don’t think I have anything good to 
teach. I used to draw good, but it’s hard to hold a pencil now. I used to write good, but I 
forget a lot of words now. I can only write on computers with big keys because my 
fingers don’t work right. It takes me a long time to eat. It takes me a long time to go to 
the bathroom. It took a long time to masturbate. I can’t even do that at all now. But I have 
a lot of time. I can’t sleep much and my nurses don’t like talking to me. They bring me 
books. I like stories with monsters. Grendel and Gollum. Bridge trolls and demons. 
Things that live in the earth. Mole-men. Things like me. I try to picture what they were 
before they were monsters.  
 
Mostly with my time I think. I try to remember everything I can remember. I’m afraid 
that the thing will happen more in my brain. Something will swell and I’ll lose more. And 
if I try and remember everything every day, I can keep the important stuff. What pizza 
tasted like when it was fresh and hot. What rain felt like in the spring. What snow 
smelled like. What a hug feels like. And the girl. I think about her the most. What her hair 
smelled like and how she touched me. What it was like to wake up when she sneezed. I 
think about what would have happened if I hadn’t gotten sick. If I hadn’t become a 
monster. What if I was still who I was? I liked who I was. Sometimes I wished I was 
better looking or smarter or more clever. Mostly to impress other people. Now I just want 
someone to talk to me. I want to look like I did. I want my own face back. I want hands 
that I can use to feel things. I want my apartment back. Quasimodo had his bell-tower. I 
have a sterile apartment with a balcony I have to ask someone to open for me. I want my 
eyes to be some color besides yellow and red. I want people to look at me and not be 
afraid. I want someone to look at me and be in love. Or to think I’m funny. Or to stay. 
Just to stay. I wish I was me again. Because I was never pretty, and I was never a genius. 
I was never the most popular guy at a party. But at least I was a real person. At least I 
wasn’t a monster. At least I wasn’t alone.  
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North for the WinterNorth for the WinterNorth for the WinterNorth for the Winter    
 
 
 

Eli never listened when people told him he hung around with the wrong people. 
After all, he had always believed that in this life it wasn’t what you know, but who you 
know that gets you ahead. His crowd was fun and exciting, they threw the best parties, 
knew the hottest girls and the wildest bands. So what if they got in trouble every now and 
again, or if some of them were mixed up with drugs. Nobody is perfect, after all, and they 
were cool, and always made Eli feel like he belonged. Since the first time he met Doug, it 
was as though a door had been opened. A gateway to a world where you were never 
alone or bored, where nothing was impossible or forbidden anymore.  

When Eli first moved to the city, he hadn’t known anyone. He’d graduated 
college with a degree in human resources and business management, and more than his 
fair share of student loans. Since the town he went to college in was already full of all the 
business majors it could handle, and he knew there was no real opportunity for him left in 
the small towns he grew up in, he packed up and headed to the next logical place, with 
what little remained of his loans and a lot of printed resumes. When he woke up for the 
first morning in the cheapest hotel he could find, he knew he had a blank slate to start 
something new, and become something else. With patience and persistence, he got a job 
at a company in a tall building, where he spent between forty and fifty hours a week 
processing people, turning them into files and numbers and productivity charts. It was 
there that he’d met Doug the first time, as an associate manager in the marketing 
department. Doug was responsible for hiring a team specifically to work on the new 
internet department, and so spent a lot of time in Eli’s office for a while, and during that 
time they seemed to naturally get along. It was because Doug was so charismatic, really, 
so energetic, that Eli naturally wanted to spend more time around him. First it was the 
weekly dinner he threw at his house, where he met all Doug’s friends and his wife, 
Natalie, and then it was a weekend barbecue for Nat’s birthday, and before long he was a 
part of the group, welcome whatever the occasion.  
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Times with his new friends were usually fast and interesting. Getting together 
for dinner meant a feast with a house packed with guests, old friends and new ones, 
everyone laughing and joking and getting high. Dusty always had his trumpet case with 
him; and inside it, beneath the lining that protected his instrument, was like the inside of a 
drug store. He sold in quantity, and gave gifts to his friends, and by the morning Eli 
would often find himself waking up somewhere in the house, surrounded by people he 
knew or had just met, remembering, if vaguely, the good time they had the night before. 
Of course, Eli only ever got really involved in the partying on weekends, when he didn’t 
have to work the next day. After the time he woke up in some girl’s apartment, with 
barely a memory of who she was, and his car with work clothes inside still parked at 
Doug’s, he had learned to be responsible. It took most of the day before he managed to 
get home and cleaned up, and by then there was no sense in trying to go in and salvage 
half a sick day. But even sober, his friends were wild, and where he really fit in.  

To those who knew him before, his new life seemed to be an amazing change. 
Two of his cousins came out to visit him once, and fell so in love with his friends and his 
lifestyle that they made the decision right then to move to the city, too, to try and end up 
with something similar. They assumed that if they just moved and made the calls, they 
could make all the changes that Eli had. After all, they shared the same blood. But while 
Eli found kinship; found another part of himself in this new circle of late nights and drug-
induced debauchery, his family continued to stand out. Eli invited them out on occasion, 
not wanting to be the guy to turn his back on family, but he only did so when the group 
was large, and going somewhere public, so everyone could block out and disassociate 
from the pair of rednecks drinking pabst in the back of the crowd.  

Every Friday night at Doug’s place everyone got together for dinner, which 
often led to a very late night and, on a good weekend, could lead all the way until 
Monday morning. The tradition was an old one, since Doug and half of his circle were 
still living in Louisiana, before their gradual migration north. In all that time the only 
thing that changed was the size of the crowd and the condo he lived in. Most recently was 
a place near the top of a building one a few blocks from downtown, with a great view and 
a high rent. More than he’d have been able to afford with that he made at the office, and 
you can’t bluff the guy in HR on your wages. Dusty, the white-collar dealer, was so busy 
delivering packages to all the office workers and upper management in the shiniest part 
of the city that he had to bring a few people in to share his burden, and Doug was one of 
those. As a result, his apartment was spectacular, and was always full of gleaming 
decorations, fine furniture, expensive displays of his wife’s good taste, and a lot of 
people.  

It was Friday, and Eli was sitting on the new suede couch, petting the dog; the 
cheapest thing in the entire apartment, a mongrel brought with them from the south. Doug 
was in the kitchen experimenting with modern versions of his grandmother’s favorite 
Creole recipe, and Dusty was trying to find room in the first Sponge cd for a jazz-based 
trumpet solo. The night was still young, and only the new guests were already inebriated. 
Eli was still getting a feel for the night, letting go of all the week’s drama and trouble, 
from the three people who he had to let go, from the one who broke down and cried. 
What caught his eye was the girl stumbling over the step up to the kitchenette, looking 
for a phone. She looked like the kind of girl you would see in the waiting room of a 
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modeling agency, anxiously waiting to suck off whatever executive in a position to give 
her a career, and Eli had always wondered how it was that Doug always met new girls 
like that. Not exactly the kind of girl that you wanted to bring home to mom, but the kind 
who you wouldn’t mind taking back to her place to make her call you daddy, and, really, 
that’s all Eli ever expected from a Friday night. Of course, nobody was going to get what 
they expected that night. 

At almost exactly the same time, two things happened that were unusual for one 
of Doug’s Cajun Nights. On the balcony, Dusty’s girlfriend was about to serve up some 
mushroom tea when she happened to look down at the street below and see that people 
were pouring out the building’s entrance like they were being chased. And as she was 
coming back inside the house to ask if anyone knew why that was, if there was a fire or 
something, the girl that Eli had been watching, planning on making a move on, hung up 
the phone looking confused. 

“Does anyone know what’s wrong with the phone?” 
“Were you talking into the right side?” 
“I wasn’t talking at all. I picked it up and there were all these, like, clicking 

noises, and then it went dead.” She stood with her hands on her hips waiting for a 
solution to the mystery she suspected was a prank against her, the confusion in her eyes 
mirroring the questioning look as Dusty’s girl waited to be told about the evacuation. 
Most of the guests were oblivious to any strangeness, but the ones close enough to hear 
both the mysteries were busy trying to put two and two together when a crash at the door 
made shattered the calculation and the answer. 

Uninvited or unknown guests weren’t uncommon, but however random the 
appearance of a strange face may seem, someone always at least half expected them to 
show up. Nobody at all expected the police to show up. Especially not so many of them, 
and not in such force. There was a misunderstanding about the kind of people gathering 
that night, about the kind of people they would find there. The cops used all of their cop-
logic to put the thing together, information which told them a dealer moving as much as 
Dusty and his helpers were had to be big-time, and that big-time dealers were dangerous 
men who would shoot their grandmothers for interrupting quality time snorting coke off a 
hookers tits. They had the wiretaps and the surveillance, but they didn’t bother to look at 
the people themselves. Not a single person in that condo had a history of violence or a 
police record, and aside from the year and a half Doug was in the army before hurting 
himself, none of them even had much experience with guns. Dusty’s clientele were all 
successfully employed, and almost all of them seldom ventured beyond prescription 
medications and pot. The cops didn’t see any difference between a group of guys who 
stole cars to support meth habits, and a bunch of friends who liked to get stoned after a 
hard day’s work, and then get together on the weekend to get high in good company. 
There isn’t a distinction in the cop dictionary between violent criminals with serious drug 
habits and responsible drug use by adults. So when the cops decided to crash Cajun 
Night, they didn’t come with a few officers and a van; they brought a damned army.  

Wood splintered and the door crashed to the floor. Two files of men in full riot 
gear charged in, guns aimed at every moving body they saw. The fire escape clattered 
dangerously as officers from above and below leapt onto the balcony and rushed in the 
window, people fleeing before them. Absolute chaos erupted in seconds, turning the 
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merriment into madness, fun into fear. Eli’s friends weren’t used to belligerent cops 
shouting orders, to being shoved on their faces with no explanation. One girl reached for 
her wallet, thinking she should show some kind of ID, and the closest officer hit her in 
the face with the stock of his gun. Someone who saw jumped up to go to her side, and 
found himself tackled and held roughly to the ground by two men. Perhaps if Doug’s 
apartment had been full of the kind of people the cops expected, who were used to being 
beaten down by law officials, the entire evening would have gone smoother. It could be 
that the fact that these people were all used to being treated like human being instead of 
cattle that was the source of what happened. Maybe if the officers had come in wearing 
regular street uniforms and talking politely, the entire place would have filed 
complacently into the awaiting vans to be charged. But none of these things happened, 
and confusion led to hesitance, hesitance to force, and force to resistance. One girl was 
too high to understand the orders barked from a faceless cop, and so was slammed to the 
wall to be cuffed, her head splitting open on the molding, her nose instantly bleeding. Her 
boyfriend grabbed a statue of the Eiffel tower mounted on a marble base, and clubbed the 
man in the head. A nearby officer with maybe not enough training panicked, and pulled 
the trigger.  

The apartment full of friends wasn’t expecting a raid by cops in riot gear, but the 
cops in riot gear really weren’t expecting an actual riot, either.  

Shooting a man armed with a souvenir crossed the line, and the partiers 
responded. Anything that could be swung, thrown, or dropped on a cop was used against 
guns and trained men. Outgunned but not outnumbered, the cops had reason to panic. 
One went down not far from Eli, his handgun knocked free from his holster. It landed 
right next to him, and Eli, half in shock, picked it up. He’d never fired a gun before, and 
he didn’t even know if the switch being flipped so that he saw the ‘F’ meant it was ready 
to fire, or that he had to flip the switch to the ‘F’ to fire, but the experience didn’t really 
matter. Doug’s wife swung at a man with a bottle of wine, and when he retaliated, Doug 
took it personally. If Eli didn’t do something, his friend was going to be shot.  

Men in full riot gear don’t even really look like men. They look like robots or 
space invaders; faceless, inhuman, identical, and evil. If they’d walked in calmly like 
men, if they had eyes to look in, to see something real, he’d have given up. But the 
reflective mask was too much, nothing but his own fear looking back at him distorted, 
surrounded by a warzone, threatening with shadows and smoke and guns the life he had 
built for himself. Eli looked deep into the face of the creature with a barrel inches away 
from his friend and, seeing only a dark, shadowy death, terrified, he fired.  

His hands shook and he was nearly deafened. Nothing stopped around him, but, 
in his mind, the room froze. Doug was alive, but red blood jetted from a gap between 
armored body and facemask. The blood was too real. He saw Doug’s eyes, finding his 
and Natalie’s protector, fear and gratitude, and he saw the man behind him, now in his 
final moments clearly a man, falling like meat and bones and not a mystery. For the 
length of seven heartbeats, Eli froze, and then he stood up and ran.  

There were people before him and behind him, but he didn’t know anything 
about them. They ran through the arms of more men in the hall, just arriving with the 
sound of gunshots in the radio, but he wasn’t aware of them, either. All he could think 
about was the stairwell at the end of the hall, and then the door to the garage beneath the 
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building, and then to the door to the street. Eli had no idea how many people made it, had 
no idea where he was going, all he knew was that he was running, until he couldn’t see 
anyone anymore. He slowed down to make a phonecall, but he wasn’t aware even then of 
what he was saying. His heart wouldn’t slow down and he couldn’t see straight. He 
yelled in fright when he though a phonebooth was in danger of arresting him. All the way 
until he saw the waterfront he ran, and then, only when he was hidden underneath a 
bridge, did he stop.  

“Eli! Elijah!” It took his name being yelled to make the world real again for him. 
He stood and left the protective darkness, to see a pair of figures lit by the streetlight. The 
taller one stepped forward.  

“We’ve been searching for you. You think you could have given us more 
information than ‘by a bridge’? We’ve been looking for an hour.” 

“Yeah, what the fuck, dude? What is this, hide and seek?” The other silhouetted 
figure was slightly shorter, and much fatter, but the voice was similar enough to betray 
their bond as brothers. BB and Fats were Eli’s cousins, two of the few people in the city 
he could trust who weren’t in the apartment when all hell broke loose.  

“I have to get out of here. I have to hide. Now. Tonight.” 
“What? Are you being followed?” Fats made a show of looking over his 

shoulder. 
“I’m serious. Shit blew up at Doug’s tonight. I shot a cop.” 
“Bullshit.” 
“Beeb, I shot a cop in the neck. They were…they were going nuts, people were 

getting killed, he was about to shoot Doug, I…panicked.” The brothers exchanged looks, 
trying to gauge the seriousness of Eli’s expression before realizing he meant every word. 

“So what do you want to do? I think Uncle Mark knows a good lawyer.” 
“Are you insane? I killed a cop in a drug bust gone bad. No lawyer is good 

enough. I want to go north and hide out.” 
“So you just want us to take you home?” 
“Please.” 
In the time between when Eli made the call and when his cousins found him, it 

had been reported that there were several suspects who escaped the building during the 
raid. Rough descriptions were released, and the police were actively searching for anyone 
who was in attendance at the party, or even anyone who knew someone who was there. 
Checkpoints were set up on all the bridges, as well as most main roads. Both Eli’s 
apartment and BB’s truck were on the other side, though, since Eli had never specified in 
his one frantic call which side he was hiding on. With walking across the bridge out, they 
went up the river, searching for an alternate method of crossing. 

Fats suggested they walk until they get to the docks, where they could steal a 
boat and get across, not taking into account the fact that the first place you could count on 
seeing a boat was almost a mile down the river. Not a lot better was BB’s suggestion to 
try and find some kind of accessway that went under the river, which was likely not even 
an option, even if they had known how to look. What caught Eli’s ear was the hollow 
metallic noise of an empty oildrum bumping against the rocks of the riverside, which led 
them to a makeshift raft, most likely made by some kids in the neighborhood out of 
whatever they could find, looking almost exactly like the kind of raft Cubans made from 
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garbage to escape their government. Figuring that if it was good enough for them it 
would be good enough for him, he untied the nylon rope used as mooring line, and 
jumped on. He held his breath when Fats jumped aboard, praying that the construction 
skills of twelve year olds would be enough to support his girth.  

Their oars were broom handles lashed to bits of board and a trash can lid. With 
every foot they moved, crossing at an angle because they were too afraid to fight the 
current, the raft shifted and creaked. Pieces broke free and floated away. Fats panicked 
when his oar broke, and threw himself across the platform to grab the board as it floated 
away. The raft tilted at a dangerous angle, and while BB and Eli held tight to keep from 
slipping into the water, they felt a violent kick as one of the drums broke free and bobbed 
away. When it settled down, they had to balance carefully to not tip it over. A river that 
took ninety seconds to cross in a car took minutes to travel in the raft, and when they 
finally made it, it hit the retaining wall with a splintering crash, the fragile boards coming 
loose and all the trash turned into building materials coming to pieces all at once, joining 
the flow of the river. Even as they crawled up to the street, they heard the voices of police 
officers running to them, investigating the noise, wary of anything suspicious. Eli and his 
cousins ran across the road, into the shadows of the narrow alleys, gone before anyone 
could see their faces, but not before their footsteps could be heard echoing between walls 
of concrete and stone. Always just barely behind, all the police could see was shadows 
and the bottoms of their feet, and when they finally got to the cousins’ truck, they only 
saw the mud-splattered back end of it, vanishing around a corner. Never would Eli have 
guessed that all their years of going four-bying almost every weekend would have come 
in so handy as it did in escaping the police, and losing any and all tails before returning to 
his apartment. 

He grabbed everything he could in a half hour while BB and Fats watched the 
news impatiently. Every channel was full of gory pictures and sensationalist reports of 
what happened, images flashing of the suspects already sought out, of the dead and 
arrested, and every five minutes someone repeated the request for more information. Eli 
would have liked to stay longer, to get more of his things together, but bad news got 
worse when the newswoman reported that the drivers of a pickup truck seen escaping not 
too far from the scene of the raid were wanted for questioning. The truck would lead to 
the cousins, and the cousins would lead to him, sooner or later. Three men and seven 
bags of Eli’s stuff piled into his car, and took off on the roads heading north, every 
passenger praying silently for enough time to get away. In the next town north, Eli 
stopped to pull all he could from the ATM, and started cashing checks and pulling money 
from credit cards. Neither BB nor Fats had more than a couple hundred dollars to get out, 
and didn’t have much of value on them, aside from a few cds from the truck, and a few 
electrical gadgets they bought to impress Eli’s friends. All night long he drove, none of 
them sleeping, and the sun was just starting to come up when they got to the border 
guard. Still one step ahead of the law, there was no flag on his car or his passport yet, and 
they made it past security into the country with a story about a camping and fishing trip 
for the three of them.  

Just a few dozen kilometers inside the border, the car stopped in a small town. 
Eli already had a book of maps in his car for all of North America, but he had not taken 
the time to make a plan about where he was going. Since the moment he got in his car, 
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his only concern was going north before someone figured out his connection to what 
happened in that condo, and he couldn’t escape anywhere. Once inside the country, he no 
longer knew what came next, and so he pulled into the first parking lot he saw, an open 
bit of asphalt in front of a white building, got out to stretch his legs, opening the book on 
the hood of his car. When his legs were stretch and tired of standing, he sat down on the 
hood, so he could continue to weigh his options, which seemed more limited the more he 
thought about them. Canada was a lot closer than Mexico, which made it a good first 
choice, not to mention that it was a lot more pleasant to live in, but once his name was 
common knowledge it would be difficult for Eli to get a job, an apartment, or make any 
kind of a living. Such a tricky situation would require a very good plan, and, at the 
moment, Eli had none at all.  

Beneath him, the car shook with the slamming of car doors. He turned, 
expecting to see his cousins coming back from their snack run. Instead, he saw two men 
wearing matching red leather vests sitting in his car, playing with the stereo.  

“What are you doing?” 
“You’re blocking my truck. The silver one there? You want to screw with my 

truck, why shouldn’t I screw with your car?” His voice and attitude were both clearly 
American. 

“Your truck is fine. Get out of my car.” The two Americans got out and stood 
with their chests puffed out, looking ready for a fight.  

“Hey, Eli, we got a tussle?” Eli turned to see his cousin running across the street 
towards him. 

“Beeb, it’s fine. I don’t think these guys really want a fight. They’re just here on 
vacation, surely they wouldn’t want to end up with broken bones instead of souvenirs.” 
The four men stood close together, looking each other up and down, taking small steps 
around each other. Eli was almost certain that there would be a fight, but then the guy 
turned, spit on his car, and walked away into the white building. BB was disappointed 
that there it didn’t come to blows, his pure redneck blood constantly aching for a good 
fight, and so he followed the two guys, swearing and threatening them all the way to the 
building, and then followed them in the doors, still hurling insults after them. It wasn’t 
until Eli was through the door, chasing after his cousin to reel him in, that he realized that 
the white building was actually a church.  

“Beeb! BB! Cut it out, man, you’re in church!” BB heard Eli, but didn’t want to 
stop until his string was done. By then, he had caught the attention of the woman who ran 
the place, a modern spiritualist version of a preacher, wearing what looked like a pants-
suit with an overlarge jacket that hung down past her knees, buttoned up to her neck. She 
was friendly, but at the same time sagely and somewhat strict.  

“I’m sorry. We didn’t mean to cause trouble, we’ll leave.” She smiled, motherly 
and welcoming. 

“No, please, stay, I insist. We’re open to everyone, especially weary travelers. I 
insist you sit down and rest.” 

“I’m sorry about him. He’s not really civilized.” 
“No permanent harm was done. If he’d like to make amends himself, I would 

invite him to write a prayer or hymn for redemption.”  
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“He’d be honored to, wouldn’t ya, Beeb?” BB mumbled in response, but Eli had 
already lost his focus on his cousin, noticing instead a girl who had been standing near 
the front alter, with long, curly, light brown hair that seemed to bounce and sway as she 
walked. His eyes followed her up the aisle, until his cousin grabbed his arm to drag him 
to a pew where he was to write his apology. Just before he sat down, Eli saw their 
missing cousin peek inside, having not seen anyone out in the car, and quietly stalked 
over to the back corner to sit. Fats was very clearly uncomfortable in church.  

As soon as Eli and BB sat down, the girl sat in front of them. After a few 
moments, she turned slightly, trying to peek at hem from the corner of her eyes. Eli saw 
this, and smiled at her. 

“Hi.” 
“Sorry. I wasn’t snooping. I was just curious.” 
“About us, or about what this guy is writing?” 
“Both? I don’t know. Seems like an interesting way to do things.” 
“Way to do what?” 
“Well, interesting way to make amends for blaspheming the church I mean. 

Writing his own hymn or whatever else he wants. A little more personal than a sermon on 
decency or saying a dozen our fathers.” 

“I guess it makes sense to have him find out what he’s sorry for his own way. 
Though if he had to apologize for everything, we’d be here an awful long time.” BB 
elbowed Eli in the ribs.  

“What the hell does she expect from me, man?” 
“Just something about forgiveness and being sorry for wanting to fight that guy 

and swearing so loudly in a church.” 
“Yeah but…what does she WANT?” 
“I don’t know. Look…” Eli patted his pockets, and pulled out a metal disc the 

size of his palm with twelve flanges cut into it, slightly different sizes. As a last thought, 
he grabbed it from the table while he was hurriedly packing up his apartment. He’d seen 
it once in a street market, at a music store stand, and thought it was a fun toy. Each little 
flange, when pressed, made a slightly metallic click in that rang in a different note, 
almost like a cross between a dog-training clicker and a xylophone. “I’ll help you out. 
Think of it like writing a song. I’ll make you a little beat, and we can write the thing 
together.” Eli started clicking and popping the disk with one hand, drumming on the back 
of the pew in front of him with the other, making up a fast-tempo beat bobbing his head 
and raising his eyebrows for his cousin to come up with some words. BB just shook his 
head. Eventually Eli gave up, shrugged, and stopped his beat. “Some people just can’t be 
helped.”  

Eli turned back to the girl who was smiling just a little, and learned that her 
name was Corinna. He introduced himself and his cousins, pointing to Fats who was still 
hunkering down, hiding from the church from inside. She asked him why he was in 
Canada, and he dodged the question like a matador, and when she pressed again, asking 
him what he was doing, all he would give up was that he was trying to figure out what to 
do next. Corinna admitted the same thing; she’d been in town for only about a week, and 
was working on a plan of what came next. They talked about traveling, about places 
they’d been to and things they’d seen, and most of all, the feeling you get when you get 
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to somewhere the first time, and get to see a whole city you’ve never seen before. All the 
while they were talking, getting to know each other without either discussing their past, 
they both tried not to pay any attention to BB, who hemmed and hawed over what he was 
supposed to be writing, while writing nothing. Up at the front of the church, the preacher 
woman paced slowly, a passive smile on her face like a Buddhist monk, and then turned 
her gaze to BB, and beckoned him forward.  

“Come show me what you’ve written down. Let us all hear it.” BB looked 
quickly at Eli, and then walked up to the raised platform where she waited for him. He 
handed her his still blank piece of paper, and she looked it over both sides. A slow, 
beatific grin spread on her face, as she mistook laziness and arrogance for embarrassment 
and humbleness. Like a proud mother comforting a child who just fell off a bike, she puts 
her hand on his shoulder.  

“I…didn’t know.” 
“I’ll help you, don’t worry.” The woman closed her eyes and started reciting 

what her version of the apology would have been, full of nice words about respect for the 
sacred house, for the people in it, and for the peace. Tolerance for others, even through 
frustration. Every sentence she said, BB repeated after her, stumbling a little on the 
words, continuing to hide behind his laziness and apathy as if they were virtue. When she 
finished she patted his shoulder again, and then sent him off to write down everything he 
had just said. Then the woman looked over the audience again.  

“I know it’s not Sunday, but I have noticed that we have a lot of people here 
today, and most of you are faces I don’t recognize. Now, I imagine many of you are 
traveling through town on your way somewhere, but seeing you all in here today has me 
thinking. With the world being so big, I think it’s easy for all of us to just pass through 
the world, without seeing much of the people around us. I think if we understood each 
other as people, we could live our lives with fewer problems. So I want us to try that 
today; I want everyone here to get to know each other so that we can travel IN the world, 
as a part of it, instead of through it, independent from it. I’d like it if we could all do 
something right now. Everyone pair up, and I want us to get together and just open up, 
really get to know one another. Just start talking and let everything pour out, really let the 
other person know who you are, and spare nothing.”  

There was a half-second of hesitation, while the visitors to the little white church 
pondered the request, maybe thinking on the spirituality of it, maybe thinking she was a 
bit too much of a hippy, but then everyone stood up and started looking around them, 
nodded their heads and smiling nervously at the strangers they were about to bare their 
souls to. The pastor walked down the aisles, making sure everyone was paired up. Much 
to Eli’s joy, just as he was about to go fetch his cousin in the back for a little tell-all, the 
pastor walked up and suggested he and Corrina couple together for the sharing.  

It was awkward, standing next to each other in the aisle, trying to think of how 
to start letting someone you just met exactly who you are. Eli thought he could start, then 
faltered.  

“Well then…how’re you?” She smiled, sympathetic to his difficulty. 
“I’m doing really good. I mean, so far today has been like twice as good as 

yesterday, which was twice as good as the day before, so I’m on a roll.”  
“That’s awesome.” 
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“Yeah, it really is. So, um…hey, I really think your friend should have taken 
your offer to help him write his thing. I really liked your little beat, with that…whatever 
it was in your hand. Why didn’t he want help, if he didn’t end up writing anything 
anyway?” 

“First off, he’s my cousin, not my friend. We don’t really have much in common 
these days. As for why he didn’t do anything, he’s…he isn’t a big fan of doing things he 
doesn’t think he needs to. I don’t know if you’d say he lacks integrity, but he just…wants 
the attention for having done things without actually doing them. I…I think I’m making 
him sound like a real shitheel…” 

“Hey, if the shitty heel fits…” 
“I don’t know. He’s family, you know? We were practically raised together. My 

mom lost her job when I was really young, so we moved in with her brother’s family. I 
lived with them until I left for college.” 

“You must be close.” 
“Close enough to help each other out when we really need it, not close enough 

to be happy about it.” Eli could see the question forming in her eyes, but the pastor came 
back up the hall before it could take words, gently reminding them of their goals of 
opening up, putting them back on task.  

“I guess we’re slacking off.” 
“I guess. Should I just start then? Some kind of stream-of-consciousness getting 

to know me?” 
“Sounds good. Start rambling.” Corinna looked patiently at Eli, waiting for what 

he had to say. 
“Hmm. Okay. What’s going through my mind. I’m up here in Canada for a 

while, and even I don’t know how long, and even though I was worried about it I’m 
suddenly having a really good time, and am even looking forward to the possibilities of 
what could be there, even though I’m afraid of all the parts I don’t know about, and I’m 
honestly a little worried about my car holding out, suddenly I’m more excited about 
being in a church than I have ever been or ever thought I would be, and I’m a little 
nervous, and a lot excited, and there’s this girl looking at me and her eyes keep sparkling 
and every time they do I feel like I’m on stage with bright lights shining on me, warm 
and proud and scared and alive, but most of all really great, and I am happy.” Corinna’s 
smile grew slowly the entire time Eli was talking, a sort of understanding glowing in her 
eyes. She didn’t look entirely unhappy to hear it.  

“My turn. To start, I’ve had a great couple of days, which makes me happy, and 
then I decided to check this place out today, and it’s the first time I’ve even been in this 
church and it was just a bit of a whim, but now I like it a lot and I would rather be here 
right now than anywhere else, I’m having a lot of fun, and a really good time, and I’m 
really curious to see what’s going to happen, because I’m very happy and only getting 
happier and I’m really glad that you’re—” Fats came bounding up the aisle, barely 
stopping in time to keep from knocking Eli and Corinna over.  

“Hey, boy, howcome you get the good partner, huh? I’m over there stuck with 
some fat chick…” Eli glared at him, hoping he’d leave soon enough that Corinna would 
finish her sentence. But he showed no signs of leaving soon, and she just blushed at him 
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and grinned a little, the look in her eyes seeming to tell Eli all he needed to know; 
nervous, excited flirtation in a glance.  

There’s a shuffle as all the other people were finishing their heart-to-hearts and 
sitting down. Realizing that they were the only ones standing, Corinna sat down 
immediately, Fats taking the seat right in front of her. Eli saw her inviting him to sit 
down with her eyes, but before he could get to the pew next to her, Fats came in again, 
bringing disaster with every heavy footstep, this time crawling over the back of the pew 
to sit next to the girl. He was breathing heavy when Eli sat down beside him, unable even 
to see her on the other side of Fats. BB, having finished writing down the apology he was 
given to say, came and sat on his other side.  

Trapped between his cousins, Eli was kept from being able to talk to Corinna. 
While he tried to think of a way to get Fats out of his way, he was stuck listening to all 
the blunt, tactless, merciless lines Fats came up with to hit on her. Eli wracked his brain 
trying to come up with something clever, but was distracted when BB started rustling in 
his pockets for something, pulling a boxy looking bit of electronics. 

“Did I show you this? Just got it last week.” 
“No.” 
“It’s a M500 Digital Box. Camera, photo album, mp3 player, portable movie 

player, game player, alarm, and calendar all in one. It’s even got this microphone in it so 
you can take movies and record voice memos to yourself.” 

“Sounds like fun.” 
“Don’t it just? Here, look at this.” BB hit a series of buttons that cycled through 

the pictures he’d uploaded to his Box, until he found what he was looking for. 
“What is it?” 
“Don’t you recognize it?” Eli looked, at the picture more closely. It was badly 

framed, most of it focusing on a pile of bricks and a dug out bit of ground that looked 
somewhat familiar. Over in one corner of the frame was what brought it all into focus; a 
large billboard, like what you’d find at a stadium, with only one team logo on it. It was 
his uncle’s back yard. The entire family were huge sports fans, and caught almost every 
major game in major or minor league that didn’t involve ice skates or foreign countries. 
But ever since he’d started working to support two families, Eli’s uncle didn’t have the 
time to go to the games anymore, except the most local ones. To make it feel more like 
they were at the games, they saved the money to get a big screen television, and then he 
and his boys started designing a big billboard to go with it. Something they could see 
through the window, so they felt close, but that they could also eat under outside, and feel 
like they were tailgating, with team logos they could change with the game and the sport. 
Eli remembered helping out with that, having a good time working outside for one 
weekend in summer. It was the first time he had a beer; at the end of the first day, having 
woken up with the sun and working until it started getting dark again, his uncle was 
proud of all three boys, and told them that if they were going to work all day like men, 
they should be able to relax like men, too. His mom wasn’t too big a fan of the idea, since 
he wasn’t even old enough for his driver’s license yet at he time, but she didn’t find out 
until the second one anyway. That weekend was the first time he had even been buzzed, 
and it was one of the best memories he had of childhood.  
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The more he thought about it, the more he remembered the things he did with 
his uncle and cousins; camping trips, hunting, building on to the garage. And a lot of 
maintenance that ended up like fun, too. A year after the billboard they re-shingled the 
house. His uncle brought out the beers again, which was well and good until Fats fell off 
the roof. It was harder to convince his mom of the safety factor after that, but her 
disagreeing didn’t stop his uncle from sharing. Big brothers are like that. 

“What’s all this building stuff?” 
“Oh, your ma got herself one of those digital cameras, and she was practicing 

taking pictures. Dad finally decided to build the barbecue pit he always wanted back 
there, but she took the pictures before it was done. He says he wants to build a cover over 
the whole pack porch, too, so when it rains he can sit outside and barbecue and watch the 
games. It’s looking nice.” Eli had stopped thinking about the games as soon as he went to 
college. The only thing they were good for there were cheap dates and loud afterparties, 
while he was at school, and when he moved to the city he didn’t think about them at all. 
Amazing how quickly some things change, he thought.  

“Is he doing it by himself?” 
“Well, after you moved to the city it was just us and your mom and your little 

brother, so when we moved out too, there wasn’t anyone left. Freddy’s trying to help, but 
he’s still so young there isn’t a lot he can do.” 

“He’ll be able to handle it, even without Fred’s help.” 
“Yeah. It’s funny, when we saw you living there, and all your friends, we 

thought you had found this secret to life. We couldn’t wait to move out here with you. 
But when we got here, it wasn’t as easy as we thought. You know, at first we thought it 
was this place that fit you, but the more we were around, we saw that it was you that 
changed to fit the place.” 

“What do you mean?” 
“No, I don’t mean anything bad. It’s just that, you’re so much different here than 

you were before. And I guess that happens. I never went to college, so I don’t know how 
it is. Nobody stays the same forever. The thing is, though, ever since we got here, Fats 
has been wanting to go home. The first time he went to one of those parties with you and 
he got turned down by three girls and then made fun of for drinking cheap beer, he was 
ready to go. More and more, I was starting to thinking maybe we should go back. I mean, 
I’ve been having fun hanging out with you and all, and I like going to the parties and the 
girls you introduce me to.” 

“It’s just not you?” 
“It’s really not. We’re barely getting by with our rent from the jobs we can get, 

and every time we go somewhere, we feel like we don’t belong. As fun as it all is, it’s 
just not home. I miss it some.” 

“You should have said something. If our parties weren’t your scene, you didn’t 
have to come just for me.” 

“It wasn’t just for you. It was mostly for me. I liked the girls I met, I liked 
crowded places, I liked getting high. But it was all the same kind of thing. I never saw the 
same girl twice, most of the people I met had the same conversations with me every time 
I saw them. And, like I say, it wasn’t home. I couldn’t settle down there.” 

“I’m sorry. I guess I never thought about settling down.” 
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“That’s okay, we’re still young, and I’m not telling you how to live. What I’m 
saying is, I’ve been thinking this whole time. I’m glad we could help you, but if you had 
told me I’d never be able to go home again for doing it, I’m going to be honest, I 
probably wouldn’t have. I don’t think I want to be an outlaw or whatever.” 

“Yeah, you know, I’m sorry. I guess maybe I did change. Once I get clear of all 
this here, maybe it would be nice to settle down, or at least find a girl to stay with, like, 
long-term.” 

“Yeah.” The two cousins trailed off. Hidden from Eli’s sight, Corinna was 
getting sick of listening to Fats, and had just told him to change seats with her. It was the 
first thing she’d said in a while, since she stopped saying something polite to his come-
ons, and she didn’t say it in a questioning tone, so he was quiet for a moment, and then 
did as he was told.  

Corinna sat next to Eli, and smiled shyly at him, hoping a little that he hadn’t 
heard her angry, commanding voice earlier and get the idea she was a different kind of 
girl than she was. He smiled back, and she blushed, looking away quickly, relieved that 
he didn’t seem to mind, even if he had heard. It didn’t take long for Fats to start in again 
hitting on her, but now she was ignoring him completely; in fact was scarcely aware he 
was there at all, contented just to chat with Eli. They spoke for a bit, both cousins little 
more than decoration on the pews, and then there was an awkward pause in the 
conversation, as Corinna struggled to work through her own thoughts.  

“Listen, Eli, I know this may sound a little odd, because we just met, but I’d like 
to hang out with you, while you’re in Canada.” 

“What do you mean?” 
“I think you’re worth knowing. When you leave this church today, I want to go 

with you. To hang out with you, or travel with you or whatever, for as long as you’re 
going to be here. I actually know Canada pretty well, I’ve been across most of it. Think 
of me like a tour guide.” 

“Corinna…to be honest, I could really use a guide, because I don’t know what 
I’m doing, don’t even know where to start, and I’d be lying if I said I didn’t think you 
were fascinating, but I’m going to be in Canada for a long time. Months at the very least, 
probably years, and I may never go back home. You sure you want to travel with me for 
that long?” Corinna smiled, and moved her head in what started a nod, and then turned 
into a circle. 

“I really don’t know. I think so. But for now, let’s just see where we go, and 
how we get along.” Eli thought it sounded like a fantastic plan, and hoped that his 
cousins, or, at the very least Fats, would decide that he didn’t get along with them and 
end up somewhere else. He felt like he was starting to fit with Corinna, and Fats never fit 
anywhere very easily.  

The four of them left the church, walking down the road. Corinna had promised 
to show them what she knew of the town, and the best part, she said, was just down the 
road. She hadn’t been there long enough to know everything about it, but she had seen 
something that made it worth seeing; a large field in what used to be the east end of town, 
before the town grew all around it. From a distance, it looked like a fairgrounds or a 
camp site; a wide spread of flat, dusty ground covered with small simple box-structures, 
built by hand, surrounded by a forest of tents. From a distance the newcomers could 
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smell the scents of cooking on the breeze, and could hear the cacophony of cultures and 
people all blended together for the sake of commerce and entertainment. Eli followed 
quietly, trusting his new friend and guide, who kept to herself about where they were 
going and why. Around them, BB and Fats, assuming they were going to a fair, kept 
comparing past victories in the ring tosses and pie eating contests from the county fairs 
back home. 

What they arrived to was actually an outdoor market, temporary in the tents and 
stands, like a farmers market, but permanent in having been in the same place, every day, 
for more years than any single resident in the town had been alive. There was a time 
when it had been little more than a series of tents outside a small town along supply 
routes for the trade towns used by trappers, loggers, and explorers, where homemade 
brandy and blankets and other goods could be sold to travelers and shopkeepers. As the 
town grew a little over the years to be more than a stop on the road, the market also grew 
to be a center of commerce for the town, where anyone could set up a stand for their 
goods and services, and where townsfolk could get whatever they needed. A big tradition 
in the town, there were staples of the community, cafes, eateries and skilled artisans, who 
had never once operated out of an actual building. Somewhere between a mall and a 
market, in present day you could get anything from brand-name clothes and the latest 
music to handmade cheese and pork slaughtered just that morning. In Corinna’s travels, it 
was the market that made the town stand out more than anything.  

Standing next to a tent that had become known for the best Indian food in a 
hundred kilometers was a man who seemed to not realize all the aging he had been doing 
over the past few decades. His long hair, with more grey than not, hung over a beaded 
headband and down the back of a denim vest. He finished his meal as the four were 
approaching, and the wrinkles in his face deepened when he saw them. With high-kneed 
steps that made his sandals flap loudly, as though trying to keep his faded, stained and 
torn jeans off the dirty ground, and his open vest flapping against his tie-dyed shirt with 
every jaunty movement, he darted in their path. Eli couldn’t help but think he looked a 
little like a scarecrow someone dressed in their oldest hippy clothes.  

“Heeey guys, how’s it going?” The man spoke with the drawn out and subdued 
tone of someone who has smoked far too much weed and taken too many drugs over the 
years. A little reminiscent of the way Doug and Dusty spoke, only multiplied with age.  

“Pretty good.” 
“That’s awesome, it’s great. And how about you, sunshine, how are you?” The 

aging hippy looked at Corinna like a lean stray dog looks at a steak.  
“I’m just fine. And how are you?” 
“Oh, I’m Simon, and Simon is always good, honey.” Eli could see that she was 

trying not to laugh. BB covered his mouth and looked away, but his shoulders shook a 
little.  

“That’s good to hear, Simon.” 
“Hey, now, sunshine, don’t brush me off yet, let me lay my rap down on you a 

little. Because you may not realize it just looking at ol’ Simon here, but he’s got some 
stuffin’ that these other dudes here may lack a little. See, Simon isn’t as young as he used 
to be, it’s true, but he’s got a handle on some of the big things in life, in the peace and the 
flow of the world, man, and on running around without getting run down, you know? I’ve 
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lived enough of my life to know how life should go, and I can show you a thing or two, 
sunshine-girl. You and me, we can go learn a few things together, show each other what 
we have to offer, dip our toes in the water of each other’s souls and see how we flow, 
baby, because life isn’t anything if you can’t flow, and these dudes here look alright 
enough, but just a little parched, and I am as wet as a baby otter.” Nobody could hold in 
their laughter when his ‘rap’ came to an end, and Simon joined right in with the laughter, 
thinking the merriment was a sign of approval, and that he was definitely in with 
Corinna.  

When they continued walking, Simon followed, a stray too hungry and 
desperate to let anyone leave his sight, running from one person to the next, always 
moving, and always keeping one eye on Corinna. BB wandered off for a while, without 
saying anything to the others. Minutes later, he came back, grabbing Eli’s wrist and 
wanting to show him something. Eli was torn, seeing his cousin and a crazy old man 
circling like vultures around a beautiful girl too full of life for them to start picking at yet. 
She looked at him, seeing him resisting being drawn away, and leaned closer to him. 

“It’s okay, you can go with your cousin. I can handle them.” She winked and 
smiled, and returned to the others. As she walked away, Eli could help but feel a little 
crazy about her, holding her integrity even while trapped between a fat hillbilly and 
flower child who hadn’t aged well, both of whom want to have sex with her so badly it’d 
become a joke. BB and Eli walked off.  

“There’s something you won’t believe, man.” 
“What?” He walked quickly to the crowd, until we reached a little shop that 

consisted of two wooden walls with a tent lashed down to the top. The shelves inside, 
standing in the middle of the rug spread on the floor and on ones mounted to the walls, 
were all covered with nick-knacks and little figurines. Two entire walls were covered 
with little ceramic statues. As soon as he saw them, Eli couldn’t stop staring. The little 
painted figures brought back a surge of memories. Suddenly, Eli could remember the 
shelves in his sister’s room, covered with little ornaments just like them. He swore half of 
them were identical, down to the little painted scarves around kitten’s necks and the little 
polka-dot bows on the big-eyed puppy’s ears.  

“I remembered when I snuck in the attic that time, and I found the boxes of 
stuff. One whole box was full of these. Thought it was ironic, since I’ve been thinking 
about home so much.” The figurines were a part of Eli’s home like the billboard was a 
part of BB’s. Back before they moved in with his cousins, before his dad and sister died 
in the car crash. His mom wouldn’t even look at her daughter’s room after what 
happened, and it was up to Eli to pack everything up to put in his uncle’s attic, and 
nobody had taken a look at it since aside from the time BB was in the attic looking for 
porn and stumbled across the box. Even with his money being tight, Eli couldn’t resist 
the memory of his sister that he saw in the baubles, the statues and boxes and necklaces 
with painted ceramic framed in polished metal. Among the wall of memories, the two 
things that stood out the most was the statue of the two kittens tangled in a scarf, and a 
necklace that she had been given by their grandmother before she died, with a picture of a 
little girl in a yellow Easter hat painted on the ceramic oval. Eli was certain the frame in 
the original had been real silver, but it still looked the same. BB watched impatiently 
until he was done paying for his things, and then pulled him along again.  
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“There’s something else I wanted to check out a little more.” 
BB led Eli through the backside of a row of tents, where cables led from power 

sources to portable shops and empty boxes were stacked out of sight, and, behind the 
tents, there was one of the small box shelters, slightly more permanent than a tent but too 
far worn down now to be of any good. The cousin rushed in through the door, searching 
through the discarded boxes and broken displays for something of any value. As he 
scrambled through the refuse, anything he liked the look of he threw to Eli, and asked 
him to find a bag or something to put it all in. He found the remains of a zippo display, 
which had three broken lighters and one that seemed intact. There was also a cyndrilical 
bottle of lighter fluid. But underneath a cardboard box in front of the counter that still 
held a broken down old cashbox, he found something that made him happy.  

“Jackpot!” 
“Particularly good bit of garbage there, Beeb?” 
“No I got just what I was hoping for. Check it out!” He turned, grinning, and 

tossed something small at Eli, which he caught with a hand clapped to his chest. When he 
opened it, he saw the metallic gleam of cheap jewelry.  

“You wanted cheap jewelry?” 
“Nah. When you bought that painted necklace, it made me think it’d be nice to 

have a necklace to give to Corinna.” 
“Why?” 
“So she likes me, obviously. I don’t know how long we plan on staying here, but 

it’d be nice to hook up before we go.” 
“How do you know we aren’t staying?” 
“Because we’re too close to the border and we don’t know who all is looking for 

us yet. You know, you could always get her something, too. Here.” He stooped down and 
picked up a half-burnt postcard with a picture of a moose on it, holding it up to show Eli. 
“Think you could ring me up and box my gifts?” Eli walked behind the counter, looking 
for a box or bag, and BB went out to check on the others. There were a few thin paper 
bags behind the counter, and, just for kicks, Eli opened the register. All it had in it was a 
single tray of assorted foreign coins, a lot of which he had never seen before. Some were 
almost a half-inch thick, and some were nearly 3 inches around, some like cocoons. 
There were even several small ceramic thimbles decorated with blue paint, too small to 
fit any finger, although Eli couldn’t remember what country used those for currency. He 
was fascinated, though, and collected them all together in another bag for himself, since 
they had been abandoned for what seemed to be a long while.  

On the dirt path weaving between stands and shops, BB had run into Simon. By 
the time Eli found them, they were deeply immersed in a conversation about what they 
called modern scat-rock, trying to set up some guidelines, and then breaking into song. 
Song was a bit of an overstatement, considering the way Eli heard things; one of them 
would spit out a horrible line of verse, that even the most b-rate hair-metal band would 
think was lame, while the other did their best vocal impersonation of a guitar solo. And 
when the line was finished, the singer would take over the cat-killing yowl of a guitar 
sound while the other would come up with another line that almost never rhymed with 
the first one. This continued all down the path, with the occasional pause for them to tell 
one another that this new plan was really the way to go if they wanted to impress the girl. 
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It was impossible for Eli to tell if BB was serious in his confidence, or just humoring the 
old man. 

Corinna is sitting on a bench when the three men got back to her, enduring a 
long line of cheap come-on lines, as though Fats were reading them right off a list. When 
the others showed back up, he trailed off and grew silent, standing and walking further 
away. With the stage now open for them, BB and Simon stepped in front of her, and 
started their show. At first, she sat and listened, looking both amused and appalled, but 
when they started getting into a series of lines about licking things and squeaky 
mattresses, the amusement faded. Eli shrugged and shook his head apologetically, hoping 
she would know that he had nothing to do with it. She got up and walked past her 
admirers, to where Eli stood, and then walked by his side down the path. Behind them, 
the song went on, and behind that, Fats sulked with his head hung low.  

“How long is it going to go on?” Corinna kept her voice low enough to be 
polite, but not so low that they couldn’t hear her, if they had been listening.  

“I don’t know. They’re making it up as they go, I think.” 
“You had nothing to do with it?” 
“I swear. I was putting the stuff he looted from the abandoned store in a bag 

when they came up with this idea.”  
“BB looted an abandoned store?” 
“Yeah, kinda.” 
“Charming. God, it’s awful, isn’t it? They don’t even have any rhythm.” Eli 

thought for a second, then grinned at her. 
“Want me to help them?” He raised his eyebrows as her several times in mock 

excitement, and pulled the metal disc back out of his pocket, flashing it at her quickly like 
a badge, and then clicking a beat along to the song. Whenever he thought it would be the 
most distracting, he would sing backup, holding long notes with a soulful expression on 
his face that dripped with sarcasm. Corinna grinned at first, and then chuckled, and by the 
time Eli was signing backup like James Brown, she was laughing. With Eli getting most 
of the attention, the others brought the song to a close. BB took a breath, smiling wide 
with obvious pride, and then slapped his cousin on the shoulder with the back of his hand.  

“Hey, you help me out and bring that stuff?” Eli handed him the bag, which BB 
thought about opening, and then passed to Corinna. She shook it gently before opening it, 
expecting trash and being not at all surprised. An eyebrow lifted, and she pulled out the 
burnt postcard, looking at it curiously. Looking at BB, she held it up as if to ask why. BB 
was first surprised, and then angry.  

“Damnit, Eli, what’d you put that in there for? I can’t give her half a postcard, is 
that some kind of joke?” 

“You said you wanted it, I put it in the bag.” 
“Yeah, I bet she’ll be real impressed with me now.” Eli shrugged. BB took the 

postcard from Corinna and threw it aside. She shrugged and looked in the bag, pulling 
out the necklace. She rolled it across her hands, examining it, and then squinted, and 
looked closer. Taking the necklace in her other hand, she turned the first one over, letting 
a flurry of sliver flakes fall to the ground.  

“I think it’s molting.” She chuckled and looked at the necklace again.   
“What do you mean, molting?” 
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“The chrome paint is falling off the plastic.” 
“Plastic? No way.” She showed him the band, where it was turning white again 

with no paint.  
“Guess you shouldn’t do your shopping in garbage piles, huh Beeb?” 
“Shuttup.” BB stuck the necklace in his pocket. Corinna shook her head, and 

reached back into the bag, pulling out the lighter and fluid.  
“Might not want to light it. At this rate, you could lose your hand.” Eli was met 

by BB’s glare and Corinna’s laughter.  
“I’ll keep it for decoration, maybe. Use the fluid for a barbecue or something.” 
“Or drink it.” Corinna’s eyes grew wide as she looked at BB.  
“No way!” She turned to Eli, eyes begging for a sign that BB was joking. 
“Probably not. Wouldn’t be the first time he’s encouraged the drinking of lighter 

fluid.” 
“But it’s poison!” 
“Technically, so is alcohol. These boys will try anything once. Or twenty times. 

I think Fats here actually had a taste for it.” 
“It’ll make you sick, sure, but it’ll fuck you up first.” BB was trying to sell 

drinking lighter fluid like a car salesman. Eli got the feeling that he was hoping to get her 
drunk to gain points that singing and giving found gifts couldn’t. While he could accept 
the fact that he had taken on some of his cousins’ redneck mannerisms during the time he 
had been living with them, he was too embarrassed to admit that he had once tried Fats’ 
lighter fluid, and got violently ill. He could handle the homemade moonshine just fine, 
but he drew the line at rubbing alcohol, paint huffing, and lighter fluid. If there was 
anything Eli could use to explain the mental state of Fats, it was drinking lighter fluid. 
Corinna didn’t appear to have any desire to give it a try.  

“No thanks.”  
“Aw, c’mon. How do you know it won’t be fun?” 
“I’m pretty sure.” Fats walked up behind her and took the bottle, screwing off 

the top and drinking.  
“What are you doing, that’s hers!” BB stomped his feet at Fats, and Fats took 

several leaping steps backward, dancing a little to show how much of a party animal he 
thought he was. The two argued about Fats stealing the bottle, and Simon edged forward, 
curious about something he hadn’t yet tried to get wasted on yet. Eli stepped forward and 
guided Corinna away by her elbow. She looked over her shoulder at the group of half-
wits behind her, and then smiled at Eli. 

“Its an odd group there.” 
“I can’t say as I’m happy with any of them at the moment.” 
“They’re family, though, right?” 
“That hippy isn’t family. Besides, even my cousins shouldn’t be this annoying 

or rude.” 
“It hasn’t been so very bad.” 
“No? Well, if you liked it, I guess that’s one thing, but I’m still pissed for 

myself. I mean, I just met you, and I’ve been hoping to learn more about you, and so far 
I’ve been spending most of the day watching these guys come up with every moron plan 
they could to shamelessly hit on you.” 
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“Alright, I admit, that does really suck. I’m sick of it myself. But they’re 
distracted now.” She took his arm and ducked behind one of the tents, and then started 
walking off with Eli.  

“We’re running away?” 
“For a while. Why did your cousin give me a sack of garbage?” 
“That was my fault, I think. I bought something at a stand, and he thought I was 

buying you a present. He thought he had to compete with it, I guess.” 
“Did you buy me something?” 
“Well, I did buy something.” Eli opened the bag and showed her the ceramic 

pieces.  
“Cute!” She pulled out the kittens and held them gingerly in her hands, and then 

reached in for the necklace. 
“They reminded me of my sister, and she died with my dad, just before we 

moved in with my cousins. I…haven’t seen hers in a while, and I may not be home for a 
long time. I wanted something to remember her by.” 

“The necklace is beautiful.” 
“It’s like my grandma’s, she gave to my sister. If you meant what you said about 

traveling with me, you can wear it until you get bored of me, if you want.” 
“Really?” 
“Yeah. It doesn’t go with anything I own…” 
“I promise, I won’t let anything happen to it. I…I lost my family, too, you know. 

My parents died when I was little, so I lived with my aunt for a while. But then she got 
cancer, and couldn’t take care of us anymore. My cousins went to stay with their dad, but 
he wasn’t related to me, so I went into foster homes. I moved around a lot. I guess that’s 
why I’ve never stopped moving since.” 

“It can be lonely, not having a home.” 
“Yeah. Why can’t you go home to see your sister’s stuff?” 
“The people I got mixed up with…something happened. There was a raid on one 

of their parties. Some people got killed, and some police. Now I’m all mixed up in it, so I 
wanted to get away.” 

“You’re on the run?” 
“Kindof. I’m not…like, a serial killer or anything. I’m not here to steal. I just 

don’t want to spend the rest of my life in jail because I happened to go to a party on the 
wrong night. And now, I don’t even know how I’m going to make a living.” 

“Oh, you pick things up when you travel. The kinds of jobs you get paid for 
upfront, and that kind of thing. I’ll teach you.” 

“You sure?” 
“Yeah. We’ve gone through a lot of the same stuff, you know? We have to stick 

together. You’ll need the help of a native. Besides, I like you.” Eli smiled. The market 
was peaceful, and he liked Corinna. She was calm and happy, and he felt good with her. 
He couldn’t believe he had chosen the years of loud parties over quiet companionship, 
and he felt like he had left a completely different life behind him. After only a day, he felt 
like he fit completely into Corinna’s world. The new life was something comfortable and 
something he was suddenly glad thinking about as lasting a long time. He could make it 
just fine in Canada. After all, he already knew someone to help him get set up, and Eli 
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had always believed that the most important part of life wasn’t what you know, but who. 
With his cousins far behind him, and his new friend eyeing him sideways, full of a coy 
excitement in the moment before she decided to finally take his hand, he couldn’t help 
but think that maybe something else was even more important.  
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It was that smothered feeling that made the push. You know, when you’ve been 

living in or around the city, and everywhere you go you can just feel everything pressing 
in on you. Like the stores and the ads and the cars and smog and children screaming are 
all trying to crush you, because maybe if they squeeze hard enough they can turn the 
carbon parts of you into diamonds for a shining new necklace. That point where a blood-
curdling scream is just underneath your skin, constantly swimming through your blood 
like too many fish in a small pond, desperate to get out, desperate to have a little space, 
and it just takes the smallest thing; someone being an asshole in traffic or the neighbor 
kids stealing your mail again, or political ads that start earlier and play dirtier, to make it 
all come rushing out. When you feel that you will die, not get mad, not go crazy, but 
actually die if you do not turn tail and run like hell out of that place and not come back. 
The feeling had a death-grip on me for so long I couldn’t even recognize memories 
without it as being part of the same lifetime; more like someone else’s life I remembered 
through stories. Someone calmer. But so much of the world is covered by this ever-
growing sprawl, I didn’t know what to do, where was even an option to go. If it was big 
enough that I heard about it in my home, it was too damn big for me to move to now. So 
the first opening I had, I did the only thing I could. After all those years, I finally listened 
to that pressure inside me, I turned my back on the city and the suburbs I had been living 
in for years, and I ran. I ran like Satan himself was chasing after me, throwing poisoned 
spears and diseased badgers after me.  

I was running since before I had somewhere to run to, or anyone to run with. 
Even as a kid, I could never settle down. Through my childhood, the more I grew, the 
less comfortable I got. Years took me and made my hair gray way too damn early, made 
me bitter, and for every one that passed, a whole group of people watched to see if that 
was the one that would tame me. Maybe then I would finally settle down, focus, take the 
world and my life seriously, and put down some roots. Always they were looking for me 
to grow roots, and always they were disappointed as I remained more cactus than 
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hemlock. It was okay that I never had anything better than a temporary job when I got out 
of college, because I apparently hadn’t found my niche yet, and it was difficult to find a 
job that required a Sociology degree, which is really just the philosophy degree for 
people who don’t want to look like hippies. Do anything with it? No. But, hey, you went 
to school, so here’s your fancy paper! This works for the outside world, but you have a 
harder time getting away with it when you come from a family of businessmen and 
lawyers. Needless to say, when I was still doing temp jobs ten years after graduating, it 
was no longer considered acceptable, and made me stand out as a black sheep amongst 
the family. Never is this the more evident than in the wills of our elders. 

I always felt like I got the short end of the stick there. This makes me sound like 
a bit of a greedy bastard, and believe me, I mourned. There is no way to deny that my life 
was a little more empty for every grandparent and great uncle who we no longer had 
around, yelling at me about how I was wasting my life, how I threw money away on a 
degree that really wasn’t going to do anything for me. But regardless, when it came to 
family inheritance, an overwhelming sense of disappointment in me became evident. To 
be perfectly honest, I thought I was being intentionally screwed over. Great Uncle Jim 
dies, and his family estate goes to Talia, my sister, with his summer home in upstate New 
York going to my brother Davis, who already had two places of his own. Gabe got the 
control of a chain of family restaurants, and I got an old abandoned building that used to 
be a restaurant, but was shut down years ago because it couldn’t be kept up to code, and 
had been overlooked since, thanks to my family’s hatred of putting too much energy into 
things. Our great-grandparents carved up their properties and businesses, sending pieces 
to all the remaining survivors. I came out of it with a warehouse that used to be 
apartments, before being gutted by a fire, a marina with a clubhouse that had been the site 
of a yacht club, before they found nicer digs and left the old one to ruin, and a historic 
butcher shop in some city I’ve never even heard of. All the businesses that were making 
money, those went to my siblings or cousins, because they knew what they were doing in 
life. Me, I was too flaky for them, too irresponsible, and they didn’t want to see their 
life’s work fall apart because I got bored and wanted to move to a new city a year from 
getting control of it. The wills all found nicer ways to phrase this, of course, but the 
message was there, which meant that I got whatever was left over. Properties that had 
been in their hands because they didn’t like letting things go, seldom seeing more use 
than being leased out as a pawnshop or something. My most successful business was a 
blue-collar coffee shop right next to a paper mill, run by the same embittered old woman 
for longer than I’ve been alive; no frills, nothing pretty about it, but it did make money. 
Living the way I did, I didn’t require that much, and with every dead relative I did get a 
large chunk of cash, although smaller than everyone else, since surely they need money 
to put back into their inherited businesses.  

Papa Nichols was the last one to go. He and his wife had been big landowners, 
with rental houses and apartment buildings scattered across the country, which brought 
them unseemly amounts of revenue, to then use to buy more business property. The point 
of having money, after all, is to use it to make even more money, so that one day you can 
wake up and say ‘Damn, I have a lot of money!’ and then die. Left to me was a plot of 
land that’s been in the family for generations, since our early ancestors, still as bent on 
being rich as we are today, decided to take advantage of the opening up of the west by 
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buying a large chunk of Colorado. They did this with maps, using advisors who had 
never been out to the country, buying plots of land from those willing to sell, taking 
unclaimed ones from the government, until they had amassed several square miles of land 
in the hills of Colorado; beautiful, unspoiled, and absolutely useless for any practical 
purpose. Once the land was secured, these out of place businessmen went to survey the 
property, to assess its worth, and what to do with it. What they found was a plot of land 
deemed unfit for any kind of commercial use. Not flat enough for farm land, no good for 
mining, and too far away from civilization to be good for resale. At the time, it was 
decided to just sit on the land, wait for the city to come to the land, and when there was 
interest, sell or do something with it then, but nothing ever came, and nobody ever did 
anything with it.  

It was the nicest thing anyone ever gave me.  
Along with the huge plot of land, Papa Nichols also gave me the nearby 

properties of an old building in Boulder, purchased as a feed store when Boulder was just 
young to make up for the folly of the land, and a small brick apartment building in the 
same city that hadn’t seen new fixtures since the 1950’s. The girl I was seeing, Rita, 
thought it was hilarious, telling me I had finally been promoted to ‘slumlord.’ She was 
the biggest fan of my status as black sheep of the family. While most of the girls I dated 
were a little disappointed that I came from all this money and refused to kiss the right 
amount of ass to get set for life, wanted me to spend all the inheritances I had saved 
away, wanted me to do something with the properties I’d been given, Rita thought it was 
great. To her, I was the rich-boy version of a homeless man with a shopping cart full of 
garbage. My portfolio of real estate was full of run-down, dirty places that nobody 
wanted, leased out to businesses that never made money and never lasted long. I had 
shares in companies I had never even heard of, and my families broker stopped calling 
me to tell me what was happening with them, since he was pretty sure I wouldn’t know 
what to do with the information, anyway. In the family-run businesses, I was the only 
member of the board that was never informed of meetings, and never had a chair waiting 
for them. All around me, there was success, my entire family tree was scattered with 
golden apples, and I had managed to make it to this point in my life with nothing but 
cores. Rita was a fan of dropping out of the world, too; she had a degree in Humanities.  

Our first trip out to the property was supposed to be a romantic retreat, and a 
chance to get away for a while. I had the old maps of the area, not much updated since 
our family had written the entire chunk of land off as a failure. Back when it was a lot of 
little segments of land, given to early settlers, before my family swooped in with their 
old-time imperialism, some people had tried to make homes there. The old maps marked 
where their homes had been built, and the trails they used to get up there. Anymore, there 
were no roads, and the old wagon trails were long overgrown. We rented horses and rode 
in with tents to camp and explore this place, ignored simply because it wasn’t profitable. 
Around the ring of the land were the properties that had been bought off of settlers who 
made the same mistake of claiming land sight unseen. Most of these had been modified 
already, with cabins and outbuildings built, almost all of them marked on our map. 
Building materials being what they were at the time, the support timbres and lumber that 
hadn’t been torn down to make new houses somewhere else had rotted to nothingness. 
For an entire day we walked around from building site to building site, looking for the 
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remains of history. What we did find, in closer to the middle of the land, nestled in a 
valley that was flat and cleared, as though someone had been tilling once, was the 
remains of a single house that had been built out of stone. Years and nature had worn it 
down, leaving the place mostly in ruin, only two walls still standing from what had been 
a small place to start out with.  

For a few days we pitched our tent inside the nook of the home on my new land, 
spending our days walking around, seeing the sights and enjoying the beauty of nature, 
and spent our nights in our little shelter, enjoying the beauty of each others’ company. 
When our week was up, and it was our time to return to the real world, I was reluctant to 
pack up. This plot of wilderness was far too nice to turn my back on for the stench and 
noise of cities, for the unwholesome light of office buildings and the constant learning 
and forgetting of temp jobs and family drama and failing businesses. Every mile we rode 
those horses away from our own private patch in paradise felt a little bit more like 
walking to an electric chair.  

We went back twice more after that, as soon as we had the time. By the third 
time I was so in love with the place that I even had my own horses that I kept stabled at 
the outskirts of town, where they’d let me keep my car when we were camping, and the 
horses when we weren’t. Walking through the now-familiar woods, the plan was already 
building in me. When the sun went down and we were sitting by the fire, and later when 
morning returned and we were swimming naked in the clear, cold springwater, Rita and I 
started talking about it. What ties the world really had, how long we could live off the 
money I had, and what little income I got from investments and family. The amount of 
preparation it would take to build a house, out there, where everything was quiet and pure 
and beautiful. Our discussions were full of fantasy and distant smiles, like talking about 
dreams, or what we would do if we ever won the lottery. It wasn’t until nearly the end of 
our trip that she realized how serious I was, when I started making comments about 
where I wanted the house to be, and notes on where I noticed supplies. I have to say, I 
don’t think she was wild about it. Part of her, the part that loved going out there and hated 
going back to work in a bank every day, wanted to stay with me, surrounded by all the 
beauty and life. But the rest of her, trained to be more practical and at least a little 
civilized, thought it sounded insane. She pointed out that the money required to hire 
someone to build a house out there would be immense, since we would have to build a 
road. But I didn’t want a road built. A road means an address, which implies civilization, 
which was the point of running away in the first place. Any part of the job that I could do 
myself, I would do. Ultimately, she wouldn’t agree to stay with me right then, and as the 
week drew to an end, I rode out with her and took her to the airport and put her on a plane 
with a kiss, and then started making plans.  

 
The first things to tackle were the basics that I couldn’t do by myself. Setting up 

sewer and power and water were the biggest ones, and easier to do before I had anything 
half built to work around. Having a septic tank big enough to not need to be pumped very 
often was key, but also required an excessively large helicopter to fly it out to my 
clearing, and then to drop down a digger to put it in the ground. Fortunately, those same 
guys were also able to dig me a well, surrounded by the flimsiest pumphouse ever built 
by man. Inside, the pump itself ran on solar power, from panels on the roof, which 
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charged batteries. There was a crank I could turn by hand, if the power went out, but that 
was really just a temporary solution until the place was done being built. When the 
workers were there I had to make the decision of the size of my house, in how many 
hookups they installed. Right at the side of the clearing, marked out with strings and 
stakes, was the outline of my home: no walls, no foundation, but the pipes leading in for 
four toilets and several water leads, which would have to be built up as the house was. It 
took several weeks for this to be completed, after which I had to re-sod the upturned earth 
and make the place look like it should, before setting to work myself.  

I dug out the earth from where I’d marked, hauling the dirt away with a cart 
drawn by horse, adding to the large area of fill started by the septic diggers, which would 
level out some rough spots in the ground and make my clearing even bigger. All day 
every day for two weeks I dug, until the entire area was a seven-foot hole in the ground. 
After this the horses and I devoted our time to collecting rocks from the foothills, where 
rockslides turned loose hundreds of small boulders and large stones. One cartload at a 
time I lifted those heavy things and put them in place, covering the floor of the pit, and 
securing tall timbers cut from the smaller pines. When I need tools or supplies, I went to 
town. Every other moment I spent working; collecting, carrying, and placing huge stones 
until there was no light left in the day, and then collapsed. The long days kept on 
stretching. Any time I was in the city for more food or other supplies, I would call Rita, 
and try to talk her into coming to join me. She said she couldn’t get off the job she had 
taken to come out, and I was never really sure if that was an excuse so she wouldn’t have 
to or the truth, but I suspect she just didn’t want to see the place that kept me gone. With 
my campsite secured, I took a week and went to visit her, instead. At first she was 
pleased with the changes to my body and all the extra energy from digging earth and 
hauling rocks all day, but when it was time for me to leave and go back, she looked like 
her heart was breaking in two.  

Her interest in my little project waned greatly after that. When she wrote letters 
or we spoke on the phone, she went out of her way to avoid the subject entirely. More 
and more it was a sign of madness, coming between us, and not embracing someplace we 
both loved. She wanted me to give it up and come home with her, and I wanted her to 
come out and at least see how it was coming together. It was a stalemate, and neither of 
us would budge. By the next time I went to visit her, she was very upset about the whole 
thing.  The look in her eyes when I left, like I may never see her again, was enough to 
push me even further to getting part of the place complete. As much as I was afraid to 
lose her, and how sick I felt with her slipping away, I was convinced that if she could see 
what I saw, everything would be okay. The rock wall had been finished, and I felled a 
few trees that were tall enough to cross the length of the house as supports, but while the 
horses and I could move them around a little, and push them through the saw to shape 
them, we couldn’t put them in place. Instead, I turned my attention to building up the 
walls around my pumphouse, and digging out, then building up, the walls for a building 
to house the solar converter, batteries, and backup generator. I didn’t have any more time 
to waste, though, with Rita getting so upset, so I called in some help immediately. I had 
all the lumber I needed flown in, and paid for help to set my cross-supports, that would 
eventually hold up the second floor. They brought in the insulation and fixtures and all 
the windows that would be too hard to move with my wagon. Hired hands helped me 
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build a sturdy roof on the new pumphouse walls, and on the generator room, once the 
electrician was finished setting it up. Both roofs were lined with solar panels, which I was 
told to be enough for my power needs until I finished the rest of the house.  

Alone again, I started framing my walls in the first floor, and brought out the 
plumber and electrician again. Water and waste pipes and an excess of wiring and cables 
I didn’t need were led up through the supports for where the ceiling would be and capped 
off, walls lined with pipes and wiring, dead plug fixtures and cable ports set in place, 
empty water heater hidden in a nest of boards behind a dry toilet, water shutoff valves set 
in pipes leading to the vacant hole where I imagined sinks should be. I protected this 
work by framing in the ceiling and putting down the floorboards for the next level, all my 
extra building material stored inside.  

Rita called, and I finally convinced her to come see what was done, what I was 
working so hard on. She wanted us to sit down and have a serious talk, and she said it 
with a tone of finality. I picked her up at the airport, and tried only to keep her spirits up 
until we got out there. Any time she started to bring up her serious talk, about the future, I 
changed the subject, and drove the horses faster. When we finally came out in the 
clearing, she was quiet. A four-foot high stone wall rose out of the ground, with massive 
beveled timbers spiking out at the top, tall supports still jutting up into the air, with the 
promise of future. Nearby were a small stone shed, and a squat outbuilding, also 4 feet 
high, which had no breaks in it for windows. The look in Rita’s eyes told me she thought 
I was insane for making 4-foot buildings. I had to take her by the hand and literally bring 
her closer to the building, to where a stone stairway cut unto the ground, leading to a 
large doorway, and inside to what still looked mostly like one vast room with only the 
outline of walls, set 6 feet down into the ground, with a ceiling ten feet above our heads. 
Speculation was stricken from her face, and she looked around and around her; at the tall 
walls of solid rock, at the thick supports overhead, all the walls set up. Light streamed in 
through windows set with only one or two feet sticking above ground level, little slanted 
stone wells guiding in the outside world. When I led her from room to room, pointing out 
how big the place was, and how many rooms it would have just on one floor, showing her 
fireplaces and the drawings I had for what I wanted to do, she couldn’t stop smiling. 
Finally, I had proven myself to her, showed her the solidity of my dreams, and she agreed 
to stay with me.  

The air was getting colder, and rains were coming. We covered the temporary 
roof with heavy plastic and tarpaper to keep water from coming in, and started framing 
out and installing heavy storm windows, and my beautiful big double-doors. Aside from 
the entryway, and the sitting room in the back, which kept their stone walls and floor, we 
put a layer of insulation between the cold rock and the interior walls. Counters were 
framed out and tiled, leaving open supports underneath, so we could install the sinks and 
Rita could have running water. By the time the heavy rains started, we had a cozy barrier 
between us and the outside, complete with electricity and water and working fireplaces. 
We’d be able to finish the inside without having to work outside for days. The horses still 
didn’t have a place to go, though, so we took them back to the stables, getting quad bikes 
to get us around through the weather. We spent that first winter building walls and 
installing hardwood floors, taking all the time in the world on details and paint and 
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making it beautiful in there. When the snows thawed and the rain slowed, we were ready 
to start working on the next level.  

With two people working now, and no more walls needing to be dug out or built 
up from rocks, the work was faster. Before summer was there, we had the entire second 
floor framed, and built temporary stairs to build the half of a third floor that would be a 
large master suite when completed. We hired someone to come out and put up the 
external walls and the roof, to make them as weather-proof as possible, and install the 
skylights. The electrician and plumber were absolutely impressed when they came back 
out to finish the wiring and plumbing, and to install the additional fixtures and the final 
solar panels. In the following summer, with the outside of the house completed, we 
turned our attention to digging out a reasonably large swimming pool, and started work 
on a barn so the horses could stay with us during the next winter. Our final outside help 
was brought in to install the plumbing of the pool before we set all of our stones in place, 
and to put up the supports of the barn, and get it wired and plumbed. The pool wasn’t 
done by fall, but before winter came we had a large pool made of stone to match the 
house, as well as a large barn that matched the house and surrounding structures. Another 
winter was spent inside, finishing and beautifying the place, venturing out in the snow on 
occasion to bring back furniture. In spring, we had nothing to do but work outside and 
enjoy what we had built, sitting out on the huge balcony off the main bedroom, watching 
nature, miles and miles away from everything.  

 
After a while we set up a satellite dish so we could still get communications if 

we needed, and it was this system that brought us news of the death of my Great Uncle 
Lou. We returned to the world for the service, and I was the proud recipient of three 
falling-down duplexes, one of which wasn’t even allowed to be rented out anymore, and 
an empty lot. It was around this time that Rita came up with what turned out to be a really 
good idea. I had an empire of buildings that nobody wanted, which did me little to no 
good. Up until I decided to make it my home, the vast landscape in Colorado had been 
one of those properties, and we had turned it into something amazing. If we worked 
together, maybe we could do the same for the other properties as well. I’d built a house 
without the help of actual contractors and construction workers, bringing in outsiders 
only when there was something I didn’t know how to do, and I learned a lot about that 
stuff by watching. Surely I could use the same knowledge and abilities to turn run-down 
buildings into respectable places.  

Starting with the ancient apartments in Boulder, we stripped out rotting walls 
and creaky floors, rebuilding everything inside the brick wall, installing new fixtures and 
rewiring everything. Without the constraints of weather and being a half-day’s ride away 
from the world, the two of us had the place completely redone in six months. I bought the 
stock from a failed bookstore, and set up a store of my own in the ground floor. The 
second floor was a few small, apartments, nice enough and in good enough location to 
pay healthy rents, and the top floor was what Rita and I called our ‘city suite,’ which was 
comfortable and beautiful. With someone else running the store, we moved on.  

For six to nine months out of every year we worked on my properties, turning 
garbage into gold. Commercial areas that had been host a legion of failed businesses, we 
took over ourselves. Businesses that I inherited that didn’t make money, I cleaned out and 
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rebuilt. We stayed with every project until it started bringing in money, and then left for 
the next place, overseeing the managers from afar. With every completed project behind 
us, we had to spend more time on the computer, as well, reviewing the reports sent to us 
from all the scattered businesses and rentals. Together, we were able to keep on top of it, 
and we earned far more from the least of those businesses than we had from our menial 
office temp jobs, and we could always keep moving.  

A few years into our pattern, somewhere in between rebuilding those three 
duplexes and buying a small apartment building to fix up, because it looked like our kind 
of thing, Rita and I got married. We spent three months traveling abroad, and three more 
up at our Colorado home, before returning to work. By the time we got back to it, we had 
all kinds of new ideas, both for places I already owned, and for places to buy and turn 
over. The ancient feed store became a restaurant, with the nearby storehouse becoming a 
nightclub. The abandoned marina became an exclusive getaway, with a fine restaurant, 
several rooms for rent, boat rentals, and private houseboat bungalows. It was featured as 
one of the best places for a romantic honeymoon in some magazine, and ever since then, 
business exploded. With the success of one resort, we built a few more places like it 
around the country. One by one, we built up a portfolio of thriving business out of the 
worst my family had to offer. When we deal with the outside world, we only do it on our 
terms. There are dozens of places across the country where we have a room or a house set 
aside to run to, places where it’s free to eat. Any time I start to feel that push, we move, 
and if we get sick of the whole thing, we retreat back to Colorado, to where there aren’t 
any people but the ones we bring with us. Only a handful of people have ever even seen 
our place in there. My family still thinks we live in a cabin we found there. Of course, 
they aren’t that interested in us in general. Our conversations either revolve around 
pooling our businesses with theirs, so that any success we have can be shared, or about 
why we haven’t turned our business interest to any of the family companies I have a part 
in. It’s been years since the last time I went to a board meeting at one of those companies, 
and the longer I go, the more they want me to take a hands-on roll, to move closer where 
I can manage something on a daily basis, and stop running around with all this other 
stuff. Collectively, my businesses bring me more income than they get from their fancy 
companies, and I oversee it all from a laptop computer from whatever part of the country 
I’m hiding out in, or from a satellite uplink from a paradise that nobody could find if they 
wanted to.  

We blindfold people when we bring them to stay with us. Seriously. Or we lead 
them around pointless paths, wasting hours and turning so many times they have no idea 
where they are or how they got there. If I could build a wall between us and the world, I 
would. I still don’t like being out there, and there are days when I’m sitting in a meeting 
with the local manager of some rental properties or a club or a store, and I’ll get this icy 
cold stab of discomfort; cars honking in the street or an ad on the radio or the constant 
suggestion that I should be more like someone else because they have a shoe named after 
them. Like something it trying to bite it’s way into my ribcage, and I imagine all the 
smog and the noise of a million people and all the advertisements chasing after me, 
beating me down. I will always have the desire to run away from everything, and I will 
never really overcome it. Now, at least, I have somewhere to run to. Somewhere safe. 
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Somewhere beautiful, and someone to share it with, and nothing in the world can take it 
away from me.  
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Circumstance. Everything leading up to now was just blind, random 
circumstance; one weird domino falling here or there, bringing us to what could be the 
end of everything, as far as we’re concerned some place that shouldn’t even exist. 
Strange, to think that so much rides on such aimless turns of events; an entire life of 
happiness, or painful death, the granting of the deepest dreams, or sudden life brought to 
very old nightmares, and nothing leading to it but blind chance. If any one of a hundred 
things had happened differently, none of this would have happened, and we’d all be 
somewhere else. Somewhere safe.  

It all started with Jen. We worked together in a sales office for an electronics 
manufacturer, so when the notice came out that the offices were going to be shut down 
for a month, it gave me an idea. To cut down on the cost of renting out space and 
equipment somewhere else until the upgrade and renovations were complete, anyone who 
wanted was given leave of absence. I thought it would be the perfect chance to spend a 
little time with Jen, maybe finally take those last steps in between us and a relationship, 
so I proposed we take a little trip overseas together. I’d intended for it to just be the two 
of us, of course; romantic, intimate, the kind of thing that couldn’t help but bring us 
closer. Only it wasn’t too long until I lost control of the situation, and the first dominoes 
started to fall that would eventually lead to where we are now.  

The sabot in my machine was a fifteen year old named Marcel. He was Jen’s 
cousin, and his family had been in a car crash. They were expected to make a full 
recovery, but, in the meantime, someone had to look after him. Since she had the option 
for time off work, and was the closest relative, it fell to her to take care of the boy until 
his folks were back up and moving around. My plan almost dropped dead before I could 
even finish putting it together, but in the end, the lure of a month-long trip was too great, 
and she decided it would be good for Marcel as well as herself. Which gave me a new 
problem, since I’d never get any time alone with Jen if we were babysitting some punk 
kid the entire time. And this is where Russ came in; an old friend of mine. He did 
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construction work when he felt like it, and nothing when he didn’t, so he could certainly 
take the time off and come along. Most importantly, he’d be able to stick close to the boy, 
leaving Jen and I time to get closer. Or such was the plan the four of us laid out, anyway. 
Clearly, things have taken a turn.  

We didn’t have a lot of time for detailed planning and scheduling, for 
reservations and calls to the various visitors centers. Our planning was mostly limited to 
getting the plane tickets over there, doing a little internet research, buying a large number 
of maps, and a series of translating programs that run on a palm pilot, just in case. 
Between the four of us, we spoke five languages passably, but the world speaks a good 
many more than that. What we did come up with was a sort of theme to run through most 
of the travels; visiting some of the old castles of the world. From the palatial estates of 
England to the rough stone keeps scattered across Scotland and Ireland, the elegant 
beauty of Spanish castles, the endless extravagance of Schoß Charlottenberg and the 
breathtaking nature of Neuschwanstein in Germany, and the tall, foreboding castles of 
Romania and the eastern European countries. We had castles marked up and lists made of 
sites worth visiting, but no path set out, and for every place we visited, the wise old locals 
would give us the names and locations of three more. So we followed the jagged path set 
out for us by pointing fingers of others, promising one great castle or imposing ruin or 
long-forgotten stronghold. Our path led us far from the main hubs of civilization, often to 
remote towns, which, once upon a time, had been in hostile wildernesses warranting the 
building of such safeguards as the castles we wanted to visit. Had I been able to follow 
through with my original plan, Jen and I traveling by ourselves, this wouldn’t have posed 
much of a problem at all, and, in fact, kept us together far away from anything in the 
world that could get in our way of enjoying one another’s company or falling in love. 
Instead, we got to drag Marcel around with us, with Russ behind him, making every 
move more complicated than it could possibly need to be.  

To get to some of the more remote locations, we had to hitchhike or pay for 
rides with other travelers. The number of cars large enough to take four extra passengers 
is much fewer than the number capable of taking two, and made travel slow. This meant 
we had all kinds of extra time to listen to the boy complain about walking, about the 
accommodations he had in the last town, or about the ones he expected to have where we 
were going. He seemed to think that the only places worth staying were ones in which he 
got a room all to himself. With some of the inns and hostels of the smaller villages, that 
was hard to accommodate, them more usually accustomed to serving larger groups 
interested in saving money, small rooms packed with beds. Honestly, I was as anxious as 
Marcel was for him to be in his own room. Usually, there were somewhat limited number 
of the smaller, single-bed rooms, and for every time the boy got a room to himself, there 
was more chance that the only thing left would be larger beds designed for two, leaving 
Jen and I no other option but to bunk up, or at the very least share a room. Those were the 
nights when my plan felt it’s strongest; staying up late into the night, talking excitedly 
with her long into the night about everything we had seen, or sharing a bottle of locally 
distilled spirits we picked up, laughing about everything in the world, before falling 
asleep in each other’s arms. Being there, so close to her, was greater than I had ever 
hoped it could be, and made every negative word to come out of Marcel’s mouth, every 
night we had to drag Russ out of some tavern, every day spent walking along the side of 
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narrow roads for miles waiting for a car to come offer us a ride; made every cost our trip 
demanded seem small in comparison to what we got out of it.  

Initially, it was a sort of awkward situation. The first time we left the big cities 
for an older, less visited castle, the only place to stay in the entire city had only three 
rooms open; a single and two doubles. Marcel demanded the single right off, before 
anyone could make any arguments, and while we were trying to figure out among the 
three of us who would have to share a bed, Russ met himself a young girl in the tavern 
who took to either his affections or his cash, and it became pretty clear that he’d be 
needing the other private room himself. That night, Jen and I both tried to dance around 
having been thrown together so randomly, as well as the kind of implications that came 
from sharing a bed. She knew, and had known for some time, how I felt about her, but 
had told me several times since that she had no idea how she felt, herself. So close so 
suddenly, she was nervous and quiet, saying very little before changing into her most 
covering pajamas and going to sleep, curled up far on the other side of the bed. Halfway 
through the night, she woke up to find that she had since rolled over and was resting her 
head on my shoulder. Her head rose, and she murmured apologies to me, but before she 
could shift her weight to move, I told her it was okay, and she just smiled at me and went 
back to sleep. In the morning, we were still snuggled close together, and she didn’t know 
how to take it. All through breakfast, she was quiet, but by the time we were heading out 
to see the castle itself, she was back to her energetic, jubilant self.  

Two nights after that, we were in a similar situation, at a place where the only 
open rooms were one with two single beds, and one with a double. Russ and Marcel 
wound up together, with Russ having to promise to stay late in some tavern somewhere, 
to give Marcel some privacy, which he was all too glad to do. This time, Jen seemed 
comfortable being close to me, and after changing for bed, we sat close all night, talking 
about adventures and the wild histories these places carried, until we were finally too 
tired to go to sleep, and she lay down immediately close to me, with her arm draped 
across me. Since then, it had been not at all uncommon for the two of us to share a room 
together, often choosing that option over available single rooms, explaining to the others 
that it was cheaper to get one room than two. In all those nights that followed, there was 
never another instance of awkwardness, until four nights ago, when we got a bottle of 
berry vodka made by the locals before heading back to the rooms for the night. Through 
all the laughter and close conversation, the bottle grew steadily emptier, which led to loud 
bursts of laughter, followed by fitful attempts to hold it in, shushing each other to keep 
from waking the entire inn. In between the jokes, our heads leaning close together to 
whisper after having just controlled the laugher, we found our lips meeting, which led to 
a closer embrace, a lot of pent-up passion, and more.  

In the morning, waking up laying close together in bed, completely naked, with 
memories of everything we had done the night before coming slowly, Jen was suddenly 
as awkward as we had been the first night. Instantly shy, she wrapped herself tightly in 
blankets until I left, and neither spoke nor looked me in the eyes for most of the rest of 
the day. That night we all had separate rooms, and when I tried to get her to talk to me, 
she stammered out an excuse that she was tired, and went to her room. By the morning, it 
was as if nothing had happened at all, and she was as close to me as she’d ever been. For 
the entire day, she was the same Jen I had been falling for over the last several months, 
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and when it came time to find a place to spend the night, we were sharing a bed again to 
‘save on costs.’ We stayed up late, like we had been doing for weeks, talking, sitting on 
the bed, leaning together with my arm around her shoulder. In a moment’s silence, we 
started kissing again, and things continued in that vein for a while, until she broke 
contact, and, with a flush in her cheeks, suggested we go to sleep. I turned out the lights, 
and she held me tightly while she fell asleep, but nothing happened between us. Once 
awake, she didn’t say anything more about it, and as we got ready for the day, I wondered 
if I should ask her about it. I couldn’t tell, from the way she was acting, what she thought 
or felt on the matter, or if she was going to try to play it off as though nothing had 
happened between us. Nervous and afraid of making her upset and distant for another 
day, I said nothing.  

We took a train to another quiet town, where we saw a castle supposedly owned 
by a Baron who was known for his cruelty and, with his like-minded peers, helped keep 
the whole area gripped in fear. One entire wall of it had once been outfitted with a long 
line of gallows, and he would hang anyone who had a problem with his rule, leaving 
them dangling over the tall castle wall, facing the town, until they rotted and fell free. 
There was a definite trend of darker, more sinister places as we continued along our path 
of recommendation and local history. That night, we were sitting in the tavern below a 
quiet inn, after having finished our meal, and were all talking as a group and having a few 
drinks. Jen pulled me closer to whisper in my ear, and, forgetting what she was going to 
say, she gazed into my eyes for a long moment, and then kissed me, with little warning. 
She stood up from the table, looking at me expectantly, until I got up and followed her 
upstairs. With the door latched behind us, she stood next to me, talking sweetly and 
kissing me again, leading me towards the bed. This time, she didn’t stop and decide it 
was time for sleep, and we spent most of the night making love and whispering softly to 
one another. When we woke up this time, Jen wasn’t shy at all, snuggling close before 
getting out of bed, making no attempt to cover her nakedness. Again, I was left to guess 
what she was thinking, or what was happening between us; a little curious as to whether 
she had come to some decision about our being together, or if she had just decided to 
embrace all the opportunity of her vacation. Mostly, I smiled and thought about what it 
would be like to return back home with Jen and I so much closer than we had left, and 
thought about how glad I was for the entire trip, Marcus and Russ included, for bringing 
us together as I had always wanted. It was just the fear in the back of my mind that made 
me paranoid, worried that I was getting so close, and getting my hopes up, only to find 
out something else. Throughout the day, I lingered closer to her than normal, setting my 
hand on her back, or giving her a kiss when the others weren’t looking, and found her 
giving me an affectionate, knowing smile every time I did so. It was a comforting thing to 
see.  

For most of the day, we traveled. The keeper of the last castle told us about 
another one, older, bigger, made of stone that was almost completely black, and didn’t 
reflect light even when wet under the shining sun, as though the light feared to touch it. 
Built by the gallows-master’s prince and mentor in pain and cruelty, it was supposed to 
be grander and more horrible than the one we had just seen. He said that only the brave or 
stupid would dare to explore the castle, but that, for those who didn’t want to live very 
long or considered themselves truly strong, visitors could even rent a room there. The old 
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man had not been treated kindly by the years, and his sunken eyes looked almost black 
themselves from time to time while he was telling us at once to visit this town, to be 
afraid of it, and to steer far clear of it. At the time, we wrapped it up to his being too old 
to know for certain what he was saying, so we checked his story about the town against 
the other people in the city, most of whom we spoke to confirming it’s existence while 
refusing to say anything more about it. Content with the eerie descriptions and directions, 
we set out for it. No trains or busses went that way, so we were hitching again all the way 
there, and it was late afternoon by the time we arrived. 

The town was a little unsettling from the start, looking both a little like almost 
every strange city I had ever seen, and at the same time looking like nothing else I had 
ever seen anywhere in the world. Built on a hill, the entire town seemed to lean down 
towards a huge lake at the bottom, so deep the water looked almost black from where we 
stood when we first entered. At the very top of the hill was the castle, looking down on 
everything else, which in the afternoon light, with heavy, overcast skies looming above, 
appeared every bit as black and sinister as the crazy old man had said. The way the streets 
curve along the hill, buildings trying to stand out against the steep incline, made me think 
of the cities on the hills above the Mediterranean; the Italian cities that rise in tiers along 
the hillside. The buildings themselves were a mixture of a dozen cultures; stone buildings 
with wooden supports that looked as though they should have thatched roofs, shops 
packed closely together, with eaves made of faded cloth that had once been bright in 
dragon patterns, like a Chinese market. Wooden structures that looked handmade and 
crude, like a Dodge City saloon. The history of the world lay across the entire town, 
perhaps once central to some kind of trade route, and then painted over with a gray sort of 
gloom, making every brick and every face seem doomed and angry.  

With little time left in the day, we decide to split up. We needed a place to stay, 
a little info about the town, and to restock some of our food and supplies. There was an 
inn not too far into the village, and we set out to explore that immediately, hoping to take 
care of lodging. The folk who ran it spoke English perfectly, so we had no trouble 
communicating, but they didn’t know if they’d have anything open up for us yet. Three 
rooms might be hard to come by, we were told; they might be able to give us two, with a 
spare bed, but they would have to check. We left behind Marcel to keep on top of the 
situation, and then we split up, to take care of the rest of our business. Aside from general 
info on the place, we wanted to see if we couldn’t find any other rooms available, so one 
of us didn’t have to sleep on a cot, and so Jen and I could have a little privacy, at the very 
least so we could talk and see where we stood. I was in charge of getting the food and 
supplies, since it was my turn to buy them, and so I headed for a series of shops I saw 
further down the street. Most of the windows I saw facing the street had strange signs in 
them, with symbols and languages I didn’t understand, but looked like some kind of 
arcane enchantments. Inside what seemed to be a general store, I started picking out some 
of the food items I needed, and then went to the counter to ask about where I could find 
the things on my list that I didn’t see. The woman behind the counter appeared Asian, but 
the signs all around her were written in both Russian and English. Beside the register, a 
display of religious artifacts was set up, all gleaming and new. I picked up a small bottle 
of what claimed to be holy water.  
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“You are to be staying here for the night, or to be moving on?” The woman eyed 
me suspiciously from the corner of her eye, her accent a hard mix of culture, like the rest 
of the city.  

“Staying the night, if we can find a place that has room. I’m here with my 
friends.” 

“They are together, your friends, at the inn?” 
“One of them is there. The others are looking for somewhere else to stay, where 

maybe we can get better rooms.”  
“Is no good, this. You should not be all apart like this.”  
“Why not?” 
“This place, it is not safe. Is very dangerous. You should always stay together.” 
“How is this place dangerous? It seems nice.” 
“Is not nice, and you know this. There are problem here you can’t see with day.” 
“What, like gangs?” 
“No. Is many people here in the town who are not people, are not…godly.” 
“Godly? Heathens?” 
“Demons. Monsters. They look as people in day, but at night they become 

beast.” 
“Like werewolves?” 
“Yes, this is correct.” 
“Then I’m only in danger twelve days a year on full moons.” 
“No, is…wives tales. Lies. Maybe once, but the longer one is wolf, the easier 

change. They change just at night. They make new ones like them.” 
“So we shouldn’t go anywhere without flaming torches and pitchforks?” 
“No, you need proper weapon to hunt them.” The woman walked to my side of 

the counter, and led me to a curtain, pulling it aside to reveal a small room, full of 
weapons. Handguns with polished grips, push knives that secreted holy water, and all 
manner of blades that gleamed and shone like the finest jewels. One entire wall was 
completely filled with oriental-styled swords; katana, tanto, wakizashi all made with 
expertise and care. I carefully took one of the katana from the wall, pulling the keen, 
silver blade from its scabbard. Along the length of the sword, strange symbols were 
printed into the metal. “Is prayer.” Behind me, the shopkeeper was watching my 
admiration. From the weight in my hand, to the workmanship and the silver that lined the 
blade, it was among the most beautiful things I had ever seen. Combined with a shorter 
bladed sword, it was sold as a set. Printed on a piece of paper below the swords was the 
price, 1100, although I didn’t know the form of currency used, or how much that would 
translate to.  

My concentration was shot and my admiration cut short by a shrill shriek from 
outside. I looked out the curtained doorway, through the window, to see several people 
that had been walking on the street in the daytime suddenly drop to the ground, clutching 
at their clothing as though in terrible agony in the orange light of the setting sun. A man 
in a suit, clutching tight to the wooden frame of a shop across the street turned around 
slowly, his facial features now obscured by a thin coat of wiry hair, a hand with long 
claws reaching up to his throat to tear off a tie. Inside, my amusement at the woman’s 
stories dropped with my jaw. Three more of the monsters rose to their feet, lifted their 
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noses to the air, and ran off after something. Like a fist, the thought hit me that if the 
woman’s story was true, then my friends were all out somewhere in the middle of all the 
madness I could hear erupting all over the city.  

“Shit…where in this city is safe?” 
“Is nowhere safe. Only less dangerous. The inn has protection, and some of the 

houses, stores, taverns.” 
“The castle?” 
“Is only safe from them.” If the inn was the safest place, then it didn’t matter 

what rooms they had anymore. All that mattered was getting Jen inside it’s walls before 
something happened.  

“I’ll be at the inn. Send a bill or come by, if you don’t see me before tomorrow. 
I need these.” The blade slid back into its sheath with a whisper, and I grabbed its 
companion off the wall, leaving the shop before the woman could protest.  

The chaos of the street spread wider than I had originally thought. From the look 
of it, an entire fifth of the town’s population was actually afflicted with whatever made 
them change at sundown, in varying degrees. Up and down streets, I could hear the snarls 
and howls of the werewolves, as well as the terrified shrieks of their intended victims. 
People ran in every direction, headed to their sanctuary, the very few still venturing out 
doing so well armed and in groups. Standing there, trying to get my bearings, I caught the 
attention of the man-beast I had watched transform through the shop window. He was 
already lunging at me by the time I drew my sword, dropping sheath and companion on 
the ground, and the blade caught his arm as he landed near me. Instantly, he recoiled, as 
though it burned him, and while he was recovering, a vicious snarl thrown my way, I 
swung again, aiming for his throat. So sharp and well-crafted was the blade that I sliced 
through fur and flesh, cutting his neck clear to the bone with one swing. Quickly 
recovering, remembering the trouble my friends were in, I wiped the blade on what 
remained of his suit, and put it away, regaining the things I dropped. At full sprint, I 
covered the ground between the shop and the inn without any further trouble, praying that 
Jen and Russ had already returned.  

A guard at the door bolted it again behind me as I entered. I called loudly, and 
Marcel came running from where he had been sitting in the dining room. Two rooms 
were being held for us, but on some agreement he tried to explain without understanding 
himself, in between asking questions about what’s going on outside. At the first sign of 
trouble, guards were posted and heavy wooden shutters pulled in front of the windows, 
leaving him confused and irritated. It took me far too long to get the answers from him 
about the others, but when I did, he hadn’t seen them either. They didn’t tell him, as they 
left, where they were going; only to stay put and try to see if he could get a solid answer 
for us about the rooms. While he explained, I fastened the swords in tightly under my 
belt. As though noticing for the first time, Marcel looked at them and his eyes widened.  

“Where did you get those? Why are you wearing them?” I ignored him and 
looked around for someone in charge, to watch the boy. Finding nobody, I told him to 
stay, and headed to the front door. Nell, one of the owners, cut me off on the way there, 
her face stern and set. Even though I didn’t stop, she kept pace with me.  

“Did the boy find you, about the room?” 
“He found me, but the other two aren’t here. I’m going to go get them.” 
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“What about your accommodations?” 
“Hold them until I get back.” 
“You’ll have to sign an agreement and pay.” We reached the door, and I stopped 

quick to look at her. 
“Look, I’ll sign your thing and pay the price, but if I don’t get out there to find 

my friends, there isn’t going to be any need for a room. Now, the boy is staying here 
while I go out, so keep an eye on him, and have your man open the fucking door.” He 
did, and I went out.  

It was already noticeably darker outside, and all around me the citizens were 
getting uglier and meaner. Fights broke out randomly among them, as I jogged, searching 
randomly, calling my friends’ names. I cursed myself for not knowing where they had 
gone, and even though the town seemed cursed already, I gave it another one for hiding 
them from me. One of the creatures, still looking more man than wolf, approached me 
menacingly. A clear metallic ring resounded off the walls as I drew my sword, which was 
enough to turn him away. Three blocks later, before I had even put it away, another was 
less convinced by the mere look of the blade, and I had to fight. Time slowed, like the 
instant before a bad car crash, and my heart pounded at the sight of the hideous, hairy 
monster that was coming towards me. It took me too long to convince myself not to run, 
and to prepare to attack instead. This creature was so close I could see the strands of 
saliva flying like banners off gleaming yellowed teeth, could smell the dead flesh on its 
breath, and see the bits of dirt and skin beneath it’s razor claws, just barely missing my 
face. I felt the jar of our legs colliding clumsily together, and the tug of the sword in my 
hand, as it pulled through the wolf’s body, the end crimson before I even turned around to 
see it. Both shocked, neither moving, as the burning from the silver sword crept through 
his body, letting him know of the damage to his stomach. Too late, clawed hands 
clutched at his stomach, failing to catch the entrails that slid out with the sound of 
cooking pasta, and landed on the ancient stone street. By the time he had stooped to try, 
fruitlessly, to gather them back up, I had turned and continued running down the street.  

Screaming as loudly as I was for my friends, I made myself more of a target 
than I should have. Some of the beasts, who may have ignored me normally, were drawn 
to the yelling, and came running, while the citizens of the town glared at me before 
putting distance between us. Four more times, before I had any luck, I had to fight for my 
life, and each time, it got a little easier; won a little more by skill and thought than by 
luck. Truthfully, the remarkable sword had more to do with it than either luck or skill, 
and I couldn’t have loved it any more, as I ran through town, beautiful blade covered with 
the gore of monsters. It was next to a park that my yelling finally did more than just get 
me attacked, as I heard a faint yell over the sound of my own footfalls. I stopped, and 
listened for it again.  

“IAN!” Russ was calling my name from somewhere inside the park.  
With all the cover from the trees overhead, the dim light from the skies was all 

but completely blocked out, leaving a night shadow over everything. The darkness drew 
the beasts in number. No more than ten steps into the park, I was attacked by two at once. 
I drew the second sword, and fought my way, slashing with silver before they could shred 
me with claws, through first the two attackers, and then another dozen, following the 
sound of Russ’ call. When I found him, he was hiding underneath a pile of wooden tables 
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with a girl he had met at the bar across the street. Dominga, a local, lost track of time 
with Russ and all his smooth words, as they went for a walk before he offered to take her 
back and show her his room. Russ stood shocked when she explained the ways of her 
town to him, and the monsters that they were hiding from, while she tried to make shelter 
out of the tables and swore at herself for leaving her guns at home. 

Leaving the park with three people was a lot harder than coming in by myself. 
Where I had been charging through the clearings, before, I was now having to move 
slowly enough to make sure that the others were behind me, and that nobody was chasing 
right behind, ready to snag Russ’ heels. Being the only one armed with anything, I was 
constantly darting to the other side of them to slash or stab at one of the park creatures. 
When we finally crossed the small stone ridge back onto the street, dusk had dwindled to 
complete night darkness, the only light coming from the street lamps, which did no good 
to stop the beasts transforming. We paused for breath, once we were long clear of the 
makeshift forest that seemed to draw them closer.  

“We need to find you two something to fight with.” 
“I have guns, knives, back in my home, but it is too far away, and in the 

opposite direction of the inn.” 
“I guess you’ll be coming with us then. You know the town, is there anything 

nearby that is still open after dark?” Dominga looked at me and nodded, waving her arm 
up the hill. 

“Just up here, there is a place that sells weapons. They’re shit, but they’re better 
than nothing. I don’t know if they’re open.” She took the lead, dropping behind me only 
when she suspected something was coming at her. We were met by locked doors and a 
dark store, a display full of low-quality merchandise, and little hope.  

“So, do you know another place, or maybe this guy lives nearby? Is that his 
place above the shop?” I turned to look at Russ, to see if he had any suggestions, when I 
heard a loud shatter. I turned to see a large paving stone inside the display case, Dominga 
looking over the wares there. She picked through the handguns quickly, discarding 
several and making a face, before selecting some swords off a display for herself and 
Russ. She shrugged at me while examining her blade. 

“He was an asshole. And his stuff sucks. Most of it was scavenged anyway.” 
The swords she found were low-grade steel swords with just the front cutting edge being 
silver.  

In between the shop and the inn, Dominga showed her colors as a native of a 
hostile town. At the first sign of trouble she lunged ahead like a madwoman, and even 
though her blades weren’t half as sharp as mine, she hacked and hacked at werewolves 
until they looked like roadkill, often even after they were dead. There was a near-miss, 
when she saw someone in the shadows and went for them, before realizing that it was just 
a scared old man who had lost track of time, like she had, and was cowering in an alley 
on his way home. When the guard at the door of the inn slid back the locks to let us in, 
Dominga was almost completely splattered with the blood and guts of many of the 
monsters. All eyes were on her the second she stepped through the doors, looking half-
crazed and wielding her stolen blades.  

The innkeeper, Nell, and Marcel were on us instantly, before the doors could 
even close.  
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“Did you find her? Did you find Jennifer?” Marcel’s concern shone brightly in 
his eyes, and for the first time since I had first seen him, I felt bonded to the boy. At least, 
in all the mess, our biggest concern was the same.  

“Not yet. I’m going right back out, don’t worry.” 
“And are you going to clear your bill for the rooms before you go?” Nell was 

much less sympathetic. 
“Quiet. Russ, where was Jen going, did she say?” 
“Yeah. You remember that old man said you could get rooms in the castle? She 

went to check that out. She was excited.” She’d mentioned a few times wanting to do 
that, but we thought it would be expensive. Remembering the castle on the way in, and 
the horrors we had seen since nightfall, my stomach sank for Jen.  

“Okay. Will you take care of whatever it is Nell here wants? And then look after 
Marcel. I’m going to go get her.” All the people nearby in the in grew silent. Only 
Dominga spoke.  

“I’ll go with you.” 
“No, you stay here. Russ wasn’t at all comfortable with his sword, and I want 

them protected.” I didn’t want to tell her that I also couldn’t risk her shouting and running 
off hacking at whatever moved, keeping me from moving quickly and quietly, only to 
potentially mistake Jen for something that needed killing. Jen meant everything to me 
right then.  

“I wouldn’t advise—” Nell had a superior tone I didn’t like. 
“I don’t care. Russ, pay her, but make sure you have enough money. A woman 

will come by in the morning wanting me to pay for the swords, too, so if I don’t come 
back, pay her with my credit card, in my bag, and then get you and Marcel the fuck out of 
here.” 

“But you’re coming back, right?” 
“When I find Jen, I’ll come back. I’m not leaving there without her.” I didn’t 

even have to tell the man at the door to open it before stepping out into the night again. 
Nobody was around, but I drew my sword, just in case. I wasn’t going to have time to 
spare, once I started moving.  

Night grew longer, and more of the animals started roaming the streets, some in 
packs, some alone. I stalked quietly through the strange streets, a shadow in the dark. I 
hated them for the threat they posed to Jen, felt the same urge to chase them down that 
Dominga must feel, hacking and slashing at everything with snarling fangs and a coating 
of fur. Deep down, I wanted to stalk through the entire town, hunting them like spring 
hares, until every inch of the street was covered in their blood. But Jen needed me, and I 
didn’t have the time to kill. So, instead, I was a killer ghost, sneaking my way up to the 
great black silhouette of the castle, my beautiful silver blades flashing like lightning with 
no thunder through the air, ripping through the bone and flesh and fur of the savage 
abominations, and then disappearing further up the hill again before their bodies hit the 
ground. There wasn’t a thing in this world or any other, no violent villagers, hell-born 
demons, or evil monsters that weren’t even supposed to exist would get in between me 
and her. In that moment, if Jesus himself would have tried to keep me from finding and 
helping Jen, I’d have cut him in two without a second thought.  
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Up to the top of the hill, the wolves became thinner, less frequent. The only 
snarls I heard were behind me, leading further away. All around, in the low-lying bushes 
and the trees, soft rustling noises and quiet hisses, like all the wildlife had their throats slit 
and were gasping their last through open, oozing necks. When I got to the castle, the 
gates were open, leading in to an information desk, vacant as though left in a hurry; 
computer still on, pamphlets scattered everywhere. I called Jen’s name, but got no answer 
besides my own voice echoing back to me. With one of the pamphlets in hand to help me 
navigate the stone maze of the castle, open to the map, I started searching. The first 
hallway was filled with long plaques, explaining the history of the town, of the mad 
prince of the castle and his magicians, the legends of evil and hate and pain that bled into 
the very land, drawing the bad things of the world together to one place. An entire 
civilization of monsters and changelings and witches, a minority community kept under 
close tabs, and then revolting, until the entire town was burning, many people dying, 
leaving only rubble and confusion, nobody knowing who was normal, and whose blood 
and bodies carried the added darkness. But even among the demons and monsters, there 
were rifts and arguments, territories set up. I remembered the words from the woman at 
the store: the castle would keep us safe from the werewolves. So what else was in the 
castle?  

My answer came in an old bas relief, recovered after the fire. A woman, her eyes 
blank, laying lifeless, held up only in the hand of the man standing above her, his mouth 
full of razor teeth, tearing a chunk of her throat free. Vampires. Yesterday, I’d have 
thought it was something made to scare the locals into going to church or appreciating 
being alive, or whatever life lesson the artist thought his townsfolk needed to learn. 
Standing there, the blood of the werewolves caked so thick on my hands it was starting to 
crack in the places it dried, a pair of samurai swords hanging at my sides, I was a little 
but more open to the idea. So much so, that with the first sign of the shuffling footsteps 
behind me, I drew both the swords and spun around. 

What approached, in a lurching sprint, with bodies shaking and unsteady, looked 
nothing like I had expected a vampire to look. Their skin was so pale it was translucent, 
hair falling off their heads in clumps, and their eyes sunken and dark. They looked 
hungry, with the desperation of the homeless, without any of the predator edge that the 
wolves had, and without half the meanness I expected of the legendary bloodsuckers. I lit 
into them, expecting the worst, and instead of a fight I got a frightened squeal, with the 
wretches scurrying down the hall. Like rats from a sinking ship, I followed the ugly 
shambles of what used to be people down the hallways, hoping they would lead me 
somewhere helpful, calling out for Jen over their shrieks. Instead, they led me past one 
dead body after another, half of them being gnawed on by more of the pathetic ghouls. 
Every time I saw another body, my stomach sank, and I slashed at the scavengers until I 
could see that it wasn’t her, and then walked on.  

Our cycle continued; them running until they felt brave with numbers, and then 
attacking only for half of them to get killed and turn tail and run again. Finally we made 
way into a large open chamber, old tapestries still on the wall, faded but beautiful, almost 
glowing in the light from a large fireplace. In the middle, on an ornate rug, a man’s body 
lay. Every last one of the wretches turned and attacked me, refusing to move on beyond 
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the room, and died at my feet. Once again, I thanked God for my blades, which made 
vampires seem like half-aware zombies.  

Next to the body that had been lying in the room, something caught my eye. 
Some kind of pistol had apparently been dropped when the man died. It was insanely 
heavy when I picked it up, and looked almost cartoonish; oversized and clearly 
homemade, something he had created just to kill vampires before venturing out to the 
castle, clearly aware of what he’d be facing, but still incapable of staying alive. Rolling 
him over, I saw he was also covered in an array of crosses and vials of holy water, with 
one particularly nice knife hanging from his belt. I was pulling it off his belt, wondering 
if I should check his pockets for money or not, when I noticed that the man’s neck was 
torn wide open, blood soaked down into his black clothes. It looked nothing like the 
tearing done by the ghouls feasting in the hallway, more similar instead to the fangs of 
the werewolves. Frozen, my hand on the wallet in his pocket, I tried to think about what 
this meant, when I heard a hiss from behind me. Nothing at all like the weak, gurgling 
hiss of the pathetic souls I’d followed; this was the sound of water on hot metal, or snakes 
right before they strike. I turned to see something all shadows and fangs flying at me as 
fast as thought. I fell backwards, landing on the stone floor, to see it land ten feet away, 
turning, showing me hollow yellow eyes, pale skin, and long white teeth, stained with 
gore from previous feedings. It stood to full height, taller by far than the crooked, ugly 
things I thought were vampires before. For a tenth of a second, I panicked on what to do, 
realizing I had a gun in my hand. I aimed quickly, almost blindly, and squeezed the 
trigger.  

Both my arms shook with impact, like clutching a steering wheel during a car 
crash, jarring my whole body. The mass of shadows and hatred was thrown back with the 
sound of 30 pounds of ground chuck landing on the pavement from a 6 story drop. 
Keeping the gun aimed, I scrambled to my feet, looking over my shoulders quickly, not 
wanting either to be surprised, or to take my eyes off the target, now laying on the floor. 
Apparently the handcrafted gun was powerful, although it did little to help its previous 
owner. There was a huge hole in the vampire’s chest, sizzling and smelling of rotting 
meat, while the rest of the body twitched weakly. Completely unsteady as to what keeps a 
vampire dead, I cut of its head and threw it in the fire. Uncertain the difference between 
making a minion like I had seen, and making another vampire, I cut off the dead man’s 
head and burned it, too, before picking up the wallet I had dropped, and emptying it of 
cash. At least I’d be able to pay for the swords, if I made it out alive.  

I continued through the castle with far more caution than I had started with, 
holding tight to the tools I had, checking every corner for a shadow that was a little too 
dark, for any sound I didn’t like. Walking so slowly, it felt like I walked miles, searching 
through hallways. My heart pounded with every corner I turned, but I only saw two more 
vampires, one of which before he even saw me. With a map, but no idea where on it I 
needed to go, I just searched wherever I hadn’t been, which finally led me to a tall tower 
with narrow staircase. At the top was a small landing, and a heavy wooden door. Slowly, 
hoping it wouldn’t creak too much, I started to pull open the door. It hadn’t moved more 
than six inches when something hit it, and a small metal tip split the wood in front of me.  

“Whoa!” All of my careful quiet was lost in an instant.  
“Ian?” 
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“Jen!” I whipped open the door. In the opposite side of the room, holding the 
empty crossbow with shaking hands, Jen was sitting on the floor. Next to her, a 
broadsword with the dark, sickly blood of the vampire servants clinging to the blade 
leaned against a crude wooden table. I rushed to her, letting the weight of the door pull it 
shut behind me. Jen dropped the crossbow, and threw her arms around me when I slid to 
her on my knees. We held each other tightly, choking back the tears.  

“I thought I was never going to see you again!”  
“Jen, you know I would never abandon you in a castle full of vampires.” 
“But…how did you know? I came here to see about rooms. The woman kept 

stalling me, asking me questions…she wanted to show me the view of the sunset over the 
town. Then this crazy man started yelling, trying to kill the butler, calling him soulless. 
He was one of those…things. But…the man didn’t see it behind him. The…the…” 

“Vampire. I know. I found the man’s gun, and killed it.” 
“So it’s safe? We can go? Are there more of those…zombie things?” 
“It wasn’t the only one. This whole place is messed up. But I found you, and 

that’s what matters. We’re going to get out of here, and get back to the inn, with the 
others, and then get the fuck out of here in the morning.” Her eyes widened at the 
mention of our traveling companions.  

“Are they okay?” 
“Yeah. Marcel was inside when it got dark, and I already found Russ and some 

girl he was with. They’re all together, safe. Russ told me where to look for you.” 
“You came by yourself?” 
“Jen, I…I don’t know what’s going to happen with us, or how you feel. But you 

have to know, I would do anything for you. I had to find you. You mean everything to 
me.” She threw her arms around me again, sniffling.  

“Oh…I’ve been sitting in here for hours, thinking I was never going to see you 
again, thinking about everything that happened, and all I could think was how much I 
wished I had realized earlier how special you were. How you made me feel. I was sure I 
was going to die, and now I just can’t believe you came for me.” 

“I will always come for you. Are you ready to go?” 
“Yeah.” I handed her the knife I stole from the dead man.  
“If this thing works anything like his gun, it will help you if one of those 

bastards gets too close. Stay right behind me, and let me know if you see something or 
are falling behind. We’re going to move fast as we can, because I want to be done with 
this. All I wanted was to find you, and now all I want is for us to be somewhere safe 
together.” She nodded, clutching the blade tight.  

We started down the stairs immediately. Halfway down, probably alerted by the 
slamming door when I entered Jen’s chamber, one of them was climbing the stairs. The 
dead man’s gun shook the stairwell when it fired, sending the top half of the vampire’s 
head bouncing down stone stairs, while a body that ended at the neck dropped to the 
ground. Since I didn’t need to search every room anymore, I started cutting right for the 
exit, through the complicated system of rooms and halls. Every torch I saw, every candle 
and burning hearth, I used to ignore the rugs or tapestries or furniture, setting some part 
of the room on the way out. By that time, our presence was better known in the castle, 
and nobody there was our friend. The minions came at us in waves, screaming in rage 
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when their way was blocked by fire. One of the vampires snuck up on us, and Jen stabbed 
it in the eye with her dagger, causing it to wail in a way that made the stones of the castle 
tremble. She fought like an amazon woman, swinging her broadsword and dagger at 
anything that moved, never flinching at the fire or screaming out in surprise. Sweating 
from the near sprint through the castle, with almost constant fighting, we burst through 
the front door of the castle, into the night air.  

Behind us, some of the first fires set were flickering high, licking outside the 
window, and letting off a bright orange light. All around us in the brush, more minions 
lurked, their hiding places given up by the fire. She looked at me and smiled. 

“We made it.” 
“Not quite.” 
“There are more of them out here?” 
“I don’t think the vampires usually leave the castle, but there are other things. 

The town is full of werewolves.” Her eyes grew wide, and her mouth dropped open. 
“No…” 
“I think a few more of them know where we are, with the fire, but we can make 

it. At least we’re in the open.” We ran down the hill from the mountain, slicing open any 
of the craven, soulless wretches made to serve the vampires that got too near, until the 
path became street, and buildings sprang from the ground.  

I was right about the light and smoke of the burning castle getting the attention 
of more of the monsters, feeling my arms burn beyond being exhaustion with every 
swing, but unable to stop. Several blocks into town, I heard some struggle behind me. I 
turned instantly, suddenly worried that Jen had been taken town, and was surprised to see 
the wolves pouncing on a pair of the minions. My blood ran cold, realizing that if the 
minions were leaving their area, then the vampires probably were too, furious at the 
damage to the castle, and the loss of their prey. I looked up at the black sky, unable to see 
anything besides dark. Being in the open seemed suddenly less safe. I grabbed Jen’s 
wrist, and started running even harder. Over my shoulder, I kept thinking I saw a shadow 
move here or there, but refused to stop for investigation. With the threat of something 
attacking us from above, I was no longer even concerned about killing the werewolves, 
content to slice, attack, or wound whatever crossed my path while running, without 
slowing down.  

When the inn was in sight, I started yelling for them to unlock the doors. I 
sheathed the short sword two buildings down, to try and work the door, but the guard was 
slow in working the many latches and safeguards. Above me I heard a flapping noise, and 
pulled out the brightly shining gun, shooting at a flickering shadow, only for the night to 
be full of another painful howl that caused stone to quiver, and even the wolfish pursuers 
to pause. The door swung open, and I pulled Jen inside, demanding the guard close it 
behind me.  

Inside, dozens of people had leapt to their feet at the sound. I heard Russ’ voice 
among the crowd, but Dominga was already shoving her way through the crowd, swords 
ready.  

“You found her.” 
“I did. I think I may have made them angry.” 
“The ones in the black castle?” 
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“Yeah.” Marcel broke through the crowd and ran to Jen. Russ stood back, 
amazed, until Nell put her hand on his shoulder, comforting him. Apparently we weren’t 
expected back at all. Taking one look at us, Nell started barking orders to her staff to 
bring food.  

“You two look awful. So much blood. Is any of it yours?” 
“We weren’t bit, if that’s what you mean.” 
“Just checking. Why doesn’t the young lady go and wash up, while you explain 

what happened.” Jen held tight to my arm. 
“I’ll stay with him.” 
We explained how we rushed out of the castle, setting fire to what we could, 

mostly out of rage for threatening the girl I cared so much for, and so they couldn’t track 
us through the passages we took. I told them about the shadows overhead, and the 
minions leaving their hill. The crowd frowned, nodding, and immediately started setting 
up watch shifts, asking each other about supplies and security, and making phone calls to 
anyone who would need warning. If the vampires were on the move again, things were 
going to get even more dangerous. As much as they admired our having fought out of the 
castle, doing it damage, we had just made life for the whole town harder. Having given 
all the detail we could, Jen and I were ushered upstairs to wash up. We spoke to each 
other in whispers, washing the blood from our skin, changing into clean clothes, telling 
each other about how happy we were to have made it. Surrounded by all the destruction, 
and the blood and horror, I still felt an excited energy every time Jen kissed me, and 
announced her feelings. Marcel couldn’t sleep in his room alone, with Russ keeping 
Dominga company on her watch downstairs, so he came to our room, where he quickly 
fell asleep. Since then, Jen and I have been sitting in this chair together, holding each 
other, saying little but feeling every bit of the closeness that comes from sharing 
something like this. Moments ago, Dominga’s watch was up, and, finding Marcel out of 
the other room, they came to find him here, and ended up stretching out on the bed beside 
him to rest.  

The silence of the room is contrasted by endless noise from outside the inn. All 
around us, there has been a flurry of noise; shrieking demons and the painful cries of 
those caught in their fury, one monster fighting another one. It’s a bloodbath out there, 
and every time one comes close, I wonder if we can really keep it all from spilling inside. 
Surely they know where we are. Even if they can’t hunt us down by scent, someone saw 
us come here. I’ve been thinking, the whole time, about everything that brought us here, 
how things got so terrifying so quickly. I think about any one of the things that could 
have gone differently, changing everything that brought us to where we are now. The 
beautiful angel in my arms now, with her head asleep on my shoulder, means everything 
to me. All of this came because I wanted some time with her, because I wanted moments 
like this one to exist. Every time I look at her, and my heart feels like it’s going to burst 
from everything I feel for her, I worry if, maybe, my having wanted to be with her won’t 
end up leading to all of our doom. Only a few hours from sunlight now. If we can live 
that long, we can get far away from here, and not stop until we’re home again. We have 
to make it out of here. Now that we’re together, I can’t let anything pull Jen and I apart 
now. We have to survive. I won’t let something as stupid as random circumstance come 
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between us now that she’s in my arms. Some things are too good, too important to be left 
to chance.  
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Tristan met Selene in an arcade. Located right between some of the best clubs in 
town, the Bar-cade, as it was called, closed it’s doors to minors after eight, and started 
serving drinks to those immature adults among us who never learned that video games 
were for kids. Tristan used to spend so much time there the entire staff knew him by 
name. He worked across the street, at the time, in a coffee shop that served as much 
sarcasm as cappuccino, drawing in flocks of disaffected youths and hipsters, so his 
excuse was always that the Bar-cade was just a convenient place to wind down after 
work. Anyone who saw all his top-scores in the place knew otherwise, of course. One day 
he was standing at the bar, waiting for his drink, when he saw this girl walk in with some 
of her friends. In the second it took him to see her, Tristan was completely lost. It took 
Selene a little longer to take to Tristan, however. For an hour and a half, he was full of 
unrequited love. But when she bumped into him on the way to the restroom, it was 
kismet, and by the time they went home that night, they both knew something special had 
happened. Seven months later, the lease ended on Tristan’s apartment, so Selene asked 
him to move into hers.  

By all accounts they had a great relationship; and both were very happy, and 
very much in love. Selene was an exciting girl to have around, full of energy and passion; 
what Tristan thought of as the perfect mix of the girl next door who spent all summer 
playing in the pool and watching movies with him, and the rebel girl at school who was 
always telling him to sneak out of class or lift something from the corner store. There was 
never a moment when he got sick of her, or when he wasn’t looking forward to seeing her 
again. For Selene, Tristan was loyal, and honest, and loved her genuinely. He was 
responsible, the manager of a small coffee shop, and working on plans for starting up his 
own, when he had enough savings, but he also had enough childlike, boundless energy in 
him that made him fun in any situation. She believed in him more than she had ever 
believed in anything in her life, and the comfort that she could do so without worrying 
about being let down is what made her wake up smiling beside him every morning. 
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Tristan made her forget about any troubles she ever had. In the months, almost a year, 
that they had been living together, Selene had known the most peaceful time of her life, 
with no tears and little worry. Something happened at the end of that time, however, that 
made her pause, caused her stomach bunch into knots that it hadn’t quite yet forgotten 
how to tie. She sat at home all day, waiting for Tristan to get off work and walk in the 
door.  

“Baby, what’s wrong?” Tristan could see the worry on her face before she could 
even say hello. He rushed to the couch where she was sitting, and took her hand.  

“I think…well, I’m pretty sure, that I’m pregnant.” 
“You’re pretty sure?” Tristan held her closer, stroking her cheek with his thumb, 

looking into here eyes which seemed to shimmer with terror.  
“Yeah.” He smiled at the corner of his mouth, pulling Selene closer until she 

was sitting on his lap, cradled in his arms. A tear slowly crept down her cheek when he 
held her, and he kissed it away, rocking her gently. 

“Shhh, there’s no need for that. Don’t worry. This isn’t anything to cry about.” 
The two of them sat on the couch like that for most of the evening, lost in their own 
thoughts, saying hardly a word. Periodically, Tristan could feel her shiver on his lap, and 
he would stroke her hair or whisper that everything was going to be fine. He thought her 
worries were the same as his; the timing, the future, whether they could afford a baby, 
whether they should get married and go for a family. There was really no way for her to 
know what was really the source behind the fear in her eyes, and the tremble she couldn’t 
quite shrug off.  

Selene did manage to calm down over the next few weeks. It was the effect 
Tristan had on her, that she couldn’t stay worried. He was always right there with the 
right thing to say, promising that everything would be fine, reassuring her about her 
future. She would wake up in the night and feel him lying next to her, his hand 
protectively covering her stomach, and she felt warm, secure. One evening, he returned 
from work with a grin, and something in his pocket, saying nothing. The next morning, 
when Selene was making breakfast, she saw a little baby-sized coffee cup sitting between 
the cups she and Tristan used every morning; the same ones that his shop sold as novelty 
shot glasses. It made her smile to herself, sniffling back another tear, and for the first time 
she started asking herself the same questions he had been since that evening. The 
problem, of course, was that while Tristan could erase the worries from her mind, he 
couldn’t erase their sources from the world. Even though she was smiling, happy, 
daydreaming about the possibilities of having a family, there were still dark tidings, 
circling around them like sharks. The same week that Selene started to think about being 
pregnant as a good thing, or at least not such a bad thing, a visitor came to the door to 
remind her of all her worries.  

Tristan answered the door, home on his day off, to find a tall man in a three 
piece suit and hat who looked peculiar. Not ugly, or deformed, as far as he could tell, just 
peculiar. As soon as the door was open, the man walked in, taking off his hat, without 
invitation. He walked into the living room, where Selene was waiting for Tristan to come 
back to unpause their game, and sat in a chair facing her. Tristan followed, a little 
perplexed and a lot irritated.  
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“Hey, if you’re selling something you can get right back on the outside of that 
door.” The man didn’t turn at all.  

“Selene and I have business.” Tristan looked at Selene, who had gone pale and 
still. 

“Baby?” 
“Uhm, honey, this is Orias. You maybe should go…somewhere. You probably 

won’t want to be here.” Tristan moved to her side on the couch, getting her attention by 
holding her hand.  

“What’s going on?” Selene winced unconsciously, thinking about how to not 
hurt Tristan any more than she had to. 

“There are things you don’t know about the kinds of things I used to do.” Tristan 
looked between her and the stranger. 

“Are you and he…?” She looked at him, her head shaking, her eyes apologetic.  
“No, it’s not like that. Orias and I, we kinda work for the same guy.” Orias 

cleared his throat. 
“You’re not going to discuss business in front of your boyfriend, are you? Send 

him home.” Tristan shot the man an angry look.  
“This IS my home.” He turned back to Selene. “If you’re in some kind of 

trouble, or something is going on, I’m staying.” 
“The boss wouldn’t like it, involving some boyfriend.” Selene took Tristan’s 

arm protectively in both of hers. 
“He’s more than a boyfriend we’re…going to have a baby.” The strange man 

was silent, his face grave, for a long moment.  
“You’re certain?” Selene nodded.  
“Pretty much.” 
“Tests?” 
“Not yet.” 
“The boss will need to see a test. You…what’s your name?”  
“Tristan.” 
“Tristan, go down to the store on the corner, buy a pregnancy test.” 
“I’m not leaving her.”  
“Nothing will happen without you. You’re involved now.” Selene leaned close 

to him, promising him that nothing would happen while he was gone, Orias was just 
going to explain what was happening, and then told him the kind of test she wanted. He 
agreed, and left, running every step of the way to the store and back. He still missed most 
of the explanation, but when Orias saw him coming back in, he greeted Tristan 
courteously, and gestured for him to sit. Tristan had the feeling that Selene had done 
some explaining herself.  

“Tristan, you won’t understand a lot of what’s happening, but I’ll try and give 
you the basics. Right now the man I work for is on his way over here to get Selene and, 
now, you. He’s going to take you to see the Boss, who is in a hospital right now. He’s 
weaker than he would like us to think, and he’s been calling meetings with all of his top 
people, which means Mr. Thamus, and it means Selene here.” Tristan looked at Selene. 

“Top people for what?”  
“I never really did much, I’m not anything like Thamus.” 
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“It’s true, but she IS important to the Boss, so he called her in.  Right now, like I 
said, the Boss is vulnerable, and he’s pretty sure someone is ready to make a move 
against him, so he’s decided to protect himself by having someone build him a device 
that will knock out anyone within a certain range of him. It’s like an electromagnetic 
pulse that effects the brain enough to make a person, or persons, pass out along with their 
failing electronics.” 

“Won’t it knock your boss out, too?” Orias looked at Selene, and then at Tristan, 
with vague amusement. 

“The boss will be fine. But in case it doesn’t work, he wants to make sure 
everything is in order. This also gives him an excuse to surround himself with people he 
trusts, since the device won’t be ready for another 24 hours at least. But that’s just my 
theory.”  

“That’s fine. Selene, promise me when we’re done with this meeting and 
everything you’ll explain all of this?” Every time Selene looked at Tristan, her eyes were 
full or regret and apology. 

“I promise.”  
“Oh, I had almost forgotten. Selene, apparently the Boss also asked you to bring 

him some salve. He said you’d know what kind, that you gave it to him once and it made 
him feel better. Do you know what he means?” 

“Yeah.” Selene got up and went to the hall cupboard. She’d gone to nursing 
school, and knew a lot about treating minor injuries and illnesses, but she was never 
certain enough about it to actually take the nursing jobs. She did, however, have a lot of 
supplies.  

Orias got a call from his boss, saying he was downstairs, waiting. Pulled up in 
front of their apartment was an older model Cadillac, with bench seats and an interior that 
smelled a little musty. The man behind the wheel, the Thamus that had been mentioned, 
was wearing a suit that looked, not just in the style of the 50’s, but as though he had, in 
fact, stolen it off a door-to-door salesman in the 50’s and had been wearing it since. He 
had a calm, cool exterior that made him seem smug, and Tristan disliked him. He 
followed Selene into the back seat of the car. Neither of them spoke much on the ride, 
Thamus talking enough for all of them, although much of it didn’t make sense. There 
were repeated mentions of Selene’s ‘commitment,’ with no more detail into it than that. 
Selene never let go of Tristan’s hand once, all the way there, and, once they arrived at the 
hospital and parked, she stayed right up against him every step of the way.  

At the top of the elevator, the there of them were met by another man, wearing a 
turtleneck and slacks, with a very pompous demeanor, who Thamus greeted as Raum. He 
led them all to a small room, which looked like Raum had been living there, in order to 
be closer to the Boss. Once inside, he sat on a counter, and glared at Tristan.  

“What is HE doing here? I don’t recall inviting him.” Tristan was a little sick of 
the people he had been meeting so far that day. 

“I don’t care what you recall or don’t recall. Whatever your mysterious Boss 
wants, it involves Selene, and apparently involves our baby, which mean it involves me. 
You, your Boss, and every other flunky he has, will need to get used to that.” Raum sat 
back, raised his eyebrows, and looked at the older man.  

“Thamus? ‘Our baby?’ Would you care to explain?”  
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“Well, it seems our little Proserpine got herself pregnant.”  
“Oh, the Boss is going to LOVE that.” 
“Apparently they haven’t used a test or anything. The boy picked one up before 

they came, to be sure.” Raum stepped closer to Selene, and she cringed away a little. 
“Well, what are we going to do about that?” Tristan stepped between them, 

pushing Raum back with his arm. 
“You aren’t going to so a single thing, because it doesn’t have anything to do 

with you.” Raum walked back to his counter, laughing.  
“You have no idea what’s happening here, do you? What you’re involved in? 

You are so far over your head that you’re drowning, and you think everything is just fine. 
I love it.” 

“Then that makes one of us who’s having a good time, so either explain yourself 
or save it for your theatre troupe.” 

“Our Boss isn’t just some rich CEO, running a company. He isn’t even a mob 
boss, which is probably what you’re thinking. The Boss, our Boss, your little harlot’s 
Boss, is Lucifer, first among the fallen and Lord of Darkness himself, living among us. 
So don’t expect your little show of bravery to mean anything to anyone here. You don’t 
belong here.” Tristan’s mind told him the man had to be lying, or insane, but his gut told 
him he was telling the truth. He turned to Selene, and, for the first time since Orias 
stepped inside their house, she was unable to meet his eyes.  

“Babe?” Her eyelashes fluttered, as she tried to look him in the eyes, and 
couldn’t, tears streaming silently down her face. 

“That’s right, boy. Welcome to the truth. Now give her the test so we can go 
meet with the Boss and get this over with.” Tristan took Selene’s bag and set it on the 
ground to get out the test. He noticed that the salve was missing, and shuffled around 
casually for it, but didn’t want to look obvious, in case it would get her in more trouble 
for having forgotten it. He handed the test to Selene, and she left the room for the 
bathroom. Tristan stood outside the door, to keep an eye on the others, and could hear her 
hands shaking while she opened the package. His phone vibrated in his pocket, and he 
looked to see a text message from Orias: 

‘Get note to Selene-Does boss have backup plan? Inner circle all 
close, someone wants him dead. Needs protection from inner circle.’ 

Tristan knocked on the door, and opened it. Selene was sitting in there, head in 
her hands, shaking uncontrollably. He shut the door behind himself, and rushed to her 
side. She clutched her arms around him and buried her head in his stomach.  

“I’m so sorry. I didn’t mean for any of this. I met these people so long ago, and I 
thought they were probably crazy, so why not play along? I had problems then anyway. 
By the time I learned the truth, it was too late. And then I didn’t see them or hear from 
them in so long, I thought they forgot me. I could have my life.” 

“It’s okay. You don’t have to explain it to me.” 
“He never touched me, I swear he didn’t.” 
“Shh. It’s okay.” 
“I’m so sorry you got involved. I have no idea what’s going to happen.” 
“Whatever happens, I’ll be with you.” There was a banging on the door from the 

others, impatient to see the boss. Selene sniffled and cleaned herself up, then grabbed the 
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test off the counter, slid back in its wrapper to wait for the results, and opened the door. 
Raum led the way down the hall to the Boss’s room.  

The room was large, and private. They walked in, and sat down on chairs facing 
the bed, where the Boss was just waking up. He didn’t look all that much like a devil to 
Tristan, but the feeling he got when he stepped near him made his kneed shake a little. 
Once he was safely sitting, to look again, he looked like a man in his 50’s or 60’s who 
had seen better days. When the Boss noticed his visitors, he sat up. Sitting, the man didn’t 
even look sick.  

“Everyone is here like you asked, Boss.” Raum stood to the side, between the 
bed and the chairs where the other three sat.  

“Excellent.” His voice was deep and clear, and did not sound at all weak. His 
gaze hesitated over Tristan, and then passed on to Thamus. “Thamus. How are things?” 

“Excellent, Lord. I’ve done everything you asked, everything I had to. I am 
ready for orders.” 

“I have none at the moment. Before you leave, yes. I see you managed to bring 
Selene with you as well.” 

“Yes. Selene has some news to tell you, Sire.” He raised his eyebrows and 
looked at her. 

“Selene?” She cleared her throat, shifted like she was going to stand, and then 
thought the better of it, feeling faint. She sat down again, and Tristan wrapped an arm 
around her waist to steady her.  

“I think I’m pregnant.” 
“You think?” 
“Yes. I took a test just now, to see for certain, but I believe so.” 
“And this is the father?” Tristan thought it important to answer for himself. 
“Yes, sir.” The Boss did not look pleased, but he didn’t say anything. Raum, 

who appeared outraged by the very idea, walked over to her and snatched up the test from 
her hands, bringing it to the Boss’s bedside.  

“Let’s find out for sure, shall we?” He removed the plastic test from the 
wrapper, and examined it. The Boss raised an eyebrow, and Raum scowled. Selene 
looked between the two of them, until the Boss looked at her and spoke. 

“It appears you were wrong.” Selene was beyond shocked.  
“What?” The Boss took the test from Raum and held it out to her. She got up 

and grabbed it, looking at it, her face reddening, her eyes swelling.  
“But…it can’t be. We got the best one…it’s almost never wrong. It…it tests 

twice. That means…” Tears burst out of her, and Selene ran out the door. The Boss 
watched her go, with just the faintest trace of sympathy in his eyes, which lasted only 
until he turned them to Raum. 

“Are you so over-eager to make a point that you’ve started wasting my time?” 
“No, Lord. She said she was certain. Besides, the fact that she even thought she 

was pregnant, that she is so upset to find that she isn’t, should speak volumes to her 
loyalty.” Thamus nodded, and stood up. 

“Yes, how can she ever be a fit vessel if she is tainted so? She’s no longer 
suitable, no longer worthy.” The Boss didn’t seem overly impressed by either argument, 
but Tristan had heard all he wanted to.  
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“Sir, could I approach you for a moment? I think there is something you should 
see.” Tristan stood, ready to approach. 

“What do you have that could mean anything to him? You’re nothing.” Tristan 
ignored Raum.  

“It would be better if you alone saw it.” The Boss nodded, welcoming him 
closer with a gesture of his hand. Tristan reached into his pocket for his phone, pulled up 
the message from Orias, and handed it over. “I received this just before we came in here. 
Nobody else knows about it, not even Selene. I think it came from that Orion guy we met 
earlier.” 

“Orias?” 
“Yes, him. Works for Thamus, but doesn’t like him.” The Boss looked at the 

message, intrigued. “Listen, I’m going after Selene. We’ll be back.”  
Tristan ran down the hall to the bathroom, where Selene was crying. He 

knocked and came in, locking the door behind him this time. As soon as she saw him, she 
stood and dove into his chest, letting him catch her and hold her tight.  

“It’s okay, I’m here, baby, I told you I’d be here.” Selene fought through tears to 
speak. 

“I’m so sorry. I’m so sorry, Tristan. I thought I was. I really thought…I was 
afraid, because of them. I didn’t know what they would do it they found out. They said, 
once, that I belonged to them, and I was afraid. But I was excited, too. I wanted to have 
it. I wanted to have a family with you.” 

“I know. I did, too. Ever since the first night, when you told me. But we still 
can, someday.” She pulled away from him enough to look into her eyes, her cheeks 
streaked with tears. 

“You don’t know them. You don’t know what they’ll do. They don’t need me, 
now, and I insulted them.” 

“It’s not up to them. It’s up to Him. And I think he has bigger problem.” 
“What do you mean?” 
“Orias sent me a note, before we met their Boss, when I came in here before, 

saying he thought the inner circle was up to something.” 
“So?” 
“So, did you bring the salve?” 
“Of course.” 
“In your bag?” 
“Yeah.” 
“It’s not there. I looked when I got you the test.” Selene was confused, too 

emotional to follow Tristan’s thinking exactly.  
“Where is it?” 
“My guess is one of those two stole it. They know he asked for it, but not what it 

does, so they took it first.” 
“But, it’s just for rashes and stuff. Probably just because he’s been in that bed 

for so long.” 
“But they don’t know that. The point is, he wanted it, and someone prevented 

him from getting it. The windows were up in the car, which means either one of them has 
it, or it’s hidden.” 
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“Where?” 
“I don’t know. If it was Thamus, maybe the car, otherwise in that room.” Selene 

nodded. “Will you help me look?”  
“Yeah. Why?” 
“So we can leave here together, and go back home. Maybe so we can make a 

baby for real.” Selene smiled and nodded.  
“Okay.” Tristan unlocked the door and walked with her to the room.  
“I’ll look downstairs in the car. You stay here until I get back.” Tristan ran out 

of the room, and back to where the Boss was.  
“Did he give you anything else?” The Boss held up the phone, while the other 

two looked on nervously.  
“I’m not certain. I have another idea to follow up, but I’m going to have to run 

downstairs quickly. Keep an eye on those two, don’t let them leave this room.” The Boss 
nodded. “Thank you, sir.” 

Downstairs, Tristan dug through the car, looking under the seats, in the glove 
compartment, under the mats. Then, shoved between the cushions in the front seat, he 
found the little tube of salve. He sprinted back to the hospital, and rode impatiently in the 
elevator. Selene was in the room, worried and fidgeting because she hadn’t found it. 
When Tristan came in and held it up, she kissed him excitedly, and went with him back 
to see the Boss.  

“When we were visited today, we were told you wanted this salve, but nobody 
knew why. Selene put it in her bag, but when we got up here, it wasn’t there. I couldn’t 
figure out where it had gone, unless someone took it, because they didn’t know what it 
was. I found it in Thamus’s car. The only reason I can think of to take it is because he 
didn’t know what it was. If it was medicine, maybe it would have made you stronger. The 
only people in the car were Selene, myself, and Thamus.” The Boss took the salve from 
Tristan, and then smiled at him. 

“Do you know who I am?” 
“Yes, sir, I do.” 
“Aren’t you afraid, getting involved in this?” Tristan thought for a moment to 

find the right words. 
“Yes, a little. But, understand, I’m already involved. I love Selene. We really 

did believe she was pregnant up until now, and for the past weeks I’ve been thinking 
about nothing but having a family with her, growing old with her. I’d do anything for her, 
want to share my life with her, and that makes her commitments my commitments.” 

“You’re doing this because you think it’s expected of Selene to help me?” 
“I’m doing this because I love Selene, and I want to be with her. There was a 

question earlier about her loyalty, and all I want is for her and I to leave here today so we 
can get on with our lives. All of the rest of this isn’t our business, which means it’s not a 
question about our loyalty, and you never have to worry about us being anything but 
honest with you.”  

“It’s not your business because you found God?” 
“It’s not our business because we found each other, and don’t want anything 

else. These men, sir, want your power, or your place, or your job. We want none of it, 
which is why we have nothing to lose by being straight with you.” 
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“Even if it means being damned for dealing with the Devil?” 
“I’m not dealing with you as the Devil, sir, I’m dealing with you as a man. I’m 

not offering my soul in exchange for money, or asking for favors. Anyone I do business 
with, I treat with respect and dignity. Which means if their associates are cheating them, I 
let them know. I’m simply hoping that you’ll decide, of your own free will, that we have 
nothing to offer you, and are no threat against you, so you’ll let us go. That’s just good 
business, and, while I know that Christians have a reputation for not always being honest 
in their business dealings, I don’t really think that was part of God’s will or anything, so I 
can’t see this as a sin.” 

“You look a little nervous for someone who doesn’t think he’s in danger of 
losing his soul.” 

“I am nervous. It’s been a weird day. Until today, I never really believed in any 
of this. I didn’t believe in a Devil, and if I did, it was a devil designed to give people 
choice, to do right or wrong, to accept God or not, not to infect the world with evil.” The 
Boss smiled. 

“So you’re telling me I’m all a part of His plan?” Tristan shrugged.  
“I don’t know. I’m not an expert. I just met you. But why would an all-powerful 

God let his own angels rebel against him unless the rebellion served some purpose he 
thought worthy, like the right of everyone to question right and wrong on their own?” A 
calm smile was all the emotion the Boss was showing. 

“Then how do you explain Hell?” 
“I don’t, sir. Never believed in Hell. It seems too human an invention, doesn’t 

it? Being punished for all eternity because you didn’t believe in something, or because 
you were gay, or Jewish, or never got baptized? That’s like life in jail for jaywalking. No 
God worth worshipping would do that; that’s neither kindness nor wisdom. That’s 
bloodthirsty revenge, that’s bitterness and spite. It’s petty. It sounds very much like 
something someone invented to scare someone into believing when they weren’t doing a 
good job of explaining why they should do good on their own.” 

“You don’t think God can be Petty?”  
“I think he could be, if he wanted to, but I would hope he’d be beyond it. Why 

give people a choice, and then take it away? Would you tell someone you wanted them to 
WANT to do good things, and then tell them if they didn’t, they’d suffer for it? It takes 
away the desire, and makes people who pretend to be good, but have no desire to be. All 
the smiling with none of the love. Why would God want that?” Laughter shook the slence 
of the room, and the Boss patted Tristan’s arm. 

“Do you always think so deeply about these things? You could pass yourself off 
as a wise-man.” 

“I’m just answering your questions. The truth is, I don’t actually KNOW any of 
this. It’s just what I think. I could be wrong. But if I am, then I’m damned already. 
Damned because I’m in here talking to you about business. Damned because I’m in love 
with this girl who made a deal with you, and I have no intention of leaving her. Damned 
for a hundred reasons before I ever saw you. I’m hoping that I’m right.” 

“About God, and about Hell not existing?” 
“Yes, sir, about that, and about you. That you’re the businessman you seem to 

be, and that if I treat you with fairness and respect, you’ll do the same.” 
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“And if you’re wrong?” 
“Then I guess you’ll send me to hell and stick hot pokers in my eyes for all 

eternity. Although, it that’s the case, I would like to ask why it is that, since you’re 
fighting against God, and the sinners get sent to hell for disobeying God’s rule, you don’t 
treat them better. I would think they’d be on your side. They’re like the dog who peed on 
your jerk neighbor’s doormat. I‘d think it’d be easier to reward them or just let them be 
than to torture them. Seems a waste of resources.” The Boss laughed again, loud and 
long. When he finally stopped, he held up Tristan’s phone.  

“And this message is real?” 
“Just as it was sent to me. If it was sent to me as a hoax, or to cause trouble, then 

I didn’t know about it.” 
“Where did you say you found the salve?” 
“Stuffed in the back of the seat in Thamus’s car.” He nodded, thinking, and 

handed Tristan back his phone.  
“You two have both done right by me. Go ahead and go. Make each other 

happy.” Selene grabbed Tristan’s arm, and they started backing out the door.  
‘Thank you, sir.” 
“Close the door on your way out.” 
“Yes, sir.” 
As the door clicked shut, and they started walking, they heard the Boss growing 

stern, getting louder, demanding to know why anyone would steal his simple salve, and 
why they were so determined to pick fights about the Selene’s loyalty, when he couldn’t 
see them doing anything so loyal as admitting when they had done wrong. Selene’s head 
rested on Tristan’s shoulder as the elevator doors slid shut, and he wondered if they were 
in the clear. The Devil was on their side, now, and he couldn’t decide if that also meant 
that God was on their side or not. Would they be punished for making a deal with the 
Devil, would it all fall apart, or would he and Selene be able to go home and start a 
family? He hoped the latter, hoped they wouldn’t end up tortured for an eternity because 
of one day. Still, he thought, it may be a good idea to start going to church. Just in case.  
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She sat by the bar, waiting for him to get back from the bathroom, tracing her 

finger across the condensation on the outside of the cocktail glass. The droplets on the 
table shook a little with the beats of the music, reflected a stray strobe of light. She 
thought about it for a moment, but she couldn’t remember his name. Something 
common…something short…It doesn’t really matter one way or another. He was a nice 
enough guy. He was talking an awful lot about spirituality and personal happiness and the 
things the world meant to him. It wasn’t a bad thing, necessarily, just not what she felt 
like listening to. It was…too deep, to philosophical, too in his head. She wanted to have 
fun. She didn’t come down to the club to talk about what she wanted the most out of life, 
or what she thought would make the people of the world all learn to help one another. 
Right now the most she wanted was to laugh. 

Whats-his-face came back around the bar from the bathrooms, moving his 
shoulders a little to the tune of the music. The way he smiled brought some comfort to 
her—he was thinking about more than just his emotions. He was just somewhat timid, 
afraid of blowing his cool. At her invitation, they went out to the dance floor. The music 
was louder with every step, the bass tones shaking her very insides, resonating in her 
bones, making them ache to move along. She let her body control itself; her legs 
stepping, her hips shaking, her hair dancing about all independent of actual thought or 
order. She let the music become her until she was barely even aware of moving at all. 
The guy distanced himself, at first, dancing stiffly, watching her and looking around 
himself. A few songs later, he had loosened up some, was moving more naturally. His 
hands landed on her side, just above the curve of her hips, and his movements became an 
accompaniment to hers, the rhythms coming into synch. His hands were strong, pulling 
her close, holding her as she moved, but didn’t stop her from swinging and twisting 
around him. They ran down to her thighs, and then back up until they were under her 
arms. They left and found her shoulders, and then her hands. A subtle pull here, or a turn 
there, until she was dancing so nearly to the handsome stranger that her every move 
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brought her swaying body in contact with his.  Bumping, rubbing, caressing each other, 
surrounded in a swarm of music and people so loud and so crowded that they formed a 
wall, blocking out everything but these two. They watched each other’s eyes with 
intensity, their gaze as still as their bodies were active. Stories were told in their eyes, and 
promises made.  

Minutes passed, songs changed, and the pair of them moved closely, like twin 
tornados over the Midwestern planes, writhing and spinning together, so close at times to 
be as one, in a destructive passion that went beyond dangerous to be almost ethereal in 
nature. In the sharp contrasts between the dark room and the shining lights her skin 
glimmered, a thin sweat covering her body wherever her skin was exposed. The cool 
moisture evaporated with the heat of his hands, whenever they touched flesh, her body 
tightening as he drew his fingers over the shimmering sleekness of her skin. Her own 
fingers ran through his hair, darkening with the sweat of exertion, glistening slightly. She 
pulled his head down nearer to hers, and let her lips brush against his cheek, his ear, his 
neck, before he finally took control back of himself, and kissed her. Softly, first, timidly, 
testing new ground, expecting at any minute for her to push him back, for her slender, 
graceful hands to turn against him in a violent slap. But she only held him tighter, 
gripping his clothes with rigid fists, pulling him ever closer. His body lost it’s focus, and 
his feet fumbled to keep dancing. She tripped up in his legs, and together, laughing, they 
stumbled from the floor back to the bar. Still wrapped in each other’s arms, they ordered 
a final drink, and made their way to the door, and out on the street.  

The night air was cold and clear contrasted against the hot smoky air of the club. 
Even in the heart of the city, the breaths she took in cooled her, soothed her, even as she 
drew the warm air out again from the man’s lungs. Still reeling from the dancing, they 
moved together, paying little attention to the world around them, to a corner where they 
called over a cab. She tossed out instructions on where to go in between kisses from the 
man, until the driver nodded that he knew where to go, and headed the car in that 
direction. With her full attention now back to her new companion, she leaned her weight 
on him, until he began to bend to the plastic seats of the cab. She pressed on, bringing her 
legs around to crawl on his lap. He was pinned down against the seat, half on his side, 
head resting against the side window, but he was scarcely even aware of it. All his 
thoughts were to the beautiful girl on his lap, the fire in her eyes, her hands pressing 
against him, clawing at him. She writhed and breathed heavily as she pulled herself 
further on his lap. He could feel her hands trailing their way down his body, until her 
fingers were toying with his belt, tracing the outlines of his growing member straining 
against his pants. She pressed her lips against his and tugged on the zipper to his trousers. 
His eyes darted quickly from her eyes, watching him with fire and intent, to her hand as it 
crept slowly into his pants, and to the driver, who was making an effort not to look in the 
rear-view mirror. Her hands wrapped around his penis, she curled her lips and made a 
low, playful growl as she pulled it free, pressed between the two of them. He watched her 
carefully, hands on her hips and the small of her back, kissing her when she leaned close 
enough, but waiting his time. She wasted none of it, though, and shimmied even closer, 
until her short skirt covered him up. She showed her teeth, and growled again, and 
reached between her legs, where she could feel the man’s pulse racing through his 
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erection. She pushed her panties to the side, and with a little sigh, and a twist of her body, 
slipped the man inside of herself.  

He pulled her to kiss him again, his hands moving slowly, sliding down to her 
ass, and her thighs, helping to guide her subtle movements. She squirmed, her hands still 
clenching to him, her nails digging into him even through his shirt. Her breathing became 
heavier, he could feel the hot air against his face, her lips hot against his skin. He tried to 
cover his own breathing, afraid the driver would notice, afraid someone would hear them 
outside. It was thunderous to him; he could hear his own blood rushing, he could hear the 
fabric of their clothes rubbing against one another, he could hear every tiny gasp of air to 
escape the gorgeous woman’s lungs. Everything moved with a strobe-light intensity, 
overwhelming him past all sense of time. He could barely hear the driver when he cleared 
his throat and announced that they were almost there, but he could hear every syllable of 
the whisper when she leaned to his ear and asked if he was, too. The movement of the car 
turning corners was like the movement of the earth around the sun, but even the slightest 
muscle twitch from the girl was like a powerful arm guiding him to someplace warm and 
wonderful. He could feel the end coming near, building up inside himself. His hands 
clenched down on her hips, pulling her as close as he could, driving himself as deep 
inside her as he could. She shook and tossed her head back, while he fought to control his 
own body spasms that came with the release. He could feel, with his shaking hands, her 
back moving as she gasped for air. The car came to a stop in front of a building, and the 
young woman pulled herself off of him to turn and pay the driver, while the man  tried to 
pull himself together. He opened the door, and they both piled out together, laughing a 
little, still getting their breath back standing on knees still weak, still shaking. She led him 
up to the front door, pushing him against it to kiss him again, long and slow, before 
finding the key to unlock it. She half led and half-pushed him to the elevator, coaxing 
him with kisses and teasing fingers, wrapping her arms around him while the lift took 
them to her floor, and then continued to lead him that way down the hall to her door.  

She shoved him inside the darkened apartment, dropping her keys and handbag 
on the floor. As she pressed herself to him, she could feel the wet spots on his pants that 
hadn’t even begun to dry yet. She lifted her nose, and made a point of smelling him, and 
then lifted a corner of her own clothes to smell. She shoved him towards the direction of 
the bathroom, and told him they both needed a shower. In the bathroom, she tugged at his 
pants with one hand, while turning on the water with the other. Before the striking young 
man could even get his clothes off, she shoved him hard into the shower, and followed 
herself, stripping her top off over her head. They undressed one another slowly in the 
steaming water, rubbing their bodies with their hands and washcloths. She tussled his hair 
under the shower head, and he pulled hers through his fingers. They kissed with water 
running down their faces and into their mouths, until they had to sputter for air. When she 
felt she had washed off the sweat and the filth from the cab and the stale club air, she 
pressed the washcloth and soap into the mans hands, and told him to finish up, and then 
stepped out of the shower, drying herself off with a towel as she walked from the room. 
She dried her body and her hair, and sat on the edge of the bed to brush it, and put on the 
lingerie she bought earlier that day. She could hear her new friend scrubbing in the 
shower, and after a while, hear the handle squeak as he turned the water off.  
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He stood in the doorway, wearing nothing but a towel. The light from the 
streetlamp shone through the window, and caught reflections of his stunning figure. From 
where she sat on the bed, waiting in nothing but her underwear, she could see only an 
outline, glowing like a stone statue in the night, in the doorway of the bathroom. Slowly, 
he approached her, and she stood to meet him. As she placed a hand on his hard, smooth 
shoulder, she could feel the warmth of the hot water of the shower. A tiny moan escaped 
on her breath as she sighed. She reached out with her trembling hand, and traced the lines 
of his muscled all the way from his chest down to the soft terry cloth of the towel, 
hanging from his waist, and draping down in a way that showed her his renewed 
readiness. With her other hand, she gave the towel a slight tug, and it slowly slid from his 
body, landing around their feet. Her fingers ran down his warm, damp skin, over soft 
wiry hair, and wrapped around his manhood. She could feel her own temperature rise, 
holding into it firmly, feeling his strength and energy. He reached out with his hands, that 
looked so big and strong in the dimly lit room, and, holding into her arm, he pulled her 
closer to him, and kissed her passionately. She held him tightly, and kissed him back, 
feeling safe and comforted by his strong arms. She kissed his cheek, and neck, and started 
to inch her way down, nibbling on his nipple, and giggling a little when he jumped. Her 
tender lips slid lower, and lower, until she was at eye level with his member, still hot with 
promise. She looked up, and locked her eyes with his, her hands running up his thighs, 
once again taking hold of him. She kissed the base of his penis, still staring him right in 
the eye, and slowly, gently, kissed her way up, until she reached the end. With a devilish 
grin, she opened her mouth, and wrapped her lips around it.  

The heat of her mouth was intense, and as she moved her head, sliding up and 
down, turning it from one side to the other, he could feel her tongue working wonders, 
massaging every inch of it. Her fingers were still dancing and tickling around the base, 
moving down, and taking a hold of the soft flesh, and the pressure became intense under 
the power of her mouth. Her velvet hair brushed against the skin of his legs, and stomach, 
and every muscle in his body started to twitch. She hummed and moaned, as she worked, 
saliva building up in the corners of her mouth, and the vibrations traveled through his 
unit, and up his spine. She could feel his heart beating faster, through the veins of his 
manhood, and could hear his breath getting deeper and more rapid. His knees became 
weak, and a groan escaped his lungs, as his hands became entangled in her soft hair. She 
ran her tongue around the head of his penis, and winked at him, and then her lips down 
the length until he could feel the back of her throat. She pulled up again, and her tongue 
pressed against him, and the pressure dropped. He could feel things beyond his control, 
and with a powerful shudder of his body, he could feel fluids shooting into her mouth. 
She coughed a little bit, and her eyes showed a hint of surprise, but it only made her work 
harder, trying to force the rest out. her lips stretched tight over her cheekbones as she 
drew in another breath, and he felt his knees shake with the escape of another blast, 
beyond his control. She licked him clean, and pulled her mouth away from his penis, 
wiping her lips on her thumb, and smiling up at him with satisfaction.  

One of his fingers caught underneath her chin, and guided her to stand before 
him, still smiling and beautiful. He slowly lifted her in his arms, and carried her over to 
the bed, setting her down softly on the silk sheets. He kissed her forehead, and his hands 
slipped around to the small her back, and up, unclasping her bra. He pulled it off, lightly, 
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to reveal breasts that were soft, and round with the firmness of youth, and good health. 
His tongue slid down from her collarbone, tracing its way around her left nipple, until his 
lips came down around it. His hands continued the trek southward, and his fingers caught 
the bands of her panties. He lifted his mouth from her breast, and smiled, slowly sliding 
the panties down her legs, and tossing them onto the floor. He took some lotion that had 
been sitting on the nightstand, and rubbed it on his hands. She smiled: she knew this 
game. She rolled over onto her back, and lay her head to the side on her pillow. He 
started to massage her, working the muscles of her back, and her shoulders. His touch 
was so sensual, laying there, that she was relaxed and excited at the same time, not 
wanting him to stop, but needing him to touch her more. His fingertips pressed into her, 
smoothly and firmly, working in circles and patterns, pushing out all her concerns, all the 
stress that builds up, from her neck and shoulders, down her back, her ass, thighs, calves. 
When he had worked his way down to her toes, she turned over, onto her back, and he 
started his way back up again to her thighs, her flat stomach, her wonderful breasts. He 
massaged her temples, and kissed her. It was his turn to create a trail of kisses, like 
Hansel in the forest with breadcrumbs down her body, stopping only briefly to stick his 
tongue in her belly button, until he was buried deeply between her legs. She could feel his 
hot breath against her most tender of skin, and every slight twitch of his face, she knew 
about. He started to circle his tongue about her clitoris, working it, manipulating it. His 
lips pressed against her flesh, and she could already feel herself losing control. Her 
breaths came out as whimpers and moans that only grew louder with every lap. She 
placed her hands on his head, grabbing handfuls of hair, as she thrust her body 
downward, and squeezed her legs together. He only lapped faster, with more intensity, 
and moans became screams. Her chest heaved, and her body glowed with sweat. Her eyes 
rolled back into her head, and she let out one last cry, strong enough to lift her chest off 
the bed, forcing her head back hard into the pillow.  

She struggled to catch her breath, and pulled him up by the hair, smiling 
between gasps for air. In the dim light, she could see that he was once again erect and 
ready for action. She wrapped her legs around his, and took a hold of his firm butt, 
pulling him against her, pulling him inside of her. She could feel him all the way inside 
of her body, moving around. He kissed her again, hard, and pushed himself inside of her, 
again and again. She kissed him, sucking the breath from his lungs, and running her soft 
hands down his back, taking hold wherever she could, and holding him close to her. Her 
heart hadn’t even had a chance to slow down yet, and it was pounding harder than she 
had ever felt it before. Lungs that had only just relaxed were sucking in the cold air of the 
bedroom, and muscles that were being massaged and calmed only moments before 
started to twitch anew. She was moaning straight into his mouth, though the kisses, until 
her gasps couldn’t be contained or controlled anymore. She moaned to the ceiling, and he 
kissed her neck, and nibbled on her ear. Every thrust was another gasp for air. She 
wrapped her legs even tighter around him, and with one hearty shove of her arm, rolled 
him over onto his back. She started to lift herself up a little, and started to rotate her 
pelvis, grinding herself down against him, and rose her body above him. His fingers, 
coarse from years of working, but gentle to the touch, held into her sides. She moved 
faster, grinding herself harder, and digging in deeper, with each passing heartbeat. The 
man cupped his hands over her breasts, and brushed the hair from her eyes. Her voice 
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shook the windows, and reverberated inside of his chest. The closer she got, the louder 
she got, the more it made him squirm. Their bodies were both covered in a layer of sweat, 
cool in the slight breeze against their hot skin. She took hold of his hand with hers, 
setting her other on his chest, and tossed her head about. She moaned long, and her body 
convulsed with the pleasure. She could feel His muscles tightening and relaxing again 
between her thighs, and could feel him coming inside of her, as her own orgasmic yells 
filled the air. She slowed her muscles, and let her shaking arms relax. She lay down 
against him, and nestled her head into his neck, her body too tired to move. He stroked 
her hair gently, and spin his fingers in a slow, small circle in the small of her back. She 
held her arms tightly to his side, and let her breathing come under control again. Once her 
body had cooled down a little, and her heart had returned to a normal beat, she lifted her 
head, to look into his eyes. She kissed him hard, and then kissed his forehead, before 
resting her head against his chest again, and sliding sideways off of him, to lie next to 
him. They lay beside one another, hands idly, lazily gracing one another with a caring 
graze, feeling the skin cool, like metal coming out of a furnace, slowly letting go the heat 
that had it glowing so red and hot. Her breath finally started to return to normal, and her 
heart beat slower, more relaxed, but the blood that pumped through it wasn’t quite done. 

They lay a moment’s rest, an instant that could have been ten seconds, or three 
hours, silent and still and relaxed, until the fire in her heart built up again, and she 
couldn’t lay still any longer.   

 
One arm slid from his side, down his body, to massage him with a soft touch, 

until she could feel blood returning once again to him. With her other arm, she reached 
behind her, in the nightstand, and pulled out a small square of plastic. She tore the 
wrapper, and pulled the condom out, handing it to him. He propped himself on an elbow, 
and pulled it on, while she reached over him for the bottle of lotion. He rose to stand on 
his knees, strong, sweaty, and full of passion for another round. She squirted the lotion 
into her hand, and rubbed it up and down his protected member, in thick layers. Then she 
put the bottle in his hand, and moved over. He moved down the bed, and watched her roll 
over onto her stomach, and pull herself up. She could never explain exactly why she liked 
it as much as she did. Maybe it was just the taboo of it, of the trust and vulnerability, the 
selflessness and giving, or maybe just the passion with a little bit of pain. It was 
something she could only ever do with strangers, something blind and passionate. 
Something powerful. Her heart jumped a bit with anticipation even when she just felt him 
rubbing lotion between her tense and tingling cheeks; cold against her flushed skin. She 
heard the bottle snap shut, and felt it land beside her on the bed. Then he took her waist in 
his hands, and pulled her closer to him. She could feel the tip of his firmness pushing 
through the mound of lotion, pressing against the opening. She whimpered as it broke the 
barrier, and slowly worked its way in, pressing against her insides. He pulled her slowly 
towards him, getting deeper and deeper inside of her, making her breaths get deeper and 
deeper as well, until she could feel the warmth of his skin against her ass. He worked his 
way in and out; she could feel the pressure as he slid through her, guided by all the lotion. 
She moved her whole body, to help him, and kicked her head back, tossing her hair 
against her back. She reveled in the sting of stretching flesh, and the sensation of him 
pressing against her stomach, and then leaving a void of relaxed skin. She buried her 
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shoulder in a pillow, turning her head to bit onto it to suppress another moan. Her free 
hand shook, and tenderly rubbed in between the lips of her vulva, and pinched her 
clitoris. The combination of pleasure and pain, the ecstasy of it made her blood run wild. 
With ever pulse he pushed harder, and faster, and Her fingers pressed harder, and faster, 
against her own moist flesh. She moaned into the pillow at the delight of the coldness 
from more lotion. Her legs twitched, and her knees were so weak she didn’t know if she 
could keep herself up. She buried herself in between two pillows, and yelled, catching 
handfuls of sheet and blankets with her free hand. She felt his skin get hotter, and twitch 
against her as he climaxed, and felt him lingering inside of her. An explosion of pleasure 
made her shake so hard that her other arm gave way, and both shoulders pressed against 
the mattress. Into the pillows she let free from her vocal chords the loudest yell she ever 
mustered, and lay there, her whole body shaking, letting the feelings sweep over her. 
Slowly, she pulled herself up off the bed, and felt him slip freely out of her. With a warm 
towel setting next to the bed, she wiped away all the excess lotion, and collapsed down 
on the bed, breathing hard, and sore with a well-earned exhaustion. He cleaned himself 
up, and lay down beside her, opening his arms to welcome her in. She inched closer to 
him, and set her head on his shoulder, ready now, to give in to sleep. She grunted when 
she had to sit up slightly, to reach down and grab the blankets from the foot of the bed, 
and gave a sigh of relief when she could plop back down next to him, pulling the thin 
blankets over the both of them. She felt calm, and, through all of her dirtiness, felt pure. 
She was a lioness, having finally sated the hunger that drove her to hunt. She was the 
high priestess, who had protected her flock from sin. She had come to face with all of her 
primal, base urges and impulses, and wrapped them around herself them like an armor. 
She exorcised every desire she had, she set all other concerns aside, and let herself be 
free. Now she closed her eyes, and turned her head in to nuzzle the warm soft chest of her 
beloved new friend, and listen to his heart beat rhythmically, sending her into a deep and 
peaceful release of sleep.  
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Gone MissingGone MissingGone MissingGone Missing    
 
 
 
I was nervous, walking up to the house. That kind of neighborhood ALWAYS 

makes me nervous. Upper-middleclass suburbia; all whites and pastels. Powder blue 
houses with white trim, sugar yellow houses with more white trim, white houses with 
seafoam green trim, pale lavender houses with even more white trim. Where every car in 
every driveway is never older than three years, and the mailboxes are all hidden under 
white stone lions on top of sturdy brick pillars, and every lawn is identical with matching 
flower themes, because every lawn on the entire block is maintained by the same people; 
one family arriving in a pickup from their world of color and aromatic foods and 
occasional hardship to keep nature in check. Something in those neighborhoods makes 
my blood run cold, gets me to looking behind every well-groomed shrub and shining car 
for something to jump out at me. There is no more place for the likes of me in those 
neighborhoods than there is for crabgrass or a rusted out Chevy. If it hadn’t been for 
something important that I was there, I would have turned around and ran back home to 
my tattered apartment and never looked back. But I wasn’t there for my own purposes; I 
was there for Julia, and somewhere in that big white house (with pale pink trim) she was 
waiting for me to show.  

Julia felt as out of place in the neighborhood as I did, which is why she wanted 
me there in the first place. She’d been staying with her relatives there for a while, and had 
never for a single day felt like it was home, or that she was welcome. Her relatives 
seemed to regard her almost as a burden; something they HAD to deal with, instead of 
someone they wanted around, or wanted to take care of. It was a bitter sort of blood 
loyalty. As a result of this, they never got along, and she spoke about them with such 
contempt that I never even figured out how, exactly, they were related to her in the first 
place. I think the house belonged to her aunt and uncle, but she never actually referred to 
them as such. When she spoke about them, she always used proper names, spitting out 
‘Ramona and Dave’ like they were insults, leaving a terrible taste in her mouth. Most of 
the time, Julia had a hard enough time just dealing with Ramona and Dave, and their two 
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daughters, while maintaining a façade of civility, but this weekend was something 
special. A gathering of family and friends from all around. Dozens of more people, just 
like the worst of her relatives she lived with, little clones of Christiana, who thought it 
was her duty to be an evil step sister to Julia’s Cinderella, tormenting her with every 
breath. Worse than that; than the crowds and the cousins, was the reason for the party. 
Christiana’s older brother Randy, who made the spoiled witch seem like a natural saint, 
was coming home. Every once in a while, I would get little pieces of stories about Julia 
and Randy, and the intense animosity and violence they had for one another. In a house 
full of people waiting excitedly for his return, telling stories about how great he is, Julia 
was probably pacing nervously, trying to control her breathing. I was showing up 
uninvited by the hosts, sneaking deep into the wolves’ den, because I love the girl, and I 
knew she needed me.  

Chimes rang across the house, and through the walls I could hear the hurried 
chatter, wondering if Randy was finally there. Ramona opened the door, her brow 
instantly lowering when she saw me, a puckered scowl sinking into wrinkles she pays so 
much to try and get rid of. It is obvious to anyone looking that this woman hates me with 
daggers. The woman is a living symbol of everything that makes me uncomfortable about 
those neighborhoods, like a terrifying living gargoyle of hypocrisy and twisted values, 
who looks so deeply ugly and unwholesome that it made me pause for a breath or two, 
until Julia pushed past her and hurried over to me. 

“I’m so glad you’re here.” Her voice was barely a whisper, and she held onto 
me, resting her head on my chest. I could feel her warm breath through my shirt, and 
when I looked down at her face, her eyes were closed, with a comforted smile stretched 
on her face. All the nervousness about being in that house, with those people, vanished in 
the face of how much Julia loves me. After several peaceful minutes, we went back in the 
house together.  

Julia and I wandered around the party together, sliding like ghosts between the 
clusters of people pretending to listen to the stories of others, mimicking laughter at their 
jokes. Through the other side of the crowd, we finally found a place to sit on the end of a 
sofa. Before Julia could even get herself comfortable, Ramona called in from the other 
room for her to move her stuff in the kitchen out of the way. I started to stand to help, but 
she pushed me back, telling me to stay and wait for her. Surrounded by a sea of her 
relatives, I waited, watching her pass through the corner of my eye, carrying a stack of 
heavy boxes from the kitchen to the guest room where she was staying, currently piled 
high with other boxes all packed and waiting. We’d been planning on looking for a new 
apartment for her for weeks, only to have our plans suddenly disrupted by Ramona’s 
news that they were throwing this party, and all the family absolutely HAD to be there. 
She was so excited about the thought of moving out that everything she had was already 
packed and waiting, leaving her living out of cardboard boxes until she had a place she 
could finally feel comfortable. A few minutes later, after running several more errands 
for her aunt, she carried a tray of drinks into the room, setting it on a small side table, and 
then sat down beside me again.  

“Did you see her carrying those boxes? She’s certainly a strong one.” An older 
woman was sitting on the couch, trying to think of anything she might have to say to us. 
Awkward, in an attempt to be politely social, I lean forward a little in the couch. 
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“Yeah, no kidding. It’s a good thing we get along, because she could probably 
beat me up without even trying.” The woman’s interest had already been drained. Julia 
turned her head to me, looking into my eyes, and spoke to nobody but me. 

“But you’ll still take care of me, right?” 
“I promise, for as long as you want.” She smiled and leaned her head on my 

shoulder, letting out a slow breath.  
Some time later, after we’d given up our seats at the sofa for someplace quieter, 

and I had volunteered for the job of getting us something to eat from the kitchen, Randy 
finally showed up. The entire house cheered, and family members started weaving 
through the rooms to see him. He stood in the center of a flock of fawning admirers, his 
military duffel bag still over his shoulder, looking every bit as pompous and ignorant as I 
had imagined from the stories. In the middle of all the praise, he smiled benignly, as 
though the affection was simply owed to him, until his eyes, which had been scanning the 
room for stragglers, locked on the opposite corner. I followed them, knowing already that 
they’d lead me to Julia, trying to look discreet over at the side of the room. Without 
saying anything, he started cutting a path through the crowd gathered to him, dropping 
his bag with abandon. For every person he pushed aside, there was another one getting in 
my way, blocking the path between Julia and me. It was like struggling against a wall, 
trying to force yourself through bricks, and no matter how hard I tried, I couldn’t get to 
her. From where I was, I could see them talking, could see the malice in his eyes, and the 
hurt in hers. I couldn’t hear the words, but knew that everything he said would be meant 
to cut her down, to wound and victimize her more, to cash in on all the years of torment 
he had already saved up inside her psyche. Every response from Julia’s mouth would be 
full of that grace she maintains, even when she is in a blinding rage, with her voice 
steady, smoothing over the flood of hurt and rage and fear and hatred he was no doubt 
building up. They didn’t talk for very long, and before I could get more than halfway 
through the thick crowd, she turned and left, past the crowd and me, trapped inside, and 
through the front door, leaving Randy standing where he had been, smug smile plastered 
on his dull-witted face. 

I stayed there by myself through the party, avoiding people and conversation, 
waiting only for Julia to come back. Nobody had heard anything on her way out the door, 
and she didn’t take her car, so I figured she would be back as soon as she got some air. I 
wandered around the neighborhood, but didn’t see any sign of her. Knowing her, she 
would want to be alone right then anyway, so I had to wait patiently for her, sending my 
best wishes after her. With every passing hour that she didn’t come back, I grew more 
and more worried, but I forced it all down, so that when she walked back in through the 
door she could see me standing strong for her, and know that I wasn’t questioning her 
ability to take care of herself. Guests started to leave the party, in twos and fours, wishing 
Randy a final welcome home, and before too long, it was just me and the family. 
Christiana went out with her friends, and Randy went out drinking, and still, I refused to 
leave, staking my place in the house until Julia came back. When it got late, everyone 
went to bed, leaving me alone, sitting on the couch, waiting and worrying.  

  
By the next morning, Julia still hadn’t come home. I got very little sleep on the 

sofa in the living room the night before, so I had a lot of time so worry and think and 
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make a plan. She and I had been planning for weeks to start hunting for an apartment, and 
after a few unsuccessful attempts to get her on the phone, I would start looking without 
her. If her family is what drove her out of the house, then finding her someplace so she 
didn’t have to spend much time back with them couldn’t be a bad thing. In her aunt’s 
kitchen I stole some breakfast before everyone else got up, and then set out. 

During the weeks that had come before, we had been talking about the different 
parts of town, and where she might want to live. We had looked through every rental 
newsletter and online listing page we could see, and made an actual map of all the places 
she wanted to look at. Long discussions, that had before just been quiet conversations in 
the dim light of my room at night now guided me, coming together like pieces of a puzzle 
to show me exactly what she wanted, and what was important. I could practically hear 
her standing beside me, talking about hardwood floors and quaint old buildings.  

Map in hand, I started at one end of the planned path, and began working my 
way towards the other. Within the first few hours, I was starting to get a little frustrated. 
Four out of every five places were large apartment complexes, which automatically put 
them low on Julia’s list. Worse still, every one of those complexes was almost identical; 
not so much in the paint and the location of the pool or weight room, but in the layout of 
the apartments themselves, all boxed in; four units to a building, four buildings in a quad, 
and who knows how many of those. They had newer carpeting, and most had their own 
washers and dryers and everything, but you could hear every step your neighbors above 
took, and most of the words the ones next door said. More often than not, your window 
got you nothing but a view of someone else’s window, or the parking lot. By lunch I had 
seen dozens of them, and was getting frustrated on Julia’s behalf, encouraged by her 
voice, which echoed through the back of my mind, replaying her complaints about that 
kind of place. The places that didn’t fall into the complex category weren’t much better; 
aged and poorly maintained duplexes, insanely expensive studio apartments, and even an 
apartment built into the space above someone’s garage.  

After a quick lunch, and trying Julia’s phone once more, I got back to the search. 
My luck from earlier held out, and I found very little that I could feel good about serving 
up to her on a silver platter. The day was dwindling into evening before I finally found 
something promising. Our lead came from the smallest ad in the paper, three lines 
advertising an apartment for rent at a good price. It made the list out of curiosity more 
than anything, the both of us just wanting to see what kind of a place warranted such a 
small and basic notice, without even mentioning figures or amenities. Shrouded in 
mystery, we tried to guess what the place could be like, and how awful it would have to 
be to have nothing worth mentioning in an ad. With the day I’d had searching, I would 
have been happy with anything that wasn’t over 50 units, with someone who was trying 
to sell me on the place like it was a used car.  

I knew the place was different as soon as I pulled up outside. The building was 
old, both in design and material. A simple two-story box with stained wood sideboard on 
the outside, a door in the front, and a stairwell to another door on the second floor to the 
side of the building. Before I even went through the door, I checked the address, 
convinced I had the wrong place. The glass double doors didn’t lead to an apartment 
lobby or a hallway, but instead opened up into a saloon that looked like it fell out of the 
Wild West. Plank floor worn smooth from years of foot traffic, stained and varnished 
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wood paneling on the walls, wooden bar, and booths lining the walls made out of old 
wagons and large sleds, it was the most convincingly old-looking western saloons I had 
ever seen. It was largely just one big room, swinging double doors leading to the kitchen, 
and another set leading down the hallway to the restrooms. To the side, a staircase went 
up, leading a balcony edge with a wooden guardrail that looked down on the bar from the 
main room. Seven doors led off the upper area, each numbered with a carved digit. In the 
booths, a few people were eating an early supper, and there were a handful of regulars at 
the bar, but it was quiet. When she noticed me coming in, the bartender smiled warmly at 
me.  

“Hey there. What’s going on?” I knew I probably looked just as confused as I 
felt, when I answered her.  

“I think this ad in the paper says you have an apartment for rent.” 
“You don’t seem too sure about that.” 
“Well, this doesn’t really look like the kind of place I would find an apartment. 

It looks more like the place where I could find a sarsaparilla or wait for a showdown at 
noon.” The woman behind the counter looked bemused.  

“The style suits me. When I bought the place I wanted it to be a small bed and 
breakfast type hotel, with a few nice suites above the restaurant here. But, eventually, I 
had to give that up. Business just wasn’t good enough. So I turned the suites into 
apartments. Would you like to see it?” 

The woman took me up the stairs to see the available room. As soon as I saw it, 
I knew it was perfect. The bulk of the apartment was just one room, which was far more 
spacious than I’d have guessed, with the same dark wood themes that ran through the rest 
of the building. Like living in a classy western brothel. The floors were all a wood, 
except for in the bathroom, which had black and white tile floors. The bathroom also 
came equipped with an old-style bathtub, with feet shaped like lion’s paws, separate 
faucets for hot and cold water, and a shining brass showerhead. To the left of the main 
door, painted with chipped green paint, was the kitchen area, separated from the rest of 
the large room by brown terra cotta tile, and a series of tall, antique-looking cabinets. The 
apartment came furnished, with a small round table beside the kitchen, a pair of cozy 
reading chairs beside a beautiful stone fireplace, and to the back of the room a large four-
post bed with maroon velvet curtains on it. There were no private washers and dryers, but 
there was a room with six machines in it downstairs, beside the kitchen. Aside from free 
garbage, water, and cable service with the rent, the apartment also came with a tab to the 
restaurant below, and a discount on anything ordered there. There wasn’t anything about 
the apartment I didn’t like, and I let the woman know that before I left. We sat down right 
then, to go over paperwork while I explained the situation with Julia missing. Talking to 
the woman, I found myself opening up a bit about how worried I really was, and how I 
wanted everything to be ready to keep her from having to see her family much again. 
Like a kindly aunt or neighbor, she sat and listened, and promised to help any way she 
could. Since Julia wasn’t there to sign anything, she put the apartment under both of our 
names, so that I could sign, and then Julia could remove me when she got in. I paid the 
deposit and got the keys, so I could start moving her stuff over.  

Using my car and taking two trips, all of Julia’s belongings, carefully packed, 
were piled in her new apartment by the end of the night, and her family was instructed to 
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have her call me the second they saw her. That night I was so tired I fell asleep in one of 
the large chairs in the apartment.  

In the morning, I was surprised when I woke up in the strange, new place. On 
my way out of the apartment, I ran into one of Julia’s new neighbors, a large dark-
skinned man, huge and ripped, like a bodybuilder. He insisted on buying breakfast 
downstairs, over which we got to know each other, and I told him about Julia. At first I 
was concerned about her living so close to a big and charming man, but as soon as he 
picked up on that, he laughed and told me not to worry, he promised he wouldn’t let her 
fall for him. While he never actually said it, I got the impression he might have been gay, 
but either way, I felt better. During the rest of the day, I spent a lot of time calling Julia’s 
friends, and anyone I could think of who might have seen her, but to no avail. To pass the 
time, I start to fix up the apartment: buying curtains that matched the draping on the bed, 
starting to put away some of her packed things, and making a list of anything that she 
might need. I worked until late in the night, and then went home, hoping in the back of 
my mind that I would find Julia waiting for me there, but finding no sign of anyone at all. 

 
The next day, I went back to her family’s house, checking in to see if they had 

any ideas where she might be, or had heard anything. Another night with little sleep left 
me a little on edge, and when Randy made a smartassed comment about Julia having run 
away, things between the two of us broke down until I was holding a butcher knife to his 
throat, a single drop of blood dripping from where the tip of it broke the skin. After I left 
there, I went to the police station, to see if they had heard anything about finding the girl, 
and then made a trip to all the local hospitals and morgues, just in case, all without 
finding a trace of her. When I went to the new apartment, I ran into the tenants of another 
apartment, a lesbian couple with matching blond hair and freckles that made them look 
almost like twins. They were friendly and looked like pixies when they laughed, but I 
couldn’t take my mind off Julia, and so made poor conversation. For the rest of the day, I 
worked on her apartment, unpacking her boxes, arranging everything and then 
rearranging it, until the lack of sleep caught up to me. I decided to stay in her place until 
she turned up, so I could be close to her things at least.  

Over the next three days, I followed those same patterns I had set up. During the 
daytime, I would check in with the police, the hospitals, anywhere a girl might suddenly 
appear when she hadn’t been seen. The rest of the time I spent on her apartment, making 
trip after trip to the store to pick up things she needed, getting everything set up until it 
looked like the perfect home, with everything Julia could want, lacking only Julia herself 
to be a home. I never slept that well, and when I did I had feverish dreams about losing 
the girl I loved, where I was constantly searching and never finding her.  

At the end of those three days, I woke up to something new: a small dog, sitting 
in the middle of the floor. Still more than half asleep, I stumbled out of bed, hitting the 
ground with my knees instead of my feet. I looked up to see the dog scurrying away at 
my jarring movements, and by the time I stood up, the dog had disappeared with a 
wooden bang. The door was old, but I couldn’t see any big holes in it, or any kind of 
doggie door. Determined to know how the dog got in, I started pushing on different parts 
of the doors, all of which creaked and moved a little, but didn’t open enough for a dog. 
Finally, I pushed on the lower panel of the door, which bowed out, leaving a gap. It 
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didn’t look wide enough for anything to go through, so I pushed harder, trying to guess at 
how hard a dog would work to get in or out of a strange room, when suddenly the entire 
structure gave way, splintering free and sending me sprawling through to the balcony on 
the other side. Lucas, the bodybuilder, was down at the end with an armful of groceries, 
and another guy I hadn’t met before was coming out of his apartment on the other side of 
me, both turning to see my laying face down on a pile of lumber that used to be the door.  

“In a hurry to get somewhere?” Lucas was stifling a laugh. 
“You guys see a dog come through here?” They both shook their head and 

laughed. Downstairs, the owner leaned back over the counter to see what was happening 
up on the balcony.  

“Everyone alive up there?” 
“Yeah. Had an incident with the door. Could you keep an eye on the apartment 

while I go try and find a lumber store to make a new door?” 
“Sure thing.” I picked myself up off the ground, dusting myself off. The new 

guy was still standing in front of his place.  
“You have a truck for lumber?” 
“Nah.” 
“I do. I was just about to go get something. I’ll help you get what you need.” I 

followed him down the stairs to his truck, and we made small talk. His name is Guy, and 
he’s a musician.  

We stopped by a costume shop, Guy’s original destination, which seemed to be 
having a Halloween party of some kind. He found what he was looking for, which, oddly 
enough, turned out to be a pair of silvery, glittering coats, like something from the 80’s, 
which were absolutely hideous, and seemed to have something to do with one of his 
shows. I got what I needed at the hardware store, and he helped me carry it up to the 
apartment, and even let me use the tools in his truck.  

Using the old door for a template, I spent most of the day building a new one, 
and then painting it to match the old colors, with the weathered-looking green paint, 
specially treated to look like it is cracking with age despite being brand new. The new 
door was far sturdier than the last one. Lucas stopped by as soon as I had finished, and 
helped me hang it on the hinges. When it was in place, he swung it open and closed a few 
times, before telling me he was impressed both with the workmanship, and with the way 
the apartment looked inside. He said that it was beautiful, how much I must love Julia to 
go through so much work for her, to get everything so perfect. Every word he said 
brought my thoughts to the surface, like oil in water. My throat was too tight from the 
emotion for me to say much; a dam of pent up worries and tears. It wasn’t until he asked 
if I had heard from her yet that the damn threatened to break. Nothing to say, and nothing 
I had been able to do so far, I went straight down to my car, deciding to go look for her 
myself, without knowing where I would even start.  

I still don’t know what was guiding me, as I drove up and down the streets of the 
city, weaving my way in seemingly no direction. If I was following anything, be it gut or 
intuition or some solid facts about where she would be, I wasn’t aware of it then, nor am I 
now, but after three hours of driving, the dim glow of twilight still in the sky, I turned to a 
narrow alley, and found myself convinced that I was looking at her. Leaping from my 
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car, I rushed to the pile of trash and newspaper leaning against the wall, and started 
tearing the layers of paper off, to find Julia lying on the ground underneath.  

Her clothes were dirty but intact, and while her skin was pale from malnutrition 
and cold, she didn’t seem at all hurt. She was breathing steadily, deep in sleep. I spoke to 
her, touching her shoulder gently, but she still slept. When that didn’t work, I shook her 
harder, tried to wake her every way I knew, but she wouldn’t wake up. Careful not to jar 
her violently, I picked her up and put her in my car, and then drove her back to the 
apartment. Safe in her new home, I cleaned her up and put her in her pajamas, and then 
tucked her into bed. In the fireplace, I lit a fire, and then started some tea and soup in the 
kitchen, because when she woke up, she would be hungry and need something to eat. 
Then I sat, and watched her, and waited, feeling so happy just to see her again, to have 
her back, but now worried because she wouldn’t wake up. Still, I made myself be strong, 
because I didn’t want the first thing she saw when she woke up to be me crying, or 
worrying about her.  

I watched her, sitting on one of those reading chairs that I moved closer to her 
bed, holding her hand for hours; what must have been a day. As time went on, she 
regained her color, the paleness in her skin being replaced by a healthy flush, familiar 
tones. She smiled a little in her sleep when I sang to her, or spoke to her, or brushed her 
hair back to kiss her forehead. All sense of time left me, and I couldn’t tell how long 
there was between getting up to get more tea, to throw out soup that had simmered to 
nothing and warm up something fresh, to ad another log to the fire, to answer the door 
where one of her neighbors waited, curious to see how she was doing. Everything was a 
dream, the only thing that had any importance being Julia, laying in bed, still sleeping.  

After all the watching and sitting, waiting in timeless anticipation, she started to 
stir. In an instant, I jumped up from my place beside her bed, and sat next to her, first 
holding her hand, twitching a little in mine, and then moving them to her face. I could 
feel her warmth, and the softness of her hair; I could actually feel how much I loved her, 
everything I had ever wanted for the both of us together, in seconds that became weeks 
with her head moving slightly, her body shifting, and her eyes rolling under their lids. 
Finally, her eyes fluttered, and opened. Julia’s beautiful eyes moved around the strange 
room, confused, and then finally found my own, and locked in place. Love moved like 
lightning between our eyes. Slowly, a loving smile spread across her face, and she took 
my hand in hers.  
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Shades of BlueShades of BlueShades of BlueShades of Blue    
 
 
 
A long paved driveway leads off of a rural highway, cutting 

into a patch of woods. At the end of the drive, pavement 

turns to gravel, which surrounds a large brick building. 

The driveway actually faces the back of the building, so 

all that is visible driving up is a bank of five garage 

doors on the ground level, and a windowless two-story wall 

above them. A large sign set in the center of this wall 

marks it as the POLICE STATION. Without the sign, and the 

one open garage door revealing two police cruisers, the 

building would look like a simple brick house, surrounded 

by forest on all sides.  

 

We follow a car up the drive, thirteen years old and 

looking worn out, with bad paint and missing the passenger 

side mirror. The car slows as it rolls onto the gravel, and 

veers to the left, driving up the slight incline that leads 

around to the front of the building, and coming to a stop 

in front of the main doors. From the front, it looks more 

like a real police station, simple but official. The car 

door opens, and OWEN steps out, wearing polished black work 

boots, faded jeans, and as button-up shirt. As he walks 

around the car, OWEN looks around as though someone might 

be watching, and then walks into the police station. 

 

 

POLICE STATION INTERIOR 
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The interior of the station is a few decades old, dark 

brown linoleum tile, dark paneling, and a lot of deep 

walnut stained wood, polished to a shine. The station is 

very clean, and not very busy. OWEN reaches into his pocket 

to pull out some folded papers as he approaches the front 

desk, and then nods and offers a courtesy smile to the DESK 

SERGEANT.  

 

DESK SERGEANT 

What can I do for you? 

 

OWEN 

I have a few parking tickets here I need to 

clear up.  

 

OWEN sets the folded pink paper on the desk. The DESK 

SERGEANT picks up the tickets, unfolds them, and takes a 

look at them. 

 

DESK SERGEANT 

You just want to pay these? 

 

OWEN 

That’s the plan. 

 

DESK SERGEANT nods, and turns to his computer, taking his 

time in pulling up the records and marking them paid. He 

thumps the keyboard with a certain finality, and then turns 

back to OWEN 

 

DESK SERGEANT 

The total is $152 for the lot of them. 

 

OWEN reaches to his back pocket for his wallet.  

 

OWEN 

Those little guys sure do add up, don’t they? 

 

The DESK SERGEANT nods while OWEN counts out $160 and sets 

in on the counter. 

 

DESK SERGEANT 

You know, if you’d just park a 

little more carefully, you wouldn’t 

have to worry about it.  
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OWEN nods in agreement. 

 

OWEN 

Well, you know how it is.  

 

DESK SERGEANT 

I do at that. Here’s a little back 

to ya, and hopefully it’ll be a 

while ‘till you have to come back 

here again.  

 

OWEN smiles at the DESK SERGEANT as he takes his money, and 

then lifts his hand in a lackluster wave. 

 

OWEN 

Let’s hope. Have a good one. 

 

OWEN turns and walks out.  

 

EXT. in front of POLICE STATION 

 

OWEN walks out to where his car should be, finding it 

missing. He looks quickly to one side and the other, but 

there is obviously nowhere it could have gone. His brow 

furrows, and he turns back around to return to the station. 

 

 

POLICE STATION INTERIOR 

 

OWEN walks in, looking confused. The DESK SERGEANT 

chuckles. 

 

DESK SERGEANT 

That wasn’t too long a time at all. 

 

OWEN points over his shoulder with his thumb.  

 

OWEN 

My car’s gone. 

 

DESK SERGEANT 

You left it out front there? 

 

OWEN 

I did, and now it’s missing. 
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DESK SERGEANT nods. 

 

DESK SERGEANT 

Yeah, whenever someone is parked 

out there for too long, the boys 

like to move it down to the garage, 

so the driveway is clear. I’m sure 

it’s fine. 

 

OWEN looks at the DESK SERGEANT incredulously. 

 

OWEN 

Parked out there for too long? I 

was only in here for a few minutes! 

 

DESK SERGEANT shrugs. 

 

DESK SERGEANT 

Yeah, it’s a slow day.  

 

DESK SERGEANT stands up, and points to his left. 

 

DESK SERGEANT 

Just go down this hallway here, it’ll take you 

to the garage.  

 

OWEN nods curtly, still obviously pissed, and walks down 

the way he was shown. Halfway down the hallway, a sign on 

the wall directs him down another to his right, and as that 

hall ends, there is another sign opposite him that directs 

him down to the left. At the end of the hall, on the left, 

is a door marked ‘garage.’ OWEN opens the door and sticks 

his head in, and then steps through. 

 

 

GARAGE 

 

The garage is as wide as the building, with five garage 

doors, each one as wide as two cars. On the far wall, 

opposite the door from the station, two police cruisers 

face an open door. Another cruiser is parked behind a 

closed door next to them. The only other vehicle in the 

garage is OWEN’s, which faces the only other open garage 

door, the second one in from the door OWEN is standing in 

front of. In the middle of the inside wall, an aging 
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officer sat in a metal folding chair, very obviously bored, 

flipping through a magazine, looking only at the pictures.  

 

OWEN walks down the stairs towards the officer.  

 

OWEN 

 I take it you’re having a slow day, too?” 

 

EUGENE 

God yes. Third damn time this week 

I’ve pulled guard duty. I think I’m 

being punished.  

 

OWEN 

You’re already inside a police 

station. Why do y’all even need 

someone back here? Is someone 

really going to steal a cop car?” 

     

    EUGENE 

Well you never know what’s going to 

happen. That’s kindof the point. 

 

  OWEN 

Has something ever happened to 

justify paying someone to sit out 

here? 

 

EUGENE chucks his magazine onto a haphazard pile of them 

against the wall behind him. 

 

    EUGENE 

Well, yes and no. 

 

 

Cut to the garage, arranged differently, has more cars in 

it. EUGENE is five years younger, with more hair and about 

20 pounds lighter. He opens one of the garage doors, and as 

he does a cruiser pulls out. EUGENE waves at him and 

smiles, and when the car is gone, he turns back around 

walks over to the far wall, where a dartboard is hanging. 

He grabs the darts off the board and walks back towards us, 

laughing and talking. We can’t hear what he’s saying, as 

the voiceover will go over this.  

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 
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We had the guards before we had the 

reason. In order to be able to 

respond to emergencies quicker, we 

leave the doors open, and I guess 

they thought some kids would come 

screw with the cars or something, 

you know, because someone always 

had to be our here. I was usually 

on guard then, which wasn’t so bad, 

because back then I used to have a 

partner here with me.  

 

We pan to the side, as EUGENE is handing the blue darts to 

another officer, who is revealed to be OWEN, now dressed in 

a police uniform. His hair is slightly different, but 

hasn’t changed much over the five years. OWEN is smiling a 

well, and takes the darts to throw his turn. The two seem 

to be enjoying themselves. The voiceover continues.  

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

It’s a lot easier to kill time when 

you have someone else around to 

keep you company and shoot the 

shit. He was a rookie and I had 

been on guard for a while, where 

nothing ever happened, so its easy 

to see how we could be caught off 

guard so easily.  

 

A dirty pickup comes tearing up the road towards the police 

station, hitting the brakes at the gravel line, and 

screeching sideways to a stop right in front of the garage. 

A MAN in cowboy boots, dungarees, and a wife-beater jumps 

out, red in the face and breathing heavy. OWEN looks a 

little startled, but EUGENE approaches cautiously, asking 

if the man needs help. THE COWBOY’s face continues to 

redden, as he shouts.  

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

This guy was as mad as I’ve ever 

seen a man, yelling something about 

us stealing his girlfriend. 

Apparently he liked to smack her 

around, and she was always 

threatening to call the cops on 

him. One night, she finally did, 
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but he ran off before our guys got 

there. She was cut up quite a bit, 

so the officers took her to see a 

doctor, and then she left town, and 

never came back. Naturally, the guy 

figured it was our fault instead of 

his own.  

 

EUGENE takes a few more careful steps, gesturing with his 

hand and telling THE COWBOY to calm down, offering to bring 

him inside and sit him down with the officer who came to 

his house.  

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

Now, we tried to calm the guy down, 

but he was insane. He wasn’t even 

drunk or on meth or nothing, just 

crazy.  

 

The cowboy pulls a handgun from the back of his pants, 

waving it around in show and pointing it at EUGENE.  

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

He didn’t trust me, thought we were 

trying to trap him or something. I 

did what I could to let him know 

that I didn’t mean him any harm 

but— 

 

The cowboy fires carelessly at EUGENE three times, hitting 

him once high on the thigh. 

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

There’s just no talking to some people.  

 

EUGENE sinks to the ground, holding his leg, his face 

twisted with pain. The cowboy looks at him a moment, 

pointing the gun again, and then turns to face OWEN. The 

cowboy looks furious and crazed.  

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

Now, I don’t know what you know 

about getting shot but, brother, it 

burns. I probably would have passed 

clean out if there wasn’t so much 

going on. But my partner was the 
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one in trouble now.  He was almost 

frozen, terrified. I tried to keep 

with it, and tell the guy to stop, 

but I didn’t so much but distract 

him. 

 

The cowboy shifts back and forth, uncertain about whether 

to point the gun at EUGENE or OWEN. EUGENE is still on the 

ground, holding his leg with one hand, waving for THE 

COWBOY to put his gun down with the other. Finally, THE 

COWBOY turn and points the pistol at EUGENE and the second 

he turns away, OWEN pulls his gun, and THE COWBOY turns 

back. 

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

It was like an old showdown, only 

my partner was pretty green, and he 

was so scared his hands were 

shaking. He kept shouting at the 

guy to put his gun down, and the 

guy kept shouting back the same. I 

could feel it before it happened, 

knew that it wasn’t going to end 

without one of them getting shot.  

 

We move closer to OWEN, looking directly at him, sweating 

and shaking. He pulls back his head a little and winces, 

like the gun in his hands was a rabid dog trying to bite 

him, and fires.  

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

My partner did pull his trigger, 

but not before the other guy.  

 

We return to where we were watching from before, and see 

THE COWBOY firing wildly again, and OWEN firing into it. 

Looking back at OWEN again, he stumbles back a little, shot 

at the side of his stomach, and is very obviously in pain. 

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

I could see he was hurting, but he 

did alright for himself, too. Took 

that guy down.  

 

We turn around and see THE COWBOY lying on his back on the 

floor, bleeding and not moving. Back behind OWEN, the door 
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from the rest of the station slams open and several 

officers charge out.  

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

The second bit of shooting called 

out the cavalry. Like I said, 

nothing like that had ever happened 

before, so I guess they figured we 

were just screwing around in the 

garage or something the first time. 

They called the paramedics to come 

get us out of there, get the 

bullets out and patch us up.  

 

Paramedics help EUGENE and OWEN into the back of the 

ambulance. Way over to the side, THE COWBOY is laying with 

a blanket covering his face.  

 

    EUGENE (V.O.) 

So, that’s what I mean when I say 

you never know what’s going to 

happen.  

 

 

Return from the flashback, to EUGENE sitting in the same 

metal chair, OWEN just out of sight.  

 

    EUGENE  

Ever since then, there’s always 

gotta be someone out here, just in 

case.  

 

We pan over, and OWEN is standing there, looking as he had 

earlier, but now wearing a police uniform.  

 

    OWEN 

Yeah, I can still remember it like 

it was yesterday. That bullet left 

one ugly scar.  

 

OWEN presses his hand to the place on his stomach he was 

shot. Taking a few steps back so we can see both OWEN and 

EUGENE, and a bit more of the garage, we watch EUGENE lean 

over in his seat to rifle through the magazines, and OWEN 

turns around and starts to pace. He stops by his car and 

looks at it, longingly.  
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    OWEN 

Man, I wish it was a few hours from 

now so I could get the hell away 

from here… 

 

EUGENE gives up on the magazines and stands up, walking to 

the dartboard to pull out the darts and start a new game. 

OWEN sees this and walks nearer, ready to play. EUGENE 

hands him the blue darts, and takes the first turn, then 

steps aside. OWEN gets ready to take his turn, and is 

interrupted.  

 

BAIRD (O.S.) 

Owen, you did it now! 

 

OWEN looks at the darts and his hands, at the board, and 

then shakes his head, grinning, at BAIRD as he walks into 

view. BAIRD is tall and gangly, with freckles and bright 

red hair that he can never quite keep control of.  

 

    OWEN 

Just wait’ll you see what happens 

when I actually throw ‘em. 

 

    BAIRD 

I don’t think you’ll get the 

chance. 

 

OWEN repositions himself facing BAIRD, like an irritated 

parent. 

 

    OWEN 

What in the hell are you on about, 

Leonard? 

 

    BAIRD 

Oh no, this is official, you can 

refer to me as Officer Baird.  

 

  OWEN 

I’ll refer to you as officer BAIRD 

when you grow up and act like a 

real police officer instead of a 

hall monitor all full of yourself 
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because you just found your first 

fuzzy-hairs.  

 

BAIRD shoves OWEN around, and cuffs him. OWEN glares at him 

over his shoulder while EUGENE stands by, amused. 

 

    BAIRD 

We’ll see who’s acting like a cop 

when you’re the one busted.  

 

  OWEN 

Leonard, you really need to stop 

this now. If you keep acting up, 

I’m going to have to hit you, and 

then you’re going to cry, and you 

don’t want Gene to see that.  

 

EUGENE 

Oh, I don’t know, it might be fun. 

By the way, what is it exactly OWEN 

did?  

 

    BAIRD 

Didn’t even get done paying off a 

whole STACK of parking tickets, and 

then he went and parked right in 

front of the doors out there. Can’t 

block an exit like that, what if 

there was a fire? 

 

  OWEN 

If there was a fire my car and I 

would both be long gone, leaving 

you to burn. Besides, Leonard, my 

car is parked not fifteen feet from 

you.  

 

BAIRD gives OWEN a shove towards the open garage door. 

     

BAIRD 

Just because you moved it, doesn’t 

mean it wasn’t there. Peterson told 

me all about it. 

 

OWEN 
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Peterson was just bored, man. On 

top of which, you can’t just arrest 

me for a parking violation. 

 

    BAIRD 

Repeat offender. 

 

OWEN and BAIRD walk through the garage doors, and we see 

that BAIRD’s cruiser is parked on the other side of the 

closed doors.  

 

    OWEN 

Where in the hell do you think 

you’re taking me? 

 

    BAIRD 

Nobody here is going to treat you 

like you should or take you 

seriously, because you work with 

them. I’m taking you over to number 

six.  

 

    OWEN 

Nobody will take it seriously 

because this is ridiculous.  

 

BAIRD pretends not to hear OWEN, and shoves him in the 

backseat.  

 

    BAIRD 

Watch your head.  

 

BAIRD shuts the door and walks around to the frond street. 

As they drive off, we turn around to look through the open 

garage door, where we see EUGENE laughing and shaking his 

head, and then taking OWEN’s turn at the dartboard.  

 

 

ON THE STREET 

 

Cut to a street in a mid-sized town, somewhere in between 

the POLICE STATION and the 6TH PRECINCT STATION where BAIRD 

is taking OWEN. In the backseat of the car, OWEN keeps 

shifting uncomfortably, hands still cuffed behind his back. 

He stops moving and sighs through his nose, eyeing BAIRD 

for a moment, and then takes his keys off his own belt, 
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unlocking the cuffs and returning the keys, before locking 

them again in the front. Comfortable now, he rubs his hands 

together and looks out the window, like a kid going for a 

ride with his dad.  

 

    OWEN 

I don’t want to cut your fun short 

or anything, but my shift ends in 

about two hours, so I’d appreciate 

it if we could be back by then.  

 

BAIRD looks at him through the mirror 

 

    BAIRD 

I’d hate to have to impound your 

car for being parked in station 

employee parking when you aren’t on 

duty. 

 

OWEN is still looking out the window, talking as much to 

himself as to BAIRD. 

 

    OWEN 

Yeah, and I’d hate to have to im-

POUND your face. Heh. 

 

OWEN’s eyes narrow, and he peers closer through the window.  

 

From his point of view, we can see a pretty girl walking 

out the front door of a bank. 

 

Back in the car, OWEN moves closer to BAIRD, and BAIRD 

scowls at him through the rearview mirror  

 

    OWEN 

Hey, Leo, stop the car.  

 

    BAIRD 

I don’t take orders from prisoners.  

 

    OWEN 

No, I’m serious, stop the car.  

 

    BAIRD 

Why the hell should I stop the car? 
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OWEN cocks his head at BAIRD and speaks slowly and clearly, 

making a point. 

 

    OWEN 

Because you were too stupid to take 

my gun from me while you were 

arresting me, and if you don’t pull 

over and let me out for a minute, I 

will shoot you.  

 

BAIRD sighs, shaking his head, and pulls over. As he walks 

around the car, we can see EMMA standing on the sidewalk, 

looking beautiful, looking curiously at the car. She looks 

shocked when BAIRD opens the door and she sees OWEN step 

out. EMMA rushes over, stopping a few feet away, looking 

both nervous and hesitant.  

 

OWEN 

Surprised to see me? 

 

    EMMA 

A little. Yeah, I am. And I’m 

surprised to see you like this. 

What happened? 

 

OWEN holds up his hands, to illustrate the cuffs, and then 

points at BAIRD.  

 

    OWEN 

Leonard here is pretending to be a 

cop. Right now he’s taking me 

across town to another precinct so 

they can prosecute me for parking 

in front of the station.  

 

    EMMA 

That’s…that’s… 

 

    OWEN 

Yeah, I know. I think he may 

actually be retarded. Do his eyes 

look too close together to you? 

 

EMMA laughs, and OWEN smiles. He turns to see BAIRD glaring 

at him, and offers a little shrug. EMMA’s smile fades, and 

she reaches out to take OWEN’s arm.  
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    EMMA 

Look, can we talk?  

 

    OWEN 

I don’t know, I’m being arrested, 

remember? 

 

  EMMA 

Well, let me come with you then, we 

can talk in the car.  

 

    OWEN 

What do you say, Leonard? We have 

room for one more back there? You 

can put cuffs on her, if it makes 

you feel like more of a man. 

 

BAIRD is not happy. This makes OWEN happier.  

 

    BAIRD 

This is business, here. I’m not 

running a taxi service.  

 

    OWEN 

Maybe you should think about 

starting one. I mean, I don’t think 

this whole ‘cop’ thing it really 

working out for you.   

 

BAIRD shakes his head and looks away, his jaw clenching. 

 

    OWEN 

If you don’t let her come talk to 

me, I’m not going to shut up all 

the way there. I know a lot of 

Irish drinking sings, you know. I 

can teach you all the words to 

Waxies Dargle.  

 

BAIRD’s face falls, already familiar with OWEN and his 

drinking songs. He is defeated.  

 

    BAIRD 

Fine, but keep it quiet.  
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EMMA steps in closer to OWEN, putting both of her hands on 

his.  

 

    EMMA 

You always were good at giving me 

exactly what I wanted 

 

EMMA leans in and kisses OWEN, and then climbs into the 

police car, scooting over to make room for him. OWEN 

suddenly looks very uneasy, and takes a few deep breaths 

before getting in after her. BAIRD shuts their door, and 

then gets in the car, and pulls back into traffic. In the 

back seat, EMMA looks nervous, and OWEN looks severely 

uncomfortable.  

 

 

    EMMA 

So, how have you been? 

 

EMMA is forcing a smile to cut through her fear. OWEN’s 

answers come out in a cold voice. 

 

    OWEN 

Fine. 

 

  EMMA 

Still with the force, I take it? 

 

    OWEN 

Yep. 

 

  EMMA 

Are you still driving that ratty 

old car? 

 

    OWEN 

I like my car.  

 

EMMA looks away for a minute, trying to gather 

her courage.  

 

  EMMA 

So, I just got my real estate 

license a few months ago, like I 

always said I would, and I just 
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started working at an agency down 

the street. 

 

    OWEN 

That’s great. I always thought 

you’d be good at it.  

 

There is a long, awkward pause between EMMA and OWEN, so 

they hardly even notice the car pulling into a parking lot 

until it stops, and they both look around.  

 

    OWEN 

Leonard, what are we doing?  

 

BAIRD is already outside the car, and he leans back in the 

door.  

 

    BAIRD 

Well, since we’re making all these 

other stops, I’m hungry, and want 

to get something to eat.  

 

    OWEN 

You’d better not leave us in here.  

 

  BAIRD 

Why not? 

 

    OWEN 

Haven’t you ever seen on the news 

what happens to puppies and 

children when you leave them in the 

car? 

 

BAIRD rolls his eyes, stands up, shuts the door, and opens 

the one on EMMA’s side, letting them both out.  

 

 

FAST-FOOD PLACE INTERIOR 

 

The fast food place is colorful but run-down, having seen 

better days and clearly losing the battle against the big 

chains. However, it is still full of people. OWEN and EMMA 

stand awkwardly by until BAIRD finally gets up to the 

counter to order. BAIRD falters when he notices that the 

COUNTER-BOY is black, and after being flustered a moment, 
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BAIRD orders in some of the worst freestyle rapping ever to 

come from the mouth of a white dude.  

 

BAIRD 

Sup my friend, I’m glad to see you, 

Cuz I needs to order myself some food. 

I’m a hungry cop, so treat me well, 

When you serve me up the order I tell; 

I want’s eighteen tacos filled with beef, 

Washed down with five large drinks. 

You can pile it all up on a tray, 

Cuz I think I’ll eat in here today. 

 

BAIRD grins proudly, turning quickly to make sure EMMA and 

OWEN saw him, and then pays the COUNTER-BOY, who looks 

irritated. EMMA and OWEN exchange bemused glances, and then 

go back to watching him. EMMA, deciding that they had a 

little privacy, turns to OWEN.  

 

    EMMA 

I really missed you while I was gone, you know.  

 

    OWEN 

Not enough to call. 

 

EMMA opens her mouth and shuts it again, wounded. She can’t 

look OWEN in the eyes.  

 

    EMMA 

I wish I had. I wanted to. At 

first, I thought it would be too 

hard to stay gone if I was talking 

to you every day, and then after 

that, it had been so long, I didn’t 

think you’d want me to. I didn’t 

think I had the right.  

 

OWEN is unsympathetic, and his voice remains icy. BAIRD, 

still beaming from his performance at the counter, walks 

past them with a plate of tacos and a stack of empty cups 

on his tray, looking confused. He pauses, and looks at 

OWEN. 

 

    BAIRD 

Have you seen the fountain drink dispenser? 
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OWEN says nothing, his eyes not leaving EMMA’s face, and 

BAIRD moves on, still looking perplexed.  

 

    OWEN 

What would have been so hard about talking to 

me? 

 

EMMA tried again to look OWEN in the eyes, and he can see 

that she is on the verge of tears, shaking a little. 

 

    EMMA 

You know how I was before, how 

crazy things were for me. I didn’t 

know what I was going to do with my 

life, I didn’t know what I wanted, 

or what I needed. Whenever we were 

together, I knew how much you cared 

about me, and I knew I wasn’t ready 

for that. I don’t mean…it’s not 

like I wasn’t ready to be with just 

you or anything, but I knew it 

would be too much for me, make me 

feel things I couldn’t control, and 

I was just too scared of losing 

control with everything else going 

on, too. 

 

    OWEN 

Right. And since I was so damned 

inconvenient you just called me one 

day to tell me you were leaving and 

it was over.  

 

EMMA’s control loosens, and her eyes swell with tears.  

 

    EMMA 

I HAD to leave! I couldn’t take it 

anymore, Owen! Everything was 

falling apart, and I didn’t even 

know what it was supposed to be in 

the first place. I couldn’t figure 

out my own life, and I knew if I 

stayed I’d never figure it out, 

because once everything had fallen 

apart but you, I would have just 
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made YOU my life, and that wouldn’t 

be good for either of us! 

 

    OWEN 

You’re right. It was much better 

for me for you to leave with no 

warning.  

 

    EMMA 

In order to really deserve to be 

with you, I had to do more than 

just react to how you felt, I had 

to be able to feel the same things 

myself, without anything from you 

first. I was afraid that if I 

didn’t leave when I did, and hurt 

you a little, I would end up 

hurting you even more later on, and 

I couldn’t stand the thought.  

 

  OWEN 

Why, Emma, I never knew you cared.  

 

EMMA sniffles and wipes her eyes before the tears can fall, 

and then looks back at OWEN. Her fear has been replaced by 

the heavy emotions she just experienced, that she is only 

now calming down from, and is tempered by a new hurt. When 

she speaks, her voice is soft.  

 

    EMMA 

I cared about you more than I ever 

dared to show. I thought about you, 

about how much I wanted to be with 

you, every single day. I’d lie in 

bed at night and think about what 

it would be like to be married to 

you someday, and I liked what I 

saw. But I wasn’t ready, and if I 

tried to reach for that then, when 

I was so close to falling apart, I 

knew it would fall apart to, and I 

would have lost my best chance at 

being happy, or having something 

permanent. There isn’t any way I 

have the right to ask you to 

forgive me now, but at least know 
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that I always cared about you, when 

I was here AND after I left.  

 

OWEN is torn between a bitterness that has had time to 

grow, and the overwhelming emotion of seeing EMMA again, 

and hearing everything she’s had to say. He looks away from 

her, but she takes his hand, pulling it gently until he 

looks back. OWEN swallows hard, trying to push away the 

returning feelings, and speaks; sarcastic, but no longer 

icy.  

 

    OWEN 

And so now that you went away and 

found yourself, you’ve come back 

and, hey, wouldn’t it be nice if 

you could have your cake and eat it 

too, is that it? 

 

Instead of more explanations, as he expected, EMMA simply 

takes OWEN’s other hand, and looks at him, smiling meekly, 

her eyes questioning and affectionate. OWEN is so caught 

off guard, he cannot think of anything to say. He opens his 

mouth, hoping for something witty, and then closes it. 

EMMA’s honesty, and the surprise of it, stripped away the 

bitterness he was using as a shield. OWEN looks at EMMA, 

his eyes reflecting his thoughts sudden realization that 

she is more beautiful even than she used to be. He gives up 

on speaking, and simply lifts his hands up, gently brushing 

a cheek with each thumb. EMMA smiles at him, and he smiles 

back, and takes her hands in his.  

 

BAIRD (O.S.) 

Excuse me 

 

We turn and look at BAIRD, who is trying to get through a 

small clutch of people waiting in line, his tray 

precariously balanced with all of his food and many 

beverages. We back up enough to see BAIRD between EMMA and 

OWEN’s heads, without seeing anything of their bodies. He 

looks at them both, smiles, nods, and then walks past. We 

turn, following him, and pull out slowly, revealing that 

OWEN is now wearing the clothes he had been earlier, while 

paying his parking tickets. He is no longer wearing the 

cuffs. Neither of them acknowledge any difference. OWEN and 

EMMA look at one another, smile again, and OWEN puts his 

arms around her, kissing her forehead.   
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    OWEN 

So, do you want to get something to eat, or do 

you want to just go? 

 

EMMA looks up at OWEN 

 

    EMMA 

Let’s just go 

 

OWEN takes EMMA’s hand in his, and together they leave the 

FAST-FOOD PLACE, happy and very much together.  
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Growing CalmGrowing CalmGrowing CalmGrowing Calm    
 
 
 

I used to need a dictionary to define the word peace. There was always so much 
going on, so many worries and so much time wasted on the big picture, that I had no idea 
what it was to just be me, and be comfortable. These days, I don’t even need words to 
define peace, I wake up with it in my heart, singing in the air around all me. Mornings, 
with time brushing past me like a gentle spring breeze, before a single voice has stained 
the air with it’s clumsy, crashing sound. The evening, rocking in a chair next to a 
beautiful young woman, both of my hands wrapped around hers, my head resting on her 
arm. Feeling her skin, so soft and cool against my forehead after a day’s work, tending to 
all the plants and animals on the farm. It can’t be anything else but peaceful and restive, 
sitting there rocking idly, not much need for talk or activity, with no picture bigger than 
the length of the acreage, or the simple frame house, or the porch. The girl next to me is 
beautiful and constant. Our love is comfortable, not necessarily wild and hurried and full 
of worry and pain or hastily spoken oaths to die for each other, but strong, regular; as 
dependable as the turning of the earth, or the passing of years. When I see her, I have 
faith that she will be with me when I wake up each next day, beside me when I go to 
sleep at night. She can tell me every thought in her head with nothing more than her eyes, 
and every day is better simply by her being in it. In those moments, in every minute near 
her, I feel peace coursing all through me, and I can hardly believe I ever lived without it, 
passing through years like a desert mouse who spends its entire life without ever lapping 
up a single droplet of water.  

The farm work has peace, too. Hours spent working with my hands almost by 
instinct, a perfect stillness in my mind and spirit, losing myself in the work until there is 
no difference between me and the ground. I can hear the animals, speaking only in base 
emotions, and I can hear the plants, shivering with the vibrations of the entire world, 
whispering the secrets that only the world can know. Our garden isn’t huge by any 
stretch, but it’s healthy, and there’s enough yield for us to never go without, and a little 
extra to send back home to friends and family. After all, we’re not trying to raise cash 
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crops here, just growing ourselves a better life, growing our own happiness. The garden 
to the south and the orchard to the north will provide us with all the food we’ll ever need, 
the fields that surround us, keeping out the world, feeding the animals. Livestock exists in 
a steady state of contentment, only ever knowing slight cold or heat, with maybe a mild 
illness from a cold. When they die, they do so without ever having known heartbreak or 
tragedy, without knowing about wars or murders or evil. Even an animal slaughtered for 
food won’t know true unhappiness, having no idea what awaits it, having no fear for the 
future. Mostly, they know me as companionship, the kindly neighbor with strange calls 
and not enough legs, and I have never felt anything from them which I regretted. There is 
true peace in the world, beneath all the things we pride for making us human, and when 
you work with the earth, let those things fall away, it can grow inside you as freely as 
wheat grows from good, dark soil. 

Not many people come to see us here, as far out as we are, which was part of the 
point. When family or old friends do visit, though, they can’t help but notice and 
comment on the calm in me that they had never seen before, and the way I seem bound to 
everything around me. The very first time they met my girl, my beautiful anchor to this 
world, they could see that I had found something special, and that I had changed, 
shedding my old life for this new one. Anyone who had been surprised by my stepping 
out of the world no longer wondered why, or talked about the day I might come back, 
realize the truth before they even sit down for tea. When they came to find I had taken in 
a runaway, it seemed the only thing to happen in such a place. Really, the boy was proof 
of everything I felt when I touched the earth and let it flow through me, when I sat on the 
porch with my heart, in the center of serenity. He carried on his body all the scars from 
years of hurt and abuse, beaten, cut, burnt with cigarettes, and worn so thin through his 
own life that there was little left besides pain and rage. When he stumbled into my piece 
of the world he was hungry, and believed only in violence and survival, unable to see 
anything beyond the struggle he had known since birth. He took the room and food I 
offered because he saw an opportunity to take enough to get by on for a while and then 
leave, never thinking about more than getting to tomorrow. I found him outside one 
morning, his bag packed with all the food he could carry, kneeling down, feeding the 
piglets from his hands. He saw me watching him, and told me he was just coming out to 
feed the animals, and then disappeared in the barn. Even I wasn’t sure if he would leave 
or not that day, but, come dinner, he walked into the kitchen, an expression on his face I 
hadn’t seen before. Now, sometimes, he talks about the day he’ll leave to go start a farm 
of his own, to find a girl and settle down on a patch of land where he can coax life from 
the soil, to blend with the earth.  

There are those who think this is something I did myself, through some kind of 
fatherly instinct. They tell me I should learn from my own examples, to grow my family 
and raise children out there, and every time someone brings it up, I can almost see the 
question in their eyes; would my children would chose to live in the world, or find a place 
away from it as I have? To my family, bloodlines are important, and we exist to support 
each other, but a child raised from the seeds of the peace I found would likely prove 
useless to them. When I had been in the world, I was always reluctant to think about 
children. Something about the thought of raising someone to take part in all the madness 
and trouble that surrounded me made me uneasy. It couldn’t be the right thing to do. 
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When I’m on the porch in the evenings, I’ll think about it now, and every time I do I lift 
my head long enough to see the warm smile on the girl’s face, as though she knows 
exactly what I’m thinking, and then lay my head back down on her shoulder, nuzzling 
against it. Anymore, I feel ready for anything, so long as I have her, the peace I get from 
her, and my farm. 

Every once in a while I take a look back and what my world used to be, the life I 
was born into, and had always been sure I would die with or, more likely, die from. 
Usually these thoughts come shortly after a visit from the family, who work so hard to 
stir up the past, and the blood we share. My family is very involved in the outside world, 
and has always favored the noise and fury of their world over the simple joys of mine, 
and glory over peace. Through them, I can outside in the field and feel the places outside 
my farm, roots of the world beyond, maybe my own roots, creeping in like tendrils under 
the protection of my hidden place. I can feel the half-buried temple, deep inside the 
distant mountains, which hold all the power of legends and history, ancient beyond any 
record we’ve been able to find. Inside the family, it’s said that our blood comes from that 
place, and that the trail of our shared power leads back there, somewhere below the 
impenetrable rock that keeps it secure from anyone but us. I can feel the deserts far to the 
west, full of nothing but sand, stone, and death, where a statue still stands, untouched by 
hot winds or time, carved of the most powerful warrior ever to walk the earth to keep and 
protect his eternal soul. He can be awoken even now by making the journey through 
nearly impossible landscape to find him, and striking the statue with a sword held in 
anger or defense. This journey means death for whoever undertakes it, as the ancient 
warrior will manifest in the place of whoever calls him. Some among us believe he 
wanted his soul hidden so far away to discourage anyone ever finding him, tired of being 
trapped by other people’s fights, unable to exist at all without stealing the life of some 
innocent sacrifice. All around me, I can feel the traces of the other things that charge the 
world, the forces that my family live by, pulling into themselves instead of the peace I 
feel, passing by the life of a garden for the fire of volcanoes, the crushing weight of the 
ocean, the razor cold of winter.  

We can’t even remember a time anymore before our family was involved with 
the power of the land, deeply embroiled in some kind of struggle over leadership, or 
firmly in place at the head of the lands. Anymore, the only place without struggle is far to 
the north, where my great aunt reigns, providing shelter, wisdom, and aid for all the rest 
in their plays to keep control over the spreading darkness, trying to push it back to where 
it came from without even understanding where that is. In the family, blood is law, and 
life is duty, and every moment is tied to the power and the land. I can even feel the dark 
parts, deep vibrations in the earth that even the plants fear, so very far away but still 
present in the balance of life. For better or worse, we are all tied to the land, spending our 
lives for the good of everything, using all the mysticisms of the ages and all the magics of 
the earth to follow our destinies in the protection of our lands, our peoples, and 
everything we know. But ever passing day pulls me further away from the time when I 
was involved in the family struggles, watching people who depended on me, who trusted 
me to keep them safe, die because of my orders, because of where they lived, or simply 
because of the history they believed in. Further away from the days when I felt the surge 
of such great power, married with an ever-waning interest in using it for force. Before I 
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left, and found my isolated piece of farmland, where nothing could keep me from feeling 
the gentle hum of life. Where my closest neighbors were too far to see, where no roads 
existed to bring them here, where they knew nothing of the darkness, the family, or the 
struggles, protected instead by isolation.  

It was here, on the farm, where I was able to feel, for the first time, the parts of 
me I love the most. Where I was able to finally learn definitions for all the words I had 
been using for years to inspire others; peace, love, happiness, life. Here, my life is life 
itself, and not obligation to something ancient and faceless. I can live for something 
older, for the peace that existed before we had evolved enough to make wars and kill 
each other in numbers too big to count. I can talk to the land, and learn secrets we forgot, 
can become a part of everything, and watch as life grows up out of the ground just for us. 
Nothing on the farm is alone, or goes without notice, every plant and every animal I 
know personally. All the sounds ring clear and true, from the tap of each raindrop feeding 
the ground beneath me, to the birds that sing in spring while my girl and I walks and 
dance and make love in fields of wildflowers. Where the safest, calmest place in the 
entire world is holding a beautiful girl’s hand in both of mine, my head resting on her 
shoulder, lazily rocking in a swing in the quiet afternoon. It is happiness and love, 
absolute peace, and the most wonderful place in existence.   
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SurvivorsSurvivorsSurvivorsSurvivors    
 
 
 

When it wasn’t safe to be outside anymore, those that could moved into the 
rapidly growing number of ecospheres, being built as quickly as money and support 
would allow, under a wave of I-told-you-so’s from the ecologically-alert who had been 
bragging about their dome-cities for years. Entire neighborhoods, sometimes whole 
cities, relocated to the protected, controlled environments. Some people gave up 
everything they had to get in, willing to sell every material possession they had, and then 
their bodies, and then sign themselves up for indentured servitude, knowing that entrance 
was the last thing they’d ever really need. Citizenship in the protected habitats meant a 
life of food, shelter, education, healthcare, and, best of all, not having to endure the 
poison that we had made of the rest of the earth. When the door sealed behind them, they 
could breathe easily. For the rest of us who couldn’t buy our way in or push past the 
armed guards, options were limited.  

Pilgrimages began overnight; streams of people packing up what they could and 
driving to the big cities, where scavengers were working to turn the tall buildings and 
skyscrapers into makeshift arcologies of their own. Rumors spread far and wide of people 
tearing apart older buildings, warehouses, and even their own homes, and using the 
materials to completely seal up the office complexes, shopping centers and apartment 
buildings of their most developed parts of the city. Tunnels were dug beneath the earth, 
or built of whatever could be found, connecting one building to the next, and the 
working-class engineers were rigging water purification and air filtration centers into all 
the buildings. The makeshift solutions were unprotected, free of all the safety regulations 
and careful planning of the designed cities. When word began to spread about the 
projects volunteers came out of the woodwork, and before long the city centers were full 
of more pairs of hands promising help for the price of entry than there were building 
materials for these hands to touch. Fights broke out among the building camps, families 
killing each other for forged claims to lodging, or building scavenge, or simply to cut 
down on the competition. The buildings that were completed were packed beyond 
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capacity, inhabitants promising to space out as soon as more buildings were added to the 
sealed network, but falling short as each readied building was full before all of the 
support systems were even functioning.  

Out in the suburban areas, people flocked to malls and shopping centers to 
perform similar conversions, fighting over the even more limited space. In the rural areas, 
the small towns and some suburbs, those who chose not to flee started cannibalizing the 
homes of neighbors they knew to have left. Homes on the edge of town were stripped of 
their walls and roofs, carried on stolen flatbeds to closer communities, where the material 
would be used to seal the gaps between houses, turning existing neighborhoods into 
covered communities, a permanent night settling over the streets that ran between houses 
and used to connect the city to surrounding areas. Abandoned houses near to the built-on 
shelters were claimed by people living further out. Campers and motor homes were 
parked on the streets beneath the shelter, thankful just to be inside. Many of these shelters 
were unstable, lacking in support structure, and were prone to constant damage and 
repair. Pilgrims looking to find haven inside who weren’t known by or a part of the 
community that had existed before the walls were built were often met with hostility, and 
killed rather than let leave and spread rumors of open shelter.  

During the max exodus, if you weren’t inside a planned community, buried in a 
bomb shelter, or out in the open, you were probably living in or on your way to one of 
these last-ditch efforts. The makeshift arcologies built into downtown districts became 
known as dome-less cities; a bitter nod to all the ads lingering around for new, sleek, safe 
and ultra-modern domed cities of the future. Occupied malls were called bubble islands, 
since they were usually isolated and couldn’t be expanded, leaving them alone in a sea of 
diseased and unusable land. Lastly, the ramshackle ecospheres from the rural 
communities were named shadow-towns because they were usually made mostly from 
materials that let no natural light in, casting the residents into a permanent twilight. All of 
these solutions were rife with problems from overpopulation and lack of planning. While 
the planned communities, or rich-man’s havens, had their own sources of power, with 
isolated and protected backups, all of the common solutions still relied on grid power. 
The military seized plants in some places, keeping the juice safe and flowing, but they 
were prone to using it to their own ends, and brownouts in the military regions were 
frequent. Elsewhere, power stations were just abandoned, eventually either breaking 
down with nobody to maintain them, or being overrun with militant squatters, Light 
Pirates, who fortified the buildings and their surrounding areas into paramilitary bases, 
and shared power only as they saw fit, often sending out emissaries to nearby 
communities to lay claim to whatever fee they could squeeze out of the inhabitants. Food 
stores, medical equipment, livestock and teenage daughters were bartered away for just a 
few more months of power. The only other option was cutting free of the national power 
grid, and using some kind of localized generators. Smaller power sources meant burning 
wood, coal, gas, and garbage for fuel, which sent steady streams of thick smog into the 
air outside the shelters, already unfit for breathing.  

Once the canned food supplies grew low, malnutrition and starvation joined in 
among the concerns of the survivors. The shadow-towns were built around houses that 
included yards and gardens, and even had the foresight to bring animals into the shelter to 
begin with. Militias were set up to watch over the valued livestock and the grazing land. 
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All the UV lamps that could be found were gathered together for growing lamps, and 
every yard that wasn’t already home to people in tents and trailers was ripped up for 
planting. Rationing became key to survival, and stealing food was punishable by death. 
The food issue was even tougher for the dome-less cities to counter, with much of the 
occupancy unused to growing anything at all, and no livestock anywhere nearby to breed 
into a food supply. Room was needed for anything to grow in, and when nobody 
volunteered to vacate their stake, entire floors of people were killed. Most of the 
communities found office buildings would make the best farm area, providing the biggest 
open floor space once cleared of old cubical walls that had been turned into shanty towns. 
Soil was gathered from gardening stores, potted plants, shredded paper, ash, and small 
private gardens, put into makeshift planters and spread on the ground. Dogs and cats were 
captured and confiscated, kept penned together to breed. It wasn’t uncommon to find 
household pets as the sole source of meat in many of these places. Every once in a while, 
someone would have managed to find petting-zoo goats or potbellied pigs to breed. Only 
very few of these places actually resorted to cannibalism, breaking down into a social 
class-system. Immigrants who lacked the ability to communicate became slaves, bred as 
coldly as livestock for food supply, and committing even the smallest of crimes resulted 
in death for consumption. Few of the bubble islands survived their food shortages, the 
malls and shopping centers lacking in the resources needed to keep people alive. A 
minority of the larger ones were able to reproduce the methods used in big cities, only on 
smaller scales, pet-stores serving as a starting stock for breeding, fountains becoming 
gardens. However, most of the places combined too many people with too little resource, 
with the gardens that could be cultivated feeding not even a quarter of them. In these 
places, consuming human flesh was a question of time, some having a similar idea of 
breeding people for food and finding their population too small, and some simply 
resorting to eating their dead, just to stay alive for a few more months before even this 
resource was gone, and the remaining population died.  

With all the dangers that we knew about, and all the problems facing us, there 
were even more that we hadn’t thought about, and caught us by surprise. All over the 
world, whole cities were abandoned and dead. For a year after the outbreaks started, the 
plagues of people dying because the air, the water, and the earth had become so toxic it 
was poison, panic set into the population. For every company and factory that planned to 
shut down the factory and dispose of everything properly, there were four that simply 
became abandoned overnight. Families packed up what they needed and left their houses, 
still completely full. Over the next years, as the new communities built up and struggled 
to become steady, the world they left behind was balancing in it’s own way. Fires started 
from lightning or hot days, or random chance, and there was nobody to put them out. 
Entire cities burned down, each house a treasure trove of plastics and chemicals, cars and 
oil reserves, factories and waste disposal facilities all full of poison and death that we 
weren’t around to contain anymore. When these cities burned, they released a hundred 
years worth of damage over a series of days. Chemical containment tanks at the plants, 
on trains and the backs of mack trucks all rusted, aged, and split, letting their contents 
soak into the ground, or run into the water. The first year after the exodus, untold 
additional damage was done to the environment.  
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Between the state of the world when everyone started going into hiding, and the 
damage that occurred once nobody was behind the wheel of our venomous lifestyle, the 
environment became incredibly unbalanced. Both plants and wildlife felt the effects of 
the ecological horror, struggling to maintain balance for so long, and then failing. The 
waters were so toxic that most of the rivers and lakes were no longer able to support life. 
Millions of fish just died, floating to the water and washing to shore. If there had been 
any news agencies left to see it, they would have reported what looked like rivers of 
blood, and spread second-coming terror across the world. But for the most part, the 
viewers of this tragedy were the birds that depended on the fish for food. Some feasted on 
the poisoned carrion, only to die from the same toxins that killed the fish, and the rest 
started the slow process of starvation. The air was so thick with ash and smog that it 
coated the bird’s feathers, making it hard to fly, and coated the inside of their lungs, 
making it impossible to breath. The avian population on several continents was cut down 
by 80%. Having no birds in the skies meant that there was nothing keeping the insect 
population down, and there are no toxins that the bugs couldn’t adapt to. Before long, 
thick black swarms of insects filed the skies. The befouled water evaporated and became 
acid rain, which spread the promise of death across the land in waves. Dirty black 
raindrops covered the fields and forests, choking out the less hearty plants, and flowers in 
weeks. Grazing animals grew sick and died. Insect population, out of control, devoured 
whole fields of the hearty plants the rain hadn’t killed, and with the soil now polluted, 
seeds were long in growing. The wildlife population is said to have dropped by between 
40 and 60%. Entire strains of flowers died out, leaving only the most oppressive and 
hearty of plants to grow. Blackberry bushes and ivy have covered over whole fields and 
cities in some places.    

Widespread death among all the things of the world that live was only half the 
problem. The long burning fires, with their lingering, pitch-black smoke, started to create 
their own weather systems. Long-term changes to the air, thickening, changing chemical 
balance, started to create a climate shift, creating volatile weather in with the global 
warming we started decades ago. There were more violent storms, with lightning igniting 
even more of the abandoned towns, and creating natural disasters for the fragile life 
contained inside the shelters. A single tornado could rip a shadow-town apart in an 
instant, with all that construction that wasn’t meant to stand up to nature. If their 
materials were spread far enough, and enough damage was done, the entire community 
would fail, some fleeing on foot with what they could carry, the rest staying to struggle 
and eventually die. Where there weren’t tornados, there were hurricanes, and where there 
weren’t hurricanes, there were floods. The thrown-together shelters were especially 
vulnerable to disaster. There were no emergency services, no evacuation plans, so if a 
building caught on fire, there was nowhere to go, and nobody but the people around you 
to put it out. The buildings that had water had very rudimentary systems, rigged together. 
Some of the better ones could get water pumped as far as the top floor of the building, but 
there wasn’t enough pressure for the old sprinkler systems or fire hoses to be any good. 
In most cases, the best anyone could hope for was to keep the fire from spreading to other 
buildings. Floods are the worst, though, and it seems there’s more every year. All of the 
modifications that went into sealing off buildings were done with whatever could be 
found. Windows were welded shut, plates of metal sealing off vents. The only way to get 
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from one building to another is through tunnels built on or under street level. If a flood 
comes, all you can do is pray everything holds together, because once the water level 
rises above the only exit in or out of your buildings, a single leak can mean death. Not 
just through being unable to get to the food supply kept somewhere else, and not just 
from the mélange of disease and pestilence the water brings in, infecting people by the 
score, but because of the sheer damage done to the building. Caustic air outside, eating 
away at the metal, and destructive people inside put more wear on the buildings than was 
safe, tearing out walls where they see fit, packed beyond the capacity set for weight 
safety, and the fact that, while the air was filtered, nothing was done to sap the moisture 
from the air, and all the walls were constantly damp. Down south there was a bay that 
flooded a dome-less city. The foundation literally dissolved from under a ten-story 
building, sending it crashing into the five-story office complex next door. On the other 
side of the shelter, an old apartment building that had been made of too much wood just 
gave way. Over a thousand people died in one day. Twice that number got sick from the 
air and water leaking into their no longer closed system. To make it all worse, the five-
story building had been the hound-pen and the garden, supplying much of the 
community’s food. By the time they got anywhere near re-stabilized, they had lost half 
their number.  

That just goes to illustrate the tentative balance that echoed through the entire 
world. A single upset could set off a chain of events that caused major devastation. Most 
of the time, teetering above death was all you could hope for. You find a shelter 
somewhere, and try and grow used to the noise and the smell and the squalor, usually 
controlled under totalitarian rule. You get used to meager rations and not having privacy 
anymore, to illness and struggle, to giving up your virgin daughter to pay the electric bill 
and even used to the idea of eating a regular diet of long-pig. Or, you face your only other 
option, and risk living out in the world. There are still some places where people live. 
Humans are, after all, fairly adaptable, and so, like the cockroaches and locusts, once the 
bulk of the dying is done, what’s left will be a tougher strain of human being. Living in 
the open means living hard, though, fighting tooth and nail for a foothold. Some settled 
into ranches, rigging tarps to keep the rain off their crops, breeding carefully to keep a 
few cattle alive. They only need enough food to support themselves, but when you’re out 
there by yourself, there is no safety net. One bad storm, one bandit raid, one swarm of 
locusts, and you’re going to be left with nothing to eat, except maybe the locusts. There 
are those who turned to living off the land, returning to the woods and plains of their 
ancestors, or people’s ancestors that they read about in books. In the wild, you have the 
same odds as the rest of the animals, but you’re odds of survival are probably better than 
that of the lone farmer. And then there are the gypsies; people who don’t like to settle, 
who travel between settlements, scavenging towns for things to trade for food, offering 
handcrafts and luxuries in exchange for the basic needs. Although the threats of illness 
and bandits and weather are still there, there are also benefits to being constantly on the 
move. There aren’t a lot of places that won’t welcome in a respectable gypsy, even some 
of the rich-man’s havens. Moving around, you hear a lot of stories and see a lot of things, 
and letting in a traveler is the only way for a sealed society to get news of the world. 
Once, we were regarded as spies or troublemakers, and were unwanted everywhere, but 
when you’re living on a fine line, hearing how another group of people like yourself is 
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getting by might give you ideas, and it could mean all the difference. After the sky was 
too thick and all the satellites stopped being worth anything, we became a welcome sight 
even in the shining glass palaces. 

Even with the threats of being unprotected, of having to walk on foot over 
thousands of miles, the breathing masks and chemical burns and bug bites, I’d rather be 
out here than locked inside. The world is a big place, and once you’ve seen it, and you 
get to realize just how many big cities there were, how many towns and people, I couldn’t 
imagine locking myself up and not seeing how it plays out. Even if I end up dead on the 
side of a road, I’d prefer not to take my chances getting knifed over a bit of salvage or my 
portion of kitten-steak, or learning firsthand what a 7 year old girl tastes like. There’s too 
much to see. Besides the world, the way it is now, it’s our fault. I figure, even if it kills us 
all, it was just self defense. No different than a beautiful, vibrant woman, repeatedly 
raped and beaten beyond recognition snapping, and trying to kill her abuser. I’ve seen 
what’s been done to the girl, and I know she’s gone now, beyond any repair or 
redemption that I’ll ever see. I know she’ll kill me sooner or later, but I’ll still take my 
chances with her, and enjoy what’s left of her beauty before she does it.   
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In DeepIn DeepIn DeepIn Deep    
 
 
 
For as long as she could remember, Siena was fascinated with the way things 

worked. When she was six she caught a spanking for waking up early and taking apart 
her father’s alarm clock. She knew it was important to him, because she heard him 
talking about it every morning and some evenings, and wanted to know how something 
so small could be so significant. She took it apart and found only wires, circuit boards, 
and gears. Little Siena couldn’t figure out how such a strange mixture of things could 
come together to make a clock move, how the little round, conical thing could make so 
much noise when it didn’t have a whistle or lungs or anything, and the wires and circuits 
confused her completely. At six, she had just learned how to tell time using the hands on 
the clock, and she had seen a cartoon once where clocks were all pendulums and gears, so 
she was expecting that. While she was figuring this out in the middle of the living room 
floor, her dad was fast asleep, unaware that anything was happening until his boss called 
to ask why he was three hours late. Even in as big a rush as he was in, he took the time to 
tan her hide before hurrying out the door. Then he went to work, and she wiped away the 
tears, and quietly crept back out to the parts of the clock that her dad kicked into a pile. 
Pain was just a memory as soon as she got her hands back on those parts again. Since her 
daddy was so mad that the clock was broken, she would fix it and put it back together. 
Electricians had to replace the wiring on one entire wall of the house after she plugged it 
in, and her momma nearly had a heart attack with all the smoke. She got it again for 
setting fire to the house by plugging the broken clock back in and causing so much 
damage, but that was alright with her, because Siena was in love.  

When she got a little older, and all of her friends were reading Thirteen and 
Tigerbeat, putting posters of Joey Lawrence and Jonathan Brandis on their walls, Siena 
was begging her parents for subscriptions to Popular Mechanics and Wired, and 
decorated her walls with the early pictures of the Moller Skycar and cutaway shots of 
how nuclear power plants worked. In highschool her entire class took a three-day trip to 
Seattle, and her boyfriend got reservations for dinner in the space needle. He was trying 
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to impress with dinner and his dad’s money, but she was too distracted by the building 
itself, and the view. She kept asking waiters if she could see the hub of the revolving 
restaurant, aching to know how it worked. The diagrams in the observation deck showing 
how it had been built kept her attention for longer than her boyfriend’s eyes ever had, and 
when he finally cornered her at the table and asked what she thought, she told him that he 
should have brought her in the daytime, so she could have seen the city better. In 
retrospect, it had been one of the more romantic dates she had gone on, and years later, 
when guys were bringing her to smoky clubs in the industrial part of town she longed for 
something tall and beautiful to eat in, but the boy himself gave up on her when she 
refused to do more than kiss him goodnight when they got back to the hotel.  

In college, she had a hard time making friends. When her everyone around her 
was obsessed with Survivor and American Idol, she was following the X-Prize contest 
religiously, and making a point to watch Modern Marvels. The only guys who were 
geeky enough to appreciate her obsessions didn’t know anything about girls that they 
didn’t learn from porn movies, and the ones who had class expected her to trade in her 
passion for how things worked and how things were built, for a passion only for them. 
Every time someone would start to accuse her of putting them aside for her obsessions, 
she would laugh at them, and reply that she loved erections, but didn’t see how any 
man’s, even the biggest she had ever seen, coming and going every half hour, could 
compare to the Eiffel Tower, which had only been built once. All told, she spent seven 
years in college, because she couldn’t settle on just one major. When she did graduate, 
she had majors in Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Architecture. As 
proud as her parents were, they couldn’t explain how she ended up the way she did.  

All through her time at school, she worked in the labs all year so that when 
summer came, she had money to travel. Sometimes friends went with her, and sometimes 
she went alone, but she was determined to see the feats that men had created. When she 
did have companions, she drug them through cities, looking for the marvels she dreamt 
of; the Eiffel Tower, the TV Tower in Berlin, the London Eye, the Chunnel, the Brooklyn 
Bridge. Siena went to London, and never came close to seeing the changing of the 
guards, and she refused to go in to see the crown jewels, but went through the Tower 
bridge museum twice, studying every piece of ingenuity that led to a pioneer of bridges. 
When she went to St. Paul’s Cathedral, she demanded of a priest that they make a 
displays showing the design of the Temple of Diana that stood for three hundred years 
before it was destroyed by Christians to build the first Cathedral. God was in the building 
itself for her, not in the cross, and denying the roots of the building was the biggest sin 
she could imagine. In Paris, she laughed when her friends went to stand in the long lines 
for the Louvre and the Musee D’Orsay, spending her day exploring the catacombs 
instead, and then going on a tour of all the bridges, studying the difference in design over 
the centuries. She insisted on taking the train between the two, just to see the Chunnel, 
and then almost missed her train watching a movie about how it had been made, with the 
enormous drill-bits that men got in and drove, cutting through rock and stone, leaving a 
bare tunnel and rubble behind it. While everyone else was asleep on the way back, she 
was on the edge of her seat, trying to see the tunnel itself through the dark.  

Underground tunnels fascinated her beyond most things. Every city she went to, 
Siena set aside time to explore their subways and metro trains, any underground caverns 
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that might be open to the public. Once she graduated, she applied for every department of 
transportation that had a subway system that needed building or maintained. She signed 
up for German lessons on the hope that she’d be able to work on the U-Bahn, and once 
dated a British man for six months based on the lie that his uncle worked with the 
Department of Transport in London, which to her meant a shot at the London 
Underground. It was through some of the contacts she made while looking for work in 
tunnels that she heard about the project.  

For decades, there had been a group of creative souls even more obsessed than 
she was with the idea that underground travel was the way to go. Convinced that trains 
moving beneath the earth would be able to move faster not having to stop for cars, or 
traffic, or stay confined to a web of small towns and safety around curves, these people 
started their initial drawings for an underground cross-country train. When work began 
on the Chunnel, they had already been finished with their most advanced planning, and 
had started work quietly. Beneath the cities, the water supplies and their subways, those 
behemoths that carved out tunnels were cutting paths from one side of the country to the 
other. Legal loopholes drove them to dig deep below the boundaries of property 
ownership, and bravery drove them to dig beneath the borders of countries. The men who 
started the journey were already getting old by the time the bulk of the tunnels they 
already had were reinforced and lined with the power and tracks they would need. The 
prototype cars had been completed since 1973, waiting for enough track to get tested on, 
and in the second year after Siena graduated, everyone was ready for the trials.  

Rumors spread far and wide about the trains, and at first mention, Siena knew 
she had to see it for herself. It took a lot of convincing and acting like the sweet debutante 
around the same kinds of sheltered geeks she avoided in college who thought of her as 
little more than a realdoll that understood English, but she got the right numbers, and 
made the calls. Finding out who to talk to had been the hard part; the scientists 
themselves were easy to talk to, and instantly impressed by this girl’s passion and 
qualifications. Her hands were shaking so hard when she wrote down the time and 
address for her visit that she re-wrote it seven times, just to make sure she had a clear 
copy nearby.  

The property was hard to get to by design. Built into a wide spot between two 
directions of a busy highway, there was a natural moat of five-lane traffic, cars flying by 
in both directions at all times of the day that had no qualms about hitting anyone dumb 
enough to step in their way. You had to take the DOT access road, which consisted of a 
gap between cement barriers that led out to a narrow road that had been gravel in its 
heyday, and was now largely overgrown. The path led down to a culvert swinging below 
the highway, and, with your car parked beneath the low, concrete ceiling that shook like 
an earthquake and roared with every passing car, you walked down a narrow path to the 
entrance of the building. Passersby assumed the glass and metal building sticking out of 
the island between sections of the highway had something to do with the Department of 
Transportation, and the DOT workers weren’t paid enough to assume anything that didn’t 
involve their jobs or union regulations. Siena could feel her knees going weak as she 
walked up to the door in the building, more nervous than she thought she’d ever be, even 
walking down the aisle at her own wedding. Inside the creative architecture and slight 
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wear from age of the building, rumors bigger than all her dreams were supposedly 
coming true.  

Once she stepped through the door, she was surprised at how brightly lit the 
place was. Most of it was open floor with polished granite tiles, what would someday be 
the ground beneath bustling foot-traffic, but for the moment sat untouched most of the 
time. There was an automated kiosk that served as a news and coffee stand, and, while 
she was waiting for her guide, Siena ordered something to sip on. She was marveling at 
how hidden the building was, even though she could look up and see passing cars going 
by above her head when the elevator doors slid open with a smooth mechanical noise. 
She turned, heart in her chest, to see a tall man with a wiry, white beard, and little hair on 
his head. He shook her hand, introducing himself as Dr. Bolivar, and welcomed her to 
what he called the Ellipsis. She stepped nervously into the large steel box of the elevator, 
two people in a place designed for over 30, and he pressed the large, bright down button. 
On the way down, he explained that they were going 1200 feet down, in a trip that would 
take between 1.5 and 2 minutes, which meant they were dropping it more than 10 feet per 
second.  When the elevator slowed and the doors opened, the smell of a construction site, 
still fresh without the scents of too many people, wafted in.  

Her guide led her down the stairs to the left, and explained that, while most 
subway systems operate with two or more trains in a single tunnel, moving side-by-side, 
the Ellipses system involved two separate tunnels for the different directions. This 
involved more digging for the crews, but also meant that there was no chance of the cars 
colliding in the tunnels and allowed for a more secure track system, which meant a higher 
rate of speed.  

The stairs opened up to a large station, with a ceiling higher than she had 
expected, and clean tile walls on all sides. The tunnel was huge and somewhat elliptical 
in shape, with rails on all sides, not just the bottom. There were actually two platforms 
facing the opening in the tunnel; the tile ground, and a large platform built above that 
one. Siena’s interest was piqued, imagining something like the double-decker trains along 
some of the Paris metro lines, but with separate doors for each deck. Opposite the tunnel 
was a tile façade, with a few black holes in it, where shop counters might one day be. 
Two more automated kiosks were the only things working down there. Dr. Bolivar took 
her to the black gaps in the wall, pulling out a penlight and shining it into a darkness so 
black that the light didn’t find another side. The plan, he explained, was that this would 
one day be a large station with many shops in it, and, on the other side of the vast cavern, 
an underground station connecting to the city lines, where passengers could transfer, just 
on the edge of town. The façade was put up to make it feel more comfortable, and safe, 
until the day arrived when they needed to open it up for commerce. The discussion came 
to a halt when Siena felt the deep rumble of the arriving car, which slowed and then 
pulled into the visible part of the tunnel and slid to a stop like a spaceship docking to a 
station.  

The car actually resembled a spacecraft to a large degree. Like a flying saucer, 
or the top of the space needle, it was actually almost completely round, shaped like a 
UFO instead of a train. She was suddenly reminded of that romantic date, of one of her 
early explorations into the world of man’s ability to create amazing things. Her heart in 
her chest, Siena stepped aboard the Ellipsis. There were new designs, her guide 
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explained, for the train cars. Currently, two different ideas were being built for testing; 
one of them a series of three cars, like the one she was standing in, connected together, 
which made it resemble it’s namesake, and the other a single long, torpedo-like car with 
articulation in the middle at one or two points. What she was standing in was one of the 
first cars built, a prototype, which had the style of the time it was built, with more 
walking space than chairs, and dark brown and gold color themes. Siena was beyond 
worrying about color, though, walking around the car. The entire floor was one open 
circle, with stairs on opposite ends and in the middle leading to the upper level. The 
center hub held the restrooms and the maintenance areas, and, near to the stairs on either 
side, were an information desk and a news-kiosk. Modern versions, she was told, would 
have more seating and better style, as well as a few more cubbies and lockers for 
baggage.  

With her eyes on the windows, leading into the darkness, light reflecting off of 
metal flashing by outside so fast it became a blur, she climbed the circular staircase in the 
center to the upper deck. The upper level had a small shop on one side, selling snacks, 
books and games, as well as movies and music, for use along the trip. The opposite side 
had a small bar/café. Both of these had men running them, just to show off for Siena on 
her first trip. Among the ideas for the newer cars were separated cars for adults with an 
open bar, or maybe a small restaurant, and in other cars perhaps a small bank of arcade 
machines or even beds. The man behind the counter started mixing a drink, and Dr. 
Bolivar continued to explain to her; the current standard for above-ground trains was the 
200 MPH that was common in France, with the absolute top speed running somewhere 
around 300 MPH. Since this system didn’t have to worry about running off rails, fitting 
in it’s tunnel like a bullet in a gun, and used powerful magnets to cut friction on the rails 
at almost nothing, and the fact that they were able to cut very straight tunnels, with the 
most minimal, gentle of turns, their trains could safely go twice the speed. Designed as a 
solution to cover large leaps of ground, their system of tunnels connected only major 
towns, and made few unnecessary stops. Long, straight trips were quicker, saving on 
energy to stop and accelerate again. When they went into service, it would cost 
passengers less than a quarter of the cost of a plane ticket to cover the same distance. It 
would take less than two hours to get from New York to Chicago, and less than ten to get 
to LA, without ever leaving the ground. Tunnels already existed underneath much of the 
United States, with branches leading both into Canada, and through Mexico, with teams 
already well on their way to reaching Alaska, with careful planning in the works on a 
track to Hawaii. It was possible that, sometime in the not-too-distance future, tunnels 
could be dug underneath the ocean, connecting North America to South, and the 
Americas to Asia, Europe, and Africa.  

Traveling on a magnetic cushion in a spaceship traveling in secret tunnels 
underneath the cities of America, Siena sighed more contentedly than she had ever had in 
her entire life, suddenly more relaxed than the best post-coital release, than waking up 
from the deepest sleep. She was wrapped up in her wildest dreams made real, surrounded 
by mysteries and projects that would keep her happy for the rest of her life. With her 
cocktail in hand, she lifted her feet and stretched out along the padded bench, resting her 
drink on her stomach. Dr. Bolivar hadn’t even bothered to ask if she wanted to join the 
team to work for them, and she had no need to vocalize her wish to work in the tunnels. It 
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would have taken more people than were on board the car to drag her out of there against 
her will, and she would have spent the rest of her life dreaming about it. For the old 
scientist, the warmth he felt from her for the project made him smile, remembering the 
days when he started working on the designs on paper for what they were sitting in, and 
he knew she would work as hard as he did, for as long as he did, until the project was 
completed. And, as for the girl, she was at home. Beneath thousands of tons of rocks, 
completely blocked away from the sun, from people, and from fresh air that wasn’t 
dragged in by machines, surrounded with more machines and problems than people in 
every direction, Siena was home.  
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On The RunOn The RunOn The RunOn The Run    
 
 
 
They’re after me again, and I have no idea why. I can only vaguely remember 

being in a field, long and green. I was talking to a friend, Juniper, someone I care very 
much for. She didn’t look like anything was wrong; we were just having a good time like 
we always do. I remember watching her talk, thinking how good she looked in the pale 
light, when it hit me that if it was dark, it must be night, and I really shouldn’t be there. I 
knew I shouldn’t be there, I could feel it with a panic, but I didn’t know why. All I knew 
was that I didn’t want to leave; I felt so good just standing there, talking. I wanted to stay 
there all night, until the dew came and the sun made the sky burn all around me. But I 
saw her looking at her watch, and I knew she knew. She would be in just as much trouble 
as I would, but, again, I don’t know why. Or who would care whether I stay here and talk 
to this girl. I only know the feeling, the one I have grown so used to, knowing that 
somebody was watching, and waiting for an excuse to lash out. So I told her goodnight, 
and turned to run off through the grass. Once I was away from her, away from the 
comfort of her presence, I started to worry a little more. When I got to the fence at the 
edge of the field, I knew I shouldn’t be there. After all, they put up fences to keep me out. 
So I climbed, quickly, before anybody would see. And then I saw the headlights behind 
me.  
 A giant truck roared, its high beams pointed right into my eyes, so I couldn’t see 
anything but myself and the gray night on the other side of me, a perfect silhouette of 
myself, caught halfway over the fence. The engine gunned again, and the lights lurched 
and started to run. It was going to hit me. I couldn’t climb fast enough; I knew that as 
slow as I had to go over the fence, as much time as I wasted maneuvering the barbed 
wire, the truck could go right through in no time flat. It could take me out before I even 
got my feet on the ground, and wouldn’t hesitate in trying. I had to get away. I knew the 
instinct before I could even think the words, and was running before I knew where to. 
But, then, I’m used to that, too. As long as I can remember, almost, I’ve been running 
from something.  
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 There was no way to know at the time how many there would be. I could have 
guessed, I suppose, but its one of those things that doesn’t keep to patterns. Sometimes its 
just one person, sometimes its hundreds, but I can’t remember any of them ever chasing 
after me to give me a hug or a marzipan bear. The only options are to run or fight. And I 
don’t want to fight or give up, if you can consider that an option. I haven’t actually 
wanted to fight in a very long time. Fighting means hurting people, and it means being 
hurt. I may not always be thrilled with life, but that’s doesn’t mean I want it to end. Not 
while there are girls like Juniper in the world. Leaving me the option of trying to get 
away before something bad happens to someone. I’ve done enough in my life, makes it 
hard to look someone you care about in the eyes. I’ve seen so much darkness and evil. So 
many terrible things happen to the people I loved the most. Sometimes when I do catch 
the gaze of someone special, all I can see are the memories, people I once loved, staring 
back at me, the life drained from their eyes.  

There was an attack once, one that lingers a little more than the rest. An army, 
but not in the modern sense. They were dressed and armed more like civil war soldiers. 
So was I, I guess, but what else could I do? That’s what there was to wear, and only thing 
I had to fight with. When in Rome, right? So I got some clothes from the people in the 
town. People I knew, but not really well enough to remember how or why I knew them. 
The only people who I actually knew were my old friend, Alan, a few newer friends, and 
Natalie, who I had been after for some time. We were going on a trip, but ended up in the 
middle of a mess instead. A full-scale war. Maybe not modern-warfare scales, but when 
you have five hundred people together ready to fight twice that-it’s a war. We just fell 
into it. So we fought. Muskets and shotguns and a few modern handguns, running and 
bleeding and screaming. When a frontal assault wasn’t working, we took to the forests 
and hills behind the town. Draw them apart and pick them off; that was the plan. It 
worked, for the most part. We ambushed them by the dozens. We were certain we were 
winning, despite our casualties. And then one of the groups called out to me. To me 
specifically. Even in this place, nowhere near home, in the middle of a battle I had 
nothing to do with aside from just showing up, they were hunting me specifically. They 
called out that they found Alan and another of my friends near the edge of the woods. I 
looked out from behind a tree. It was dark enough that they couldn’t see me. Not clearly. 
But they knew I was around. And they weren’t lying. They had Alan and Duane sitting 
on their knees at the front of the group. When I didn’t respond, they shot Duane. I yelled 
out to them, told them I would kill them for that. Just because Duane and I weren’t close 
doesn’t mean he shouldn’t be show in a summary execution just for fighting for his life. 
Not without someone to avenge him. They didn’t know where exactly the voice had 
come from. They told me they had another present for me, and launched it in my general 
direction from a catapult. I snuck to where it landed, to see what it was. I saw Natalie’s 
eyes looking up at me. 

While we were fighting, the sun had gone down. The few men and women left 
behind to guard those who couldn’t or wouldn’t fight in the town were at a loss once it 
was dark. Made it easy for a small faction of the enemy to break off and get into town. 
They found Natalie. Somehow they knew who she was to me. Or maybe they didn’t, 
maybe they just thought a pretty girl would make more impact on me, and she was the 
prettiest girl they could find. Either way, they took her. They killed her. They cut her 
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head off, just to set it on a pike and make an example of her for me and anyone else 
fighting. Suddenly being out-numbered wasn’t that big a deal anymore. I had the high 
ground, I had the advantage, and I had more reason to kill them than I could have 
imagined. I was fighting before because I ended up in the position to do so, and because 
these people were shooting at me, but not because it was my fight. Now it was. There was 
nothing more important about it. I was here to shed blood; to kill every last one of them. 
Even the guns couldn’t work fast enough. I leapt off my knoll with knives in each hand, 
and tore into the dozen men standing below. When a blade got caught on one young 
man’s ribs, I abandoned it for another that was in the next man’s belt. There is no 
shortage of weapons in a battlefield. I fought until there was only the one man left, the 
one who had been in charge. I stuck both knives into his chest, and started twisting. I 
could hear ribs cracking, I could feel the organs tearing. I asked him if he had been the 
one to do it. He didn’t answer me fast enough, so I dug in deeper. He finally gasped out 
that he was.  

“Why?! She had nothing to do with this battle!” 
“But she…was something…to you.” 
“And what am I? You don’t know me, why did she have to die for me?” 
“You wer…were helping th…them win” 
“You killed her because I was winning!?” 
“Don’t be so…mad. She…never would have touched you anyway. My men got 

more ass from her…before she died than you would ev…ever have no matter how long 
she lived.”  

There weren’t enough ways to hurt him, not enough places to put my knives. I 
tore him to ribbons. I can’t say when he actually stopped feeling it. I wasn’t paying 
attention. Not until the thin bayonet knife I got from one of the dead men broke off in his 
eye socket did I realize how gruesome he looked, and that there was no point in trying to 
hurt him anymore. He was dead, and so was Natalie. And Duane. Alan was curled into a 
tight little ball in the mud and blood; I couldn’t tell if he was alive or not. Not until I tried 
to roll him over, and he screamed and scurried away from me did I catch on that he was 
still kicking. So I untied him, and handed him a rifle. We had to collect our friends, if any 
of them were alive, and kill some people, a lot of people, and then get the fuck out of 
there. We managed to find Scott. Mark was alive when we found him, too, but he didn’t 
make it past the final push out of the forest, out of the bloodshed. It was just the three of 
us that left there. And in all honestly, I would have traded any of us to bring Natalie back. 
It took me a long time until I was able to sleep again without seeing her eyes in their 
sockets, frozen in an image of terror and sadness, staring up at me from the forest floor, 
body nowhere to be found. Sometimes, when I get close to someone, I see her face still. 
Or one of the other people who died simply because they were close to me. Because I 
cared about them, or even just because they happened to be around me. And it makes me 
realize that maybe the best thing I can do for anyone I love is to stay back. Not just to 
stay friends, but to never see them again. Before something bad happens. 

But it gets so very lonely. And I just want someone to hold me, so be there when 
I wake up. Its not fair that I can’t have that just because some fuck is going to eventually 
try to kill them or worse, simple for letting themselves feel something for me. It’s even 
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less fair that they should have such rotten things happen for letting me in. So I stay back, 
and stay alone.  

It makes it a sort of paradoxical existence; to run because I have so much life 
left to live, because I can’t give up when I’d be leaving behind somebody I care so very 
much about, but at the time same, being completely unable to get near to her, to even give 
her a chance to love me, for fear of her being hurt. It pulls her away from me, until I start 
to get sick of all the running, and think maybe it’s time to just let them catch me; to fight 
and fall and let everything just wash past me. And as long as I know that somewhere 
there is a love stronger than the emptiness, I cannot let it go.  

 
I don’t mean to imply I am entirely without peace. There have been breaks in 

my life, places of quiet, of pure and absolute joy. There was this place I found once. I was 
just wandering through a glade of some kind—going for a walk like I usually do when I 
need to clear my head. I love walking through forests. Everything is so green and serene 
and alive. That’s something a lot of people miss. They confuse innocence and purity 
sometimes. Some of the most interesting, beautiful people I have ever known aren’t 
innocent in the least, but they have this purity to them that rings in a similar way. 
Passionate and deep and involved. They have their sins, their pasts, and I wouldn’t call a 
one of them naïve, innocent, or ignorant. But they are pure, and in that way, there’s a 
freshness to them, a spark of something wild and new, something that makes me smile. 
Anyway, that’s how I feel about the woods-about most places in nature, where there 
aren’t any buildings or streets or cell phones. They’re dirty, full of bugs and unclean 
water. But at the same time, unspoiled and natural and healthy. There was a lake, and I 
was walking along the edge of it, just staring out at the stillness of the water, moving only 
slightly with the fish inside. And then I came to a clearing. And there was a small stone 
ridge; not something made, something that had just happened, leading like a path out to a 
little island in the lake. No more than ten feet across, the majority of it was this tall, lush 
tree, like a willow, bent over, branches hanging low to the ground. It was a small 
mountain of leaves and life. I couldn’t take my eyes off it. I didn’t even notice the girl 
sitting behind me on a mossy rock, until she stood up and made a subtle little noise.  
 When I turned to see her, she was smiling, watching me watch the tree, its 
dangling branches swaying ever so slightly in the wind. She looked into my eyes, and 
gently took my hands, and led me across the rocks to the little island. She held the 
dangling greenery aside for me, to go inside. Under the tree was going a soft carpet of 
grass. It was cool and comforting, and the light coming through the leaves above made 
everything look green and magical. The girl followed me in, and sat down next to me. 
She seemed to be glowing in the light, like it was somehow a part of her, sitting there on 
the grass. In an instant, like a memory I had never seen before, I became convinced that 
she lived in this perfect little escape. I couldn’t find the words to ask though. I was afraid 
to say anything not wanting to disturb the stillness and calm. And she didn’t seem to 
expect me to. The way she looked at me told me everything I needed to know. She 
moved closer to me, and put her hands on me. She touched my face and started taking off 
my clothes. And then we made love there, on the grass, until I lost track of all time. I 
couldn’t tell if it was day or dusk or dawn, the green canopy above seemed to glow the 
same in all light. I fell asleep with my head on her shoulder, and when I woke up, she was 
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sleeping next to me, warm and still and perfect. I drifted off again, and when I woke, I 
thought I could hear someone singing softly outside, and she was not next to me. I left to 
find the voice, so soft and soothing it had to have been hers, even though I hadn’t heard it 
before. I wandered a little into the woods after her, but got turned around, and the singing 
got quieter. I didn’t find the lake again, and I never saw the girl. But that peace has been 
inside of me. I’ve been looking for little pieces of it ever since. It’s what I picture to 
remind myself that as bad as things get, even when there are people after me and I don’t 
know why, when I can’t find a soul who seems to want to help, or even care a little about 
me, heaven still exists. Somewhere on a lake; green, and pure, and beautiful.  
  For some reason I always think back to that time when I’m running, too. Like 
maybe if I run fast enough or far enough I will end up there again. Every once in a while 
I think that maybe it was really heaven, and I can only get back when it’s all over and 
done. But I’d rather think its not.  
 The hard part, of course, is managing to keep focusing on what you’re doing 
while daydreaming about better times. The truck that was just behind me was joined by 
two more before I was even aware of it. It was a pretty open field; not much room to 
hide, and nothing to dodge between. There was a small town ahead, maybe only a 
hundred feet-but it would be a hundred foot sprint, and the only thing keeping the trucks 
from bearing down on me completely was the fact that the ground had its fair share of 
slopes and waves. Rolling hills can be a great friend sometimes, even if they do make it 
harder to run without stumbling. There’s always that fear, as my legs start to burn with 
exhaustion, that I’ll plant a wrong step and tumble down. Falling could end things pretty 
quick. It seemed so far away, until I would be somewhere I could take a break, hide a 
spell. Small towns, on the other hand, make me nervous. Even if they do provide a place 
to get away from whatever’s chasing you; provide cover. You still never know what’s 
going to be waiting for you. It could always be something even worse. Even the ones that 
aren’t anachronistic villages from the civil war era. Small towns all have secrets, and few 
of them are good. Big cities don’t deal in secrets as much. You’ll never find one group of 
people that big devoted to keeping little truths from escaping. When somebody dies, 
people know about it. They just don’t always care. But the smaller the town, the more 
you’re going to run into shadows that haven’t seen light in a very long time. Sometimes, 
when night-time comes, those shadows start moving around. 
  
 Some time back, I don’t know exactly when it was, I found myself in a town a 
lot like the one I was approaching. It was a modern town—the buildings were a little old 
but kept up, there was evidence of recent construction and everything. Only it was still 
and quiet, like something out of The Stand. I wandered around for a while, looking for 
someone, anyone. I couldn’t even figure out where I was, or why I was there. And then, 
in an instant, fifty men came pouring out of the buildings. Every one of them wore a 
black suit, and everyone of them was as ugly as the morning after a war. They looked like 
demons stuffed in a man’s skin. And every single one of them had a look in their eyes 
that made it abundantly clear that they wanted nothing more than to kill me. They had 
axes and machete’s and bats and knives and guns, and I had nothing. So I ran then, too. I 
ran and ran, until I had them confused about where I was. There was enough of them to 
search for me. Everywhere I turned someone else was just around the corner, looking and 
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waiting. Eventually, I ran out of options. One of them cornered me on a metal stairwell 
between two buildings. Another one was not far behind me, so I couldn’t go that way. All 
I could do was throw myself towards the attacker, and kick him in the head. He fell 
backwards, landing on the metal hard. The knife fell between the steps, and the man 
landed with his neck on one of them. I stepped on the back of his head as hard as I could, 
trying to break his neck. He stopped moving, and a muffled crunch filled the air, so I 
assumed it worked. I could hear the other one behind me, before I could even think about 
going down to get the knife, close as it was, and as much as I needed it. I ran out to the 
street, and turned a corner. I nearly ran into one man. I panicked and pushed his head into 
the glass storefront right next to us. The window shattered, leaving only the jagged edges 
around the frame of the window. While he was still disoriented, I lifted his head in my 
hands, and started drawing his neck across the jagged window, back and forth. He 
struggled at first, but when I cut deep enough, he stopped. The one behind me came 
around just then. I grabbed one of the shards, and started stabbing him in the chest and 
shoulders. It was cutting my hands, but it was cutting him worse. I wrapped my hand 
with his tie after he finally gave up and went down. He had been carrying a small 
machete. The one stuck on half a window was carrying a bat. So I had all I needed to 
fight back. Through the remainder of the evening, I roamed the city. When I came across 
one of the suited men, I took them out. I killed them by the ones and twos and threes, 
screaming and swinging my commandeered weapons like a savage warrior from some 
lost tribe. Every last one of them. Fifty. It’s been hard spending too much time in small 
towns since then. Every time I see a well-dressed man in a business suit, I can’t keep 
myself from watching him; from trying to see the depth of his eyes, see what he wants. 
Waiting for more to come rushing out of the woodworks. At the moment, I had a few 
more important things on my mind than that though. Three big things, full of littler ones 
that seemed to be shooting something at me and yelling.  
 

When I finally reached the beginnings of the city I was running to, the trucks 
had to find a new route. They couldn’t dodge between the houses as well as I could; 
couldn’t hop fences and cut through the back lots. But the deeper into the city I got, the 
larger it seemed. From a distance I saw precious few buildings that were even two stories 
high. Now I could see a few glass office buildings reaching higher. One was such a close 
replica of the building in which I worked that I had to wonder if maybe this wasn’t 
actually just a side of the city I hadn’t seen before; an angle I didn’t remember 
approaching it from. I didn’t have long to think about it, though, because even if the 
trucks were slowed down some by traffic and street corners, more and more people 
joined in the chase, randomly, out of the blue. While I was thinking I had lost my 
pursuers, a small mob had formed. I couldn’t even recognize them, or who they were 
with. If you recognize someone, and they want to kill you, that’s one thing. There might 
be a reason. And if it was someone you knew well, and they had a reason to be pissed, 
maybe you could talk them out of it, make things good. But when strangers want to kill 
you, what do you do? You can’t argue, even if you try. They don’t believe anything you 
say, and your credibility will never be stronger than their hatred.  
 In what seemed like moments there were more pursuers than I could count. 
Whenever I turned my head to try and gauge the distance between us, I just saw more and 
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more angry faces. A few of them I thought I recognized, but couldn’t be sure. With not 
too many other places to go, I turned to the building, so very like work, and charged in. 
The design was the same. The colors were different, and the furniture was somewhat 
changed and complicated, but the layout of the building was exactly like it had been in 
my office. Only bigger; the floors went on forever, and there were more of them than we 
had. Nothing numbered, but every time I went up, there was another flight above it. But 
even though this wasn’t the place I worked, with the endless mazes of desk and strange 
unfamiliarity about it, it was still full of a lot of the people I worked with. People I had 
seen around, people I spoke with regularly. Some people I even considered friends.   
When they recognized me, running away from a horde so large you could actually feel 
the ground moving as they chased after me, most just looked after with a general lack of 
interest. Some threw things at me. A few joined in the chase. It was a crowded mess, 
running through the offices, dodging the desks and people working. Nobody got out of 
the way; they just stood and stared wherever they were when they noticed people 
running. The floors were just different enough to throw me off. I got turned around one 
time too many, until I was pretty much surrounded. One of my pursuers was carrying a 
handgun. He seemed to be the only one visibly armed, but I knew how quickly they could 
pull weapons from nowhere.  

I attacked the one with the gun, hitting him in the face as hard as I could with a 
heavy metal stapler, so I could get the gun. It was smaller than my hand. But it was better 
defense than nothing. It might be enough to keep them back. At least for a while, until the 
rest came. I was clearly only dealing with a few dozen of the actual evil bastards, mixed 
into the crowd of pale-faced office workers. I tried to keep them back. The people who 
didn’t know why we were at odds were terrified of the crazed man with the gun. The rest 
were just pissed that I had the upper hand for the moment. One of the ones I knew, Jacob, 
was sitting on the desk. He had been a friend of mine, we went to lunch and talked while 
we should have been working. He started shouting for the rest of the people to get up 
here. I told him to stop, or I’d shoot him, but he just kept on shouting. So I shot him in 
the leg. He opened his mouth to yell, and then thought better of it. He just gripped his 
thigh, quickly staining red with all the blood pouring out.  
 

Some of the others gave up when they saw me shoot him. Knives and swords 
and clubs were all tossed down on the desks and the floor. I fired a shot in the air to 
encourage any fence-sitters to give up. But as many were giving up now, I knew more 
would be joining us shortly, and anybody who gave up was just as likely to regain their 
courage as soon as the reinforcements arrived. I picked up one of the swords. It wasn’t 
overly sharp, and felt too light. When I swung it, it caught on one of the desks, and the 
blade bent slightly. It was like something made from cheap aluminum. I picked up some 
others from the pile. None of them were any better. Made me wish for a weapon, a real 
weapon, of my own.  

I used to have a sword. It wasn’t the best sword in the world. It was hard to use 
and usually messy. But it was something, and it was damn sharp. It was essentially a long 
razorblade. Like the old kind of razor, the kind that was so thin it bent in your hands like 
paper or foil. You could cut your finger and not even know until it split open and started 
gushing. Just like that. So thin even that it couldn’t stand up under it's own weight. It bent 
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over if you just held it. You had to swing it to make it straighten out. There was a weight 
at the end that helped give it the inertia it needed to complete a cut. It cut through most 
things, but it was a bitch when it got stuck. So thin there wasn’t much leverage to pull it 
out. And the weight at the end would always get caught. It was ring-shaped, the weight, 
thicker than the rest of the blade, molded right into the end of it. The center of the ring 
was hollowed out. That was the only way to use it in close quarters. To hold the blade by 
the ring in one hand, and the handle in the other, and pull the thing tight. Had to cut with 
it that way, like a saw, like trying to strangle someone, if you were too close to get a 
swing in. It was brutal, and it was messy. I hated using it, and was frustrated any time I 
had to. But sometimes, I miss having it around. Because it was something. At least I 
wasn't unarmed. At least it was sharp... 

I took two of the cheap swords that were the sharpest and the least bent, put the 
small handgun in my pocket, and started looking for a fire escape, or some kind of 
secondary stairway, where I could escape. Somewhere that may take them a few minutes 
to look before they find me, or think to follow. There wasn’t much room to get around in, 
and there were only three ways on or off the floor. Two stairwells, one at either end, for 
emergencies, and the main office lobby where the elevators and main stairs came in. 
There were windows on every side of me, though, and I could see the world out. I wished 
I could have just jumped, climbed down the outside. Some kind of rope, something that 
could reach the bottom. There were wires, of course, and cables and extension cords 
galore for all the computers. But collecting all those and putting them together so they 
could support my weight would take forever. What I wouldn’t have given just to be able 
to throw a desk out the window and fly away; no more hassles or running. I think I could 
fly once, you know. It sounds strange, but I swear, for all my memories, I think it 
happened. Something else I lost somewhere along the way. Back in the days before I 
needed to run quite so much. Still sometimes, but even then, I could always just take off, 
get away. Go somewhere they couldn’t follow me. But it started to fade. It seems the 
older I got the less power I had to get off the ground. I could only go twenty feet off the 
ground, and then fifteen. Then I had to be running just to be able to lift off the ground ten 
feet for a short distance. And then nothing. I have no idea where it went, or what 
happened that took this ability from me. It wasn’t any one thing I can remember. It was 
just gone, and when people were after me, I had no other way out. No escape that they 
couldn’t follow. Just to keep running. It’s been years now. Running, fighting, trying to 
get away, just to stay alive. So many years… 

 The main doorways from the lobby exploded, and a rush of people came. I tried 
to keep my head down and behind the crowd as I continued along to the back stairs. 
When I got there, though, the door was already swinging open with a line of people 
coming behind who couldn’t bothered to wait for the elevator, or take the time to go up 
the main stairs behind the larger crowd. There were few enough of them, I pushed into 
the bulk of the crowd, and started stabbing and shoving as I ran down the stairs. The 
people upstairs still didn’t know what was happening, why there was so much panic and 
confusion about the office floor. It took them some time to figure out that I wasn’t there. I 
was downstairs before any of them could get turned around, and in a car someone made 
the mistake of leaving running while they ran inside to drop off a package. A car of my 
own evened the odds a bit. They had more, maybe, and theirs may have even been faster, 
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but they didn’t have all the experience running from people that I did. They didn’t know 
the best ways to lose a tail in a small town, the best ways to avoid being caught on the 
highways.  

I drove through the town, making sure nobody was behind me. I stopped in an 
alley once, to climb on top of a building and see if I could see some of the roads in the 
town. I saw cars tearing around looking blindly, but nobody with a clue as to where I 
might be. I got back in and took to the highway. I doubled back once before setting out in 
the direction I thought might lead to home. I changed highways whenever the opportunity 
arose, just to make sure I wasn’t being followed, and tossed the bloody remains of the 
swords into a river fifty miles or so away from the town, the little gun into another one 
some ways after that. I don’t know what the name of the town is, where we were. I don’t 
remember if Juniper was visiting her friends or relatives or what. Don’t remember why 
we were even there, and I can’t say for certain she didn’t tell them where I was, to start 
the whole thing off. She knows where I am, knows where I live, so she certainly could do 
so again if she wanted. She hasn’t seemed to, though. But when I try to talk to her, there’s 
this hesitance to her, like she thinks she should be somewhere else, talking to anyone 
else. She knows I shot Jacob in the leg; he wasn’t too closed lip and we knew some of the 
same people. She knew I stabbed and cut people with the swords in my escape, and that 
one or two of them didn’t make it. She knows I stole a car, and she knows I was firing off 
a gun in an office building scaring people and making threats. I tried to explain that 
people were trying to kill me; that I got the gun off one of them in the first place, but it 
doesn’t seem to mean too much to her. She saw people bearing down on me when I left 
her house, but she didn’t know why, and the news didn’t say anything about a mob. It 
said a group of people gathered to find me after I started shooting at people. It didn’t help 
matters any that, when she came over so I could try and explain fully, I was practicing 
my swordplay. She thought it was proof that I was a little off, that I intentionally hurt 
people. There isn’t a lot of call for most people to know how to use a sword, let alone 
collect them.  

So the circle continues. The girl is out of my life. She walked away from our last 
conversation with a cold disbelief in anything I had ever told her, without so much as a 
goodbye, and I likely won’t see her again. It doesn’t matter that I tried to avoid the people 
altogether, that I hurt as few people as I could, or that the majority for my trying so hard 
to get away without violence was because of her, so I could look her in the eyes. She’s 
gone; I’m alone. It hurts so much I wouldn’t mind having someone here right now, trying 
to kill me, either to succeed or to give me something to hurt. But that’ll pass after a while. 
And that’s when they’ll come. That’s when it all starts over again.  
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Trevor was lying on his bed, fully dressed, letting the light through the blinds 
stripe across him. He could feel the warmth of it, stretching across his face in a perfect 
pattern, and he sighed a long peaceful sigh. He wouldn’t be leaving to pick up his date for 
several hours, but he was always ready early, just in case something came up. There were 
probably more pressing things for him to be doing with the extra time, too; work to be 
done, and deadlines to fill. Normally, he would have been too nervous to work, having to 
get up every few minutes to pace around, or to check yet again to make sure he looked 
alright. This time, though, he was perfectly relaxed. Content. Happy. This girl always had 
that effect on him, and this was a date he had been waiting for quite some time now. Now 
that it had finally come, that he had finally come to this point, he wasn’t worried about 
anything anymore. So he just lay on the bed, smiling, and staring up at the ceiling, letting 
the sunlight warm him in strips. He sighed again, and closed his eyes, and started to 
daydream about everything that had been leading up to this day. The memories trailed all 
the way back, six years before, when she first came into his life, before time had brought 
him to this.  

 
 The two of them had gone to school together, probably since the first day he 
moved to town, when he was eleven. It wasn’t a big school, and most everybody knew 
each other at least a little, but Trevor was a bit of an exception to the rule. He was quiet, 
and a little shy when he first showed up, and as a result none of the groups made a play 
for him. He was too big an egghead for the jocks, too poor for the preppies, too timid for 
the bad crowd, and far too plain for the band and drama geeks. Left on his own, he just 
sort of fell between the cracks, and lived in a world pretty much his own. The few people 
who did reach out to him were in situations not unlike his own, so even then, there was 
little growth. It was a few years before he even started to recognize most of the names or 
faces of the people he went to school with. It was no wonder, then, that he had never 
really registered her until his freshman year of high school. In the new school, the classes 
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were all organized differently. There were advanced classes for people like him now, 
instead of the quiet corners and altered teaching plans he had been used to for the past 
few years. It was in one of those classes, on the first day, that Trevor has his very first 
memory of her.  
 It was rumored that the best grades usually came from students sitting in a t-
pattern in the seating. He usually didn’t pay much attention to the class itself, though, 
opting instead to pick the seat closest to the door. It was a habit started at a very young 
age, when the school ruled prohibited him from carrying any of his asthma medication on 
him. Any time he had an attack, he would have to get up and rush to the nurse’s office. 
The closer he was to the door, the fewer people he had to disturb on the way out. As he 
grew less and less attached to class, it also became a convenient excuse to be able to 
leave quicker, if he felt the need. When he walked into this class, though, it felt a little bit 
stuffy to him. He opted for his second favorite in any given situation: the window seat. 
Especially handy, he thought, for those classes that were so boring he would need the 
distraction of the world outside. And nothing bored him more than the thought of what 
might await him in Advanced English. He expected nothing but a lot of lame poetry, and 
long winded stories just laden with all kinds of spiritual and societal significance. As the 
rest of the class filed in, he glanced around the room a little bit, to check out his 
surroundings, and see what he would be dealing with for the next few months. It was easy 
to pick out which students would annoy him the most, and which ones would provide a 
nice, quiet working environment.  
 There was one face he was especially hoping to see among the crowd. The face 
he had been thinking of the entire summer before, and for who knows how long into the 
previous school year. She was his ideal, and there wasn’t a single one of his friends or 
associates who hadn’t heard him elaborate on how much he wanted to be with her. But 
the room filled up more and more, and he still didn’t see a sign of her. He was insulted on 
her behalf, that someone had forgotten to put her in the advanced class. As though she 
was somehow unworthy to be in the room with a lot of these people who he knew 
weren’t half as smart as her. How many reports had he watched her do, last year? How 
many hours did she spend studying hard, hunched over her issued textbook (number 52). 
The thought entered his mind that maybe she was sick, to the point where she couldn’t 
even make it on the first day. Or even worse, perhaps she had moved away during the 
summer. He would never be able to see her again, and all his dreams would be dashed… 
 The thought was interrupted by a careful, quiet little sneeze somewhere on the 
other side of the room. Twice in a row; ‘chu…chu,’ like a cartoon hamster with a little 
cold. He turned his head to see who had made such a peculiar, high pitched noise. It was 
one of the people he didn’t recognize from before. One of the ones who had just traveled 
in a different circle than he, and never had a reason to cross paths. He could see instantly 
that she wasn’t his type of person; her hair immaculate, her clothes brand new and in 
fashion. Trevor’s own clothes were getting a little ragged. One of the knees of his jeans 
was worn white, so thin he could feel the breeze of someone walking by pass straight 
through to the skin. It wouldn’t be long until they would tear, and he would finally be 
forced to go shopping again. His shirt wasn’t in much better shape; the kind of cheap 
merchandise bought at a concert, not designed to last and used far too much over the 
summer alone. He turned back away from the girl with the tiny sneezes, trying to reclaim 
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his train of thought. It was a hopeless effort, for the teacher walked in, voice booming, 
and class had begun. It would be a little while before Trevor could be used enough to her 
voice to tune her out, and daydream through the class.  

 
Nearly half a year later, Trevor was still unable to really tune out the enigmatic 

English teacher. There was something about the way she talked and emphasized certain 
words that made her voice carry straight through whatever fog walls he was trying to 
build, and pound on the inside of his head. Any time he was close to getting it down, she 
would make a point to pull him away from his world, and ask him a question about 
whatever dribble it was he was supposed to be learning about. He still hated the English 
class, and the pretentious nonsense he found himself reading. He thought it was a terrible 
waste of trees that so many copies of these book shad to be printed, just for the sole 
purpose of pissing off and boring a couple dozen students on a yearly basis. For whatever 
purpose the language was invented, it couldn’t have been for this.  

He had tried, once, to write poetry himself. After years, and several reams of 
paper, he was getting bored of sketching the same things through class time. Only a few 
of his teachers would actually let him nap, and most took personal offense any time 
Trevor tried to wear headphones through a lecture, so he wanted to try something new. 
He thought it might be possible that he had feelings, deep inside, that he could express on 
paper. It wasn’t the biggest possibility, granted, probably not odds he would have put 
money on, but boredom does strange things, and he gave it a try. The result was three of 
the worst poems ever written. Even the worthless pap that was forced on him in his 
dreaded English class was better than what he created. The worst of them was the one he 
wrote about Raquel, the girl he had been dreaming of for all that time. She hadn’t moved, 
but the thought started to enter his head that he might have been better off if she had. He 
hadn’t felt anything moving about her in months now. All his daydreams and his talking 
were rehearsed things now; more habit and refusal to give up than actual desire. He gave 
a lot of thought to it, and hadn’t really come up with much. Trevor’s best guess was that 
it was somehow his fault, and that it was only because of his cowardice and refusal to act 
on his impulses that his emotions were growing stale. His friends offered forth that 
maybe he just didn’t have emotions to begin with. Either that, or that he was gay after all. 
But, then, they were also the kind of people who had chosen, only weeks after the 
fascination started, that they wanted Raquel for themselves. None of them were stand-up 
citizens, or good judges of character. 

Aside from the waning feelings, not much else had changed. His favorite jeans 
were now worn past the point of just being thin. One leg had a fairly large hole in it, so 
that when he sat down his kneecap popped out, and the other was already starting to fray. 
The t-shirts weren’t getting much better, either, only occasionally given a reprieve when 
he saw a new show, and got another one, or was given something for a birthday. Since he 
was unable to avoid his class as he had hoped, he became more aware of his class-mates. 
The sneeze-girl in particular was smarter than he had guessed, and fairly ambitious to 
boot. He had grown used to hearing her answering questions, or offering input as to the 
class discussion. She never let her hair or clothes slip either, as much as he could tell. 
Trevor decided that she was definitely trying too hard to be perfect at something or other, 
going through all that trouble. The only time she let her crystal image blur even a little 
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were those sudden outbursts, the tiny sneezes that he came to associate with her, which 
always carried easily over the classrooms or hallways she occupied.  

 
Over the next few months, Trevor tried constantly to figure out why he was 

feeling less and less driven towards the girl whom he had been so enamored to for so 
long. He tried everything he could to recapture that feeling, but it all just made it fade 
faster. The more he tried to replay his memories of her greatness, he started to see other 
things as well. The little bits of truth around the edges that had been shut out. The 
arrogant attitude, or the belittlement of others. The way she shunned those of lower 
fashion than her. With every replay, she became less of a dream, and more of a snob. The 
illusion fell away faster than he could tear at it, and with the reality clearing up, all the 
time he once spend trying to picture himself by Raquel’s side was spent trying to picture 
why he wanted to be there in the first place.  

His best recollection placed him back before the fixation began. From the time 
he had moved to the small town, he had felt nothing towards any of the local girls. Ever 
since the last crush at his old school, one in a long line starting back in the first week of 
kindergarten, he hadn’t really been stricken by anyone. It wasn’t for lack of trying, or 
failing to pay attention. He had actually noticed a fair amount of girls there, but, for some 
reason or another, none of them struck his fancy. Now, in the beginning, this had been 
perfectly fine. He didn’t feel any loss from not wanting them, and even if he had friends, 
none of them made a big enough deal about their own attempts at romance to notice his 
lack of such. But as he started to meet people, and they grew up together, they all began 
to have some interest in the fairer sex. As a group, they would venture to dances on an 
almost weekly basis, on the constant prowl for what might be love, or, better still, a little 
bit of action. Trevor was the only one who seemed disinterested with those games, and 
would spend dance nights alone, going for walks or thinking. But eventually, the friends 
started to take notice of his lack of interest. They were full of questions about who he was 
into, and what he planned to do to let them know. He knew he wouldn’t be able to keep 
them at bay with excuses and ambiguous answers forever. He would have to do 
something about it. If not, he was liable to end up spending the next few years trying to 
convince his friends he wasn’t gay. 

The answer came to him in his math/science class; he would invent interest in 
someone. It wouldn’t take much to convince people he was a coward, or shy. He already 
had a predominant lack of self-esteem from years of being a fat geek, and was pretty 
quiet by nature. It wouldn’t be hard to convince them he was just too afraid to talk to her. 
Of course he needed a girl to set up as the interest. One was as good as another, though, 
as long as she was cute enough to be believable. Just then Raquel walked past, talking to 
a friend of hers about the shopping trip that resulted in the jeans she was now wearing. 
She would do just fine.  

He told his friends about her immediately, playing the role of a love-stuck nerd 
perfectly. He coached himself on his story every day. How great she was, how beautiful 
she was, how much he melted when she laughed. Like a con artist rehearsing for the lie 
detector test, he started to believe the story himself. One day, he didn’t have to remind 
himself of the plot anymore. He had fallen for his own story. Gotten in the moment of it, 
and swept right up. The absurdity of it hit him just after lunch in school. Finally, all of it 
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made sense. And, most importantly, he was free. Only one thing remained, and he was 
looking forward to it. As soon as class got out, he rushed to where Raquel’s locker was, 
and, when she wasn’t there, made his way through the crowds of the hall to the waiting 
busses. There, a few yards ahead, she walked towards her ride home. Trevor called her 
name, in a load voice he hadn’t used in so long it seemed like ages. The way it felt in his 
throat made him smile. When she turned around to see who was talking to her, he 
approached. His clothes tattered as always, long hair blowing free in the wind, looking 
the exact opposite of refinement. He smiled even wider as he pictured himself walking up 
to her. 

“Raquel. Hold on. I had a question for you.”  
“What is it?” She was confused, and cautious, like a child shying away from a 

friendly stranger, remembering her mother’s warning. 
“I was wondering if you wanted to go out with me some time. You know, date 

and stuff.” He would have done anything for a picture of her shock in that instant.  
“Um…no…I don’t think so…” She was even more confused, waiting for 

something to jump out at her. The look in her eyes said she expected a trap of some kind.  
“Cool. See you later.” Trevor smiled so wide that his eyes couldn’t stay open all 

the way. He wanted desperately to laugh, right there in the middle of the crowd of people. 
But he held it in, until he had walked past the fence of the school grounds. Then he let it 
all out, and laughed long and hard at a private joke, with a punch-line for him and him 
alone. It felt good, not just the freedom, but to be in contact with who he really was 
inside. Like an old friend, there were changes, but the best parts were all the same, and he 
promised he wouldn’t lose track of himself that completely again. He thought back to 
only a few minutes before, and pictured the frightened, confused eyes as he bid Raquel 
goodbye, still waiting for a trap that was never sprung. He laughed again, harder, and 
held onto it until he finally reached the front door of his house.  

 
Trevor’s friends had sat in shock when he told them about how he had asked 

Raquel out, and the look on her face. None of them could understand why he seemed so 
amused by being turned down, or by her fear. Some thought it was just further proof that 
he wasn’t all there, and the others figured he was laughing to cover up some sort of 
sadness. They offered suggestions and ideas on what to do next time, and tried to console 
him. Trevor thought that he might eventually tell them the truth one day, but it would be 
lost on them now. Besides, he wasn’t really all that fond of most of his friends anyhow.  

There weren’t any more crushes after that. Trevor didn’t really care about what 
his friends thought. He reveled in the rumors that went around about him, and cherished 
all of the misunderstandings. The further people were from the truth on what he was 
really like, the more freedom he had. He could be anything, because no matter what he 
was, it was far from the eyes or opinions of his peers. With all of this new pleasure in 
shadows and masks, he decided to try and write again. The pressure and the fraudulence 
had been taken out of his life, and the poetry showed that openness of his emotion. More 
importantly, he enjoyed having a place to vent his frustrations, or tell his secrets, that 
didn’t rely on anyone. Once or twice he would sit and think about the irony of his 
newfound desire to write. In his English class, he had made every effort to show his 
disinterest with whatever they were doing. He suffered through day after day of 
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Shakespeare and short stories. Even things he once enjoyed, or would eventually 
appreciate, like mythology or Hemmingway, seemed bland in the classroom setting. He 
did the work, and he even got an almost perfect score, but nobody would have confused 
him for the prize student as they would have the students in the front row, or sneeze-girl. 
Now, he spent more class time writing than he did sleeping, or daydreaming. If only his 
teacher knew how things had worked out.  

 
Right before the end of the school-year, fliers were posted about a summer camp 

for kids from 10 to 12, which needed high school students to act as counselors. Trevor’s 
oldest friend, Gerald, was convinced it was something they needed to take part in.  

“C’mon, man, it’ll be great. Don’t you remember going to those camps as a kid? 
It was a blast, and all the counselors seemed so cool.” 

“I don’t know what you’re talking about. I never had fun in any camps.” 
“I know you went to at least one. I was there, too, remember?” 
“I never said I didn’t go, I said I didn’t have fun. And my counselor was a dork.” 
“So you can rise above his failure. It’ll be good for you.” 
“So would exercise, but do you see me at a gym?”  
“Not now, no, but we’ll get you to a gym yet, you fat bastard.”  
Eventually, Gerald managed to talk him into signing up. Of all the friends he 

ever had, only two were ever able to talk him into anything, and Gerald was the only one 
who stayed around long enough to use that power. Despite all his doubts and questioning, 
they ended up, surely enough, in the training classes in the first week of summer, learning 
about the basics of dealing with children, and what their duties would entail. Previous 
counselors shared their experiences, people talked about camps, and their plans and 
adventures. Names were chosen on cabin assignment, teaching areas, crafts, activities, 
and their tables in the mess hall. Everything was planned out and organized ahead of 
time, so that the only thing left for surprise was the children themselves. Naturally, 
Gerald and Trevor shared a cabin, along with another guy, and they teamed up for the 
nature education, to hike the kids through a forest to a natural waterfall. The eating 
arrangements were designed to teach the children manners, and politeness, and tables 
were signed up by pairing one of the girls’ cabins with one of the boys’. While a 
classroom full of people began chattering amongst themselves, trying to decide a pairing, 
Trevor started to wonder how he would get a ride to Taco Bell for lunch. He was barely 
even aware of the talking closest to him, as a handful of girls tried to pair themselves up 
with Gerald, until the last one asked him. It was the sneeze-girl from his English class. 
He hadn’t even seen her in the crowd until that moment. Gerald looked relieved after 
telling her he already had a partner, and turned to express an exaggerated sigh to Trevor, 
coming out of his taco fantasy. Disappointed, she moved on to Trevor, and asked him. He 
shrugged, and agreed. The matter wasn’t really a big deal to him. So, she went to the 
chart, and signed them. Table thirteen: Trevor and Angel. Gerald turned to his friend, 
laughing silently and pointing.  

Trevor didn’t fully understand the humor in the situation. While he had never 
had a conversation with her himself, he didn’t see what made Angel a worse person than 
any of the others in the room, and never caught on to what it was that made Gerald 
dislike her so. It wasn’t the first time he had demonstrated those feelings. While she was 
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much more studious, more focused, than Trevor and Gerald combined, she wasn’t really 
a bad person. She wasn’t annoying, she didn’t stink, and she was even pretty cute, as far 
as pep-queens go. She had really great eyes. But he shrugged it off as another unsolved 
mystery not to concern himself with, and resumed his previous line of thought about 
tacos and the challenge in acquiring them.  

 
The rest of the summer passed in true adventurous fashion, with little worry 

about much of anything. There were late nights, loud music, long walks, great concerts, 
and few troubles that couldn’t be solved by fighting or ignoring them. It was the kind of 
summer that people write coming of age movies about, or daydream about in their 
twilight years. Of course, Trevor was ignorant of any of that. There was nothing 
remarkable about the months of sun and rest. For him, it was merely the present, and he 
was given the freedom to face a day as being fun, and little else. During the weeks of 
laziness and relaxation leading to the end of summer, Gerald discussed the camp at 
length, and by the time it had arrived, Trevor’s concerns had faded. As his children came 
into the gathering area, and sat in front of him after reading their name on the master list, 
the concerns started to return. All around him were screams of sinister intent and childish 
mischief. Already the kids were building their own plans. Trevor could practically hear 
them plotting his demise.  

There isn’t a much worse time to remember that you don’t like kids than on the 
bus as it rolls into camp, in the middle of the woods, some couple-hundred miles from 
home. With trouble in the air, and a pit in his stomach to spite the adventurous spirit in 
the air, he embarked on the task of being a counselor for a week. Never before in 
Trevor’s life has a forest, green and lush and full of life, so closely resembled Hell. The 
kids were terrible; they never rested, never let up with the trouble. Just as soon as one 
was behaving better, two others decided to cause trouble. Some of them seemed to 
outright hate him, and refused to participate in anything. One of them even went as far as 
to refuse to brush his teeth or shower. The buildup in his mouth, and the odor that 
surrounded him gave Trevor the impression this was not a short-term battle for the boy. 
Even sharing the cabin with Gerald didn’t offer much entertainment. When they had a 
chance to breathe, they were far too tired for jokes or chicanery. It was all they could do 
to grab some carefully packed food from a bag, and a moment’s rest on a cot, before the 
action started anew. There was only one form of rest, in the least likely of places.  

For three hours a day, his kids were too busy eating to cause trouble, and had too 
much interest in the prize to get in trouble. They knew they wouldn’t be allowed to 
starve, but it only took one day of watching their desserts get taken away, only to be 
eaten by the girls across the table, for them to realize the stakes were serious. So during 
the three meal times, they were calm. And during those times, Trevor saw his little bit of 
peace. He could sit, and not think, and enjoy the company of another rational, 
understanding human being. And while he had initially given no thought to mealtime 
conversation, he became incredibly grateful for Angel’s presence. They got along well, 
and, were it not for the absolute exhaustion, probably would have had fun. Stranger than 
anything was the fact that she was genuinely nice to him. It wasn’t common, with the 
reputation and outlook that Trevor had, for someone to be kind and not make it obvious 
that it was a forced action. Especially someone who was above his station, in some 
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manner or another, which was truly a large category. But Angel was nice. By the end of 
the first day of the camp, he was regretting ever thinking she was a snob. The next day he 
genuinely liked her, and by the third he was even starting to notice that she was more 
than just a little cute. Whenever he got near a mealtime, he found himself thinking a little 
about those eyes of hers. They were the largest, roundest eyes he had ever seen, so deep 
and so brown and so very enchanting.  

In this deep-woods escape, Trevor finally saw another side to her, too; shuffling 
into breakfast with her hair still a mess and her clothes old and worn. Or when she was 
dead tired at the end of the day, relying almost entirely on caffeine to get her through the 
rest of the evening, and trying hard not to fall asleep on her dinner plate. She was human; 
she just tried a lot harder than Trevor did. It was that new light that helped him see her 
better qualities, and that started to attract him to her. Only once did she get caught up in 
her trademark sneezes during a meal. It was cuter than a baby bunny, and Trevor found 
himself replaying the sound in his mind whenever he was daydreaming.  

On the fourth day, he noticed that a few of his boys were more than a little 
attracted to Angel, too. The hygienically deficient one had been talking to her, saying her 
name, apparently trying to seduce her in his sleep. In the daytime, during lunch, Trevor 
caught several of them trying to look down her shirt while she was wiping down the 
table. He jumped up to help her finish the job, and officially took over her turns for the 
rest of their camp meals. On the walk back to their cabin, Trevor took the time to have a 
little chat with his boys about growing up, noticing women, and the importance of 
treating them, all of them, Angel included, with more respect. The peeping juveniles were 
so embarrassed that they were ashamed to even look at her after that.  

Abruptly, just as Trevor had been getting used to the woods, the cabins, and of 
taking control of his den through laps and push-ups, the camp time was over. The kids 
packed up, the cabin decorations were torn down, and the busses loaded. During the 
hours on the road, all the kids were talking vehemently about their experiences, or 
dreaming of a world where they could wrestle freely, never had to exercise, and could put 
as much sugar on their cereal as they wanted. Trevor was sitting quietly, finally free of 
the questions and hassle, and vacantly watched the land pass by. He was daydreaming 
about Angel.  

 
There wasn’t much time at all in between camp’s end and the beginning of the 

next school year. With only a few more days of carefree paradise, Trevor found himself 
once again sitting and staring out windows, trying his best to ignore the world around 
him. He was growing less and less amused by keeping up a reputation. The same freedom 
he used to love was starting to wear him down. While he was free to do anything, 
because nothing people said was really him, it also meant that whatever he tried to be 
would fall short of the expectations. Even most of his friends refused to see him as much 
more than the mask he had put on years ago. If he did something out of character, it was 
brushed off as being a bitter joke of some kind, or possibly a symptom of whatever 
insanity made him into the creature he was. It brought on more frustration than before, so 
he spent even more time pulled away from everything altogether. Hardly a half hour 
could go by when he wasn’t listening to a pair of headphones and writing something, 
somewhere in a corner away from the rest of the waking world.  
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The withdrawal did little to effect the rest of his life, however. Aside from 
causing his family to think him a drug addict, and his friends to think him an asshole, 
nobody would have noticed. His grades were higher than ever, and he got a job to work 
after school and on weekends. Any time he wasn’t at school or at work, he went for long 
walks, usually between ten and sixteen miles a day, listening to music and thinking about 
everything under the sun. Physically, he was the healthiest he had ever been. Mentally, 
however, he still felt something lacking.  He wanted more out of his life, and wasn’t 
positive how to go about it.  

Like the year before, Angel showed up in all his higher classes. Like last year, 
she was always on time, looking her best, and working hard. This time, Trevor watched 
her more closely. He listened to the things she had to say, and watched the way she 
worked. He didn’t accuse her of showing off anymore. In fact, she really did spend most 
of her time working, and never once looked to another classmate for approval or to gloat 
after sharing an answer or opinion. As strange a concept as it was for him to grasp, Angel 
was just trying to get the best from her education by participating fully in it. The closest 
Trevor came to full participation was this year’s Advanced English class. He had since 
come to terms with his interest in English in general, and while he was unable to stop his 
usual distractions completely, he found himself getting much involved in the various 
projects. Whenever he had an opportunity to do so, he also made sure to talk to Angel 
during class. He wanted to learn more about her, and who she was, and the more he 
learned, the more he liked. In fact there was only one thing about her he had found that he 
didn’t like; her seeming fascination with the word “poo.” There was no word he hated 
more than that one, and he winced whenever he heard her say it out loud. Her eyes more 
than made up for it though. He actually had to remind himself not to stare at them 
whenever she was around.  

Whenever he thought about asking her out, he was suddenly filled with doubt. 
He was feeling all of the shyness he was faking only a year earlier. But it made sense this 
time, and his claims were all legitimate. She was almost the exact opposite of him. Angel 
was beautiful, and focused, full of kindness. A cheerleader, a member of various clubs 
and extra curricular activities. Trevor considered it an extra curricular activity of he was 
still on campus grounds more than three minutes after the bell rang. His idea of dressing 
up was pretty much limited to wearing clothes free of holes or offensive slogans, and 
while he was a pretty good student, it certainly wasn’t due to or paired with any real 
direction. He considered himself shaggy at best, surrounded by some of the lowest class 
people the school could offer; certainly not fit to be seen on the arm of someone so 
beautiful. The more he thought about it, the more discouraged he was. He knew that they 
got along well, and he knew he was unbelievable interested in her, but he really couldn’t 
figure out for the life of him what they had in common, or why she would care. He tried 
to focus on his good points, but his biggest talents fell somewhere in between playing 
video games, picking locks, shoplifting, and conning his way in and out of trouble. He 
loved art and music; he spent a lot of his time by himself drawing and writing, and 
playing music. He had been a drummer in a band not too long before, and played the 
guitar, but he knew he wasn’t good enough at any of those things to try and use them to 
sell himself. Without the dishonesty, without building a character or playing a con game, 
he just wasn’t charming enough to take much notice of. So he did nothing, and stayed in 
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the background, choosing to be nothing rather than being dishonest, or reaching for 
something he could never have.  

 
By the homecoming dance, Trevor was more than sick of being alone, of his life 

of illusion and walls. And while he had little interest in the dance itself, the concept of a 
romantic date did pique his interest. Even more so when Angel approached him in class 
one day, asking him about it. Every cell inside his body froze in confusion and disbelief 
when she asked him if he had a date, and he worked hard to formulate an answer without 
sounding like his throat was choking itself off. When she followed it up by suggesting he 
ask her friend Susan, his confusion came full circle. While most of him mind was trying 
hard to calm his body down, and not show his disappointment, his mouth was ad-libing 
agreements and plans. Not that he necessarily disliked Susan; she was a nice girl, and he 
had gone to school with her since he got to class. She was smart herself, and pretty 
interesting. He had truly never thought about dating her before, but with Angel’s blessing 
his mind once again started wondering. She wasn’t Angel, or even close, but that didn’t 
mean she wasn’t good enough. Knowing as he did how far out of his range Angel was, he 
started to think that perhaps Susan was a more likely date after all.  

After school, he did ask her to go with him, and she did say yes. It was a much 
easier proposal than he had though, probably because not as much of his own hopes were 
riding on it. He made plans, and prepared himself the best he could for the whole thing, 
but once again there was a pit in his stomach. He hadn’t really actively pursued a girl 
since he was in grade school, and he wasn’t sure that that exactly counted. When he was 
in the third grade, he never had to worry about what to do if you have an erection and 
someone asks you to dance, or dinner conversation at expensive restaurants, and if he had 
come across a Tom Arnold movie at any point in the date, he probably would not have 
been amused. Now, older and generally more confused, there were more complications 
than he had planned on countering. It turns out that he didn’t have a whole lot to say 
when it came down to a polite group conversation. He was actually having a hard enough 
time getting used to eating at a table, surrounded by other people. It was a far cry from 
microwave burritos on the floor of his bedroom. He hadn’t really learned to dance, either, 
forgetting its actual importance in a dance due to the fact that he didn’t really enjoy doing 
it. Most of the night he spent engaged in inner dialogue, asking himself what he thought 
he was doing there, and how he had gotten himself involved in such an affair. Surrounded 
by fake paper trees in a dark gymnasium, he was more worried about the desk at the door 
where he had checked his shoes than his own date. Truthfully, after she wandered off the 
first time, he forgot he was supposed to be entertaining her at all, and he didn’t see too 
much of her. They danced a few times, awkwardly and without emotion, and at the end of 
the night, Trevor and Susan, along with her brother and his date, all went back to Susan’s 
house for ice cream and a movie. And for the first time in his life, Trevor was glad to see 
napoleon ice cream, and the portly saint, Tom Arnold, consoling him on his evening. And 
while everyone else fell asleep in their respective chairs, Trevor let the movie comfort 
him, and make amends for an evening that was far from what it was supposed to be. 

He did try to make amends afterward with flowers amateur poetry, and another 
date, because whatever excuses or reasons he had for acting the way he did, he really 
didn’t intend in any way to ruin the evening for Susan, and he did like her. It wasn’t as 
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though he wasn’t interested in her at all, and he wanted to be more so, but he just wasn’t 
enough into it to make it worthwhile. She turned down any future dates, and never really 
forgave him for the ass he had made of himself that night. Angel was supportive, giving 
him credit for the measures he was taking for her, but in the end, he found himself alone 
again, with his thoughts returning to Angel.  

 
This time he wouldn’t be so easily swayed. He was more convinced than ever 

that she was magnificent and wonderful. Her willingness to give advice and aid while he 
was going after Susan more than proved her kind heart. It didn’t really matter anymore if 
she was above him; too beautiful, or too smart, or too good for him. He wanted to be with 
her, and he was going to try. Impetuousness was one of the traits Trevor usually had an 
abundance of. He also happened to have an extra ticket to a concert. Not by accident, of 
course, but when he bought it there was only blind hope that she might actually use it. He 
called everyone he knew who might know someone who could help him hunt down her 
phone number. He called Angel as nervous as he had ever been, fidgeting and pacing in 
small patterns on the floor, telling himself that the only important part was that he didn’t 
sound as intimidated as he really was. He asked her to the show, and of all the answers he 
was trying to prepare himself for, he was still shocked when she said yes. Nothing could 
have really prepared him for how good it felt. The last girl on the earth who should ever 
want to go on a date anywhere with him had just said yes. It was like a miracle, and gave 
Trevor the biggest rush of his young life. It not only signified a date with Angel, a 
wonder in itself, but it opened the doors to possibility, and much romantic scheming. 

With Valentines Day coming up, he would have every opportunity to plan 
something special. He had never done anything romantic before. All his experience was 
limited to what he saw in movies, and read about in books. Trevor wanted more than 
flowers; he knew she was better than that, even though she liked them. He wanted 
something that described how he felt about her. She had the most unreal, beautiful eyes, 
that made him melt, and yet she was still incredibly cute. Those little chipmunk sneezes 
embodied all the charm and sweetness of every cartoon animal he had ever seen as a kid. 
It all came together when he saw the bear. It was the only one of it’s kind, sitting on it’s 
shelf, piled among all the other stuffed creatures and plush demons. It towered above 
them a little, it’s large plastic eyes keeping watch over the kingdom of toys. It was soft, 
and cute, and unique among it’s peers. It wasn’t until he got it to the front counter that he 
noticed what appeared to be makeup on one side of it.  

With the combined advice of nearly all the store’s employees, plus the cleaning 
expertise of his mother, the bear was soon as pristine and fluffy as it had been at its 
making. He bought a box of chocolates, too, in the shape of a small heart. Not overly 
large; big enough only so that it was quite an armful for the little bear, when his hands 
were sewn carefully to the edges of the box. For the final touches, he tucked a single rose 
in his arms behind the candy, and a note, with a little poem, attached to the bright 
cardboard heart. It was great. The bear was clearly a top specimen, its plastic eyes clearly 
large and superior to the rest of the plush animal kingdom, just as Angel’s own eyes were 
to the rest of humanity. A Chocolate heart that stood at the center of Valentines tradition, 
and a note to tell her how he really felt. He was ready. And he was afraid.  
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Only a day before Valentines, Gerald came by to see Trevor. Gerald didn’t 
know yet about her going to the concert, and he had no idea all the talking they had been 
doing on the phone. His face showed immediate distaste as soon as her company at the 
show was mentioned, and when he saw the gift-bearing bear, he didn’t wait to give his 
advice.  

“I really don’t understand this thing you have for her at all.” 
“I know.” 
“Why Angel? I thought you were supposed to move up each time you found 

someone new, not down.” 
“She’s not down. She’s awesome.” 
“Well, I don’t think you should go through with the bear and all.” 
“Why not? I think it’s great.” Gerald pressed his point.  
“It is, but it’s too much. You haven’t even gone out on your first date yet, you 

can’t send her all this or you’ll scare her away, man.” 
“But the concert is still weeks away. I want to do something before then.” 
“You need to trust me on this. I know you want her to like you, but you don’t 

want to blow it, right? Just give it a rest for tomorrow.” 
Gerald’s speech was the exact opposite of a pep-talk. The more he explained, 

the less confidence Trevor had in his actions. He really did like the idea, he thought it 
was romantic, but Gerald was probably right. After all, girls liked him. For that matter, all 
of his friends had far more experience with girls than he had—he was lucky they were 
around to help him out like that. Despite his fortune, Trevor couldn’t help but feel his 
heart sink a little at the thought of giving up his planning. He had been so looking 
forward to it. But, what else could he do? 

“I guess your right. I should probably back off.” 
“There you go.” Trevor sat in silence while Gerald looked around the room a 

while, putting on a good show of thinking hard about something. “So, what do you think 
you’re going to do with the Valentines Day stuff?”  

“I don’t know, why?” 
“Well, you know, I haven’t had a chance to get Alice anything yet. If you won’t 

be using it…” 
“Yeah, go ahead, take it.” Gerald took the card off the front, and tossed it down 

on the desk, picking up the bear.  
“It’s a little big. Do you have a bag or something I can put it in?”  
“What is this, a Wal-Mart? Wrap it yourself…” But Trevor got up anyway, and 

went into the other room to search for a bag. Gerald stayed behind, reading the card 
meant for Angel, and contemplated writing something similar for his girlfriend, Alice. He 
eventually decided it would be too much work, and the gift was enough.  

 
Trevor celebrated Valentines Day by sitting in the dark, meditating on a single 

lit candle. He felt terrible. All he kept thinking about was Angel, and how much he had 
wanted to do something for her. Her worried that someone else would be sweeping her 
off her feet, while he sat alone in the dark, the present he got for her being given to 
another girl by his friend. He remembered how excited he had been when he was hunting 
for just the right thing, and the moment when he saw the perfect bear. He thought the 
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most about her eyes, though, and how they sparkled like ripples in a pond whenever she 
smiled. Trevor wanted very much to be the reason they were sparkling, just once. To look 
into those incredible eyes, and see himself reflected there. He thought about her sneeze, 
and the things she said in class. He brought up every memory he had of her, and held 
them all closely in front of him. By the time the sun went down, and his little candle had 
melted to almost nothing, Trevor regretted even more his decision to let the bear get 
away. That would be the last time Gerald talked him out of anything with this girl. He 
wouldn’t even ask for advice anymore. So what if he was wrong; it felt right, and it was 
what he wanted to do.  

The next day, he called, and talked again. He brought up the school dance that 
was taking place in a few days. He was worried that someone else had asked her, and he 
desperately wished he was the dance kind of person. But she was only going with her 
friend, Brittany, to have fun. She seemed to make a point of mentioning there were no 
guys going along with them. It was a good enough answer for him, and in fact was better 
than most answers. She would go and have a good time with her friends, and everything 
would be alright. She already knew he wasn’t dance material. She had been the one to set 
up his last attempt at such a thing, and was well aware of the magnitude of his failure. 
The conversation tilted to music, and the cds she was borrowing. She liked the band they 
were seeing more than she had thought. She had never heard of Dead Hot Workshop 
before, and acoustic guitars were the last thing she expected, based on Trevor’s 
reputation.  

Days passed by again in the bliss of daydreams and wonder, with little attention 
paid to the real world. Most of his actions predictably revolved around Angel; either 
talking to her, or thinking about her, pausing occasionally to force the mind to focus on 
the matters it absolutely had to deal with. When the day of the dance came, it was being 
tossed around heavily in his mind. During the walk home from school, its all he thought 
about, back and forth. He knew that he had ruined the last dance from his unwillingness 
to go forward. He had sat back, and taken the easy route. He didn’t want to sit back and 
miss an opportunity here. However, he didn’t want to screw up, either, and a dance was 
the last place for him to find a positive quality about himself. He didn’t like the people he 
would find there, the music they listen to, or the things they did. he mulled it over until 
the sun had gone down. Halfway across the town, the dance began. Trevor could picture 
see it all; Angel, looking gorgeous in an elegant dress, putting the masses and their 
blandness to shame. All around, guys were too afraid to talk to her, wondering why she, 
of all people, was alone. She, herself, wonders why the guy who she could have sworn 
was into her didn’t even ask if she wanted him to go. Feeling abandoned and let down, 
she passed quietly through the room, until finally, someone got the courage to approach 
her. At least this one had the balls to show up.  

Trevor found himself half-dressed, and shaving in the bathroom mirror before 
the daydream had a chance to fade even slightly from his memory. He found some of his 
best looking clothes, his favorite tie, and some nice shoes, made sure he had a little bit of 
cash, and headed out the door.  

He was tense on his walk up to the school. As nervous as a deer walking into a 
lion’s den. But he wasn’t a deer, he told himself, he was a hunter. He had a job to do, and 
someone to see, and he wasn’t going to let any number of savage beasts get in his way. 
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Not even rap music and high school kids would stop him now. Most of the people 
congregating outside the school thought he must have been in the wrong place. The few 
who recognized him thought they must have been mistaken. The people at the ticket 
counter were a little flustered, making change and giving him his ticket for entrance. 
Right past their station, inside the doors, he was recognized by a friend.  

“Trevor!?” 
“Kevin.” 
“You look good, I’ve never seen you dressed up. What are you doing here?”  
“Is Gerald here?” 
“Yeah, he’s back in the library, getting his pictures taken, I think.”  
“Thanks.” 
In the library, all the tables and chairs intended for studying had been removed 

to make room for the lines of people, standing two by two, like Noah’s Ark, waiting for 
their turn at the fake backdrop for pictures. There were grumbles and quiet complaining 
as he cut his way through the twisting lines, to find his friend. People were wondering to 
themselves, and their companions; what was he doing? Why was he going up front? Was 
it really Trevor? 

“Gerald.” 
“Trevor?”  
“Do you know where Angel is?” 
“She was just here. I think she went back into the gym.” 
“Thanks.” 
“What are you doing here?” 
“Came to see her, of course.” 
Trevor turned back from his friend, and cut out of the room the same way he had 

come in. He was unaware of the glances and stares he got from anyone who recognized 
him, and wondered why he was there, as he made his way to the gym, where most of the 
festivities were taking place. Outside the open doors, a cluster of girls were talking 
together excitedly. Over the music and the noise, he could hear her voice, and began to 
smile. One of her friends looked up to see him coming, and surprised, wide eyes broke 
into a happy smile. Another of them looked up with much the same reaction. The rest 
followed suit, until all her friends were watching his approach, smiling broadly. Angel 
finally had to turn around to see what they were looking at, and froze.  

The closer Trevor got to Angel, the further back her cluster of friends moved. 
Soon, they were standing together, separate and yet watched closely, and unaware of 
anything but one another. She was still dealing with shock. He was reacting on instinct he 
didn’t know he had.  

“I was sitting home, thinking about you here, looking beautiful without a date, 
and I thought it was too big a shame. I had to come see you.”  

She took him by the arm, smiling, and introduced him to her friends. All of them 
were full of nice things to say, and pleasant chatter developed all around. Eventually, she 
led him into the dance room. They danced very closely, in the darkness, and Trevor felt 
amazing. It didn’t matter that he didn’t know what he was doing, or where he was. All of 
the nervousness and inability had fallen away, given over to this strange autopilot, 
powered by how incredibly right everything felt. He danced, and it felt good, he spoke 
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without wondering what to say, he listened as though her voice was an orchestra, and 
when they walked around mingling, he stood tall with his hand resting on the small of her 
back, smiling at people and being polite, as though this was the way everything was 
simply supposed to be. Whenever she went off to talk alone with her friends for a 
moment, he stood smiling against a wall, talking politely with people he had scorned 
before, and reveling in his own comfort. When she returned to him, walking with grace 
and purpose, and a smile on her face, they would dance, or talk more.  

On one of the breaks when Angel retreated to the ladies room with her friends, 
Gerald made his way over to where Trevor was relaxing.  

“How’s it going?” 
“Good.” 
“I know, I saw. If you two were dancing any closer, you’d be wearing the same 

clothes.”  
“I like her.” 
“I can see that. I think its safe to say she likes you, too.” 
“Yeah. I’m thirsty.”  
Trevor walked out to the table where punch was being held, to be doled out only 

in tiny portions. He had a cup or two, but when he tried to make it back to find Angel, he 
was stuck behind a procession of high-school royalty, in costume-shop tiaras and little 
plastic wands. When he did find her, she was looking for him. While he was stuck, 
someone had asked her to dance, so she was giving him to Brittany until the song was 
done. Brittany had all kind of advice, and questions about why he hadn’t done anything 
for Valentines. He was ashamed to say, but she assured him it wasn’t too late. He said he 
knew. They danced politely, until the song was over, and Angel came to retrieve him for 
the rest of the evening, until it was time to go. She regretted having to leave, but her 
friends all rode together, and weren’t planning on staying even as long as they did. He 
wished her goodnight, and kissed her on the cheek.  

All the way home, he was singing and whistling. He felt reborn, full of energy 
he had never known before. He actually felt taller, and cleaner, and for some reason, far 
more peaceful than any amount of meditation had ever given him. The smile didn’t even 
fade when he fell asleep, and the night continued on with music and dance into his 
dreams.  

 
 He knew he had been right all along. He woke up more alive than ever before 

eight. After a quick shower, he even went for a walk. Along the way, he met up with an 
old man, and for the next mile they talked to each other. The man told Trevor about his 
first wife, and the house they used to live in on that very street, and how he met the 
woman he was marrying soon, and Trevor told him all about Angel, and how amazing 
she was. When it was time for them to part ways, they wished each other luck, and 
Trevor stopped into a small store. He wanted to make amends as best he could for 
bowing out of his Valentines Day planning. He knew he wouldn’t be able to recreate 
what he had come up with the first time, but he knew he was on the right track. He 
needed to find something even better than a bear. Something even cuter, and softer. What 
he found was a kangaroo. With big, round eyes, a little pouch, and cute, useless little 
arms.  
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It was the weekend, though, and all the flower shows were closed and unable to 
help him out. He planned without the benefit of anything being open, rehearsing inside 
what he might say to her when he handed it over. Come Monday, he had to put together a 
plan which, while there had been plenty of time, was so full of daydreams and fancy that 
it had never managed to come together properly. Trevor was pretty sure that Angel stayed 
after school a while every day, but he had no idea how long. In the middle of class, he 
talked to her about the dance, about her weekend, and he slipped in a question about her 
after-school activities. With his answer, and his time-line, his mind worked overtime.  

As soon as he had a chance to leave his last class, he cut out of school, and 
started home, running as fast as he could, and slowing to a fast walk when his lungs 
started burning and threatening to collapse, until he had rested enough for another sprint. 
He burst in through the door, dropping his backpack and abandoning his shoes in the 
middle of the floor, shaving and changing clothes in an almost panicked state of hurry. 
He grabbed the shoes again, tossed the kangaroo in a bag, and rushed back out the front 
door again, trying to visualize his time limit dwindling away with every wasted second. 
The closest florist was a mile away, and he had no way to get these besides walking. He 
found a good steady jogging pace to take him most of the way, and entered the store short 
of breath and light-headed. They worked on arranging the flowers in the animals less-
than-helpful arms while he tried to stand up straight, and wished him luck as they handed 
back a parcel, supported with cardboard and covered with a paper bag to keep it safe and 
secure until he got where he was going. The clock was getting thin, maybe a half an hour 
left if he was lucky, and he still had almost two miles to go before Angel would be gone, 
and he would miss his opportunity. He couldn’t run anymore, for fear of damaging the 
flowers so he had to maintain the fastest walk he could, large package in his hand, trying 
to fly away in the wind.  

Trevor walked up to the side door of the school exhausted but with five minutes 
to spare. He took a few of those to compose himself in the bathroom, to take a mint and 
wet his hair, make sure he didn’t look like he had just rushed to the other side of town 
and back at top speed. Only two minutes and change to go, he found a bench right by the 
door where she would be coming from, and tried hard to remember what it was he 
wanted to say. People passed by, wondering why he was sitting in the middle of the hall 
after class, while Trevor checked and re-checked his memory to make sure this was the 
right door. They tried to picture what it was that was sitting next to him; he was too busy 
trying to slow down his heart so he didn’t blush, or worse, faint.  

Finally, the door opened, and people started to come out of it. Trevor stood up, 
and took his package in hand, loosing the paper around the animal. Then Angel and 
Brittany appeared. Like the dance before, Brittany was the first to notice Trevor, standing 
off to the side a little, opening Brittany nudged Angel, and nodded over to him. For the 
second time in less than a week, Trevor had surprised her. She stood, staring at him, not 
moving. He took a few steps forward, and still she stayed in one place, expression 
unchanged, as though a little shocked of confused. Then she moved forward quite 
suddenly, pushed from behind by her friend to start her moving. She walked the rest of 
the way to where he stood, waiting, and handed her the kangaroo, with flowers in hand.  

“I would be so happy, and so proud, if you would be my girlfriend.” It wasn’t at 
all like he had practiced, or planned. He was just glad he managed to talk without 
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stuttering, or stammering at all. She gingerly took the gift from his hands, her deep, 
oceanic eyes sparkling brightly, and a smile spreading across her face.  

“Of course I will.” She threw her free arm around his neck, in the closest, 
tightest hug he had ever been given. With her soft face right next to his ear, she told him; 
“I wish I wasn’t feeling so sick, I would give you the biggest kiss.”  

Trevor didn’t need the kiss. With his arms embracing her, neither of them 
wanting to let go for a moment that grew into several, Trevor finally relaxed. He didn’t 
need anything else at all. He had done it; he had a girlfriend. And it wasn’t someone he 
had settled for, it wasn’t Raquel, the custom-patsy, it wasn’t one of the aspiring tramps of 
the local weekend dances his friends were always after. It was Angel. The most perfect 
and wonderful girl he had ever seen, in his dream, in his world, in the movies; anywhere. 
The one girl he wanted the most, and she said yes. He was unstoppable, and a smile grew 
on his face, so distant for so long, but here now for quite some time.  

When she at last broken contact and stepped back, her smile was as wide as his. 
They talked quietly to each other, the rest of the world fading to a blur. His hand was still 
resting on her side. He could believe how she could be so soft, with perfect lines and 
shape, like a sculpture, and yet so warm and strong. Her friends called to her from a door, 
anxious to go, and she regretted having to leave with them. She promised she would call, 
Trevor promised he would answer. He was sorry to see her go, but he was far from 
cursing the fates. There would always be more time, later. She said yes. He kissed her on 
the cheek, and told her to get better, and, with a small noise from the back of her throat, 
she turned to join her impatiently waiting friends. Trevor watched her go, and then turned 
back to the bench where his things were. He balled up the paper and threw it away, and 
picked up the portable disc-man that had helped him along all his walking. Still smiling, 
he thanked some people who had been standing nearby enough to watch, who 
congratulated him, and put his headphones on. He walked home, taking his time, 
enjoying the cool breeze with fresh smells lingering on it, and the sun that was bright 
enough he could feel it on his skin, and see it through his eyelids. Now that he could 
enjoy the trip, he sighed with peace. He had made it, he beat the clock, and everything 
was going to be wonderful. 

 
Angel did call, like she said she would. She and Trevor talked almost every day, 

and despite the fact that he never considered himself a phone person at all, he found 
himself on it for hours some days. The rest of the time, even if he had nothing to say, he 
would make a point to call just to say hi real quick, and see how she was doing. The 
concert came up only a few days after that. Trevor and Angel sat close together on the 
couch, Gerald and Alice at the other end, talking amongst themselves, and waiting for 
Kevin to show up with his dad to take them all downtown. They split up pretty quickly as 
soon as they got to the club, since Alice and Angel weren’t too fond of each other, and 
Kevin found some other friends to hang out with, and join in the stealing of posters and 
food. Standing in the floor as the crowd gathered and waited for the band to show up, 
they stood closer and closer, until they were leaning on one another almost completely. 
They would talk, and then they would just look into each others eyes, not really needing 
anything to say. Trevor was still enchanted by her eyes, when he realized she was getting 
closer, and was about to kiss him.  
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Nobody had ever kissed him before, and Trevor truly didn’t know what he was 
supposed to do. The closer she got, the more inevitable it became, the more panicked the 
voice inside his head grew. The very instant he felt the cool, soft flesh of her lips touch 
his, everything, even his own thoughts, disappeared completely. It was the most 
wonderful, perfect thing he had ever felt. He closed his eyes, and she kissed him again. 
This time, he was completely without worry, letting the sensation take him in completely. 
When he opened his eyes, he saw hers, looking up at him, more beautiful than they had 
ever been before. Each time he saw those eyes, they were deeper, more full than the time 
before. He wanted little else than to sit and watch them, and to know everything that lay 
behind. The house lights dimmed, and show started, but all of that was secondary to 
Angel. As bands came and went, and the evening grew on, Angel got tired. By the end of 
the show, she was leaning almost all her weight on Trevor, standing behind her, arms 
wrapped around her, keeping her safe. When Kevin’s dad drove back to town, she rested 
with her head on his shoulder, and he was lost in reflection, experiencing everything 
again and again, until they arrived at the front of her house, and she had to go, kissing 
him goodnight, and then disappearing inside.  

At school now, he made a point to see her whenever he could, sometimes 
lingering long after the bell would ring, just to hold her a while longer, before she sent 
him on his way to class with a kiss. It was worth showing up to class late for those little 
kisses, and even if he hadn’t been ahead in all his classes anyway, he would have 
sacrificed grades for them. They weren’t the kinds of kisses you see on HBO late at night, 
with sweat and tongues; they were actually as sweet and innocent as her delicate sneezes, 
and the butterflies in Trevor’s stomach every time he realized they were actually together. 
But he felt a thrill every time her lips touched his anyway, when he could smell the 
sunflower perfume, and the lingering scents of her shampoo in her hair.  

Every time they kissed, it was followed by the same noise from the back of her 
throat, a cross somewhere between a giggle and a sigh. The first few times he heard it, he 
thought maybe he was doing something wrong, or he didn’t shave right, but it kept 
happening, and she seemed completely unaware of it. The look in her eyes didn’t reveal 
any kind of mocking. Just a depth that swallowed him completely, if he wasn’t careful, 
and emotion that made him feel both weak in the knees and invincible at the same time. 
When he finally asked her once about the noise, she told him she had no idea what he 
was talking about. She was completely unaware of any noise, and when he pointed it out 
to her the next time, she was a little embarrassed. But he loved it, and it stole his heart as 
easily as her beautiful face, and chipmunk sneeze.  

A month went by, and Trevor cared about Angel more with every passing day. 
The more he learned about her, the more incredible she seemed. She was unbelievably 
smart, and motivated, studying all she could about business, architecture, engineering, 
and computers. She was a member of several different clubs, and held responsibilities 
and positions in most of them. She was even putting herself in the running for the next 
year’s student government. If that wasn’t enough, she continued with the cheerleading—
what she considered to be just another extension of the years of dance classes she had 
taken since she was a little girl. She sewed, and sculpted, and when she wasn’t doing 
anything else, she kept well read, or played with logic puzzles. It was all more than 
Trevor could grasp. Had she been little more than the smart and beautiful girl he 
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remembered from camp, it would have been more than enough for him, but she was so 
much more than anyone suspected, or knew. She was amazing.  

Himself, he had barely managed to go to class everyday, and if he stayed awake 
and answered a question or two, he considered it a day of considerable effort. He could 
draw, and he wrote a little, but he never really even let anyone see, let alone tried to do 
anything with them. While Angel was working hard in yet another club or activity, 
Trevor spent most of his time listening to music or getting into mischief with his friends. 
He was in awe by what he was in her, and he was fast losing interest in what little his 
own lifestyle had to offer. He wanted to use the energy she gave him in some way, and he 
wanted to do something great, to prove he was worthy to be with her. Being with her had 
already made a vast improvement on his life, and if he could just make it a little more 
solid, cross some kind of gap or create another bridge, he had no doubt his life would be 
as perfect as a witch-free Oz.  

His emotions were still a little strange to him though. He had felt so little in the 
spectrum of all that there was. What little he knew fell short of explaining the energy and 
excited feelings he got around her. And while he didn’t really understand what love was 
in the least, he knew that was what he wanted, and he started to think it was what he was 
feeling. It had to be. When he couldn’t sleep at night, or couldn’t nap during math, he 
would close his eyes, and turn up the music a little, and drift into another dream about 
Angel. He dreamt about a romantic evening, with a candlelight dinner he had prepared 
himself. Soft classical music played in the background while they ate, and talked quietly 
to one another. Then they stood, and he changed the music, and lights turned on in the 
dimness and spun, like a mirror ball with colors. They danced to the music, closely, 
gazing into one another’s eyes, not even talking. Then she kissed him, and again. Before 
long the dancing had slowed, distracted by romance, and the touching of lips. Slowly, she 
unbuttoned his shirt, and unzipped her dress. They lay down on a large, comfortable mass 
of blankets and pillows, holding each other, loving each other. The lights of his 
imagination faded, leaving only a trace of the music behind-‘…and every time she 
sneezes I believe it’s love, and ooh, Lord, I’m not ready for this kind of thing…’ He let it 
go. He knew what followed, but he didn’t want to spoil it by trying to picture it in his 
mind. He had far too much respect for Angel to do that, and if the dream were ever to 
come true, if that was in fact how he was destined to lose his virginity, he would let it 
come, pure, fresh, and untainted. It would be just right, and as perfect as could be.  

 
They had been together for almost exactly a month, and everything had been 

going well. Trevor still talked to Angel whenever he could, and made his way to class 
late, just to stay behind for those few extra minutes together with her. Her kisses were 
still as sweet and soft as ever, and gave him no less a charge. She even continued to make 
the same noise every time their lips parted. He told himself that he was really falling in 
love with her, although he also begrudgingly admitted on occasion that he truly wasn’t 
sure what exactly love was. He didn’t really know what else to think of what he felt 
though. In a months time, the only time he was not absolutely crazy about her is when 
she got stuck on saying the word “poo,” which wasn’t very often, and didn’t last for very 
long. And as into her as he was, Angel seemed to be enjoying Trevor’s company just as 
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much. She said the kindest, sweetest things when they talked, and her eyes sparkled when 
she saw him. Everything was going extremely well.  

They met up in the hall to walk to their next class together as they had been 
doing for a while. It was the day before their one-month anniversary, and while Trevor 
never thought much of monthly anniversaries, it was an excuse to make reservations, and 
a chance to spend more time with the girl he adored. She was so busy, he took any reason 
he could to make time with her. Before they could get to the door of the class, though, 
Angel said she wanted to talk to him about something. They stopped out of the way of the 
regular flow of people, and he could tell there was something on her mind. When he 
asked her what was wrong, and touched her arm, she looked up at him, with something 
new in her eyes; something he had never seen before that day, when it showed a hint of 
trouble in the morning. Now it was screaming that something was wrong, and started to 
worry. He was afraid something had happened to her, or her family, to make her sad, and 
his mind started reeling with ideas of what it could be, and what he could possibly do to 
help.  

“I don’t think we can see each other anymore.” The brake pins slammed into 
place while his brain was working at full speed, bringing everything to a screeching halt. 
She hadn’t been the one in trouble. It was him.  

“Why?” Her eyes, so beautiful and open, started to fill with something sad. He 
wished he knew something to say, to make them sparkle again, or at least knew why they 
had changed, but he was frozen.  

“I really, really want you to know that it’s not your fault. You didn’t do anything 
wrong. You’re probably the best boyfriend I’ve ever had, you were great, but…” Her 
eyes turned away. Trevor was afraid she was going to start crying. He wished for 
something to change. “But I really just can’t be with you right now. I’m sorry…”  He 
finally noticed that he was almost to tears himself, and probably didn’t look much better.  

“Okay.”  
“We can still go to dinner if you want. You’re really important to me, I still want 

you to be a part of my life. We just can’t go out.” When her eyes turned back to his again, 
there was a pleading look behind them. Trevor was trying hard to keep his own from 
stinging, because he knew that tears would then soon follow. 

“I understand.” It was the first thing he ever said to her that wasn’t true. He was 
standing as stiff as a corpse, unsure of what to do, or say in this situation. Angel reached 
out, and touched his arm.  

“Are you okay?” Her concern was genuine, which only served to confuse him 
further.  

“Yeah.” The second untrue thing. “We should get to class.” He wanted to run 
past her and out the door at the end of the hall, and get as far away as he could. Far up 
into the hills, where he might be able to think, and escape the sick feeling in his stomach.  

“Probably.”  
Trevor’s face felt heavy. The smile he had worn for over a month was gone 

now, left so fast that his face had a hard time adjusting. He pulled the headphones from 
around his neck, to cover his ears, and turned up the volume. ‘Hey, Johnny Park’ came on 
at nearly full volume, pushing away the tears and sadness with sheer raw power. He 
didn’t understand at all why she couldn’t be with him, or how it couldn’t be his fault. If 
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he had really been a good boyfriend, she would have stayed with him. He wasn’t really 
fine, either. He cared about her, in a way he couldn’t really describe. And now she was 
gone. Gone, only in a way where he could still see her, sitting only a few desks up. What 
would he say to her at dinner tomorrow? It was supposed to be a mark of a day that didn’t 
exist anymore. He felt his eyes burning again, and focused instead on the blank piece of 
paper in front of him. He needed to push it all away.  

Sometime into the class, during the brief time he took off his headphones to give 
his screaming ears a break, Angel came to talk to him. She seemed even more timid and 
concerned than before. She said it would probably be too hard for both of them to go to 
dinner. He agreed. When she went back to her seat, he could feel it all coming back up. It 
didn’t matter that his ears felt like they were bleeding, Trevor pulled his headphones back 
on and let the music go again.  

When the class let out, Trevor had no energy for the rest of the day. While the 
rest of the students fanned out to head to their classes, or milled about talking, he walked 
quietly to the door at the end of the hall, and walked outside. He walked straight down to 
the river, and sat, watching it flow by for a few hours, ignoring all the world except the 
water skippers and tiny baby fish. Eventually he walked back home. He dropped his bag, 
and went into the back yard. His friend Travis had once given him a baseball bat. Trevor 
never figured out why, since neither of them played baseball, but he used it once or twice 
to vent frustrations on a huge old oak tree. The bat and the tree were both tough, and he 
could get everything out without hurting anything. He finally let the feelings he had been 
pushing away since the afternoon come over him. With tears in his eyes, he took a swing 
at the tree. In a crack that could have torn a cloud free from the sky, the bat shattered on 
the tree trunk, and the top part flew off towards the fence. Now he wouldn’t even be able 
to get all his anger out. He swung what was left again, and again, until the handle had 
little more than shards sticking out of it. Little pieces of wood that had once been a part 
of the mighty bat lay all around Trevor’s feet. He stooped to pick them up, and walked 
back inside. In his room, he tossed the bat chunks into the garbage. The handle piece 
bounced out, and landed on the floor. He swore, and kicked it into a corner under a chair, 
and then fell on his bed to cry.  

 
The next weeks were hard for Trevor to deal with. Friends who had been against 

the relationship since it was little more than a notion in his head felt the urge to let him 
know they had been right about her after all. Those who had supported it were full of 
questions about why he wasn’t smiling anymore, why she wasn’t around. Even Brittany 
was unaware of the split until Trevor tried to explain it with as little bitterness as 
possible. He was barely audible, and seldom coherent, but most people caught on fairly 
quickly to the loss. The worst parts were when he ran into her in or between classes. The 
first few days, he had to fight impulse to put his hands on her waist and pull her close to 
say good morning. When he finally got through that, he didn’t really want to see her 
anymore. He would notice every time she turned to look over at him, and he did his best 
to look busy, or distracted, so he wouldn’t have to acknowledge the feelings seeing her 
brought up.  

But as much as he tried to ignore it, to let it all seep away from him, the feeling 
remained. It was like trying to pour jell-o out of a water bottle; no matter how long he let 
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it sit upside down to drain, the feelings remained firm. It had to be love then, he thought. 
Anything less would wash away clean, wouldn’t it? And if it was right, he would be able 
to get her back. He would send her flowers, and a letter, explaining how he felt. As he 
was writing, he thought back to a conversation they had weeks before. 

 
 “So what do you have against love?” She had explained the point once already, 

but Trevor was having a hard time understanding.  
“I don’t have anything against it, I just think it’s important to wait until you’re 

ready. When you reach a place in your life where being in love will be beneficial, and 
you can fully appreciate it.” Angel explained herself well. This was clearly something she 
had planned out in detail. 

“But there are different kinds of love, aren’t there? You can be in love with 
someone without it tearing apart the rest of your life. Forcing you to move or give up 
college or whatever.” 

“I don’t think so. I think love is more special than that. Back in the Victorian 
days, and even earlier, if you told someone you loved them, that was it. You were 
engaged. That’s how I feel about it.” 

“But a lot has changed since then. That was a long time ago.” 
“Love isn’t like technology, it’s a basic feeling. I don’t think it changes much 

over time. And anyway, that’s just how I feel about it, not necessarily a rule. I don’t want 
to fall in love, to say those words to someone, until after college, and I’m ready to do 
something about it. I don’t want to plan the rest of my life, school and my career, around 
something I haven’t even felt yet.” She spoke so surely of herself, so passionately about 
her convictions, that it almost made sense. But it seemed so different than what Trevor 
believed. Love was all you need, right? That’s what Paul said, and what he grew up 
expecting. Maybe there was some compromise between them or something… 

 
The reflection made him pause a little in his letter. She wouldn’t like what he 

had been about to write. But surely this was important, and if it was real, he could just 
write it out, and make her see what was going on here. Surely. He continued the 
letter‘…there’s something that I need to tell you. I know you said you didn’t want to be 
told, didn’t want to hear it out loud, but I think it’s important. Angelica, I love you. I 
don’t think these feelings will ever leave me, and I know it has to mean something…” It 
had to work. It was the only idea he had.  

When he returned to school, he borrowed Gerald’s locker. He knew she passed 
through there after her last class. He had his sister take him to a florist, to get the flowers. 
Red and white; passion and purity. He snuck back in while everyone was in class, and put 
them back in the locker, note attached, waiting. He ducked out of his last class a few 
minutes early, to wait by the locker for when she would make her way by. When the bell 
rang, she did indeed walk past. He called her name, and she came over to the locker. He 
opened it up, and handed her the flowers.  

“I wanted to do something for you…I still care, and there were some things I 
wanted to say. I hope I managed to say them all right.” She took the flowers, and the 
worry that she had been wearing fell from her face. She smiled again, her eyes shining. 
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“Thank you. You know, whatever happens, you are still the nicest guy I’ve ever 
met.”  

“Thanks. I’m sure you have places to go, I just wanted to give you that before I 
left today.” 

“Okay, bye. And thanks again.” She was happy again. Trevor started to think he 
had done the right thing, maybe he had won her back with the flowers alone.  

“Yeah, bye.”  
Trevor walked down the hall, through the mass of people, imagining what it 

would be like with her back again. The nay-sayers would be wrong again, and he would 
have back that smile. Once he had that love…it didn’t matter what exactly it was…once 
he had that, everything would be alright.  

 
He was still daydreaming later that evening in his room when the phone rang. 

He answered it, only half aware of the real world. When he heard Angel’s voice, he 
snapped back to reality. It was time for him to see if he had succeeded in winning her 
back with his seemingly logical words. Her tone was pensive, and he took that to be a bad 
sign. Maybe, he told himself, it was just because she was nervous about admitting the 
powerful feelings to herself. He was wrong. She told him that he didn’t seem to 
understand what she was saying before, and she was serious about what she believed. She 
told him not to hold his breath, because she didn’t know if she would ever be ready for 
what Trevor wanted. He didn’t know what to do. She said she still cared about him, and 
was also serious about being his friend. But he had wanted so much more than that. It 
was the closest he had ever felt to love, the only thing he could describe as having ever 
actually being love. Nothing came close. And now, what used to feel like love was 
rejection. He didn’t want to hear it anymore. He had been right before, when he was 
alone.  

Months crept by slowly, fueled only by the constantly moving mixture of 
bitterness and self-pity. Angel still talked to him at school, but it was all Trevor could do 
to ignore the urges to walk away. He didn’t know how she could dump him and then act 
as though they were best friends. It didn’t matter to him that she could understand him, or 
liked hanging out with him if every time he had to urge to touch her hair, or put his arm 
around her, he had to stop himself. Every time he pushed back an impulse, he trained 
himself harder to stay away from her. She didn’t want him, after all. Either he wasn’t a 
good enough person to date, or he was ugly enough to overwhelm whatever his good 
character might offer. Whatever Angel said, those were pretty much the only options 
available; the only sound reasons for leaving someone. And if he wasn’t a decent enough 
human being to date, then he probably want really a good friend, either, and he didn’t 
want pity. And if he was ugly, well, there wasn’t anything he could do about that. His 
eating habits had diminished so that he only really ate twice a day, and the only exercise 
he used to get was running from the police or angry dogs, and he had given that up when 
he started getting more interested in Angel. 

He had actually given up most of his illegal activities. He threw out the lock-
picks, stopped shoplifting or conning people. Didn’t trespass or fight so much. Stopped 
hanging around with some of his more strung-out friends. And not all of it was easy for 
him, either. The friends part was probably the easiest of them all; he never liked most of 
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those junkies and half-wits anyway. And picking locks was more a point of pride than a 
useful tool. Sure, he wouldn’t have to worry about locking himself out of his house, but, 
then again, he had never worried about it before. He didn’t believe in stealing from 
average people, so breaking into houses was only good for novelty acts. Things like 
stealing the mayonnaise out of every house on a block, and putting it all in one fridge, or 
putting the ketchup bottle on the toilet seat or in the mailbox or something. But that all 
involved more danger than the fun was worth, really. But the stealing, and the conning, 
those were hard. They went beyond brute crime or violence. There was no malice in these 
things. It was like a game, with better challenges and more options. There were new 
opportunities and obstacles for every situation. Could he get the massive sitting chair out 
of the office building before security found out? Could he nab a watermelon or a 
mannequin without anyone noticing? Could he convince the Christian girl at the club he 
was a charming and romantic foreigner? Could he make a priest raise his voice in anger? 
Like a brain teaser with a vast capacity for surprise or chaos, or a psychology lab where 
nobody knew their behavior was being studied. Anymore, whenever he walked into a 
store, he knew exactly how to get whatever it was he wanted without having to pay for it, 
and he knew with great certainty exactly what to say to make strangers believe what he 
wanted them to. It was a constant struggle to push those things away, and behave like a 
normal citizen. 

Of course, with Angel so decidedly out of the picture now, maybe there was no 
reason for him to stop. If the girl he wanted more than anything, and the one he didn’t 
really want but should have been on terms with both rejected him, he didn’t have a lot of 
hope for the future. Might as well get some free stuff in the meanwhile. And so Trevor 
started to shoplift again. He found that it was not unlike riding a bike, in that it came back 
quickly. He still did it with less frequency though, not really getting the same kick from it 
he used to. It was all the same thing he had done before.  

 
At a show, several months after the breakup, he was hanging around with the 

remaining group of his friends, when another cluster of people came by. Someone in his 
pack knew someone of the other pack, and they all got to talking. The best part for Trevor 
was the girl who was dead tired from getting up to buy Chris Isaak tickets first thing in 
the morning. She was pretty, with long dark hair and dark eyes. In the glow of the colored 
lights, she seemed dark and exotic, very much Latin in some ways, and yet not quite. But 
she told stories like an obsessed fan and laughed at dirty jokes, so the mystery of her dark 
eyes and long straight hair was left somewhere for the mystery of why and how she knew 
Douglas, of all people. That just wasn’t fair. But the headlining band came onstage, and 
the unfairness slipped away into the place where all Trevor’s thoughts went eventually, 
when they were no longer needed. By the time the music was over, he was ready to go 
home, and enter a new series of days, marked only by the fact that as some point he 
would sleep, followed by another time in which he would be awake. In the monotony, all 
his bitterness and anger faded into a general apathy and jaded outlook which only added 
to the habits that made up his lifestyle.  

The pattern and routine drove him well and faithfully, as it always did until 
something popped up to interrupt it. This time, the interruption came from another phone 
call. Not to bring rejection or trouble, but surprise. It was the exotic girl from the concert. 
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One of Trevor’s friends had given her his number, and she wanted to talk to him. 
Apparently Travis had been telling her about him for a while, and she finally decided to 
make the call. Her name was Carmen.  

For weeks, the two of them talked on the phone. Some days they spent hours 
there, discussing everything under the sun, from personal philosophy to the decision 
making processes of animals. Music was their biggest tie; what they had the most in 
common. That alone could take an hour, reminiscing about bands that no longer are, and 
speculating into the often grim future of such things. Trevor loved the way she talked 
about the things she was passionate about, and he loved her opinions. But every time he 
tried to make plans for them to hang out together, she always balked away. At first he let 
it go, considered that maybe she just wasn’t used to him, and wasn’t comfortable just 
hanging out with him. But by the third week, he had had enough. He wanted to see her, 
and if she wouldn’t make plans, he would surprise her.  

There was one cd in particular that they had discussed. It was a somewhat local 
band, from another fairly small town some 200 miles away. He bought the cd on a whim, 
before he had even heard them play. It turned out that he hated the cd. He thought the 
music was unoriginal, stereotypical punk rock. And he wasn’t a fan of punk rock, in 
general. But Carmen had heard them play, and liked them. She had even mentioned that 
she whished she has bought their cd while it was still cheap at the show. Thus, Trevor 
formed a plan. He looked her address up in the phone book, and then found it on a map. 
Then, making sure he grabbed the cd, he headed out the door, to walk over to see her. It 
was a four mile stretch, and in the middle of the summer, with a hot sun burning down, 
four miles became a fairly grueling trek. But he was determined, and he walked on. 

When she opened the door and saw him there, she jumped a little with surprise. 
Trevor was the last person she expected to see. He pulled out the disc, and handed it to 
her, smiling. They stood outside and talked a while. Had they not spent all that time 
talking before, Trevor likely would have been stuttering the entire time. In the high sun, 
Carmen looked more exotic and beautiful than before, sunlight shining playfully off her 
long, dark hair, and her eyes, dark and bright at the same time. Eventually, she offered to 
drive him home, and he accepted the offer the second time. It gave them more chance to 
talk. When he said goodbye, and walked back into his house, he knew he would be seeing 
her again. He wanted to be with her.  

One of the things he had discovered in all their conversations was that Carmen 
had a strange fascination with coloring crayons. He didn’t understand it, really, and he 
didn’t pretend to. All he needed to understand is that it was endearing and cute. The next 
time he was looking for art supplies, he noticed a few boxes of different “specialty” 
crayons. Some glowed in the dark, others had glitter inside, and some were even scented. 
Trevor had a pretty good idea of what she had already, from her descriptions, but he saw 
several she had never spoken about. So he took the boxes, and a cute dragon-themed 
coloring book from the racks and bought them. The next time they were going to be 
seeing each other, he brought her inside a moment so he could show her something. He 
gave her the crayons and the books.  

At first, she stood and stared at them. He thought that perhaps he had been 
mistaken, and it was a stupid gift, but when she lifted her eyes to his again, he noticed 
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something somewhere in between happiness and tears looking back at him. When she 
finally spoke again, after a minute or so, her voice was barely a whisper.  

“It’s the sweetest thing anyone has ever done for me…” 
Carmen set her gift down on Trevor’s desk, and stepped closer to him, never 

once taking her eyes off of his. When she was so close he could smell the flowers from 
her shampoo, she reached out slowly, gracefully, and set her hands on his chest and 
shoulder. She pulled him the rest of the distance to her, and closer her eyes to kiss him. 
Trevor was expecting a kiss like those that Angel used to give him. What he got was a 
surprise.  

She had been moving so slow towards him, the speed at which she kissed caught 
him off guard. That, coupled with the fact he had never found himself participating in any 
kind of a kiss that involved the tongue before, left him confused. He wasn’t sure what to 
do, what to think, so he froze. When she was done, and broke away from him, he said the 
only thing that came to mind.  

“That was nice.”  
She smiled, and leaned in again. This time, Trevor was a little more prepared. 

He tried to play along, massaging her tongue just as she was doing to his. It was a 
complicated business, and it required a lot of thought, but he thought, at least, that he 
liked it. It was different than anything he had ever felt before, though, and that was a 
good thing.  

They spent the rest of the day together, going shopping and watching movies. 
Everywhere they went, they walked hand in hand, and when they sat down to see some 
rented films, they were curled up tightly together. Trevor and Carmen didn’t really 
discuss their being together; it wasn’t the kind of thing that really warranted discussion. 
They got along, and enjoyed spending time with one another. They were together, they 
cared about one another. That was just the way things were. Life moved faster with 
Carmen than it had before. By the second date, Trevor had already seen her naked. 
Before long, he was finally comfortable with the new way of kissing, and was fast on his 
way to mastering the bra clasps. He felt different than before. He still couldn’t place that 
he had felt before, but he didn’t want to waste any time with this one. If it was to end, 
then Trevor wanted to embrace everything the relationship had to offer.  

“You have a good time when you see me, right?” 
“Of course. Why do you think I hang out with you, like, everyday?” 
“I was just thinking. We spend all this time together, and it just gets better and 

better. The more time I spend with you, the more fun I have.” 
“Trevor, is everything alright? What are you thinking about?” 
“Nothing, really. I was just…” 
“Is something wrong?” 
“No, of course not. It’s just that…I don’t know…” 
“What?” 
“Carmen?” 
“Yeah?” 
“What do you think it feels like to fall in love?” 
“I…don’t know. Why?” 
“Because I think I’m falling in love with you.” 
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“Oh, Trevor …” She grabbed his shoulders, and turned him around to face her. 
She was looking at him with the same eyes she had that first day, when he gave her the 
crayons. “I love you, too.”  

And that was it. There was no yelling or argument. No frank, uncomfortable 
discussion on the pros and cons of love. They kissed, and to Trevor, it made sense. They 
spend more time together than before. One night, after one of their carefree days of 
wandering, they were watching some television. What started as a gentle kiss became 
wrapped in an avalanche of passion, and soon they were both undressed, laying on his 
bed. They hadn’t just finished a candlelight dinner, and they had no spinning lights or 
slow dancing; in fact, they barely even spoke. But that night, without all the romantic 
planning, the dreams of perfection, and without Angel, Trevor lost his virginity. It was 
clumsy, and occasionally uncomfortable, but in their minds, it changed everything.  
 

Trevor worked as hard as he could to let Carmen know how much he cared. He 
did something to make up for it, anytime he had to go a few days without seeing her. 
When he went to camp the next year, he spent three days before he went making her 
meals and making her laugh. And when he was left, he brought with him a box of her 
homemade peanut butter cookies, which were dry, sometimes burnt, but reminded him of 
her with ever bite, and so made him happy.  

When he got back, he immediately called Carmen, and as tired as he was from a 
week of no sleep and hard work, he spent the whole evening with her, talking and holding 
her and assuring her that she was missed. He made dinner reservations at least once a 
month, and cooked for her every chance he got. Even on the days they stayed home, it 
was important to both of them that they make the most of their time, and who each other 
how they felt. As months passed, though, they fell deeper into habit and routine. Carmen 
wanted to go out less and less. Her interest in going out at all seemed to dwindle quite a 
bit. Time spend in front of the television became more and more frequent. Eventually, 
that was all they did together; watch television, have sex, and go home.  

Trevor was far from giving up yet though. Every week he came up with a 
different plan for making her happy again, bringing something back to the relationship, 
brining a smile to her face, but it all fell short of his goal. Carmen had already made up 
her mind about herself, none of it flattering, and she wasn’t going to be told anything 
else. Trevor’s own self esteem, still a little raw from Angel, couldn’t take much of this 
frustration before it started to crumble a little, too. He couldn’t stand that nothing he did 
made her happy. She said she loved him, and yet, she didn’t trust him when he told her 
all about her good qualities, and why he cared in the first place. She wouldn’t even talk to 
him about why she hated herself so. The more time he spent with her, in fact, the less she 
wanted to talk about anything besides music and television. Any subject that could have 
been considered personal was quickly changed, or simply ignored.  

It killed him to think about losing Carmen. The only other girl who had ever 
agreed to go out with him had changed her mind only a month later; he figured he was 
lucky to have anyone at all. She told him that their relationship would last forever. On 
late night walks, she would look to the stars and start talking about futures and family, 
and everything they would have together. He thought of her words at first as a wonderful 
dream, and then, as she swore her love and devotion, as a promise. He embraced all of 
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her passion and wildness, and the way she wasted no time for anything. Now, as they lay 
around in bed, watching reruns every night, he longed for one of their old adventures. For 
a night that felt as fresh as the first few months had. When she rolled over and begged 
him to get dressed and get her something to eat, he wished desperately for a real 
conversation. But the truth was, all that had faded out of their lives. The thought of the 
future scared him more than anything, like a cage build of sitcoms and fake cheese and 
repetitive sex. Nothing hurt him more than the impending thought of losing the frantic 
fight to keep the ship they were on from sinking.  

The pattern of their relationship held in a slow, downward slope, much like a 
dead leaf falling to the grassy floor in autumn. Finally, a week passed in which they 
hardly even saw each other, never really touched, and barely said a word. Trevor’s 
friends all said that it was over, and he needed to accept it. But, then, his friends were 
notorious for their bad advice and talking him out of things he wanted. How often they 
had led him astray, away from what he felt was right, and cost him a little bit of 
something wonderful? Even when an anniversary passed, and their celebration consisted 
of a five-minute phone call, he still refused to give up just yet. He wanted to surprise her, 
and find out exactly what was happening between them.  

When he showed up at her place without announcing himself, there was a big 
surprise, for both Trevor and Carmen, as well as the guy she was sleeping with at the 
time. And with that, it was over. Trevor went back home. He had lost.  

 
Nearly a year had gone by since the last time Trevor had been truly alone, and it 

took him a lot of time to adjust. His first instinct was to give her another chance; to think 
of any and all excuses Carmen might have had for the things that she had done. But it 
became clear to him, through all of her actions, and all of his attempts to forgive, that 
there really wasn’t an way to amend the situation. It only got worse as the rumors reached 
him about all her other affairs with all the other men she had been with. If he thought his 
self esteem to be weak while he was with her, it was nothing compared to what happened 
in the aftermath. To cheat on him with a guy who she herself said looked like a rat! What 
did that imply about the way he himself looked? And while Trevor knew she was fond of 
animals, but she could have at least let him believe she was disturbed, and slept with a 
horse instead. Unless those rumors just hadn’t gotten to him yet.  

Pages on the calendar turned, and he had still yet to forget everything that had 
happened. For all the problems they had, he still hadn’t expected things to go the way 
they had; to end so abruptly and to harshly. She had made so many promises, and so 
many plans, and now…there was nothing. Nothing by the same questions that became the 
refrain to his life. Why had she gone? How much of it had been his fault? What was he 
supposed to do now? It would be a long time before he had faith in himself again, or in 
the things he did. 

 
The first six months were a time of rebuilding, starting at some of the simplest 

of life’s aspects. He had to visit and re-visit places he had known for years, just to be able 
to stand in a public place and not be overwhelmed by memories. His favorite cds and the 
best movies were all too hard to play, and it was only after the first half of the year that 
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he could even appear normal on the outside while around them, let alone control his 
thoughts.  

After that, it got a little bit easier. He had finally beaten most of his old habits. 
He didn’t have to drive out of his way when going somewhere, to stop by her 
neighborhood. He didn’t have to fight making that last phone call of the night before he 
went to sleep. He didn’t have to check in with anyone before making plans with his 
friends. He could listen to Chris Isaak, and even if his mind wandered to Carmen 
sometimes, it didn’t necessarily cause him to start shaking, or wanting to cry. Like and 
good cataclysm, his recovery went smother every day. By nine months, he was almost 
cured. And, just as he was learning to play music and write again, he got a phone call 
from one of the places he least suspected.  

Angel was calling to see how he was doing. She had some free time, and was 
wondering if he wanted to hang out. Aside from running into her at camp, and a few 
times during the school year, Trevor really hadn’t seen much of Angel at all over the past 
year or so. And while she was always friendly and wanting to talk, he chalked that up to 
her cheery nature and persistence in the ‘let’s just be friends’ theory of breaking up. He 
never gave it much credence, and made almost no effort to return her charm or 
conversation. He grunted now and then, but for the most part, she did the talking, and he 
stared off into space a little bit less vacantly than normal. But, now there she was, calling 
and trying to spend a little time together. It wasn’t an idea that really excited Trevor in 
the least, but he didn’t know how to say no. After all, she was sure to change her mind 
when she was reminded of how unpleasant he was to be around. A few minutes of him 
not talking or showing much sign of emotion, and she would come to her senses and go 
home.  

As was commonplace in his life, though, Trevor was wrong. Angel didn’t go 
away after a few minutes of the cold shoulder. In fact, she stayed for several hours, 
talking to him, smiling and making jokes even faced with his own frowning pessimism. 
He rooted through his cds, and she asked him questions about music. He turned on the 
television, and she suggested movies to watch. After a while, either impressed with her 
insistence or lulled into it by her cleverness, he began to talk a little. He mentioned the 
breakup, and how hard it had been. He mentioned to struggles he found in suddenly being 
unable to touch a girl, even to give a massage. She countered by telling him to give her a 
backrub. When she finally did go home, because of the lateness of the evening, and not 
from the negativity of Trevor’s attitude, a strange thought crept into the back of his head: 
he had a good time with her. But he shoved it away quickly, reminding himself how long 
it had been since he had last seen a girl naked, and that this was probably just a side 
effect.  

Less than a week passed before she called again, wanting to do something. 
Again, Trevor tried to manifest his coldest, most insensitive of personas, and again, it did 
nothing to phase her, and he felt good by the time she left. The third time it happened, he 
went all out. At one point, he even stated that he was too tired to talk, and lay down on 
his bed, closing his eyes. He listened, to hear the offended tone in her voice, but it never 
came. He was still listening hard, when the bed moved from the weight of another person. 
The faint scent of sunflowers drifted over to him. Finally, when he felt her sliding next to 
him, Trevor opened his eyes. In the silence, Angel had taken off her shoes, and now she 
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was laying curled up right next to him, her arms draped over his body, and her face 
resting a little against his chest. She took a deep breath, and let it out slowly.  

“You know, for some reason, I always feel relaxed around you. Safe, you know? 
You like quiet, and peace, and you listen. You just seem to understand me. I think that’s 
why I like hanging out with you so much. We make good friends.” She took another deep 
breath, and closed her eyes. Trevor could feel her moving a little with each breath, calm 
and slow. He smiled to himself.  

All this time, she had been serious. Somehow, she did care about him, she did 
think he was a good friend. He ignored her, he was rude, and still, she thought she saw 
something in there worth hanging out with. Even Trevor wasn’t sure what it was. But in 
that moment, the last bit of the old bitterness faded away. He lifted his arm from 
underneath his head, and put it around her shoulder. She smiled, and made a sleepy little 
moan, nestling closer a little, like a napping kitten. For the first time, he admitted to 
himself that he was, in fact, happy she was around. He was at peace. Whatever it was that 
caused the pair of them to understand each other, it made life better, and made the world 
seem like a warm patch of sunlight in soft grass. He yawned. He was just on the verge of 
falling asleep himself.  

 
And so, Trevor and Angel were good friends. Sometimes it would be a few 

weeks between her calls, sometimes she would call almost every day. Trevor learned 
early on that calling her was usually a waste of time. Anytime he tried, she was just out 
the door to somewhere, or bogged down with work. But, when she had time again, she 
would call, and they would go out, or sit and talk. When she was tense, he would give her 
a massage, and when she was overwhelmed, they would sit close and hold each other. It 
was always peaceful, and always fun. One of the best parts about it was that nobody 
bothered him when he was with her. He didn’t bother to tell his friends; he already knew 
what they would say. And since Trevor was accepted into a new independent scholastic 
program, he didn’t attend classes at the school anymore. Not even Gerald found out until 
their third year at the camp.  

By now, Trevor was used to the kids. Nothing they could throw at him bothered 
him beyond the point of having fun. Every day was full of games and costumes and 
blatant bribery. He had finally learned ho to deal with them, and what to tell them to get 
them to cooperate with the things he wanted them to do. To a few of his kids, he WAS 
the good counselor, the one you respected and could talk to about anything. They asked 
his advice and his help, and opened up to him about their pasts. It was his peers that 
bothered him the most now. Younger kids were coming in to be counselors, and they 
acted at times as immature as the children they were supposed to be taking care of. When 
the counselors gathered together for some quiet time in the middle of the week, most of 
them were engaged in some game playing. Dirty jokes and lounging around had been 
outlawed this time. Trevor snuck away behind some furniture, to lay down for some 
quiet. In only a few moments, he recognized the familiarity and comfort of sunflowers 
and Angels calm breathing. Neither of them said anything, they just lay in the corner, as 
they had countless times elsewhere. It never even occurred to them that, while they were 
tucked away in a corner, they were still visible to almost the entire room, all growing a 
little curious as to what was going on.  
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Their curiosity grew later at the outdoor safety classes. Trevor had managed to 
find a nice place to stretch out for a half-nap, away from the lecture he could all but 
repeat word by word from previous years. When Angel and her troupe came in, she 
deposited her kids, and then joined Trevor in his plush chair, leaning her head on his 
shoulder. For the duration, they spoke quietly, and shared their daily horde of junk food. 
When the lecture was over, and the kids were all well enough versed on what not to do 
around sleeping bears to be let loose, the other counselors made their way over to ask 
what was going on. Trevor just shrugged, and called together his kids to get ready for a 
hike. The mystery remained up through the last day, when they napped curled together in 
the bus during the long ride home. But before they could even load up their gear to go 
home, Gerald was full of questions.  

“What was with you and Angel up there?” 
“I don’t follow.” 
“You two aren’t dating, are you?” 
“Oh. No.” 
“Are you sure?” 
“That we’re not dating? Yes.” 
“And you’re not going to be?” 
“I think it’s safe to say I don’t plan on asking her out, yeah.”  
“Okay. Just wanted to make sure.”  
“Why?” 
“Because you guys seemed a little cozy.” 
“Ah. Well, don’t worry so much.” And nothing more was mentioned on the 

subject.  
 
For Trevor and Angel much was the same. She began her last school year, and 

was more overwhelmed with work that ever before. Sometimes now there would be 
weeks, even a month between their visits. They were no less meaningful, and their 
relationship was no worse for the wear because of it. Trevor rediscovered literature, and 
began reading everything he could find in his spare time. He had finished school early 
thanks to independent study, and began college early; the studying occupying much of his 
time. He played music with his friends and tried occasionally to record a song or two. On 
his own, he wrote songs that he never committed to paper or cassette. He sang for the 
pleasure of singing, and there were few that knew about it. He still did not date, nor make 
any actions towards trying.  

For that matter, all through the next year, he stayed single. He resisted all 
attempts at blind dates and set ups, and when anybody asked, just pointed out that the 
second year was shaping up to be much easier than the first. He had grown used to the 
lack of touch, and had only fading memories of the passion that had come before. Even 
the kiss eluded him, forgetting almost all of them, save those first ones, in his time with 
Angel. Those were kept somewhere special in a corner of his mind, like fine china, only 
to come out a few times in a year.  

When Trevor finally came to a point that he could no longer put off the working 
world, he found himself in a small furniture warehouse. It took more of his evening time, 
working the night shift, but gave him new experiences, and introduced him to knew 
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people. The job marked a change that was both slow and devastating, like the migrating 
ice bergs that carved the grand canyon. One by one his friends all dropped out of sight, 
some in arguments and anger, some though lack of communication or association. By the 
time he met with his first promotion at work, he was down to Angel and his nightshift 
coworker, Mario. Angel he saw less, too, but there was no trepidation to their absences, 
and every time they were broken it was almost as though they hadn’t been there in the 
first place. Trevor still gave her backrubs to help her relax, and cuddled with her to keep 
her safe.  

When he got his own apartment, she was his only visitor. She would come for 
dinner and conversation. They shared art and music. He would show her a poem, and she 
would dance. Later into the night, they would sit close, and fill each other in on the 
events of the past months. There was no end to the stories, and no limit to the peace that 
filled the room when they were together. Meanwhile, he and Mario would talk, and 
Mario would listen at length to stories of Trevor’s childhood. Mario’s favorite stories 
were always the ones that involved Angel. He was building up all kinds of theories on the 
two of them, but he would never delve into them more than the first few sentences. Then, 
the subject would change, and it would be Mario’s turn to talk for the next few hours.  

 
The next year, Angel headed off to college as well. Her schedule exploded, and 

what was once a couple of months between visits became something like five or six. 
They wrote, and made a few calls, but communication was definitely down a lot. Trevor 
was struggling with his own college program. It wasn’t suiting him well at all, and the 
stress of working nights and heading straight to school in the days was getting to him. 
Eventually, after a lot of consideration, he quit school and took a promotion at work that 
moved him to days. He listened to lectures about his decision from everyone but Mario, 
and defended his position more often than he could count. The arguments became a 
reflex action; he didn’t even have to think about the words anymore. There was only one 
person he hadn’t told, and he was still afraid to mention it. He was afraid of letting Angel 
down.  

She used to make a point of mentioning how much she respected him for how 
hard he worked. Whenever he picked up the pen or phone to tell her, he pictured her 
being disappointed with him, and he wondered if she would still bother to come around at 
all. He had never let her down before, at least not that badly. But he wouldn’t be able to 
hide it forever, so he made the call. She took it well, but he still wished he could have 
seen her face. He wanted to be able to look into those big, beautiful eyes of hers and see 
for himself if she was upset. Trevor knew she wouldn’t ever be able to hide it from him. 
It was the downside to having such open, honest eyes. She had never been able to lie to 
him. But she was still too busy with schoolwork and all her activities.  

Mario and Trevor still got together sometimes on their days off, to catch up and 
joke around. When Trevor mentioned his worries, Mario finally let loose his theories. He 
had been making a list, during the time they worked together, of everything Trevor 
mentioned wanting in a woman. He had also made a list of everything Trevor had ever 
said about Angel. He had managed to match up almost every one of Trevor’s desired 
qualities with one of Angel’s characteristics. Trevor defended his position firmly, 
pointing out the simplicity of his and Angel’s friendship, and all of its plutonic 
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boundaries. He even went so far as to remind Mario of the brief time they did date, and 
how it ended, along with all of Angel’s feelings about love. It did nothing to sway Mario 
though. He insisted on the theory. He pointed out that Angel had really been into Trevor 
while they did date, however brief, and how she had refused to give up on him, even 
when he was trying his best to turn her away. He pointed out the way that she made a 
little sighing noise when Trevor kissed her, and that even now, when it would be so easy 
for them to loose contact, she still called when she could.  

Most of the evening was spent on the argument, and while neither conceded at 
the end of the discussion, Mario left the lists and notes with Trevor. For a long time, he 
sat, reading over them all, dumbfounded at how specific his friend had been. Mario even 
made note of her eye color, and the chipmunk-sneeze. He tried hard to push it away as 
one of Mario’s more bizarre theories, but it came back time and again. Only a few weeks 
later, Mario revealed he would be moving to Chicago with a girl he met named Kitty. It 
was clear that they probably wouldn’t see each other again, even thought they both said 
they would write. But the last thing Mario said, before he left, stayed with Trevor. 

“Forget about Angel for a second, then. Just look at the one list. Your perfect 
girl. Do you think she exists?” Mario had been pressing the point for hours, but he never 
got frustrated in the middle of a good debate. 

“Yes. I think she has to.”  
“Alright. Then picture those things. Think about them every day. Believe in 

them. If you tell yourself, and you honestly believe, that she will come to you, then I 
guarantee you she will show up within a week.” 

“What is this, some kind of voodoo? How can you make a promise like that?” 
“Because I believe in it.” 
“You’re an intense guy sometimes, you know?” 
“Yeah. So are you. Use that. Believe.” And with that, he pushed the paper back 

across the table towards Trevor, for what must have been the hundredth time that night. 
This time, Trevor didn’t fight it. Mario was already late in meeting with Kitty, so they 
said their last goodbyes, and Mario left the restaurant. Trevor went home, and read the 
list. He sat down, and pictured them all in his head, one by one, and told himself, 
believed, that she would come. He did this every day.  

 
It was a week to the day, when he got another phone call. It had been nine 

months since the last time he saw Angel, but she had finally managed to get some time 
from school, and wanted to come over. When he heard her knock, he opened the door, 
and was struck faster than the sunflower scent could reach his nose. She was wearing a 
black dress, and her hair was glowing as ever. He looked at her standing in the hallway of 
his building, and thought about the list. She was it. The perfect hair, those gorgeous eyes. 
He had never once, in movies or magazines, seen a more amazing girl. She brought with 
her paintings she wanted to show him, and stories to tell. The entire time he was with her 
that evening, he heard Mario’s voice, telling him again and again that she was it. Trevor 
did his best to fight it, and when it was time for her to go, he hugged her goodnight.  

The next night, she came over again. This time, they went out, to eat and to a 
movie. They walked around together, and the feeling was even more powerful than 
before. It was long past midnight when she was ready to go home this time, and when he 
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walked her to her car, it was all Trevor could do to not kiss her goodnight. He didn’t 
know what had come over him; he hadn’t kissed Angel since he was in high school. It 
wasn’t a reflex of habit. Once more that week, he saw her, and again, it became harder 
for him to contain himself. When he walked arm in arm, he was temped to put his hand 
on the small of his back. he could remember how strong and yet how soft it was, and how 
it amazed him to feel her muscles rolling under her velvety skin as she walked. He 
remembered how sweet her kisses were, and when the night was over, he remembered the 
noise she made every time their lips separated. Her scent clung to him, haunting him long 
into the morning, when he finally fell asleep.  

Trevor didn’t hear from Angel again for a while. He wondered if perhaps he had 
missed his chance. If somehow Mario’s voodoo magic had only bought him that one 
opportunity, and he had wasted it with the fear of pushing her away. It was all he thought 
about, at work and at home, when he tried to write. Losing his one chance, at something 
perfect. Page after page was filled with these thoughts, and still they wouldn’t let him go. 
Nothing could distract him from her memory, until he was introduced to the new hire at 
work a few weeks later. 

 
Naomi wasn’t exactly what you would expect to see in a furniture warehouse. 

She was small, and petite, and had an aura around her of childlike innocence. All through 
her training, Trevor wondered of perhaps someone had been mistaken in hiring her. 
Surely she wouldn’t intentionally sign herself up for such harsh labor. When she showed 
up to work, she wore new clothes, stylish and clean. Most had given up on the idea of 
that, and bought old clothes at thrift stores to work in, since the job destroyed even the 
strongest clothes in a few months anyway. But despite all the barbs and jokes made, 
Naomi showed up every day looking as though she was the floor manager at the Gap. 
When she spoke, it only served to separate her further from the pack. She had a voice as 
cute and petite as the rest of her was, and as innocent as a new lamb. She never swore, 
and didn’t seem to know a single dirty joke. But she was always the first to volunteer to 
help with the hardest of work, and when she got down to the heavy lifting, she was every 
bit as strong as Trevor was.  

They got along well, and with her constant insistence on doing the hardest of 
work along side him, she and Trevor had plenty of time to get to know each other. It 
turned out that her other job was in fact as a clothing store, and that her biggest goal, 
aside from running her own nightclub, was to design clothes. Some of the clothes she 
wore to work were actually things she had designed and made herself, which is why she 
didn’t mind them getting dirty; they were always the ones with one stitch off, or colors 
that didn’t go great together. None of the mistakes she accused them of having were clear 
to Trevor at all, and the more she pointed out, the more impressed he was with her ability, 
and the passion she had for her craft.  

Her sweetness and innocence weren’t acts, either, as it turned out. She truly was 
as kind and generous as you would think her to be, and while she was much smarter than 
a lot of her coworkers guessed, she never held anything against anyone. Trevor wondered 
if maybe the voodoo had been a few weeks late. He told her stories about his old friends, 
and about Mario and all their discussions. She loved them, and told him stories of her 
own, about growing up in Guam, because of her dad’s navy career, and all the places she 
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traveled to. When he finally go the courage, Trevor asked her to go to a concert with him. 
Chris Isaak was coming back to town, and he didn’t have anyone else to go with. He 
didn’t mention that it was only because he didn’t want to have anyone else to go with, but 
he didn’t need to. She agreed. It was her first concert.  

They started to spend a lot of time together. Still, he was nervous about making 
any kind of moves. It had been well over two years since he had so much as kissed a girl. 
He made her dinner one night, and they talked about old relationships, and the 
possibilities of new ones. Naomi revealed to him that she didn’t date anymore, because 
she wasn’t sure what she was looking for in a relationship. She wasn’t even sure, she 
said, who she really was, and what she wanted out of life, and it wouldn’t be healthy for 
her to get involved with anyone before she figured at least some of that stuff out. Trevor 
respected her for the decision, but it was no easier to swallow. Still, even after she left the 
warehouse for another job, they spent a lot of time together, and became somewhat close.  

During the entire friendship, it was a constant struggle for Trevor that he 
couldn’t be with her. He was never really able to accept it. On thanksgiving, he insisted 
on cooking a special dinner for her after she was done with her families sushi-
thanksgiving. When she turned up sick from work, he put together a care package in a 
first-aid box, consisting of candy and popcorn and movie certificates and a book. 
Valentines day was the worst for him, though. It wasn’t fair, that he had finally met 
someone he wanted desperately to do something for, who he cared about so much, and he 
couldn’t. He mulled it over for a month before the day ever came. In the end, he couldn’t 
hold off. With only a few days to go, he began planning frantically, trying to put together 
the right gift. 

When Valentines finally rolled around, he dropped a bouquet off at her house 
early in the morning, when she would just be getting up.  In amongst the carnations and 
roses was a shining metal key-chain, with an embossed rose on it, and a key. There was a 
poem inside, explaining her Valentine’s treasure hunt, and ten dollars for gas. The key 
opened a locker in a skating rink, where waited a large box of chocolates, and another 
poem attached to a key. This one led her to a post office box, wherein lay a bracelet and 
necklace, and another note. This one led her to another mailbox across town, where she 
would find a poem Trevor wrote about how he felt about her, and yet another key. When 
she found the locker at a local college where the key fit, there was a box, and inside, a 
fork. It explained that she had an option; she could take one key, and find out who had set 
the whole thing up, or she could take another, and leave it a mystery. The latter led to a 
stuffed tiger in a mall security locker, with a small anonymous note to let her know how 
great she was. The former was a locker in a pool hall, where she would find a couple of 
books, with a picture of Trevor tucked inside.  

Having worked all day and all night for the past four days on the project, Trevor 
had gone to bed early that night. He was afraid that if he was awake, he would have just 
grown anxious, and worried that she would take the mall box, and never even know it 
was him, or worry that something went wrong. The keys didn’t fit, or got mixed up, or 
someone had nicked one of the gifts. The best option for him was to sleep, and let things 
work themselves out. At around eleven, his phone rang. When he picked it up, Naomi 
was on the other side.  
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“Happy Valentines Day.” Her voice was sweet, and quiet, and soothing. He 
could hear her smiling through the phone. He was afraid it was a dream.  

“And to you, too.” 
“Thank you so much, for everything.” 
“It’s my pleasure.” 
“Were you sleeping?” 
“Yes. And now I’m dreaming.” She laughed, still with the same charm, the same 

magical tone in her voice that he had never heard before. 
“Can I see you tomorrow?” 
“Absolutely. I would love that.” 
“Good. I have to work, but I will call as soon as I get home, and we can do 

something, alright?” 
“Perfect.” 
“Now, you go back to sleep, and have sweet dreams.”  
“The sweetest. You too.” 
“Thanks again. Night.” And she hung up the phone. Her voice rang inside 

Trevor’s head. ‘Happy Valentine’s day.’ The way she said it was perfect. She was happy. 
She liked what he had done, and was happy, and now she wanted to see him. He smiled 
as wide as ever, and went back to sleep, dreaming of everything that could come 
tomorrow.  

 
Sometime in the afternoon the next day, Naomi did indeed call, as she said she 

would. They talked a while, and she invited Trevor over to watch a movie. They went 
out, and rented something, and then went back to her apartment. Her roommates had all 
gone dancing to give them time alone. Trevor felt a little nervous, as what he should do, 
or say, but he told himself it would be best to go with the flow, so that he did. They sat 
together, and watched a movie, and then had some dinner, and still they hadn’t discussed 
the day before, or how either of them felt. Finally, it was getting late, and Trevor couldn’t 
contain it any longer.  

“I was wondering…about yesterday…how you feel about it. About the things I 
told you.” She stood quietly for a moment, and smiled a little.  

“Can we go get something to drink?”  
So they went to a diner, and had some cocoa, sitting in the large chairs by a fake 

fire. They talked a little while longer about the night, and life, and hadn’t brought up their 
feelings, until Trevor again couldn’t wait longer. 

“I’m no good at talking about serious things, like this…” was Naomi’s reply. 
“What you did…it was the nicest thing anyone has ever done for me. And a lot of the 
things you wrote were so sweet, I was crying. I even cried when people asked me about 
them at work today. You’re such a good person…” She paused, looking for the words. 
She didn’t need to say them out loud; Trevor knew what was coming. “I’m just really not 
ready for anything like that. I wish I was, but, I just…I don’t think I can handle a serious 
relationship.” 

Trevor was dizzy. He had been building up his hopes all day, and every time he 
imagined what he would say to her, he had reminded himself that it might not go well. 
But every time he pictured her, the life in her eyes, and the way she was talking to him 
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the night before, he always pictured it perfect. Now, she had broken the news. She went 
on to tell him that she would never forget what he had done, and she would tell her kids 
about it, if she ever had any, but Trevor was lost. He had been so certain…so certain. 
And yet wrong, as he had been before.  

Trevor and Naomi stayed friends, and Trevor did his best to get over his loss. He 
knew he had no right to expect her to change her mind for him, or to think that his game 
would make her feel any differently, but he couldn’t change the fact that part of him 
really did. A few months went by, and she changed jobs a few more times. Eventually, 
she took a job in another city, and moved away. Trevor was left again with little else but 
his job and his art. 

 
In the absence of anything else, Trevor gave everything he was to his art. Day 

and night, if he was awake, and not at work, he was playing his guitar, or writing 
something. He even bought a small recorder, to lay down some of his songs. In one 
weekend, he recorded seven new songs. The next week, he sat down at his computer to 
write. he had already wrote about everything he felt, and everything he could on his 
failed romance. He wrote about his doubt, and wrote about the struggle of an imposed 
celibacy. He had written about almost everything he could say about his own life, and 
still he wanted to write. So he started writing about somebody else. Fictional people, in a 
fictional world, none of which existed outside of his own imagination. He wrote for 
hours, every day, and there was more. 

He couldn’t stop the flowing words. All he thought about while he was at work 
was getting home to his computer, and once there, all he did was type. All through the 
night, and until the sun came up in the morning, and it was time for him to return to work. 
He only ate when he absolutely had to, and even then it was limited to sliced cheese and 
crackers, so he could still type with one hand, and he only slept when he couldn’t stand 
any longer, and passed out. After two years, he no longer cared about his job. Trevor did 
everything he could for them, and now everything was getting worse. There were no 
more promotions, no more challenges, and every day there was a new problem with the 
owners. He made good money while he worked there, though, and saved most of it. One 
day, he stopped showing up. He called his boss, and told him he wouldn’t be coming in 
anymore.  

The writing was on him now like a fever, or a religion. He packed up all of this 
belongings, and moved them to storage. Some to his parents’ attic, and some to his 
brothers’ and sisters’ houses. The only things not boxed away were things he needed; 
clothes, some books, a few cds, his computer and guitar. Anything not related to the art, 
or to daily living, was gone. He let the rent slide on his apartment, and moved into an 
apartment with one of his old coworkers, who had recently quit as well. Rent was 
cheaper, and he only had to pay a few bills. He could live for quite some time on what he 
had saved. All his time now was spent writing. He grew malnourished, even sick, and he 
still didn’t care. A week could go by without him leaving his apartment. When the story 
he was writing was finally done, he opened up a new file, and started writing another.  

Almost nine months since their last meeting, Angel called again. When he went 
to see her, he brought a copy of the story he had written and printed off for her. She told 
him about all she had been up to, and how successful school was going. As smart and 
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industrious as always, there was no doubt in Trevor’s mind that Angel would be 
everything she ever said she would. He was in awe at her accomplishments, and her 
incredible drive towards her goals. He wished to himself that he had been able to stick 
with something like that. He told her about his writing, and his new lifestyle. She was at 
once concerned and impressed, but before she could ask any real questions about what 
else he was doing, he brought up her life again, anxious to hear all her stories.  

Later that week, she showed him around her campus. He got to see her dorm 
room, cluttered with a mass of all her clothes, and smelling faintly of Angel. He could see 
her in there, reflected in the books on the shelves, and the posters on the walls. She 
seemed so strong, standing in the middle of her own environment, truly the master of her 
own life. She showed him some of her design projects, and he beamed with pride. 
Somehow, she had managed to stay every bit as amazing and beautiful as she had ever 
been. Even balancing working and school and dancing, she was still calmer and more 
stable than ever before. Even in his newfound passion, Trevor hadn’t been calm in a long 
time. When they finally sat down on the small couch together, it was as though 
something had been clenching his throat tight, choking him, and only let go that second. 
He felt good. He felt right. He felt the one thing he had never felt anywhere else, except 
with her; he felt at home. And so he stopped worrying about trying to keep her from 
asking about his life. He stopped worrying about everything. He just let the peace wash 
over him, as it hadn’t done since nine months before, and he smiled.  

 
As always, it was a while until he would see her again. This time, though, it was 

different. This time, he carried the calm with him. He held it close inside of himself, and 
whenever he started to feel the rush of words from inside of him, or the pressure from his 
quickly-draining bank account, or some sadness from his many years of solitude, he 
remembered Angel, and it all went away. Through those memories, he started to 
remember who he truly was. He didn’t need to be nervous around girls. He used to be 
charming, and romantic. He wasn’t born afraid, that was something he learned from 
Carmen, and from his solitude. He didn’t need it anymore. And he didn’t need to worry 
about being unattractive, either. That thing he had been looking for all this time, that 
person who was so attracted to him that it took their breath away…someone felt that way 
about him once. So much so that just kissing her, quickly and innocently, caused her to 
squeak. And if someone as strong and independent as Angel saw good in him, then he 
should to.  

It was exactly the shot in the arm Trevor needed. Almost immediately, he started 
to change. He smiled more, and slowed down. His writing was limited to a few hours a 
day, to leave room for the rest of life. Whenever it was nice outside, Trevor made a point 
to go for a walk, or a jog. And if it wasn’t, then he would lift piles of books and do push-
ups. He collected samples and addresses of every newspaper in the entire city, and started 
writing to them on a regular basis. At first, the told him he would need more education to 
get a job. But he wrote more, and put together more samples. He wrote articles about 
things that didn’t really happen, and did reviews of his own books to showcase his 
writing ability. And every night, he sat down, and worked on his own stories. Finally, one 
of the smaller papers read through his submissions, and liked what they saw enough to 
give him a call. They called him in for an interview, and he was hired on the spot.  
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Trevor built up a new routine, built on more than necessity and bitterness. Every 
day, he worked out, and wrote for himself, and everyday, he did research or writing on a 
news story. Even though they started him on the simpler reviews, it didn’t take the paper 
editor long to put him on bigger stories. When he woke up, he was smiling, and before he 
went to bed, he dug an old picture of Angel out of his wallet, and thanked her for all the 
inspiration she ever gave him. He started writing her more frequently, pestering her 
almost as much as he had the papers, and before too long, he was in contact with her 
regularly again. He may not have been able to see her as often as once was, but he got to 
hear from her, and that was still great.  

With more of a resume, Trevor found he could submit an occasional piece to the 
large papers as well. After half a year at the local paper, Trevor started again submitting 
works and offers to the larger newspapers. They were still hesitant to hire him on fill 
time, with such little formal education, but just as the smaller paper had before, one of the 
larger locals eventually gave in, and gave Trevor a job. He was finally able to earn 
enough money, he moved out of the small apartment, back into his own place, and 
recovered all of his possessions from their corners of the world.  

Most days, Trevor woke up smiling. He had a charmed life, and considered 
himself to be one of the luckiest people alive. He had a great job now, and actually got 
paid to do what he loved. He had a place to live, health, and a lot to do, and he was even 
within range of finding an agent to sell his stories. There was only one thing that was 
missing. Home; his heart, and his inspiration. The one thing that had gotten him through 
all the long years alone, and had always made him feel warm and happy. He could still 
remember perfectly her words to him on the phone, the day he tried to win her back, and 
her voice still rang as she described her theories on love. When he thought about her, 
alone in her school, he knew why, and it made sense. And yet…it lacked the passion, and 
the freedom, that he thought she should have. But there was little, he feared, he could do 
about it.  

 
The next time he got a call from Angel, he could barely wait to see her. After all 

these years, he had come to learn that it was still impossible to call her and get anything 
other than an answering machine, or to catch her as she was going out the door. But if he 
waited patiently, she would come, as she always did. They decided to meet in a diner for 
dessert. They sat and talked as though they saw each other every day, telling stories about 
friends and coworkers, and listening to everything they had missed in each other’s lives. 
But when the sun set and the clock hands moved by, and Trevor still had so many 
questions that Angel hadn’t answered, he knew he was missing too much. He argued with 
himself, trying to convince himself not to do something dumb, but when he was busy 
distracting himself, he heard himself start to speak. 

“Do you ever think about when we were together?” She was a little surprised at 
the conversation change, but not mad.  

“Yeah, I do.” 
“Were you happy?” Angel smiled. 
“Very happy.”  
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“Yeah, so was I. You know, it’s been six years since then, and I still have never 
known exactly why you left me.” Her smile faded, and Angel took the look of an 
ambushed deer. 

“It’s…hard to explain.” 
“I know it is, and I’ve never expected you to. I just think sometimes, about all 

we missed out on. I mean, I always thought we were really good together, and made each 
other happy.” Angel’s tone was more serious now.  

“But you know how I feel about that.”  
“I do. And I respect it. I don’t think you really understand how much I respect 

you, and everything you’ve done. But you know what? I think you’re missing out on 
something, and I think it’s all because you’re afraid.” Angel opened her mouth to speak, 
but Trevor started again before she could protest. “You’re the strongest person I’ve ever 
known, and you accomplish a lot, and you work hard. But I think you’re afraid of the 
risk. I think the biggest reason you don’t believe in love is because you’re afraid you’ll 
get talked into something, and you’ll end up not finishing with school. And then all this, 
everything you’ve worked towards over your whole life will have gone away. And then 
what? You’d be a housewife, or maybe even end up alone, without either the love or the 
career.” 

“And that’s not a reasonable fear?” 
“No, it’s a reasonable fear. But that’s not love. That’s something that someone 

confused for love. The real thing would never make you choose. Ever. Someone who 
really loved you would support you no matter what you wanted to do, and follow you no 
matter where you wanted to go. 

“I’ve cared about you ever since we shared a table at that camp, and I’ve been 
amazed by you ever since the first night I held you in my arms, and looked into those 
breathtaking eyes of yours. You know, and I know you know, that I would never do 
anything that I didn’t think was supporting you. Hell, I don’t think I could if I tried, I’m 
not exactly a career man myself. Think, just once, about all the good that could come out 
of being together. Think about all the times you’ve been stressed out at school, and you 
just wanted a release. Wouldn’t it be easier if you had someone there who knew you, who 
really understood you, and could make you feel better? If you had someone to give you a 
massage after a long day of dancing, or to cheer you up after a really hard test? What if 
all you needed to feel happy was a safe pair of arms and someone to cook you dinner? 

“And what’s more, how many people do you know who understand each other 
like we do? Who really know, without even talking, what the other is feeling. What we 
have here is special. It doesn’t happen a lot. And if you could come home every day, to a 
clean house, and a fresh meal, and someone who truly loves you, and makes you happy, 
wouldn’t that already be succeeding? Even if it takes a year, or two, or even ten years 
longer than you’ve been planning all your life to get yourself situated in a career, it 
wouldn’t matter, because you would already be happy. And if you suddenly had to pack 
up and move to a new town because of a job, don’t you know I’d be happy to go with 
you? I can write anywhere. But I’ve only ever felt truly at peace, at home when I’m with 
you.  

“And that is the risk. I don’t think I’d ever find anyone like you again, and I am 
terrified sometimes when I think I might not have you.” 
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There was a silence at the table so thick Trevor could feel it getting caught in his 
throat, choking him. He could feel his heart beating, and the stinging heat in his eyes. 
Angel wasn’t looking up from the empty plate in front of her, and with every heartbeat 
that slipped by, Trevor was more and more afraid. He would have yelled at himself, or 
taken it all back, but he was too scared even to think. When Angel finally lifted her head, 
the look in her eyes made Trevor freeze. Her eyes, so round and pure, were now swollen 
and red, and full of tears. She shook a little as she stared at him, and he knew he had 
made a mistake. The look of fear, of hurt, that he so often tried to protect her from when 
he held her in his arms and told her to forget anyone who ever told her anything bad, was 
now looking right back at him. And this time, there was nothing he could say, nothing he 
could do, to make it go away. This time, it was all his fault.  

“How could you do that to me?” her words were so soft, and quiet, and 
quivering as she strained not to cry, and yet sounded as tough and strong as anything she 
had ever done. “How could you sit here and tell me that? You know how I feel, and you 
should know that I can’t…” She choked on the words, and had to stop to control her 
voice again. 

“I’m sorry…” Trevor knew the words were useless at this point. 
“You had no right, Trevor. No right…” Angel stood up slowly, and turned 

towards the door. Trevor knew better than to call her back, and he knew better than to 
chase after her. He had done something far worse than anything he had ever done before. 
He had hurt the one person who had been there for him through everything he had ever 
been through. The one he could trust to always be honest, and to always be there when he 
needed. He pushed her too far, and now he had lost her. It was years after he had started 
to get to know her, and for that long she had been a special part of his life; the one 
constant, through all his problems and all his changes. Now, so much time later, they 
both moved away from their small town to find new lives, dead hot workshop had given 
way to the peacemakers, and all Trevor had left of her were memories. Angel was gone. 
Trevor sat there, unable even to cry, until the waiter had to tell him it was closing time. 

 
If it wouldn’t have been for his routine, Trevor would have fallen apart 

completely. It was only because of habit and set patterns that he lived at all. He walked 
the same path, and ate the same thing. He worked on his assignments, and followed 
through with his deadlines, but it was clear something was lacking from his usual work. 
When he was at his personal computer, in the time he normally spent working, he typed 
the same thing, over and over. ‘I’m sorry, Angel.’  

He knew that there would never be anyone like Angel in his life again. When he 
looked back at all his pictures and letters, he could feel the hole where she used to be. All 
that hope, and all that faith. That spark that never let him give up, was all gone. Months 
went by, and he still hadn’t been able to talk to her. He had written dozens of apology 
letters, none of which ever got sent. He started to dial her number a hundred times, 
always stopping before he hit the last digit. It wasn’t even conceivable for him to drive to 
see her. She was right. He had no right to put her in that position. To confront her with 
her own fears, and the things he knew she didn’t want. It was a lousy thing for anyone to 
do to the people they cared about. As far as Trevor was concerned, he didn’t deserve a 
second chance.  
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He started working on a new project. He told the story of a guy who had the 
most perfect girl in the world in his life, and he couldn’t just be happy she was around at 
all. He had to push her for more than she was ready for. He ended up alone. Trevor 
worked on it every day, and with every key he pressed, he was even angrier at what he 
had done. If he had the energy, he would have hated himself. But he was too empty even 
for that. So he worked on.  

Seven months passed. It was the longest stretch of time he had ever felt. No 
matter how long he had waited for her before, he always knew she would be back. Now, 
there was nothing coming back. His agent left two messages a day on Trevor’s answering 
machine. He wanted to know what Trevor thought of the finished version of the last 
book, and he wanted to find a home for one of the new projects. Trevor didn’t feel like 
talking to him. It was right to profit off of his mistakes, and what he did to Angel. He 
wouldn’t sell this story. And the one from before…well, who wants to sell a happy story 
when you know it’s a lie?  

His editor at the paper didn’t bother to call anymore at all. All assignments were 
faxed over, and when they were done, they were faxed back. They knew better now than 
no try and actually talk to Trevor, let alone get him into the office. The editor even tried 
to stop by his apartment once, but he hardly recognized the writer he had hired. His 
goatee had grown into a full beard, unkempt and untrimmed, and his hair hadn’t been cut 
or tended to in a long time. Slacks and button shirts were replaced with shorts and old t-
shirts, left over from concerts. Trevor was truly lucky to have kept his job, but his column 
was still popular, even if it had declined in the recent months. There were as many 
depressed people who liked the new form as much as the old readers had loved his 
previous stories. 

 
Trevor was laying in bed, staring up at the ceiling, doing his best not to think. If 

he stared at the nothingness for long enough, he could usually find a blank slate. Hours 
were passed this way. He was close to finding it, when someone interrupted by knocking 
at the door. His neighborhood children had taken to trying to sell their lemonade door to 
door any time it got warm, and they weren’t tall enough to read the no solicitors sign 
Trevor had hung on his door. Depending on who it was, they would go away after 
nobody answered for a while. All except the little fat kid. He was relentless. After four or 
five series of pounding, Trevor finally rolled off the bed. He couldn’t figure why the kid 
didn’t catch on, but he never did. Every time he was out, he would return, apparently 
overestimating the draw of watered down lemonade. Trevor slid the bolt, and opened the 
door. 

“You wanna by some lemonade, sir?” The kid stood there, fatter then ever, 
carrying around a plastic bucket of ice in one hand, with a bottle full of greenish yellow 
liquid in it, and a sleeve of plastic cups in the other.  

“No.” 
“Are you sure? It’s ice cold.”  
“I’m sure. I’m sure every week. I don’t like lemonade.”  
“Everybody likes lemonade.” 
“I don’t. Try the guy across the hall. He likes lemonade.”  
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The fat kid shrugged, still smiling, and turned around to try the door across the 
hall. Even as Trevor shut his own door, he could hear the heavy pounding of the child, 
anxious to sell another cup of juice. Before he could even get halfway back to his bed, 
there was a pounding at the door again. Trevor turned back around, swearing to himself 
about the capitalistic desires of children today. He slid the bolt, and opened the door.  

“Did you know there’s a fat kid running around with a bucket of juice in your 
hallway?” Angel was standing there, trying hard to smile past her nervousness. 

“Angel? You should see it during the summer. They’re like ants in a picnic, 
those kids.” Trevor stood in the doorway, not believing his eyes. 

“Can I come in?” Her discomfort started to show through even more. Trevor 
moved to the side, and let her past, closing the door behind her.  

They stood in Trevor’s living room, looking at one another, and then shifting 
their eyes to some painting before they might have to say anything. Angel was the first to 
break the silence.  

“I was wrong.” 
“I doubt that.” 
“No, really. I…I went home, and I was so angry at you for saying everything 

you did. I went back to my schoolwork, and dance, and everything else, and I tried to 
forget about it all, but I couldn’t. It kept coming back to me. And you’re right. I am 
afraid. I have been for so long it’s hard to imagine not being afraid. That’s why I broke 
up with you, all those years ago, and why I stay away for so long.” 

“You’re busy.” 
“I am busy, but that’s more of an excuse than a reason. I could make the time, if 

I wasn’t so scared. But even when we were in high school, you were different. You 
treated me better than anyone I’d ever known. I thought you were perfect. I realized that I 
was falling in love with you. So I got out, before it was too late. Only I didn’t really make 
it. I thought I was fine, but every time I would see you, and you would understand me, 
and just make me feel so…safe. So happy. So then I would stay away, until it went 
away.” 

“You should have known I would have never done anything to screw up your 
plans.” 

“I know you wouldn’t do it on purpose, but I didn’t know what could happen. 
Things could just change. I’m not used to not being in control, and I didn’t like it much. 
It scared me. But I just spent the last seven months trying to convince myself I did the 
right thing, only I couldn’t. I couldn’t even concentrate. My grades are the worst they’ve 
ever been, and all I can think about is that I’m even more scared that you weren’t around 
anymore.” 

“I…I don’t know what to say, Angel. I’ve always been here for you, and I 
always will be, if you want me to, but I can’t wait around forever. And it’s kindof hard 
knowing that as important as I am, I’ll never be the first choice. I’m more like the dream 
house or the new sofa than the ideal husband.” 

“That’s why I came here. You’re not the second choice, or the runner up. And 
you are important to me…so important…” She was struggling hard trying to say the right 
words out loud. Trevor stepped towards her, and put a hand on her shoulder. 
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“It’s alright. You don’t need to.” She took her hand from her shoulder, and 
clasped it between both of hers.  

“I know. I want to. I love you.” Trevor was shocked. 
“What?” 
“I love you, Trevor.” 
“I thought…you wouldn’t say…you didn’t believe…” 
“Not until I found the guy I was going to marry. And that’s you. You’re right. 

You are home.” Trevor took a deep breath, and smiled a little. 
“So, you’re sure then?” 
“Yes.” 
“That’s what you want, and you won’t take it back?” 
“I promise.” Trevor’s smile grew. 
“I love you, Angel. I always have.” 
“I know.” 
And for the first time since they were kids in high school, Trevor put his hands 

on Angel’s waist, and pulled her close to him. He paused only a moment, making a note 
of the softness of her shirt, and the way he could feel her muscles quivering under her 
smooth skin. The way her huge, amazing eyes shimmered and danced with so much 
happiness, and affection, and the way she still smelled of sunflowers. He closed his eyes, 
and kissed her, with as much innocence and purity as he remembered from his youth. He 
kissed her again, longer, and deeper, with every bit of passion he longed to share with 
her, and imagined in his dreams. And when their lips finally parted, the air cool against 
the wet skin, he heard a tiny little noise escape from the back of Angel’s throat. It was 
like a sigh, pressed together under the pressure of a beating heart until it could barely get 
away, and it was everything Trevor had been waiting for. They stood, neither one saying 
anything, just smiling at each other in the infinite, perfect moment  

“So, does this mean you want to go out sometime?” 
Angel smiled, and pulled Trevor closer to kiss him again, and the warm feeling 

of home washed over him.  
On his bed, striped by glowing bands of sunlight, Trevor sighed to himself. It 

was a long journey, but he knew he had finally found his truest happiness. Every time he 
was with Angel now, it was as though they had been together for all that lost time. 
Almost like they were paired up all the way since highschool. Just as he knew that she 
was only minutes away from knocking on his door, he knew it wouldn’t be long until 
they didn’t even have separate homes to go to; when he didn’t have to use a phone to 
invite her out. His head lolled to the side, and he took a deep, contented breath. He could 
hardly wait. His bed already smelled of sunflowers.  
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